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1, forone, protest ... against arguing too stronglyupon public poliry;
it is avery unruly horse, and when once you get astride it you never
know where it will carry you. It may lead you from the sound law.
It is never argued at all but when other points fail.

Mr. Justice Burrough
Richardson v. Mellish, 2 Bing 229, 252,
i3o Eng.Rep. z94~ 303 (C.P. i824)
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Chapter i

General introduction

i.i Arbitration and EC law: Ne'er the twain shall meet?

The interaction between European Community law and international commercial
arbitration has become a common topic in discussions in academic circles and
among practising lawyers. Traditionally, the major focus of the interest in this area
was the problems associated with the application of competition law in
arbitration. However, as EC law matures and extends its reach to many new azeas
previously regulated predominantly by the civil, commercial, or even private

international law ofEU Member States,' the time has come to reflect on the wider
implications of EC law, as a supranational legal order, for international
commercial arbitration as an extra-judicial method of dispute resolution which

is an alternative to state courts.

One ofthe remarkable features of the debates concerning the interaction between
EC law and arbitration is their clearly differing points of departure. Two
perspectives can be distinguished here: one seeing arbitration in the light of the
Community legal order and the other focussing on the way in which arbitration
itself approaches the issues ofEC law.

From the standpoint ofEuropean law, arbitration is one ofthe procedural vehicles

or mechanisms (similar to courts) through which European law is enforced.

Arbitration is seen as a substitute for courts in certain areas where the courts
relinquish their jurisdiction in favour ofthis method of private dispute resolution.
Arbitration is perceived as a proxy of national judiciary not vested with the same

powers but with the same degree of responsibility as regards the result to be
achieved. The functions ofarbitrators and the methods of arbitral adjudication

Oneauthor speaks about `...the explosion, in the i 99os,ofregulatory d'uectives that address
their requirements to private sector actors, as opposed to Member States governments',
see Wazd (zoo2), p. 47. See, e.g., Basedow (zoooA) for the list ofCommunity instruments
in the azea ofContract Law.

I



THE APPLICATION OF EC LAW IN ARBITRATION PROCEED[I~GS

are often assimilated with those of national judges and state couns.~ This
perception of arbitration also determines how the issue ofapplication ofEC law
by arbitrators is dealt with. However, it is important not to overlook the fact, that
while, from a practical point of view, `arbitration justice' is indeed a true
alternative to `state courts' justice', this does not detract from the specificity of
the former.

i.i.t Arbitration and state courts' adjudication

It has been said so often that arbitration is a method of alternative dispute
resolution that it has almost been forgotten in what sense arbitration presents an
alternative. Countless attempts have been made to define arbitration. In fact, most
ofthe definitions have been limited to enumeration ofthe features attributed to
arbitration. Some of these features are unique, and others are to some degree
characteristic of various dispute resolution techniques, such as mediation and
conciliation. However, the definition advanced by T. Carbonneau, although
descriptive too, furnishes a concise synopsis ofarbitration, placing emphasis on
precisely those of its features which are particularly relevant in the context ofthe
present study:

`Arbitration is a private, generally informal, and nonjudicial trial procedure for
adjudicating disputes. It functions as an alternative to judicial litigation by
providing binding determinations through presumably less expensive, more
effirient and expert, and nonetheless fair proceedings. ..The pames confer upon
the arbitrators full legal authority to adjudicate disputes, i.e., to render a final
disposition of the matters submitted that can be enforced through coercáve legal
means. Party agreement sets the process in motion, but it does not dictate the
outcome. Once the parties entrust the arbitral tribunal with the authority to
rule, they - subject to settlement - relinquish control of the dispute and of its
resolution to the arbitrators'?

Arbitration is an alternative to state court adjudication ofthe claims arising out
of civil law relationships. In some areas, such as international business
transactions, arbitration has de facto assumed the role of a parallel system ofcivil
justice, spilling over national frontiers and providing the global commercia]
community with an adjudicatory process free of national prejudice and
protectionist laws and practices, and able to respond adequately to the dynamics
of international trade. Due to its prominent role in delivering commercial justice

See, e.g., Baudenbacher (zoo3). See further for a more balanced though still Community
law biased outlook on the functions ofarbitrators Komninos (zooo).
Cazbonneau ([997), p. I-z.

z



Chapter i: General introdudion

in the international setting, arbitration has been able to exert a profound influence
on the very understanding of law and legality on the national and worldwide
scales. To mention one example, a modern theory of l~ mercatoria owes its
renaissance to arbitration. This concept has been embraced as a workable model
for the harmonisation ofEuropean contract law,' proving that it is no longer
perceived in terms antagonistic to the traditional understanding of law.

The resort to arbitration is sanctioned by both national laws and international
treaties.s An alternative does not mean either a substitute or a mere mimicking
ofcourt functions. It refers to a way of settling legal differences arising out of
various types ofrelationships which is by its very principles different from state
court adjudication. The parties' choice in favour of arbitration is a procedural
element of the autonomy ofwill recognised in civil law.b Being sustained by the
courts, the parties' freedom to engage in arbitration becomes a legal right. [t is
freely exercised and offers distinct advantages over court proceedings. The choice
in favour of arbitration represents a compromise between `the ethic of
constitutionally-sound but cumbersome adjudication and the efficienry of private
arbitral proceedings'.' However, if the legal right to have recourse to arbitration
is validly exercised, it constitutes a waiver of certain other legal rights, i.e., `by
entering into a contraa of arbitration, the parties voluntarily abandon their right
to judicial relief and, in effect, create a private system of adjudication that
presumably is better adapted to their transactional needs'.a

In principle, every State should guarantee its citizens access to a court and the right
to a fair trial on the basis ofrules of law.9 As such, these rights are not capable of
waiver. l~'evertheless, from the perspective of an individual, the right to a court
is only a right that must be effectively ensured by the state, not an obligation.'o
Citizens, thus, remain free to exercise their right to refer their disputes to the judge
or to resort instead to an extra-judicial way of settling them." The European Court

4

5

Lando 8c Beale (i995)~ p. xviii.
E.g., NewYork Convention on the recognition andenforcement offoreign arbitral awards,
i958; European Convention on International Commercial Arbitrarion of t96i.

NYgh (1997), p. 2.
Carbonneau (ig97)~ p. S.
Carbonneau (i997), p. z.
The European Convention on Human Rights, Article 6.
Lawson (i996), p. iói.
Van den Berg, van Delden 8z Snijders (iggz), p. z4-z6.

3



THE APPLICATION OF EC LAW IN ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS

ofHuman Rights has had a few occasions to address this issue. In particular, in
the Deweer case,`` the Court remarked that

`In the Contracting States' domestic legal systems a waiver ... is frequently
encountered .. . in civil matters, notably in the shape ofarbitration clauses in
contracts... The waiver, which has undeniable advantages for the individual
concerned as well as for the administration ofjustice, does not in principle
offend against the Convention.'

Arbitration agreement constitutes `partial renunciation ofthe exercise of those
rights defined by Article 6(I)[of the ECHR]' as it was earlier observed by the
European Commission of Human Rights.'3

By recognising arbitration, the State places limits on its own interference into
what it perceives as private affairs. Arbitration agreements as a principal source
of arbitrators' jurisdiction should be freely and voluntarily entered into by the
parties in order to exempt the dispute from the jurisdiction of the courts of law.
The principles that govern arbitration are not the same as those applied to court
proceedings. The difference is that one ofthe fundamental duties ofthe national
judiciary is to ensure judicial protectíon to citizens and administer justice by
applying law in force. The same is not true for arbitration. The main task of
arbitration is to settle disputes in a way designed by the parties. Of course, while
resolving disputes, arbitrators do apply normative standards such as rules of law
and other normative provisions lacking strict characteristics of the law. Yet,
common features of arbitrarion, regardless of its country of origin, such as a non-
professional composition, a lack of elaborate procedural framework, and
restriction of the scope of the arbitrators' authority by the provisions of the
arbitration agreement illustrate, that arbitrators are hardly expected to apply law
in a manner comparable to that ofthe state judges.

The basis of arbitrators' competence to apply the law and the guidance of how
this competence should be exercised, can be found in legal sources of two kinds:
public sources, which consist ofnational legislation and international treaties on
arbitration, and private sources, represented by arbitration agreements and
arbitration rules. An analysis of the arbitration legislation of the countries in
which a dual regime has been established for domestic and international
arbitration, makes it clear that an obligation to apply the law supported by the

'~ Eur.Court HR, Deweer v. Belgium, judgment ofz7 February Ig8o, Series A, No.35, P. 25-26,
para. 49.

'' Appl. No. n97~61, Yearbook of the ECHR, vol. 5,1962, p. 94-96.

4



Chapter r: General introduction

sanction of possible annulment or a review of an arbitral award in case the law
is not applied or is applied incorrectly, is not present in legislation regulating
international arbitration.'4

Moreover, irrespective ofwhether arbitration is international or domestic, there
is a choice between authorising the arbitrators to decide the case as amiable
compositeurs or ex aequo et bono. The general understanding of the arbitrators'
power acting in the capacity of amiable compositeurs as regards the application
of law is that they are entitled not to apply strict rules of law. The only limit to
these powers can be deduced from the provisions ofarbitration acts on setting
aside and enforcement. The arbitrators are free to apply any legal and non-legal
standards as long as by doing so they do not contravene public poliry in arriving
at the award.

In some common law countries, the long-standing concept ofmanifest disregard
ofthe law exists, allowing the court to set aside an award if the arbitrators have
manifestly disregarded the law. However, this concept has been construed
narrowly in international cases so as to exclude errors of law or fact as a ground
ofannulment.'S

Unlike the state judiciary, arbitration as an instítute does not have a hierarchy or
system of review instances which in the ordinary state judicial structure serves
as a guarantee that justice will be achieved. In this sense, arbitration is a one-stop
process. It results in an award which is fmal and only subject to minimum judicial
control in the country of the seat ofarbitration or where subsequent enforcement
ofthe arbitral award is sought. Normally, the judicial control over arbitration is
exercised with great restraint. Recourse to the courts against an arbitral award
(`challenge') is an exceptional rather than a normal remedy. It is accordingly
limited by strict rules setting narrow grounds for challenge, and short time-limits
for its launching, and expressing various principles such as waiver, estoppel, no
review on the merits, etc., that further restrict the parties' right to challenge
arbitral awards.l'he judicial control does not as a rule extend to the review ofthe
substantive or legal findings made by arbitrators. As in many cases arbitration
has a purely accidental connection with the country in which it is conducted or
in which the arbitral award is later enforced, the courts are often not inclined to
use their controlling powers with excessive vigour.

4 Compaze, for example, Article 36(f) of the Swiss Concordat with Article i9o of the Swiss
PILA.

'S Redfern 8t Htmter (t99t), P. 436.
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The primary role of arbitration is to grant justice to the parties who voluntarily
submit their dispute to azbitral adjudication. The task ofazbitrarion has never been
and will never be anything more than that. Arbitrators have no strict duty to apply
the law in the same way as state judges do. Hence, in international arbitration, an
award containing conclusions based on factual errors or errors in law is not in
itself open to objection as long as at the same time it is not contrary to public
poliry and does not encroach upon procedural prerogatives of the parries. On the
surface, this rule might appear to be extreme and disproportionate as far as the
expectations of the parties involved in the dispute are concerned. Nevertheless,
if one recalls the principles on which the arbitration process is based, i.e., the
consensual character of arbitrators' jurisdiction, the contractual nature of
arbitrators' powers, the selection of arbitrators by the parties, the parties'
determination of the manner in which arbitral proceedings aze to be conducted,
etc., it can be inferred that the users ofarbitration assume a greater responsibility
for the quality of the final outcome of the arbitral proceedings. Freedom and
disaetion in organising arbitration proceedings come at a price, thus. The parties
are expected to play an active role in arbitration on pain of losing the right to
further objections. The parties to a dispute should normally stipulate almost every
aspect of the arbitral proceedings either indirectly, by choosing and relying on
the pre-existing set of arbitration rules (those of a particular institutional
arbitration or designed for the use in an ad hoc arbitration), or explicitly by
determining the extent of the arbitrators' authority. Arbitral adjudication is not
without limitations and weaknesses which have direct implications for the rights
of the parties. For example, arbitrators themselves do not enjoy extensive
investigating powers or coercive powers in general. By the same token, arbitrators'
jurisdiction does not extend to third parties. Certain compelling powers might
be expressly accorded or denied to the azbitral tribunal by the parties, for example,
the power to order conservatory measures. Moreover, in many cases, arbitrators
might be instructed by the parties to render decisions on the basis ofdocuments
only, thus inevitably incurring the risk of reaching incomplete or superficial
conclusions. Only if the parties fail to play an active part in arbitration do
arbitrators take over the task of tailoring arbitral proceedings, relying on certain
default procedures provided in national arbitrarion laws at the place ofarbitration.

Arbitration has gone through a number of stages in its development. At present,
it can be characterised by its worldwide acceptance and the steady liberalisation
ofits legal framework. Its evolution continues, however, at a different level. While
it was originally a purely national method, its most prominent role in society
nowadays is to provide a neutral forum for disputes of an international nature.
It is the only mechanism of dispute resolution capable of producing an outcome
- arbitral award - enforceable in more than a hundred countries. Although
regulations on arbitration remain national, since no international unification in
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Chapter i: General introduction

the form ofa comprehensive treaty has been achieved, all arbitration enactments
adopted in the past fifteen years, in spite ofthe diversity of their solutions, show
a degree ofconvergence as far as the essential issues of international arbitration
are concerned.ió

Regulations on arbitration in their present state of development exclude the
possibility of any review ofan arbitral award on the merits. The rule precluding
the review ofthe arbitral award on the merits is not only an important procedural
principle expressing the general policy of, on the one hand, encouraging
arbitration through improving the finality of its awards and, on the other, self-

restraint of the national courts in arbitration matters. It is also a cornerstone of
arbitration as an alternative method of settling disputes. Although in every
arbitratíon legislation the provision exists laying down the rule that the arbitral

tribunal shall decide the dispute either by applying rules of law, or law and other
normative standards, it is acknowledged that the correctness ofsuch application
cannot be challenged. This is rather logical in the light ofthe task ofarbitration
which is, in the words of the English Arbitration Act of r998, `to obtain the fair
resolution of disputes by an impartial tribunal without unnecessary delay or
expense'.'' Moreover, the Act illustrates another important reason why arbitration
might be authorised not to adhere strictly to the rule of law: in arbitration, `the
pames should be free to agree how their disputes are resolved, subject only to such

safeguards as are necessary in the public interest'.`g

One ofthe distinct goals ofarbitration is the finality ofits outcome, the arbitral
award. If it were not for this feature, arbitration would be a simplified version of
an ordinary litigation, which has also existed as a possibility in a number of

The process of unification and modernisation of national arbitration acts has been
stimulated by the adoption ofthe iJNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial
Arbitration in i985. So far, more than 3o countries have adopted the Model Law and may
consequently be qualified as Model Law countries. However, a faz greater number of
countries has been defacto influenced by the Model Law while drafting and passing the new
laws on arbitration. It is interesting to note that among the main reasons for adoption of
the new arbitration laws or substantial amendments and modification of the existing
azbitrarion legislation, two are strongly emphasised. The desire to make arbination more
attractive to users andpromotion ofthe country's image as an azbitrarion venue (at present
there is a fierce competition among prominent azbitration-friendly countries) have been
acknowledged as a driving force for reforms. For the list of the countries which have
recently adoptedoramended their acts and abriefsurvey ofchanges see Sanders ( i 996A),
p. z5 ff; Sanders (tg95).
English Arbitration Act, Article i(a).
English Arbitration Act, Article i(b).
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countries for quite some time.'9 The finality of arbitration produces an effect of
expeditiousness. Despite the increasing complexity of azbitration cases, the length
of arbitral proceedings rarel,y exceeds 24 months and normally the average
duration of an ICC arbitrationZO lies somewhere between 78 months and two
years.Z' It should be kept in mind that this is an ultimate term leading to a final
arbitral decision which is enforceable almost everywhere azound the globe. About
two years is also the average duration of litigation in domestic cases, but cases
involving international issues normally take longer than that. However, unlike
arbitration, litigation in the first instance can be followed by numerous appellate,
cassation, and revision instances. Moreover, the fmal outcome ofall these time-
consuming attempts, the judgment, is by no means automatically enforceable in
countries other than the country of its origin. That is precisely what makes
litigation in disputes involving foreign elements so unamactive. There is no doubt
that if the review ofan arbitral award on points of law and facts were allowed, it
would deprive arbitration ofits most essential feature, i.e., fmality. In arbitration,
the requirement of legality is transformed and mitigated to a requirement of
fairness, which is obviously a different standazd. The poliry ofgiving the principle
of finality precedence over the principle oflegality is reflected in many national
arbitration acts as well as in international treaties and the UNCITRAL Model
Law.

i.1i.z Arbitration perception ofEC law

In the context of a brief survey of arbitration, its functions and its underlying
principles, one point can never be overemphasised. Although it is sometimes
tempting to treat arbitration as analogous to national courts, owing undoubtedly
to misunderstanding or a superficial knowledge of arbitration, it is a firmly
established axiom that arbitration is not part of the national `state-sponsored'
judicial system. By the same token, it cannot be considered a constituent element
ofthe national judiciary ofthe Member States of the European Union. One of
the immediate consequences ofthe fact that arbitration is not part of the judicial
organisation of states it that its interaction with Community legal order is not
automatically governed by the EC Treaty. In particular, Article Io of the EC
Treaty, which is commonly interpreted as imposing a general duty on the national

For example, kort geding in the Netherlands, summary proceedings in common law
countries, etc.
The data for the ICC arbitration can be seen as a good general indicator for other
administered arbitration. There are few other azbitrarion institutions in which the
administrative involvement of the institution itself ( which has an ambivalent impact on
the duration ofarbitration proceedings) is more extensive than in the ICC.
Craig, Park 8t Paulsson ( t99o), p. 2o-zt.
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courts of the EU Member States to comply with and promote requirements
stemming from EC law, cannot claim the role of a legal norm regulating the
relationship between European law and arbitration. Having an important
exclusionary value by narrowing the circle of the possible search, this negative
conclusion, however, does not hint at the principles which should be deemed
appropriate for serving as a legal basis for the interaction between EC law and
arbitration. Ifnot the principle ofeffective enforcement ofEC law implied in the
Treaty, what principles are appropriate and where should they be sought? It
appears that arbitration and EC law each offer their own grounds as a suitable
starting point.

From the viewpoint of arbitration, EC law presents one ofthe possible sources
oflegal provisions or standards which can be applied to the merits of the case.
Forming no part of the state judicial branch, arbitration is not so much
preoccupied with ensuring effectiveness oflaw, including European Community
law, as with proper resolution of private disputes. This latter task forms the
primary concern of arbitration, not law enforcement. Precisely for this specific
quality of remaining unbiased and, perhaps, to a greater extent than national
courts, disinterested and detached from the policy considerations ofthe laws it
applies, arbitration is often praised as a neutral forum.

The specificity ofEC law in this context is that, at least initially, it was conceived
as an instrument of an ambitious economic enterprise - the creation of an
economic Community based on the integrated markets ofthe Member States.
Hence, it was neither designed to be nor has it as yet become a complete legal
system. It is incomplete in the sense that, inter alia, it does not cover
comprehensively the vast area of private economic relations which predominantly
give rise to disputes referred to arbitral adjudication. It is evident that, although
the sphere of Community competence has been expanding rapidly intruding
constantly into the area ofprivate law, it is still limited to the achievement ofthe
objectives laid down in the Treaty. EC law remains to a substantial degree
administrative or, in more general terms, public law,ZZ which often produces an

It has been azgued that in the present state ofdevelopment ofEuropean legal systems, it
is difficult to follow a straightforward divide between private and public. One is often
confronted with `grey area' legislation pertaining to the field of so-called government
regulation ofbusiness. State measures aiming to regulate in imperative terms requirements
concerning, e.g., the quality or charaaerisrics ofproducts (services) inawide sense or their
marketing (safety, packaging, labelling, etc), environmental standards whichbusiness should
meet, or marketing and production authorisations (licences), canberegarded as falling into
the ambit of this grey area legislation. Within the European Union, a certain tendency to
re- or over-regulation in these areas is discernible. This is due to the fact that economic
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impact on private civil law relationships rather than regulating them directly. It
is very important to point out this particular feature of EC law because,
traditionally, public law provisions are formulated as mandatory niles allowing
for no derogation. Thus, it can be inferred that many European law provisions
relevant to the resolution of private disputes have a mandatory character. At the
same time, mandatory rules may have different degrees of imperative strength.
For example, they can be regarded as mandatory exclusively in the domestic
context or, on the contrary, mandatory regardless ofthe applicable law. Equally,
some mandatory rules might be seen as rules of public poliry if they express a
pressing public concern for protection of certain fundamental values of the
domestic or even international society. As was already stressed, because EC law
has often been used as a tool for achieving the grand aim ofeconomic integration,
it is by definition infused with a strong imperative force justified by its purpose.
The purpose of virtually any EC rule can ultimately be traced back to the creation
and maintaining of the economic community. After all, it seems logical that if the
primary mission ofEC law is to foster integration, its existence is only warranted
as long as it performs this useful function. Moreover, now that economic
integration has become to some extent an accomplished project, the functions
of the Community appear to expand steadily to embrace goals of even greater
value than economic integration. The list of goals enumerated in Article z ofthe
EC Treaty is simply overwhelming. In these circumstances, it is diffiailt to resist
the temptation to conclude that, whenever there is an EC rule in place, it is there
because it is necessary for the attainment of the Community goals. Very few
national systems have such an explicit and elaborate system of polic.y objectives
justifying their laws. Projected to the field of arbitration, this trait of European
law will create a direct nexus between European law and one ofthe problem azeas
of arbitral adjudication, namely, application ofmandatory niles to the substance
of the dispute.

It can be expected that, in international commercial arbitration, European law
will be treated no more or less favourably than any other applicable laws which,
by definition, act as foreign laws for arbitrators having no domestic forum. It is
assumed that the principles which are valid in the general context of how
arbitrators apply the law in the process of dispute resolutionZ' are relevant in the
context ofapplication ofEuropean law. However, this non-discrilninatory attitude

integration has been accompanied by harmonisation ofgovernmental regulation in the
fields in which national States would otherwise be able to effectively erect normative
barriers to the free flow ofgoods and services, therefore, undermining or upsetting the
advantages of the single market.
Such as, respecring the pazties' choiceofapplicable law or, in the absence ofsuch a choice,
a great freedom and fleacibility in determining applicable legal standazds.
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might nevertheless produce a tension between EC law and arbitration. European
law is used to asserting its application as a supranational law taking precedence
over conflicting national provisions. National courts ofthe EU Member States
have a Treaty-based duty to ensure effective enforcement of EC law, giving it
priority over any other legal rules. Thus, an egalitarian treatment in arbitration
might appear inadequate from an EC law perspective.

i.i.3 Specific characteristics ofEC law and arbitration

It should be stressed that EC law undoubtedly possesses, if not unique, surely
rather specific characteristics which might necessitate, from the Community point
of view, a certain special treatment in its application in arbitration.

European Community law, as established by the EEC Treaty, has been ascribed
some distinctive features which allow one to regard it as a`new legal order of
international law for the benefit ofwhich the states have limited their sovereign
rights...and the subjects ofwhich comprise not only Member States but also their
nationals'.~ Much of these novel features have been attributed to EC law `not by
the express agreement ofthe states which founded the Community nor by means
of a detailed plan for an integrated Community legal system, but through the
interpretative practice and influence ofthe European Court of Justice'.ZS

EC law penetrates deeply into the texture of national laws and yet remains an
autonomous body of law that should ideally be applied in a uniform manner
regardless of its actual national substantive and procedural environment. Some
of its general principles, such as supremacy, direct effect, and effectiveness, have
been developed in response to the need to ensure that EC law is not discrirninated
against in the different national legal backgrounds of the EU Member States. In
fact, these principles have often been used to achieve the state of equality ofEC
law vis-à-vis national law. The principle of supremacy ensures that European law
is given priority whenever the conflict between two rules, national and
Community, occurs. In other words, it determines the proper status of
Community rules in the national hierarchy of norms. Direct effect secures another
aspect ofthe `life' ofCommunity legal rule: it guarantees that an EC ntle is treated
in the same way as any national rule: it can be applied, enforced, relied upon, or

~ Case z6~6z Van Gend en Loos v. Administratie der Belastingen [1963] ECR 3, Iz.
ZS Craig 8c De Burca (1998), P.163.
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invoked in a variety of legal situations.Zb This means that EC law becomes `the law
ofthe land' released from its original international detachment.

Therefore, both supremacy and direct effect aim at establishing the unhampered
existence of Community law. In combination, they form a kind of static
prerequisite for the operation of EC law within the legal systems of the EU
Member States. What happens next is concerned with the real, dynamic life of
the legal rules which takes place within a national procedural framework when
it comes to enforcement of Community law-based rights.

Despite its powerful claim ofbeing a supranational legal order ofan autonomous
nature, Community law generally lacks its own genuine procedural framework.
As a consequence, EC law has to rely on the available national procedural
mechanisms and rules for its enforcement. Given that the national procedural
environments differ greatly from one Member State to another, procedural rules
have been often perceived as an impediment to the uniform and effective
application of European law. As we shall see later, some of the procedural rules
in the field ofarbitration, e.g., rules on the means and extent ofcourt review over
arbitral awards, have been regarded in this light.

With no realistic prospect of substantive harmonisation of the national procedural
rules, the development ofat least minimum requirements which procedural rules
must meet in order to ensure the proper application ofEC law has been assumed
by the ECJ. Among the most important principles formulated by the Court in this
context are the principles of non-discrimination (also increasingly referred to as
equivalence) and effectiveness.~7 Bot11 requirements form a cumulative criterionz8
for the test which national procedural rules should satisfy in order to be
compatible with EC law. The first requirement is that a claim based on
Community law should be treated in the same way as a similar claim founded on
national law. Accordingly, national procedural rules should not be `less favourable
than those governing the same right ofaction on an internal matter'.~9 The second
requirement, the requirement of effectiveness, signifies that provided a national

z6

~,
z8
zg

This is a broad understanding ofdirect effect which covers `all ways by which EC norms,
on their own authority, exert legal force in the Member States, be it by way of simple
normative substitution, ofexclusion, ofinterpretation requirements, oftort principles, or
additional standards of judicial process', Prinssen 8L Schrauwen (zooz), p. V. See also on
the different interpretarions ofthe doctrine ofdirect effect Prechal ( zooz), p.17 ff; Edwazd
(zooz), p. 3 ff; Craig 8z De Burca (zooz), p. 178 ff.
Case33~76 Rewe [1976] ECR1989,para.5; Case45~76 Comet [1976] ECR, zo43, pazas. Iz-16.
Case 199~8z San Giorgio [1983] ECR 3595, paras. t7-18.
Comet, para.13.
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procedural rule does not operate in a way which would make it `impossible in
practice to exercise [Community] rights which the national courts have a duty
to protect',3o its existence is justified.

However, when the procedural rules at hand concern remedies, successfully
passing the test of non-discrimination and effectiveness may prove to be
insufficient. It appears that the Court has developed different or additional
standards while examining the compatibility of national remedies and the
conditions under which they are granted with the requirements ofEC law. The
minimum requirements ofequivalence and effectiveness have, thus, been elevated
to a higher Community requirement of effective judicial protection with the
corresponding need to ensure, in particular, the availability of an effective
remedy?' This later requirement stems both from Community law and from the
fundamental principles enshrined in the European Convention on Human Rights.

The Community law requirements in a remedial context bear a potentially higher
degree of interference in the national procedural set-up. According to the
principles of non-discrimination and effectiveness, the minimum Community
requirements are fulfilled as far as they apply to remedies, ifremedies available
for breach of Community right are equivalent to other remedies which an
individual can avail of in a domestic situation, and provided procedural rules
through which the remedy is obtained do not bar or hinder excessively the claim
for remedies. However, the principle of effective judicial protection may
apparently require some remedy to exist where there is none, or extend the scope
ofexisting national remedies, in financial as well as temporal and other terms.3Z

The issue of Community requirements concerning national rttles on remedies may
become pertinent in arbitration-related court proceedings which entail granting
a limited number of specific procedural remedies. Among the different forms of
reliefwhich could be sought in the court in this connection, the following most

Ibid., para. i6.
Here, the term `remedy' is used in the narrow sense meaning remedial outcome ofthe court
proceedings (relief or redress which can be obtained from the court, such as damages,
compensarion, restitution, etc.). Theprincipleofeffective judicialprotection isalso relevant
in the context ofassessment of compatibility of narional procedural rules governing the
means andprocess ofobtaining such arelief (rype ofaction, forms ofreview, standing rules,
rules ofevidence, andstandard ofproof, etc.). Cenain rules ofthis latter category, identified
by some authors as execurive `remedial rules' (see van Gerven (iooo), p. 5z5), can be
regarded as forming part of a broad concept of remedies.
See, e.g., one ofthe recent judgments onavailability ofdamages or compensation for breach
ofEC competirion rules, Case C-453~99 Courage Ltd. v. BernardCrehan [zooi ] ECRI-6z97.
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important remedies~ are identifiable: a stay (or dismissal) oflegal proceedings
pending arbitration, an appeal arising from an arbitral award, interim relief, the
setting aside (annulment) of an arbitral award, remission of an arbitral award,
enforcement of an award or refusal to enforce an award. These remedies reflea
the role played by state courts in the process ofexercising their supporting and
supervisory tasks over the arbitration process.

It should be added that, due to the specificity of Community sources of law and
the peculiarity of the mode of their operation in the nationa] legal orders,
application ofEuropean law can become additionally complicated over and above
the usual difficulties which might manifest themselves in the process of
application oflaw by arbitrators. Principles developed in the area ofEC law, such
as supremary and direct effect, have been elaborated with a clear goal in mind -
to achieve proper application of EC law by the national judiciary protecting the
rights that individuals derive from Community law. The Community-specific duty
of the national judge to enforce EC law, to give effect to an unimplemented
directive, or to interpret national implementing measures in conformity with
Community law stems from the obligation of cooperation imposed on national
courts by Article Io of the Treaty. National courts are assisted in their task of
enforcement ofEC law by the ECJ. Compared to national judges, arbitrators are
in a more difficult position. Not only do they not have their own national law as
a starting point or a point of retreat, so that any law applicable to the dispute will
be a foreign law from the arbitrators' perspective, but they also do not have any
ally similar to the European Court ofJustice (due to the inapplicability to them
of Article z34 EC) to which they can turn for support in exercising their role as
adjudicators of private disputes 3a

Apparently, the two outlooks sketched above, the European and the more
azbitration-oriented views, are based on rather different underlying philosophies.
Not surprisingly, neither ofthe standpoints leads to a constructive solution ofthe
possible tensions inherent in the relations between arbitration, with its private-
procedural character, and EC law, with its public-substantive nature, for they each
lack an understanding of the other's underlying fundamental principles and
objectives. Rather unfortunate as it may seem, this state ofaffairs has been shaped
over a long period of time, and it is generally characterised by restraint, if not

~ Theremedies listed are not exhaustive; noraze they uniformly available in every state. The
type ofremedy which is available and the conditions under which it is granted are usually
contemplated by narional arbitration legislation. Themost common example ofaremedy
which is normally avaffable almost anywhere in the course ofsetting aside proceedings is
the remedy ofannulment ofazbitral award.

~ Further on this issue see seaion 2.4.
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hostility ofthe two instirutions towards each other. The suspicious attitude of the
Community instirutions can be seen from the early block exemption regulations,
which required the parties to notify the Commission of all arbitral awards
rendered in connection with the exempted agreements 35 The same obligation was
occasionally imposed on the parties in case of individual exemption36 Arbitration
has been perceived by some as a device allowing the parties to effectively evade
certain vital provisions of EC law.37 Evasion of EC law is not the only concern
ofthe `Community' dimension. It is feared that the requirements ofuniform and
effective application and interpretation of European law are left without any
guarantee in the case of arbitration.'8

In turn, arbitration is often confronted with EC law issues outside its routine
process ofapplication of the law in the course of dispute adjudication. It also finds
itself in a situation in which its very competence over the case is challenged on

the ground of inarbitrability of matters involving EC law in general and EC
competition law in particular. Another aggravating factor results from the
circumstances in which claims based on EC law are most commonly brought
before the arbitration tribunal. Even a superficial overview ofthe available arbitral
cases involving EC law3y makes it clear that EC law arguments are raised, in the
majority ofcases, as a defence (either jurisdictional or substantive) and are almost
never used as a legal basis for a principal claim. Though it is undoubtedly true that,
like any other rules of law, rules of EC law, by conferring rights and imposing
obligations on individuals, may be relied on in any procedural and legal context,
the fact remains that EC law is mostly relied upon in situations casting serious

doubts on the good faith ofthe party invoking it. Frequently, the so-called Euro-
defence is used as an element ofdelaying tactics on the part of the defendant or
as a means of escaping liability for non-performance under a contract.

}6

17
;8
39

See Commission Regulation 556~89 on the applicarion ofArticle 85 (3) of the Treary to
certain categories ofknow-how licensing agreements, OJ 1989 L 61~I, Arricle 7; Conunission
Regulation z349~84 on the application ofArticle 85 (3) ofthe Treaty to certain categories
ofpatent licensing agreements, OJ 1984 L u9,Article g; CouncilRegulation4o56~861aying
down detailed rules for the application of Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty to maritime
transport, OJ 1986 L 378, Article 5.
See decisions: Campari, z3.tz.1977, O) L 70 of t3.o3.t978; Rockwell-Iveco, t3.o7.Ig83, OJ
L zz4 of17.o8.1983; EMO, 20.I2.19HH, OJ L 37 of o9.oz.1989.
Weigand (1993), P. z58.
See Bos (t986), p. z31,z38 and Bos (1987)~ P. 4.
Verbist (1994). P. 33-
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i.2 T'he present research: Questions addressed

The purpose ofthe present book is to try to regard arbitration and EC law from
a somewhat neutral position. The study focuses on fmding and analysing the
origin and causes of the tension in the relationship between EC law and
arbitration. On this basis, it seeks to establish how the contradiction between, on
the one hand, requirements ofeffective and uniform application oflaw stemming
from EC law and, on the other hand, national principles of judicial non-
ínterference in arbitration and the finality of the arbitral awards, which exclude
judicial review of the awards on the grounds oflegal and factual errors, should
be resolved.

The subject-matter of the research rests evenly on two disciplines, EC law and
international commercial arbitration, which rarely come in contact. For this
reason, a reader with a predominantly arbitration or, alternatively, European law
background will, at least at a certain point, come across familiar issues and axioms
scarcely adding anything truly novel. Nevertheless, this seems to be unavoidable
in the light of the ultimate aim ofthis study, which is to open up the problem area
to an audience with diverse specialist knowledge.

The central problem ofthe research is addressed by following a number ofsteps
whose integrated conclusions should suggest the solution. At all stages of the
research, the method ofcomparative study involving the laws and judicial practice
of the courts ofsuch countries as the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, France, and
Switzerland and, occasionally, some other countries will be widely employed. This
method will be used, among other things, to clarify inconsistent terminology and
to compare and contrast national legislative provisions and case law reflecting
differences or similarities in legal traditions. The empirical part of the study will
be based on the analyses ofnational case law, azbitration practice, and judgments
of the European Court.

The book is composed offour parts subdivided into two or more chapters.

The main problem of the study will be approached in Part I by first examirring the
origins of the requirements of EC law and the reasons for their existence. This
issue should be seen in the context of the evolution of European law as an
independent legal order incorporated in the national legal orders ofEU Member
States. The primary role of the European Court ofJustice in shaping European
law and formulating principles underlying its functioning within and above the
national legal systems ofthe Member States, such as supremary, direct effect, and
effectiveness, dictates the choice ofsources for the analysis. Although the national
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courts of the EU Member States are engaged in day-to-day application of
European law, the ECJ has exclusive power to give uniform interpretation and
clarification of Community law. This power is exercised by the ECJ mainly in the
framework ofthe preliminary reference procedure envisaged by Article 234 of
the Treaty. Therefore, most ofthe judgments examined in the present research,
in which the ECJ devised fundamental principles of EC law, were handed down
in the form of the Court's answers to preliminary references submitted by the
national judiciaries ofvarious Member States.

The examination ofthe requirements imposed by EC law will be carried out on
the basis ofcase law of the ECJ seen in its development. It should be realised that
the Court's jurisprudence has a reactive or rather reflexive character.
Notwithstanding its status as the highest authority in the interpretation of
Community law, the ECJ has no power over the questions submitted to it. T'his
is an important factor to bear in mind when analysing the Court's judgments. For
example, the topic of the requirements ofEC law imposed on national procedural
rules and remedies, which forms one ofthe focal points of the study, has only
relatively recently been brought to the ECJ for consideration, receiving the
nickname ofso-called `third-generation' problems ofEC law. The part ofthe study
dealing with the requirements of EC law will also focus on the issue of the
application ofthe general principles and requirements ofEC law as far as national
procedural rules and regulations related to arbitration are concerned.

In Part II, the points ofmost frequent intersection between EC law and azbitration
will be considered. Those areas that are especially prone to producing frictions
and clashes, as well as the possible reasons for the tensions between Community
law and arbitration, will be identified. This part of the research will be based on
the review ofthe arbitral awards and court decisions related to arbitration. An
important reservation regazding the sources of the study is that the arbitral awards
available for analysis are scarce. A notable exception is the awards rendered in
the institutional arbitration proceedings administered by the International
Chamber of Commerce under its rules of arbitration, which are regularly
published in the form ofexcerpts or summaries. Most ofthe awards rendered in
ad hoc arbitration proceedings or in proceedings other than under the ICC Rules
ofArbitration, in which questions of EC law might have been dealt with, remain
inaccessible for review due to the general rule of confidentiality of arbitration.
It should be added that even those awards which are available for study are not
sufficiently transparent because they are published in the form of extraas from
the actual awards rather than being reproduced in full. The same is true with
regard to court decisions related to arbitration. As a rule, they give a very
incomplete abstract of the underlying arbitration proceedings, providing few
actual details related to the application ofEC law in arbitration. Another ind'uect
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source of information about the way in which EC law is treated in arbitration
proceedings is the legal writings of praczising lawyers and academics who are
frequently involved in arbitration proceedings in the capacity of arbitrators or
legal counsels to the parties. This sort of source must always be approached with
caution. The information derived from this source has a largely unverifiable
chazacter. Furthermore, it tends to reflect the subjective views ofthe authors. The
available empirical data can be considered sufficient for drawing a picture of the
most typical situations in which EC law comes to play in arbitration (e.g.,
providing enough information on such questions as: who raises EC law-based
claims, how are they raised, and at what stage of the proceedings; whether EC
rules are invoked notwithstanding the fact that the law applicable to the dispute
is the law ofa non-EU Member State, etc.). Yet, any conclusions concerning actual
application ofEC law, such as accurary in approaching sources of Community
law, thoroughness of legal reasoning, and similar issues can by defmition only be
attributed indicative value due to its often tentative and ambivalent nature.

Once the problem areas related to EC law and arbitration are identified, Part III
will subsequently concentrate on the broadening ofthe understanding ofall the
aspects of the problem. The complex character of the interaction between
Community law and arbitration will be scrutinised in order to establish the
grounds ofapplication of EC law in arbitration. For this purpose, the various
theoretical and conceptual modeLs advanced so far in legal writings will be closely
evaluated and critically analysed. On the one hand, particular attention will be paid
to highlighting the weaknesses and internal inconsistencies of the suggested
approaches. On the other hand, I will explore the possibility of integrating the
most viable and consistent ideas from the existing theories attempting to explain
the relationship between European law and arbitration from one particular
perspective, in order to gain a greater insight into the problem moving beyond
the limited boundaries of the prevailing polar views.

In Part IV, the last part of the research, the question of how the national
procedural frameworks ofthe EU Member States secure interaction between
arbitration and EC law will be tackled. The most relevant features of
contemporary arbitration legislation will be scrutinised to establish whether the
national procedural laws of both EU and non-EU countries provide safeguards
for application of EC law in arbitration proceedings. The efficienry of these
safeguards as well as the need and potential for their improvement will be
analysed. In this connection, the role played by Community institutions, such as
the ECJ and the European Commission in ensuring application of EC law will
be evaluated.
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In the final chapter ofthe book, Chapter i4, I will reflect on the findings ofthe
individual parts of the research to offer an improved understanding of the reasons
for the tension between European law and international arbitration. A tentative
suggestion will be made on the constructive ways of making the coexistence of
the two less confrontational.

The study is focused on international commercial arbitration. This limitation is
justified by the fact that domestic and non-commercial arbitration'o are subject
to a legal regime and operate according to principles which are not identical to
those applicable to international commercial arbitration. It would have been
absolutely impossible to maintain internal consistency of the study, which - as
the readers can see - is complex enough as it is, and to keep its length under
control if this decision to restrict the scope ofthe research had not been made.

Although there is no uniform defmition of `international arbitration', this being
regulated by national arbitration legislation using various different criteria, for
the purposes ofthe present research, arbitration proceedings satisfying at least
one of the criteria used in the UNCITRAL Model Law will be considered
international.4` This means that the term `international' is used to distinguish
between arbitrations which are connected with one country only ( domestic
arbitrations) from those which `in some way transcend national boundaries'~ and,
therefore, are international.

The term commercial is marked by a similar uncertainty. Some countries, notably
civil law countries such as France, maintain a formal distinction between
commercial law, regulating relationships among merchants, and the general law
of obligations applicable to individuals acting in capacities other than that of
traders. In this study, the term `commercial' is used to embrace arbitration in

40
4~

Such as, e.g., labour and consumer arbitration.
Article t(3) of the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitrarion of
t985 provides that `An azbitration is international if:
(a) the parties to an arbitration agreement have, at the time of the conclusion of that

agreement, their places ofbusiness in different States; or
(b) one of the following places is situated outside the State in which the parties have their

places ofbusiness:
(i) the place ofarbitration ifdetermined in, or pursuant to, the azbittarion agreement;
(ii) any place where a substanrial part ofthe obligations ofthe commercial relationship

is to be performed or the placewith which the subject-matter ofthe dispute ismost
closely connected; or

(c) the pazties have expressly agreed that the subject-matter of the azbitration agreement
relates to more than one country'.

Redfern 8c Hunter ( i999)~ p. tz.
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respect of disputes arising out of commercial relationships,43 that is, relationships
which the parties enter into in the ordinary course of their business.
Consequently, consumer and labour arbitrations, which are often governed by
different principles reflecting the specificity of the position ofa so-called weaker
party, do not form part of the object ofthe present research.

Lastly, the question of the possible influence of European law pertaining to
cooperation in the areas ofprocedural law and civil justice falls outside the scope
of this study. No EC legislation can currently be found which is specifïcally
intended for the regulation ofinternational commercial arbitration. However,
as a result of the Amsterdam Treaty, the Community sphere of competence has
been extended to the area ofcivil justice.~ Therefore, it cannot be excluded that
there will be no truly European initiative in the area related to arbitration in the
future. The Community has already demonstrated its readiness to act by adopting
certain soft law instruments in the area of consumer arbitration.45 Furthermore,
some existing EC law instruments occasionally touch upon arbitration matters.
For example, at the time ofwriting, the Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and
the Enforcement ofJudgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 1968q6 which
did not belong to European Community law, was transformed into and largely
superseded by, a genuine Community act with the same title, the EC Regulation
(Brussels I).47 Despite the expressed exclusion of arbitration from its scope, the
Regulation is capable of having indirect relevance to arbitration through its
provisions which are applicable to various arbitration-related court proceedings.
However, the issues that arise on the verge ofthe intersection between Brussels
I Regulation and arbitration, such as, e.g., the enforcement of foreign judgments
delivered in breach ofan arbitration agreement or the jurisdiction of courts in
matters of assistance to arbitral tribunals, are normally considered from the

43

4s

46
a~

In the sense referred in a footnote to Article t(t) of the UNCITRAL Model Law that
suggests a non-exhausrive list ofrelationships which can beseen as commercial in nature.
Articles 6t EC and 65 EC providing for judicial cooperation in civil matters have been
placed within the first pillar of the EU by the Treaty ofAmsterdam.
Commission Recommendation onthe principles applicable to the bodies responsible for
out of court settlement of consumer disputes, g8~z57~EC, OJ t998 L tt5~3t. The EC
Directive on unfair terms in consumer contracts contains in the Annex the reference to
arbitration clause as one ofthe examples ofunfair terms, 93f t3~EEC, OJ EC t993 L 95~z9.
Consumer arbitration is excluded from the scope of the present study for the reasons
explained above.
Bulletin EC Sup. z~69 as amended by the Accession Convention, OJ t978 L 304~77.
Council Regulation on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters No.44~zool, OJ zoot L otz, p. ooot-ooz3.
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perspective of the discipline of conflicts of jurisdiction.q8 This aspect of the
interaction between EC law and international arbitration lies outside the general
theme of the study as initially framed.

48 On this issue see Van Haersolte-van Hof(zool); Beraudo (zool); Hascher (1997).
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Part I

EC law:
obj ectives pursued and
requirements imposed



Chapter 2

EC law as an integral part of
national legal order

Z.i Introduction

Beginning from its early case law and ever since, the ECJ has emphasised that the
European Community created by the Treaties possesses its own autonomous legal
system.' Although the EC Treaty itself is silent in this respect, except for the
general reference to the principle that the rule of law is observed within the EC,2
the creation of the independent Community legal order was analysed by the Court
through the interpretation ofthe Treaty in the light ofwhat it considered to be
a necessary legal condition for the effective functioning of the European
Community. Apart from being a new legal system with its own special and original
nature and sources emerging as a consequence of the establishment of the
European Community, it has also become, according to the ECJ, instantly an
integral part of the national legal systems ofthe Member States.

It has been argued that the development of a bold theory of the nature ofEC law
as a legal order sui generis was based by the ECJ on `a rather different approach
from that which has governed the domestic treatment of norms ofinternational
law between States'3 Indeed, the Court firmly accentuated the difference between
the EC Treaty and `ordinary' international treaties:

`By contrast with ordinary international treaties, the EEC Treaty has created
its own legal system which, on the entry into force of the Treaty, became an

3

See Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [igó4] ECR 585 and Case z6~6z Van Gend en Loosv.
Administratie der Belastingen [i963] ECR 3.
Arricle zzo EC (ex Amcle i 64). See Case z94~83 Parti Ecologiste `Les Veru' v. European
Parliament [i986] ECR i339 and Case C-z~88 Criminal proceedings against Zwariveld and
others [i99o] ECR I-336~.
Craig 8z De Burca (i998), p. i63.
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integral part of the legal systems ofthe Member States and which their courts
are bound to apply.

By creating a Community ofunlimited duration, having its own institutions,
its own personality, its own legal capacity ofrepresentation on the international
plane and, more particularly, real powers stemming from a limitation of
sovereignty or a transfer of powers from the States to the Community, the
Member States have limited their sovereign rights, albeit within limited fields,
and have thus created a body of law which binds both their nationals and
themselves.'"

However, not everyone was immediately convinced by this assertion. For example,
D. Wyatt advocates a departure from what he calls `the prevailing orthodoacy' that
EC law constitutes an independent legal order. In his critical appraisal ofintrinsic
features of Community law, he argues that `the notion of the "new legal order"
owes less to an objective assessment ofthe legal characteristics of Community
law than to the descriptive language used by the European Court, and an
understandable concern lest the grand design of the Treaty be misunderstood by
national tribunals more familiar with international instruments of more limited
and specialised ambit.'S He further maintains that a distinction must be drawn
between the Court's description of the Community system and the actual
consequences ascribed to Community law by it.~ In summary, he points out and
analyses four elernents which are in his view - contrary to the ECJ's opinion -
characteristic ofboth Community and international law. These shared features'
are, firstly, the capacity to modify the position ofpersons subject to the national
legal systems, secondly, the primary of the requirements of a treaty over
inconsistent national legislation, thirdly, the binding nature of international
obligations on all organs of the State, and, finally, the interpretation ofthe treaty
in the light of its objective and purpose.

It should be noted that, however persuasive the analogy drawn between EC law
and international law might be, the present state ofdevelopment ofthe European
Community and, consequently, EC law is not easily comprehensible solely on
the basis of its international law origins.a The integration process, which gained
its momenrum shortly after the Single European Act, indicates that the

Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [1964] ECR 585.
Wyatt (Iq8z), p. 147.
Ibid., p.15z.
Ibid., p.148ff.
On the international law background ofEC law and its principles see Kuijper (zooz), esp.
at p. zS7ff.
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Community as an interstate organisation has gradually become emancipated from
the `founding fathers', having acquired competence and powers ofits own. The
reach of the Community authority is unprecedented for an entity which is neither
a federal state nor a confederation. So far, the dynamics of the European
Community have been far from predictable or uncontroversial. It has been
suggested that European integration should be seen as a process rather then a
result. In this regard, I fully agree with the point of view that `the weakness of
seeing integration as a process rather than an end lies in the potential to regress
from as well as progress to an assumed common interest in closer, deeper
cooperation'.9 The long decades that followed the establishment ofthe EEC which
were spent in hibernation, on the one hand, and the unanticipated rush towards
a`greater Europe' overflowing traditional European cultural and geographical
borders being witnessed now, on the other hand, provide an excellent example
of how whimsically the progress of the unknown may unfold. Since the
Community is claimed to be the autonomous source of European law, the latter,
I believe, follows Community destiny: it remains to be seen if the Community
legal order will evolve into a mature and complete legal system or remain one
`occupying a half-way house between national law and international law'.'o

Community law is integrated automatically into the national legal environments
- no additional approval or transformation measures are required." In that sense,
EC acts adopted within the competence of the Community become directly
applicable or, in other words, directly effective within the national legal orders
of the Member States. However, simple recognition ofthe fact that European law
acquires the same status as a national law would not reveal the genuine
relationship between these two legal regimes. Equating both legal systems would
lead to a situation in which EC law would be subject to all the perils ofnational
law, such as the possibility of being altered or amended by new legislation, or
overridden by the act ofa higher legal force, etc. Moreover, the Court could dearly
foresee that the adverse effects of the national legal environment on the
Community legal system (which is by no means a complete system) would only
multiply, given an interstate structure of the Community, generating
discrimination in the application ofEuropean law. It was the Court's conviction
that `the executive force of Community law cannot vary from one State to another

Lodge ( i993)i p. 38z.
Wyatt ( i982), p.148.
At least according to EC law itself. See the end of the paragraph for the rationale behind
direct applicability of EC law. It should be noted that there is also a Member States'
perspective on the process of incorporation ofEuropean law into national law. It entails
accommodation, in one way or another, ofEC law within national consritutional orders.
See Weiler ( t981), p. 275-
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in deference to subsequent domestic laws, without jeopardising the attainment
ofthe objectives of the Treaty'.`Z

In response to the need to secure the integrity of Community law, the ECJ
developed a number of principles which govern the existence of EC law as an
autonomous system oflegal norms and its dynamic interaction with national laws.
These principles are supremacy, direct affect, and effectiveness. The first two
principles will now be analysed more closely below (sections z.2 and z.3). The
principle of effectiveness will be discussed in the following Chapter 3. As will be
seen later, the fundamental principles of EC law have been used by some
European scholars as pivotal tools for advancement of their theory on the grounds
of application ofEC law in arbitration proceedings.~3

z.z Supremacy

The principle ofsupremacy was developed by the Court in its early cases. First
pronounced in Costa~Enel,~4 the theoretical justification of supremary as a
fundamental principle ofCommunity law was elaborated by the ECJ on the basis
of its interpretation of the Treaty requirements and objectives. The Treaty
provisions, especially Article Io (ex Article 5), Article I2 (ex Article 7), and Article
249 (ex Article 189), were construed by the Court in such a way as to accord EC
law primary over any national rule inconsistent with it. The Court repeatedly
referred to the permanent, as opposed to temporary, limitation of sovereignty
and transfer of powers on the part of the Member States. The Court also made
it clear that EC law, by virtue ofits specific mission and nature, remains intact and
claims supremary over any conflicting national act irrespective ofthe time ofits
adoption. It emphasised that the body oflaw created as a result of the transfer of
sovereign powers bound Member States with respect to any future legislative
activity. The Court explicitly supported its conception of supremary by referring
to Article Io (ex Article 5) of the Treaty which imposes positive and negative
obligations on Members States: to take all necessary measures to facilitate
attainment ofthe Treaty objectives and to refrain from any measures which may
adversely affect achievement of the goals laid down by the Treaty. Although such
an irrevocable effect of the Treaty might not have been envisaged by its
signatories, the Court insisted that supremary was a natural consequence ofthe
voluntary transfer ofpowers and limitation of sovereignty by the Member States

" Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [Ig64] ECR 5g5.
'' See Chapter co, section io.z.I.
`" Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [1964] ECR 5g5.
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in favour of the Community. It stressed in particular that the whole undertaking
which Community Law was required to ensure, namely, the Member States'
obligations towards creating and maintaining the European Community, would
have been `merely contingent, if they could be called into question by subsequent
legislative act ofthe signatories'.~5

Advancement of the principle of supremacy signified another important
consequence for the relations between Community and national rules. The
practical implication ofthe supremacy ofEC law over national rules is that EC
provisions have acquired the highest position in the hierarchy oflegal rules within
Member States. Although, initially, there were no attempts to classify Community
rules as norms of a higher legal order in comparison to national rules, which
would be subordinate to them, in reality, as the Court demonstrated in its ruling
in Simmenthal,i6 unlike any other rules of a supranational character, Community
rules are capable of depriving any national rule ofits legal force, in so far as it is
in conflict with EC law." The principle ofsupremacy being so interpreted by the
ECJ implies that any European rule automatically supersedes national rttles even
of Constitutional value, becoming thus the highest norm in the national legal
order.i8 Once again, the Treaty contains no provision which would instruct a
national authority applying law about the place of the rules of EC law in the
hierarchy ofthe national norms.

The above picture of the supremary of EC law portrays the ECJ's vision ofthe
relationships which should eacist between the legal orders of Community and the
Member States. However, it is undoubtedly a one-dimensional and perhaps a
biased view of an institution which plays a central role in the promotion of
European law. Over time, the ECJ assumed the `activist' task of interpretation of
Community law and elaboration ofCommunity legal concepts with an eye to the
`model' Community it wished to design. As Winter puts it, from the ECJ
perspective, `the spirit of the Treaty amounts to the imputed objective will ofthe
Contracting Parties: i.e., not what the drafters ofthe Treaty had in mind but what
they ought to have had in mind'.~9 By being categorical and assertive, it tends to
impose an ideal on what in fact is still an evolving phenomenon gradually
acquiring a less ambiguous shape.

~s
~6
~,
i8

Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [i964] ECR 585.
Case io6~77 Amministrazione deUa Finanze dello Stato v. Simmenthal [c978] ECR 6zg.
Prechal (i995)~ P. Izz.
Boch (ig99)~ P. 31.
Winter (i97z)~ P. 433.
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However, as has already been stressed elsewhere, European Community law
cannot be used simply as a tool or instrument of Community formation. To some
extent, it is also a corollary ofthe Communíty. It is a`moving' phenomenon, i. e.,
a reflection of political equilibrium achieved at a given stage of Community
existence. In this context, I find it hardly justifiable to unilaterally accord
supremacy the unconditional and unrestricted character which is considered
inherent in the initial EEC Treaty.

It is rather peculiar that the tensions which have arisen out of the too
uncompromising and, perhaps, insensitive way in which the ECJ advanced the
supremary principle, encroaching on the constitutional values of the States,
appear to be almost inescapable if one looks at the `chief architect' of the
Community from the angle of the theory of judicial activism within the
Community.ZO The theory focuses on the interface of law and judicial pro-
Community policymaking.Z' It advanced the thesis that judicial activism often
presents a public good but is capable, likewise, of generating antagonism which
may `severely hamper and strain the Community~State relationship of co-
operative enforcement and judgments'.ZZ The main contention ofH. Rasmussen
is that judicial activism exceeding socially and politically acceptable boundaries
even for the sake ofdefending the acquu communautaire and reinforcing federalist
values within the Community may lead to the decline or substantial loss of judicial
authority and legitimary. He further asserts that the consequences may become
fatal in the Community, because in the absence ofits own effective mechanism,
the Community relies heavily on national enforcement ofits laws. He emphasises
that `compliance, to a large extent, has to take place in observance of the respect
due to the law'.23 In this vein, the resistance of some Member States to accepting
the concept of supremacy,24 which would undermine the superiority of the
constitutional norms in the legal hierarchy, appears to be plausible since the
legitimary of the ECJ's doctrine was not reinforced by the supreme law of the
land.

The root of the controversies caused by the principle of supremary lies in the fact
that `the derivation of supremacy from the Treaty depended on a"constitutional"

See Rasmussen (Ig86).
Rasmussen defines the term judicial policymaking as 'courts' contribution to creating,
conserving orchanging public policies, oreuisting priorities among them, inazeas ofpublic
policy which aze subject to some sort ofgovernmental regulation by binding rules of law';
Rasmussen (Ig86), p.4.
Ibid., p. 8.
Ibid., p. 9.
See e.g., Reich (Igg6); Everling (1994).
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rather than international law interpretation.'ZS Unreserved reception of the
Court's interpretation of supremacy and its source would lead to `a quiet
revolution in the legal orders of the Member States...'.26

2.3 Direct effect of EC lawZ'

2.3.t Direct effect ofEC law: Conditions

The concept ofdirect effect emerged from the case law ofthe ECJ as the second
characteristic pillar on which the new Community legal order would rest. ln its
celebrated Van Gend 8z Loos case, the Court made a pronouncement which would
dominate the understanding of the nature of direct effect for decades:

`The Community constitutes a new legal order of international law ... the
subjects ofwhich comprise not only Member States but also their nationals.
Independently of the legislation ofMember States, Community law therefore
not only imposes obligations on individuals but is also intended to confer upon
them rights which become part of their legal heritage. These rights arise not
only where they are expressly granted by the Treaty, but also by reason of
obligations which the Treaty imposes in a clearly defined way upon individuals
as well as upon the Member States and upon the institutions of the Community.

It follows... that according to the spirit, the general scheme and the wording of
the Treaty, Article t2 must be interpreted as producing direct effects and
creating individual rights which national courts must protect.1z8

The ECJ based its assertion primarily on the novel nature ofthe Community legal
order, thus defeating in advance any potential resistance which might have come
from Member States in which the monist attitude towards the relations between
domestic and international law was not prevalent. In fact, as was emphasised by
some authors,~9 this was not such a new and original feature, especially for those
countries which had accepted the possibility ofinternational treaties having self-

z5
zb

x;

x8
xg

Weiler (ig8t), p. z75. See also De Witte (199t), p. 4.
Weiler (t98i), p. z7S.
Due to the overall complexity of the matter and its Iimited relevance in the context of the
present study, the analysis of the doctrine ofd'uect effect in this section will be confined
to basic conceptual issues and only abrief account ofemerging and controversial aspects
of the problem will be given.
Case z6~6z Van Gend en Loos v. Administratie der Belastingen [t963] ECR 3, t3.
De Witte (t999)~ P. zo8-zo9.
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executing character, being enforceable in national courts and even prevailing over
national law long before the creation of the Community.

Given the potentially far-reaching consequences of the recognition ofdirect effect,
the ECJ was immediately confronted with the task of laying down the parameters
of direct effect. Which Community measures can produce direct effect? What
are the conditions for direct effect? Are these conditions equally applicable to any
form of Community legislation? All these questions have been answered by the
Court on a case by case basis.

In the Van Gend 81 Loos case, the Court, ruling on the request of the national court
to ascertain the effect ofArticle Iz of the Treaty, put forward a number ofqualities
which a Treaty provision must possess in order to be directly effective. The
provision in quesrion was described by the Court as clear, unconditional, and not
requiring any legislative implementation. Article i2 ofthe Treaty at that time laid
down a negative obligation on the EC Member States not to introduce any new
custom duties and, at the same time, to refrain from increasing existing ones. A
purely textual analysis of the relevant Treaty provision would have made it
difficult for the Court to rebut the arguments ofsome ofthe Member States who
submitted their observations, mainly emphasising that Article I2 did not formulate
a rule ofgeneral application but expressed simply an obligation undertaken by
the Member States vis-à-vis the Community. Therefore, some of the Member
States argued that compliance with such an obligation could be ensured through
a special mechanism provided for by the Treaty, namely, by using Articles zz6 (ex
Article 169) and 227 EC (ex Article 170). However, the Court swiftly labelled such
views as misconceived. It referred in its reasoning to the need to ensure the
Member States' compliance with the Treaty obligations by all means including
`the possibility, in actions between individuals before a national court, ofpleading
infringements ofthese obligations'. As may be seen from the judgment, the ECJ
construed a negative obligation, addressed to the Member States and laid down
in the Treaty, presupposing a corresponding unwritten right of individuals to
claim any benefits derived from compliance with this obligation. This led to the
famous `rights-obligarions' discourse3o which would be more or less consistently
followed by the Court in the cases to come.

In the Court's view, denial ofdirect effect to the Treaty provision at issue would
be detrimental both to the effectiveness of Community control over national
compliance with EC law requirements and to the legal protection ofrights that
individuals derive from Community law. However, it is the former concern that

'o See Hilson 8i Downes (1999)~
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seemed to oc~py the main attention ofthe Court. The ECJ is rather explicit about
the genuine reason for introducing the doctrine ofdirect effect. In its own words,
`the vigilance of individuals concerned to protect their rights amounts to an
effective supervision in addition to the supervision entrusted ... to the diligence
of the Commission and of the Member States'?' It hardly leaves any doubt about
the objective pursued by the Court. It was the integrity of the then still vulnerable
Community legal order, which was to be achieved through private enforcement,
that the Court placed above all other goals. In this sense, the Court's approach
appears rather pragmatic.

The purposive interpretation ofthe Treaty provisions thus entered the Court's
jurisprudence. New cases requiring even more sophisticated techniques for
ascertaining directly effective norms were bound to emerge. The EEC Treaty
largely consisted of highly ambiguous provisions formulated as negative
obligations to refrain from doing something or positive obligations to put some
measures in place to achieve Community objectives. After all, the Treaty reflects
political compromises achieved at a certain time by the Contracting States. To
promote the doctrine of direct effect, giving it real force in a number of cases to
follow, the ECJ was to use all its ingenuity to separate the directly effective core
of the relevant provision from those parts which were too vague to claim anything
more than declaratory force.

At that time, it appeared that few Treaty provisions would satisfy the conditions
for direct affect set out in Van Gend 8z Loos and, therefore, would be able to
produce direct effect. Yet, the Court was more than willing to go beyond strict
adherence to those conditions as early as the Reyners~ and Defrenne~ cases. In
Réyners, the benefits of direct effect were extended to the principle of non-
discrimination as an element of the provisions of Article 43 EC (ex Article Sz),
freedom of establishment, which did clearly require further elaboration and
implementation by secondary Community legislation provided by the Treaty.

In Defrenne, Article i4i EC (ex Article it9) underwent close scrutiny. The Court
analysed the provision formally addressed to Member States in the light of `the

narure ofthe principle..., the aim of this provision and its place in the scheme of
the Treaty'~ The Court could not avoid admitting what was rather evident, i.e.,

'' Case z6~6z Van Gend en Loos v. Administratie der Belastingen [i963] ECR 3.
~ Case z~74 Reyners v. Belgian State [i974] ECR 63i.
~ Case 43~75 Defrenne v. SABENA [i976] ECR 455-
~ 1bid., paza. 7.
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that the provisíon in question lacked precision and clarity,'~ elements which were
considered by the Court as necessary preconditions ofdirect effect. Nevertheless,
the ECJ ruled that, in this and other cases involving direct discrimination with
regard to pay, it was possible to accord direct effect to Artide 14r EC (ex Article
i19), which was in this part sufficiently unambiguous in the Court's opinion.
Moreover, it stressed that the availability ofthe preliminary reference procedure
under Article z34 EC (ex Amcle i77) would alleviate the problem ofinterpretation
which national courts might face.

Another peculiar feature of Defrenne is that, in contrast to Van Gend 8c Loos and
Reyners, the issue of direct effea arose in Defreruie in proceedings between private
parties. The former cases involve so-called vertical direct effect (pleading EC
provision against the State), yet, in the latter, the effect of the relevant Treaty
Article is extended to horizontal relations between equal subjects, hence
producing horizontal direct effect. With reference to the fundamental and
mandatory nature of the rule in question, the Court affirmed that it would have
implications for all types of legal relations, whether public or private 36 However,
this strong statement is difficult to reconcile with the apparent weakness in
formulation of such a fundamental principle in the Treaty itself. As a matter of
fact, neither the Member States nor Community institutions perceived ex Amcle
Ii9 as being able to produce direct effect. It appeazs even more irrational to require
from private actors the absolute observance of the `fundamental mandatory rule'
that, strictly speaking, was unidentifiable with all due diligence as being such by
subjects bearing immediate responsibility for its implementation, not to mention
ordinary individuals. Another puzzling element in the Court's argumentation is
its use ofthe term `mandatory'. To a neutral observer, ex Article tig seemed to
regulate relations between the Community and its Member States with regard
to achievement of a specific objective. This type of relationship is normally
regarded as administrative and is consequently regulated by rules which cannot
be changed or derogated from by the parties concerned. These rules cannot be
classified with the help of the mandatory-dispositive duo in the traditional sense
used in private law. Such classification simply does not provide any added value.
However, in this case, it can be argued that the Court insisted that the rule under
consideration was conceived ab initio as a rule of general application and not as
a rule of internal relevance in relations between the Communitv and its Members.
Since Defrenne, the `universality' of direct effea ofTreaty rules has been largely
recognised without further debate.

~ Ibid., paza. Iq.
3~ [bid., paza. 39.
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It is submitted that in cases like those discussed above, the Court by far exceeds
the boundaries ofits role as a guardian of Community law. Indeed, it takes over
legislative functions from sluggish law-making authorities.37 Apart from the
questionable legitimary of such an exercise in the light of the principle of
separation of powers,38 it brings about a significant imbalance in the function of
the law which is very well illustrated by the Defrenne case. It is common knowledge
that the Court's ruling recognising direct effect of the relevant Treaty provision
usually has a retroactive effect. However, in cases involving such broad
interpretative discretion ofthe Court amounting almost to creation ofa new rule,
retroactive force ofthe Court's finding would lead to injustice and, perhaps, to
less abstract repercussions, such as detrimental fmancial consequences for
undertakings concerned as was so in the case at hand. If it can be convincingly
argued that the Member States and the Community institutions were able to
ascertain their obligations under Article i4r EC (ex Article ii9), this was not true
with regard to private addressees. The Court tacitly admitted this. Despite its
determination not `to diminish the objectivity of the law',39 the Court was forced
to restrict its ruling to future claims.4o It reasoned, firstly, that it should be taken
into account that `the parties concerned have been led to continue with practices
which were contrary to Article ii9' and, secondly, that the Comnussion's failure
to initiate proceedings against the defaulting States ~vas likely to consolidate the
incorrect impression as to the effects of Article n9'.4' This is a rather puzzling

justification given that, in any system oflaw, it is sufficiently obvious which rules
are mandatory to the extent that they do not leave any doubts as to their
imperative character and their addressees. Moreover, failure to take appropriate

measures on the part ofthe Commission does not make the instances ofbreach
ofArticle i4i EC (ex Article ii9) less grave or justify non-compliance.

In this connection, one should recall that the theoretical underpinning of the
doctrine of direct effect developed and expanded by the Court is that it served
as `a mechanism for enhancing the effectiveness of Community law at the national

37

38

39
40

See Craig stating that `the consequences of the ECJ's decision in Reyners is that the court
is adopting a legislative role... It functions as a surrogate legislature when the "real"
legislature is unable to perform the tasks assigned to it'; Craig (i99z)~ P. 464-465.
The principle of separation of powers can be regarded as a part of the common legal
heritage of EC Member States, yet it can hardly be said to be of pivotal value in the
Community itself.
Defrenne, para. 7t.
See also Case C-z6z~88 Barber [t99o] ECR I-t889 and the `Bazber protocol', attached to
EC Treary by the MaastrichtTreary onEuropean Union: Protocol Concerning Article i4t
of the Treaty establishing the European Community (No. t7).
Defrenne, paras. 7z-73-
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level'.aZ Direct effect was used as a tool for both ensuring the unimpeded
compliance of the Member States with their commitments and curbing the
negative consequences of the lack of necessary activity on the part of the
Community institutions. However, seen purely from this angle, direct effect is
not an objective quality of a particular ntle but a by-product of the imperative of
effectiveness of Community law. Whenever there is an impediment to the
effectiveness of Community law, or, sometimes, a mere hindrance to the efficacy
ofineans of its achievement,43 direct effect is used to redress it. Apparently, all
Community acts, provided they are strictly observed, are capable ofcontributing
to the increase in effectiveness. It is also evident that different sources of law by
defuution carry varying capacities to make such input. Hence, the conditions for
and the practical consequences oftheir direct effect vary. This can perhaps clarify
why the concept itself has become so blown up and amorphous over the years
that `it has lost its explanatory value'~

The doctrine ofdirect effect has been shaped by the ECJ not only with regard to
Treaty provisions but also to be applicable to other forms of Community
legislation. In the framework of the present study, it will suffice to consider the
two most important categories of Community secondary legislation, regulations
and directives. The former was quickly recognised as potentially being able to
produce direct effect for the simple reason that Article z49 EC (ex Article 189)
laid down in plain words the characteristics ofa regulation, i.e., it is binding in its
entirety and directly applicable in all Member States without any need for
implementation. Some have argued that direct applicability and direct effect are
not exactly the same categories.as However, the textual analysis ofArticle z49 EC
(by contrast with the teleological interpretation employed by the ECJ for the
purposes ofconstructing direct effect ofthe Treaty provisions) allows one at least
to assume that the regulation is a general measure which, depending on the types
of relations it intends to cover, may be pleaded by the persons covered by its
scope. Thus, whether or not a particular provision of regulation will have such
effect ultimately depends on how it is drafted. It is the specific qualities ofthe legal

as

aa
as

Craig 8z De Burca (t998), p.174. The Court itself admits it in plain words while stressing
that thepurpose ofits case lawondirect effect is `to prevent the State from taking advantage
ofits own failureto complywith Community law'; Case C-gt ~9z Faccini Dori [1994] ECR
1-33z5, Para. zz.
See e.g., CIA Security and Unilever Italia cases, discussed below, in which direct effect of
adirective wasupheld in horizontal relarions for the sake of improvementofCommunity
control over normative activity ofMember States capable ofaffecting the free movement
ofgoods.
Prechal (zoooA), p. io68.
Winter (197z), P. 433.
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norm which make it a rule that can be pleaded or used as a standard of judicial
review.

z.3.2 Directives and their effects in national legal order

The roots of most rules with EC law origins which are relevant in private law
relationships, can be traced to EC directives, a specific type of EC law. It is
anticipated that directives will be increasingly invoked by the parties in arbitration
proceedings. It seems therefore, warranted to analyse exactly how directives
operate within national law.

There are various ways by which directives can be given effect in national law. The
following part of the study will consider the problems associated with direct effect
ofdirectives (2.3.2.i), the impact ofdirectives on the interpretation ofnational law
(2.3.2.2), and other incidental impact of directives affecting national law (2.3.23)
and the subjective rights and obligations ofprivate parties ( 2.3.2.4).

2.3.2.t Direct effect ofdirectives

Much commotion resulted from the issue of direct effect of directives. Before
undertaking a briefoverview of the development of the Court's case law in this
field, a few preliminary observations should be made. The problem of according
direct applicability and direct effect to directives has complicated the
understanding of integrity ofEC law. A directive is a source of Community law
and hence it forms a part of the Community legal order integrated in the national
legal system as soon as it comes into force. Yet, unlike many other sources oflaw,
it is specifically designed to be an instrument of approximation ofMember States'
legal systems. It is meant to be implemented by national authorities which are
bound as to the results to be achieved by national measures adopted on the basis
ofthe directive. Therefore, a directive is a source oflaw that lays the foundations
for the national norms to be adopted in conformity with the objectives of the
directive. It is normally these implementing national legal rules which formulate
the rights and obligations ofindividuals in a comprehensive and precise manner.
It is still debated whether a directive alone can be regarded as a self-standing
source of law, or whether it is a national act implementing the directive or a
combination of both which constitute a fully-fledged legal source. Whatever the
outcome ofthis discussion, it cannot be denied that a directive is an indirect source
ofindividual rights and obligations.4ó In many cases, directives are drafred in terms
that cannot reasonably be interpreted as formulating sufficiently dear and precise

q6 Prechal (ig95)~ P- iz3.
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rules for the purpose ofregulation of the concrete legal relations at hand. This
is even more true for contemporary directives, which strive to achieve only the
necessary degree of harmonisation, not uniformity, at Community level."

Article z49 EC (ex Article 18g) refers to the directive as a source binding on the
Member States only. The binding nature of directives is regarded as the legal basis
of their direct effect. As will become clear from the examination ofthe case law
below, the ECJ in this instance seemed to draw heavily on the textual differences
in the Treaty descriptions ofdifferent Community sources to deny horizontal
direct effect to directives. This approach is clearly distinct from the Court's
extensive and generous interpretation ofthe Treaty provisions which are also
formally addressed to Member States alone but held by the Court to be binding
on all subjects in any pertinent relations.

On the other hand, despite an outright rejection ofhorizontal direct effect,q8 the
Court was prepared to develop and justify other methods of giving effect to
provisions of this indirect source of `Community law-based' rights and
obligations, such as via the concept of vertical direct effect, the doctrine of
consistent interpretation,49 and so-called mitigated horizontal direct effect which
will be discussed below.

A string of significant cases in which the issue ofthe direct effect of directives was
brought to the Court's attention opens with the van Duyn case. In this case, the
Court was asked whether Directive 64~zu was directly applicable so as `to confer
on individuals rights enforceable by them in the courts ofa Member State'.So The
question arose in legal proceedings brought by a Dutch national against the
dec~sion of the LJK immigration authorities to refuse her leave to enter the country
on public poliry grounds. Thus, the case was concerned with possible vertical
direct effect of the directive, that is, using the directive's provisions against a
Member State. The Court advanced a number of arguments to affirm this
possibility as a matter of principle. From the outset, it briefly rejected the view
that the silence of the Treaty with regard to the direct effect of directives,
contrasted with an explicit provision on the direct applicability ofregulations did

48

49
so

See Protocol (No. 30) `On the application of the principles of subsidiarity and
proportionality', annexed to the Treary establishing theEuropean Community (t 997), para.
6:'The Community shall legislate only to the extent necessary. Other things being equal,
directives should be preferred to regulations and framework directives to detaIled
measures'.
See on horizontal direct effect, for example, Tridimas (t994).
Also referred to as confirming, hazmonious, or sympathetic interpretation.
Case 4t~74 Van Duyn [t974] ECR t337~ paza. g.
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not by itselfpreclude other Community acts from having `similar effects'. It is
impossible to argue that this view was logically based on the textual analysis of
Article 249 EC (ex Article i89), which apparently envisaged that the directive as
a form ofEC law would have different effects than regulations. Had the Court
followed the same logic, it would undoubtedly have reached the same conclusion.
However, in this case, the ECJ based its reasoning on three elements (the binding
nature ofa directive provided by Article 249 EC, the necessity to ensure its usefiil
effect and availability of procedures under Article 234 EC (ex Article i77) for
interpretation ofthe exact meaning of the directive's provisions) to conclude that,
as a matter ofprinciple, direct effect could not be denied to directives. Ironically,
from time to time, the Court itself resorted to the textual interpretation ofAmcle
249 EC in cases where it showed an inclination to limit the expansion of direct
effect to horizontal relations.s'

The Court proceeded to indicate what factors should be taken into account when
assessing whether the concrete provision ofArticle 3(i) ofthe Directive 64~22z
would actually have such effect. Having had due regard to `the nature, general
scheme and wording ofthe provision in question', it concluded that

`Firstly, the provision lays down an obligation which is not subject to any
exception or condition and which, by its very nature, does not require the
intervention ofany act on the part either ofthe institutions of the Community
or of Member States. Secondly, because Member States are thereby obliged,
in implementing a clause which derogates from one of the fundamental
principles of the Treaty in favour of individuals, not to take account offactors
extraneous to personal conduct, legal certainty for the persons concerned
requires that they should be able to rely on this obligation even though it has
been laid down in a legislative act which has no automatic direct effect in its
entirety.'SZ

Thus, the findings ofthe Court can be summed up as establishing the following
criteria for direct effect of the directive's provision: precision, absence of
discretion or conditions attached. These conditions seem identical to the ones
which are applied with regard to direct effect ofTreaty provisions. Yet, in the
judgment, the Court was giving signals that, where directives were concerned,
it was likely to treat such conditions less stringently. For example, it reminded the
courts ofthe availability of the preliminary reference procedure under Article 234
EC for resolving questions connected with interpretation of ambiguous rules,

5` See inter alia Case i5z~84 Marshall [i986] ECR 7z3, paza.48 and Case C-9t~9z Faccini Dori

[1994] ECR I-33z5, paras, zz-z4.
5~ Case 41~74 Van Duyn v. Home Office [i974] ECR r337~ paza- 13-
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implying that even less than sufficiently clear provisions can acquire such
characteristics through interpretation. Furthermore, the Court continued to
concentrate on the rights-obligations axis while analysing direct effect.

It is worth noting that in this and many other cases involving directives that
actually lay down rules addressing relations between the State and individuals,
the Court conveniently slipped into the path of construing individual rights to
invoke the directive in correlation with the substantive obligations of a State
contained in the same directive combined with a general duty under Article 249
EC (ex Article 189). Nevertheless, the Court's analysis ofdirect effect in terms
of individual rights to enjoy benefits resulting from the State's obligations will
be unhelpful in many instances simply because it is the actual content ofa directive
which makes a State incidentally obliged to pursue a certain line of conduct.
However, a directive can target solely private relations in which both obligee and
obligor are private subjects not bearing any responsibility under Article 249 EC.
On the whole, if a general duty on the part of Member States arises under a
directive, it is a duty oftimely and correct transposition ofthe directive, and this
creates corresponding rights of those concerned to be compensated for damages
which are incurred by the non-implementation of a directive. This duty is present
regardless of the actual scope and content ofa direaive. Undeniably, the Court
greatly contributed to the development of the principle of state liability in
Community cases, while this principle was largely unknown at a national level.
In many instances, action for damages is the only possible redress for an aggrieved
person.~ Yet, it is clear that ifan action for damages produces basically coercive
and compensatory effect, vemcal direct effect ofa directive serves in contrast both
to curtail a Member State's non-compliance and to accord intended `usefttl effect'
to a directive. Therefore, a combination ofboth the principle ofstate liability and
vertical direct effect tend to enhance dramatically the effectiveness of a directive
as a source ofEC law and hence the overall effectiveness ofEC law. It is submitted
that the Court could not have been unaware of the price at which such
effectiveness would be achieved. As it was suggested, `in these cases, the Court's
concern with effectiveness and with timely, uniform, enforceability ofCommunity
legislation in all States seemed to take precedence over concerns about political
usurpation, legal certainty and ease of application by national authorities and
courts'.sa

~ Case C-gl~g2 Faccini Dori v. Recreb [1994] ECR I-3325, Para. z7.
~ Craig 8z De Bílrca (1998), p. Igo.
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Among the landmark cases on the direct effect of directives, the Ratti casess
touched upon another crucial aspect of the direct effect of directives, namely,
regarding further qualifying conditions attached by the Court to directives which
should be deemed susceptible to such an effect. In Ratti an individual prosecuted
under domestic criminal law relied on the provisions of two unimplemented
directives, which, if he had been successful, would have discharged him from
criminal liability. Mr Ratti was facing criminal charges for breaching the labelling
requirements of Italian law prescribing affixation ofan indication ofcertain toxic
substances on the products' packages. The directives invoked by Mr Ratti
concerned the labelling of solvents and varnishes respectively. Compared to
Italian law, they provided for less stringent rules, which in this case were complied
with by the defendant. The referring judge was essentially seeking the Court's
directions as to whether the directives' provisions should be given precedence
over conflicting national rules, and from which point in time the directives would
be considered to supersede the non-conforming domestic tvles. In answering the
questions, the Court, having reiterated already established reasons for the direct
effect of directives and the requirements of precision and unconditionality,
specified a new condition, namely, that as long as the period of implementation
of the directive had not expired, the directive `cannot bring about with respect
to any individual... any effect capable ofbeing taken into consideration by national
courts'.s6 1'hus, the time-limits for transposition of the directive serve as a
temporal restriction to direct effea: only after the lapse of the prescribed
transposition period ofa directive can the right ofthe individual to rely on those
ofits rules capable ofbeing directly effective be realised. It will be seen later that,
although this appears a very strong and definite position, its finality was
compromised by the Court which diminished its `no effect' stance through the
development ofthe requirement of sympathetic interpretation of national law
in the light of, inter alia, directives' provisions whose implementation period has
not yet expired.s'

The ruling in Ratti contributed to the development ofthe concept of direct effect
in another way. For the first time, the Court introduced a so-called estoppel
reasoning which was formulated in the following manner: `a Member State which
has not adopted the implementing measures required by the directive in the
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Case t48~78 Ratti [i979] ECR t62g.
Ibid., para. 47.
See Case 80~86 Kolpinghuis N~megen [i987] ECR 396g, para. t5: `as regards the third
question concerning the limits which Community law might impose on the obligarion or
power of the national court to interpret the rules of its national law in the light of the
directive, it makes no difference whether or not the period prescribed for implementation
has expired'.
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prescribed periods may not rely, as against individuals, on its own failure to
perform the obligations which the directive entails'.'a In Ratti, the estoppel
argument was used to deny the right ofthe State to rely on national provisions
which were inconsistent with the Community directive. In this context, the
estoppel argument may appear superfluous since, after the directive's provisions
were found by the Court to have direct effect, the quesrion ofwhich rules should
apply - domestic rules contrary to the directly effective EC norms or these norms
instead - could be resolved purely on the basis ofthe primary of the Community
law. However, in other cases, estoppel would serve to thwart any attempts ofa
State to subject an individual to a directive's provisions which were not at all or
improperly implemented. For example, in Kolpinghuis the State was effectively
prevented by estoppel from worsening an individual's legal position by subjecting
him to the provisions ofa non-implemented directive. The estoppel may thus be
seen as a reinforcing argument for the denial of `inverted' vertical direct effect,
i.e., the ability ofa State to employ a directive in order to impose obligations on
individuals, who, due to the failure of that State to provide for measures of
implementation, could not ascertain the extent oftheir obligations. Furthermore,
it is argued that the estoppel argument, first advanced to illustrate the
consequences of direct effect, was often used by the Court to add some moral
strength to its pragmatic explanation of the need for direct effect ofdirectives.
Estoppel was thus turned into one of the purposes ofdirect effect rather than its
side-effect.59

1'he line of cases in which the Court continued to shape the boundaries of direct
effect would be incomplete without Marshall I.bo This is one ofthe cases in which
the ECJ was willing to stretch the reach of direct effect to its limits. This case
concerned the capacity ofan individual to invoke a directive's provision against
an organ ofthe State (a regional health authority) acting in its private capacity.

As was established in earlier cases, one of the peculiarities ofthe direct effect of
directives is that it is an individual who can draw benefits from invocation oftheir
directly effective provisions against the State. In most cases involving
administrative law relationships, an individual's legal claims based on a directive
are faced by the State, or state authorities to be precise, who, in contrast, are not
able to rely on a directive due to a failure to implement it. However, it is not
unusual for the State to act in a capacity other than that ofa sovereign, e.g., in the
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Ibid., paza. zz.
For the aitiqueofestoppel theory as a rationale for direct effect, see Prechal (1995)~ P. z51-
z6o.
Case 15z~84 Marshall [Ig86] ECR 7z3.
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capacity of an employer, as in Marshall I, or a contractor, etc. It is also submitted
that, while acting in this other capacity, the State in a way loses some of its
sovereign prerogatives and becomes an equal subject ofhorizontal relationships.
The difference in the position ofa State acting as a sovereign, on the one side, and
as an individual, on the other, is that, in the former case, the State enforces its own
laws whereas, in the latter, it submits to them. In Marshall I, the Court rejected
the view that a distinction between the different capacities in which the State can
act was justified for the purposes ofthe direct effect of directives. Despite the
concern expressed, e.g. by the LJK, that, by failing to draw a dividing line between
the instances in which the State acts as public authority or as a private party, the
Court would contribute to the creation oftwo levels of operation oflaw `giving
rise to an arbitrary and unfair distinction between the rights of State employees
and those of private employees',6' the Court nevertheless held that

`...where a person involved in legal proceedings is able to rely on a directíve as
against the State he may do so regardless of the capacity in which the latter is
acting, whether employer or public authority. In either case it is necessary to
prevent the State from taking advantages ofits own failure to comply with
Community law.ió'

The logic ofthe Court is easily comprehensible. Although the rationale behind
the Court's ruling seems to resemble the estoppel argument, it is clear that it was
not based on the principle ofresponsibility ofthe State for failure to implement
the directive, since the state body in question could hardly be held accountable
for non-implementation of the Community act. Nonetheless, by treating the State
as an`indivisible' entity, as was suggested by Advocate General Slynn in his
opinion, the Court achieved the desired expansion of the scope ofdirect effect.
This judgment also can be read as conveying an unambiguous message to the state
authorities that they are bound to respea Community acts even if the legislative
branch of the State fails to comply with such an act.ó3

The Court consistently followed its approach in encompassing still broader
categories of entities thus pushing further the limits ofdirect effect. However,
until Foster, there were no clear criteria on the basis ofwhich a particular body
or legal entity could be deemed to emanate from the State in the context ofdirect
effect. In fact, in his opinion in Marshall, AG Slynn suggested that it should be lefr
to the national law to determine this issue provided that `the State must be taken

6' Ibid., para. 5i.
bZ Ibid., para. 49.
6} For other examples of `administrative' d'uect effect, see Prechal (zoooA), p. to49.
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broadly, as including all the organs ofthe State'.6q However, at that time, the Court
refrained from elaborating this point. The Court returned to this issue in Foster
where it laid down the following standard ofclassification ofa body as emanating
from the State:

`...a body, whatever its legal form, which has been made responsible, pursuant
to a measure adopted by the State, for providing a public service under the
control of the State and has for thar purpose special powers beyond those which
result from the normal rules applicable in relations between individuals, is
included in any event among the bodies against which the provision of a
directive capable ofhaving direct effect may be relied upon.'6'

In Foster, British Gas, a utility company operating in the nationalised industry
responsible for gas supply, was held to be an organ ofthe State. It is argued that
the broad Foster formula `has led to variegated results when the "public~private"
issue has been heard before national courts'.66 For example, if, before Foster, local
and regional authorities, independent bodies responsible for the maintenance of
public order and safety, were seen as emanations ofthe State, Foster guidelines
have proved to justify labelling as state authorities universities, public schools,
and other entities which might have been `comfortably viewed as falling within
the private sector'.6j In summery, the consequences of Foster are that, once the
body satisfies the criteria laid down in the Court's judgment, it will be required
to comply with directive provisions `even in those areas which are beyond the
control or which fall outside the scope of activities causing the body to be
considered a part ofthe State.ió8

The next significant step in consolidating the existing case law on direct effect and
elaborating it further was made in FacciruDori.b9 This time, the issue ofhorizontal
direct effect, that is, the pleading of a directive's provisions by an individual against
another individual, was put on the Court's agenda. As mat be seen from the cases
discussed above, the direct effect of a directive may be an offensive or a defensive
weapon, depending on the context, placed at the disposal ofindividuals ín order,
firstly, to ensure the effectiveness ofEC law and, secondly, to let them benefit
from whatever legal advantages they can secure by using it against the State. But
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Case 15z~84 Marshall [Ig86] ECR 7z3, 735.
Case C-188~89 Foster [Iggo] ECR I-3313, para. zo.
Ward (zooo), p. c61.
[bid.
Prechal (1995), p. 85.
Case C-91~9z Faccini Dori v. Recreb [1994] ECR I-33z5.
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is it as useful in cases where there are private individuals on both sides of the
relationship?

From the case law as it stood before FacciniDori, a rather rigid rule on the direct
effect of directives could be inferred: a sufficiently clear and unconditional
provision of a directive could be relied upon by an individual in proceedings
against a State provided that the time-limits for the transposition ofthe directive
had elapsed. Faccini Dori is viewed as a crucial case in which the determination
of the Court to maintain the established distinction between the operation of
directly effective provisions of directives and other directly effective EC law was
put to test. The facts of the case are straightforward: Ms Faccini Dori, having
subscribed to an English language correspondence course offered by a private
company, tried to cancel the deal, relying to this effect directly on provisions of
the non-transposed Community Directive 85~577 on consumer protection. The
Court, having reiterated its consistent position concerning the direct effect ofthe
directives, had resolutely rejeaed the possibility ofexpanding the scope ofdirect
effect to horizontal relations. Its reasoning this time was strongly affected by
fundamental constitutional considerations which obviously outweighed the
concerns ofgiving maximum effeaiveness to Community law. The Court firmly
ruled that

`The effect of extending that case-law to the sphere of relations between
individuals would be to recognize a power in the Community to enact
obligations for individuals with immediate effect whereas it has competence
to do so only where it is empowered to adopt regulations'.'o

Faccini Dori was perhaps meant to put an end to smouldering discussions about
the conventional prudence ofthe limitation of the direct effect of directives to
vemcal relations. It is interesting to observe that, apart from the pragmatic reasons
in favour of sustaining horizontal direct effect, another persuasive argument is
based on the fact that the system of enforcement of directives developed by the
Court can be characterised as being founded on non-Euclid or variable legal
`geometry'. As was submitted by the Italian court in FacciniDori, `if the effects of
unconditional and sufficiently precise but untransposed directives were to be
limited to relations between State entities and individuals, this would mean that
a legislative measure would operate as such only as between certain legal subjects,
whereas, under Italian law as under the laws of all modern States founded on the
rule oflaw, the State is subject to the law like any other person. If the directive
could be relied on only as against the State, that would be tantamount to a penalty

'o Ibid., para. z4.
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for failure to adopt legislative measures oftransposition as if the relationship were
a purely private one'.''

It can be assumed that this sort of conflict was not easily envisaged as a probable
one at the time when the Court embarked upon the development ofits concept
of direct effect of directives. Most of the directives were intended to be used in
harmonisation of the laws in a sphere which can be regarded as pertaining to
administrative law or public law in general.'2 Not surprisingly, many cases in
which the issue of direct effect of directives had arisen were generated in the areas
of tax law, social security law, etc. However, with the proliferation ofCommunity
legislative activities affecting exclusively or predominantly private seaor actors,73
the anomalies resulting from the dichotomy of the enforcement regime of
directives were bound to appear.

z.3.z.i Consistent interpretation

It can be argued that, in order to compensate for the inadequary of the concept
ofdirect effect in the changed circumstances, the Court came up with a new way
to overcome the deficiency or, rather, inherent weakness ofthe system. The new
duty to interpret national law in light of Community law imposed on the national
courts, a duty of consistent interpretation,74 would sometimes supplement,
sometimes take over from,'' and sometimes substitute direa effect76 as a tool for
giving effect to directives where these latter were of no avail for different
reasons."

Giving effect to Community provisions through consistent interpretation as was
proposed by the Court, could prove to become a less intrusive manner of
accommodation ofCommunity law in national legal systems.'s On the other side,
if used indiscreetly, it would carry the risk of upsetting the balance which was
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Ibid., paza. zi.
One has to admit that it is very difficult to draw a cleaz-cut contour of the private~public
divide.
Directive 1999~44 on the sale of consumer goods and associated guazantees, OJ Iggg, L
t71~tz; Directive i943~t3 on unfair terms in consumer contracts, OJ t993, L g5~zg, etc.
It is a general duty ofnational judge not confined solely to directives. See Case C-165~91
Van Munster v. R~ksdienst voorPensioenen [1994] ECR I-4661, paras..34-35~ Case C-ZOO~9i
Coloroll PensionTrustees v. Russell and others [1994] ECR I-43g9.
Case C-gl~g2 Faccini Dori v. Recreb [i994] ECR I-3325, para. z6.
Case zzz~84 Johnston v. Chief Constableof the Royal Ulster Constabulary [Ig86] ECR 1651,
Paz~. 53, 54.
E.g., in horizontal situations.
Prechal (t995)~ P. 19g.
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attained by the Court between se~ring the interests of maximum achievable
effectiveness ofEC law and legal certainty. Cases like Marleasing~ and Habermann

- Beltermann8o speak for themselves showing that the apprehension expressed by
some authors that the doctrine of sympathetic interpretation might turn from a
modest aide into a zealous guardian of Community law interests, being just too

obliging and ready to let direct effect enter `by the back doori8' the area to which
it had no access otherwise, has been justified.s2

The cornerstone ofthe new concept was laid down in Von Colson, where the Court
working on the premise that both Article 249 EC (ex Article i89) and Article ro
EC (ex Article S) had imposed a specific duty on national courts, formulated the
following general principle:

`In applying the national law and in particular the provisions ofa national law
specifically introduced in order to implement Directive No. 76~207, national
courts are required to interpret their national law in the light of the wording
and the purpose of the Direaive in order to achieve the results referred in the
third paragraph ofArticle i8g.

It is for the national court to interpret and apply the legislation adopted for the
implementation of the directive in conformity with the requirements of
Community law, in so far as it is given discretion to do so under national law'.83

In subsequent developments, the Court dispelled some ofthe concerns regarding
the limits and the reach of an interpretative duty. National courts seemed to be

under an obligation to give the fullest effect possible to Community provisions,
employing the technique of consistent interpretation regardless of whether or
not they were capable ofbeing directly effective and if invoked in horizontal or
vertical relations,~ against a State or a private person.85 The principle of estoppel
would not operate here either, since while interpreting national law in conformity
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Case C-io6~8g Marleasing v. Comercial Internacionalde Alimentación [i99o] ECR I-4135.
Case C-4u~9z Habernumn-Beltermann v. Arbeiterwohlfahrt [t994] ECR I-t657.
AG Elmer inhis Opinionin Case C-i68~95 CriminalproceedingsagainstArcaro[i996] ECR

I-47o5~ para. 39.
As was observed by Prechal, `in some cases, consistent interpretation comes very close to
giving horizontal direct effect to a directive', Prechal (i995)~ P~ 3oI.
Case i4~83 Von Colson and Kamann v. Land Nordrhein-Westfalen [t984] ECR t89t, paras.
z6 and z8.
Case 79~83 Harz v. DeutscheTradax [cq84] ECR t9zi. This case is almost identical to Von
Colson, the only difference being that the claim wasbrought byaprivate individual against
a private employer.
See Prechal (i995), p. zo6.
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with the directive, it is the former which would be deemed to be the ultimate
source of obligations ifany and not the Community law directly.8ó Furthermore,
national law to be interpreted in accordance with directives would include a broad
spectrum oflegal acts such as implementing measures transposing the directive
and laws predating the directives' or adopted after its coming into force. In
addition, other limits, such as time factor, constraíning the operation of direct
effect would have no place here. For example, national courts were held to be
under the obligation to comply with the requirements of consistent interpretation
with regard to directives no matter whether the implementation period had
expired or not.88 It appears, however, that this approach introducing an
unnecessary discrepancy between direct effect and consistent interpretation was
not followed in the recent case law of the ECJ. In Centrosteel~ the Court retreated
from its holdings in Kolpinghuis. It is now believed that the courts' duty of
confirming interpretation only applies after the expiry of the transposition
deadline.y"

Despite its wide scope of application, the concept of consistent interpretation has
its limits. The parameters and limits of the duty of consistent interpretation as
developed in the Court's case law remain unclear in many respects and this is
certainly not the place to discuss the various problems and theories associated
with it. However, one particular aspect of the practical working of the concept
deserves special consideration. Given the potentially greater impaa of consistent
interpretation on private v. private or State v. private relations, the question arises
whether the fundamental limitation which was firmly maintained by the ECJ with
regard to direct effect, i.e., that the directive cannot by itself impose obligation
on individuals enforceable against them, applies in the current context.

At the outset, one difficulty should be mentioned which affects the way this
quesrion is answered. Academic opinion is divided on the issue ofhow the initial
limitation of `non-imposition of obligations' on individuals should be
interpreted.9' The Court furnished no unequivocal explanation with regard to the
meaning of `obligation' and the way it is imposed, namely, by directive `itself.
Some argue that this restriction should be construed as applicable only in cases
in which the obligation (and not the other less dramatic detriments, such as a legal
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Ibid., p. 244.
Case C-IO6~89 Marleasing [1990] ECR I-4135.
Case 80~86 KolpinghuisN~meBen [1987] ECR 3969, paza. t6; Case C-156~91 Mundt [1992]
ECR I-S567, paza. z3 of the Advocate's General Opinion.
Case C-456~g8 Centrosteel v. Adipol [iooo] ECR I- 6007.
Wacd (zooz), p. 47; Betlem (iooz).
Hilson 8z Downes (1999)~ p. I28.
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disadvantage or detriment) would be imposed on the individual due to application
of the directive bypassing any national law involvement. Consequently, for
supporters of this view, the consistent interpretation of national law, which
incorrectly or incompletely transposes or which fails to accommodate the
directive's objectives in case ofpre- or post- directive legislation, cannot result
in imposition ofan obligation (this is expressly forbidden by the Court) for the
simple reason that the obligation will stem from the national source.9Z The
Community-loyal interpretation of the national law will merely affect the meaning
of the provision. Thus, it is argued that in Marleasing,93 the national court was
simply required to interpret an ambiguous provision ofthe Spanish Civil Code
in conformity with the directive (which was arguably a realisable exercise in the
case at issue)94 which in practical terms did not result in imposition of the
obligation on the individual but simply in legal detriment, namely, dísmissal of
his claim.9S Therefore, according to this school of thought, as long as individuals
are not confronted `with different types of obligations for which they were in no
way prepared'96 consistent interpretation would not be considered as
transgressing permissible limits.

However, according to others, in cases like Marleasing, the Court pushed the
doctrine too far. Without drawing a delicate distinction between a direct
imposition of obligation by virtue of a directive and `lesser indirect adverse
impact',97 which is quite difficult to sustain, it does indeed seem `rather
hypocritical', as one of the authors puts it,98 to deny that, in terms of the end
results, both the recognition ofthe horizontal direct effect and interpretation of
the national law à la Marleasing are quite identical. Whatever doctrinal difference
might exist between the obligation imposed by the directive itself (an option
which the Court was not prepared to tolerate) and an obligation arguably
stemming from national law, the fact remains that, in many cases, like those
similar to Habermann-Bertelmann, new fully-fledged obligations have been
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Prechal (t995), p. 6z.
Case C-io6~89 Marleasing [t99o] ECR I-4t35.
Hilson 8z Downes (r999)~ P. 1z9-
In this connection it should be noted that in the context ofcivil law, putting an individual
at a simple `legal disadvantage' such as non-enforceability of the individuals rightsbased
on national law due to the interference ofthe directive canproduce results as grave as those
of a sheer obligation in the context of administrative proceedings.
Prechal (t995)~ P. z4z.
Craig 8z De Btírca (t998), p. zio. As those authors quite sazcastically remazked, `those
niceties and subtleties are not to be found in the reasoning of the Court in any of the
cases...'.
Pcechal (i995)~ P. z-4t~
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imposed on private persons that would not have resulted from national law not
filtered through the directives.99

The Kolpinghuis'ooand Arcaro'o` judgments were certainly welcomed with relief
by those who believed that without, narrowing the scope ofduty ofconsistent
interpretation, it would operate as a form ofhorizontal direct effect.

The ruling in Kolpinghuis should be seen against its factual background. It
concerned criminal proceedings in which the State tried to rely on an
interpretarion of domestic law conforming to the directive which, if it was granted
by the court, would increase the gravity of the defendant's criminal liability. The
Court ruled out this possibility, stating that:

`...obligation of the court to refer to the content of the directive when
interprering the relevant rules of its national law is limited by the general
principles of law which form part of Community law and in particular the
principles of legal certainty and not retroactivity'.'o~

In Arcaro, which again was a case involving criminal charges, the Court, building
on the Kolpinghuis case, went further by giving the interpretative duty a more
general and distinct boundary, declaring that it `reaches a limit where such an
interpretation leads to imposition on an individual ofan obligation laid down by
a directive which has not been transposed'.'o3

Given the particular factual background ofKolpinghuis and Arcaro, and the fact
that these cases somehow stand apart from the `main road' cases on consistent
interpretation, it remains rather uncertain whether the Court `has come full
circle"o4 from the Marleasing case. On the contrary, in the light of the subsequent
case law'os some authors concluded that the precedent value of Arcaro is `next to
nothing'.'o6
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Craig 8z De Burca (zooz), p. z17-zzo, esp. at p. zzo.
Case 80~86 KolpinghuisN~megen [Ig87] ECR 3969.
Case C-168~95 Criminal proceedings against Arcaro [Igg6] ECR I-47o5.
Kolpinghuis, paza.13.
Case C-168~95 Criminal proceedings against Arcaro [1996] ECR I-47o5, Para. 4z.
Craig 8z De Bílrca (IggB), p. zos.
Case C-456~98 Centrosteel v. Adipol [zooo] ECR I- 6007; Cases C-z4o-z44~98 Océano
Grupo Editorial v. Rocio Murciano Quintero [zooo] ECR I-4491.
Betlem (zooz), p. 88 and Io3.
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One such subsequent case, Océano, is ofpamcular interest for two reason: firstly,
because it arose in the context of a dispute over payment due under a contract
involving private pames, a consumer and sellers ofencyclopaedias, and secondly,
because it concerned the duty of the national court to raise the issue ex officio
which was construed by means of the doctrine of consistent interpretation.'o' In
Océano, the consumer contraa contained a clause conferring jurisdiction on the
courts in Barcelona. Under Spanish law, such a clause could have been considered
unfair, which would entail the denial ofthe jurisdiction of the court designated
by the jurisdictional clause. However, the national law was inconsistent on the
question whether the court could raise the issue ofthe unfairness ofthe term of
its own motion. It should be noted that, in the present case, e~c offi.cio
determination ofunfairness ofthe contract term would also automatically mean
ex offu~io denial ofjurisdiction. The Spanish court took the view that the answer
to its query could be provided by the EC Directive on unfair contract terms in
consumer contracts.'oa However, the Directive was not transposed by Spain at
the time of the dispute notwithstanding that the transposition deadline had
passed. The Spanish referring coun addressed a preliminary reference to the ECJ
in which it sought to ascertain whether in these circumstances, its discretionary
power to raise the issue of unfairness of its motion could have been deríved from
the Directive. In the Opinion ofthe Advocate General, there was no possibility
to construe national law in conformity with Directive so as to allow the national
court to examine the unfair contract term ex o~icio. Instead the Advocate General
submitted that the Directive should be used to exclude the application of
inconsistent procedural rules preventing the national courts from raising the issue
in question e~c officio:

...The national court is requested to `set aside the domestic procedural rule in
order to guarantee that Community law is fully effective, even in circumstances
where that device falls to be used in order to preclude, in a dispute between
private persons, the application ofa provision of the code ofprocedure that is
contrary to the provisions ofa directive that has not been transposed.'o9

Apparently, the Advocate General attempted here to give effect to the provisions
of the Directive by way of using the Directive as a ground for setting aside

'o' For further commentaries on this case, see Prechal (zoocB); Stuyck (zooi).
'~ Council Directive 93~t3~EEC on unfair contract terms in consumer contracts, OJ t993~ L

95~z9-
'09 CasesC-z4o-z~}~98 Oce'ano Grupo Ediwrialv. Rocio MurcianoQuintero [zooo]ECRI-4491~

Opinion ofAdvocate General Saggio, para. 39.
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conflicting national procedural rules. The Advocate General referred to such an
effect ofthe Directive as `exclusionary' effect."o

As to the power ofthe national court to raise ex officio the issue ofunfairness of
the jurisdictional clause and, by implication, the lack ofjurisdiction ofthe court,
the Advocate General construed it from the wording ofthe directive insisting that
it `entails conferring upon the provisions of the Directive the character of
"mandatory rules of' economic public poliry which cannot fail to be reflected in
the powers conferred upon the national court."I'

However, the Coun preferred to rule in terms ofconsistent interpretation holding
that the Directive entailed the ability ofa national court to determine of its own
motion whether a term of a contract before it is unfair when making its
preliminary assessment as to whether a claim should be allowed to proceed before
the national courts. It further stressed that:

`the requirement for an interpretation in conformity with the Directive requires
the national court, in particular, to favour the interpretation that would allow
it to decline of its own motion the jurisdiction conferred on it by virtue ofan
unfair term'."~

Yet, as pointed out by a number of commentators, the issue was precisely that
according to national (procedural) law, the court in these circumstances was
precluded from raising the issue ofthe lack of jurisdiction ofits own motion.~3
The national judge was left to figure out how to give effect to the ECJ's ruling.
Provided the Spanish court followed the ECJ's lead, it cannot be denied that the
defendant (a consumer) in this case would benefit from the provision ofthe non-
implemented Directive while the plaintiff (a seller) would be certainly worse off.
For this reason, one ofthe authors concluded that while the ECJ did not seem to
recognise it, `if Océano cannot be read as the pure application of the doctrine of
consistent interpretation, because in reality it amounts to recognising rights which
an individual derives from the directive then it does in reality confer horizontal
direct effect to the provisions of the directive."'4

Such deployment ofa d'uecrive can be also regarded as one ofthe elements ofd'uect effect
understood in the widest sense. See section I.z.3, text at foomote z6.
Océano, Opinion ofAdvocate Genera( Saggio, para. zs.
Cases C-z4o-z44~g8 Océano GrupoEdiwríalv. Rocio Murcinno Quintero [zooo] ECR I-4491,
para. 3z.
Prechal (zoolB), p. Io7; Stuyck (zool), p. 7z5 and 734. See pazas. Io and 13 ofthe Opinion
of Advocate General Saggio in Océano.
Stuyck (zoot), p. 735.
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It is submitted that, by devising the doctrine of consistent interpretation the
particular way it is designed in the case law, the Court willingly or unwillingly
contributed to a serious erosion of the doctrine of direct effect. As demonstrated
above, very often the application of the doarine ofconsistent interpretation led
to the same result that could be achieved by application ofdirea effea depriving,
therefore, the latter of much of its practical value."5

23.2.3 Incidental direct effed

It is impossible to provide an overview of the potential implications which the
provisions of non-implemented directives can have on the operation ofnational
law without pointing to a new development in the Court's case law pertaining to
direct effect. The academic battles inflamed by cases such as Pafitis"6 and Ruiz
Bernaldez,"' CIA Security,"8 Lemmens"9 and more recently, Unilever Italía'ZO have
at least one thing in common: all involved agree that, while the new line ofcases
is currently in its formative stage, it has generated new puzzles, adding a further
touch of grey to the subject of direct effect, which was for some time already no
longer black and white.

By way of introduction to this new area, it should be recalled that the effects of
direa effect understood as the right to invoke or rely on the directive's provisions,
appearing in the Court's judgments, may be grouped in two main categories of
legal consequences most clearly pronounced in Becker:

`Thus wherever the provisions of a Directive appear, as far as their subject
matter is concerned, to be unconditional and sufficiently precise, those
provisions may, in the absence of implementing measures adopted within the
prescribed period, be relied upon as against any national provision which is
incompatible with the directive or in so far as the provisions define rights which
individuals are able to assert against the State'.`Z'

Analysis ofthe above statement shows that two different consequences ofdirect
effea should be distinguished: direct effea as the ability ofthe legal provision to
serve as a normative basis in the process of application ofthe law to the facts of
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Wazd (zooo), p. t73.
Case C-441I93 pafitis [i996] ECR I-i347.
Case C-iz9~94 Ruiz Bernaidez [i996] ECR I-t8z9.
Case C-i94~94 CIA Security International v. Signalson and Securitel [i996] ECR I-zzot.
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the case, or as a standard ofreview oflegality ofnational measure.'ZZ It is claimed
that this distinction has always been there and, therefore, it is nothing new.
Furthermore, it is suggested that the main confusion which has been generated
by the new wave of cases mentioned above can be explained if seen as a corollary
ofthe fact that, for a long time, the Court did not expressly define the review of
legality as an immediate and predominantly sought consequence ofdirect effect.
However, the practical operation ofthe second form of direct effect, as illustrated
by CIA Security and Unilever Italia in particular, seems to indicate that the
conditions developed by the Court with regard to the alternative form of direct
effect, i.e., in the context of application ofthe EC provision to the facts, no longer
fit its review of legality mode. Then indeed, the whole preceding examination of
the pre-conditions for direct effect makes little sense.

Among the cases mentioned above, Pafitis and Ruiz Bernaldez can be characterised
as the cases illustrating the so-called incidental direct effect of the directives in
horizontal relations. Although in both cases, as will be shown below, the main
issue was a setting aside ofincompatible national rules, the result ofthis setting
aside was in practical terms a subsequent applicarion ofEC Directives' provisions.
Therefore, these cases can be seen as combining both forms ofdirect effect; first,
a legal review and, then, a subsumption-like application. On the other hand, CIA
Security and Unilever Italia demonstrated the finest instance of the pure legal
review mode of direct effect. The directive's provisions were relied on in private
proceedings for the sole purpose ofdestroying the legal basis of the claim founded
on the national regulation which was adopted in violation of the directive's
procedural provisions, without any subsequent application ofthe directive instead
ofthe displaced national rules.

In Pafitis, former shareholders of a bank brought a claim against the bank and its
new shareholders, alleging that the decision to increase the bank's capital was
made without holding a general meeting, which was not required by the relevant
Greek law but was expressly provided for in the Second Company Law Directive.
The referring court essentially sought to ascertain whether it could apply
provisions ofthe Directive instead ofinconsistent national law. The ECJ answered
the question in the affirmative without investigating whether, in the particular
circumstances of a dispute involving private parties, precedence could be given
to the directive's provisions over conflicting national law. The practical outcome
of the judgment, however, was that the obligation to hold a general meeting
stemming from the Directive was imposed on the private party, the bank. This
case can be seen from two different angles. On the one hand, it can be regarded

'~ Prechal (1995)~ p. z74~ see also Prechal (zoooA), p. IoSo, Io58.
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as an instance in which the Court affirmed the direct effect (in its `application to
the facts' form) of the directive in horizontal relations in circumstances in which
neither ofthe parties raised the question ofthe acceptability ofgiving direct effect
in private litigation. However, such a view strays from the Court's own resolute
statement in Faccini Dori and, later, in El Corte Ingles'Z3 that direct effect is
inadmissible. It should be recalled that one ofthe reasons for denying direct effect
in a purely private setting was that, in the Court's view, no obligation could be
placed on an individual without the proper legal basis and a directive was not
regarded as such. On the other hand, the Pafitis judgment can be viewed as an
example of operation of the `legality review' mode ofdirect effect. As one author
suggested,`~4 what was sought in this case was a declaration, in private litigation,
ofthe unenforceability of an administrative decision which was based on national
law contradicting a directive. However, if this explanation is accepted, then the
second necessary conclusion is that in `review of legality' cases, the Court will not
address ex officio`ZS the usual issues surrounding the allowing ofdirect effect, such
as the conditions of direct effect and the character ofthe relations ( the analysis
of the latter being necessary for the denial of horizontal and inverted vertical
direct effect).126

Ruiz Bernadez can also be understood in this light. In Ruiz Bernaldez, it might be
argued too that the ultimate aim of the public proseattor was to set aside
inconsistent national provisions, clearing the way for the application of the
Directive. It is interesting to observe that the national court raised the issue of
inconsistency of the national legislation with the Community directive in appeal
proceedings brought by a public prosecutor against a court decision in a criminal
case involving a civil law claim for damages caused by a drunk driver. The court
invoked the directive's provisions on behalfofthe private party against another
private party, an insurance company, whose interests were directly implicated
in the case. The ECJ ruling, confirming that the national provisions excluding
from the compulsory insurance contract coverage for damages caused by an
intoxicated driver were contrary to the relevant Directive,'Z' had the effect of
imposing on the insurance company an obligation to pay compensation.

Some commentators submit that, in Ruiz Beranaldez and Pafitis, a number of
specific elements can be detected which could be helpful in providing a plausible

Case C-i9z~94 EI Corte Ingles [t996] ECR I-tz8t.
Stuyck ( t996), p. iz68 and iz7o.
On the issue ofwhether the Court or national courts will or must look into direct effect
when EC law is used as a review standard, see Case C-z87~98 Linster [zooo] ECR I-69t7.
Stuyck ( i996), p. iz7o; Ward (zooo), p. t79.
D'uective 7z~t66~EC OJ i97z L io3~t.
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explanation for the ECJ's altered approach to admissible effects ofdirectives in
private relations. These are the following common traits of the above cases: the
presence ofthe public law element,1zfi namely, inconsistent national regulation;
the indirect manner in which the directives were used to contest a national
measure; and the public character ofthe proceedings.~~9

CIA Security and Unilever Italia are also believed to pertain to this same line of
jurisprudence. Both cases were concerned with private litigation in which one of
the parties relied on the provision of the Directive 83~i8g.~3o This Directive
establishes the procedure for the provision ofinformation in the field of technical
standards and regulations. In contrast to `normal' directives, as AG Jacobs put
it, which are used for harmonisation and approximation oflaws of the Member
States, the purpose of this Directive is to establish a preventive control mechanism
of the Commission over national regulatory activities capable of affecting
adversely the free movement ofgoods. The consequence ofnon-compliance with
various procedures laid down by the Directive, although not directly stipulated
by the Directive but articulated by the Commission, would be the unenforceability
ofthe national regulation by the State authorities against any third party. In both
cases, the question was raised whether the same consequence would follow in a
purely private setting.

In CIA Security, a claim of unfair trade practices (a semi-public claim, since a
finding of unfair trading practices would lead to criminal liability) was brought
by CIA Security company against its competitors, Signalson and Securitel, who
publicly alleged, inter alia, that CIA infringed Belgian law by selling unapproved
alarm systems. CIA Security sought a judgment fmding its competitors in breach
offair commercial practices, and further insisted that a fine be imposed. In the
counter-claim, its competitors argued that CIA Security was the one in breach
of the Fair Trading Act since it violated Belgian law on approval of security
systems. In its defence, CIA Security relied on the fact that the Belgian law in
question was adopted in breach of Directive 83~t89 and was, therefore,
inapplicable to them. The case was referred to the EC], which had to rule on the
issue of whether the provision containing the obligation to notify could be relied
upon by an individual and whether, if it was breached, it would render the national
regulation unenforceable in proceedings between private parties. The Court
analysed the relevant Directive's provisions and found that they had direct effect,
being unconditional and sufficiently precise. Further, drawing on the purpose of

"8 Hilson 8z Downes (c99g), p. tz7.
"9 Stuyck (i996), p. Iz69-t27o.
''o Council Directive 83~18g~EEC on technical standards and regulations, OJ t983 L Iog~8.
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the Directive, i.e., establishment of a control mechanism to promote the free
movement ofgoods, it also concluded that:

`The effectiveness of Community control will be that much greater if the
directive is interpreted as meaning that breach of the obligation to notify
constitutes a substantial procedural defect such as to render the technical
regulations in question inapplicable to individuals'.'3`

As can be seen from the judgment, the Court deliberately refrained from
addressing the question of whether, owing to the private character of the
proceedings and in line with its established case law, the directly effective
provisions could be relied on against an individual. It is also important to note that
the Court seemed to be preoccupied with the task of ensuring that the objectives
of the Directive, an effective control mechanism facilitating the prevention of
restrictions on the free movement ofgoods, would be achieved. It did not consider
it necessary to investigate whether the national regulation in question in fact
created an obstacle to free movement.i3Z Yet, in another judgment related to
Directive 83~i89, the Court qualified its ruling on the inapplicability ofthe non-
notified regulations, clarifying that they would be deemed to be unenforceable
only to the extent that `they hinder the use or mazketing of a product which is not
in conformity therewith"~ and, therefore, are liable to create an obstacle to trade.

By contrast, AG Elmer did not fail to elaborate on this point. For the Advocate
General, it made no difference that the case involved only private parties. It was
the public character of the claim which was crucial for his assessment. He stressed
that the claim against CIA Security could have been brought by the public
prosecutor and that it was, therefore, a kind ofpublic action where the defendant
should be able to rely on a directly effective provision even if the claim was
brought not by the state authorities but by another private party.'~ For AG Elmer,
denying this right to CIA Security would create `an unsatisfactory and
incomprehensible situation where Community law would on the one hand be
seeking to prevent a Member State from prosecuting an individual who had not
complied with a non-notified technical provision, but on the other hand would
debar the same individual from relying on the same ciratmstance in a case against
a competitor'.''s
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Case C-c94I94 CIA Securiry [t996] ECR I-ZZ3o, para. 48.
lbid., para. 57.
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This argument is not pamcular convincing for a number of reasons. Firstly, such
anomalies had already occurred in the enforcement regimes ofdirectives in other
areas ofEC law, in which, for example, an employee would be able to sue a State
employer relying on a directive but not a private one in the very same
`circumstance'. T'his is a price that the ECJ was evidently prepared to pay for
broadening the scope ofthe application ofdirectives which, as legal sources, were
not designed to impose obligations on individuals or prejudice their rights.

Secondly, as was pointed out by Slot, in my view correctly, justifying the right of
the private party to rely on directives against another individual with reference
to the public character of the action would be `an inch away from saying that if
the State puts its procedural rules at the disposal ofprivate parties to enforce their
claims, directive provisions should be enforceable between private parties'.i36

Finally, it should be added that another real anomaly, this time affecting the
operation ofthe national law, arose as a result of the judgment. AG Elmer could
not have avoided following his own logic which necessitated dealing, at least,
hypothetically, with the implications of the judgment for the outcome of the
pending civil suit. It should be remembered that, ifCIA Security's counter-claim
and defence succeeded, it would automatically imply that its competitors would
be found liable in criminal law for breach of statutory duty and fined. This would
in no way be a fair outcome of the case in terms of substantive justice: a law-
abiding party complying with state regulatory laws would be punished for its

,,6 Slot (t996A), p. to49. The author suggests an alternative explanation ofwhy, in this case,
the d'trective was allowed to be relied upon against an individual. In his view, the decisive
point is that theparry concerned did notbase its claim direaly on the directive provisions.
He further formulates a kind ofgeneral rule which goes as follows: `... private parties can
indirectly invoke a provision of a directive. They can do so when this would lead to a
situation in which national provisions contrary to the d'uective provisions would be
enforced. Just as the public authorities cannot enforce narional legislation that is contrary
to provisions of directives..., so individuals cannot achieve such a result'. To put it
differently, the commentator seems to suggest that, if a d'uective is relied upon solely for
the purpose of setting aside national provisions (a legal review mode), then direct effect
is no longer restricted toverrical relations. However, thecounter-azgument to theauthor's
suggestion to treat CIA Security as acase ofindirect invocation of the d'uective maybe that
there could not have been any direct reliance on this particulaz direcrive for the simple
reason that it contains no substantive rules. On thecontrary, it is ofanentirely procedural
nature. Does this mean that theoffered explanation is suitable for a limited numberofcases
only?
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compliance. The Advocate General generously assigned national courts to cope
with this absurd situation.`"

To conclude, although the most plausible and tempting explanation of the
outcome of CIA Security can be anchored in the public law element of the
proceedings, this is not necessarily the correct one.

2.3.2.4 Some recent developments in the private context

The above assumption is confirmed by Unilever Italia, a more recent case lacking
any public law element whatsoever, which nevertheless resulted in a similar
judgment.

The facts of the case are straightforward: the dispute had arisen out of a supply
contract pursuant to which a consignment of olive oil was delivered by a seller,
Unilever Italia, to a buyer, Central Food CpA. The latter refused to accept and
pay for the delivery because the oil was not labelled in accordance with the
requirements of Italian law. The Italian law provided for administrative fines as
a sanction for its infringement. In particular, it penalised the possession for sale
and marketing of incorrectly labelled olive oil. Unilever Italia sued Central Food
for non-payment of the contract price alleging that the Italian regulation on
labelling, adopted in violation of Directive 83~i89, was inapplicable and, therefore,
that the oil supplied was in conformity with the legislation in force.

This case is especially relevant in the context of the present research because it
could have been brought before an arbitral tribunal. It can be assumed that, in
contrast to CIA Security, which was concerned with private but non-contractual
claims, which would be unlikely to be referred to arbitration, Unilever Italia
presents a routine commercial transaction based on a supply contract where an
arbitration clause would not be unusual.

The Advocate General didnot simplywash his hands ofthe case. He did suggest apossible
way out. However, he did not seem to share the burden of the decision: `The question
whether, in the context of the national court's interpretation of national law in the light
of Community law, CIA's claims against Signalson and Securitel should be upheld is
naturally wholly a question for the national court. It is, for example, narional lawwhich lays
down the consequences under criminal law and otherwise of possible mistakes of law
concerning the relationship between the national Belgian regularions and the Directive';
Case C-t94~94 CIA Security [t996] ECR I-izot, Opinion ofAG Elmer, paza. 74. But the
question remains, what ifnational law does not provide for such an escape route?
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The ECJ's ruling in Unilever Italia, both in terms oflegal reasoning and outcome,
resembles in almost every aspect its decision in CIA Security. Therefore, it suffices
to note that neither the contractual character of the claims giving rise to the
proceedings and the slightly different legal background of the case, nor the
persuasive Opinion of the Advocate General, made the Court reconsider its
position. The ECJ simply reiterated its previous ruling, stating that `a national
court is required, in civil proceedings between individuals concerning contractual
rights and obligations, to refuse to apply a national technical provision which was
adopted during a period of postponement ofadoption prescribed in Article of
Directive 83~18g'.~38 Thus, the judgment was a disappointment to those who
expected that the Court would at least show a sign ofacknowledgement that this
was a case ofgreater than ordinary importance and implications. In sharp contrast,
AG Jacobs dared to deal with those controversial issues on which the Court
remained silent and to challenge the views which were seemingly unshakeable.

In his Opinion in Unilever Italia, AG Jacobs argued strongly in favour of a`CIA-
reverse' judgment denying an interested party the right to rely on the directive.
His arguments can be grouped in two categories. First, he analysed the ultimate
objective ofthe directive and concluded that effective Community control was
one of its concrete and tangible aims. He also pointed out that the failure to
comply with the procedural requirements in itselfwould neither prejudice the
uniformity ofEC law, nor have an adverse impact on the free movement ofgoods
or the rights ofindividuals. It would, however, signify that the effectiveness of
the monitoring functions of the Community over regulatory activities of the
Member States was threatened. In substance, an unnotified measure may be
harmless or even beneficial for the Community objectives. Hence, he concluded
that to prevent lessening of Community control from occurring (this control
being established not for its own sake but for the achievement of a higher
objective), it was sufficient to make a directive unenforceable by a State against
individuals. Indeed, it is diffiallt not to agree with Jacobs that such an effect would
hit the right target, a Member State in default, creating a strong incentive for the
State to comply.

In his second line of argument, the Advocate General concentrated on the
question ofwhether maintaining effectiveness of Community control would be
a strong enough imperative to justify detrimental effects which unenforceability
of the national measure might entail for individuals in their private relations. AG
Jacobs referred to `more fundamental considerations', as he classified them, of
legal certainty, substantive injustice, lack oftranspazency, and legal vacuum, which

'38 Case C-433~9g Unilever Italia [zooo] ECR I-7535~ paza. SZ.
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should be taken into account when deciding on the issue of the enforceability of
a national measure adopted in breach ofprocedural requirements ofthe directive
in a dispute between individuals. He concluded as follows:

`The failure ofa Members State to notify a technical regulation should not be
treated as affeaing contractual relations between individuals and as founding
a breach ofcontract... In particular, the arguments based on legal certainty, on
injustice and the absence of transpazency apply, in different way, to all the
consequences ofprocedural irregularities on the part ofMember State.

The truth is that the code of procedure laid down by the directive is a code
designed to regulate rela.tions between the Commission and the Member States.
It was not desígned to confer substantive rights on individuals, still less to have
adverse effects on them. Nor does it seem necessary that it should be given such
effects. The Community's overriding interest in ensuring the free movement
ofgoods does not arise until it is established that the technical regulation does
obstrua such freedom of movement. In cases such as the present the
Community's interest can be fully secured by reliance on Article 30 of the
Treaty'.'39

Appazently, AG Jacobs was trying to draw the Court's attention to the fact that
the Community interests should not be opposed to the vital interests of its
subjects. He persuasively argued that a situation in which `the economic survival
of a firm might be threatened merely for the sake of the effectiveness of a
mechanism designed to control regulatory activities"'o is unacceptable.

One could take a step further and assume that the main objection ofthe Advocate
General to application ofthe CIA scenario to the case at issue was that it would
upset the private-public divide existing in society. In other words, in civil society,
individuals cannot be expected to turn into watchdogs of legality and to routinely
question the legal authority ofthe national laws. As a rule, compliance with the

~a9 Case C-443~9g Unileverltalia [zooo] ECR I-7535~ Opinion ofAGJacobs, paras. u3-it4. One
might think ofanother practical example which would reinforce the position ofJacobs in
distinguishing private contractual relarions from relations involvinga public element. For
example, insteadof implied reliance on the labellingrequirement contained in the national
regulation (note that after the contract hadbeen concluded, this requirement had probably
become an implied term of contract which consequently could be enforced not as a
normative measure but as one of the contracrual conditions), the parties could have
expressly provided in their contract for the oil to be labelled in a parriculaz way. 7he
principle of freedom of contract allows this. As long as such a contractually stipulated
requirement is not contrary to EC law, it is enforceable between the parties.
Ibid., paza. ioo.~.o
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law should not result in burdens being imposed by virtue ofthis compliance. It
is not denied that a situation might arise in which the `legality' ofthe law can be
contested by the individuals concerned. However, in civil law relationships, ít is
a right ofan individual to bring a legality review claim, not an obligation.

It is submitted that, as an outcome of the judgment, any company in the same
position as Central Food would from now on face the dilemma of either bearing
the risk of contractual liability ifit is ignorant ofthe maze ofeffects which can
be produced by the Member State's non-compliance with Community
requirements or hazarding being compelled to start a`precautionary' action
against the State for such non-compliance to rule out the chance of being
prosecuted for breach ofmandatory national law. In Unilever Italia, had Central
Food decided to accept the oil and market it in Italy in violation of the national
labelling requirements, it would have automatically risked fines being imposed
on it. Central Food would have been forced to turn into a truth-seeker on its own
account in circumstances where its commercial interests dictated submissive
conduct.

It should be further added that even assuming that Central Food would be
prepared to take a proactive position and to seek annulment of the national
labelling regulations conflicting with EC law, it is doubtful whether it would be
equally successful in seeking damages from the Italian State for losses it suffered
as a result ofItaly's non-compliance with the directive. It should be recalled that,
under the principle ofstate liability'4' first established in Francovich,'~ individuals
are entitled to seek compensation for harm caused to them by the Member States'
breach of Community law. In Brasserie du Pêcheur,'43 the ECJ clarified three
conditions which should be fulfilled to hold the State liable in damages for
legislative acts contrary to EC law: I) the EC provision breached by the state must
be intended to confer rights on individuals; 2) the breach must be sufficiently
serious; and 3) there must be a causal link between the breach and the damages
suffered. However, in Unilever Italia, the ECJ held that Directive 83~189 did not
intend to create either rights or obligations for individuals.'~ As a result ofthis
finding, one of the conditions for the state liability would not be met, leaving
Central Food in its hypothetical damages action empty-handed.

~4' See further on state liability Tridimas ( zool).
"~ Cases C-68c9~9o Francovich [t991] ECR 1-5357.
13 Cases C-46I93 ~ zgI93 Brasserie du Pêcheur [1996] ECR I-IOZg, paras. 50-51.
'~ Unilever, paza. 51.
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One final remark should be made in this connection. One can predict that sowing
seeds ofdoubts regarding authority ofthe law could not but adversely affect the
very foundations of modern European society. On the one hand, there is an
indisputable trend that individuals are being subjected more and more to
numerous regulations stemming from national and supranational authorities
imposing sanctions for non-compliance. On the other hand, Unilever Italia has
demonstrated that it is not sufficient to be merely law-abiding. Could it be that
European law requires more from citizens? It appears that the ECJ relies `on the
vigilance of ordinary citizens to bolster compliance by the Member States with
their Treaty obligations' while alienating `those same citizens from the principles
of effective judicial protection which guarantee a fair allocation of the fmancial
risks generated by friction between the Community "new legal order" and its
domestic tributaries'.~45 It can only be hoped that the rich European legal traditions
and heritage will help to `militate against any retrograde step which sees individual
lives and livelihoods rise and fall at the distant whim of inter-institutional
relations.i46

Ingmar~47 is another recent ECJ case which is difficult to place in the Court's
jurisprudence on the impact ofa directive on a dispute arising out ofa horizontal
contractual relationship. Notwithstanding the language ofthis judgment, which
refers to application of the Directive, arguably it falls within the purview ofthe
Court's jurisprudence on consistent interpretation'48 ofnational law discussed
above. In the context of the present study, Ingmar is interesting for a number of
other reasons. Firstly, it concerns the question ofthe impact that a provision of
a directive can have on the international contractual relationship and, in particulaz,
its effects on the parties' choice ofapplicable law in favour of the law ofa non-EC
country. Secondly, Ingmar raises the issue ofthe territorial scope of Community
legislation and the rules that should apply for determining such scope. Ingmar can
be labelled as a case on the `disguised indirect effect and communitarization of
private international law', to borrow the expression from one of the
commentators.'49 In terms of substance, Ingmar is about party autonomy in
international trade and its place and limitations in the EC legal order.

The background of the case leading to the request by the Court of Appeal of
England and Wales for a preliminary ruling in the interpretation of Council

~as
~46
47
~48
a9

Dougan (zooi), p. i5ii.
Ibid.
Case C-38i~98 Ingmar GB [zooo] ECR I-93o5.
Betlem (zooz), p. gi; Roth (zooz), p. 374.
Betlem (zooz), p. 90.
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Directive 86~653 relating to self-employed commercial agents'So can be briefly
outlined as follows. The reference was made by the English court in the context
ofthe proceedings brought by Ingmar, a British company acting as agent, against
its principal, Eaton Leonard Technologies (Eaton), a company incorporated in
California (US). The claimant sought compensation for damages suffered as a
result of the termination of an agenry contract, relying on the Commercial Agents
Regulation 17, by which the UK had implemented the EC Directive 86~653.
However, under the law chosen by the parties as the law governing their agency
contract, the law of the State of California, the agent was not entitled to
indemnification. Thus, Ingmar's claim did not succeed in the first instance, the
High Court judgment being that Regulation 17 and its rules on compensation did
not overrule the parties' express choice in favour of Californian law, which was
also applicable to the issue of damages. Ingmar appealed, arguing that the
provisions on compensation of the EC Agency Directive were mandatory and,
therefore, they overrode any choice oflaw made by the parties.

The Court of Appeal decided to stay proceedings and refer the question of
interpretation of the Agenry Directive. The court was seeking to ascertain
whether the Agenry Directive and its rules on compensation ofagents had to be
applied to an extra-community agenry agreement notwithstanding the parties
express choice of a non-EU law. The court stressed that `under English law,'S'
effect will be given to the applicable law as chosen by the parties, unless there is
a public poliry reason, such as an overriding provision, for not so doing."SZ In
other words, the ECJ was asked whether the rules of the EC Agenry Directive
should be regarded as those `overriding' provisions that would hinder the parties'
choice oflaw. In contemporary private international law thinking and under the
system of the Rome Convention, namely, Article 7(i), the question would be
understood as asking whether the Directive's provisions on indemnification of
agents should be qualified as lois de police or rules of immediate application.'~

Council Directive 86~653 relating to self-employed commercial agents (EC Agency
Directive), OJ 1986 L 38z~t7.
Here, the court referred to English conflict rules that were in force before the Rome
Convention. The Rome Convenrion on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations
of Ig8o didnot apply to this case pursuant to Artide 17 which stipulates that theConvention
does not apply to contracts conduded before its entry into force. The agency agreement
was concluded in 1989, before the Convention entered into force for the UK in 199t.
Case C-381~981ngmar GB [zooo] ECR I-93o5~ paza-13.
See secrion 6.3.z.i on the issue of lois de police.
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The Court did not answer the preliminary question from the position of private
international law.'s' Instead, following closely the Opinion ofits Advocate General
Léger, it determined the applicability ofthe Agency Directive to an international
extra-Community agency agreement, such as in the case at hand, solely on the
basis ofthe Directive itself. It ruled that the provisions at issue, i.e., Amcles i7-ig,
of the Directive were mandatory in nature as evidenced by the express prohibition
ofthe contractual derogation from them.`ss As a central argument, the Court relied
on the purpose of the Directive, which, in the ECJ's view, established the regime
whose aim was `to protect for all commercial agents, freedom ofestablishment
and the operation of undistorted competition in the internal market."sb It
consequently ruled that

`...it is essential for the Community legal order that a principal established in
a non-member country, whose commercial agent carries on his activity within
the Community, cannot evade those provisions by the simple expedient ofa
choice-of-law clause. The purpose served by the provisions in question requires
that they be applied where the situation is closely connected with the
Community, in particular where the commercial agent carries on his activity
in the territory ofa Member State, irrespective of the law by which the parties
intended the contract to be governed'.`s'

The ruling signifies that the Court characterised the Directive's provisions on the
compensation of agents as lois de police. Moreover, it also appeared to read an
implicit `choice-of-law provision (limiting party autonomy) into the Directive'.'s8

The judgment was met by criticism from almost any corner.'S9 In the context of
the present study, the most alarming features of the judgment are firstly, the ECJ's
willingness to derive the internarional scope of application ofthe Directive solely
from its aims and, by doing so, to bypass the conflict of law aspect of the problem
and, secondly, its readiness to qualify certain rules as lois de police simply on the
basis ofthe purposes ofthe directive. Those two elements of the judgment are
connected ifone considers them from the point ofview of the method ofthe lois

~55
i56
~s~

~s8

~59

It should be noted that the Court doesnot yet have ageneral power similaz to that envisaged
by Article z34 EC to interpret theRome Convention. Strictly speaking, the latter does not
form partofEC law. Under the Rome Convention (see Joint Declazation), Member States
can voluntazily confer jurisdiction on the ECJ in certain matters of its interpretation.
Case C-38c~981ngmar GB [zooo] ECR I-93o5, pazas. zt-zz.
Ibid., para. z4.
Ibid., para. z5.
Roth (zooz), p. 38i.
See Verhagen (zooz), p. t38 ff; Roth (zooz), p. 374 ff; Betlem (zooz), p. 9o ff; van Hoek
(zooi), p. t96 ff.
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de police. The latter denotes a specific category of mandatory rules that require
their application in international cases notwithstanding the objectively applicable
law or the law selected by the parties. Their applicability is determined on the basis
oftheir purpose and function.

Regarding the first feature of the Court's judgment, it should be recalled that the
provisions of the Community directives, despite their `European' origins, are
simply framework rules (more or less rigid depending on the way they are
formulated in the light of the objectives of a particular directive) serving as a
prototype for the domestic legislation of the EU Member States which governs
domestic legal relationships. This is not to say that a directive cannot contain the
ntles of private international law (which was not the case with the Agency
Directive, which appeared to exclude the private international law aspect ofthe
problem from its scope).'bo Thus, in the absence of a specific conflict rule
contained in the Agenry Directive, its international scope has to be established
using private international law methodology, that is, on the basis of the Rome
Convention, as far as international contracts are concerned.'6i Finding an implicit
conflict of law nile in the Directive dealing with harmonisation ofthe substantive
law on agenry contracts on the basis of its purposes seems to be unjustified.'bZ The
ECJ enumerated such aims of the Directive, which it considered indicative ofthe
Directive's intention to apply to extra-community cases, as protection of the
freedom of establishment and undistorted competition in the internal market.
However, it can be argued that, as most of the EC directives have as their legal
basis Articles 94 and 95 EC, their purposes can be traced to the objectives pursued
by the EU, such as maintenance of the internal market with all its fundamental
freedoms. It would be quite unreasonable to conclude that all such directives
would require their international applicability.

The Court's classification of the Directive's rules on compensation as lois de
police can be criticised in a similar manner. Firstly, it is submitted that lois de
police are a specific sort of mandatory rules. Therefore, the justifications given
by the ECJ for its classification are not sufficient. The Court relied on the faa that
the rules could not be circumvented by the contract, however, this does not
indicate that these rules are anything more than domestic mandatory rules which
can be avoided in an international transaction through the parties' choice-of-law
stipulation. Secondly, there are doubts as to whether the Court's other

'bo See the third recital of the Directive 86~653.
i6' Or private international rules of the Member States before entry into force of the Rome

Convenrion.
`6z Verhagen (zooz) p.139.
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considerations are very weighty. The Court placed a heavy emphasis on the
purposes ofthe Directive which, on the one hand, relate to the protection ofthe
agent operating within the Community and, on the other hand, concern certain
EC interests, such as freedom of establishment and competition. It is a matter of
controversy whether the rules whích intend to protect the individual interests of
one ofthe parties,i63 such as an agent, can be characterised as lois de police. It is
generally recognised that the latter category of ntles aim at safeguarding
significant public interests. As regards Community objectives, the Court did not
place them in the correct system of co-ordinates, namely, in the context of
international trade. It has been pointed out that establishing whether certain rules
deserve the status of lois de police must involve an analysis `not only of the
substantive policies of the provisions, but also of the (implicit) policies ofthe ...
Community legal order vis-à-vis the demands of international trade'.'6q As was
submitted, `not every involvement of these EU interests actually justifies
restricting the parties' freedom to choose the governing law'.i6~ After all, in the
context of international trade, the principle of party autonomy is considered
fundamental. One can venture the hypothesis that party autonomy may not be
equally highly valued in the Community `internal' legal order, for the obvious
reason that the logic underlying respect for this principle in the international
context, i.e., its ability to contribute to legal certainty and thus efficiency of
international transactions in the face ofconflicting legal rules, might not play the
same role in the EC, which provides its own mechanism to counter the
unpredictability of international transaction and resulting inefficiencies, i.e.,
harmonisation and unification. This does not mean that it is not in the interests
of the Community legal order to preserve broad party autonomy in extra-
Community cases. For the sake ofthe Community's international reputation, the
ECJ could have been a bit more cautious in employing the language of`evasion'

of law with regard to the parties' choice-of-law provision, which seemed to be
legitimate in all respects but for the Directive.

Finally, as was already explained above, Ingmar can be seen as another example
ofan indirect (adverse) effect of the Directive in horizontal relationships produced
as a result of the application of national law interpreted in conformity with the
Directive. As a result of an interpretation of English law confirming with the
Directive, one of the parties, Eaton, was found to be under an obligation to
indemnify another party, Ingmar who thus benefited from the Directive. What
distinguishes Ingmar from other cases ofindirect effects is that the adverse effects

iea Ibid., p. i44-145.
'6q Roth (zoo2), p. 379.
'bi Verhagen (ZOOZ), p. t48.
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ofthe Directive were felt by the party established in the country outside the EU,
that is, extraterritorially. Parties established in the EU have little space to
manoeuvre to escape such negative effects. This cannot be said about parties
established outside the Community. As one commentator anticipated, `a natural
reaction of the players in international trade to the Court's judgment will be that
in the future the parties to an agency contract who wish to stipulate the law of a
non-Member State will add an agreement on jurisdiction (or arbitration), giving
exclusive competence to a court (or arbitration tribunal) seated in a non-member
country... Chances are low that a court of a third country will apply the law ofa
Member State transposing ... the Directive alongside a valid stipulation ofthe law
ofa non-member country'.`66 Most probably, the ECJ did not intend its judgment
to have such an effect.

2.3.Z.5 Conclusions

Since its early case law, the Court has consistently emphasised that the Treaty
provisions can produce direct effect. Indeed, if Community law was to become
an integral part of the national legal systems of the Member States this would be
a natural consequence. As has been stressed by several authors, for some Member
States which did not recognise the possibility ofthe international treaty having
a self-executing character, direct effect ofTreaty provisions was perhaps novel.
The ECJ employed `a unique and novel character' argument in order to overcome
the difficulty of breaking through traditional concepts which could have
effectively hindered the penetration of EC law in the Member States' legal
environments.

The early rulings ofthe ECJ in this regard left little doubt that the Treaty was to
be treated as a`normal' law, meaning that no additional authorisation would be
required for its provisions to operate as a system of legal rules. The ECJ also
reserved the right to clarify which Treaty provisions would be deemed to have
direct effect. It is exactly this feature that makes direct effect in the context ofEC
law so particular. In domestic law, the national judiciary has few diffiallties, ifany,
in ascertaining whether any given legal rule is capable ofbeing relied on, invoked,
or pleaded in the court. It is because the degree of political compromise in the
legislative process at the level ofa single national State is incomparable to that
diplomatic exerc~se through which Community law is created. It is submitted that
the feature ofEC law ofbeing directly effective was not surprising or unexpected
for countries which recognised the self-executing character of international
treaties. In contrast, the generous way in which the ECJ interpreted provisions

r66 Roth (ZOOi), p.3gz-3g3.
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as having direct effect, which at face value and taken textually could hardly claim
such a feature, brought about opposition. Consequently, the initial resistance
demonstrated by some Member States, for example, in Van Gend en Loos, was
dictated not by objections to d'uect effect in principle but rather by disagreement
with the broad discretion which the ECJ assumed in exercising its interpretation
prerogatives.

By installing at the outset the principle of direct effect of Community law, the ECJ
has achieved several goals. Firstly, in the very beginning, the Court established
a precedent which later allowed it to act as a creative architect of the Community
legal order. It has used its powers extensively to interpret Community law and
to hold some ofits provisions directly effective. It should be noted that in some
instances it was by no means self-evident that a particular provision would have
direct effect.

Secondly, the use of direct effect with its aura of `rights which individuals derive
from Community law and which the courts must protect' has enhanced
dramatically the effectiveness ofEC law by supplementing public enforcement
with private enforcement.'67

Thirdly, direct effect operating in combination with the supremary principle has
caused a`quiet revolution"68 turning each and every national court, regardless of
its place in the hierarchy of judicial organisation of the State, into a kind of
constitutional court reviewing the legality and compatibility ofnational legislative
or administrative measures with the requirements of Community law.

The significance of the latter development has been somewhat overlooked until
recently. However, with the mounting number of cases such as CIA Security and
Unilever Italia, it is becoming more and more apparent that the orthodox
justification and rationale behind direct effect are no longer adequate. The Court's
reasoning has also been gradually shifting from the `protection of individual
rights' to the abstract effectiveness of Community law for its own sake.
Furthermore, with ever varying conditions for direct effect and blurred limits of
its reach appearing in the current case law, the logic ofthe Court is becoming less
and less comprehensible.

In the latest cases mentioned above, the ECJ seems to add another justification
for the direct effect of directives in horizontal relations by pointing out the

'6' Craig ( i99z). P. 453.~sa WeIler ( ig8c), p. 275-z76.
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imperative to ensure the effeaiveness ofthe control over the effectiveness of EC
law. Here, again, one might be puzzled by how easily the Court moves between
different categories. The judicial task of ensuring that the law has full force and
effect can be regarded as fundamental in a society based on law. As a matter of
principle, all laws are meant to be fully effective and enforceable. Having said that,
it should be borne in mind that effectiveness is not an end in itself. In civil
litigation, it is up to the private litigants to pursue the effectiveness ofthe law to
the limits which they determine themselves. Here, effectiveness is understood
more in terms of the availability of efficient judicial machinery and procedures
for enforcement of claims based on law, i.e., effective judicial protection, which
should be guaranteed to persons who wish to avail of it.

Yet, the principle of efficienry of control over effectiveness oflaw is by definition
an administrative one. Monitoring compliance with the law is just one ofthe tools
available for ensuring achievement ofa higher fundamental objective, legality and
lawfulness in society. Thus, it is of significant but subordinate value in relation
to more fundamental principles such as legal certainty, party autonomy, and
judicial passivity. This conclusion should not be frustrated merely by the fact that
the scope and the meaning ofthose fundamental principles often depend on the
context and, thus, one may find oneself under the impression that they are too
elusive to be confronted with a more tangible and earthly efficienry principle.

Finally, most recent developments in the case law concerning the incidental direct
effect ofdirectives tend to suggest that the `case' of direct effect is far from being
closed. The impact of these developments on the doctrine ofdirect effect may be
seen from several angles. Firstly, they can be viewed as confirming the more or
less consistent position of the Court that a directive cannot `of itself impose
obligations on individuals. Interpreted formalistically, this would imply that, as
long as directives are relied upon in an indirect manner (as in the extreme case
of their use as a review oflegality standard), the fact that they to all intents and
purposes adversely affect individuals will not conflict with the Court's established
viewpoint on the inadmissibility of direa effect in horizontal relationships. The
second possible outlook sets out from a formalistic and somewhat metaphysical
discussion about what is a direct cause of predicaments in which individuals
sometimes find themselves as a result of the application ofa directive. It focuses
on the acknowledgement ofthe fact that the Court has already tacitly recognised
that the direaives can have a negative impact, even if they only trigger a process
ultimately resulting in the suffering oflegal disadvantages by an individual. To
the present time, the Court has not drawn a dividing line between justifiable and
unjustifiable detriment, scope, and circumstances of such effects. It can be
expected that in the near future the Court will have to abandon its enigmatic
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silence on these issues which are loudly and vigorously discussed outside the
Court's chamber.

z.4 Some preliminary reflections on the relevance of the
preceding discussions to the present research

The concept ofdirect effect is a Community-bound one. Direct effect has emerged
and developed as one of the characteristic features of EC law reflecting the
complex interaction of EC law with national law.

Bearing in mind the conventional definition of direct effect as the right of an
individual to rely on an EC law provision with the corresponding obligation of
a court to enforce it, three different perspectives can be distinguished. One is the
perspective ofa national judge who is sworn to Community loyalty by virtue of
Article Io EC. It is acceptedi6g that the legal basis of direct effect is formed by the
`universal' binding nature ofEC law as an integrated legal order within the legal
systems ofthe Member States as set out in Article z49 EC and the ECJ's case law
in combination with a binding obligation under Article Io EC addressed to
Member States, and national courts as their judicial branch, to take all measures
necessary to ensure the achievement of Community objectives. The national
courts' duty as formulated by the ECJ is twofold: the courts are bound to protect
the legal position of an individual based on EC law and moreover, they are
required to ensure that EC law is accorded full force and effect. National courts
have no discretion but a positive obligation to grant application ofEC law at the
request of the interested party, or in appropriate circumstances, on their own
initiative. In the exercise ofthis duty, national courts are backed up by the Court
of Justice. Therefore, whenever uncertainty arises regarding direct effect,
applicability, meaning, scope and content ofEuropean law provision, a national
court can or must request the assistance ofthe ECJ. A national court is a body
which is entrusted with the task of administration ofjustice, also in the context
of resolving private disputes. This is a primary end ofthe court's function. The
speed, finality, and simplicity of the proceedings do not immediately concern a
national judge. By administering justice on the basis of law, national courts
perform a public function ofupholding and, to a certain extent, developing law.
This is also true with regard to European law.

'69 Prechal (i995)~ P. z5o.
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The second perspective is that ofan individual who, by virtue of direct effect, can
plead Community law in a variety of legal situations, for example, using it as a legal
basis for his claim, as a means ofdefence, and as a ground for review of the legality
ofnational legislation. The basis for exercising the `procedural' right to invoke
Community rules is, again, the binding nature of EC law, i.e., its ability to be
applied or enforced by analogy with domestic law, supported by the duty ofa
national court to grant or compel such application. In civil law relations, an
individual can choose to rely on EC law. Equally, he may prefer not to do so. It
is a question ofhis procedural discretion. In the private law context, this right is
respected as an emanation of the principle of freedom of disposition.
Furthermore, it is not an absolute right. It can be expressly or implicitly waived
by an individual, for instance, by virtue of a choice of law clause in favour of a
foreign law in an international agreement, by contractual modification of EC
norms, or by choosing an extra-judicial method of binding dispute resolution. In
addition, an interested party can be estopped from raising a point of Community
law. His right to rely on EC law can be curtailed in some other ways by national
procedural rules for the sake of procedural efficiency.

Finally, there is the standpoint of the arbitral tribunal. It is common knowledge
that arbitration does not form part of the judicial system of a State. It does not
belong to the law enforcement machinery of a given country. Although it may
influence in a dramatic way perceptions of law and justice in society, it does so
in an informal way due to the lack of publicity of its decisions, the ad hoc relevance
ofits awards, and the absence of internal hierarchy. Its task is chiefly limited to
the speedy and fair resolution of disputes of a private charaaer. The obligation
of Artide io EC does not apply to an arbitral tribunal because it consists ofprivate
individuals who act on the basis ofa mandate given by the arbitrating parties, not
by the State.

In the present study, the effects of a directive as a source ofEC law will not be
further expounded since, by definition, the types of relationships within which
most of these effects take place are excluded from the ambit of arbitration. It can
be asserted that situations involving pure vertical direct effect ofdirectives are
not frequently encountered in arbitration, where jurisdiction is contractual.
Commercial arbitration is inevitably a mechanism which is used for the resolution
of a dispute between private individuals of equal standing. If the States or their
agencies are involved in arbitration, they are treated as acting in the private
capacity of subjects of civil law relations. Arbitration excludes any involvement
ofthird parties connected to the arbitrants or a dispute, but nevertheless, falling
outside the subjective scope of arbitration agreement. For example, according
to the concept ofvertical direct effect, emanations of the State, which were for
the purposes ofthis concept interpreted by the Court as encompassing a broad
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category of bodies and entities (even acting in their private capacity), cannot
escape from their obligations stemming from an unimplemented directive by
relying on the State's failure to duly implement the directive (estoppel principle),
in contrast with private individuals. The same cannot be allowed in arbitration,
where parties are treated as equal in every aspect, including their capacity to rely
on a particular legal provision. In other words, the state entity or body in
arbitration cannot be blamed for any omission on the part of the State because,
for the purposes ofarbitration process, the State is an extraneous element in the
proceedings. When, in court proceedings, a`variable' enforcement of unimple-
mented directives is granted through the operation ofdirect effect in private v.
State, or vice versa, relationships, it benefits all involved: it broadens the reach
of the Community law, it enlarges the scope of the legal advantages of private
individuals and it works as a deterrent to Member State non-compliance. All in
all, it contributes to the achievement of the public good through private
enforcement. In arbitration proceedings, abstract public good is not a separate
value. Ifany public function can be assigned to arbitration (an improbable exercise
by itself), it is an expeditious resolution of parties' disputes. In the absence of
publicity and precedential authority of its awards, neither ofthe public benefits
mentioned above can be attained in arbitration.

Consequently, since vertical relationships are not pertinent to arbitration, the
invocation ofdirectives before an arbitral tribunal is not probable (and, moreover,
it is unlikely to be successful) unless they are invoked for the purpose of
interpretation of a national act in conformity with EC law. In the latter case, the
position of arbitrators compared to that of national judges in respect of
confirming interpretation ofnational law is quite different. There is no obligation
equivalent to that of Article io EC which would make an arbitrator interpret a
national provision in strict conformity with European law. One can only assume
that there would be no compelling reason for an arbitral tribunal to ignore the
provisions of a directive for the purpose of interpretation ofthe national rules
implementing it, provided that the party interested in such an interpretation
furnishes a proof ofthe content and meaning of the directive. This assumption
is based on the fact that, for arbitrators, all laws are by definition foreign laws
having equal standing in arbitral proceedings. Taking into account that
international arbitration is conducted in an international setting, the well-known
formula `curia novit jura' (which does not seem to operate smoothly even in court
proceedings involving application offoreign law) bears little weight as far as the
obligation of the arbitrators to apply the law is concerned. It should also be
remembered that arbitral tribunals do not have the privilege of the national courts
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to request assistance of the ECJ in matters of European law."o Even if this facility
was open to arbitral tribunals, awaiting the Court's ruling would, most likely,
upset arbitration's vital goal of ensuring the speedy resolution ofa dispute. One
can scarcely believe that the Court would put arbitrators' questions on its priority
list.

As to the other `effect' of direct effea, namely, invocation ofthe Community
provision for the purposes ofcontesting the legality ofthe national act violating
superior rules ofEC law, it should be recalled that azbitrators and (international)
arbitration are not an integral part ofthe judicial system ofa State hosting arbitral
proceedings. Arbitrators do not and cannot perform public functions and are not
required to take into account the public interests of a particular State when
resolving a private dispute. The primary function ofarbitration is efficient dispute
resolution rather than enforcement ofa State's law. One ca.n conclude that, when
arbitrators are confronted with a national rule which is contrary to the superior
EC law provision having direct effect, provided they are informed about this
inconsistency, they will simply choose the rule ofhigher value as they would do
when choosing between a general and a specific norm. It should be borne in mind,
however, that the Unilever Italia scenario is improbable in arbitration.''' It is
doubtful that arbitrators would question the validity ofthe law which is formally
in force. To do this would be by itself contrary to public poliry of any State:
nowhere do private individuals have the authority to declare law invalid.

In Defrenne (Case 43~75 [1976] ECR 455) the ECJ stressed that the direct effect of an
ambiguous provision cannot be ruled out because the lackofprecision canbe compensated
through the interpretation given by the Court to a referring national judge in the context
ofproceedings for apreliminary ruling. But what about anarbitral tribunal? How should
arbitrators decide which rules are directly effective and which are not?
See further Shelkoplyas 8c Gaffney (zool).
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Chapter 3

The impact ofEC law on
procedural matters:

National procedural autonomy
v. Community requirements

3.i Introduction

The principles of supremacy and direct effect, analysed in the previous chapter,
wcre nct the cnly milestones in the development ofthe comprehensive system
of fundamental rules underlying the functioning ofEC law in the national legal
environment. The establishment of the above principles was, perhaps, the first
immediate consequence of the emergence of a body of law which claimed its
independent and superior existence but was, nevertheless, integrated into national
legal systems.

Both principles ensure that EC law can be relied on or invoked by a party for
various purposes. ln this sense, the right to rely on a provision of EC law can be
classified as a kind of "procedural" right, with a corresponding obligation for the
national courts to apply it'.' At the same time, this right also has a substantive
aspect: an entitlement to the full and effective application of EC law after its
provisions have been invoked.

However, the actual exercise ofthe right to rely on provisions ofEC law, namely,
the conditions of its realisation, circumstances, limits, etc., is determined by the
multitude of national procedural rules of each of the Member States, often
referred to as the national procedural environment.

' Prechal (i995)~ P- 125.
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The national procedural environment is a system of rules regulating the
organisation ofcourts, judicial procedures, remedies, and sanctions for breach
of legal rules.~ In the context of interaction between EC law and the national
procedural environment, the basic principle at the heart of ít is a principle of
national procedural autonomy. The classic formula denoting this principle was
introduced in the early case law of the ECJ in this field. In Rewe and Comet, the
Court held that:

`Applying the principle ofcooperation laid down in Article 5 of the Treaty, it
is the national courts which are entrusted with ensuring the legal protection
which citizens derive from the direct effect of the provisions of Community
law.

Accordingly, in the absence of Community rttles on this subject, it is for the
domestic legal system of each Member State to designate the courts having
jurisdiction and to determine the procedural conditions governing actions at
law intended to ensure the protection ofthe rights which citizens have from
the direct effect ofCommunity law, it being understood that such conditions
cannot be less favourable than those relating to similar actions ofa domestic
nature.

Where necessary, Arricles Ioo to Ioz and z35 of the Treaty enable appropriate
measures to be taken to remedy differences between the provisions laid down
by law, Regulation or administrative action in Member States if they are likely
to distort or harm the functioning of the common mazket.

In the absence of such measures of harmonisation the right conferred by
Community law must be exercised before the national courts in accordance
with the conditions laid down by national rules'?

It is immediately apparent from the above description ofthe relation between
national procedural autonomy and EC law that a uniform substantive Community
law is by necessity bound to be filtered through different national procedures,
unless special Community procedural rules are put in place. This can presumably
lead to a situation in which, for example, if the same matter grounded on
Community law is tried in courts oftwo different Member States, the outcome
is unlikely to be equivalent, to say the least. This is so not only because EC
Member States represent different legal traditions, namely, continental and

s
Prechal (1998), p. 681.
Case 33~76 Rewe v. LandwiruchaJtskammerfurdas Saarland[t976] ECR t989, Para. 55; see
for almost identical formulation Case 45~76 Comet BV v. Produktschap voor Siergewassen
[t976] ECR zo43, paras. Iz-16.
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common law, and, consequently, diverse attitudes towards how procedural
matters should be organised. The range ofremedies available to a person seeking
redress for breach ofhis rights is also dissimilar. Overall, this signifies that the
strength and the reach of Community law fluctuates from one Member State to
the other.

On the one hand, EC law is meant to function as a homogeneous body oflaw
consistently and uniformly applied by national courts to factual situations with
the assistance of the European Court through a preliminary reference procedure.
On the other hand, it is various national procedural rules which will have the final
say in crucial matters pertaining to virtually all stages ofjudicial process such as
legal standing, time limits for filing a lawsuit and challenges against administrative
or court decisions, burden of proof, introduction or modification of pleas,
availability, quantum and extent of damages and other remedies, and access to
and means ofrecourse against court judgments. Obviously, the more divergence
there is in the national regulation ofthese matters, the greater the likelihood that
the uniform enforcement of European law will be compromised.

This line of thought may be taken a step further by saying that the varying
effectiveness and uniformitv of Communitv law across EC Member States will, ,
undermine the integrity of the common economic space. Both economic
operators and individuals will face certain unfamiliar legal (procedural) obstacles
and barriers in exercising their Community rights outside their domestic forum
as a result ofdivergent national procedural organisation. This appears to be one
ofthe concerns of the Court.

However, the harm caused by the disruptive effect of the national procedural set-
up to the functioning ofthe internal market should not be exaggerated. Firstly,
it seems that the challenges to the compatibility of national procedural provisions
with European law are made most often by domestic operators seeking to contest
restrictive national ntles when it comes to the enforcement of their Community
rights. In essence, ifsuch challenges were authorised without reservation, it would
mean that those individuals relying on Community rights would receive greater
judicial protection than otherwise available simply because the rule invoked was
of European origin. Such `reverse' discrimination cannot be warranted unless the
substantive Community rule in question has a superior value compared to a
national rule." Then, it might be a case of `Community law imposing higher

' See Opinion ofAG Jacobs in Cases C-43o-431~93 Van Sch~ndel v. Stichting Pensioenfonds
voor Fysiotherapeuten [i995] ECR (-4705, para. z7.
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standards on procedures, remedies etc.'S and not an automatic surrender of
national procedural rules yielding to the supremary ofEC law.

Secondly, apart from the obstacles to enforcement ofCommunity rights lurking
in the national procedural labyrinth, there are many other factors (legal, social,
economic, and cultural) which, even if they affect all actors without discrimination,
will have an impact primarily on the activities of non-domestic operators.
Uniformity and diversity have equal potential for fostering or stalling economic
progress. It is a matter ofhaving the right degree ofboth. As far as the national
procedural environments ofMember States are concerned, it is their ability to
ensure adequate protection of Community rights that should be at the centre of
attention and not the diversity of ineans through which such protection is
achieved.b

The start of the development of the ECJ's case law in the field ofinterplay between
Community law and the national procedural environment was marked by a clear
non-interventionist approach. In fact, as the above citation from Rewe suggests,
the Court admitted without undue dramatisation that a certain inevitable degree
of disparity in enforcement of EC law might be tolerated provided that national
procedural rules satisfied some minimum requirements stemming from European
law. It also envisaged that the lack of genuine European procedural rules is a
matter to be altered in the course oftime.' However, even an extremely optimistic
forecast would not project an image of a cloudless horizon of European
substantive law being enforced through European judicial machinery, ifonly for
the reason that EC law is not a complete legal system.8

The two minimum requirements formulated in the Rewe~Comet judgments were
those of non-discrimination (also increasingly referred to as equivalence) and
effectiveness. Both requirements formed a cumulative criterion9 for the test that
the national procedural rule should satisfy in order to be compatible with EC law.
The first requirement was that a Community law claim should be treated in the
same way as a similar claim founded on national law. Accordingly, national
procedural rules should not be `less favourable than those governing the same

Prechal ( 1998), p. 686.
)acobs (t997)~ p. z7.
A number ofCommunity legislative acts regulating certain procedural matters have been
slowly but surely emerging in specific areas of sex discrimination ( Directive 76~zo7~EE C),
public procurement ( Directives 76~z97~EEC) and others.
De Burca (1997)~ p. 37.
Prechal (Ig95)~ P. t53~ see also Case 199~8z Amministrazionedella Finanze dello Stato v. San
Giorgio [tg83] ECR 3595~ Paz~. t7-t8.
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right ofaction on an internal matter'.'o The requirement ofeffectiveness signified
that, so long as a national procedural rule did not operate in a way which would
make it `impossible in practice to exercise rights which the national courts have
a duty to protect'," its existence was justified. In Rewe and Comet, the Court
applied the test of non-discrimination and effectiveness to national procedural
rules setting time-limits for challenging in the court an administrative decision
imposing on the appellants a charge having equivalent effect to custom duties.
The ECJ held that, since the national procedural time-limits in question were not
discriminatory and, moreover, did not make it impossible in practice to enjoy
Community rights, they should be sustained as reasonable.

It is interesting to note that, despite the fact that the Court laid down the double-
edged test applicable to a national procedural rule, the concrete parameters of the
imposed requirements remained opaque. By upholding national limitation periods
(one month in both cases), the Court simply referred to them as reasonable. It
also stressed that fixing such time-limits could be perceived as the quintessence
of the `fundamental principle of legal certainty which protects both the authority
concerned and the party from whom payment is claimed'.'Z Notwithstanding this
drawback of uncertainty, the Rewe~Comet approach seemed to function rather
cmoothly. Hnwever, the reditirement nf effectiveness underwent some slight
modification in its formulation: it soon required not only that national procedural
rules should not make exercise ofCommunity rights `impossible in practice' but
also that they should not to make it `virtually impossible or excessively difficult'.'3
As it was pointed out, `impossibility' and `excessive difficulty' do have different
meanings'4 but the Court appeared not to attach great weight to the changed
terminology in terms of the substance of the test.

The case law relating to the problems ofenforcement ofEC law through national
procedural mechanisms is becoming increasingly complex notwithstanding its
relatively late start. The Court has ruled on the compatibility of a broad range of
procedural rules with Community requirements. These developments, which
concerned different types ofprocedural rules, were not completely symmetrical.
To make the presentation of the evolution ofthe Court's approach more coherent,
cases where the compatibility of procedural rules in the strict sense (such as rules
on access to court, legal standing, various limitation and prescription periods,

Case 45~76 Comet BV v. Produktschap voor Siergewassen [i976] ECR zo43, paza. i3.
Ibid., para. i6.
Ibid., para. i8.
Case i99~8z San Giorgio [ig83] ECR 3595.
Prechal (i995)~ P. 15z.
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burden of proof, introduction of pleas, national court's application ofEC law on
its own motion, extent of judicial interference in civil suit) will be discussed first
(sections 3.z and 3.3). It is in this azea that the Court has consistently demonstrated
(with rare exceptions) the greatest respect for and faith in national procedural
system.

The subsequent discussions will focus on cases which aze chiefly concerned with
the interference of EC law in the area of remedial outcomes of litigations
involving reliance on Community law (section 3.4). The dividing line between the
two categories of cases is rather artificial since the procedural conditions under
which remedies are awarded ( time-limits) are often considered in cases in which
the adequary ofnational remedies is tested against Community requirements.
Nevertheless, certain developments in the field ofremedies, such as the Court-
instigated concept ofState liability for breach of Community law introduced in
Francovich,'S and an arguably narrow escape from the requirement ofthe creation
of a new remedy in Factortame,i6 make this part of the case law appear more
controversial as well as precarious as compared to cases concerned with
procedural rules related to matters other than remedies.

In view of the specific subject matter of the present study, the concept of State
liability will not be examined in further detail. As was already mentioned in the
prevíous sections, it is unlikely that a claim for damages arising out of breach of
Community obligations by a Member State will be ever submitted to arbitrators.

In addition, it should be understood that the focus of the present chapter will be
on cases in which the Court has either ruled on the compatibility with EC law of
those national procedural rules and principles which are common to both `pure'
court proceedings and arbitration-related ones, or formulated general principles
in the area of procedural autonomy which are deemed sufficiently relevant in
arbitration. The Court's case law deviating from the mainstream jurisprudence
(which is far from being homogenous) will also be considered at some length, not
for the sake of criticising single judgments but to demonstrate the degree of
incongruity and uncertainty which dominates the relationship between EC law
and national procedural frameworks. The latter exercise is necessary to enable
us to build up a hypothetical model ofinteraction between EC law and arbitration.
Unlike the subject ofnational procedural autonomy, arbitration has so far had
a negligible number of occasions to resurface in the focus of the ECJ's

~s
i6

Cases C-68z9~9o Francovich [199t] ECR I-5357.
Case z13~8g The Qtreen v. Secretary of Statefor Traruport exparte Fadortame [tggo] ECR
~-z433.
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deliberation. Lastly, this chapter will also prepare the grounds for the critical
analysis of the Eco Swiss judgment in a later part of the study," which should not
be considered out of context but which presents an instance in which the Court
built on its previous decisions while introducing some new elements.

3.2 Case law on various time-limits and other procedural
limitations

The Rewe~Comet judgments were followed by a number ofcases in which various
time-limits and other procedural rules were analysed in order to determine their
compatibility with Community law. The time-limits were concerned mostly with
temporal limitations on bringing legal action`S and restrictions on retrospective
claims.~9 In the majority of cases the Court consistently applied its Rewe model,
leading to a predictable outcome.

For example, the Court decided on the compatibility ofevidential rules on the
basis ofthe non-discrimination and effectiveness criteria in San Giorgio.ZO The
national rule in question made the claim for repayment ofcharges levied contrary
to EC law subject to the condition that the charge had not been passed on to other
persons. It also stipulated that the claimant should prove this by documentary
evidence. The Court's point ofdeparture was, first of all, to acknowledge that the
repayment must be sought within the domestic framework of substantive and
formal conditions. Thus, the stipulation of the national law which aimed at
preventing unjust enrichment did not in itselfconflict with EC Iaw.2i However,
by unduly limiting admissible forms of evidence and placing the burden ofproof
on the claimant, the rule under consideration almost automatically frustrated the
possible repayment claim.22 Consequently, the Court held that the national
evidential rule could not be relied upon to reject the claim for repayment even if
the same restrictions applied to claims for repayment ofdomestic fiscal charges.Z3

See Chapter 4.
Case C-zo8~9o Emmott [t991] ECR I-4z69.
Case C-z31~96 Edis v. Ministero delle Finanze [1998] ECR I-4951; Case C-326~96 Levez v.
JenningsLtd. [IggB] ECRI-7835.
Case 199~8z Amministrazione della Finanze dello Stato v. San Giorgio [Ig83] ECR 3595.
A national rule preventing recovery ofunlawfully levied duries, whichwas justified on the
ground ofpreclusion ofunjust enrichment of the trader who recouped the sums from his
customers, was eazlier upheld by the ECJ in Case 68~79 Just [1981] ECR SoI.
Cases C-68z9~9o Francovich [1991] ECR I-5357~ paza.14.
Ibid., para.17.
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3.Z.i Taking particular circumstances into account:
The Member State's fault and access to judicial proceedings

Two cases, Emmott'-' and Levez,Zs appear not to be in accordance with the Court's
jurisprudence on the subject. These cases are especially intriguing and puzzling
because they do not exllibit any change in the ECJ's attitude to the main problem
under consideration, the relationship between national procedural provisions and
EC requirements. Yet, they show that the Court might look beyond formal
requirements into the substance of the particular situation and, consequently,
being strongly affected by the factual circumstances of the case, arrive at a very
different conclusion to the one that would be made on the basis ofthe Rewe~Comet
dicta.

The older of the two cases, Emmot, caused quite a stir in academic circles because
the Court formulated its position in very general terms leaving the impression
that the judgment was not confined to the particular circumstances but, on the
contrary, contained a rule of general application, which fortunately proved not
to be the case.

In Emmot, the Irish court referred to the ECJ a question of compatibility of the
national limitation period of three months for instituting judicial review
proceedings for obtaining social security benefits. The benefits claimed were
supposed to be paid to Mrs Emmott under the directly effective provisions ofthe
Equal Treatment Directive.z6 One of the factors complicating the situation was
that the Directive had not been transposed within the time-limit. In an earlier case,
the ECJ had an opportunity to rule with retroactive effect that an individual was
entitled to claim benefits under the Directive from the moment when the time
for its transposition expired. As soon as the ruling became known, the claimant
brought the proceedings seeking award ofbenefits. Yet, under Irish procedural
rule, a claimant had to initiate judicial review proceedings within three months
after the ground for review first arose, i.e., from the moment the relevant Directive
provisions could have been relied upon and not from the moment when the Court
affirmed this fact by its judgment. Thus, Mrs Emmott was barred from pursuing
her claim before the court. In this circumstance, the Court held that:

Case C-zo8~go Emmott v. Minister for Social We fare and Attorney General [Iggl] ECR I-
4z69.
Case C-3z6~g6 Levez v. Jennings Ltd [1998] ECR I-7835-
D'uective 79~7, OJ 1979 L 6~z4.z6
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`L'ntil such time as a direaive has been properly transposed, a defaulting
Member State may not rely on an individual's delay in initiating proceedings
against it in order to protect rights conferred upon him by the provisions of the
directive and that a period laid down by national law within which proceedings
must be initiated cannot begin to run before that time.f2'

The Court did not appear to question the legitimary of the three-month limitation
period. It reiterated its position that, provided two familiar requirements of
equivalence and effectiveness were met, it was not objectionable per se. However,
in the particular circumstances of the case, the national court was required to
apply a different criterion for determining the moment from which the time-limits
should be calculated. In accordance with the Court's ruling, the time-limits could
only start running from the moment when interested individuals became able to
fully ascertain their rights, this moment being the moment of correct
implementation of the Directive.

So much follows from the ECJ's ruling. As many commentators have observed,Za
one aspect of this case, which remained unmentioned in the judgment itself,
strongly influenced the Court's determination to formulate such an intrusive
principle. The claimant delayed her application not only due to the objective
impossibility of ascertaining her rights, but mainly because she was explicitly
discouraged by the relevant State authorities from bringing proceedings in time.
It seems that the compound fault on the part of the State, the failure to implement
a directive and placing a hurdle on the access to judicial review, was a crucial
element in the ECJ's assessment. It is submitted that the Court reasoned more
in terms ofestoppel doctrine than on the basis ofprinciples governing relations
between national procedures and EC law.

Notwithstanding the general language of the ruling, the Court apparently
intended to restrict its reach to exceptional cases like Emmott. On its face, Emmott
was seen as a far-reaching judgment capable of disrupting various temporal
restrictions every time the right claimed was based on the non-transposed
directive. Unqualified `Emmott' could have frozen not only limitation periods for
bringing suits but a wide array of quite common restrictions on retroactive claims
for damages, payments in arrears, and the like. This would be harmful to the
principle oflegal certainty with which unlimited retrospective liability is plainly
incompatible.

~' Case C-zo8f go Emmott (i99c] ECR I-4i6g, paza. i3.
~ ]acobs (i997)~ P. zg; Ward (iooo), p.37.
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3.2.2 Distancing from Emmott: Limits on retrospective claims

However, as was alreadv mentioned, the Court promptly curbed the effect of
Emmott in subsequent cases involving various retrospective claims, even when
these were based on unimplemented directives. Thus, in Steenhorsi-Neerings,~9 the
Court signalled that it was only prepared to accept `the Emmott argument' in
wholly exceptional circumstances. Looking back at its ruling, the Court made it
explicit that Emmott could be distinguished from other cases where something
less valuable than access to judicial proceedings was at stake.

The factual background ofthe Steenhorst-Neeriregs case resembles Emmott in many
ways. The claimant sought to obtain disability benefits which were due to her
under the Equal Treatment Directive but not paid because, in breach of the
requirements of the directive, Dutch legislation excluded married women from
the scheme. The Dutch court later ruled that this constiruted discrimination on
the ground ofsex. The claimant being backed by this judgment sought to recover
unduly withheld benefits, to which she had been entitled after all. In contrast to
the siruation in Emmott, Dutch procedural rules did not bar her from pursuing
her claim. However, a different type oftime-limit operated in her case to a very
similar effect. National rules stipulated that retroactive payment ofsums due but
not paid could only be awarded backdated to i2 months from the application. The
Court endorsed the national rule with reference to two Community requirements.
It also went on to disassociate Steenhorst-Neerings from the Emmott legary:

`The time-bar resulting from the expiry of the time-limit for bringing
proceedings serves to ensure that the legality ofadministrative decisions cannot
be challenged indefinitely. The judgment in Emmott indicates that that
requirement cannot prevail over the need to protect the rights conferred on
individuals by the direct effect of provisions in a directive so long as the
defaulting Member State responsible for those decisions has not properly
transposed the provision into national law.

On the other hand, the aím ofthe rule restricting the retroactive effect ofdaims
for benefits for incapacity for work is quite different from that rule imposing
mandatory time limits for bringing proceedings. ... The first type ofntle ... serves
to ensure sound administration... It also reflects the need to preserve financial
balance in a scheme...'.'o

:y

ao

Case C-338I91 Steenhorst-Neerings v. Bestuur van de Bedri-lfsvereniging voor Detailhandel
Ambachten en Huisvrouwen [1993] ECR 1-5475-
Case C-33g~91 Steenhorst-Neerings ~t993] ECR I-5475, paz~. z2-23.
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The Court had clearly moved away from the sweeping intrusiveness ofEmrnott
to a more balanced approach ofweighing the interests of protection of rights
granted by EC law and the interests which are safeguarded by national procedural
provisions. This approach was further generalised and elaborated by the Court
in Van Sch~ndel and Peterbroecle3'which are disatssed below 3Z

After Steenhorst-Neerings, the ECJ ruled in a similar vein in a number of other cases
involving retroactive claims for social benefits~ and repayment of taxes and
charges,~ thus confu~ming that it is mainstream jurisprudence and not a deviation.
As a consequence, not surprisingly, in most ofthe cases in which the ECJ opposed
national time-limits, one ofthe two conditions ofthe Community test were not
satisfied by national procedural rules35 The Court resolutely distanced itself from
Emmott, stressing each time that the rationale of Emmott could not be
automatically applied to resist time-limits whenever a claim involves an
untransposed directive.

3.2.3 Recurrence ofEmmott: The influence offault

On at least one occasion, the ECJ has ruled in a way that would suggest that the
Einr:wtt iype of aigumer~t could s~'~ll fu-~d its way into the Court's jurisprudencc.
The recent case which is referred to here is Levez. There is very little in common
between Emmott and Levez facts. In the latter case, an employee brought a claim
against her former employer alleging that she was paid less then her male
predecessor (a fact which became known to the claimant after she had lefr her job)
and, therefore, the principle ofequal pay without sex discrimination was breached.
She sought to obtain arrears ofremuneration from the date when she commenced
employment. However, under the UK Equal Pay Act, the award of arrears was
restricted to two years preceding the claim. National court applying such a
limitation period would under no circumstances have the discretion to extend it.
The peculiar feature of the present case was that it appeared that the former
employer ofthe claimant deliberately misled her with respect to the level of salary
which was received by her male predecessor. The claimant asserted that only on
her resignation was she able to discover that she had in fact been discriminated

'' CasesC-43o-431~93VanSdu~ndelv.StichtingPeruioenfandsvoorFysiotherapeuten[i995]ECR
I-47o5.

~ See section 33.
~ Case C-4i~9z Johnson II [i994] ECR I-5483.
~ Case C-z3i~g6 Edis v. Ministero delle Finanze [i998] ECR I-4951; Case C-343~96 Dilexport

[1999] ECR I-S79; Case C-iz5~94 Aprilev. Amministrazionedelle Finanze dello Stato [t995]
ECR I-zgi9.

15 E.g., Case 3og~85 Barra [i988] ECR 355~ Case 240~87 Deville [tg88] ECR 35i3.
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against. It is submitted that the conclusion reached by the Court in this case was
predominantly influenced by this particular factor. Consequently, although the
Court confirmed at the outset that the national rule under consideration was not
in itself `open to criticism', it went on to assess specific circumstances which, as
was suggested by the Commission, would merit special attention. The Court's
analysis deserves reproduction at some length:

`Where an employer provides an employee with inaccurate information as to
the level of remuneration received by employees of the opposite sex..., the
employee so informed has no way of determining whether he is being
discriminated against or, if so, to what extent. Consequently, by relying on the
rule at issue in that situation, the employer would be able to deprive his
employee of the means provided for by the Directive ofenforcing the principle
ofequal pay before the courts.

... To allow an employer to rely on a nationa] rule such as the rule at issue would,
in circumstances of the case before the national court, be manifestly
incompatible with the principle ofeffectiveness... Application of the rule at íssue
is likely, in the circumstances of the present case, to make it virtually impossible
or excessively difficult to obtain arrears of remuneration in respect of sex
discriminatíon. It is plaín that the ultimate effect of this rule would be to
facilitate the breach ofCommunity law by an employer whose deceit caused
the employee's delay in bringing proceedings for enforcement of the principle
of equal pay'36

It fmally concluded that the procedural rule could not be reasonably justified by
the principles of legal certainty and the proper conduct of proceedings and,
therefore, should be disregarded by the court.

As was observed by some authors,37 although Emmott was not mentioned at all
in the judgment, the line ofreasoning followed by the Court strikingly resembles
it. The Court seemed to be excessively absorbed by the idea of deterring a
perpetrator of Community rights from benefiting from his reproachable
behaviour. The ECJ was so preoccupied with achieving this cause that it failed
to see that, in practical terms, instead of condemning the two-year limitation
period itself, which was the subject of the preliminary reference, it encroached
upon the general rule governing the operation ofthe said time-limit. The rule
provided for no grounds for exception from the limitation period and allowed
the court no discretion to extend and restore time-limits. This issue had not been

;6 Case C-3z6~g6 Levez v. Jennings Ltd. [1998] ECR I-7g35~ paras. 31-3z
" Biondi (1999)~ P. 1z79.
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the subject ofthe Court's deliberation. The Coun concentrated on the time-limit
itself and its effects. AG Léger, on the other hand, grasped this aspect very well,
maintaining that `although the introduction ofa retroactive limit ...is not in itself
open to criticism, if the national court has no power to extend the limit set and
so mitigate the rule's application in order to take account ofspecial circumstances
in particular cases, such a rule can make it virtually impossible or excessively
difficult to enforce a right derived Erom Community law.'38 He also pointed out
that if such power to relax time-limits was present in similar domestic actions,
then the rule could be struck down as breaching the principle of equivalence.
However, he placed the main emphasis of his conclusion on formulating a
principle, very intrusive in its generalisation, according to which `the fact that the
national court is precluded from taking account in individual cases of special
circumstances justifying the delay in bringing an action, in order to extend the
retroactive limitation period... is contrary to the principle that Community law
must be effective, and certainly to the principle of equivalence.'39

The fact that the Court did not follow its Advocate General brings mixed feelings
of regret and relief. On the one hand, if the Court had considered Léger's analysis
of the problem in combination with its minimalist Rewe~Comet approach, it might
have fo'ar.d ~hat tl:e tume-lim~t :~~as not oblectton3ble or. the condition that the lack
of discretion to extend time-limits was also present in similar domestic actions.
On the other hand, given the Court's emotional involvement in the case, it could
equally have ruled that the fixed procedural time-limits providing for no
exceptions are contrary to EC law requirements. The latter ruling could have been
much more destructive for the national procedural environment then the one
actually handed down.

This is not the place for speculation, but it seems appropriate to make one further
point. It can be inferred from the Levez case, that the procedural nile in question
was applicable to claims which were brought before a specialised court, an
industrial tribunal. When discussing the principle of equivalence, the Court itself
recognised that an Industrial Tribunal `is simpler and, in principle, less costly'. On
the other hand, the claimant had the alternative ofbringing her case before the
County Court of general jurisdiction. This latter court was not precluded from
hearing the claim for deceit and, presumably, would be entitled to decide on the
consequences of the proved fact of committed deceit on the running of the
limitation period. If regarded from this angle, operation ofthe procedural rule

~ Case C-3z6~96 Levez v. Jennings Ltd (i998] ECR I-7835, Opinion ofAG Léger, para. 97.
39 Ibid., paza. 99.
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at issue was, perhaps, justified after all in the interests of simpler, cheaper, and
faster proceedings, the proper attributes ofthe Industrial Court.

The purpose ofthese short comments was to draw attention to the perils ofthe
Court's approach based on its probing of the facts and peculiarities of cases
brought to it for review far beyond the scope necessary for an abstract assessment
of compatibility of national procedural rules with Community law. The ECJ's
desire to achieve the maximum degree of justice in the conaete case demonstrated
in Levez may well be appreciated by the claimant, but it will hardly contribute to
a coherent application of EC law. The Court's rulings are perceived to be the art
of the possible, not the ideal. As has been remarked, `it is in fact difficult to resist
temptation to conclude that the solution adopted in Levez in justifiable only in the
specific circumstances ofthat case.'4o Yet, the national courts refer preliminary
questions on the compatibility ofprocedural rules not to share their adjudicating
responsibility but to get abstract authoritative guidance which can be applied to
situations which are more diverse than the Court might anticipate.

3,2.4 Rationalising the Court's approach

On the basis ofthe preceding discussion of the case law, it should be noted that,
of the two nvnimum requirements operating in the context ofvarious procedural
limitations and, especially, time-limits, the principle of non-disc-rimination appears
to be the most relevant at first sight. The explanation for this lies in an intrinsic
feature of procedural time-limits. If not observed, they have, as their primary
purpose and raison d'être, the effect of barring interested parties from pursuing
any action by judicial means. Consequently, ascertaining whether time-limits for
pursuing Community rights are similar to those for enforcement of domestic
provisions is crucial for the assessment of compatibility of the national rule in
question. The Court has consistently held that `it is compatible with Community
law for national rules to prescribe, in the interests of legal certainty, reasonable
limitation periods for bringing proceedings.'4' Provided there is no discrimination
in the operation of time-limits, `it cannot be said that it makes the exercise ofrights
conferred by Community law either virtually impossible or excessively difficult,
even though the expiry of such limitation periods entails by definition the
rejection, wholly or in part, of the action brought'.4Z

Biondi ( 1999). P. tz8t.
Case C-3z6~96 Levez v. Jennings Ltd [1998~ ECR I-7835. Paza. t9; Case C-78~98 Preston and
others [zooo] ECR I-3zoi, para. 34; Case C-z61~95 Palmisani v. lNPS [1997] ECR I-4oz5,
para, z8, etc.
Ibid.
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However, the principle of effectiveness has the potenrial to be intrusive every time
the Court considers that an otherwise acceptable procedural limitation will
proscribe the pursuit ofCommunity rights not so much in terms ofits temporal
restriction but as a matter of substance. In Magorrian the Court explained that
`unlike the rules at issue in the judgments cited above [Steenhorst-Neerings and
Johnson - N. S.], which in the interests of legal certainty merely limited the
retroactive scope ofa claim for certain benefits and did not therefore strike at the
very essence of the rights conferred by the Community legal order, a rule such
as that before the national court in this case is such as to render any action by
individuals relying on Community law impossible in practice'.43

The question remains whether it is feasible to draw a distinction, as the Court
apparently does, between ordinary procedural limitations, which by their very
nature are not intended to obstruct the way Community rights are exercised, and
therefore, will not be opposed, and those procedural niles which strike at the heart
of the Community rules. It is doubtful whether the Court's findings in Emmot and
Levez could be better understood even if this `strange transplant ofKeck'~ were
put into operation. The Court reserves the right to rule in an ad hoc manner
allowing the particular circumstances of the case to alter the course of established
c3Se la:~,. (lne mighr ~~or1G1Pr `is it really the task ef the Court of JLSt2ce to get s0
involved in the specific facts and decide the case on behalf~ instead ofnational
judge?'4s

3.2.5 Giving substance to the `equivalence' test

At least two other flaws are discernible in the Court's initial approach to the
treatment of national procedural limits. Firstly, the meaning ofthe requirement
that the national rule should not be `less favourable than that applicable to similar
domestic actions', which forms part ofthe general test ofnon-discrimination or
equivalence, was far from obvious to the national courts confronted with the issue.
Secondly, the ECJ frequently denoted acceptable procedural limitations as
reasonable and defendable on the ground oflegal certainty. However, almost all
procedural limitations can allegedly be justified by the considerations of legal
certainty p6 Besides, with regard to time-limits, periods ranging from one month47

a3
4,
as
46
47

Case C-z46~96 Magorrian[c997] ECR I-7553, Paza. 44.
Biondi (t999), P. 12g4.
Ibid., p. iz78.
Hoskins (1996), P. 375.
As in Rewe and Comet, above.
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to five yearsq8 have been recognised by the ECJ as reasonable. Thus, these two
qualifications would appear to be hollow words oflittle assistance in the concrete
situation unless further clarification followed.

The first flaw has been compensated for by Levez'9 and Preston,so in which the
Court formulated more precise criteria for identifying a correct `comparator' of
similar action in domestic law and touchstone for assessing whether the rule
applicable to `Community' actions is less favourable then the one applicable to
similar domestic claims.

In the Levez case discussed above, the Court gradually unfolded before the
referring court the process of application of the principle of equivalence. The
principle of equivalence requires a comparison of procedural rules governing
Community law actions with those governing similar domestic claims. The ECJ
began by paying tribute to the expertise and competence ofthe national court,
`which alone has direct knowledge ofthe procedural rules governing actions in
the field ofemployment law', to n.tn the equivalence test. It proceeded by stressing
that, as the first step, the court should distil a similar domestic action to be
compared to the `Community-based' one. To determine whether the actions are
similar, the purposes, the causes and the essential characteristics ofthe actions
should be comparable.5'

Once a similar domestic action has been extracted, the next step is to compare
the procedural rules governing both forms ofaction to determine whether they
are in turn similar in the sense that they do not discriminate as far as the
Community claim is concerned: `whenever it falls to be determined whether a
procedural rule of national law is less favourable than those governing similar
domestic actions, the national court must take into account the role played by that
provision in the procedure as a whole, as well as the operation and any special
features of that procedure before different national courts.'~ In Preston the Court
clarified that `the various aspects ofthe procedural rules cannot be examined in
isolation but must be placed in their general context. Moreover, such an
examination may not be carried out subjectively by reference to circumstances

4g

49
So

s~
s~

As in Case C-188~95 FanuukECR [1997] I-6783 and Case C-IZSI94 Aprilev. Amministrazione
delle Finanze dello Stato [1995] ECR I-z919.
Case C-3z6~96 Levez v. Jennings Ltd [1998] ECR I-7835.
Case C-78~98 Preston and others [zooo] ECR I-3zol.
Levez, paras. 41-43-
Ibid., para. 44.
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of fact but must involve an objective comparison, in the abstract, of the procedural
rules at issue.'~

In Edis~ and Levez, the ECJ also confumed that the principle ofequivalence could
not imply that the benefit of the most favourable procedural rules, governing
similar actions but in different areas of law, should be automatically extended to
Community actions. Therefore, in Edís, the Court upheld a shorter limitation
period for recovery of charges levied in breach of EC law notwithstanding the
existence of a much longer time-limit for recovery of sums in action between
private parties.ss

From the Court's ruling in Levez, as confirmed by Preston, it follows that the
procedural rules would be deemed less favourable if `a person relying on a right
conferred by Community law were forced to incur additional costs and delay by
comparison with a claimant whose action was based solely on domestic law.'sb

As was observed, even with the Court's clarifications given in Levez, the
application ofthe principle ofequivalence in practice has not become easy.~ The
ECJ's criteria for the equivalence test remain too abstract and vague to guarantee
its uniform ar.d coherent appLcation by the national judges.

3.3 Van Schijndel and Peterbroeck: The procedural `rule of
reason'test

The second drawback ofthe initial approach ofthe ECJ to the assessment ofthe
compatibility ofnational procedural provisions mentioned above,58 namely, the
absence of clear criteria which would allow assessment when a restrictive
procedural rule could be justified on the ground of legal certainty, was partially
mitigated by the Court in Van Sch~ndel and Peterbroeck by introducing what was
called a`rule of reason' test.

sa
sa

ss
56
n
58

Case C-78~98 Preston and others [zooo] ECR I-3zoz, paza. 6i.
Case C-z3i~96 Edis v. Ministero delle Finanze [t998] ECR I-4951, Pazas. 36-37; Levez, paza.
4z.
Edis, para. 39.
Preston, paza. 60.
Prechal (zoooB), p. i73.
See section 3.2.4.
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In Steenhorst-Neerings the Court already revealed its emerging technique of
weighing the interests of effective judicial protection59 and the interests
safeguarded by a national procedural rule. It pointed out directly that the value
ofthe procedural rule in Emmott (finality of challenges to administrative decisions)
could not outweigh the concerns of judicial protection. In other words, the
benefits resulting from the operation of the procedural rule could not offset the
complete loss ofjudicial protection of Community rights. Yet, without further
elaboration of the rules governing this balancing exercise, it would still be
extremely difficult to foresee its outcome in every case.

In Van Sch~ndel and Peterbroeck~ the ECJ finally gave clearer guidance concerning
how national rules which hinder the enforcement ofCommunity rights should
be assessed for the purposes ofverifying their compatibility with EC law.

Both cases are also interesting from another perspective. They were concerned
with a new category ofprocedural rules which had not been referred to the Court
before. The specific procedural issues raised in these cases were, firstly, time-limits
for raising new pleas and supplernenting claims, and, secondly, ex officio
application ofEC law. The last point had been dealt with by the ECJ on several
occasions before but in a rather different context than pure private civil law
proceedings.b' It should also be noted that, as will be discussed later,b~ the part of
the judgment in Van Sch~ndel where the Court dealt with the question of ex offuio
application ofEC law by national judges has served as a source ofinspiration for
some writers in their search for a proper ground for the arbitrators' duty to raise
or apply Community law rules on their own motion.

As was mentioned above, the two cases raised similar issues. However, Van
Sch~ndel involved only private parties while Peterbroeck was concerned with a
claim brought by an individual against tax authorities.

i9

60

6i

Later in this section, itwill beazgued that effective judicialprotection is a self-standing and
independent principle. There is a rather distinct line ofcases, which strictly speaking do
not fit well within the case law on national procedural autonomy, where the Court, azmed
with this principle, embazked on a crusade against national procedural restraints capable
ofundermining a newly emerging value.
Cases C-43o-43t~93 Van Sch~ndel v. Stichting Pensioenjondsvoor Fysiotherapeuten [1995] ECR
I-47o5.
See e.g., Cases C-87-88~go Verholen arul othersv. SocialeVerzekeringsbankAmsterdam [1991 ]
ECR I-3757 and Case C-7z~95 Kraa~eveld and others [1996] ECR I-54o3.
See Chapter to.
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3.3.I Legitimate aims ofnational procedural restrictions and the
requirement of effectiveness: The development ofparameters
ofa balancing exercise

The preliminary questions in Van Sch~ndel were referred to the ECJ by the Dutch
Supreme Court hearing an appeal in cassation against the judgment rendered in
proceedings between a member ofthe Occupational Pension Fund (the claimant)
and the Fund. The claimant requested the Supreme Court to quash the judgment
ofthe lower court on the ground that the latter did not raise the question ofEC
law (ex Articles 3, 85, 90, 52, 58, and 59),63 if necessary on its own motion, while
deciding on the claim directed against the Fund's refusal to exempt him from
compulsory participation in the pension scheme.

According to Dutch law,ó'the claimant was precluded from raising new pleas at
the stage ofcassation in so far as these would involve the examination offacts and
circumstances which were not considered by the lower court adjudicating on the
merits of the case. The lower court could not supplement the legal grounds ofthe
claim on its own motion if this would require it to breach the principle ofjudicial
passivity in civil matters. In other words, in supplementing legal grounds, the court
could neither go beyond the Iimits ofthe dispute determined 'by the parties nor
rely on facts and circumstances not invoked by the parties. The single exception
to this rule was provided with regard to situations involving matters of public
policy, in which case the judge's hands would not be tied by the duty ofpassivity.

The Dutch Supreme Court consequently formulated a number ofpreliminary
questions, two of which were addressed by the Court, namely, firstly, whether
the national court is obliged to apply EC law ex offu-io if the interests ofthe party
require this and, secondly, whether in order to comply with this obligation the
national court should disregard the principle of passivity. It should be mentioned
that another covert question was wrapped up in the request for a preliminary
ruling. As it appeared from the file, the Dutch court would have a duty to apply
certain legal provisions ex officio as an exception to the general principle of
passivity if these provisions could be qualified as pertaining to public poliry.
Consequently, the hidden enquiry of the Dutch Supreme Court was whether
Article 8i (ex Article 85) should be regarded as such.

In answering the first question, the Court characterised competition rules as
binding and directly applicable provisions of EC law. It ruled, with reference to

63 Now correspondingly, Articles 3, 8i, 86, 43~ 48~ 49 EC.
6q Article 48 (now after renumbering, Article z5) of the Dutch Code ofCivil Procedure.
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Rewe, that such rules should be applied by the national court on its own motion
if such an obligation exists with regard to binding domestic rules.65 This
conclusion is obviously based on the principle ofequivalence. Furthermore, the
Court also stated succinctly that by virtue ofthe requirement of legal protection
of Community rights and the principle ofcooperation under Article Io EC (ex
Article 5), the national courts were obliged to give effect to EC competition
provisions even ifunder national law they only had discretion to do so.66 It should
be observed that in reaching this solution the Court has gone beyond its ruling
in previous cases involving the question of ex officio application ofEC law.b' The
Court's ruling also appears to be more intrusive than the answer proposed by AG
Jacobs, who felt comfortable leaving the question of ex officio application ofEC
law to be decided on the basis of the standard test of non-discrimination and
effectiveness. The Court factually upgraded the judicial protection of an individual
relying on EC law compared to a party who basing his claim solely on domestic
provisions. The ECJ's ruling on the question is interesting in two other aspects.
Firstly, the Court avoided, for the time being, qualifying competition and other
provision ofEC law as public poliry rules. Secondly, in affirming that there is an
obligation on the national court to apply EC law whenever it has simply the power
to do so under national law, the ECJ did not employ the second part of the
traditional procedural test, i.e., the principle of effectiveness. Instead, it referred
to the principle of judicial protection. It seems likely that the Court tried to bridge
its two lines of cases concerning national procedural limitations: one based on
respect for national procedural autonomy and the other on effective judicial
protection.

In its reply to the second question, the Court cited its settled case law on national
procedural autonomy. This time, however, after rehearsing the principles of
equivalence and effectiveness, it also dwelled on the issue ofhow in practical terms
the national procedural rules limiting pursuit of Community law right could still
escape being caught by the `not impossible or excessively difficult' proviso:

`For the purposes of applying those principles, each case which raises the
question whether a national provision renders application ofCommunity law
impossible or excessively difficult must be analysed by reference to the role of
that provision in the procedure, its progress and its special features, viewed as
a whole, before the various national instances. In the light of that analysis the

65

66
Van Sch~ndel, para. 13.
Ibid., paza. c4.
Compaze, e.g., with the ECJ's conclusion in Joined Cases C-87~90, C-87-88~9o Verholen
[t99t] ECR I-3757 where it held that the national court was not precluded from applying
Community law on its own iniriative.
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basic principles of the domestic judicial system, such as protection ofthe rights
of the defence, the principle of legal certainty and the proper condua of
procedure, must, where appropriate, be taken into consideration'.68

Not only did the Court formulate in abstract terms the rule for assessment of
compatibility ofthe national procedural rule, but it also offered an example ofhow
to use it. The ECJ analysed the national procedural restriction at stake, that is, the
domestic court's lack ofpower to apply the law ex offuio where this would compel
it to go beyond the ambit ofthe dispute and asserted facts, in the following way:

`That limitation is justified by the principle that in a civil suit, it is for the parties
to take the initiative, the court being able to act of its own motion only in
exceptional cases where the public interest requires its intervention. That
principle reflects conceptions prevailing in most of the Member States as to
the relations between the State and the individual; it safeguards the rights of
the defence; and it ensures proper condua of proceedings by, in particular,
protecting them from delays inherent in examination of new pleas.

In those circumstances, the answer... must be that Community law does not
require national courts to raise of their own motion an issue concerning the
bïeacli ofprovisioï,~ ofConiriiuruty iaw wlicre exanuriation of ihat i~sue wuuld
oblige them to abandon the passive role assigned to them by going beyond the
ambit of the dispute... and relying on faas and circumstances other than those
on which the party ...bases his claim'.69

3-3.2 The `rule ofreason' test: Clarifying or complicating?

The Court's judgment in Van Sch~ndel was received with reserved enthusiasm.
It is acknowledged that in this case the Court demonstrated a more balanced
approach to the relationship between the national procedural environment and
European law?o Yet, most commentators admit that the ECJ took an intermediate
position.

On the one hand, the ruling in Van Sch~ndel suggests that blind rejection of the
procedural restrictions is no longer probable due to the introduction ofwhat was
called a proportionality or rule ofreason test. The Court showed a strong degree
of determination not to let any restrictive procedural rule become automatically

68 CasesC-43o-431~93VanSclu~ndelv.SáchtingPensioenfondsvoorFysiotherapeuten[i995] ECR
I-47o5, paza. r9.

69 Ibid., paras. zi, Zz.
'o Prechal ( i998), p. 705; De Burca (i997)~ P. 45.
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obsolete without passing a balancing test `for weighing the impact ofa national
rule on a particular Community right against the legitimate aim served by that
rule'.7' On the other hand, automatic acceptance of national procedural rules
satisfying the two minimum requirements is also not likely to take place?Z

Views on the effect of the purposive approach of the Court are divided. Some
authors consider it a major shift in the case law which will ensure a more
harmonious and non-contentious coe~cistence of EC law and national
procedures.~ Certainly, the judgment itself can be seen as evidence of revitalised
respect for national procedural autonomy. Another positive aspect of the new
balancing approach is a revival ofthe interest in the functions and the purposes
of the national procedures. In this sense, Van Sch~ndel could be perceived as a
more nuanced development putting an end to `an unbridled activism in favour
ofthe effectiveness ofCommunity law.'74

At the same time, other scholars emphasise the weak points of the Court's
improvement ofthe principle of effectiveness. The first point consists in causing
even more uncertainty with regard to the outcome ofthe evaluation ofthe national
rule by balancing its legitimate purposes with the detrimental effects which it
inflicts on enforcement of Community law.75 It should be not forgotten that the
task ofsuch assessment lies within the powers ofthe national court. As has been
already stressed, all procedural rules may be deemed to serve the purpose of
ensuring legal certainty or, in any case, the proper conduct of proceedings.
However, it is not clear from the case law when these legitimate purposes will
outweigh the imperatives stenuning from Community law. It is also not clear what
the role of the particular circumstances of the case is and which of these
circumstances will be able to tip the balance in favour ofEuropean law.

Another drawback is linked and correlated to the first one. It is submitted that
the national courts are now required to assess the intrinsic characteristics and
effects produced by the national rule in the concrete case. Moreover, they have
to scrutinise the dialectics of the rule and its underlying values. Then, the
competing interests of national rule and EC law should be put side by side and
evaluated. It is obvious that the question ofallocation of more weight pertains
to poliry choices. However, the judicial branch is the least suitable one for making

Craig 8r De Burca (zooz), p. z5z.
De Burca (1997), P. 41~
Prechal (199g)~ p- 705.
Ibid., p. 705.
Hoskins (Igg6), p. 375; Smith (ig99), P- 315.
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such choices. It is consequently asserted that the purposive approach `opened the
way to a more intrusive system ofjudicial oversight'.76 This remark is confirmed
by the flood ofcomplicated preliminary questions formulated by national courts.
One explanation for this may be that the courts feel burdened with a complex
evaluation, yet they are unsure about how to exercise it. According to one
commentator, `the trouble with this new test is its vagueness and the lack ofany
real guidance which it provides to national court...'.n

3.3.3 The `otherness' ofPeterbroeck: A further refinement or limits of
Van Schijndel?

Whether the seeds of doubt regarding the utility ofthe Court's new approach to
making the balancing exercise more transparent and predictable would find rich
soil, became clear almost at the moment of its inception. In the Belgian case
Peterbroeck78 (heard by the Court on the same day as Van Sch~nde[), involving
procedural rules and circumstances quite similar to those in Van Sch~ndel, the
Court ruled in the reverse manner. The preliminary question referred to the ECJ
by the Belgian Court of Appeal was concerned with the procedural rule which
restricted the power of the national court to raise new pleas on its own motion.
The appeilant in the nationai proceedings suught tu chalieilgc the decision ofthe
tax authority on the level of the tax by invoking for the first time before an
appellate instance the incompatibility ofthe national tax regulation with Article

43 EC (ex Article 52). The Court analysed the case in the same terms as in Van
Schijndel up to the point where it emphasised `the special features of the procedure
in question'. Taking these features into account, it literally overruled its Van
Sch~ndel conclusion, having supplied only one argument which could possibly
justify its ruling: at no stage ofthe proceedings was there a court that would have
the opportunity to consider the point of EC law and make a preliminary reference
under Article 234 EC (ex Article t77). It seems that the reason why the national
court lacked the power to consider a point ofCommunity law was not a deliberate
conspirary on the part of the national procedural framework, which the ECJ did
not find objectionable per se. The real reason was a default of the interested party
to raise such a point at any stage: first in the proceedings before the tax
authorities,79 and subsequently, in his application for appellate review.

76

n
78
79

Smith (~999). P- 3t6.
Biondi (i999)~ P- 1z77.
Case C-3tz~93 Peterbroeck, Van Campenhout 8r Cie v. Belgian State [t99S] ECR 1-4599.
Which, as a matter of fact, lasted for a couple ofyeazs, leaving the complainant plentyof
time to discover and invoke the Community dimension ofhis case.
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Nevertheless, the European Court, driven by the concerns ofthe effeaiveness
of Community law, ruled that

`...Community law precludes application ofa domestic procedural rule whose
effect, in procedural circumstances such as those in question in the main
proceedings, is to prevent the national court ... from considering of its own
motion whether a measure ofdomestic law is compatible with a provision of
Community law when the latter provision has not been invoked by the litigant
within a certain period.'ao

The condusion of the Court that the rule in question could not be justified on the
grounds of legal certainty and proper conduct of the proceedings also seems to
be at odds with the finding ofthe Court in Van Sclnjndel, where the Court accepted
such a justification as legitimate.

It is worth noting that Peterbroeck, as well as many other problematic and
contradictory judgments of the Court, was surrounded by the mist of`specific
circumstances and features' which made the Court alter its course to
accommodate that particular case. Although several more or less plausible
explanations have been offered to rationalise such inconsistent cases,8' they
remain a mystery.

It is tempting to offer an alternative explanation ofwhat happened in Peterbroeck.
The focal point of the proposed analysis would be the nature of the proceedings
in question. In this case, an individual was seeking judicial protection of his rights.
The function ofjudicial protection, however, may be seen from two angles: the
claimant (subjective view) and the public at large (general legality review). As was
pointed out, if the subjective view on judicial protection prevails, then `judicial
intervention primarily protects the individual's rights or, at least, the individual's
interests'.82 The court proceedings then have the nature of`recours subjectif'. The
full realisation of this mode of judicial protection depends on the individual
concerned. It is for the individual to assert his rights and interests and to
substantiate his contentions. The individual also has the right to assert his rights
to a certain extent only. He can waive partially or completely the judicial
protection afforded to him by not claiming certain rights or asserting them to a
lesser then a full extent. The national court will not ntle beyond what is claimed

Peterbroeck, para. ii.
For instance, it wascontended that one ofthe factors that account for the different outcome
in Peterbroeck was that the main proceedings were d'uected against a state. For a detailed
discussion ofthis case, see De Burca ( c997), p.37 ff.
Prechal (zootA), p. Sz.
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by the interested person himself unless strong public imperatives require
otherwise.83 In Peterbroeck, the claimant initially challenged the decision of the
tax authorities on the level of taxes imposed on him and not the legal act
containing relevant tax provisions. The narional court, therefore, dealt only with
the rights asserted by the claimant. Viewed from the perspective of `recours
subjectif, the national court had no power to go any further.

The second mode of judicial protection is general legality review or `recours
objectif,8q in which `judges are responsible for controlling the legality of
government action....'.85 The powers of the judge in the context of this form of
judicial protection are more far-reaching.

It has been argued that the choice of perspective from which the function of
judicial protection is considered may have serious implications not only for the
court's powers but also for numerous other procedural issues, such as ex officio
application of Community law, standing rules and admissibility of certain
arguments.sb For instance, an interesting observation has been made pointing to
the tendenry of the ECJ to connect the question of eu officio application ofEC
law with the requirement of effective judicial protection.

It should be recalled that in Simmenthal the Court established that

`...Any provision of a national legal system and any legislative, administrative
or judicial practice which might impair the effectiveness of Community law by
withholding from the national court having jurisdiction to apply such a law the
power to do everything necessary at the moment of its application to set aside
national legislative provisions which might prevent Community rttles from
having full force and effect are incompatible with those requirements which
are the very essence ofCommunity law.'87

8; Public imperative here is understood very restrictively. Thus, the court will normally
interfere where private legal relations are tainted by criminal behaviour, or encroach upon
certain rights which aze accorded special protection in public interests, such as the rights
ofminors, etc.

~ Recours objectif was defined as proceedings where `the first matter of importance is the
maintenance of the law. The plaintiff's azguments aze of secondary importance', Prechal
(tgg8), p. 706, at foomore 99-

85 Prechal (zootA), p. 5z.
86 Ibid., p. 53-54.
87 Case to6~77 Simmenthal [i978] ECR 6zg, paza. zz.
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Further, the ECJ stressed that a national court confronted with a conflicting
national provision should disapply it `if necessary.. on its own motion'S8 even if
it only temporarily inhibits full effectiveness of the European norm. The
instructions of Simmenthal appear to be directed to national courts performing
their Community functions of upholding rule of law.

It can be hypothesised that the ECJ implicitly treats all legal proceedings touching
even slightly the issue of the compatibility of the national acts with EC law as
being in the nature of `recours objectif'. Based on this premise, the requirement
to conduct a legality review combined with the Simmenthal empowerment ofthe
national judge `to do everything necessary.. to set aside national legislative
provisions...' might equally be construed as requesting the national judge to
discard national procedural provisions which mainly regulate proceedings ofa
`recours subjectifnature. This might provide the key to understanding why, in
seemingly comparable cases like Van Sch~ndel and Peterbroeck, the Court reached
dissimilar conclusions.

Applying the model outlined above to Peterbroeck, it can be concluded that the
national court had a duty to act in its role ofguardian of the law rather than as a
simple adjudicator. In the case at issue, this implies that the court had to set aside
procedural princzples which deprived it of the powers associated with the function
oflaw enforcement: the power to consider the issue of compatibility ofnational
provisions with EC law. Technically speaking, a review of compliance of the
national tax provisions with EC law would probably not require extensive
investigation.

In this aspect, Van Sch~ndel could be distinguished from Peterbroeck. In the former
case, Community issues were framed differently. The question of inconsistency
of the national act (making participation in the Occupational Pension Fund
compulsory) with EC law was obscured by the fact that the claimant challenged
only the Pension Fund's activities as being contrary to European law. The fact,
ofcourse, remains that the challenged activities ofthe private Pension Fund were
sanctioned by national legislation. However, even if the national judge were
deemed to be under an obligation to review the legality of such legislation, it
would not have been possible for the court to proceed directly with it. Firstly, it
would have to establish the breach ofEC law by the Fund and only then would
the question of compatibility of the Dutch pension regulation be dealt with.
Therefore, there would be too many intermediate steps in Van Sch~ndel which
could delay proceedings to the extent that `justice delayed - justice denied'. In

~ Ibid., para. z.}.
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contrast, the legality review in Peterbroeck could be carried out by the court on
the basis offacts which did not require further investigation and proof.

The above explanation can be supported by the fact that the Court reasoned in
terms of availability ofthe procedure of Article z34 EC (ex Article i77). It seems
that it was important that in this case the ECJ would have the opportunity to rule
in the context ofreview of the legality of national tax legislation. The omission
of the interested party to raise the point of EC law and, hence, to enable the
competent court to refer the preliminary question to the ECJ, did not matter at
all. Unobjectionable time-limits set for raising new arguments in the context of
`recours subjectif became a burden once the proceedings started acquiring the
character of`recours objectif'. This begs the question ofwhether it is appropriate,
from the point ofview ofthe principle of proper conduct ofprocedure, to allow
a different treatment of the proceedings (started as `recours subjectif) simply
because one ofthe arguments invokes compatibility ofthe narional measure with
EC law at some (even very late) stage of the case.

To conclude, it should be admitted that the above speculative reflections were
triggered by the assumption that the Court often does not explain all the genuine
reasnns fnr its ju~lgmenrs, leaving ample opporntnity for cnnjecture. Hnwever,
if the judgments are intended to reach national courts, how can such judgments
contribute to their primary aim - assistance to the courts in their everyday task
of adjudicating on the basis of Community law? After all, the ECJ's judgments
are rendered not for the sake ofexercising academic minds and their imagination,
not to mention their prophetic abilities.

Unfortunately, Peterbroeck has also proved that the Court's `refined' approach
developed in Van Sch~ndel has limited potential for establishing peace in the
battlefield where national procedural rules clash with EC law. Subsequent case
law has failed to demonstrate any strong commitment on the part ofthe ECJ to
follow the `rule of reason' test in every case.g9 In parallel with the Van Sch~ndel-
inspired line of cases, the Court has maintained an alternative method of
assessment of compatibility of the national procedural rules based on the
requirement ofeffective judicial protection, the latter technique not involving any
evaluation ofthe rationale behind the restrictive procedural rule. Thus, in the end,

Sg See Prechal, who observes that `the post-Van Schijdnel case law makes it cleaz that the
elaborate rule of reason test does not need to be applied in every single case,' illustrating
the point by reference toFMC (C-ztz~94o), Pafitis(C-441 ~93) and Comateb (Joined Cases
C-19zI95 to C-zt8~95), all decided by the Court without considering any rationale for the
narional procedural rules. See Prechal (t99g)~ P. 69z.
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Van Sch~ndel might be seen as a less ground-breaking judgment than it was once
thought.

3.4 National remedies and the requirement ofeffective
judicial protection

Case law in which the Court looked at the relationship between the national
procedural environment and Community law through the requirement of
effective judicial protection forms a more or less distinctive line in the Court's
jurisprudence.

From the perspective of national procedural autonomy, this case law is
characterised by the stronger degree of intrusiveness and disruption it may cause.
It seems that the Coun is inclined to apply different or additional standards while
examining the compatibility of national remedies and the conditions under which
they are granted with Community requirements. Merely passing the test of non-
discrimination and effectiveness is not sufficient. In this instance, the Court seems
to elevate the minimum requirements of equivalence and effectiveness to the
higher Community requirement of effective judicial protection with the
corresponding need to ensure an effective remedy, stemming from both
Community law and the European Convention on Human Rights. In principle,
the minimum Community requirements will be satisfied as far as they are applied
to remedies if the remedies available for breach ofCommunity right are equivalent
to other remedies which an individual can avail of in a domestic situation, and
provided the procedural rules through which the remedy is obtained do not bar
or hinder excessively the claim for remedies. However, the principle of effective
judicial protection might appear to require a remedy to exist where there was
none, or broaden the scope ofa national remedy, in financial as well as temporal
terms.

It is submitted this group ofcases traces its roots to the Simmenthal judgment with
íts far-reaching requirements of removing any obstacles - procedural, legal, or
administrative - in the way of effective application of European law.

Many cases concerning matters of compatibility ofnational procedural rules and
remedies with Community requirements have involved claims for restitution and
repayment ofcharges levied contrary to EC law, or monetary claims for various
benefits to which an individual was entitled under Community law (specifically,
under social security schemes and sex discrinunation) but which were wrongfully
withheld. In some ofthese areas, in particular in the field of equal treatment of
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men and women, mutual recognition ofdiplomas, etc., EC directives referred to
the obligation on Member States to ensure that individuals have access to judicial
determination of their Community rights, induding the possibility to challenge
an administrative decision by means of judicial review.9o The obligation to provide
for judicial protection was formulated in such directives in very general non-
committal terms, supposedly leaving Member State with complete discretion as
to the choice of appropriate courts and procedures. However, the Court
sometimes resorted to this obligation in support ofits line of reasoning that the
requirement of effective judicial protection is a general principle of law rooted
in the common Constitutional traditions of the Member States, and a reflection
offundamental human rights.

3.4.I Requirements as to the national remedy ofjudicial review:
The development ofthe self-standing test ofeffective
judicial protection

Johnston and Heylens both provide a good illustration of the ECJ's method of
drawing on the requirement of effective judicial protection. Furthermore, since
the issue ofjudicial review is tackled in both cases, they appear to be particularly
reievant to the pu~ioses ofthe piesent research. Aithough t„e question ofjudic~al
review over arbitral awards was only fragmentarily dealt with by the ECJ in
Nordsee9' and Eco Swiss,9Z it occupied a much more prominent position in the Eco
Swiss Opinion of AG Saggio,93 proving that it might one day become a contentious
issue.

InJohnston,94 the national procedural rule at issue accorded certain administrative
acts the force ofconclusive evidence. The case was concerned with a challenge
brought against the decision ofa Chief Constable who refused to renew a contract
with Mrs Johnston on the grounds ofpublic safety. The claimant contended that
the decision infringed the principle of equal treatment for men and women laid
down in Directive 76~zo7y' and, therefore, was unlawful. Nevertheless, public
poliry and public safety constituted instances in which a derogation from the

go

9r
9~
93
94
95

See e.g., Article 6 of the Equal Treatment Directive, Dir. 76~zo7~EEC, OJ t976 L 3gI4o~
Arricle z of the Equal Pay Direcrive, D'u. 75~it7~EEC, OJ t975~ L 45It9; Article 8(z) ofthe
Directive on mutual recognition ofhigher-education diplomas, Dir.8g~48, OJ i989 L t9~t6,
etc.
Case toz~8i Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [i98z] to95.
Case C-u6~97 Gco Swiss [tggg] ECR I-3o55.
Opinion ofAG Saggio, Case C-tz6~97 Eco Swiss [tggg] ECR I-3o55.
Case zzi~84 [t986] ECR i65t.
Equal Treatment Directive, Dir. 76~zo7~EEC, OJ t976 L3gI4o.
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principle ofequal treatment was allowed by the Directive. Under national law,
however, an administrative decision taken on public poliry grounds became non-
reviewable by virtue of the procedural provision (contained in the national
legislation implementing the directive), which accorded the force ofconclusive
evidence to a certificate issued by the Secretary ofState stating that the decision
was justified on these grounds. Thus, although no formal impediment stood in
the way of the claimant's challenge, in practical terms, her claim would not have
succeeded if the national rules ofevidence had been applicable to her case. The
ECJ analysed the provision of the Directive that specified that individuals should
always be able to pursue their claims by judicial means. It concluded that the right
to judicial determination interpreted in the light of the general principles of
human rights should also mean that `all persons have the right to obtain an
effective remedy in a competent court' against administrative measures contrary
to Community law. The Court, therefore, held that

`The principle ofeffective judicial control laid down in Article 6 of Council
Directive No 76~zo7...does not allow a certificate issued by a national authority...
to be treated as conclusive evidence so as to exclude the exercise ofany power
of review by the courts'.96

It is important to note that the UK government asserted that rules of evidence
similar to the one in question were commonly found in national procedural law.
Their purpose was exactly to prevent the courts from exercising control over
certain administrative decisions. The justification for such rules was that they
ensure that some specific matters, such as public poliry and public safety, were
reserved to fmal determination of `competent political authorities'.

However, the Court remained unconvinced. While the State retained the
competence to authorise its organs to take certain policy decisions involving
Community rights, the national courts remained responsible for ensuring that
those decisions were not contrary to EC law. Between the lines ofthis judgment,
one might read an important principle formulated by the Court: in situations
involving Community rights, there should be a court which is enabled to review
the compliance of individual or general acts with Community law.97

96

97

Case zzz~84 Johnston v. Chief Constable ofthe Royal Ulster Constabulary [1986] ECR 165c,
para. u.
The BoreUi case can be regarded as another illustration of this principle. In this case, the
Court d'uected the Italian courts to treat a non-reviewable administrative decision as a
reviewable one in the interests ofeffective judicialprotection. Case C-97~91 Ole~ficio Borelli
v. Commission [Iggz] ECR I-633o.
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By requiring that some sort of judicial review should be possible whenever
violation of European law is asserted,9g the ECJ has made national courts its
partners in the enforcement of EC law. It is to the national courts that the duty
to safeguard the full enjoyment ofCommunity rights is addressed, because they
are the only adjudicating bodies which have access to the preliminary reference
procedure of Article z34 EC (ex Article i77). As has already been mentioned
above, the Court places considerable emphasis on the availability of this
procedure when accessing the compatibility of national procedural rules with
Community law.

In Heylens,99 the Court reiterated its ruling in Johnston, at the same time giving
more substance to the right to judicial remedy. Not only did it stress that the
existence ofa judicial remedy, i.e., judicial review ofadministrative decisions, is
essential for the effective protection of the individual rights derived from
Community law, but it also indicated more precisely the scope and the
preconditions ofeffective judicial review: it should cover the legality of the reasons
for the decision under Community law. Therefore, to enable the court to exercise
legality review, on the one hand, and to allow the person concerned to defend his
right under the `best possible conditions', on the other, it was required by the ECJ

that reasons be provided for the administrative decision. It is important, in my
view, to distinguish Heylens from Johnston. In the latter, case the judicial review
was not precluded but, in fact, was rendered inoperative by national rules of
evidence which had to be set aside. On the contrary, in the former case, the
decision of national authorities refusing to recognise the equivalence of Mr.

Heylens's diploma was not reviewable by judicial means. The Court simply held
that the existence of judicial review against administrative decision is a
fundamental principle of Community law.`oo

In neither of the cases discussed above did the Court look at the remedy of judicial
review through the filters of the principles of non-discrimination and
effectiveness. The Court treated it as a self-standing principle, which implies that
individuals asserting their Community rights must be ultimately able to do this
before the courts.'o' It can be argued that since different categories of
administrative acts, both susceptible to judicial review and not, existed under
national law the Court simply extended an existing remedy ofjudicial review to

q8 This principle was also labelled `access to judicial determination ofsubstantive issues when
a violation of Community law is alleged', Prechal (t997)~ P. 7-

99 Case zzz~86 UnecteJv. Heylens [t987] ECR 4097.
'oo Ibid., para. t6.
'o, Prechal (t995)~ P~ 160.
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all the instances involving Community rights, therefore, subjecting them to the
most favourable regime.

It is almost impossible to monitor all the developments in the area of judicial
review. Nevertheless, one more case merits closer attention. In Upjohn,102 one of
the recent cases on the scope and the meaning ofthe Community requirement
of effective judicial review, the Court demonstrated a hands-off attitude, leaving
national procedural rules limiting supervisory functions of the national court
intact. The question of the compatibility of the national rule governing judicial
review of the decision to revoke the marketing authorisation of certain medicinal
products was referred to the ECJ for preliminary ruling by the national court in
the context of annulment proceedings brought by a holder of authorisation. In
conformity with the national review standards, in deciding whether to annul such
a decision, the national court could not admit new evidence or reconsider anew
issues of facts and, consequently, substitute its assessment for the assessment
made by competent licensing authorities. The scope ofjudicial review was thus
limited to procedural irregularities in adoption of the contested decision. The
Court's starting point was to rehearse the principle of national procedural
autonomy and the minimum Community requirements which national procedural
rules and remedies should meet.`o~ It then proceeded to analyse whether, in the
specific circumstances ofthe case, the national rules deprived the claimant ofthe
sole means of asserting his rights. It concluded that neither the restricted powers
of the national court with regard to the challenged decision nor the inadmissibility
ofnew evidence in the course ofthe review rendered enjoyment ofCommunity
rights impossible or excessively difficult. It is rather surprising to note that the
Court seemed to allude to the argument advanced by the UK government that,
although in the current review proceedings the claimant was precluded from
successfully pursuing his claim due to exclusion of inerits review, nothing
prevented him from initiating a fresh application for authorisation before the
administrative authority which could then make an appropriate decision in the
light ofnew circumstances. In other words, the Court was prepared to consider
whether there were other less drastic means ofensuring Community rights than
removing national procedural limitations which prevented the maximum
realisation ofthe rights granted by EC law in the particular situation:

`As regards decisions revoking marketing authorisations taken by the
competent national authorities following complex assessments ..., it does not
appear that the only appropriate means of preventing the exercise of rights

'o~ Case C-IZO~97 Upjohn [Iggg] ECR I-zz3.
'o' Ibid., para. 3z.
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conferred by Community law from being rendered vírtually impossible or
excessively difficult would be a procedure for judicial review of national
decisions . .., empowering the competent national courts and tribunals to
substitute their assessment of the facts and, in particular, of the scientific
evidence relied on in support of the revocation decision for the assessment
made by the national authorities."o4

In arriving at this condusion, the Court was apparently influenced by the analogy
between review mechanisms for administrative decisions at the Community and
national levels. It pointed out that the Community judiciary performs only a
limited review, consisting in examination of the accuracy of factual and legal
findings for manifest errors and procedure - for procedural defects, such as excess
ofpowers and discretion. Thus, it did not deem it appropriate to require national
review instances to undertake `a more extensive review than that carried out by
the Court in similar cases'.'o'

The Court added one important proviso to its acceptance of the national review
mechanism:

`Nevertheless, any national procedure for judicial review ofdecisions ofnational
authorities revoking mazketing authorisanons must enabie the court or tribunal
seised ofan application for annulment ofsuch decision effectively to apply the
relevant principles and rules ofCommunity law when reviewing its legality."ob

3.4-2 Type ofremedy to be granted: Stretching the existing remedy
beyond its original limits?

The intrusiveness ofthe Court's approach founded on the requirement ofeffective
judicial protection reached its apogee in a number of cases concerned with the
type of remedy available and the conditions, scope and standards ofpecuniary
remedies for the breach of Community rights.

In brief, on different occasions, the Court formulated the general EC
requirements for remedies: they should be effective and dissuasive,'o'

'a Ibid., para. 33.
`05 Ibid., paza. 35-
'~ Ibid., 36.
'o' Case t4~83 Von Colson and Kamann v. Land Nordrhein-Westfalen [1984] ECR 1891.
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proportionate,'o8 and adequate.'o9 These requirements are too general to be self-
explanatory,"o however, they will not be discussed any further, as the duty to
provide an effective remedy for breach ofCommunity law is addressed to national
courts, which are bound to comply by virtue oftheir cooperation obligation based
on Article Io EC. Conversely, arbitrators remain immune from requirements
developed by the Court in the context of remedies to be granted by national
judiciary. They do not owe any loyalty to the ECJ.

The issue ofCommunity requirements for national remedies may become relevant
in arbitration-related court proceedings. However, arbitration-related court
proceedings involve granting a limited number of specific procedural
remedies."'Among the different forms of relief which can be sought in the court
are the following most important remedies:"Z stay (or dismissal) of legal
proceedings, appeal against an arbitral award, setting aside (annulment) of an
azbitral award, remission ofan arbitral award, enforcement of an awazd, or refusal
to enforce. The specified remedies reflect the functions of the court vis-à-vis
arbitration: assistance and supervision. The topic ofthe remedies in the context
of arbitration will be fully explored in subsequent chapters ofthis book where
the supervisory powers ofthe national court with regard to arbitration awards
will be discussed in detail.

Seen from the perspective outlined above, the Factortame judgment can add an
interesting dimension to the problem which is central to the present research. In
this case, it is argued that the Court has come very close to formulating a
requirement for a new remedy. The case has been the subject ofnumerous critical
comments and commentaries due to a serious constitutional implication it was
deemed to produce in the UK. In my view, the central problem in Factortamewas
the lack of powers of the nationa] judge to suspend the application of a
Parliamentary Act by way of interim relief and to grant injunctions against the
Crown. However, this is only one way of presenting the case. An alternative
account of the problem was formulated by the ECJ, which ruled as if the issue was
not the absolute lack ofpower ofthe court in a certain area but a mere hurdle in

Case 8~77 Sagulo and others [1977] ECR 1495.
Case C-z71~91 Marshallll v. Southampton and South West Hampshire Area Health Authority
[1993] ECR I-4367.
For a useful explanation of the meaningof these requirements, see Prechal ( 1997)~ p. 9-to.
In arbitrarion-related proceedings, the national coun can rarely grant a pecuniary or
substantive relief, unless it has the power to grant interim measures in certain instances.
The remedies listed are not exhaustive. There is no uniformity in the remedies available
either: various national azbitrarion acts provide for particulaz types of remedies in
azbitration-related court proceedings.

~~o
~~
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the way ofits realisation. In Factortame, this alternative presentation of the case
implies a re-qualification of the problem. The problem was presented as if the
main issue was not the lack of judicial powers to grant interim reliefbut the simple
legislative restriction on the exercise of the said powers regarding the Crown.
Consequently, leaning heavily on Simmenthal and the requirement of full
effectiveness of Community law, the Court ruled that:

`...The full effectiveness of Community law would be just as much impaired if
a rule of national law could prevent a court seised of a dispute governed by
Community law from granting interim relief in order to ensure the full
effectiveness of the judgment to be given on the e~cistence ofthe rights claimed
under Community law. lt follows that a court which in those circumstances
would grant interim relief, if it were not for a rule ofnational law, is obliged to
set aside this rule'."3

Thus, the Court presented it as an expansion ofthe scope ofthe existing remedy.
However, this is an unstable ground from which the assessment is carried out of
whether the remedy required is new or simply an old one with an enhanced scope.
In different areas of law, and depending on the type of legal proceedings and
perhaps other factors, most of the available remedies are limited in their range.
In my view, the requirement to provide a remedy `cross-sector' or by analogy is
tantamount to a requirement to create a new remedy. For instance, in the context
of arbitration, under certain national acts, an appeal on the points of law is
sometimes allowed against awards in domestic arbitration. Compliance with the
requirement to make appellate review available against arbitral awards rendered
in international arbitration would clearly mean a new remedy and not merely
stretching the limits ofthe existing one.

Giving an overall assessment ofthe developments in the Court's case law in the
field of remedies, it is difficult to deny that the ECJ has come a long way from its
statement in Rewe-Handelgesellschaft, where it ruled that `it was not intended to
create new remedies in the national courts to ensure the observance of
Community law other than those already laid down by national law...'."' This
potentially explosive case law has already triggered some queries regarding how
far the Court will push in this direction. It has been already suggested that
emergence ofnew remedies dictated by the Community requirements cannot be

"; Case zi3~89 The Queen v. Secretary of Statefor Transport ex parte Factortame [i99o] ECR

I-2433, para. zi.
"' Case i58~8o Rewe-Handelsgesellschaft v. Hauptzollamt Kiel [ig8i] ECR t8os, para. 44.
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ruled out outright."' Moreover, it has also been argued that the general
Community remedy of the setting aside of a national rule incompatible with
Community law has already crystallised in the Court's jurisprudence."6

In my opinion, another crucial aspect of the problem should not be missed. While
it may be true that `where there is a right there should be a remedy', the purpose
ofthe remedy should not be lost from the focus. Both existing and new remedies
may secure different, not always converging objectives: ensuring the protection
ofindividual's rights"' or the full effectiveness of Community law. The choice of
perspective here will certainly influence the answer to the question ofwhether
the national remedy is adequate, or what would constitute an adequate remedy
in a particular case."8

It should be remarked that national courts are also called upon to ensure judicial
protection of those who challenge Community law-based allegations. For
example, if, by virtue of the principle of autonomy ofwill, the parties agree to vest
a non-EC court with the jurisdiction to hear the `Community law' case, the
principle offull protection of Community rights alone should not compel a court
within the EC to assume jurisdiction at the request of a party relying on EC law
and, thereby, to disregard the parties' choice offorum. Unfortunately, in contrast
to the purely speculative example given above, the Court has already been trapped
in its own net of insensitivity to the interests and rights competing with
Community-derived ones. In Ingmar"9 the Court ruled that the choice of law
provision indicating a non-EC law as applicable to an international agency
agreement should be disregarded in order to give effect to the protection afforded
by the EC Agency Directive to the agent domiciled in EC.

It appears that in cases in which the ECJ's point of departure is formed by the
importance ofsubstantive European law provisions and the imperative oftheir
effective enforcement, the probability of the Court fmding a national rule on
remedies (otherwise meeting the test ofequivalence and effectiveness) contrary
to the requirements ofEC law is increasing. The reason for this is that the Court

Lang (1997), p. 6. For tentative discussions on such novel remedies as a court order to
legislate oramend legislation, or anorder to compel action in accordance with Community
law, see also Prechal (1997), p. II-I2.
Van Gerven (zooo), p. So6.
It is often added `under Communiry law'.
Prechal (1997)~ p. Iz.
Case C-381~g8ingmar GB [zooo] ECR I-93o5. On this case, see Chapter z, section 2.3.z.4
above.
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Chapter3:National procedural autonomy v. Community requirements

might find that the national remedial rule would not be adequate to ensure effet
utile ofthe EC law provision.

The recent Courage case'ZO is a good illustration in this respect. Courage involved
an agreement for lease ofa public house which included the exclusive purchase
obligation of minimum quantities ofbeers (beer tie) concluded between a pub
tenant, Crehan, and a company partially owned by a brewery holding, Courage.
The initial proceedings were brought by Courage against Crehan for the recovery
ofthe outstanding payment for the deliveries ofbeer. As the defence on the merits
Crehan contented that the beer tie was contrary to Article 81 EC and counter-
claimed for damages. Under English law, a party to an illegal agreement was not
entitled to bring an action for damages arising under the unlawful contract against
a counter-party and to seek compensation (damages) for loss which it suffered
as a result of the performance of such agreement relying on its own unlawful
actions. The English court referred to the Court a number of preliminary
questions on compatibility of these English rules with the Community
requirements. The Court ruled that because offirstly, the autonomous nature of
Community law; secondly, the importance of Article 81 EC evidenced by the
sanction ofnullity attached to it and reference to competition in Article 3(g) EC
and thirdly, direct effect ofArticle 81 EC which entails rights for the individuals
safeguarded by the national courts, `any individual can rely on a breach of Article
85 (I)... even where he is a party to a contract that is liable to restrict or distort
competition'.'Z` With regard to the English rule preventing the party from bringing
an action for damages, the Court held that it was incompatible with EC law. It
emphasised that:

`...the national courts whose task it is to apply the provisions of Community
law in azeas within their jurisdiction must ensure that those rules take full effect
and must protect the rights which they confer on individuals

The full effectiveness ofArticle 85 ofthe Treaty and, in partiazlar, the practical
effect ofthe prohibition laid down in Article 85(t) would be put at risk if it were
not open to any individual to claim damages for loss caused to him by a contraa
or by conduct liable to restrict or distort competition.

...The existence of such a right strengthens the working of the Community
competition rules and discourages agreements or practices, which are

Case C-453~99 Courage Ltd. v. Crehan [iool] ECR I-6z97. See also Case C-41o~98
Metallgesellschaft [iool] ECR I-17z7. Further on Courage, see Cumming (zooZ); Jones 8L
Beard (zooi); Komninos (zooz).
Courage, paza. i4.
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frequently covert, which are liable to restrict or distort competition. From that
point of view, actions for damages before the national courts can make a
significant contribution to the maintenance of effective competition in the
Community.

There should not therefore be any absolute bar to such an action being brought
by a party to a contract which would be held to violate the competition rules'.122

From the above it is clear that the Court was preoccupied with the considerarion
ofeffectiveness ofEC competition law. Thus, a national rule denying the right
ofaction to the party was seen as diminishing the effectiveness ofEC law and
therefore, should have been set aside. In fact, it seems that a right to claim damages
against a private party for breach ofcompetition rules was derived by the ECJ
from EC law itself It also appears that in Courage the Court followed the
tradition laid down in Johnston and Heylens.'~3 As in those cases, it ruled on the
compatibility of national procedural rules with reference to a Community based
requirement of effective enforcement of European law and judicial protection
rather than with reference to the principles of effectiveness and equivalence.
Furthermore, the ECJ did not engage in the balancing exercise ofweighing the
reasons behind the national rule and the interests ofeffective enforcement of EC
competition rules.

In this regard, it is interesting to note that in Courage the Court used the
traditional test of equivalence and effectiveness when answering the question
about the conditions under which the damages could be granted. It held that
Community law did not prevent national courts from applying national rules
regarding the specific conditions for granting the damages provided the latter
respected the principle of equivalence and effectiveness.`~ Thus, the national court
was allowed to take into consideration the effect ofthe principle ofprohibition
ofunjust enrichment or a principle preventing the party from profiting from its
own wrong, which, under English law, would have an impact on the availability
or the amount ofdamages recoverable in a conaete case. Yet, even here the Court
had given a direct instruction ofother factors which should be considered by the
national judge ruling on damages. In particular, the ECJ pointed out that the
respective bargaining powers of the parties, economic and legal context of their
relationships, the ability to avoid or reduce damages and the degree to which they
are liable for breach ofEC law were factors to be taken into account. It, however,
significantly reduced the discretion of the national judge who is supposed to

'u Ibid., pazas. z5-z8.
"' See secrion 3.4.I.
'~ Courage, paras. 3o-31.
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decide on the merits ofthe case by formulating a rule on the effect of the conduct
of the party and by hinting on its application in a concrete case. The Court stated
that `Community law does not preclude national law from denying a party who
is found to bear significant responsibility for the distortion of competition the
right to obtain damages from the other contracting party'.`ZS It went on to provide
its own substantive assessment in the case at hand: `...the party contracting with
the person controlling the network726 cannot bear significant responsibility for
the breach of Article 85, particularly where in practice the terms of the contract
were imposed on him by the party controlling the network.12J

3-5 Conclusions

The right to invoke EC law rules in courts (similar to the right to rely on the
relevant provision ofnational law) is based on the fact that EC law forms a distinct
but integral part of the national law. However, the right to rely on certain legal
rules in civil law proceedings is neither unconditional nor unlimited.

National procedural law is a major source ofrestrictions on exercising the right

to reiy oíi EC iaw. il~ese restrictions can take various forrr~s. For exampl~, tilr.e-
limits for supplementing or altering the legal grounds ofa claim, limitations on
submitting new evidence or raising new pleas and arguments, rules on estoppel
or waiver of rights, prescription periods for bringing legal actions, etc., all belong
to the category of procedural limitations. These procedural obstacles may
completely preclude the interested party from proceeding with his case or lead
to denial of a claim altogether if the party does not act with due diligence.

In the absence ofCommunity rules regulating procedural aspects of application
of EC law, the latter is compelled to rely almost entirely on the national procedural
mechanism and national courts for its enforcement.'Zs That EC law has to face

a,

~:a

Ibid., para. 3t.
Under the ECJ's case law, an agreement which does not appeaz be contrary to Article 81
(i) EC when assessed on its own, is restrictive to competition and therefore, is caught by
Arricle 8t (I ) EC prohibition if it forms pazt ofa`network' ofsimilaz agreements producing
cumulative anti-competitive effects. See Cases z3~67 Brasserie de Haecht [tg67] ECR t27
and C-z34~89 Delimitis [Iggl] ECR I-935.
Ibid., paza. 34.
According to another opinion, national courts assume the status of Community courts
when hearing a case governed by EC law. See Kakouris (t997)~ p. 1393. Even if such a
transformation is regazded from the functional standpoint (i.e., that national courts become
Community judicial organs when they determine a dispute governed by EC law), as
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dissimilar procedural hurdles whose underlying rationale is ofren obsatred is only
half of the problem. The other half is that the diversity of national procedural
provisions by means ofwhich EC law is enforced jeopardises the achievements
ofthe full, uniform, and effective application of Community law throughout the
Community. However, these latter principles, being the core of the constitutional
principles of EC law, `are not absolute and ... a lack of uniformity in the
application of Community law is inevitable'.`~9

As was demonstrated, the case law ofthe ECJ in which it advanced the principles
governing the novel relationships between substantive Community law and
national procedural systems is far from being consistent or coherent, sometimes
balancing on the edge of the extremes. Nevertheless, the latest case law can be
characterised as attempting to strike a balance between national procedural
autonomy, i.e., the national prerogative to organise the system of courts, remedies,
limitation periods, types and conditions of legal actions and review mechanisms,
and the need to ensure full effectiveness of EC law. The developments in the Van
Sch~ndel,'3o Peterbroeck,'3' and Eco Swiss'3Z cases indicate that the main categories
that are weighed against each other have changed slightly. In previous case law,
the effectiveness of EC law appeared to be an end in itself. Until recently, the
relations between EC law and national procedural law were observed in the light
of pure necessity, from the point ofview that something is better then nothing.
In a way, the use of the national procedural framework was regarded as being
imposed on EC law that had no better alternative. Moreover, procedural rules
were mostly viewed from a negative angle, that is, as an impediment to proper
application ofEC law. The values and principles deeply entrenched in procedural
ntles were not considered against those of EC law. Therefore, the `novel'
relationships from the Community point ofview were perhaps something of a
continuous attempt to free itself from the straitjacket of national constraints.

Even recently, extreme conclusions drawn from this case law have not supported
the idea ofthe establishment of any kind of balance between EC law and national
procedure, which were deemed to be players in different weight categories. In the
opinion of one author, for example, national procedural law must be accorded

suggested, it is still difficult tounderstand the logicbehind thisapproach. For instance, when
national courts adjudicate disputes according to foreign applicable law, they remain
domestic courts irrespective of the nature of the law they apply.
De Bítrca (t997), p. 37.
Cases C-43o-431 I93 Van Sclu~ndel v. Stichting Pensioenfonds voor Fysiotherapeuten [ t ggs] ECR
1-4705.
Case C-3t2~93 Peterbroeck, Van Campenhout 8z Cie v. Belgian State [1995] ECR I-4599.
Case C-t26~97 Eco Swiss~rgyg] ECR I-3o5~. See Chapter4 for detailed analysis ofthe case.
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Chapter,3: National procedural autonomy v. Community requiremenu

a merely ancillary and provisional character. It seems logical to the author that
this `ancillary body oflaw within the system of Cotnmunity law... is applicable
only insofar as it ensures the effective application of substantive Community
law'.'~

Ifeffectiveness ofEC law were understood in the same sense as it has been by AG
Jacobs, then this approach would not raise any objections. For instance, the
Advocate General is convinced that complete and unrestricted application of law
and effective application of law are not the same thing. He considers that
procedural restrictions barring application of substantive law in particular
circumstances and under certain conditions usually express various principles
serving the justifiable objective ofsafeguarding proper application ofthe law. AG
Jacobs claims that effectiveness of EC law should be construed as proper
application of EC law combined with the availability ofadequate remedies for
its breach.~34

Thus, the principle of effectiveness, understood in terms of complete and
unrestricted application of EC norms, cannot be used in order to set aside
procedural provisions limiting application of EC law. There are two reasons for
this. Firstly, it would put EC law in a priv;leged position compa.red to naLional
rules, giving rise to `widespread anomalies, since the effect would be to afford
greater protection to rights which are not, by virtue ofbeing community rights,
inherently of greater importance than rights recognised by national law'.'3s
Secondly, it would deprive procedural law ofany sound meaning due to unmerited
disregard ofprinciples forming the foundation of the legal systems ofthe Member
States. As AG Jacobs shrewdly noted in his Opinion,~36 this would go far beyond
the requirements ofeffective judicial protection. It would tamper with the parity
which is sought to be achieved between EC law and national legal environment
and thus infringe other fundamental principles, such as the principle of
proportionality and the principle of subsidiarity, governing not only the
relationships between Community law and national laws but, more generally, the
relationship between the European Community as a whole and the Member
States.

'~ Kakouris (t997). p. 1405.
'~ See Jacobs (t997). p. z7.
'u Opinion ofAG Jacobs in Cases C-43o-431~93 Van Schijndel v. Stichting Pensioenfonds voor

Fysiotherapeuten [t995] ECR I-47o5, at p. 4715-4716.
'}6 Ibid., at p. 4715.
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As can be seen from the changed terminology and legal grounds applied in a
number of judgments,'3i the ECJ has gradually resorted to trying to give equal
respect to the fundamental rationale behind procedural provisions and the
requirements of EC law.

In this connection it should be emphasised that, in the majority ofcivil law cases,
the exercise of the right to enforce EC law falls within the discretion of the
interested party. The charaaeristic feature ofcivil proceedings is that the initiative
regarding the extent and manner in which they should proceed lies in hands of
the litigants. The principle ofthe parties' freedom ofdisposition in civil litigation
stipulates that important procedural decisions such as the initial choice between
bringing suit to the court or solving the matter by extrajudicial means,
determination of the issues to be ruled on by the court, preference for to a
particular cause ofaction or a method ofdefence, and the choice from available
remedies are left up to the interested party. It is admitted that `the court is not at
liberty to rule on issues that were not raised or disputed, nor can it adjudge to the
plaintiff a remedy he did not claim'.'38 The civil judge will intervene only in
exceptional circumstances, such as, e.g., where it is necessary to protect certain
individual rights dictated by strong public interest in such protection.

Thus, it is not such a paradox that in cases in which the principle offreedom of
disposition operates in full there can be no effective'39 application of EC law if
the party whose interests might be affected by EC law chooses - whether
intentionally or by negligence - not to exercise his discretion. The special status
and requirements ofEC law cannot change this unless it should be admitted that
EC law is intended to limit the procedural freedom ofthe parties for the sake of
the fullest and most efficient realisation ofthe substantive rights ofthese same
parties derived from European law. Apparently, there is a contradiction in this
latter supposition: more substantive rights are accorded to an individual through
reduction of the individual's freedom in the area of rights to substantive and
procedural disposition. Can such a trade-off be justified with reference to the
general requirements ofEC law? It doubtful that the general requirement offull
effectiveness of EC law so strongly and persistently emphasised by the ECJ can
serve as a justification.

Like other principles of EC law, the principle of effectiveness, as developed by
the Court in connection with the interaction between natíonal procedural rules

`s' See section 33.
i3e De Boer (1996), p. zS7.
'39 In a sense - unrestricted.
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and European law, cannot be taken out of the context in which it was meant to
operate. The ultimate aim of the general principles developed by the ECJ has
always been to secure the proper status of EC law within national legal orders in
circumstances in which the latter had still to overcome the aura of strangeness
and unfamiliarity of the former. For example, the principle of supremary was
construed not simply as according primary to EC law over conflicting national
rules, but aLso requiring the courts to examine oftheir own motion the consistenry
ofnational rules with corresponding EC provisions and, if they were in conflict,
to set aside the former."o The principle ofdirect effect was aLso ofren used in order
to facilitate effective integration of EC law into the national legal framework
through private enforcement actions as well as to provide individuals with
effective tools for exercising their Community rights.~4' In this light, the firmness
with which the requirement of full effectiveness ofEC law has been advanced in
the case law of the ECJ is perfectly reasonable. However, as soon as obstacles to
integration and acceptance ofEC law in the national legal environment have been
removed, it seems rather paradoxical to claim a special or privileged procedural
status for it, except in cases in which the novelty of the EC provision in question
requires a certain procedural remedy which could not have existed due to the
absence of similar domestic rules. General principles such as supremary, direct
effect, and ef~ctiveness of EC law car.not by t11elr.selves previde a plausible
ground for treating EC law more favourably than substantive national law within
the national procedural mechanism.

The controversial issue that remains is whether Community law, by virtue of
specific objectives and values ofat least some ofits rules, imposes higher standards
or requires stronger guarantees for ensuring that an individual can effectively rely
on relevant EC provisions. The emphasis can be placed not on equivalence and
non-discrimination but on the adequary of the available procedural mechanisms
vis-à-vis substantive EC law of a specific character. In the following chapters,'42
we will consider the role that the qualification of EC law as rules ofpublic policy
might play in finding the balance between the requirements of EC law and
national procedural rules.

ya See, for example, Case to6~77 Amministrazione dellaFinanzedello Stato v. Simmenthal [1978]
ECR 6i9, at p. 644, where the ECJ ruled that `every narional court must., in a case within
its jurisdicrion, apply Community law in its entirety ... and must accordingly set aside any
provision ofnational law which may conflict with it, whether prior or subsequent to the
Community rule'. See also Curtin (Iqgz), p. 34; Boch (1999)~ p. z4.
Craig 8z De Burca, (i998), p. 167.
In particulaz, Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Application ofthe principles
formulated by the Court with regard to

national procedures and remedies
in the context ofarbitration

4.i Introduction: Eco Swiss

The European Court of Justice has so far had few occasions to express its point
of view regarding the requirements of EC law in tite coiiïext of pïoced-~tral
provisions related to arbitration. Just as national courts are rarely seised of
arbitration-related matters owing to confidential and chiefly self-regulatory nature
ofarbitration, the Court has a chance to get involved only occasionally.

Eco Swiss` was a much-awaited judgment of the Court for a number ofreasons.
Firstly, it was the first judgment in which the ECJ finally defined certain EC rules
as public policy rules. Before Eco Swiss, it was widely anticipated that the Court
would soon have to clarify the concept of public poliry in the context of
Community law, as it might be needed especially in connection with the question
ofapplication ofEC law ex officio by national judges.Z It should be recalled that,
in Van Schijndel,3 one ofthe issues referred to the ECJ contained an implicit inquiry
about qualification ofcertain EC substantive rules as rules pertaining to public
poliry ( whatever this term may mean in a particular procedural context). An
affirmative answer would have affected the procedural status of such EC rules
by making them open to a number of derogations from general principles of civil
procedure, such as judicial passivity of the judge. In this instance, the Court

Case C-IZ6~97 Eco Suriss [1999] ECR I-3o55-
CasesC-43o-431~93V~S~Ï~1v.StichtingPenrioenfondsvoorFysiotherapeuten[1995] ECR

I-47o5-
See Chapter 3, section 3.
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refrained from any direct indication that, in the circumstances ofthe Van Sch~ndel
case, the rules ofcompetition law should be regarded as rules ofpublic poliry, at
least in the sense ofArticle 484 ofthe Dutch Code ofCivil Procedure.

Secondly, in Eco Swiss, the issue of the relationship between EC law and the
national procedural environment once again occupied a pivotal place. As has
already been demonstrated above,s the case law of the Court on national
procedural autonomy was not entirely consistent, the ECJ swaying from a rather
intrusive to a restrained position with respect to national procedural rules limiting
application of EC law. In this regard, Eco Swiss is indicative of the prevailing line
followed by the Court.

Moreover, the issues described above have been greatly complicated by the fact
that the national court proceedings underlying the preliminary reference to the
ECJ were not the ordinary ones but arbitration-related. As has already been
mentioned, the interaction between arbitration and European law has not
frequently been the subject of the Court's deliberation. Neither was it given much
constructive attention by other Community institutions, notwithstanding the fact
that arbitration has become virtually a parallel system of justice, at least for
adjudicating commercial law claims. At the same time, there is no denying that
certain tensions are inherent in the relations between arbitration, with its private-
procedural character, and EC law being of a public-substantive nature. Thus, the
Eco Swiss judgment is significant for the present study and for future
developments in the area of interplay between Community law and arbitration.

The factual background of Eco Swiss is rather complex and involves several related
court proceedings in the Netherlands with regard to two arbitral awards rendered
in a single NAI6 arbitration: the partial fmal award in which arbitrators decided
on the merits ofthe dispute, and the fmal award by which the arbitral tribunal
determined the quantum of damages to be paid by Benetton.

The initial dispute arose out ofan international licensing agreement concluded
between Benetton (The Netherlands), Bulova (US) and Eco Swiss (Hong Kong)
for the duration of eight years. Under the terms of the agreement, Benetton
granted Eco Swiss and Bulova the rights to manufacture and sell watches under
the trademark `Benetton by Bulova'. An Annex to the agreement provided that
Bulova was to sell watches in any countries except those reserved to Eco Swiss.

Now Article 25 of the Dutch CCP.
See Chapter 3.
Netherlands Arbitration Insritute.
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national procedures and remedies in the context ofarbitration

Among the thirty-one countries in which Eco Swiss was authorised to sell
watches, all the then EC Member States, except Italy, were included. Three years
before the agreed expiration date, Benetton unilaterally terminated the agreement.

The arbitration clause contaíned in the agreement provided for arbitration under
the Rules of the Netherlands Arbitration Institute, Dutch law being applicable
to the merits ofthe dispute. Pursuant to this arbitration clause, the arbitral tribunal
was seised of the claim submitted by Eco Swiss that Benetton had breached its
contractual obligations by premature unilateral termination of the agreement.
Ruling on the merits, the arbitral tribunal rendered a partial final award (PFA)
in which it found Benetton in breach of contract, which was assumed to remain
`in full force and effect', and liable for damages. The quantum of damages was left
to be determined by the parties by mutual agreement. The PFA acquired res
judicata force and was not challenged before the competent Dutch court within
the period ofthree months allowed for such challenge. Since the parties failed to
reach an agreement on the amount of damages, more then two years later, the
arbitral tribunal was seised again of the request to set an exact amount of
compensation due to the parties by Benetton. The arbitral tribunal granted this
request in the Final Arbitral Award (FAA).

Benetton subsequently commenced court proceedings for setting aside PFA and
FAA and for stay ofenforcement of FAA before the Rechtbank (the Court ofFirst
instance). One ofthe grounds submitted by Benetton in support of its requests
was that the arbitral awards were contrary to public poliry due to indirect
sanctioning ofan anti-competitive agreement contrary to Article 81 EC (Ex Article
85) which should be regarded as null and void ab initio. Therefore, both arbitral
awards should be annulled by the court, which would ultimately lead to the
question ofenforcement of FAA becoming redundant. Invalidity of the agreement
had not been pleaded during the entire arbitration proceedings.

It should be noted that, under national procedural rules, a new substantive plea
could not be raised at the stage of setting aside of the arbitral award. Moreover,
the PFA could no longer be subject to proceedíngs for setting aside due to the
expiration ofthe three-month time-limit. According to the national arbitration
legislation, the FAA could not be challenged either, to the extent that it was based
on the PFA, which had acquired resjudicata force.

The proceedings concerned with suspension ofthe enforcement of the FAA gave
rise to an appeal before the Gerechtshof (the Court of Appeal) and, later, to an
appeal in cassation before the Hoge Raad (the Supreme Court). The Dutch
Supreme Court decided to stay proceedings and refer five preliminary questions
to the European Court of Justice. In substance, the Supreme Court sought
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guidance from the ECJ on a number ofsubstantive and procedural issues, not all
of which were addressed by the ECJ in its judgment. The preliminary questions
Nos. I and 3 became urelevant due to the answers given by the Court to quesrions
Nos. z, 4, and 5. They were related to the following subject-matters: a) the powers
and~or duties of the arbitral tribunal to apply EC law ex officio notwithstanding
the national principle of passivity ofarbitrators in arbitration proceedings and
b) the compatibility ofthe national procedural rule which precluded granting a
request for setting aside (annulment) ofan azbitral award if it was supported by
allegations based on EC competirion provisions which remained outside the ambit
of the arbitrated dispute. The above issues were elaborated at length in the
Opinion of AG Saggio. The Opinion provides an excellent illustration of a
Community-biased view on the relation between arbitration and Community law.
Some points discussed in the Opinion will be critically analysed elsewhere.'

In the following subsections, attention will be focused on the preliminary
questions Nos. z, 4, and S answered by the ECJ. In question No. z, the Dutch
Supreme Court sought to ascertain whether Community law required it to set
aside the national procedural provision according to which the annulment ofthe
arbitral award on the ground that the awazd was contrary to public poliry would
only be granted if it violated mandatory rules of such a fundamental nature that
no procedural restrictions capable ofhindering compliance with them could be
justified. As the Dutch Supreme Court stressed, `the simple circumstance that
the contents ofthe arbitral award or its enforcement result in the failure to apply
a prohibitory provision of competition law will not entail a violation of public
poliry'S in the sense described above. The Supreme Court was only slightly
hesitant regarding whether the combined effect ofthe said procedural rule and
the ECJ's ruling in Van Sch~ndel would point in the direction of upholding the
analogous solution in the case ofCommunity competition rules. In fact, the Dutch
court seemed convinced that it followed from Van Sch~ndel that EC compedtion
rules were not to be regarded as fundamental rules that were capable of triggering
public poliry exception in the context ofthe procedure for annulment ofarbitral
awazds. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court felt bound to seek the ECJ's clarificarion
of the matter given the specific procedural cir~Imstances ofthe case. The highly
provocative character ofsuch an inquiry, testing the European Court's willingness
to rule on public poliry, can not be overlooked.

' See Chapter n, section Il.z.z and Chapter Iz, section Iz.4.
8 HR zLO3.I 997, NJ I gg8, no. zo7, para.4.z; for an English translation ofthe rtiling, see XXIII

YCA 1998, p.18o at p. 189, paza. z5.
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Question 4 submitted by the Supreme Court inquired about the position of the
Community law with respect to the three-month time-limit provided by the law
for the challenge of an arbitral award, taking into account that in the particular
circumstances ofthe Eco Swiss case, the FAA on quantum of damages could not
be examined on its compliance with Article 8i EC unless the proceedings for
annulment ofthe PFA were simultaneously allowed.

Question 5 addressed another national procedural obstacle to the annulment of
the FAA on the ground that it violated EC competition provisions. According
to Dutch procedural law, in so far as a fmal arbitral award proceeded upon an
earlier pamal fmal award with resjudicata force, this fmal arbitral award could not
be challenged if the time-limit for annulment of the partial award had lapsed. In
other words, the subsequent final arbitral award became immune from challenges
to the extent that it was based on the resjudicata force ofthe previous award ruling
on the merits of the case. The Dutch Supreme Court wondered whether
Community law would require setting aside of the national rule, regulating in this
way the effects and consequences ofthe resjudicata force of the arbitral award.

The Court's answers to the preliminary questions summarised above will not be
dis~.tsscd scparatcly. Rather, the followir.g examinatior. of the case will
concentrate on the particular elements of the ECJ's judgment which deserve
thorough and extensive analysis: the ECJ's ruling regarding the public policy
character of Article 8i EC; the ECJ's interpretation ofpublic poliry as a ground
for the setting aside of arbitral awards; and the ECJ's interpretation ofthe role
which national courts should play in matters related to arbitration.

These issues will be considered in turn. Special emphasis will be placed on
analysing the judgment in the light of its relevance to the main theme of the
present section, which deals with the implications ofthe developments in the area
ofthe requirements ofEC law and national procedural autonomy for arbitration-
related national procedural rules.9 Other important aspects ofthe judgment will
be discussed elsewhere in this book.'o

9 For more `EC-oriented' analysis, see, e.g., Prechal (tgg8); Biondi (t999)~ Furse 8z D'Arcy
(iggg); Komninos (zooo); Idot (iggg); Brulazd 8c Quintin (zoot).
See, e.g., secrion io.z.z (discussing the use of the concept ofpublic policy as a basis for the
justification of application of Community law in azbitrarion).
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4.2 EC competition rules as public policy rules

At the outset, as an introduction to the first issue a few remarks should be made
regarding public poliry." Public policy as a concept is a chameleon. It is contro-
versial and susceptible to misconceptions. Many phenomena fall under the
heading `public poliry'. The indiscriminate and commonly erroneous use ofthe
term obscures the fact that what habitually goes under the name of`public policy'
is comprised ofvarious matters not identical in meaning. The common core of
all matters which share the title of `public poliry' comprises certain public interests
which these matters express or safeguard. Nevertheless, the intensity ofpublic
concern and its focus vary from one kind ofpublic poliry to another depending
on the character ofthe underlying situation and procedural context (substantive
and procedural public poliry).

A number offorms ofpublic poliry are intertwined in Eco Swiss. H. J. Snijders has
identified three `species' of public poliry in this case.72 Firstly, he distinguished
public poliry in the national procedural context as used, e.g., in Article io63(i) (a
ground of refusal to grant a leave of enforcement of an arbitral award rendered
in the Netherlands) and Article io65(i)(e) (an annulment ground) ofthe Dutch
Code ofCivil Procedure. Secondly, he specified public poliry in the international
procedural context, in the sense ofAmcle io75 ofthe above-mentioned Code and
Amcle V ofthe New York Convention 1958, which both provide for public poliry
as a ground for refusal ofrecognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards.
Finally, the commentator indicated a third type of public poliry, a European
Community public policy, with reference to EC competition rules as part ofthe
economic public policy of the Community. Apparently, this latter category of
public poliry is placed in the substantive law context.

It is essential that further differentiation be added to the classification proposed
by Snijders. The first two sorts ofpublic poliry in the procedural context can be
identified with public policy reservations serving as an exception to the
recognition of the effects ofarbitral awards and as a ground for their annulment.
Public policy as an exception is comprised offundamental principles oflaw and
morality, constituting the core of the social and legal order of a given State. It is
basically a protection device. It is in this sense that public poliry is used by the
Dutch Supreme Court in its preliminary references to the ECJ. On the other hand,

For a broader disc~ssion of the meaning and content of the concept of public policy in
general, see Chapter 6. See Chapter 7 on the issue of EC competition rules as rules
expressing public policy considerations.
Snijders (zoooA), p. zo9-zlo.
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what Snijders called `European public poliry' is another type of public poliry
consisting of the so-called rules ofpublic policy (in our view, a misleading term,
as will be demonstrated later)'3 which in the domestic context are commonly
referred to as mandatory (imperative) rules from which derogation is not allowed~4
or as lois de police in situations involving foreign elements. As will be seen, the
ECJ had this type ofpublic policy in mind while ruling in Eco Swiss.

Public poliry as a reservation can be better characterised as a regime maintained
through rules and principles not necessarily expressed in legal terms, rather than
as a system of mandatory rules. Therefore, it can be assumed that, to establish
violation of public poliry, it is not sufficient to simply find an infringement of
mandatory rules, however important the concerns they might express. This seems
to be the view taken by the Dutch Supreme Court when considering a plea for
the setting aside of the arbitral award on the ground ofpublic poliry.~5

To complicate the matter further, in the Netherlands, as in many other countries,
public policy in the sense ofan exception operates in different manners depending
on the nature ofthe proceedings. Public policy standards are stricter if they are
invoked against awards rendered in arbitration in the Netherlands than in
arbitration conducted abroad.'6 They are alSO str.cter ,f they operate 3s a basis fer
annulment than as a bar to enforcement ofarbitral awards."

The understanding ofthe second type of rules mentioned above as public policy
rules is not free from complications either. As the list of controversies
surrounding mandatory rules and, especially, lois de police can be excessively long
it is sufficient to give just a couple ofexamples. Firstly, these two sets of nlles are
not identical and only partially overlap. Not all rules that are mandatory in the
domestic setting are also mandatory in cases with a foreign element. The reverse
situation is also conceivable, but it is less common. Secondly, it is not always clear
which rules should qualify not only as mandatory rules but also as lois de police,
this question often being left to judicial construction.

~5
c6

See Chapter 6, secrion 6.3.z.I.
In addition, sometimes, as it is the case in the Netherlands, further differenriation is made
between simple imperative rules and nileswhich express basic legalprinciples such as non-
enforceability of illegal contracts, etc.
HR zLO3.1997, N) 1998, no. zo7, para. 4.z.
Snijders (ZOOOA), p. 303-304.
Compare Article Io63(I),referring to manifest violation of public poliry as a ground for
refusal to grant a leave of enforcement, with Article Io65(I)(e) which does not qualify
violation of public policy as a ground for setting aside by the requirement of it being
manifest.
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It is apparent from the above brief descriptions ofsome aspects ofpublic poliry
which are relevant in the present context that, if it is problematic to descTibe public
policy in terms ofa legal concept, it is even more difficttlt to describe its material
content. The conclusion ofAG Jacobs in Van Schijndel having made a comparative
overview ofthe treatment ofpublic policy in the EC Member States, affirms that
`there is certainly no agreement ...on what constitutes a matter of public poliry."8

Turning back to the Eco Swiss judgment, in answering the second question, the
ECJ has made a number offar-reaching and novel pronouncements:

`...According to ...Article 3(I)(g) EC, Article 81 EC constitutes a fundamental
provision which is essential for the accomplishment ofthe tasks entrusted to
the Community and, in particular, for the functioning of the internal market.
The importance of such a provision led the framers ofthe Treaty to provide
expressly, in Article 81(z) EC, that any agreements or decisions prohibited
pursuant to that article are to be automatically void.

It follows that where its domestic rules ofprocedure require a national court
to grant an application for annulment ofan arbitration award where such an
application is founded on failure to observe national rules of public poliry, it
must also grant such an application where it is founded on failure to comply
with the prohibition laid down in Article 81(t) EC'.'9

At last, the Court made it clear that Article SI EC is not to be regarded merely as
an imperative (mandatory) provision. It should be crowned with the title of public
policy. In the light of the development ofthe case law on Community legal order,
this is a significant step with a wide range of effects both of a substantive and a
procedural nature. Seen from this angle, the Eco Swiss judgment, at least in the
part in which the public policy nature of Article 81 EC is discussed, gives the
impression of an adventure rather hastily embarked upon by the ECJ without
proper prior reflection on either the tangled nature ofthe subject-matter or the
potential impact ofthe judgment.

Some commentators observed that the Court did not directly qualify Article 81
EC as a matter of public poliry.ZO For example, as Wissink put it, `de etiketten
worden gelijkgesteld, ook al schuilt daarachter mogelijk een andere inhoudelijke

Opinion ofAG Jacobs in Van Sch~ndel, Cases C-43oI93 and C-431~93~ [1995] ECR I-47o7,
para. 37.
Case C-IZ6~97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o55~ paza. 36~ 37.
Meijer ( IgggA), Snijders ( zoooA), p. zco, Wissink ( zool), p.35g.
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waardering'.Z' He also pointed out that the Court resorted to relying on the
principle of non-discrimination between Article 81 EC and what it called national
rules ofpublic policy, because it simply lacked competence to interpret national
law and, consequently, the public poliry exception of Article Io65(I)(e) of the
Dutch Code of Civil Procedure. It appears that this latter consideration did not
deter the Court from giving a straightforward interpretation ofthe public poliry
exception ofthe New York Convention 1958, notwithstanding the fact that it was
not competent to do so. At the end of the day, in whatever clothes the ECJ
preferred to dress its message, one cannot seriously deny that it was to be
understood as putting an equals sign between public policy and Article 8t EC. As
the national case law following the Eco Swiss judgment illustrates, there can be
only one logical deduction from the ECJ's answer.2Z

The ECJ's ruling is not as enlightening as it may seem at first sight in view ofthe
complex nature ofthe concept ofpublic poliry. The reasons justifying the public
policy character ofcompetition rules advanced by the Court are not sufficiently
persuasive. The ECJ did not formulate unambiguously the criteria for according
a public policy charaaer to the EC provision under consideration. With reference
to Article 3(I)(g) EC, the ECJ emphasised that the provisions of competition law
are fundamental because of their importar.ce for the accemplishment of the
Community's tasks and the functioning ofthe internal market. It went on to stress
that the fundamental nature of the provisions is evidenced by the sanction of
nullity.

Two critical remarks concerning the Court's reasoning can be made. Firstly,
Article 3 EC merely enumerates tools for achieving Community objectives, such
as areas ofcompetence, policies, and activities. Article 3(I) EC reads as follows:
`For the purposes set out in Article z, the activities of the Community shall include,
as provided in this Treaty and in accordance with the timetable set out therein;
a)...; g) a system ensuring that competition in the internal market is not
distorted;...'. Thus, almost any piece of Community law can claim, as an
instrument providing a legal framework for EC tasks and actions, to be within
the scope of Article 3 EC. As was correctly pointed out by one of the
commentators, `ifone took this provision as a measuring stick to qualify rules as

Wissink (zool), p. 358. English translation: `the labels are equated, though this might
possibly involve a different assessment as regazds the substance.'
E.g., Uitspraak vanhet Gerechtshof te Amsterdam van Izoctober zooo, rolnummer t o3~g8
(Sesam~Betoncentrale), unpublished, annotated byde Muynck(zoot), p. zS3; HofArnhem,
t augusruszooo, rolnummer 99 f339 inzake J.B.H.E. Goos~Hanos Apeldoorn B.V. en Kaveka
B.V., Nieuwsbrief Mededingingsrecht, zooo, p. t78.
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European public poliry, practically any and all rules ofEC law pertain to public
pollCy.' ~3

In contrast to the `instrumental' Article 3 EC, the objectives and fundamental
principles of the Community are set out in another Treaty article, Article z EC:

`The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and
an economic and monetary union and by implementing common policies or
activities referred to in Anicles 3 and 4, to promote throughout the Community
a harmonious, balanced and sustainable development ofeconomic activities,
a high level ofemployment and of social protection, equality between men and
women, sustainable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree ofcompetitive-
ness and convergence of economic performance, a high level ofprotection and
improvement ofthe quality ofthe environment, the raising ofthe standard of
living and quality of life, and economic and social cohesion and solidarity among
Member States'.

Article 2 EC spells out the fundamental components ofthe whole Community
enterprise (to sum up, economic prosperity, social security, equality, and
solidarity) which can be more persuasively elevated to the range of principles
expressing public policy ofthe Community rather than simply vehicles for their
attainment.

Secondly, the only other argument of the Court in support ofthe assertion that
Article 81 EC constitutes a public poliry provision, namely, the nullity sanction,
is also weak and unpersuasive. It can be attacked from two flanks: Community
and national law. From the EC law side, one cannot fail to notice that Article 81
EC is the only Treaty provision which is expressly equipped with the civil law
sanction ofvoidness. The Court's argument that the fundamental importance of
the competition provisions was reflected in the presence ofsuch a sanction is not
particularly convincing. Does this imply that other Treaty rules lacking the
sanction of automatic nullity are less significant? The ECJ's approach cannot
successfully appeal to national law traditions either. Even a superficial look at the
issue ofvoidness as a civil sanction, for example, in the Netherlands, demonstrates
there are many nuances of nullity, such as types of nullity (void or voidable
agreements), or grounds of nullity (agreements contrary to good morals and
public policy, or statutory provisions).~4 These nuances also determine the legal

2' Liebscher (zooo), p. 81.
~ Haztkamp 8L Tillema (1995)~ P. 93-96, 97-IOS; Hijma (t998).
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consequences ofnullity.~5 Even in domestic law, an agreement which is void is not
necessarily the same thing as an agreement contrary to public policy.Zb

Nevertheless, even unconvinced, we have to admit that the Court found sufficient
grounds to establish that Article 8i EC constitutes a public poliry rule in the
Community context and, consequently, forms part ofthe body ofpublic policy
rules ofthe Member States. The question arises as to what kind of public policy
the Court actually meant. This brings us to consider the second issue, i.e., the
ECJ's interpretation ofpublic poliry grounds for setting aside the arbitral awazd.

4.3 Public policy in the context ofproceedings for setting
aside ofarbitral awards

It can be maintained that the justifications given by the Court for the recognition
of Article 8i EC as a public policy rule are indicative ofpublic poliry as applied
to domestic (or, in case of the European Community, intra-Community)
situations. Being Community public policy rules does not change their status vis-à-
vis national procedural rules,2' i.e., they are not accorded a special status by virtue
ofbeing Community mandatory rules. In the case at issue the Dutch procedural
rules regarding annulment of an arbitral award prevented the Supreme Court
from setting aside the arbitral award even if the award did not give effect to
mandatory rules, in particular, to competition ntles. The national procedural rule
treated the violation of mandatory rules equally, regardless of their origin. In its
preliminary question, the Dutch Supreme Court essentially asked whether this
Dutch rule should be set aside if the mandatory rule in question is ofEuropean
origin.

The answer given by the ECJ is confusing because it paraphrased the question
posed by the Dutch Court. Therefore, one should distinguish what the European
Court intended to say from how its answer was formulated. It should be recalled
that the dilemma faced by the Dutch Supreme Court was that disregarding
mandatory rules did not entail annulment ofthe azbitral award on the ground of

zs On the legal consequences ofnullity in comparative perspective, see van Gerven (zoo3),
Annex I.
See e.g., a Dutch judgment making a distinction in OZF r95o~AZL case, HR tr. 05. zooi,
N) zooz, no. 364.
For acompazative survey of the treatment ofpublic policy rules in different Member States,
see Opinion ofAG Jacobs in Van Sch~ndel, Cases C-43o-43r~93~ [r995] ECR I-47o7, pazas.
3r-4r, 47-48.
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public poliry. Nevertheless, the application ofthe public policy ground could be
triggered by the offensive effects that the arbitral award as a whole would produce
on the fundamental pillars of the national legal order.2a As the Dutch Supreme
Court explained, `...an arbitral award is contrary to public policy within the
meaning ofArticle Io65(I)(e) ...only if its terms or enforcement conflict with a
mandatory rule so fundamental that no restrictions ofa procedural nature should
prevent its application.... In Netherlands law, the mere fact that because of the
terms or enforcement ofan arbitral award, a prohibition laid down in competition
law is not applied is not generally regarded as being contrary to public poliry'.~9
In its answer, the ECJ used different words, describing a national provision
providing for a public poliry ground as domestic rules ofprocedure that require
the court `to grant an application for annulment founded on failure to observe
national rules of public poliry.'3o The Court made a substitution of the terms,
firstly, by referring to `failure to observe rules ofpublic poliry' instead of sviolation
ofpublic poliry' and, secondly, by blurring the dividing line between public poliry
as a ground ofannulment and its content, `rules of public poliry.' This substitution
allowed the Court to present its ruling as a case of application ofthe principle of
equivalence.

The possibility ofusing the assimilation technique to give a diplomatically framed
answer was envisaged by AG Saggio. In his Opinion, the Advocate General
suggested two different manners in which the preliminary question No. 2 could
be answered. The first way was to answer the question directly and frame it in
terms of the compatibility of the national procedural rule on standards of
annulment of arbitral awards with Community requirements. This answer would
be rather disruptive for the national ntles under consideration. Moreover, it would
be intrusive to the extent of leading to a head-on confrontation between the
interests ofEC law and narional interests ofhaving effective arbitration?' It would

z8 As far as azbitrarion is concerned, these fundamental principles cover fundamentals both
in a procedural and a material sense. Despite all the differences in interpretation, these
principles normally include a fair trial and non-enforcement of illegal contracts, such as
those connected with criminal activities-drug andhuman trafficking, childpornography,
money laundering, and the like.
Case C-IZ6~97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o55~ paza. z4.
Ibid., paza. 41.
It shouldbeborne inmind that the role ofazbitration inEC Member States is byno means
confined to intra-Community situations. It occupies a far greater and more prominent
position asadispute settlement mechanism ofcontroversies azising worldwide. Incontrast
to the situation in theCommunity, upuntilnow, there have been no effective international
instruments similaz to the Brussels Convenrion on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters Ig68 (or EC Regulation 44~zoot, which
superseded it) which could govern the issueofrecognition offoreign judgments worldwide.
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essentially signify that EC law would require the setting aside of national
procedural rules, according to which an arbitral award may be annulled on the
ground that it is unlawful only if it is contrary to public policy or accepted
principles of morality, if they did not allow the court to annul an award on the
ground that it was contrary to Article 8i EC. As AG Saggio said, `national
procedural rules which allow judicial review ofthe compatibility ofarbitration
awards with Community law only in highly exceptional cases should be
disapplied''Z

The other more subtle way to tackle question No. z would be, as proposed by the
Advocate General, simply `to regard the Community rules on competition and,
in particular, the prohibition on agreements contained in Article 85 as matters
ofpublic policy and to extend the ambit of the Netherlands rule on judicial review
ofarbitration awards to include matters ofpublic Community policy' ~

It is clear that the ECJ ultimately preferred this latter, more delicate way of dealing
with the sensitive question. It cannot be denied that, from the standpoint of
national courts, this solution might be seen as more easily acceptable since it
merely involves a kind of characterisation exercise34 familiar to them. It is,
nevertheless, debatable f~r the reasons discussed below whether the path chosen
by the Court would only lead to a minor sacrifice of the principle of national
procedural autonomy, as was advocated by AG Saggio.3s

Analysed in its entirety, the ECJ's answer signifies that the Court considered the
EC competition provisions not simply to be equal to national competition rules
but to be those essential public policy rules that pertain to fundamental principles
of legal order. In other words, the ECJ de facto directed the national court to
interpret the provision ofthe national rule which says `the arbitral award can be
set aside if it is contrary to fundamental public policy' as meaning `the award can
be set aside if it is contrary to provisions ofArticle 8i EC' in this particular case.

Certainly, the Court opened the door to a very intrusive and broad interpretation
of the restrictive procedural provision. It has the potential of producing far-
reaching negative implications for arbitration. Assuming that this was the Court's

However, such an instrument exists with regard to the enforcement of foreign azbitral
awards. It has been in place for more then 4o yeazs, making international commercial
transactions effective and, in some instances, just possible.
Opinion ofAG Saggio, Case C-ti6~97 Eco Swiss [i999] ECR [-3055~ Paza. 33.
Ibid., para. 38.
In the sense used in the context ofprivate international law.
Opinion ofAG Saggio, Case C-ti6~97 Eco Swiss [t99g] ECR I-3o55~ Paza- 3g.
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real message, it invites two critical remarks. Firstly, as was explained above, the
ECJ's deternunation ofthe fundamental chazacter ofArtide 81 EC is insufficiently
reasoned. Secondly, the ECJ's answer as a whole is difficttit to comprehend due
to confusion of terminology and concepts. In its actual conclusion, in para. 37, the
ECJ said that where the national procedural rule required a national court to set
aside an arbitral award on the ground that the award failed to observe national
rules of public poliry, it should also treat failure to comply with Article 81 EC as
falling under this category of mandatory rules and grant an annulment. It is
surprising that the ECJ overlooked the fact that Dutch procedural law did not
require annulment in case offailure to observe the rules ofpublic poliry. It is not
the failure (since where there is no obligation, there cannot be failure and,
certainly, there are no statutory requirements for arbitrators to apply the law
correaly) to observe public policy rules but defacto violation ofthe public poliry
regime in case ofacceptance of an azbitral award into the narional legal order that
would lead to annulment of the award.

Another puzzling point in the line ofreasoning employed by the ECJ is its bold
example ofpublic policy. The Court characterised Article 8i EC as a matter of
public policy within the meaning of the New York Convention of 1958 on
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards3ó I believe that the
drafters ofthe New York Convention would appreciate the helpfttl hand ofthe
Court, which had enough audacity to resolve without much hesitation the
problems of identifying the scope of the public poliry exception of the
Convention." It was a totally inappropriate example,38 obviously used by the
Court for the sole purpose ofreinforcing its statement on the fundamental public
poliry chazacter of Article 8i EC, which lacked proper convincing justifications
in its own right. Apart from demonstrating that the Court was ill-informed in

36
ai

Eco Swiss, paza. 39.
It should be noted that the Convention was infused with a pro-enforcement bias. It was
conceived as an instrument for promoting worldwide enforceability ofazbitral awazds.
To illustrate the point, it shouldbe mentioned that, under the Convention, enforcing courts
have mere discretion and not an obligation to refuse enforcement ofazbitral awards even
if the grounds provided by the Convention are well founded.
When the UNCITRAL Model Law on [CA was drafted, the meaning ofpublic policy as
a ground for recourse against an arbitral awazd was considered again. It was defmitely
affirmed that it covered only the fundamental principles oflawand justice in a substantive
as well as a procedural sense. See Holtzmann 8z Neuhaus (i989), p. Iooz.
Note that the scope ofthe Convention is limited to recognition and enforcement of foreign
arbitral awards, i.e., to the type of proceedings cleazly distinct, in legal terms, from
annulment of arbitral awards. Funhermore, the Convention applies to enforcement of
arbitral awards rendered in the territory ofthe foreign State, i.e., aState other than the State
ofenforcement.
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matters of arbitration, this example is also characteristic of the confusing and
confused atmosphere of the case.

4-4 Requirements regarding judicial review in matters of
arbitration

We ca.n now turn to the third issue, the Court's interpretation ofthe role national
courts should play in matters related to control over arbitration. This question
did not form part ofthe national court's preliminary reference and, consequently,
the ECJ dealt with it in obiter dictum.

Following its Nordsee39 dictum, the ECJ meticulously reiterated that arbitral
tribunals do not enjoy the privilege ofpreliminary reference pursuant to Article
z34 EC and that, instead, it is national courts reviewing arbitral awards that should
be prepared to examine questions of Community law and make use of the
preliminary procedure if necessary. The Court said that:

`...where questions of Community law are raised in an arbitration resorted to
by agreement, the orciinary courts ináy iiave to examii~~ thos~ questicns, ir.
particular during review ofthe arbitration award, which may be more or less
extensive depending on the circumstances and which they are obliged to carry
out in the event ofan appeal, for setting aside, for leave to enforce an award or
upon any other form ofaction or review available under the relevant national
legislation' ao

In my opinion, Nordsee established a strong and rather unfortunate precedent
regarding arbitration. Why is it unfortunate? Simply because the Court
persistently showed its lack of interest in arbitration concerns and a clear
misunderstanding ofits role, purpose, and underlying principles and policies. The
ECJ's line ofreasoning while discussing the national court's functions in respect
ofarbitration implies that it sees azbitration as a sort ofoverture to real litigation.
This approach is evident in para. 33, where the Court asserts that national courts
should be able to refer to the ECJ in order to obtain an interpretarion of provisions
of Community law which they may need to apply when reviewing an arbitral
award. However, at the stage of setting aside or enforcement, substantive
European law has little chance to come into play. On the other hand, as far as

39 Case io2~8i Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [i g8i] ECR io95. This judgment is analysed in more
detail in Chapter i3, section i33.

4o Eco Swiss, paza. 3z.
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specific EC procedural rules related to arbitration are concerned, it should be
recalled that Community law does not regulate directly matters that belong to
arbitration-related court proceedings. Although Article z93 EC provides for
cooperation among EU Member States in achieving simplification of the
formalities governing recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards, so far,
Community law has only played a role in this field by expressly excluding
azbitration from the scope ofCommunity instruments in this area, such as, for
example, the Council Regulation on jurisdiction and the enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters.4' Thus, there are no appropriate
procedural rules of Community origin which the national judge would have to
apply in the setting aside context.

Arbitral proceedings are the only instance in which application ofsubstantive law,
and EC law where necessary, takes place. The azbitral tribunal is the sole instance
which adjudicates on the merits ofthe case. National courts reviewing arbitral
awards do not apply the law to the facts ofthe case, since the awards have a res
judicata effect, i.e., binding and final. National courts are left with two options:
to approve or disapprove of the fmal product of arbitration. In doing so, they
apply the law, but in a quite different way. Instead of application ofthe law to the
substance ofthe arbitration claim (which would mean a rehearing ofthe case and,
therefore, is excluded almost everywhere), they apply only minimum legal
standards (contained in the grounds for annulment) to the azbitral award itself.
It is the party interested in annulment of the award who should choose which
grounds for annulment to rely on, and bear the burden of proof. Generally
speaking, the controlling court is not at liberty to review the azbitral awazd on any
other grounds except those pleaded and proven by the claimant.

There are two exceptions to the above rule of passivity ofthe controlling judge,
one being public policy ground. The national courts become active ex officio in
exceptional ciralmstances when public poliry is seriously disrupted by the awazd.
However, even in this instance, they have no authority to substirute their own
judgment for that of the arbitral tribunal. They can simply grant annulment, the
underlying dispute being left in a state ofuncertainty. Therefore, one may see the
irrationality of the Court's insistence on using preliminary references in the course
ofreviewing arbitral awards. It suffices to note that, a preliminary reference serves
the purpose ofinterpretation and clarification of the EC provisions which will
be applied by the national court correctly after the ECJ has answered the
preliminary questions. One might ask what the meaning is of preliminary
questions in proceedings which are by nature a post factum minimum review

" Arricle I, Council Regularion No. 44~zool, O) zool L Iz~I.
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leading to acceptance or rejection of arbitral awards and not to their substanáve
revision. Actually, at this stage ofthe proceedings, European law can resurface
in the same manner as naáonal law does - through restricted operation of public
policy exception. Assuming that a genuine public policy ofthe Community does
indeed exist,aZ the national courts might need to make a preliminary reference to
the ECJ if doubts arise as to the meaning of public poliry in the Community
context.

It is interesting to note that the Court's point ofdeparture while discussing the
role of the national courts exercising control over arbitral awards was not the
principle ofeffective judicial protection (which would have made a much stronger
case, as demonstrated by AG Saggio, whose position will be analysed below)43
but the imperative for uniform interpretation of EC law:

`Lastly, it should be recalled that ... arbitrators, unlike naáonal courts and
tribunals, are not in a position to request this Court to give a preliminary ruling
on questions ofinterpretation of Community law. However, it is manifestly
in the interest of the Community legal order that, in order to forestall
differences ofinterpretation, every Community provision should be given a
uniform interpretaáon, irrespective of the circumstances in which it is to be
applied...'.~

It seems that, in Eco Swiss, the fact that no preliminary ruling could be obtained
by arbitral tribunal tipped the balance in favour of a Peterbroeck scenario.as In
other words, as in Peterbroeck, in Eco Swiss, annulment proceedings were the first
and the last judicial instance in which the uniform interpretaáon ofEC law could
have been secured by the national judge through a preliminary reference
procedure. The difference is, however, that whereas, in Peterbroeck, such an ad
hoc result followed from the combination ofnational procedural provisions and

43
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In itself, it might appear a quesáonable construction since other international enáties that
develop a legal order of their ownwill probably claim also their own public order (regional
organisations, WTO,etc.). Although the expression ofinternarional or transnaáonal public
policy is sometimes used, it is usuallyunderstood that it includes common shared principles
recognised by `civilised nations'. On this subject, see Chapter 6, section 6.i.3.
The convenáonal azgument here might have been that the exisáng national remedy of
setting aside of the arbitral award isnot adequate for ensuring effective judicial protection
ofrights based on EC law. Therefore, it might have been contended thatEC law imposes
a requirement to remove national procedural obstacles to substanáve review ofarbitral
awards at least in so faz as they deal with issues ofEuropean law.
Eco Swis.s, paza. 40.
Case C-3tz~93 Peterbroeck, Van Campenhout 8c Cie v. Belgian State [i995] ECR I-4599. See
Chapter 3, section 33.
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factual circumstances in that particular case,q6 but was not inevitable, in Eco Swiss
(and any similar situation involving arbitration proceedings), this outcome was
not coincidental. It was a foreseeable and, moreover, expected and intended
outcome. As was already explained, in arbitration, the application oflaw to the
merits ofthe case takes place at a single non-judicial instance - during arbitration
proceedings. This forms an intrinsic feature of arbitral adjudication. It produces
a fmal award in the first and the last instance which is non-reviewable for legal
or factual errors. The reviewing courts cannot restore the lack ofuniformity in
application of the law or rectify legal mistakes made in arbitration proceedings
at the annulment or enforcement stage. Thus, the ECJ appears to have an
erroneous perception ofthe role ofthe national courts in arbitration matters. It
is also naive to expect, as the Court did, that the uniformity of EC law can be
sustained `irrespective ofthe circumstances in which it is to be applied.'

The Court did not stop at the point ofnaming uniform application as one ofthe
requirements ofEC law. It built on its conviction that the uniformity ofEC law
is desirable and can be realistically ensured in arbitration through the mechanism
of judicial review:

`It follows that, in the circumstances ofthe present case, unlike Van Schijndel
and Van Veen, Community law requires that questions concerning the
interpretation of the prohibition laid down in Article 81(I) EC (ex Article 85(I))
should be open to examination by national courts when asked to detemune the
validity ofan arbitration awazd and that it should be possible for those questions
to be referred, ifnecessary, to the Court ofJustice for a preliminary ruling'.47

It is not clear what kind of inessage the Court wanted to convey in this obiter
dictum. Fortunately, its meaning is too obscure to allow the conclusion, suggested
by some commentators, that the Court formulated a free-standing requirement
ofjudicial review ofarbitral awards when they concern EC competition law. It
should be recalled that the same type of conjecture arose with regard to the
meaning of the Court's dictum in Nordsee,4g where it said that

`...if questions of Community law are raised in an arbitration ...the ordinary
courts may be called upon to examine them either in the context of their

ab

,~
4B

See section 3.3, where it was shown that, in Peterbroeck the ultimate inaccessibility of the
procedure ofArticle z34 EC resulted not so much from national procedural obstacles but
from the repeated failure of the interested party to raise the quesrion of EC law at any
procedural stage so as to allow the court to make preliminary reference if necessary.
Eco Swiss, paza. 40.
For more on this case see, Chapter 13, section 13.3.I.
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collaboration wíth arbitration tribunals... or in the course of a review of an
arbitration award ... which they may be required to effect in case of an appeal
or objection, in proceedings for leave to issue execution or by any other method
ofrecourse available under the relevant national legislation'.a9

It appears that, in Nordsee, the courts' duty to examine the issue of EC law was
conditioned by the availability of national rules which would require or allow the
judges to conduct such an examination. To put it differently, the rule formulated
by the Court would read as requiring the courts to screen application of EC law
only when the national procedural rules provided for this as a possibility.
Therefore, it is no more and no less than an application ofthe principle of non-
discrimination. For example, under limited conditions, English law permits appeal
on points of law against arbitral awards which might lead to revision of the award
by the appeal court. According to the principle of non-discrimination such an
appeal would have to be available on points ofEC law.

Compared to Nordsee, in Eco Swiss, the Court sowed more serious doubts about
what it actually implied by insisting in para. 4o that interpretation ofAmcle 8i(i)
EC should be open to examination in setting aside proceedings. The ECJ clearly
resorted to much more imperative language than it used in para. 3z citing word
by word the Nordsee rule. As a result, one ofthe possible interpretations suggested
by, e.g., one of the Dutch commentators, could be that the Court intended to
impose an obligation on the national courts to control the application of EC
competition law by arbitrators, using `public poliry' as an enabling mechanism.so
It cannot be denied that, in terms of its practical effects, the exercise of such a
control would inevitably lead to a far-reaching review ofthe substance ofarbitral
award, i.e., something which is not allowed (in this case) under Dutch arbitration
law. In my view, however, such an interpretation is not justified. In this part of
the judgment, the ECJ concentrated on emphasising the importance and utility
of the preliminary reference procedure of Article z34 EC in the context of the
proceedings for setting aside. It reminded the courts of their duty to refer
preliminary questions to ensure the uniform interpretation of Community law.
This particular context should explain the imperative language employed by the
Court.

An analysis of the AG's Opinion may be helpful in determining the correct
interpretation of the Court's obiter dictum. Compared to the ECJ ruling, the
initial position taken by AG Saggio on the issue of the role ofthe national courts

'9 Case ioz~8i Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [ig8i] ECR io95, paza. i4.
So Van Hoek (iooi), p. 88-8g.
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in arbitration matters seems far more radical. The Advocate General interpreted
the ECJ's case law, and, in particular, Nordsee, as imposing a requirement to
provide for a judicial review of arbitral awards in matters involving EC law.
Obviously, Saggio considered the review as a kind of compensation for the
unavailability of the procedure of Article 234 EC (ex Article 177) in the context
of arbitration proceedings:

`The decision not to allow arbitrators to make references for a preliminary
ruling under Article 177 is in a sense "offset" by the importance the Court
attaches to judicial review of arbitration awards. There is therefore a close
connection between the effectiveness of judicial review to ensure the strict
application of Community law and the assurance of access, even potential
access, to the Article 177 procedure: together, those two principles mean that
in the context of a dispute involving a provision ofCommunity law the national
courts, as ordinary Community courts of law, must be allowed to make
reference to the Court as and when they find it necessary to do so, in order to
obtain guidance on the interpretation or validity of Community rules they are
called upon to apply. Similarly, parties who believe they have rights arising from
the Community provision in question must be able to ask the court to consider
whether it ís advisable to seek a preliminary ruling' S~

Quite logically, AG Saggio then arrived at the conclusion that

`...for the purpose of ensuring the correct and uniform application of
Community law, courts which may be called upon to determine whether
azbitration awards are compatible with rules of law must be allowed to carry
out an effective review ofthe award in question. In particular, the courts must
be allowed to consider questions ofCommunity law and, in so doing, to obtain
the necessary guidance from the Court of Justice.

National procedural rules which allow judicial review ofthe compatibility of
arbitration awards with Community law only in highly exceptional cases should
therefore be disapplied'.52

Although AG Saggio decided to abandon his initial intrusive stance in favour of
a more diplomatic approach, it is interesting to note that he resorted to the
arguments of judicial protection and effective judicial review to reach the
conclusion that the Dutch procedural framework for annulment ofarbitral awards
did not comply with the requirements ofEC law by making the application ofEC

5' Opinion ofAG Saggio, Case C-I26~97 Eco Swiss [199g] ECR I-3o5S, para. 30.
5~ Ibid., paza. 3z-33.
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law excessively difficult. It should be recalled that the ECJ's case law on remedies
in which it employed the standards of effective judicial protection and effective
judicial review instead of the principles of non-discrimination and effectiveness
was particularly intrusive from the perspective of national procedural autonomy.4

Many commonly invoked conceptions developed in the context ofEC law as a
part of the national legal order, such as the effective legal protection of individuals,
cannot be automatically applied to arbitration. One ofthe constituent elements
of effective judicial proteaion is the right of an individual to rely on a legal
provision and have it properly applied by the coun, if it is actually relevant to his
case. In the Community context, this right corresponds to the obligation of the
national court to ensure that an individual can effectively rely on a provision of
EC law conferring on him rights and obligations. Yet, the right to rely on EC law
is not absolute. It is a right which, under certain circumstances, can be severely
restricted, or even lost altogether, due to, e.g., the principle of voluntary waiver
or estoppel.

In a number of cases, the Court developed the criteria which a procedural rule
restricting in some way reliance on EC law should satisfy. Although the Court's
aFFroach has varied, some minimum requirements te be met by thP national
procedural rule in question have been held almost invariably the same.~ Firstly,
there should be no discrimination against a claim based on Community law and,
secondly, the exercise ofCommunity rights should not be made either excessively
difficult or virtually impossible. However, the last requirement was further
qualified by the Court in several recent judgments. The Court introduced the
`procedural rule of reason' test55 in order to assess whether the exercise of a
Community right is exorbitantly difficult or impossible. The essence ofthe test
is a balancing exercise between the interests safeguarded by the national
procedural rules at issue and the effectiveness of EC law. As was already
mentioned, the procedural rule of reason test was developed by the Court to
address the appazent paradox that the function of many procedural rules is exactly
to make the exercise of legal rights impossible in some circumstances. In these
instances, the interests thus protected by the harsh procedural niles are more
important than the individual interest ofbeing able to rely on the law or general
public interest in the enforcement oflegal provisions.

„

See Chapter 3, section 3.4 above.
See sections 3.3 and 3.4 for a detailed discussion on Community requirements which
national procedural rules should meet and the pazameters of the `rule of reason' test.
See Prechal (t998), p. 690-693.
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It is worth noting that, in Eco Swiss, the Court employed the test in its entirety only
in its ruling regarding the Dutch procedural rules referred to in questions Nos.
4 and 5. The ECJ reasoned as follows:

`According to the relevant domestic rules of procedure, application for
annulment of an interim arbitration award which is in the nature of a final
award may be made within three months following the lodging ofthat award
at the registry of the court having jurisdiction in the matter.

Such a period, which does not seem excessively short compared with those
prescribed in the legal systems of the other Member States, does not render
excessively difficult or vírtually impossible the exercise ofrights conferred by
Community law.

Moreover domestic procedural rules which, upon the expiry of that period,
restrict the possibility ofapplying for annulment of a subsequent arbitration
award proceeding upon an interim arbitration award which is in the nature of
a final award, because ít has become res judicata, are justified by the basic
principles of the national judicial system, such as the principle of legal certainty
and acceptance of res judicata, which is an expression ofthat principle' sb

The Court was evidently convinced that the procedural rules ín question expressed
fundamental principles ofthe national judicial system, such as the principles of
legal certainty and fmality oflitigation and, therefore, were justified. Hence, the
Court demonstrated a laudable degree of reticence.

In contrast, in its ruling on the second question, the ECJ rather directly pointed
out that the categories which it was comparing were not ofequal importance. This
is apparent from the tone of the Court when it expressly characterised the rules
limiting the scope of the review and grounds for annulment ofarbitral awards
as merely ensuring the interest of efficient arbitration proceedings.s'

The Court seems to underestimate the importance of the national provision
restricting review of arbitral awards to the bare essentials. The latter expresses
more than the interest ofhaving effective arbitration. It reflects the fundamental
principle of party autonomy in procedural matters, thus maintaining the proper
balance between private and public interests in having non-judicial methods of
binding dispute resolution and public concern for maintaining minimum

56 Eco Swiss, pazas. 44-46.
n Eco Swiss, paza. 35.
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standards ofjustice.58 It is difficult nowadays to argue that effective arbitration
serves only private interests. This might have been true a few decades ago. Most
countries nowadays promote arbitration basically because arbitration relieves
the national judiciary from the burden of adjudicating domestic and, most
significantly, international cases and ensures the availability of a neutral forum
for local and international business operators alike. It can be said that arbitration
improves access to jusrice across the Community in two ways. Firstly, it provides
a more readily accessible forum to a specific category ofcases whose resolution
by arbitration gives distinct advantages to the parties and to society compared
to conventional litigation. Secondly, by shifting the burden of such cases from
the national courts, the national judiciary is enabled to concentrate on other
categories of dispute where public involvement is either necessary or desirable.

To conclude, national procedural rules restricting the possibility of review of
arbitral awards can be justified by a number of considerations, one of them being
the interest in the availability ofa non-judicial method of binding resolution of
international disputes arising in the civil law context. Through these rules,
countries maintain azbitration, in spite ofthe fact that it constitutes, to a certain
extent, derogation from the principle ofeffective judicial protection. Arbitration
is possible only because individu?ls conscinusly waive snme of the rights which
normally form part and parcel ofthe judicial protection guazanteed to them when
their claims aze considered by a court of law. This waiver is authorised by national
legislation which sets limits on private arbitration by defining which civil
controversies can be settled through the private mechanism of arbitration and
aze, therefore, arbitrable, and which are excluded from the domain of arbitration.
By waiving some rights, the parties acquire other procedural and substantive
rights in arbitration, which would not be available to them in ordinary court
proceedings. Not all rights can be waived, however. A number of crucial
prerogatives remain intact, e.g., the right to be heard, the right to equal treatment,
etc. It should be stressed that the right to effective judicial protection, implying
a judicial mechanism for correcting errors in application ofthe law, is not one of
the basic prerogatives guaranteed by the law to parties who voluntarily submit
to private arbitration.59 As eazly as in the Nordsee case, AG Reischl arrived in his
Opinion at the conclusion that `ifa failure to apply substantive national law is thus
tolerated in arbitration awards - in other words, if the absence ofprecautions to
ensure the uniform correct applicarion of the law was not considered to jeopardise
the proper evolution of the law, then ... there is scarcely any justification for

~ Compaze paza. zi of the Van Sch~ndel Judgment, Cases C-43o-431i93 [1995] ECR I-47o5.
s9 Van den Berg, van Delden 8z Snijders (i99z), p. z4 -z6.
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considering that more stringent requirements were necessary with regard to
Community law'.bo What plausible arguments can challenge such logic?

4-5 Conclusions

Eco Swiss leaves mixed impressions. On the one hand, the factual implications of
this case for arbitration might be not so dramatic in practice due to the reserved
resolution ofthe preliminary questions Nos. 4 and 5 by the ECJ. The ECJ has
firmly demonstrated that it follows its precedents associated with a more self-
restrained approach towards national procedural autonomy, at least as far as
procedural restrictions in arbitration-related areas are concerned. Furthermore,
one should feel relieved that the Coun did not travel the precarious path readily
paved for it by the Advocate General. Fortunately, one can only speculate about
the repercussions for arbitration which the judgment would have inflicted, had
the Court engaged in analysing arbitrators' duties and powers to apply EC law
or the extent of the supervisory functions of the national court in arbitration
matters.

On the other hand, the ECJ's interpretation of the fundamental public policy
character ofAmcle SI EC is alarnung. What especially raises concern is the hasty
manller in which the Court dealt with the issues, which required at least
thoughtful and fastidious deliberation, if not more. Assuming that the Court is
to give shape to Community public poliry, it can be expected to give an
unambiguous indication ofwhat principles lie at the heart of the Community's
legal foundations. Approached from this angle, although competition law
principles are important, they do not have priority among the fundamental legal
principles of the Community.

It should also be added, as some commentators did not fail to observe,ó' that the
actual result of the Eco Swiss judgment was not to clarify a muddled concept of
public policy but to make it even more confused. It seems that the Court tends
to shuffle different types of public policy6z and discriminate without sufficient
reason between kinds of public policy of a similar order.63 Moreover, it adds

60
6~
6z
6}

Opinion of AG Reischl, Case Io2~81 Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [Ig8z] ECR togs, p. II2I.
Meijer ( 1999A), p. 64; Snijders (2oooA), p. 2to; Snijders (zoooB), p. zz68.
As it did in Eco Swiss, mixing up domestic public policy and international public policy.
Article 81 EC isnot a matter ofpublic policy in Van Sch~ndel (public policy as a ground on
which the national judge could accept or even raise ex officio new pleas (even based onthe
facts not considered in the lower courts) for the purposes of the review of the judgment
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nuances, which are rather difficult to grasp, based on Community law-specific
considerationsb4 to justify further diversification in treatment ofvarious sorts of
public poliry. It would be just a little too optimistic to consider that the Court is
ready to develop a uniform conception ofEuropean Community public poliry.
The ECJ still seems to have only a vague picture of the diversity of the meaning
and functions ofpublic poliry in different contexts. There is no denying that, if
the European Union is moving closer to a federal structure, the Court will have
to make its contribution by developing relevant legal concepts. Public poliry is
an important mechanism for the protection of the integrity of the state. It might
require elaboration in the context ofa single Europe. However, the perceived need
for action cannot be used to warrant a simplified and ill-informed approach to
such a complex (and potentially dangerous) matter as public policy. It would be
regrettable if the Court was encouraged to act boldly and hastily, reshuffling
existing `labels', where in the long run, it would be worth reflecting on the
conceptual framework of Community public poliry.

Finally, the ambiguity ofthe Court's obiter dictum regarding the requirement of
judicial review in arbitration matters is unsettling. It invites speculation about the
actual reach of the judgment. The judgment might be seen as preparing the
grounds far develcpir.g a view on arbitratien :vhcse facas is determiaed by
Community law standards. However, international arbitration has a broader
function than a simple mechanism through which EC law might wish to channel
its imperatives. Arbitration is based on principles which apply objectively. Their
purpose is not to prejudice the application ofEC law. It should be realised that
the principles underlying arbitration cannot be bent indefinítely to make
international arbitration fit the particular needs ofEuropean law. EC law has so
far contributed little to the process of liberalisation and proliferation of
arbitration. It may be questioned whether it is in the interest ofEuropean law to
be now perceived as a source ofnew impediments to arbitration.

6q

in cassation, Article 48 (now Article z5) of the Dutch CCP))) but it is a matter ofpublic
policy in Eco Swiss (public policy as a ground for review of the arbitral award, Article
to65(t)(e) of the Dutch CCP). See also Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.z, in which the ECJ ruling
in Renault (Case C-38~98 [zooo] ECR I-z973) on the meaning of the public policy as a
ground for refusal of enforcement of foreign judgements in the context of the Brussels
Convention is discussed. [n Renault, the Court held that the possible misapplication of
Arricle 8i (t) EC did not fall under the public policy ground of the Brussels Convention.
Such as availability ofa preliminary reference procedure and uniformity ofEC law.
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Chapter 5

An overview ofarbitration cases
raising Community law issues

S.i Introduction

The purpose ofthe current chapter is to give an overview of the arbitration cases
which raised the question of application of EC law. Arbitration practice will be
described in general terms. It should be mentioned that few arbitral awards can
be `reproached' for being too verbose on the subject of European law. The
majority, on the contrary, are too terse, ifnot tight-lipped. Although there is no
such thing in arbitration as a typical case, a couple of the most characteristic
disputes involving a maximum of`European' elements will be discussed to present
a more or less standardised image including features taken from many rather
insignificant cases.

The following overview of arbitration practice will illustrate in what factual
circumstances and in what substantive or procedural contexts EC law becomes
relevant in arbitral proceedings. Furthermore, a preliminary observation ofthe
arbitrators' practical approaches to the problem ofthe relationship between EC
law and arbitration will be made. The issue of theoretical underpinning put
forwazd in the literature to justify azbitrators' various attitudes will be considered
later in this book.'

5.2 An overview ofarbitration cases raising Community law
issues: Preliminary remarks

It is appropriate from the outset to express a reservation regarding the specific
character ofthe arbitration cases analysed in the present study. The foundation

' See Chapters 9, io, ir.
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of any arbitration is its confidentiality. Arbitral proceedings are conducted behind
closed doors and arbitral awards rarely surface in the public domain unless they
become the subject ofchallenges before national courts or are deliberately made
public provided all pames involved agree. Certain information on arbitral awards
can be obtained indirectly through access to national courts' decisions in setting
aside or enforcement proceedings, which are, as a rule, available to the public.Z
Furthermore, most important decisions are published in the Yearbook of
Commercial Arbitration, an annual collection ofthe arbitral awards ofboth ad
hoc and certain institutional arbitration bodies, and national courts' decisions
applying the LJNCITRAL Model Law Ig85, the New York Convention i958, and
the European Convention 1961. However, with a negligible number ofexceptions,
most ofthe arbitral awards which were available for examination in the present
work were the awards rendered in international arbitration proceedings3
conduaed under the Rules ofArbitration administered by the International Court
of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC),4 that is, in the
framework of institutional arbitration.

One possible explanation of why mainly ICC awards are available for
investigation is that the ICC Court of Arbitration actively pursues the poliry of
promotion and publicising of its decisional practice. Many other arbitration
institutions and ad hoc arbitrations do not follow this course. Excerpts from ICC
arbitral awards illustrating arbitration practice in different subject areas, such as
applicable law, arbitral jurisdiction, arbitrability, extraterritorial application of
certain laws, interim measures, etc., are regularly published by the ICC in its
Bulletin and in the Collection ofICC awards.5 The ICC Rules ofArbitration also
envisage the possibility of giving visiting scholars access to arbitral awards for
scientific purposes provided confidentiality is strictly observed.6

Generally speaking, there is no difference between the way the law is applied in
various institutional or ad hoc arbitrations. In this sense, the arbitral awards made
in arbitration proceedings conducted under the auspices of one arbitration
institution would be sufficiently illustrative of the instances, features, trends, and

Eco Swiss arbitration is one of such examples.
Hereafter, ICC arbitration or ICC arbitrarion proceedings.
Hereafter, ICC awards.
See, e.g., Collection of ICC Arbitral Awazds t974-Ig85 (S. Jarvin 8z Y. Derains (eds.),
Deventer: ICC PubGshing~Kluwer 1994) and Collection ofICC Arbitral Awards 1986-t99o
(S. Jarvin, Y. Derains 8z J.-J. Arnaldez ( eds.), Deventer: ICC Publishing~Kluwer 1994).
Articlel(4),InternalRulesoftheInternationalCourtofArbitrationoftheICC, Appendix
II to the ]CC Rules ofArbitration, Internal Rules ofthe International Court ofArbitration
of the ICC, ICC Publication No. 581.

6
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practice of application of European law in arbitral proceedings as a whole.
Nevertheless, ICC arbitration has a number of idiosyncratic features which
distinguish it from any other arbitration, whether institutional or ad hoc. These
features, in my view, may have a direct bearing on the manner in which the issues
of EC law are dealt with in ICC arbitration proceedings.

The first and the most unique feature of ICC arbitration is the presence of the
supervisory function ofthe International Court ofArbitration over ICC awards
rendered by arbitrators. ICC awazds cannot be validly delivered unless their drafts
have been approved by the ICC Court of International Arbitration. Under the
ICC Rules ofArbitration, the Court, while examining the arbitral award, `may
lay down modifications as to the form ofthe award and, without affecting the
arbitral tribunal's liberty of decision, may also draw its attention to points of
substance'.' The second part ofthe rule essentially means that the Court is able
to alert an azbitral tribunal to the issues ofapplicable law, a lack of sufficient legal
reasoning, the relevance of the rules with public poliry implications, and similar
points. This is expressly confirmed by Article 6 ofthe Internal Rules ofthe Court,
which stipulate that `when the Court scrutinises draft awards... it considers, to
the extent practicable, the requirements of mandatory law at the place of
arbitraticn'.8 As was abser.~ed in the more speci.~:c context cf applicatioa cf
competition law provisions in azbitration,9 the ICC Court is authorised to conduct
`a prima facie verification of the lawfulness ofthe contract which is the subject
of the award from the viewpoint ofthe competition laws of different States'.`o The
Court, however, cannot give binding directions to an arbitral tribunal regarding
the substance of the case. Thus, it cannot refuse to approve the award if arbitrators
fail to take the Court's recommendations into account. Yet, in ICC arbitration,
the presence of the watchful eye of the Court might be a factor inducing
arbitrators to be more cautious and accurate in their legal reasoning and
conclusions. Consequently, if the appropriate adjustments are made taking into
consideration the specificity ofICC arbitration, it does not seem that there should
be any serious obstacle to transposing the conclusions resulting from the analysis
of the ICC awards to a broader area of arbitration.

The analysis ofarbitration practice will be conducted in the following order. The
point of departure will be to see what types of transactions and what subject-

Article z7, ICC Rules ofArbitration, t998.
Internal Rules ofthe International CourtofArbitration ofthe ICC, Appendix II to the IC C
Rules, t998.
As will become cleaz after examination of the azbitral awazds, a substantial shaze of the
disputes involving EC law relates to Community antitrust law.
Derains ( t993)~ P. z69.
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matters are associated with invocation ofEC law. While considering this point
it will be worth observing the circumstances in which European law provisions
are raised. Special attention will be paid to the issues ofwho relies on European
provisions (section S.3.I), what types ofclaim are involved (section 5.3.2) and the
purpose and the character of this reliance (section 5.33)~ etc. By analogy with the
role played by EC law in national courts, it will be considered whether EC law
is used in arbitration proceedings as a legal basis for a claim, as a defence, as a
standard for legality review, or as a source ofinterpretation ofnational legislation
implementing Community directives (sections 53.3.I and 5.3~3.2). It will be also
investigated whether a trend can be deduced from the available empirical data
pointing to a certain distinctive pattern of reliance on EC law. Bearing in mind
that different sources of Community law may produce varying legal effects, it will
be particularly important to see whether various Community acts invoked or
considered in arbitral proceedings pose similar problems in their application to
those in the framework oftheir application by a national judge.

Finally, the approaches followed by arbitrators to the issues ofEC law will be
considered (section 53.3.3). The preliminary issue in this respect is the question
ofhow often arbitrators are confronted with invocation ofEC law by parties as
a jurisdictional defence" and how they treat such pleas. As far as application of
EC law to the merits of the dispute is concerned, the focus will be placed on such
matters as in what circumstances arbitrators apply EC law: on the request of the
parties, e~e offtcio, as a part of applicable law, or as a law outside lex contractus.
Furthermore, its seems especially valuable to ascertain whether arbitrators are
more inclined to refuse or allow application of European law when it does not
form part of the proper law ofthe contract. Do arbitrators offer any justifications
for their decisions in this respect? Is there any pronounced motive which makes
arbitrators decide in favour of a particular solution? It is also intriguing to
determine whether there is harmony or dissonance in arbitrators' views on the
problem. In this connection, it should be recalled that arbitral jurisprudence does
not have the value of a legal precedent even if the awards are rendered in the
proceedings conducted under the aegis ofa single arbitral institution. However,
it is not unusual for arbitrators to look to past arbitration cases for examples and
to support their own fmdings (especially on jurisdictional issues) by authority of
previous awards. It is equally interesting to see what sources of EC law arbitrators
use in their deliberation and how detailed their examination of the European
issues is. In this respect, it should be made clear that any ínference as to the
correctness ofthe application ofEC law in the process of arbitral adjudication
lies beyond the ambit ofthe present chapter. This is because the available arbitral

Le., as a challenge of the azbitrators' jurisdiction over the case.
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awards normally contain only a concise synopsis offacts, parties' submissions,
briefanalyses and the major conclusions of arbitral tribunaLs. If the awards which
form the object of the study'Z were published as excerpts, they would contain even
less information, being limited to a summary ofthe factual situation and the actual
conclusions of the arbitrators. Such a format of presentation of information does
not allow reconstruction either ofthe facts or the initial legal issues underlying
the dispute with any degree of certainty. Therefore, in the majority of cases, one
is unable to make a veritable assessment ofwhether the arbitral tribunal made a
proper characterisation of the facts or legal questions, or erred in application of
the law.

5. 3 Characteristics ofthe disputes

5-3-I Parties' nationalities

It is convenient to begin an overview ofarbitration practice by indicating in a few
words the nationalities of the parties to the arbitration cases under consideration.
The subjective composition of the disputes does not allow one to draw any
deíinite conclusion. However, as far as the period after 1995 is concerned,'s it
seems that the majority ofthe disputes with EC law implications arose between
parties who were established in EC Member States. Transactions conducted
between EC and US parties present the second largest group ofcases submitted
to ICC arbitration. This conclusion could perhaps have been inferred from the
general statistics provided by the ICC indicating that the parties to ICC
arbitration mostly originate from Western Europe and the USA.'4

5-3-2 Types ofclaims

Regarding claims involving reliance on EC law, the specificity of arbitral
adjudication can be seen as a crucial factor determining the types ofcases referred

a The present survey is based on the analysis of more than 6o awards (published and
unpublished), approximately halfofwhich were collected during mystay (May-June Zooo)
at the Secretariat of the ICC Internationa] Court of Arbitration.
t995 was the year in which the latest EC enlargement took effect.
zoot Statistical Report,13 (I) ICC Bulletin zooz, p.7-8. Incases referred to ICC arbitration
in zooi, 54.9~o Í43.Iqo from North 8tWest Europe and n.8~o from Central andEast Europe)
ofthe total number ofpazties come fromEurope and t3.9~o ofthe parties come from North
America. See also, Craig, Pazk 8z Paulsson (1990), Appendix I, Table 5, Nationalities of
parties, p. 8-tt.
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to it. Most claims brought to arbitration are claims arising under contract. Tort
claims are generally not excluded from the ambit ofarbitration.`5 Ifa tort claim
becomes the subject ofarbitral proceedings, it is often directly connected with
the parties' contractual relationship. The reason for that is the consensual nature
of arbitral jurisdiction. No arbitration is possible unless the parties conclude an
agreement to refer their controversies to arbitration.t6 It is self-evident that the
prospects of reaching such an agreement are poor once a dispute has actually
arisen. Theoretically, nothing prevents the parties from submitting to arbitration
disputes of a non-contractual nature. There is, however, little evidence that this
is done often.

Accordingly, the predominantly contractual nature of arbitrated claims implies
a particular type ofrules capable of regulating relations of a private nature. It
should not be forgotten that Community legislation in the area normally covered
by this type oflegal provisions is patchy. Even within this incomplete framework,
not all Community acts touching upon private relations are relevant to the present
research, which is limited to international commercial arbitration." The relevant
Community acts concern some Community-sensitive areas, which have been
harmonised mostly by means ofDirectives, such as protection ofindependent
commercial agents, consumer protection, product liability, and marketing
standards.

In arbitration practice, agenry contracts are the most frequent sources of
controversy giving rise to invocation ofEC Directive 86~653 on self-employed
commercial agentsi8 and national implementing legislation.'9 Most of the claims
in the context ofagency contracts relate to the termination ofthe agreements and
the agent's right to indemnification.Zo

On at least one occasion,21 a plea that the agreement was invalid due to violation
of Articles 87 and 88 EC (ex Articles 92 and 93) regulating state aid was submitted
to an arbitral tribunal. The claim was brought by the defendant, who acted in the
capacity ofinvestor and party to a complex transaction aiming at restructuring
ofthe debts ofan insolvent company through waiver of debts by creditors and

For example, abuse ofdominant position or unfair competition.
Onthe contractual nature ofazbitral jurisdiction and the arbitration agreement, see Chapter
I.
See Chapter I, section Lz, in which the scope of the srudy is outlined.
See Bortolotti (zool), p. 48.
Unpublished ICC Awards 9o3z (1995)~ 75g3 (1994)~ 75g9 (1994)~ g593 (1996), etc.
As in ICC award 8593 (1996).
ICC Awazd 7945 (1995)~ anPublished.
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capital increase. The defendant alleged that the creditors' agreement to waive
company debts was a measure constituting illegal state aid and, therefore, that
the creditors' agreement was invalid.

In several arbitral awards, reference was made to EC norms without identification
ofthe details of their legal source. For example, in ICC case 6r79 of t995,Z2 which
was concerned with a dispute over the quality of a plant delivered under a
construction agreement, a party referred to EC environmental normsZ3 which
imposed stricter environmental standards than the contractual provisions. In
another dispute~ arising out of an agreement for the distribution ofpharmaceuti-
cal products, a party invoked a certain unidentified EC Directive ofrg86 which
required that some tests necessary for registration of a medicinal product be
supplied.

An interesting example ofhow a particular piece of EC legislation can influence
contractual relationships is provided by case i491 (1 992), which was resolved in
the arbitration proceedings conducted under the auspices ofthe Milan Chamber
ofNational and International Arbitration.Zs Although the case can be regarded
as domestic because both parties were Italian nationals, the dispute involved
ir.ter:.atianal elements due to the fact that it arose under a~ubccntract related te
an international agreement. Under the subcontract, a subcontractor was to supply
certain parts of the plant, which was to be built by the main contractor under a
contract with the Iraqi public authorities. The main contractor (defendant)
pleaded that it was impossible to perform under the subcontract relying on EC
Council Regulation 234o~go, which imposed an embargo on any commercial
activities conducted by EC nationals with Iraq and Kuwait.

Another distinct area ofEC law which has a direct bearing on private contractual
relations is competition law. It is comprised of a large number of provisions
spread over various legal sources. Most of the competition rules are directly
effective and include relevant Treaty provisions (Articles 8i and 82 EC), various
group exemption regulations, the ECJ's case law, Commission decisions, and non-
binding notices and guidelines. It is, therefore, not surprising that out ofmore than

ZZ
z3

ICC Awazd 6i97 (1 995)~ XXIII YCA i998, p. c3, at p. 26.
The claimant contested the contractual provisions as to the qualiry of effluents to be
dischazged into city water. Thus, most probably, he based his allegations on Council
Directive 76~464~EEC on pollution caused by certain dangerous substances dischazged
into the aquaric environment of the Community (OJ t976 L t2g~23), although the award
contains no reference to it.
ICC Awazd 8457(t996), unpublished.
XVIII YCA i993, P. 80.
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4o ICC arbitral awards surveyed over the period oftwenty years up to the year
zooo, the majority concerned cases involving EC competition law. Thus, this
observation confirms the results of the earlier (and so far the only) study in this
field conducted by H. Verbist.z6 This author had to restrict his study to the
application of EC competition law, since ofthe 17 ICC awards with Community
law elements rendered in the period between 1988 and 1994 which he analysed,
the absolute majority concerned EC competition law.

As the awards demonstrate, the questions of EC antitrust law arise in disputes
related to different types of commercial agreements, such as exclusive sales,
distribution and dealership agreements, transfer ofknow-how and intellectual
property (patent and trade mark) licensing and technology transfer contracts,
transfer (acquisition) of business, different manufacturing licensing agreements,
research and development, cooperation, and joint venture agreements. From the
perspective of competition law, this means that both vertical and horizontal
agreements come to light in arbitration proceedings.

Distribution and various licensing agreements involving intellectual property
rights are the most frequently encountered types of contracts underlying disputes
with a European law dimension. These contracts typically contain a range of
restrictive clauses, such as exclusive allocation of territories to the licensee or
distributor, bans on sales outside the assigned territory, protection from parallel
import, post-contractual bans on exploitation of the transferred intellectual
property, non-competition clauses, etc., giving rise to claims alleging restriction
of competition or abuse ofdominant position. Since many such contracts which
we examined provided for the performance of the contractual duties, at least
partially, in the territory ofone or more EC Member States, the relevance ofEC
competition rules is not prima facia ruled out. However, it should be added that
many contracts stipulated allocation ofterritories and markets on a worldwide
basis.

Another interesting common feature of the numerous disputes which become
the subject of arbitral proceedings is that, very often, claims were brought after
termination or expiration of the agreements. In many cases which we looked at
arbitral proceedings were related to contracts which had ceased to operate years
before the commencement of arbitration.

z6 Verbist (1994).
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5.3.3 Circumstances ofinvocation ofEC law issues

5.3.3.I EC law as the governing law agreed on by the parties

Turning to the circumstances in which EC law comes on the scene it should be
noted that in some rare cases parties took precautions to stipulate in the
agreement that they would be bound by European law or by all rules and
regulations on antitrust law or other regulatory measures applicable to them. One
such example can be found in ICC Case 7319 (i99z), in which the parties to a
distribution contract (both nationals of the EC) specified that `this agreement shall
be construed in accordance with and governed by laws and regulations applying
to members ofthe European Economic Community.12J Similarly, a clause defining
applicability to the agency agreement ofDirective 86~653 on self-employed agents
and the national implementing act, was incorporated in the contract by the parties
(both EC nationals) in ICC Case 9032 (1995).z8 In another case,~9 the parties tacitly
assumed applicability of EC competition law by undertaking an obligation to
apply to the EC Commission (and to cooperate in this regard) with a view to
obtaining individual exemption under Article 8t (3) EC (ex Article 85(3)).
Moreover, in the course of arbitral proceedings in ICC Case roo47 (1999)~3o the
parties agreed that the termination cf their distributorship cor.tract should be
governed by the relevant provisions ofthe block exemption Regulation i475~95 3'

In most ofthe cases described above, a specific reference to EC law might appeaz
redundant if the choice of law clause already contained an indication of the
national law of any EC Member State as the governing law. In Case 73r9, cited
above, the arbitrator did not fail to point this out to the parties: `The Sole
arbitrator considers the wording as being a reference to European Community
law, where applicable, including the European Treaties and the secondary body
of Community legislation. This interpretation is meaningfttl even ifone is of the
view that it was not necessary in the Agreement to refer to European Community
Law because of the fact that European Community law, where applicable, is
mandatory because it forms part of the national laws of each member state' 32

~,
:a

ICC Paztial Awazd 73t9(t99z), ICC Bulletin, vo1.5~2,1994~ p. 56, at p. 57.
Unpublished.
ICC Awazd 66i4 (t99t), ICC Bulletin, vo1.6~i, i995~ P. 54.
Unpublished.
Commission Regularion t475~95 on the application ofazticle 85(3) to certain categories
ofmotor vehicle distribution and servicing agreements, OJ t995 L3t~z.
ICC Paztial Awazd 73tg (i99z), ICC Bulletin, vo1.5~z.1994~ P. 56, at p. 58.
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Nevertheless, it is submitted that an express reference to European law in the
contract may become less superfluous if the parties choose the law of a third
neutral country (which often happens to be Switzerland), or when one or both
of the parties are non-EC nationals, which might imply that the probability of
application ofnon-EC law would increases. In these cases, if the choice oflaw
clause is correctly worded, EC law wil] be given precedence over provisions of
the lex contractus conflicting with it.

An express choice in favour of EC law or even a certain piece ofEC legislation
also might help to avoid in the most uncontroversial way the problem of
application of mandatory ntles ofEC law (especially when they would otherwise
fall outside the lex contradus) or provisions which cannot be relied upon for a
variety ofreasons, such as lack of (horizontal) direa effect or other prerequisites
necessary for their application. In a hypothetical situation, the parties to an agenry
contract can agree on Swiss governing law but, at the same time, stipulate that
it applies to the extent not covered by the relevant EC Directive. The prudence
and efficiency of such a choice of law clause is debatable, bearing in mind the
manner in which directives' provisions are usually formulated.

53.3.2 Invocation ofEC law by the parties

As the legal basis of their claim

It should be stressed that it is rather exceptional to fmd an instance ofreliance on
European law in the initial (principle) statement of claim or submissions
substantiating it. However, in both cases mentioned above,~ a European law
argument was put forward by claimants alleging breaches of contractual
obligations by defendants.

In ICC Case 8457 (1996),34 the claimant, a distributor of inedicinal products,
alleged, among other things, that a manufacturer committed a breach of
contractual obligations by not fttrnishing some scientific data and tests which were
required by the relevant EC Directive for the registration of a pharmaceutical
product. As the arbitral tribunal established, the agreement by itself did not
impose such an obligation on the manufacturer. Therefore, the tribunal refused
to grant the claim.

~ Unpublished ICC Awazd 84~7 ( 1996); ICC Award 6i9711995) XXIII YCA i99g. p i3.
~ Ibid.
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In ICC case 6i97 (i99S), the claimant, a plant operator, sought to obtain a
declaration of nullity with regard to an entire contract or a contractual provision
`concerning the defendant's contractually assumed guarantee ofthe quality of the
effluent, the contractually agreed norm being incompatible with the anti-pollution
norms of country A and the European Economic Community which require [a
lower] amount of [a certain pollutant].'35 Although the contract was expressly
subjected to Swiss law, the arbitral tribunal dealt with the claim and rejected it
by reasoning that `while it is true that the anti-pollution norms generally admitted
in the EEC are ... clearly far stricter that the agreed-upon contractual norm, it does
not result from this that the contractual clause is in itself illegal or contrary to
custom, or even impossible.'36 It seems that, relying on expert opinion, the
arbitrators came to the conclusion that the EC norm invoked by the claimant was
not applicable to this case. The contested clause provided a contractual guarantee
for the quality of industrial water to be discharged into city water. This latter was
subsequently to be treated at the municipal purification plant before being
released into the natural environment with a degree of pollution not exceeding
the standards prescribed by EC environmental legislation. It is interesting to
observe that the claimant attempted to use EC law as a legal basis for annulment
ofthe entire contract rather than as a mandatory norm which would supersede
the inc~nsistent c~ntractual nrovision. To achieve this end, the daimant evidently
tried to add some moral value to his argument by labelling the EC norm as one
ofthe `Community public policy norms on the protection ofthe environment'?'

ICC case 7i8r (i992)38 gives an example of a rather uncommon situation in which
the arbitral proceedings were initiated by a non-EC claimant who argued that the
breach ofa joint venture agreement committed by the defendant simultaneously
constituted a breach of Articles 8i and 82 EC (ex Articles 85 and 86). The joint
venture agreement for the development, marketing, and support of software
packages used in banking applications stipulated that the parties would have free
access to and share the results of the cooperation efforts. The dispute arose out
of an alleged breach ofthe contraa by the defendant consisting in depriving the
claimant of access to the results of their joint venture. In his submission, the
claimant substantiated his claim by referring to Regulation 4i8~85.39 He sought
to obtain an award ordering the defendant to make the results of the cooperation
available, that is, he sought specific performance under the contract.

3s
36
3~
38
39

ICC Award 6t97 (1995). ibid., at p. i5-t6.
Ibid., p. zb.
Ibid.
ICC Bulletin,vol.6~t, tgg5~ P.55.
Commission Regulation 4t8~85 on the application ofArticle 85 (3) ofthe Treaty to certaín
categories of research and development agreements, O] t985 L53I~.
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A peculiar feature ofthis case is that, concurrently with arbitral proceedings, the
claimant pursued a complaint filed with the Commission seeking a decision to
order the defendant to discontinue anticompetitive conduct. However, the
Commission informed the claimant that it would not open an investigation
pending the arbitration proceeding.

It seems that in most cases similar to the ones discussed, where EC rules serve
as the legal basis of their claims, the interested parties rely on EC law in good faith.
The bona fide character ofinvocation of EC law provisions is evidenced by a
number of circumstances surrounding reliance on European law. For example,
a party would not base his entire claim solely on a single mandatory European
law provision but would use it as one ofthe legal arguments; the claim grounded
on EC law would not be aimed at revoking the binding nature ofthe agreement;
the primary purpose of the `European' plea would be, as a rule, to bring the
contract or the other party's conduct in conformity with relevant provisions of
EC law rather than to obtain a declaration that the contract is null and void.

As a defensive device (substantive andjurisdictional defence)

Despite the examples given above of the active use of EC law by parties for
asserting their rights, EC law is almost invariably invoked as a defensive tool.
Sometimes, it is used to destroy the legal basis ofa claim or a counterclaim by,
for example, alleging that the clause or the whole contract, which the claimant
argued was breached by the respondent, was invalid due to violation of EC rules.
The effect ofsuch use is that if the clause is actually found to be incompatible with
antitrust or other mandatory rules, the claim based on it will be rejected.

The following ICC case4o can serve as a graphic illustration of successful
employment of such a defensive tactic. The dispute arose out of an agreement
under which a non-EC manufacturer granted a licensee, an EC national, the right
to manufacture and sell certain video equipment in his home country. The contract
provided for a post-term non-competition obligation for the duration of5 years.
The claimant brought a claim alleging that the licensee breached the contract by
failing to exploit licensed technology and by using the technology and know-how
for the development and sale of his own competing video equipment. He sought
damages and an injunction restraining the defendant from manufacturing and
selling competing equipment. In his defence, the defendant argued that the
agreement was void and, in particular, that the clause restricting his right to
manufacture and sell competitive products during the term ofthe contract or after

'o ICC Awazd 86z6 (1996), 4 JDI Iggg, p. Io73.
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its termination was contrary to Article 8t EC (ex Amde 85) and therefore, invalid.
The arbitral tribunal ruled in favour of the defendant. It established that the
relevant clause was void under Article 8t(t) EC and, therefore, rejected all the
claimant's claims.

ICC Case 6709 (t992)4' exemplifies the opposite example of an unproductive
attempt to utilise a Euro-defence to escape liability under the contract. The dispute
arose out of an exclusive patent licensing agreement. Licensors alleged certain
contractual breaches, and sought payments due under the contract and the right
to terminate the contract. The defendant counter-claimed, arguing that the
claimants breached the exclusivity envisaged by the contract by introducing
patented products to the market reserved to the licensee. Subsequently, the
claimant asserted invalidity of the exclusivity provision of the contract under
Article 8i (ex Article 85). The arbitral tribunal rejected this argument, ruling that
exclusivity did not offend against EC competition law. It proceeded to examine
whether the exclusivity clause was violated by the claimants.

In ICC case 97i8 (20oo),"Z a non-EC defendant sought a declaration ofnullity of
certain contractual provisions which he was allegedly forced to accept under the
co-ordinated pressure from an ~11ega1 import cartel formed hy various EC
companies. The defendant maintained that the agreement or some parts of it
concluded with third parties by companies in implementation oftheir unlawful
cartel arrangement was void under Articles 8i and 82 (ex Articles 85 and 86).

It should be noted that 8i(i) EC (ex Article 85(r)), violation ofwhich is expressly
sanctioned by automatic nullity, appears to be the most favoured and widespread
defensive tool employed by parties. In the parties' eyes, nullity under Article 8i(2)
has the attraaion of a strong argument, seemingly relevant on any occasion, that
is in itself sufficient to compensate for any deficiency or shortage ofother legal
arguments.

It is noteworthy that parties often invoke Article 82 EC in combination with the
allegations based on Article 8i EC. However, since abuse ofa dominant position
falling under Article 82 EC does not entail an express sanction of nullity, the
parties' claims under Article 82 EC are normally directed towards obtaining an
order requesting the other party to end the abusive behaviour. ICC Case 7673

(1993)43 is a good illustration of that. The case was related to a contract under

" ICC Award 6709 (igg2), ICC Bulletin, voLS~z,1994~ p- So.
" Unpublished.
43 ICC Bullerin, vol.6~t, i995~ P. 57.
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which a French licensor granted a Finnish licensee a licence to manufacture and
sell certain types of engines using the licensor's technology. The contract was
terminated by the licensor, who subsequently initiated arbitral proceedings
seeking a declaration of validity of the contract termination and an order
requesting the licensee to discontinue manufacturing and selling engines using
the licensor's technology. The defendant submitted several counterclaims, one
ofwhich was based on Article 82 (ex Article 86). The defendant alleged that, by
terminating the licensing agreement, claimant attempted to eliminate the
defendant from the relevant product market, such behaviour being both `an
abusive restriction ofcomperition and an abuse of the dominant position which
licensor and its parent hold in the market'.~ Therefore, the defendant sought an
award declaring that the contract was not validly terminated and that the
defendant was entitled to continue to possess and use all the relevant technology.

In addition to the invocation of EC competition rules for the purpose of
substantive defence, claims based on European law are often accompanied by a
jurisdictional defence on the inarbitrability of competition law issues. For
example, in ICC Case 6106 (1988),4s a defendant brought the issue ofinvalidity
ofthe agreement under EC law, simultaneously alleging that the arbitral tribunal
lacked jurisdiction to rule on issues concerning EC competition law, which is a
public poliry íssue. The Euro-defence itself frequently triggers the inarbitrability
defence.46 As it will be shown later,4' the arguments drawing on the inarbitrability
of EC competition issues are based on grossly outdated and largely non-
operational conceptions. They are, as contemporary arbitration and court practice
confirm, almost inevitably futile.

The manner of invocation of EC law depicted above can be traced as a settled
pattern of (counter) defendants' litigation tactics in numerous arbitration cases.
However, this should not allow one to draw an inference to the effect that the
introduction ofa`Community' action is always frivolous. In a number ofcases,
arbitral tribunals have established violation of competition rules by some ofthe
contract provisions and, consequently, declared them void, and the claim based
on them was rejected. The main point that is emphasised here is that violation of
EC law forms a basis for the principle claim in extremely rare circumstances. In
other words, EC law issues typically emerge as a shield in the context of

~ Ibid., p. 58.
a5 ICC Interim Award 6to6 ( Ig88), ICC Bulletin, vol. 5~z, t994~ P. 44.
q6 E.g., ICC Award 7673 ( 1993), ICC Bulletin, vol. 6f t, 1995~ P. 57~ at p. 58.
" See Chapter 8.
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proceedings initiated by the party who has allegedly suffered from the breach of
contract.

533-3 Application of EC law by arbitrators

Admissibility of invocation of EC law

The initial hypothesis, presenting the starting point of the research, was that
European law would be applied or used in arbitration in a manner which is no
more or less advantageous or favourable to it than to any other law in a similar
position. In other words, it was assumed that there is nothing inherent in
arbitration as a dispute resolution technique which can a priori threaten the
effectiveness ofEC law more than it can threaten any other legal order. However,
the question remains whether EC law itselfclaims or should be allowed to claim
special status in this respect.

Based on the above premises, it is submitted that the problems associated with
the application ofEC law by arbitrators, whether real or imaginary, can be roughly
split into two categories. One category ofproblems primarily owes its existence
to specific features and traits of European Community law. The other category
belongs to general problems arising in the context of the application oflaw in
arbitration.

Examination ofarbitral awards allows one to identify and formulate a number
of general trends discernible in the arbitration practice of application ofEuropean

law. These trends are more closely examined in conjunction with their theoretical
underpinning elsewhere in this book.~ For the purposes ofthe current discussion,
it suffices to present the results of our review ofarbitration practice in a concise

way.

The first observation to be made is related to the circumstances of the original
encounter of arbitrators with European law issues. Two possible situations can
be conceived: invocation of EC law by the parties or e~c officio by the arbitral
tribunal.

The analysis ofthe awards revealed that almost always it is the interested party
(or parties) who invokes applicability of EC law. As was shown above, EC law
may be relied upon to achieve a variety ofobjectives. From the arbitrators' point
ofview, the invocation ofEuropean law may mean either that they will have to

'B See Chapters 8, 9 and II.
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n.tle on the arbitrability of the dispute and, consequently, on their jurisdiaion, or
decide whether EC law is applicable to the dispute. In the past, the former type
ofdecision required considerable effort on the part of the arbitral tribunal. It is
well known that, at the time when international arbitration still had to fight for
its right to unhampered existence as an alternative means of dispute resolution,
arbitrators often faced the problem of inconsistent national approaches to the
question ofarbitrability ofantitrust claims. The general justification for the limited
arbitrability ofantitrust claims of any kinds, including EC competition law, was
the public poliry character of competition law and activities associated with its
enforcement. At one point, arbitrators did not hesitate to rule that they lacked
jurisdiction to hear a claim touching on EC competition issues.49 A gradual change
in the attitude of arbitrators can be traced in the more recent awards, in which
arbitrators assumed jurisdiction to rule on antitrust issues provided that no
competition rules had in fact been violated in the cases brought under arbitrators'
scrutiny.so The contemporary state of affairs is even more liberal in placing no
limits on the arbitrability of competition claims. Nowadays, arbitrators, supported
by the unequivocal endorsement ofnational courts, are no longer hesitant to rule
positively on their jurisdiction to decide competition claims. The courts' approach
to the arbitrability of competition claims has been reversed. Whereas in the past,
by affirming jurisdiction to rule on antitrust claims an arbitral tribunal would nm
the risk ofrendering an unenforceable or annullable award, now it would run the
same risk if it refused to assume jurisdiction in competition matters 5'

By affirming their jurisdiction to deal with competition law claims, arbitrators
have overcome only one type of difficulty of a preliminary jurisdictional nature
standing in the way ofEC law. Arbitrators also have to decide whether to allow
a party to rely on EC law in support ofhis allegations. As was already mentioned,
ifboth pames have indicated that EC law is the law applicable to their contractual
relationship, arbitrators will be more than willing to give full effect to the parties'
agreement. Not only will they uphold the choice in favour of directly effective
provisions of EC law, but they will also readily accept as valid a reference to the
directives.

The position ofthe arbitrators is very similar to the one outlined above also in
cases in which the law governing the contract is the law ofone ofthe EC Member
States. Certairily, the ECJ would be content if it could observe the enthusiasm with

a9 Awazd ofzz July Ig64 ofa Dutch arbitral tribunal, Rev. Arb. i965, z8.
So See, e.g., ICC Interim Award 6106 ( 1988), ICC Bulletin, vol. 5~2, 1 994~ p. 44.
5' Swiss Supreme Court, ATF~BGE n8 (199z) II 193.
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which arbitrators invariably rule that EC law forms an integralsZ and even
mandatory53 part ofthe law of EC Member States.

Furthermore, it seems that arbitrators feel morally obliged to give effect to
European competition law even in cases in which the governing law is the law of
a non-EC country. Arbitrators have a variety of justifications for deciding to apply
competition rules which fall outside the proper law ofcontract. On the face of
it, this shows no consistency. Some arbitrators are influenced by pragmatic
considerations ofenforceability and validity oftheir awards. One ofthe perpetual
concerns of arbitratorss' is the compatibility of arbitral awards with the public
poliry of the country hosting the arbitration proceedings and the country of
enforcement. In ICC arbitrations, a specific factor pushing arbitrators in this
direction is an expressly formulated provision of the ICC Arbitration Rules
imposing an obligation on the arbitrators to do everything necessary to ensure
that the resultant arbitral award is enforceable at law.s' T'his approach is
exemplified by numerous awards.56 In these cases, arbitrators do not seem to have
dwelt too long upon questions of appropriate terminology simply stating that EC
competition rules are public poliry niles which should be respected for the sake
of the viability of the arbitral award. Sometimes, their eagerness to employ the
language of public policy seems to be intentionally exaggerated leaving doubts
about the actual vigour in its application.

It should be pointed out that, in many cases, azbitrators, apart from using slightly
exaggerated terminology, appear anxious to furnish some kind of reinforcing
reasoning for their pragmatic stance. Normally, they seek authority from rather
specific private international law provisions found in the Rome Convention on
the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations i98o, Article 7(i), or the Swiss
Private International Law Act (PILA),~ Article i9. Both of the above-mentioned
rules establish that national courts hearing a case involving a choice oflaw have
an obligation or discretion to apply or take into account foreign mandatory laws

s2
~
sa

ICC Award 7673 (1993)~ ICC Bulletin, vol. 6~t, i995~ P. 57 at p. 58.
ICC Awazd 7319 (199z), ICC Bulletin, vol. 5~2,1994~ p. 56, at p. 58.
A concern largely theorerical and much overstated as it is will be argued elsewhere in this
book.
Article 35 of the ICC Rules ofArbitration i998.
ICC Awazd ótoó (t988 and i99i), ICC Bulletin vo1.5 ~2, t994~ p. 44-50; ICC Award 97t8
(ZOOO) and 84oz (t998) unpublished, etc.
Swiss Private International Law Act t986 (PILA) includes a chapter on International
Arbitration. This is relevant because Switzerland isa favourite venue for azbitral proceeding
both involving both EC and non-EC pazties. It has the amaction ofa neutral forum with
progressive azbitration and other legislation.
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having a lois de police character. In other words, those provisions regulate
instances when the court which has jurisdiction over a dispute with an
international element can give certain effects to internationally mandatory ntles
(lois de police) of the third country having an interest in their application. These
provisions are by no means common to all private international law of different
countries and are quite controversial. It is debatable whether they can be applied
by analogy to an arbitral tribunal.s8 The conclusion from the above observation,
however, is that the problem faced by arbitrators in many instances related to EC
law is a genuine problem of the treatment ofvarious sorts ofmandatory rules in
arbitration, which they try to resolve by falling back on principles of conflict of
laws.

It is unusual in arbitration practice to come across an award giving a more solid
theoretical justification for the application of EC law seen from the point ofview
ofthe problem ofmandatory rules in arbitration. One unique award ofthis sort
deserves special attention. In the recent ICC award 8402 (1998)59 rendered in
Switzerland, an arbitral tribunal facing a Euro-defence brought by the original
claimant for the first time at an extremely late stage of the arbitral proceedings
in response to the defendant's counter-claim approached the problem in a
systematic and meticulous way.bo First ofall, the arbitrators stated that, as a matter
ofprinciple, they were bound to decide the dispute on the basis ofthe law chosen
by the parties, which in this case was Swíss law. Nevertheless, they proceeded to
affirm that by virtue of Article Ig of PILA they had the authority, or even the
power, to take into account mandatory rules of a law other than the one chosen
by the parties. However, in the arbitrators' view, the competence to give effect
to foreign mandatory rules, i.e., EC competition law in this instance, was
conditioned by a number of prerequisites to be met in each particular case. In
brief, those were the following conditions: firstly, the foreign mandatory provision
should belong to the category of rules which claims application regardless ofthe
law applicable to the merits;6i secondly, a close connection should be established
between the subject-matter of the parties' contractual relationship and the
territory for which the foreign rule has been promulgated; lastly, the application
of the foreign rule must be justified in accordance with criteria reasonably
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See Chapter 9 for further discussion on this topic.
Unpublished. It is avery instrucrive case inmany other aspects relevant to the main theme
of the book.
NodoubtinspiredbytheSwisslegaldoctrineandjurisprudencerelatedtothismatter. See
M. Blessing where he summazises the Swiss position vis-à-vis foreign mandatory rules,
Blessing (1999C)~ P. 55-54.
These types ofmandatory rules are often referred to in different terminology as rules of
immediate application or lois de police. See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.t.
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balancing the values which foreign rule intends to protect, on the one hand, and
the legitimate interests ofthe parties in the particular contractual relationship,
on the other hand. The arbitral tribunal then proceeded to verify whether the
enumerated conditions were satisfied.

The above overview of arbitrators' attitudes to the admissibility ofEC law was
focused on cases in which European law was pleaded by interested parties. As is
strongly evidenced by arbitral awards, once the issue of EC law is raised,
arbitrators will diligently consider it even in circumstance indicating that such
an issue is not raised in good faith, but simply as one ofthe instruments in the
arsenal ofdilatory tactics. Arbitrators might be driven by different considerations.
However, the bottom line is a desire for non-violation of mandatory rules and
public policy. Yet, ifpublic poliry is at stake, then the natural question is whether
arbitrators often take precautions to ensure on their own motion that no
transgression ofpublic poliry occurs.

Notwithstanding the fact that the topic ofex offuio application of competition
law is hotly debated in the arbitration literature and the right to examine EC
competition issues on their own motion is often asserted by arbitral tribunals, the
examLned avwards indicate no genuine ~nstance of s~~ch application. However, it
can be argued that, in some cases, arbitrators have come quite close to ex officio
examination of EC competition law. This was the case in ICC award 7t8i ( t992),bZ
in which the arbitral tribunal did not limit the analysis of the restrictive effect to
the clauses contested by the claimant but proceeded with further examination of
other parts ofthe agreement `in view ofthe public poliry character ofArticle 85'.63
In ICC case 97i8 (zooo),64 the claimant pleaded invalidity, on the basis ofArticles
8i and 82 EC (ex Articles 85 and 86), of certain provisions of the agreement
amending the main agreement without contesting the validity ofthis latter. The
arbitral tribunal, nonetheless, decided to examine whether the entire contract was
not concluded in violation of EC competition law.

The shared characteristic feature ofthe cases sketched above is that EC law points
were pleaded by the interested pames. EC law issues were not introduced for the
first time by arbitrators on their own motion. In both cases, the arbitral tribunals
merely extended their competence beyond the legal points directly argued by the
parties.

6x ICC Bulletin, vo1.6~i, i995~ p. 55.
6; Ibid., at p. 56.
6' Unpublished.
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Application ofEC law to the merits of the case

The awards analysed leave the impression that arbitrators deal with EC law with
a sufficient degree ofdiligence. This is evident from the manner in which arbitral
tribunals approach EC law. They demonstrate a general knowledge ofthe basic
principles underlying functioning ofEuropean law in the national legal orders.
As was already noted, arbitrators declare without any hesitation that EC law
forms an integral part of the national legal order.bs

On several occasions arbitrators showed that they were aware ofvarious sources
of Community law and the differences that exist between them. Thus, in ICC
cases go3z (Iggs) and 8457 (1996)~66 arbitrators stated that directives could not
be invoked against a private party but only against the State. In the former case,
they also emphasised that the provisions of directives could be used to interpret
national implementing legislation. The principle of supremary of directives
provisions over conflicting domestic laws was also cited.

Another proof that arbitrators make themselves sufficiently acquainted with EC
law is the fact that there are numerous references in arbitral awards to a variety
ofCommunity law sources, from the EC Treaty, directives, and regulations, the
ECJ's judgments, opinions of the Advocates General, Commission decisions,
notices, guidelines, and reports, to legal writing such as the standard EC law
reference textbooks. Therefore, no differences between the application ofEC law
by arbitrators and the application of other legal standards and foreign laws can
be highlighted.

It is important to mention that arbitrators sometimes use EC law for purposes
other than its application to the facts of the case and they often do it in a slightly
informal way. This accidental use of EC law is chaotic and contradictory. For
example, in two cases, arbitrators decided to apply by analogy the provisions on
indemnification ofagents of the Agenry Directive to a distribution agreement,ó7
reasoning that a distributor had rights and obligations similar to those of a
commercial agent. However, in another case arbitrators refused to apply the
mandatory provisions of Greek law applicable to agenry agreements for the
reason (which convinced the arbitral tribunal in the other case to apply it) that

65 ICC Awazd 7673 (t993)~ ICC Bulletin, vol. 6~I,1995~ P. 57 at p. 58; ICC Awazd 731g (Iggz),
unpublished.
Unpublished.
ICC Award 88t7, para. 47, XXV YCA iooo, p. 355 at p. 366; ICC Award 7583 (t994)~
unpublished. See also ICC Case 8056 discussed by Bortolotti (zool), p. 49-50.
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it provided for a special enhanced protection not afforded by the law to a
distributor.bg It is likely that the particular legal background of arbitrators can
account for the varying outcomes in these cases. l~Tote, for instance, that, in
German law, the rules on agenry are applied by analogy to distribution.69 This
position is not generally shared by other jurisdictions.

Application by analogy has also taken place in the context of analysing EC
competitíon cases involving block exemption regulations. On one occasion,'o an
arbitral tribunal ruled that, although the contract vvas performed and terminated
before adoption of the relevant block exemptions, if it had still been in force it
would have benefited from them. As arbitrators explained, since block exemptions
present a codification of prior experience and practice in the assessment ofthe
anticompetitive effects of the agreements ofthis kind, the fact that the contract
at issue would have benefited from the block exemption may serve as a proof of
its compatibility with EC competition law. In another case," arbitrators refused
to apply a block exemption regulation which was not yet adopted at the time of
the contract. Quite inconsistently, they chose, however, to rely by analogy on
provisions of the block exemption Regulation i983Ig3 covering exclusive
distribution agreements in the process ofassessment ofvalidity ofa technology
exploitarion licensing agreement.

5.4 Conclusions

The preceding overview of arbitration practice has demonstrated that EC law
issues may become relevant in arbitration proceedings in a variety ofprocedural
circumstances and substantive contexts. In this sense, EC law faces no apparent
hurdles in azbitration. Equally, the survey ofthe treatment of EC law-based pleas
by arbitrators seems to confirm the hypothesis that arbitrators do not approach
European law with an initial prejudice against it. Speaking objectively, arbitration
adjudication on the basis of EC law (as compared to other legal standards or
systems) may be characterised as proper and non-discriminatory notwithstanding
the occasional under-or over-enforcement ofEuropean law. The latter appears
not to be a result of the arbitrators' aversion or predisposition to EC law but
rather a direct consequence of the fact that arbitral adjudication is generally
characterised by a more flexible approach to applicable law and its sources.

68 ICC Award 6t97 ( t9g5), XXIII YCA tg9g~ P~ 49 at p. 60.
69 Roth (ZOOi), p. 377.
'o ICC Awazd 67og(t99z), 5Jt ICC Bulletin ig94, p. 70.
" ICC Award 6475 (1 994). 6Jt ICC Bulletin ig95~ p. 5z at P. 53-54.
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At the same time, one typical feature ofadjudication on the basis ofEC law cannot
be ignored. EC law pleas are often raised as defensive tools attempting to
introduce a public policy dimension to arbitral proceedings. It can be said that
invocation of EC law literally revolves around public poliry. As has been
demonstrated, out of the whole body ofEuropean law, it is predominantly or, to
be more precise, exclusively EC comperirion law that poses considerable problems
of application dealt with by arbitrators with reference to public poliry. However,
it is possible to envisage a future expansion ofpublic poliry reasoning to other
sensitive areas ofEC law. For example, in Ingmar,'' the rule on indemnification
of the commercial agent provided by the EC Agency Directive was held by the
ECJ to be a kind of international mandatory rule which in private international
law is commonly denominated by the term `lois de police'.73 In arbitral awards,
such rules are also often referred to as rules of public poliry.

There are a number of reasons why the invocation of public poliry continually
occurs in arbitration as far as EC competition rules are concerned. Firstly,
competition matters belong to an area of law in which the state courts were
especially reluctant to surrender their jurisdiction in favour of arbitral
adjudication. Traditionally, the inarbitrability of any kind of dispute was
frequently explained in terms ofthe public law nature of the rules governing the
matter or public poliry in general. As will be demonstrated later,74 the nexus
between arbitrability in general (and arbitrability of competition law claims in
particular) and public policy is no longer as strong as it used to be.

Secondly, the particular nature of competition rules75 and their predominant
public enforcement make them particularly apt to be used by the party interested
in their application as a weighty argument in arbitral proceedings.76 This is no
different from the way in which EC competition law points are argued in national
courts." However, this trait of invocation ofEC competition law is amplified in
international arbitration, which often has to deal not only with the admissibility

7~

73

7a
75

Case C-381(g8 Ingmar GB [zooo] ECR 1-9305.
Further on this case, see Chapter z, seaion i.3.z.4.
See Chapter 8.
Competition rules aze typical hybrid rules found in the field of state regularion ofthe mazket
andeconomic relations. Theyare largely administrative rulesbynature although they ofren
have the civil law sanctions of invalidity or even criminal liability attached to them.
Theway in which EC comperition law defence grounded onits public policy character is
used in ordinary court proceedings is exemplified in Van Sch~ndel (See Chapter 3). In his
Opinion, AG Jacobs also touched upon matters of public policy and EC competition law
(Opinion ofAG Jacobs in Van Sch~ndel, Cases C-43o-431~93 [1995] ECR I-47o7, para.37).
See, e.g., Shaw (199z), p. 83, gg-IOO.
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of EC law-based claims but also with the more complex issue ofwhether EC
competition law should be applicable to the claims. This question apparently does
not pose any problems in courts of the EC Member States since EC competition
law is part of their domestic law, i.e., part ofthe lexfori. However, arbitration does
not have a forum, and consequently, it does not have forum law. All laws are
foreign to it. Among those, merely the law chosen by the parties themselves
occupies a privileged position.'sOne ofthe fundamental principles of arbitration
is that arbitrators are bound by the applicable law designated by the parties. A
party often considers that if the invocation ofEC competition law is backed up
by reference to its public poliry character, it would be more likely to persuade an
arbitral tribunal to apply it to the merits of the case even when it does not belong
to the law otherwise applicable. As will be demonstrated later, there are certain
grounds justifying such litigation behaviour in national courts. Special treatment
can be accorded to national competition rules in international cases because of
the specific character of these rules. From a private international law viewpoint,
they are regarded as internationally mandatory rules or, in more accepted
terminology, lois de police, which will be applied by the court whatever the
applicable law might be. However, this scheme cannot be automatically extended
to arbitration, as will be argued later.79

Thirdly, concern is expressed by arbitrators and scholars for the validity and
enforceability of arbitral awards. This concern is premised on the following
assumptions. On the one hand, most legislative acts and international treaties on
arbitrarion provide that an arbitral award may be set aside and refused recognition
and enforcement if its recognition and enforcement would be contrary to the
public poliry of the state concerned. On the other hand, competition rules are
rather recklessly labelled by some commentators as rules ofpublic (economic)
policy. Once on the path paved by these two premises, it is a logical conclusion
that violation of competition rules in arbitration (whether through ignorance or
incorrect application) is contrary to public policy and, therefore, should be
covered by the public poliry ground. However, the soundness of that reasoning
will be tainted if a single doubt is cast on the conventional accurateness of the
assumptions on which this syllogism is based. The primary task ofthe following
chapters will be to clarify the concepts of public poliry in various contexts,
including arbitration.

78 Derains (zoo3), p. to.
79 See Chapters 6 and 9.
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Chapter 6

The general problem ofthe relationship
between arbitration and public policy

6.i Introduction

In the preceding chapter, a brief overview of arbitration cases touching upon EC
law matters revealed that azbitrators often reason in terms of public poliry' when
assessing the relevance of European law and, in particular, its rules on
competition, to the resolution ofthe disputes submitted to them.

Arbitration practice is not consistent in its use of public poliry reasoning with
regard to EC (competition law) rules. In some cases, arbitrators appear genuinely
intimidated by invocation of public policy to the extent that they feel compelled
to renounce their jurisdiction. In other instances, they make every effort to prove
that they do indeed have power and can be trusted in matters ofpublic policy. Yet,
there are examples which show that arbitrators engage in public polic.y discussions
of competition laws only to make an elegant reference to the principle, which
seems to carry more potential than real weight, and to proceed with resolution
of the dispute unaffected by invocation of public policy. Perhaps this inconsistenry
echoes the lack ofa coherent theoretical framework within which the issues of
public poliry are discussed in the arbitration context.

An examination ofthe relevance ofpublic policy ín the context ofarbitration will
be carried out in conformity with the following outline transcending this current
chapter. The current chapter is focused on the notion of public poliry. Public

It appeazs that the terms `public policy' and `rulesofpublic policy' are used by pazties and
arbitrators indiscriminately in various contexts: in the process ofassessing arbitrability
ofa dispute or in determining which rules should apply to the merits of the dispute. It is
not always clear what sense ofpublic policy is meant. Public policy tends to be used as a
catchall term to indicate vazious rules and mechanisms which limit the freedom of the
pazties or arbitrators.
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policy and similar concepts will be analysed in a comparative perspective. The
purpose ofthis analysis is to make it clear that public poliry appears in different
forms, in different areas of law, procedural and substantive, at different procedural
stages, and in various contexts. The meaning of public policy varies depending
on the circumstances in which it is invoked. Thus, public poliry has many `faces'
at the level of a single national legal system, and there are tremendous differences
between countries in the perception of public poliry as the following overview
will demonstrate. Consequently, unless the numerous forms ofpublic poliry and
the different phenomena that go under that same name are clearly distinguished,
there is a risk that the discussion on public policy will become unintelligible and
meaningless. The meaning ofpublic poliry in arbitral proceedings (that is, public
policy before arbitrators) will be analysed in Chapters 9 and Io. The meaning and
content of `public policy in arbitration matters before state courts' will be
ascertained in Chapters 8 and r2.

The analysis of this chapter will be limited to clarification ofthe conception of
public policy2 used throughout this book. Various solutions to the problem related
to public policy in arbitration3 which are found in national laws, and court and
arbitration practice will be discussed in Chapters 8, 9,IO and Iz.

6.2 Terminology in different legal contexts: More than
semantic differences

In the following section, a dividing line will be drawn between the different ways
in which the term `public policy' is employed and between the term `public poliry'
and similar terms which are often, erroneously or deliberately due to divergence
in conceptual perceptions, lumped together.4 One has to admit that, regrettably,
in the area ofpublic policy `the terminology is as unhelpful as it is unsettled'.5 Yet,
this first step gives a good introduction to the area, which cannot tolerate
indiscriminate use ofthe terms without losing its integrity. However, this is why

0

It is assumed that public polic,y has at least two perspectives: one of the arbitral tribunal
and the other one of the national court.
I.e., public policy in relation to arbitrability, merits of a dispute, and court control of the
azbitral awazds. Public policy inazbitration is a broad topic. ln the present reseazch, public
policy is analysed only to theextent to which it is interwoven in the fabric of the relations
between EC law and azbitration.
Given the subject-matter of this book, only the use ofthe term inconsideration in the azea
covered by Civil (Private) law in the broad sense and Civil Procedure will be regarded.
Juenger (t985), p. zot.
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after overcoming this first hurdle, we will proceed through the maze ofterms and
definitions by trying to identify some system in the variations in the understanding
and the contents ofthe phenomena which may sound alike but mean different
things, or vice versa. The ultimate goal is to discover whether there is a niche in
the whole spectrum ofpublic policy-related conceptions which can be allocated
to public poliry in arbitration matters.

6.Z.i French~ Civil law v. Common law traditions

Firstly, it is generally understood that the common law term `public poliry' is the
English equivalent of the term `ordre public' utilised in French in countries with
civil law traditions. Both terms are used to identify certain concepts which are
valid in private law in the domestic context and in private international law (or
conflicts of laws) in the international context. Secondly, as will be seen later, apart
from linguistic differences, the meaning and content of public policy and ordre
public do not converge. Even in the same circumstances, where a civil law judge
would use the notion ordre public, a common law judge would be more
comfortable with a term other than public poliry. As was stressed by one author,
"'ordre public" is always translated into English as "public policy", despite the lack
ofcomplete equivaler,ce between the continental understanding of"ordre public"
and the notion ofpublic poliry in English law'.6 It is generally admitted that the
domain of public poliry in England is remarkably more modest than its
corresponding continental concept of ordre public.'

In the Netherlands the equivalent for both terms is a term `openbare orde' which
appears in different provision such as certain articles ofthe Civil Code and the
Code of Civil Procedure.g

McClean (zooo), p. zo7.
McClean(zooo), p. zo7; Enonchong (t996), p. 636. The latter author cites various leading
sources ofcompazative private international law (Dicey and Morris in England, Batiffol
and Lagazde in France) and many others to assert that `it is not disputed therefore that the
scope ofpublic policy in English private international law is not nearly as wide as that of
its French counterpart `, p. 637. He also makes an interesting observation that thedividing
line between different perceptions ofpublic policy can be drawn along the lines dividing
countries which belong to civil or common law family. (See his example at footnote 37).
E.g., Articles z5 and to65(i)(e) Nederlands Code of Civil Procedure; Article 3:40 of the
Dutch Civil Code.

r
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6.2.2 The Rome Convention and the Brussels Convention

As far as terminology is concerned (as opposed to the content and meaning of
the concept at issue), the Rome Convention 19809 as well as the Brussels
Convention 1968,'o as important sources ofprivate international law which are
binding on all EC Member States, are most helpful. Undoubtedly, these acts have
greatly contributed to harmonisation in the area of terminology in the field of
private international law."

The English version ofArticle 16 ofthe Rome Convention, entitled `ordre public',
contains a provision referring to public poliry and ordre public72 as inter-
changeable terms.

Other terms relevant in the present context are those of Article 3(3) referring to
mandatory rules'' and Amcle 7 which, notwithstanding its title `mandatory rules',
refers to a different species ofrules described in this later Article as `the rules of
the law ofthe forum in a situation where they are mandatory irrespective ofthe
law otherwise applicable to the contract'.~4 The title ofArticle 7 in other languages
is more instructive: in French, it is entitled `Lois de police' and, in Dutch,

y 198o Rome Convention on the law applicable tocontractual obligations, OJIgg8, C z7~34
(consolidated version). Compared to the Brussels Convenrion and its successor, EC
Regulation 44~zool, the Rome Convention has agreater unifying potential because, though
it was adopted in the form ofan internarional convention among Member States, it has
in practice served as an instrument ofharmonisation. T'his effect is due to the universal
scopeofthe application ofthe Conventionwhich applies to any situation involving choice
oflaw within the subject-matter covered by it.That is, even if the situation involving choice
of law has no connection whatsoever with the EC or its Member States, the Convention
willbe applicable. Thus, in the area covered by it,narional conflict rules ofthe EC Member
States have been superseded by the Convention.
Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement ofJudgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters, signed in Brussels on September z7, 1968 as amended by the Accession
Convention, (Brussels Convenrion), OJ 1978 L 304~77. Following revision, the Brussels
Convention has been transformed into and largely superseded by Council Regulation No.
44~zool on jurisdiction and theenforcement ofjudgments in civil andcommercial matters
(Brussels I), OJ Zool, L olz~I.
For example, the term 'mandatory rules' had practically no utility in English legal
terminology before the Rome Convention. See Cheshire 8z North (1999)~ P. 575~ Knófel
(t999)~ P. z39.As was explained by Hartley, 'this isbecause the concept is fairly new in the
private international law systems oftheEnglish-speaking world. ..', Hartley (1997), p. 346,
text at foomote 4.
Term `ordre public' is put in brackets next to public policy.
In Dutch, dwingend recht; in French, dispositions impérarives.
Rome Convenrion 1980, Article 7(z).
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`Bijzonder dwingende regels'. Interpretation of these articles'' is unnecessary at
this point; it suffices to mention that, in comparative private international law,
the mandatory rules of Article 3(3) are considered domestic mandatory rules, that
is, mandatory in pure internal situations. The rules ofAmcle 7 constitute a specific
category of mandatory rules in private international law sense, that is, they are
mandatory in situations involving an international element. They are most
commonly called after their French equivalent, lois de police.

The Brussels Convention, Amcle z7(i), and Council Regulation 44~zooi,`6 Article
34(I), contain the reference to the public policy exception as one ofthe grounds
for refusal of recognition and enforcement of a foreign judgment."

6.2.3 European Community public policy

The issue of European public poliry has been the subject of many academic
discussions recently. The well-established principle according to which
Community law forms a distinct legal order of its own encourages some authors
to venture the hypothesis that this order, like any other legal order, should
correspondingly maintain its own Community public policy.'a No clear
fuundatiuns for tlie cxistetice of this is indicated, which is r~ot surprisir,g given

The literature in this field is abundant, see North (c98z), p. 366 ff.; Knt;fel (t999)~ P. z39~
McClean (zooo), p. zt3 ff.
Council Regularion 44~zooi has superseded the Brussels Convention i968 for all EC
Member States except Denmark, which remains bound by the latter.
In French, ordre public; in Dutch, openbare orde.
Fortunately, not all discussions concentrate on the attempt to invent a new notion. For
example, see Prechal who contemplates the need for more guidance from the ECj as far
as the qualification of certain EC rules as a matter of public policy is concerned. This
question is raised by that scholar in the context of the relationship between narional
procedural autonomy and requirements stemming from EC law. According to national
procedural rules, some extended powers and obligationsofthe judge (e.g., to raise the issue
ex officio) or a litigant (a right to raise a late plea) depend onthe qualification ofthe matter
as falling in the domainofpublic policy. Therefore, it is expected that theCourt will indicate
which matters ofCommunity law satisfy the criteria which will allow them to be brought
under the head of `the narional public policy in civil procedure'. Apparently, the author
refers toaspecific variety of thenational conception ofpublic policy, that is, in the context
ofcivil procedure. Prechal (t998), p. 7oz-7o5.
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that Community law, despite being a legal order of its own,`9 is a fragmentary, not
comprehensive legal order.

However, as this section will demonstrate, removed from the concrete context,
the notion of public policy becomes completely devoid of ineaning. The lack of
a clear contextual setting can explain how, in one and the same category of
Community public policy, one scholar placed the five fundamental Community
freedoms (which he considers the culmination ofEuropean public poliry), the
principle of equal pay for equal work, indemnification of self-employed
commercial agents, and the competition provisions of Amcles 81 EC and 8z EC.~o
A further assertion that `the basic ideas ofEuropean Directives are very often part
of European public policy, particularly if the objective of the directive is to
increase economic freedoms and thus to develop the Common Market'~' does not
come as a surprise in such circumstances. It is interesting to see how this author
would manage to avoid reaching a logical deadlock resulting from the fact that
public policy ofMember States is one ofthe exceptions recognised by the Treaty
that legitimately limits the exercise ofthese very same fundamental Community
freedoms which he proposes as public policy components.ZZ Is this not an
indication that only those blocks ofvalues that form the very top ofthe pyramid
of social values which cannot be compromised under any conditions should
deserve qualification as public policy principles?

Another author suggested that Community public poliry is made of principles
such as co-operation, proportionality, legal certainty, protection ofhuman rights,
non-discrimination, and protection of consumers.Z' He contended that
`techniquement, il suffit alors d'appliquer les dispositions normatives pertinentes,
dans la mesure ou elles bénéficient d'un effet direct. Il semble donc que `1'ordre
public communautaire' ait une vocation essentiellement positive, trouvant alors
surtout à s'exprimer par 1'application immédiate de règles d'ordre public

It should be borne in mind that the conception ofan independent Community legal order
was used by the EC) to serve, inter alia, as a tool to ensure a full and effective reception of
EC law in the national legal orders ofMember States. The rhetorical or symbolic values
of the said conception should not overshadow the fact that the Court's insistence on the
uniqueness and autonomy of the Community legal order is less uncontroversial in terms
of theoretical justifications.
See Schlosser (1997)~ p- 85-89.
Ibid., p. 89.
Public poicy as an exception to the Community fundamental freedoms occ~rs in Arricle
3o EC (free movement ofgoods); Article 39 (3) EC (free movement ofworkers); Article
46 EC (freedom ofestablishment and free movement of services).
Fallon (1995)~ p. z56-257.s,
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communautaire'.24 It is not clear why the direct effect of Community rules
expressing fundamental principles should matter for the purposes of their
inclusion in the scope ofpublic policy. It is common understanding that principles
forming public policy need not be precise. On the contrary, they are more often
than not formulated in a very general way.

In a recent publication, it was proposed that Community public policy be divided
into two parts: economic public poliry protecting competition and monetary
stability and meta-economic public poliry providing a guarantee ofsocial peace.Zs
The former is comprised of the EC competition rules and rules on monetary
union.Zb Meta-economic public poliry has a complex structure. It is split into the
`ordre public politique' (basically consisting of the principles enumerated in
Article 6 of the Treaty on the European Union, such as liberty, democrary, respect
ofhuman rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law) and `ordre public
de sécurité intérieure' (loosely comprised of rules concerning organised crime,
terrorism and drug trafficking and other measures in the area ofpolice and judicial
cooperation provided for by Title VI of the TEU).2J Apparently, the author
followed quite closely the pillar structure of the EC ( at least its first pillar,
economic and monetary union, and the third pillar, justice and home affairs) to
sL.gle out variou, parts af European pu l:c p~~~. lt t r~3, t t tb. c i is no~e:vo.t.. a he
concrete components of different segments of public poliry vary from rules
(competition rules) to principles ( democrary) to measures (e.g., against organised
crime).

The proposed choice of `ingredients' of European public policy at best strikes one
as random. It also reveals the complete absence of any noticeable benchmark or
standard which could be used for expanding the tentative scope of such an eclectic
phenomenon.

Beyond this paragraph, no further attempt will be made to tackle the issue of
European public policy in the framework of the present study. A couple of
reflections of a general nature are deemed sufficient to justify this.

Firstly, there is no textual support for the expression `European public policy'.
The notion of `European Community public poliry' or `ordre public
communautaire' to use the French terminology, does not appear in any

~
~s
z6

Ibid., p. z56.
Karydis (zooz), p. iz.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. i9.
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Community or national legislation. A single reference to the notion in a
Community law-related document can be found in the Giuliano and Lagarde
Explanatory Report on the Rorne Convention.~a In the commentaries on Article
16, it is asserted that `it goes without saying that this expression [public poliry -
N.S.] includes Community public policy, which has become an integral part of
the public poliry (`ordre public') of the Member States of the European
Community'.~9 With all due respect, this remark seems to be no more than
reiteration of a basic rule governing the relations between EC and national law
taught by the ECJ for decades. It is doubtful that this note was inserted after any
preliminary deliberation as to the conceptual feasibility of the notion of
Community public policy'o

Secondly, at least on one occasion, the question of whether the public poliry
exception should include Community economic public poliry was addressed in
the context ofpreliminary ruling proceedings. The European Commission had
the opportunity to express its view regazding the relationship between the private
international law conception ofpublic poliry and Community economic poliry.

In the Renault case;' one ofthe preliminary questions referred to the ECJ was
concerned with the interpretation of the public poliry exception under Article
27(I) of the Brussels Convention of 1968. The defendants to the enforcement
proceedings argued, inter alia, that public policy should also include so-called
public policy in economic matters: `the term [public poliry under Article 27(I)-
N.S.] must be considered as meaning international public poliry, which also
comprises Community public poliry and hence the principles of the free
movement ofgoods and freedom of competition' 3Z

:s
zg
30

Giuliano and Lagarde ( Ig8o).
Ibid., p. 38.
However, the idea has found a rich ground and has been elaborated by some authors (see
Schlosser (I997), p. 81, and, more recently, in the wake of the Eco Swiss Judgment, Peruzetto
(zooo), p. z99). It has drifted into the textbooks and treatises on private international law,
where it appeazs as a literal quotation from the Report (e.g., Dicey Sz Morris ( 1993)~ P. Iz78;
Fletcher ( Ig8z), p.17z), not surprisingly without any reference to its meaning or content.
Case C-38~g8 Renault [2000] ECR I-z973.
Case 38~98 Renault [zooo] ECR I-z973, Opinion ofAG Siegbert Alber, para. 36.
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This point ofview was not shared by the French government,~ nor by the AG
Alber. The latter cogently argued that:

`...it cannot be completely ruled out that because of such an erroneous
interpretation [of Community law - N.S.] the enforcement ofthe judgment
could breach fundamental principles, including those ofCommunity law. This
is however, in the situation described, only conceivable in the most exceptional
ofcases. There would have to be a clear violation of fundamental principles.
In the present case it is even questionable whether freedom ofcompetition and
the free movement ofgoods constitute such fundamental principles. In respect
to the free movement of goods, for example, Community law already provides
restrictions for reasons of internal public policy, which is understood in broader
terms than public poliry under the Convention'.34

The Advocate General also indicated that the Commission, when sought to
provide its own opinion on the question of whether the considerations of the
Community ordre économique should be integrated in the concept of public
poliry, answered it in the negative:

`At the hearing the Cornmission even went so far as to ask whether
considerations pertaining to economic matters could be included in the concept
of public policy. The Commission answered this question in the negative. It
argued that Communíty law governs, influences or pervades all aspects of
economic life in the Member States. The principles which form the basis of
national laws and which represent Europe's de facto economic consritution can
only be common to all Member States. It is therefore impossible to refuse
recognition of a judgment by relying upon a discrepancy in the values and
principles ofMember States' 35

Thirdly, contrary to the perhaps too eager and enthusiastic reaction to the ECJ's
case law developments touching issues ofpublic poliry and the occasionally bold
language of some Advocates Genera136 and the interested parties;'the European

~ Ibid., para. 45: `in respect to what constitutes public policy, the French Government
furthermore submits that Community-wide enforceability of judgments may only be
subject to restrictions where ethical, religious ormoral values are at issue. This is the case,
for instance, in respect to the physical integrity of human beings, but can surely not be
applied to the concepts of Community law in economic matters.'

~ Ibid., para. 67.
ls Case 38~98 Renault [zooo] ECR 1-z973, Opinion of AG Siegbert Alber, para. 56.
}6 See, e.g., Opinions ofAdvocates General in Cases C-38t~981ngmar GB [zooo] ECR I-93o5~

Case C-i 94~94 CIA Security (nternational v. Signalson and Securitel [ i 996 ] ECRI-zzo r; Case
C-iz6~g7 Eco Swiss [t9g9] ECR I-3o55; Cases C-z4o-z44~g8 Océano GrupoEditorialv. Rocio
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Court itself appears to take a far more reserved position. Not only does it avoid
any use ofthe notion ofEuropean public policy, but it expressly relies on national
conceptions of public policy. The most recent examples of this attitude are found
in Eco Swiss3a and Renault.~y

The preceding remarks are not intended to undermine in any way the beneficial
harmonising effect which Community law has on national doctrines of public
poliry. Both the Brussels Convention (Regulation 44~ZO0I) and the Rome
Convention bring about more homogeneity to the national conceptions ofpublic
poliry. The interpretation ofthe relevant provisions by the ECJ will undoubtedly
contribute further to the achievement of a state of harmony between national
doctrines of public policy. However, it is debatable whether the result of such
harmonisation should be seen in terms ofan emerging European public poliry.
Rather, as remarked by one scholar with regard to the public poliry provision of
the Brussels Convention, `public policy...may in some measure, at least, be
gradually transformed from a national doctrine into a European principle'.4o In
my view, while it is too early to speak of autonomous Community public policy,
nothing prevents the Community legal order from generating fundamental
principles. Thus, the Community legal order can act as a source offundamental
principles which will form the substantive scope of public poliry under national
law.4'

6.2.4 Truly international public policy

The notion of truly international or transnational public poliry is chiefly employed
in the context of international commercial arbitration.q2 Public policy in
arbitration has a different meaning but essentially the same function as the
concept ofpublic policy when it is invoked at the conflict of laws level before state
courts. Arbitrators have no forum in the traditional meaning. Therefore, the
notion of tntly international public poliry has been developed mostly in response

ai
se

Murciano Quintero [zooo] ECR I-4491.
Case C-38~g8 Renault [iooo] ECR I-2973.
Case C-tz6~97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o55.
To be discussed later in this chapter, see seaion 6.3.z.2. In the context of the public policy
exception of the Brussels Convention, the ECJ explicitly stated that it is for the national
courts to determine the content ofpublic policy, its own task being limited to drawing the
boundaries of the operation of the conceprion so defined.
Morse ( Iggl),p. t66.
See observationofthe Dutch government in para.47, Opinion ofAG Siegbert Alber,Case
38~98 Renault, [zooo] ECR I-2973-
See, e.g., Lalive ( Ig86), (Ig87).
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to the need to provide arbitral tribunals with a mechanism of exception which
allows them to reject application of certain rules oflaw where such application
offends the most fundamental values and principles.

Clearly, the `forumless' arbitration is unable to draw inspiration from a single legal
system. It is naturally inclined to invoke truly international public policy as
contrasted with public policy in the private international sense of a particular
country. However, the scope of the conception remains unclear, though it is
restricted to what can be called principles and values shared by civilised nations,
the general principles of obligations applicable in international commerce, and
the like. There is no clear benchmark which is applied by scholars to identify truly
international public poliry: some emphasise the common shared nature ofthe
values and principles, others stress their universal nature. Quite obviously, these
are not identical standards since the former approach implies a national origin
of the public policy standard while the latter suggests an autonomous source of
the public policy standard, be it the world community at large or the international
commercial community.a3 Apparently, the assessment of common values and
principles is highly subjective. Therefore, arbitration practice shows no coherence
in the assessment of public poliry standards. The role and scope ofthe concept
~iy'211 bP r~ign,2ccad f,artller iP. Cllapter g.

6.z.5 Terminology in the present research

For the sake ofconsistenry, it is important to maintain as far as possible coherence
in the use of terms throughout this book. Given that the present research is
concerned with international arbitration, the terms used are borrowed from the
field ofprivate international law. Therefore, save for the overview ofthe national
conceptions, the most commonly acceptable usage of terms as they appear in
comparative private international law works in English will be adopted. The
following terms will be used in the present research: `domestic mandatory rules'
to indicate rules that are mandatory in the domestic context; `lois de police' to
specify rules which are mandatory in the international sense, i.e., irrespective of
the law otherwise applicable to the legal relationship; `public policy exception'
to point to a mechanism ofrejection of foreign laws or judicial and extra-judicial
acts. Any reference to `mandatory rules' without further qualification should be
understood as referring to any type of mandatory rules, whether domestic
mandatory rules or lois de police, international mandatory ntles. I will try to stick

" See Dolinger (zooo), p. 3z5-3z6; Suchanan (r988), p. S14.
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to the above-mentioned terms and to avoid introducing any synonyms.44 The
exception to this rule is the following terms, which I will use as interchangeable:
public poliry and ordre public,4' on the one hand, and lois de police, rules of
immediate application,p6 and international mandatory rules, on the other.

6.3 Public policy before state courts

6.3.i Domestic (internal) situadons. Domestic mandatory rules

It has been indicated above that the Rome Convention uses the term `mandatory
rules'47 in Article 3(3) to indicate a category of rules which cannot be altered,
derogated from, or superseded by the agreement of the parties to the legal
relationship even by way ofsubmitting the contract to a foreign applicable law.q8
This provision addresses situations which essentially lack any international aspect
except for the choice of foreign law or foreign jurisdiction. Thus, in this sense,
rules in this category restrict the contractual freedom of the parties at domestic
level.

It should be noted that the category ofdomestic mandatory rttles is not internally
homogenous. They may serve different purposes and express varying concerns.
To illustrate the point we can use the example found in Hartley, where he speaks
ofmandatory rules on offer and acceptance, `that are concerned merely with the
creation of a coherent system of contract law, or which have some other general
and imprecise purpose'.49 He distinguishes them from mandatory rules `which
fulfil a specific purpose regarded as being ofparticular importance by the legal
system ofwhich they form part', this purpose falling outside the traditional ambit
ofcontract law. These ntles are, rnoreover, `specific to a particular system or...are
the product of pamcular circumstances'.So The example he gives is that ofexport

44 However, it appeazs difficult, inter alia, because the authors whose works are analysed in
thisbook often do notmaintain consistent terminology or assign different meaning to the
terms defined above.
The scope ofpublic policy and ordre public are not equivalent. See section 6.z.I above.
Some authors distinguish between loisdepoliceand rulesofimmediate application. Further
on this subject, see Nygh (Iggg), p. zot-zoz and the authorities cited by him. For our
purposes, both categories can be regarded as consisting of rules which are mandatory
irrespective of the law otherwise applicable to the legal relationship.
`Dispositions impératives' in French text.
Hartley (1997)~ p. 345.
Ibid., p. 346.
Ibid.
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regulations. Some other authors suggest that the dividing line should lie between
the public or private character ofthe purpose served by mandatory rules.s' It is
extremely difficult to use this type of criterion when assessing mandatory rules.
As one author puts it, `ever since the time of Savigny it had been recognised that
mandatory rules comprise an element of public interest. Of course, this can be
said of any matter which the legislature deems important enough to warrant
legislation.''Z

Something that all types ofmandatory rules in a domestic sense have in cotnmon
is that, in the international relationship,53 the domestic mandatory rules of a
particular country can be easily circumvented by the so-called `choice of law
default',54 that is, by operation ofconflict of law rules. This may happen, firstly,
when the parties to an international transaction insert a choice oflaw provision
selecting a foreign law which will govern their agreement. This foreign law
including its domestic mandatory rules will apply to the international transaction.
T'he right to choose the applicable law is an element of realisation of the principle
ofparty autonomy, which is one ofthe fundamental principles of contemporary
private international law. In the EC, this principle is established by Article 3(i)
ofthe Rome Convention.

Secondly, the choice of law default occurs in a situation in which the parties did
not choose the law applicable to their contract and therefore, a national court will
have to establish the applicable law according to the relevant national conflict of
law rules. If these rules lead the court to the application of a foreign law, the rules
ofthe latter will override the law ofthe forum including the forum's domestic
mandatory rules.

Thus, domestic mandatory rules are only unavoidable only in domestic (internal)
legal relationships. In international situations, the application of domestic
mandatory rules depends on whether or not they are part ofthe law applicable
to the legal relationship, i.e., lex causae or lex contractus in case of contract.

5' Cheshire 8zNorth (i999)~ P~ 575-576. Here they indicate two sorts ofmandatory rules: one
concerned with settling disputes between parties and the other with protecting somegroup
of persons or the national economic system. See Mayer (i994A), p. 6i9, who also
distinguishes rules protecting primazily private or public interests, but regards them as
being of the same sort with a different level of intensity ofpublic policy.

5~ Nygh (1999)~ P. 203.
53 Under international relationship here is understood a legal relationship objectively

connected with more than one country. See Nygh (i999), P- 47-48.
~ Whincop 8z Keyes (ig98)~ P. 437.
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Domestic mandatory rules will apply to an international contract provided they
form part of the law governing the contract.

Apart from mandatory rules, national domestic legislation and precedents often
contain a reference to public poliry as one ofthe provisions of a general nature,
e.g., in contract law, to the effect that no agreement should be enforceable if it is
contrary to public poliry and good morals; in procedural law, to the effect that
a judge has broader powers in matters of public policy.

The problem with the notion of public poliry introduced at the domestic level
simultaneously with the notion of mandatory rules55 is that it complicates the
understanding of both. It is still debatable in almost all jurisdictions whether such
domestic public poliry should encompass all mandatory rules or is something
different from a simple sum ofthe latter.sb

It is interesting to note in this connection that some, in particular French, authors
and judges more often prefer to use a term which sounds completely different
from the French term for mandatory rules, i.e., `dispositions impératives'. They
speak of the `règles' or `lois' d'ordre public.s' The source of this notion is a
combination of the provisions ofAmcles 6 and I133 of the French Civil Code. The
first formulates the rule according to which `on ne peut déroger par des
conventions particulières atix lois qui intéressent 1'ordre public et les bonnes
moeurs'. The second states that `la cause est illicite quand elle est prohibée par la
loi, quand elle est contraire aux bonnes moeurs ou à 1'ordre public.' However,
opinion is divided as to whether `règles d'ordre public interne' and `dispositions
impératives' should be considered similar. Mayer, referríng to French authorities
as well as to Swiss and Belgian jurisprudence, has concluded that it is more likely
that the two should be distinguished.58 As he puts it, `la simple impérativité d'une
règle ne doit pas être confondue avec 1'ordre public'.S9 Moreover, he warns that
that the expression `lois d'ordre public' should be avoided.bo At the same time,
he claims that `la notion d'ordre public recouvre deux catégories de règles: les lois

ss

56

57

At least in the countries where such exists.
See authorities sited by Mayer (t994A), at notes 3-8, p. 619.
Cass.civ.3e, o9.to.Ig84, Rev. arb..,1986, p. z63, see Mosconi (t989), p. Iz7, who mentions
that such usage of the term cleazly refers to rules of internal ordre public as synonym of
domestic mandatory rules. He further stresses that the same expression, rules of ordre
public, is used to identify a different phenomenon in private international law.
Mayer (t994A), p. 6z3.
Ibid., p. 618.
Mayer (t994 S), p. t43
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de police et les principes fondamentaux de 1'ordre juridique'.~' 'I'o sum up, in
Mayer's view, there are mandatory rules (-provisions impératives) and ordre
public already at the domestic level, the latter consisting of lois de police and
fundamental principles. This is confusing given that nowadays the term lois de
police is used to indicate special rules which are mandatory in the international
or private international law sense, that is, in the sense ofArticle 7 ofthe Rome
Convention. Nevertheless, it should be stressed again that the notions of `ordre
public' or `rules ofordre public' are often utilised to indicate domesric mandatory
rules from which no derogation is allowed.

Contrary to the French approach focused on mandatory rules and rules ofordre
public, English judges would use the notion of public poliry primarily to refuse
to enforce certain contracts which are considered illegal.óz As it was stressed, in
many such cases, violation ofany rule ofpositive law is not necessary.ó3 Nonethe-
less, the effect is that `the contract would be void on the basis ofwhat might be
termed public policy in the domestic sense.'64 Though the concept ofmandatory
rules in English law is still unsettled, it is possible to draw a negative inference that
public policy and mandatory rules are not considered the same in English law.
Public poliry seems to be expressed through the general principle according to
~~s~l:ich ar. illegal cor.tract is unenforceable.

Finally, it is interesting to consider the Dutch position. It should be recalled that
one ofthe issues in Van Sch~ndelbs was connected to Article 48 (now Article z5)
of the Netherlands Code of Civil Procedure, which requires the civil court to raise
points of law on its own motion if matters of public policy are implicated.
However, implicit in the Dutch Supreme Court's preliminary request was a
question of whether the EC competition rules of Article 8i EC (ex Article 85),
which are, no doubt, mandatory, should be qualified as such as a matter ofpublic
poliry in the circumstances of the case. Apparently, it was not at all obvious to
the Dutch judge that the simple fact that the right was based on a mandatory rule
would automatically make it a matter of public poliry. However, it is not certain
whether this example is usefitl as an illustration of the distinction between

6i
6x

Mayer (i994A), p. 6t8, p. 6z4-637.
E.g., gaming and wagering contracts (McClean (zooo), p. 208); contracts in restraint of
trade. However, the degree of illegality isvaries: some contracts are wholly illegal, others
only partially. Contracts contrary to statutory provisions (e.g., contracts breaching
competition law) are one instance of illegal contracts.
Hartley (t997)~ p. 35~.
Ibid.
C ases C-43o-431 I93 Van Sclu~ndel v. Stichting Pensioenfonds voor Fysiotherapeuten [ t 995] ECR

~-4705.
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mandatory rules and public policy at the domestic level because it is asserted that
public poliry might have different meanings in the contexts of material law and
procedural law.ó6

Furthermore, this distinction between public policy and mandatory rules can be
traced in Dutch civil law legislation.67 Both rules on dwingende regels and on
`openbare orde en goede zeden' are found in the Dutch Civil Code.68 Thus, one
may conclude that from the Dutch law perspective, not all `dwingende regels' are
part of`openbare orde'69 or, to put it differently, their interrelation is considered
more complex than the relationship between the constituent elements and the
whole.

In conclusion, it should be emphasised that although the use ofthe term `rules of
ordre public' or `ordre public' which is traditional in some legal orders certainly
adds to the confusion in terminology, there is no harm in this as long as their real
connotation, that is, various mandatory rules of national law, is kept in mind.
Therefore, one should be alert to the actual phenomenon indicated by this label
and not the tag attached to it.

The need for the above discussions on the varying views of what should be
understood by mandatory rules, rules of public poliry, and public poliry will
become more apparent when we analyse the role ofpublic poliry in international
arbitration-related court proceedings. The same uncertainty and confusion, which
exist already at the domestic level of the problem, will creep into the level of
private international law.

6.3.2 In the private international law context

Public policy in private international law appears at two different levels. Firstly,
there is a choice of law level at which a national judge is confronted with
determination of the applicable law. T'he judge in his `adjudicating on the merits'
authority may sometimes be required to consider public poliry implications in
the conflict of law process. What is the role ofpublic policy there?

66
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Strikwerda (zooo), p. 54.
See Artide3:4o, paza. t ofthe Dutch Civil Code on `openbare orde'. Pazas. zand 3 ofArticle
3:4o and Article 7:902 speak about `dwingend recht'.
The same cleaz distincrion exists in Swiss law, see Article t9 of the Code of Obligations.
See Hoogervorst (1999)~ p- 14z -t43.
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Secondly, public poliry may become relevant when the judge is requested to
recognise the judicial act (a foreign judgment or an arbitral award) by which the
dispute has been settled in a fmal manner. What is the meaning and function of
public poliry at this stage?

The meaning, content and operation of the public poliry in the above situations
will be considered in turn.

6.3.z.i Choice of laws (conflict of laws) process

Any private international law situation implies that a court may have to apply a
law other than its own forum law. This may be a corollary ofthe choice oflaw
provision inserted by the parties into an international agreement indicating
foreign law. In the absence of such a choice, the court will be directed to apply its
private international law rules to determine the substantive law governing the
relationship. It might happen that a conflict rule will d'uect the court towards
application of the foreign law.

Publicpolicy exception

It is recognised that this process ofselection ofthe applicable law is characterised
by blindness'o with regard to the substantive content of the thus designated
foreign law and the consequences of its application in the particular case. The
correcting mechanism available to the judge `to prevent miscarriages ofjustice'"
is an exception of public policy.

The Rome Convention addresses the issue ofpublic poliry in Article t 6, which
reads as follows: `The application ofa rule ofthe law of any country specified by
this Convention may be refused only if such application is manifestly
incompatible with the public policy (`ordre public') of the forum'. Provisions like
that ofAnicle i6 are found in virtually all national enactments and international
treaties on conflict of laws. The language ofsuch provisions is invariably similar:
application ofthe foreign law which is incompatible, contrary, or in conflict with
public policy ofthe forum state can be rejected. In works on private international
law, this provision is disc~ssed under the heading public poliry exception or public
policy exclusion.'Z

'o Vischer (i99z), p. too, Juenger (i985), p. ioo.
" Juenger (i9g5)~ P.199.
" Cheshire 8~ North (i999)~ Chapter S; Mayer (igg4B)~ p- i39-
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It should be recalled that the Rome Convention harmonised the private
international law of the EC Member States in the field covered by it, namely the
law applicable to contractual obligations. Consequently, there is no need to
inquire into individual national private international law rules in search of the
public poliry provision applicable in the sphere of contractual obligations, the
main focus ofthe study.

Although Article 16 refers to the public poliry ofthe forum, that is, public poliry
as it is understood in each particttlar Member State, the provision itself puts a
definite stop to many discrepancies which existed in various national
interpretations of how public poliry exception should operate. We turn to the
commentaries on Article 16 of the Giuliano and Lagarde Report, which
summarises in succinct terms the meaning attached to the public poliry clause
and its mode of operation at the choice of law stage: it is a restrictively worded
reservation which can be resorted to only in circumstances in which `a certain
provision of the specified law, if applied in an actual case, would lead to
consequences contrary to the public policy'.~ Furthermore, the consequences or
the result ofsuch application should be `manifestly' incompatible with the forum's
public policy, meaning that there should be clear and immediate threat to it.

It is worth noting that, thus understood, the public policy exception would have
a narrower scope than it used to have in many countries because it is not the
foreign rule and its content taken in abstract which should be evaluated, but the
result of the application of such a rule in the case at issue.74 Consequently, it is
conceivable that `a foreign law, which might in the abstract be held to be contrary
to the public poliry of the forum, could nevertheless be applied, if the actual result
of its being applied does not in itself offend the public policy of the forum'.'S
However, national concepts can still be applicable in areas not covered by the
Rome Convention. Consider, for example, the position ofDutch law, according
to which twofold criterion, namely the contents of a foreign rule and the result
of its application in the concrete case, triggers the application ofthe public poliry
exception.7ó

7s
7a
7s

Giuliano 8zLagazde (Ig8o), p. 38.
Vischer (Iggz), p. IoI, Mosconi (Ig89), p. 6o-61.
Giuliano 8L Lagarde (I g8o), p. 38. For a more `tangible' illustration ofthese nuances see the
hypothetical example below.
See Strikwerda (zooo), at p. 54-55~ where he writes that `bij de toetsing van vreemd recht
aan de openbaze orde een tweeledig maatstaf (dual criterion) kanworden aangelegd, één
dievooral betrekking heefr opde inhoud van de vreemd recht en één die vooralbetrekking
heefr opdegevolgen van toepassing van hetvreemd recht.' With regazd to the fust element,
the author states that'bij deze maatstaf,...wordt het vreemd recht louter vanwege zijn
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The operation ofthe public policy exception has been discussed so far. A more
challenging question is what is the content ofpublic policy? What is it comprised
of? All attempts made so far by scholars to delimit the scope of the concept of
public policy or to formulate a defmition have failed. It is beyond the ambitions
ofthe present study to engage in an effort to do this. Many authors admit that it
is an illusive, vague, ever-shifting, and inherently indeterminate notion.n As
Juenger puts it, `the very concept of public poliry spells uncertainty,
unpredictability, and lack ofuniformity'.78 At best, we can attempt to indicate
some `general directions'. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that though it is difficult
to define the exact contours of the concept perhaps it is worthwhile to approach
the problem using the method of exclusion. If it is difficult to see what public
poliry is in the present context, it might be feasible at least to determine what it
is not.

It should be stressed that public poliry in a conflict of laws process is unanimously
perceived as a last resort defensive tool79 to protect the forum's most basic
fundamentals ofjustice and morality. What are those fundamentals? The national
courts have the power to answer this difficult question, therefore, national
jurisprudence can be helpful here.

French courts use the expression `universal principles ofjustice considered by
French opinion as being endowed with absolute international validity'.~ Common
law judges similarly refer to `some fundamental principles of justice, some
prevalent conception ofgood morals, some deep-rooted tradition ofthe common
weal'.a' Swiss courts invoke public poliry in cases in which a foreign rule `offends
in an unacceptable fashion the morals and legal principles in Switzerland.'SZ Dutch

inhoud buiten toepassing gelaten'. It is cleaz that this double test can no longer be applied
to the public policyexception in situations covered by the Rome Convention. In addition,
the practical implicarions of this approach in other azeas might be negligible since, as
remarked by Strikwerda, there have been no recent cases in which the application of the
foreign rule was refused on this ground.
Vischer ( tggz), p. ioo, Mosconi ( i g8g), p. 7z, McClean (zooo), p. zo4, Bucher (i993)~ p. z5~
Juenger ( i985), p. zoo.
Juenger ( t985), p. zoi.
See Dolinger (zooo), p. z88, quoting various expressions used to indicate public policy in
this context, e.g., a concept, a doctrine, an idea, a theory, an exception, a corrective, an
escape device.
Cour de cassarion, ZS. oS.i948,Rev. Crit., 38(1949)~ P. 89, Latour. English translarion cited
from McClean ( zooo), p. zo4.
Loucks v Standard Oil Co of New York zz4 NY 99 at nt ( i9t8).
Tribunal Fédéral, ATF ti7 II 494~ nted from McClean (zooo), p. zo4.
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courts refuse to apply a foreign rule if the result of such application cannot be
tolerated in Dutch opinion.83

It is striking that notwithstanding the linguistic differences the above statements
ofthe various national courts converge in the part where they indicate that public
poliry is only offended when the most essential principles ofjustice and values
are jeopardised. Thus, as stated by one author, public poliry `only results from
the fundamental principles of the forum legal system which have gained vital
importance in it.'eq

The question that still remains is what those fundamental principles and values
are? A related problem is where to look for such principles. It was suggested that
`to identify them it is the forum legal system as a whole, the whole poliry and
philosophy of the forum, the entire economic, social, moral and even political
features which are to be considered.'g5 T'he method proposed by Mosconi deserves
credit. As the notion suggests, principles are more than just rules. They are
fundamental rules. Therefore, Mosconi asserts that `these principles may be
implicit in the complex of norms governing a given institution, or may find
expression in particular norms which, in themselves or in relation to other rules,
are the outcome ofa legislative poliry. Thus the attention of the judge must turn
towards such particular rules, but only as a means ofachieving a definition of the
conception and the philosophy which has guided the legislator in framing the
discipline of a certain field'.B6

The examples found in various studies mostly confirm this method. Such
principles as, for instance, the protection of the welfare ofa child, the protection
ofproperty and fundamental principles of civil procedure (equality, right to be
heard),87 protection ofthe basic human rights and freedoms, good faith and the
prohibition of the abuse of rights88 have been included in the scope of public
poliry on the basis of this method. In this regard, it should be emphasised that only
some ofthese principles are relevant in the context ofinternational commercial
law. Moreover, since public poliry is always a national concept, one cannot
generalise. For example, looking at what is covered by public policy according
to English law, it is possible to discover a rather peculiar principle of comity of

B} `Zou leiden tot eengevolg datnaar Nederlandse opvattingen niet mag worden geduld,' HR
zS.o4.1939~ Messageries, N] 1939~ g95.
Mosconi (IgSg), p. 6z.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Bucher (1993)~ p. z6.
Vischer (Iggz), p. IOI.
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nations which is expressed through non-enforceability of engagements whose
object is to prejudice the interests ofa friendly foreign state.8g

The national understanding ofpublic poliry might be influenced by the so-called
`general principles oflaw recognised by the civilised nations'.9o Nevertheless, it
remains a largely national concept relative in time and space.~' Relativity in time
emphasises the constantly changing face ofthe public poliry exception.92 Because
it refers to the most basic principles of the legal order and morality of
contemporary society, public policy is bound to reflect evolution of its values and
beliefs. Relativity in space means that public poliry protects the foundations of
the concrete society as far as this society is adversely affected. For example, in
many cases, application ofthe law legalising agreements for buying influence will
be contrary to public policy of the state founded on the general principles of
morality if and in so far as the contract is used to corrupt domestic officials. It
might be not objectionable from the public poliry viewpoint to apply such law
in cases unrelated to the forum.93 Moreover, in this example, the state may
effectively pursue `double standards' poliry. On the one hand, it may fight
domestically certain practices harmful to society such as corruption, even by
means of criminal law. On the other hand, this strict attitude may peacefully
coexist with a hands-nff nolicv which encouraaes or even creates financiall J LJ
incentives (through tax reduction or deductibility) for nationals to engage in such
practices abroad.94

The relativity and the abstractness ofpublic poliry account for its elusive nature,
that makes it impossible to grasp in concrete terms. Another side of the coin is
that public poliry is a flexible notion. The role ofthe national judiciary in shaping
it is especially significant.95 Its vagueness allows the courts entrusted with the
delicate task of its application to exercise great discretion. In other words, the
concept leaves enough room for abusive or excessive use going far beyond
protection of fundamental principles ofnarional legal order. However, at present,
there is firm consensus among the judiciary that public poliry should operate as
a restrictive device.

a9 Cheshire 8L North (i999)~ P. íz7. 585-586. See at p. 586 where the authors state that `...it
does not come within either thewordingor purpose oftlrticle i6...It is implicitly abolished
by the Rome Convention in all the cases where the latter applies'.
Article 38(t)(c) of the Chaner of the Internarional Court of Justice.
Mosconi (ig8g), p. 80-87.
See McClean (zooo), p. zoi-io2.
See Mayer (c99t); English case Lemenda [cg88] Q.B.448 discussed in Carter (i993)~ P. 6-7.
Mayer (i991)~ p-379~ paza. i6.
Mosconi (tg8g), p. 73; Dolinger (zooo), p. 3c3, McClean (iooo), p. ig8.
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Lois de police ~ international mandatory rules

The relatively recent phenomenon of lois de police is associated with the
emergence of the welfare state and the proliferation ofgovernmental intervention
in social and economic affairs.gó It was suggested that the prominent role which
this type of rule has come to play can be seen as `a logical counterpart of the
increasing trend towards interventionism within the domestic legal sphere for
the purposes of redressing social and economic imbalances by means of rules
inhibiting freedom of contract'.97

The topic oflois de police falls under private international law as faz as the process
ofchoice of law is concerned. It deals with the application of certain mandatory
rules which require their own application by the national judge to any type ofcase
at bar, domestic or international. The choice of law level of operation of the
conception means that only restricted attention will be given to this concept in
the present study. At the level ofthe courts' supervision of arbitral awards, lois
de police do not appear to be relevant any longer unless they are included in the
scope ofthe public poliry exception. Although some theories and propositions
to this effect exíst, their validity will be rebutted in the course of this section. From
another standpoint assimilating the position of arbitrators, in the choice of law
process, with that ofjudges, the lois de police might aim to guide azbitrators, as
they guide national judges, in the process ofapplication of legal rules to the merits
ofthe case. The feasibility and the possible grounds for such a claim on the part
of lois de police, as well as various theories and approaches, will be discussed in
Chapters 9 and Io.

The lois de police are defined as `rules ofsubstantive internal law that provide for
their own application without having been selected by the normal choice-of-law
rule ofthe forum.'98 The nature oflois de police can be best explained through
the juxtaposition ofthe way in which they operate with a normal conflict of law
process involving public policy exception. In the choice of law process, the starting
point is a multistate legal relationship (contract, tort, divorce, etc.) which should
be localised by means of a connecting factor (such as domicile, party autonomy,
place of performance) supplied by the choice of law rule of the forum. The
connecting factor will lead the judge to a foreign law or, as the case may be, to a
domestic law which will govern the legal situation. If the application of some of
the rules of the thus established foreign law produces a result incompatible with

q6 Vischer (1992), p. 165.
97 Fletcher (Ig8z), p. i6g-17o.
98 Guedj (199E), p. 665.
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the public policy of the forum, the judge will refuse to apply these rules on the
ground ofthe public policy exception. Hence, public policy interrupts the choice
of law process and corrects the unacceptable results which it produces.

The mechanism of lois de police concentrates on the substantive rules of the
forum which should be applicable to the particular issue. Normally, lois de police
address only specific issues within the whole legal relationship.99 An intra-EC
distribution agreement is covered by the lois de police (i.e., EC competition rules)
only so far as they regulate clauses restricting competition. Another example can
be given on the basis of the ECJ's judgment in Ingmar.'oo An agenry agreement
is governed by the lois de police rules so far as they provide for compensation of
a commercial agent who carries out his activities in the Community. In the
presence ofsuch rules the judge need not enquire any further into the applicable
law regarding such issues. The personal and territorial reach oflois de police is
determined by the so-called spatial criterion, which defines the facts covered by
lois de police in the light of the purpose and the content of such rules. If the
prerequisites oflois de police aze met, the judge has no other option but to, apply
these rules automatically or immediately, the latter adverb accounting for the
parallel use ofthe term `laws ofimmediate application' to indicate lois de police.
Thus, these r'ales obViate the conflictual methodology with regard to m3ttPrs
falling within their spatial reach.

In the EC Members States, the phenomenon of lois de police has been codified
by Amcle 7 ofthe Rome Convention. Every country knows this category of rules.
As a result, the Convention distinguishes between lois de police of the forum
(Article 7(2)) and foreign lois de police (Article 7(i)). The Giuliano and Lagarde
Report clarífies that the origin of the former provision `is found in the concern
ofcertain delegations to safeguazd the rules ofthe law ofthe forum (notably rules
on cartels, competition and restrictive practices, consumer protection and certain
rules concerning carriage) which are mandatory in the situation whatever the law
applicable to the contract may be."o' The least controversy surrounds the question
of application by the national courts oftheir own, i.e., the forum's lois de police,
which is expressly reserved.

Although the legitimary ofthe application ofthe forum's lois de police is generally
admitted, this does not mean that national courts are invited to qualify any
domestic mandatory rule as a rule oflois de police. Not every domestic mandatory

99 Mosconi (ig89), p. t44, Guedj (t99i), p. 666.
'~ Case C-38i~981ngmar GB [iooo] ECR I-93o5. Further on this case, see section z.3.Z.4.
`o' Giuliano 8t Lagazde (ig8o), p. i8.
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rule belongs to the category oflois de police. The distinction is important bearing
in mind that domestic mandatory rules can be circumvented by the simple choice-
of-law provision inserted by the parties into a contract or through operation of
the conflict rules. As was already mentioned, in the international context, domestic
mandatory rules apply only when they form part of the law applicable to the
international legal relationship determined according to the rttles of private
international law. In contrast, lois de police cannot be avoided through the
selection or determination ofa foreign law as the governing law precisely because
they are mandatory `irrespective ofthe law otherwise applicable to the contract'.'oZ
However, the application oflois de police can be escaped through the choice of
law in combination with the so-called forum selection agreement (an agreement
in favour of a foreign judicial or non-judicial forum). Sometimes, the choice of
foreign jurisdiction will be sufficient to escape from the reach oflois de police.'o3

The issue of application of the foreign lois de police is more controversial.'o4 The
lois de police are applied in the light oftheir purpose and function. As long as the
goal of such rules is to foster certain domestic policies, they will require their
application irrespective of the character of the relationship at hand. This explains
why application of the foreign lois de police might be questionable and, in some
cases, irreconcilable with mandatory provisions ofthe otherwise applicable law
or with the lois de police of the forum. Every national court might be deemed
responsible for the promotion ofthe forum's important policies in the course of
civil proceedings, even those with a multistate dimension. Yet, it is difficult to
imagine a national court more preoccupied with the advancement of foreign
policies than adjudication on the merits ofthe case at issue. This is true even with
regard to EC Member States, whose policies have in many ways and to a great
extent been approximated, harmonised, and unified.

The lack of consensus with regard to application of the foreign lois de police is
evidenced by the permissive, discretionary, and qualified language ofArticle 7(I),
which indicates that `effect may be given' to such laws provided they have a close
connection with the situation. Additionally, in such cases, a national judge is

Rome Convention ig8o, Article 7(z).
E.g., in a situation when the foreign jurisdiction does not provide for similaz lois de police
or when its private international rules do not envisage the possibility of applicarion of
foreign lois de police.
There is one exception to this: when the foreign lois de police belong to lex causae, they
might be passed unnotíced by the judge and applied as part of applicable law. This is
explained by the way inwhich the choice of law process operates: once the law governing
the dispute has been ascertained bythe judge itwillbe applied in its entirety including both
its directory rules and lois de police.
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required to conduct a complicated analysis ofthe justifiability of giving effect to
foreign lois de police taking into account `their nature and purpose and the
consequences of their application or non-application."o' Furthermore, given the
unsettled nature of the provision and the uncertainty it might bring to the choice
oflaw process, the Rome Convention'o6 provides that a reservation can be made
by the participating States to exclude application of the said provision. Germany,
the LJK, Ireland, Portugal, and Luxembourg have availed themselves of this facility.

Article 7(t) has been widely criticised from different perspectives: from the
perspectives of its usefulness as a whole,'o' its contribution to a conflict of laws
process,'o8 and, in most extreme cases, from the perspective of its effect on
regulatory activities ofstates. With regard to the latter perspective, the strongest
opposition to Article 7(i) was voiced by Mann who, paying no heed to the usually
diplomatic tone ofthe discussions on the matter, contended that `what Article
7 intends to achieve is internationalised dirigism. It is the vast extension ofState
regulation, it is simultaneous regulation by three and more States which perhaps
unwittingly, is being advocated'.'o9

It is assumed that the lois de police are born out of the imperative to promote
public interests, a-nd social a~d econnmic policies."o The provisions for protection
ofthe economy in general (such as exchange control regulations, competition
rules, and export restrictions), rules protecting specific categories of parties to
contractual relationships (such as workers, tenants, consumers, and agents) as
well as provisions regulating the activities of economic actors (such as banks,
insurance companies, carriers etc.) have all been categorised as lois de police.
However, the above-mentioned rules apparently express divergent regulatory
concerns of the state, whose affiliation with public interests can be seen as varying
in intensity. It was consequently submitted that the criterion of public interests
cannot provide a yardstick for identifying which particular rules deserve
immediate application in an international setting."` The lois de police are imposed

~os
~06
~o,

The Rome Convention, Article 7(t).
Amcle zz(t)(a).
As De Boer puts it, `the discretionary chazacter ofparagraph i will frustrate the purported
decisional hazmony anyway, as its loosewording allows the courts tomake useof it in any
way they deem fit'; De Boer (i99o), P. 58.
Lois de police present one of the unilateralist techniques or `lezforism', Juenger (t g85), p.
z8z.
Mann (t978), p. 36.
Mosconi (ig8g), p. t39, Vischer (tggz), p. toz.
Kntifel (t999)~ P. z53.
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on the issue without even trying to ascertain whether the otherwise applicable
law would provide for an equivalent or equitable solution.

In the light of the above description of the functioning of lois de police, it is
possible to conclude that lois de police serve as a mechanism `not so much made
in order to ensure basic moral values and principles of justice but rather in order
to guarantee the functioning of the State's administration and of State related
activities."'Z As has been noted by many authors,"3 lois de police as legal rules do
not express cogent principles but rather concrete policies or interests ofthe forum
which are considered as imponant enough to warrant their unreserved application
to any situation in which such rules can stil] achieve their assigned useful goals.

Public policy v. rules ofpublic policy and lois de police: The critique

Concluding the overview ofthe role ofthe public poliry exception in the choice
oflaw process, it is important to mention another harmonising aspect ofArticle
16 of the Rome Convention, hopefully reducing room for further debate on the
so-called positive public policy. As has been demonstrated above, public policy
operates as an exception in the choice of law process. It bars the application of
the foreign law. This function ofpublic poliry is negative and, consequently, the
conception appeared in the past under the name ofnegative public poliry.

Traditionally, public policy was also assigned a posirive function which consisted
in `the direct enforcement of certain rules legis fori by which a priori the
application offoreign law is excluded."14 This view was derived from the writing
ofMancini who represented the so-called Italian School of private international
law."' It was elaborated further in the writings of Francescakis,i6 whose name is
associated with the introduction ofthe methodology of modern lois de police.
However, Francescakis used the term `lois d'application immédiate' which is
nowadays seen as interchangeable with the term `lois de police'. Yet, initially,
Francescakis viewed the former term as covering two categories ofrules, namely,
what he called `règles d'ordre public' and `lois de police'. It has been remarked that
both rules `had come to occupy the same ground"'' in his theory.

~~z
~~,
~ ~a

Vischer (199z), p. Ioz.
Zhilsov (t995)~ p. Io4, Mosconi (IgBg), p. Iz7.
Vischer (Iggz), p. Ioz.
Enonchong (1996), p. 635, McClean (zooo), p. 198, Strikwerda (zooo), p. 55.
`Quelques précisions sur les "lois d'application immédiate" et leurs rapports avec les règles
de conflits de lois', Rev. crit.d.i.p., Ig66, I.
McClean (zooo), p. zlz.,,,
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However, the majority view at present is that the notion of `positive public policy'
or `rules ofpublic poliry' is a misnomer."8 It refers to a different phenomenon
which, notwithstanding the fact that it also belongs to the area of private
international law, has a different meaning, content, and, above all, function. In
contemporary private international law, what was once called positive public
policy is now treated under the heading oflois de police or laws of immediate
application."9 This is evidenced by and reflected in many international
conventions including the Rome Convention itself.'ZO On the other hand, it is
understood that, when public poliry is mentioned in the context of private
international law, it operates only as an exception.'Z' This stresses its rejecting
function, which is also decisive for the content of public poliry. As already
explained above, public policy encompasses fundamental principles of the
national legal order.

Unfortunately, recent writings on conflict of law continue to contribute to the
confusion in this area, which is already prone to ambiguity and misunderstanding.
The theory ofpositive public policy seems to be very much alive, as it is regularly
elaborated and modified. For example, some authors, abandoning the old-
fashioned notion ofpositive public policy, introduce what they term `positive
effect' produced by the public pclicy exception. ln their opinion, this po~itive
effect consists in the application of the forum's rules in lieu of the foreign law
rejected on the public poliry ground. They attempt to demonstrate that, after
public poliry has been resorted to as a mechanism for rejecting the application
ofthe foreign law, that is, in its negative modality, the judge has to apply certain
rules to fill the lacunae. These substitute rules often happen to be mandatory rules
ofthe forum. According to this logic, some ofthose rules coincide with rules of
public policy.122 Thus, the positive and negative effects of public policy are simply
two sides of the same coin.

However, this assumption is based on the inevitability of the application ofthe
niles of the forum as a substitute for the discarded foreign rules. Yet, this is only
one ofmany possibilities existing in this connection. A court may resort to other
acceptable rules ofthe same foreign law instead. Alternatively, it may look to the
rules ofanother foreign law or even formulate ad hoc substantive rules to fill the

n8

ng
See e.g., (i99z), p. ioi, Mosconi (ig8g), p. iz4, Strikwerda (zooo), p. 56.
These types of rules and their relation with public policy exception will be discussed in
section 6.3.z.i.
See Article 7, especially in French, as compared with Article i6.
McClean (zooo), p. Zi3, Enonchong (igg6), p. 635, Strikwerda (zooo), p. 55.
Dolinger (zooo), p. 308, Bucher (ig93)~ P~ 34~ 39 ff., Mayer (i994B), P.145-147.
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gap.~~3 Furthermore, the aftermath ofthe public policy exception may render any
search for and actual application ofthe `surrogate' rules redundant in certain cases.
This is the case, for instance, `whenever a claim is solely grounded on a given
foreign rule and the judge ascertains that though it belongs to the foreign
competent law, it cannot be applied in the forum, all he can do is to reject the
claim."Z4

Moreover, most authors who recognise the positive effect also include in the scope
of the public policy exception not only fundamental principles and values but also
rules of law which allegedly express these in an unambiguous and precise manner.
These latter rules are `rules of public policy' and as such are also covered by the
scope of the public poliry exception.'ZS This, too, appears to be an erroneous
proposition convincingly criticised by Mosconi.`z6 This author explains that `the
so-called norm ofordre public may well mean that a fundamental principle ofthe
legal system exists in this very sense. However, to assume the existence of a given
rule of ordre public may sometimes also be the same as to admit quite frankly that
the exception is invoked to simply permit the application ofa rule of the forum,
rather than to prevent the application of a foreign rule because of the intolerable
results that it could produce in the forum."~'

Mosconi's apprehension for abusive use ofthe notion of rules of public poliry
appears to be well founded, being evidenced by the common assimilation of such
rules of public poliry with lois de police by supporters of the positive ordre
public.'~8 For those scholars, thís is a logical consequence oftheir public poliry
construction: `En présence d'une telle règle [d'ordre public-N.S.], il n'est pas
indispensable de rechercher et de consulter la loi étrangère désignée par notre

~23
,~
~~5

Mosconi (Ig89), p. to9 ff, Vischer (Iggz), p. Io4.
Mosconi (198g), p. IIO.
Bucher (I 993), p. z6; Mayer (Ig94B), p.145-146: `[1 convient à cet égard de distinguer le cas
ounotre conceprion d'ordre public est exprimée par une règle fran~aise précise et explicite,
et celui ou elle consiste en un principe général ou implicite. Il y parfois couentre une règle
de droit positif et un principe d'ordre public internarional. On peut d'ue alors que la règle
fran~aise est d'ordre public international'.
Other critics of this approach include Guedj (198g), p. 47 ff., Zhilsov (1995), p. Ioz ff.,
Vischer (Iggz), p. 165.
Mosconi (Ig89), p. Io7-IO8.
See Bucher (1993)~ P. 4o and esp. p. 43, paza. 17; Mayer (1994B), p. 146. Juenger (1985)
remarks atp. zoI that `confusingly, some authors also talk about ruleswhichbecause they
aze infusedwith apublic policy, have afavoured claim to application inmultistate situation'.
Courts also share the responsibility for crearing moreambiguity by usingan inappropriate
terminology. See Guedj (198g), p. 48,who givesan example ofthe French SupremeCourt's
usage of the term `lois d'ordre public' to identify lois de police.
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règle de conflit. De deux choses 1'une en effet: ou bien elle est identique à la règle
fran~aise, et alors peu importe que 1'on applique 1'une ou 1'autre; ou bien elle est
différente, donc contraire à 1'ordre public, et il faut lui substituer la loi fran~aise.f29

The same unfortunate parallelism can be observed in the work ofM. Fallon, who
transfers this questionable conception ofpositive public policy to discussions on
the Community public poliry. He states that the said public poliry consists in part
of fundamental principles, which are not expressed in a normative way, and in
part of precise and concrete legal rules reflecting such principles. He also asserts
that as long as judges have at their disposal these latter rules of public poliry, there
is no need to utilise the public poliry exception, which is only relevant when the
judges have to ascertain principles having no normative framework: `Lorsqu'un
principe fondamental est exprimé par le législateur - qu'il soit national,
international ou communautaire - sous forme d'une règle suffisamment claire
et inconditionnelle pour bénéficier d'un effet direct, le recours à 1'exception
[d'ordre public -N.S.] perd de son utilité: il suffit alors au juge de donner effet
directement à la norme en cause, après avoir vérifié que la situation concrète entre
dans le domaine d'application de celle-ci. Tel est le cas de nombreuses lois de
police, nationales mais aussi communautaires."'o

The direct consequence ofbringing the lois de police into the domain ofpublic
poliry ís that public poliry in its negative sense becomes over-inflated and hence
loses its exceptional character. A further objection is that lois de police do not
necessazily express fundamental values or principles. They might be inspired by
purely egoistic, pragmatic, and protectionist motives. It is contended that the
relationship between public poliry and lois de police should be seen in the way
suggested by Kerameus, who maintained that `public policy addresses the hard,
fundamental and non-derogable core of the domestic legal order, regardless of
categorisation or wording ofthe respective norms. Indeed, public poliry protects
values rather than particular norms. On the other hand, the rules of direct
application may also be located in any branch of the domestic legal order. Their
qualifïcation depends ... neither oftheir orientation toward certain values nor on
their connection with basic positions ofnational law. A rule is considered to be
ofdirect application if, and to the extent that, the legislator cleazly wanted the rule
to be applied... In sum, public poliry purports to protea values, the rules of direct
application - the legislator's specific will..."3'

t~9 Mayer (t994B), p. i46.
`3o Fallon (i995)~ P. 2S5-z56.
`3' Kerameus (i997)~ p. 3g3.
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Analysis of these lengthy and confusing discussions on seemingly theoretical
matters is justified by their impact on the perception ofwhat should be included
in the scope of public poliry. This latter has tremendous implications for the
present research. It should be noted that it does not seem to be a coincidence that
Mayer (who adheres to the notion of positive effect ofpublic poliry and rules of
public policy) is the one who maintains that public poliry as a ground for the
setting aside and rejection ofenforcement of arbitral award should include lois
de police.`'Z There is an apparent nexus between theoretical models of public
policy and approaches to it in practice. As was already mentioned, this is often
obscured by the use ofcatch-all terminology.

Conclusions

Few conclusions can be made following the overview ofthe topic ofpublic policy
in choice oflaw process. Firstly, according to the prevailing view, exemplified by
the treaties in the field ofapplicable law and scientific writings, public poliry is
a safety mechanism protecting the forum's legal and ethical principles which
constitute its most fundamental pillars. Secondly, public poliry is a concept which
has a negative connotation, i.e., used in a negative way as a mechanism of rejection.
Thirdly, it is a concept which is deeply entrenched in the constantly evolving
national cultural, legal, moral and political traditions. Fourthly, public policy is
a concept characterised by relativity in time and space. Lastly, the responsibility
for the shaping ofpublic policy lies with national judiciary, who are expected to
keep a hand on the pulse ofcontemporary society and to protect its integrity.

The phenomenon oflois de police should not be confused and assimilated with
the public poliry exception to the operation of the foreign applicable law.
Although a remote connection exists between public poliry as a mechanism for
protecting the forum's cardinal values and principles, and lois de police, the
concepts occupy different places, play different roles, and have different
tendencies, i.e., they are characterised by dissimilar underlying rationales and
operations.'33

On the one hand, the public poliry exception tends to be used in exceptional cases
only, and in a more and more restricted way. lt operates within the choice of law
process to preserve the status quo, the achieved legal and moral integrity of the
given society as reflected in its fundamental principles.

"~ Mayer (1994A), p. 624.
`~ Mosconi ( Ig8g), p.14z.
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On the other hand, there is an ever-growing network of rules which claim their
application regardless of the presence of an international dimension in the
relationship. These rules express strong regulatory interests ofthe state, but they
do not necessarily express fundamental values and principles. They are rather a
reflection of certain poliry choices regarding the degree ofstate involvement in
the regulation of certain matters. Therefore, they are used to achieve certain
objectives, particular social, economic, or polítical goals even at the cost of
abandoning the choice of law methodology with regard to specific matters all
together.

The modern state interferes in one way or another in almost every aspect ofsocial
and economic life. At the risk ofappearing too instrumentalist, it can be argued
that the state expresses the intensity ofthe need to regulate certain issues by using
different rules, each ofwhich occupies its own position on the spectrum from
default rules to mandatory rules to lois de police. The position ofthe particular
legal norm on this spectrum is a matter of poliry. As has been pointed out, `in
some instances, that poliry will favour a strong economic dirigisme; in other
instances, attention, if not priority will be given to private initiatives.";4 This is
why it has been argued that `most rules, ifnot all, are at some time apt to be held
lois de pcliee."35 It should nct be fcrgotten that the ..~hale rar.cnale afapplicatica
ofsuch rules by the court is that, by applying them, their underlying purposes and
policies can be promoted. This is another argument in favour of exclusion oflois
de police from the scope ofpublic policy, especially at the level ofrecognition and
enforcement offoreign judgments and arbitral awards. Clearly, no policy can be
fostered any longer at this level. Ifanything, the forum can still protect itself from
the harmful effects of the accomplished judicial act. The public policy exception
is there to act as a guardian.

6.3.2.2 Recognition and Enforcement offoreignjudgments

Public poliry as an exception, described in section 6.3.2.i, also exists at the level
of the conflict ofjurisdictions. In principle, its content~36 and operation in both
cases are very similar. However, some important nuances and discrepancies in
the operation ofpublic policy at the level of conflict ofjurisdictions should not
be overlooked or underestimated. This sometimes happens, since most authors

~~,
~u
~;6

Guedj (t9g9)~P.72.
Ibid.
The public policy exception at the recognition and enforcement stage includes both
substantive and procedural fundamental principles. The examples of the latter aze equal
treatment, the right topresent the case. Thismeans that its scope is not identical with public
policy in the choice of law process.
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concentrate their attention on the public policy exception at the choice of law
stage. Public poliry at the stage of recognition offoreign judgments is often dealt
with only in passing if at alL However, as correctly pointed out by Mayer, they
are two parallel expressions of the same phenomena which are not identical.~37

A number of factors explain the specificity of public poliry in the context of
recognítion. Firstly, the difference lies in what is tested against the public policy
ground. As already discussed, at the stage ofapplication of the foreign law, this
is the consequences of application of a foreign rule in the concrete case. In the
context ofrecognition, it is the consequences ofrecognition ofthe final outcome
ofthe litigation, a judicial decision settling the dispute on the merits in a definite
manner. In the latter case, it is not the judgment itself, nor an underlying legal
relationship on the basis ofwhich the judgment is handed down, but the effect
ofits recognition which is assessed as to its conformity with public policy.'3a

Secondly, a distinction can be drawn between the two manifestations ofpublic
policy at different stages of the process by taking the possible effects of the
operation ofthe public policy exception as a criterion. At the choice of law stage,
the court, having rejected the application of foreign rules leading to the
consequences offending against the fundamental principles of the forum's legal
order, substitutes these rules with some other legal rules whose application is in
conformity with public policy. Consequently, the court is in a position both to
safeguard its own values and to do justice in a given case by adjudicating on the
merits. Therefore, it concurrently secures public interests and private interests.
At the recognition and enforcement stage, the task of the judge is much more
limited. A foreign judgment is an accomplished act of justice. The powers of the
national judge seised ofa request to recognise such an act are reduced to merely
two options: either to `veto' the judgment or to incorporate it in the national legal
order. Unlike what may be done in case ofrejection ofthe foreign law, the judge
cannot change the substantive result of the litigation. He can only endorse or
refuse it. In making this `all or nothing' decision, he has to balance different values
and, ultimately, depending on the circumstances of the case, give priority to one
at the cost of the other. Therefore, by refusing to recognise a foreign judgment,
the court signals that it is convinced beyond doubt that that forum's values would
be intolerably hurt if recognition was granted. It may be added that the above

Mayer (Ig94B)~ p. 255. See also Kerameus (t997), p. 361.
Kerameus (I g97). P.359~ text at footnote gz5. He cites the judgment ofthe Court ofAppeals
ofMilanof19.o7.1994~ Where the court ruled that'objea ofthe declaration ofenforceability
isnot any longer the transaction put onthe basis of the judicial pronouncement..., but the
foreign judicial pronouncement in its operative pazt, which is ... the only pazt in the
judgment that is susceptible ofexecution'.
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subtle distinction between public poliry at two levels - choice of law and
recognition of foreign judicial decisions - has been also drawn by some national
courts. For example, the Swiss Court held in the context ofrecognition of arbitral
awards, that `the extent ofthe exceprion ofSwiss public order is more restrictive
in respect of the recognition and enforcement offoreign awards than in respect
ofthe application of foreign law by Swiss courts ... there must be a violation of
fundamental principles of the Swiss legal order, hurting intolerably the feeling
ofjustice...'.'39

Illustration

A hypothetical example drawn from the area of contract law can be useful to
demonstrate that dissimilarity in the two expressions ofpublic policy is not purely
a product ofscholastic theorising but a reality. The case of an international loan
agreement secured by certain property can be considered. The agreement is made
between parties domiciled respectively in a Middle Eastern country and a Western
European country. French law governs the transaction. Suppose that the dispute
arising out ofthe loan agreement is brought before the court in the Middle Eastern
country. The public poliry ofthis forum includes the general principle prohibiting
u:.just enrichmer.t. The prir.ciple extends to the prohibitien ef i.nterest-bearir.g
loans, which are considered usurious.'4o The effects of this public poliry principle
on two claims arising under the agreements will be now scrutinised: i) the lender's
claim for transfer ofthe pledged property and 2) the lender's claim for repayment
ofthe principal debt with an accrued periodic interest.

The first claim will be governed by a French rule covering non-performance of
the contractual duty to transfer the pledged property. The application of this rule
will most likely not involve public policy because the result of its application will
be a símple transfer ofproperty from one party to the other. On the other hand,
in the second instance, the application ofa French rule commanding the payment
ofaccrued interest will directly contradict the principle of prohibition ofunjust
enrichment because its application will lead to the award of money regarded as
unjust enrichment. Therefore, the court might be inclined to see it as an
encroachment on the public poliry domain and may refuse to give effect to such
a rule. Instead, it may apply, e.g., its own rule oflaw or possibly even another

'39 Cour de )ustice (is` Section) ofthe Canton Geneva, September t7, i976, Léopold Lazarus
ltd. v. Chrome Ressources S.A., cited from van den Berg (t98t), p. t65.

`4o For instance, as according to the Islamic laws ofSaudi Arabia; see for a similar example
cited from Derains, by Kassis (i993)~ p~ 5ot.
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French rule which regulates the payment of a principal debt increased only by the
amount compensating inflation.

Shifting the above example of `usurious' loan to the stage of recognition and
enforcement, consider the following situation: the pledged property perishes and
the lender is responsible for this. Suppose that the borrower sues the lender in
a Western European court for damages resulting from loss ofproperty. The lender
counter-claims with a plea to set the claim for damages off against his own claim
for the payment of the interest acrnled on the loan. The court renders a judgment
in which the damages are awarded to the claimant reduced by the amount ofthe
lender's counter-claim. Recognition and enforcement of this judgment is sought
in the Middle Eastern court. It is unlikely that the enforcement of such a judgment
will be contrary to the forum's public poliry. Although it is possible to construe
such a judgment as an act disguising the enforcement of an usurious loan, it is
difficult to maintain that it breaches the principle of prohibition of unjust
enrichment by awarding damages for the lost property.

This example is ofcourse only an illustration ofthe possible complexity ofthe
nuances with which the courts have to cope while dealing with public poliry
exceptions.~4' Further examples concerning a public poliry exception to
recognition of judgments and arbitral awards (supported by the case law where
it is available) follow in the appropriate parts ofthe book.

To conclude, the doctrine of public poliry operates in two different contexts:
choice ofapplicable law and recognition of foreign judicial acts. Essentially, its
operation at both levels is similar but not identical. In both instances, public polic.y
operates as an exclusion of either the application of foreign law or the enforce-
ment ofa foreign judgment. This exclusion is necessitated by the objective factor
- an infringement of the forum's most crucial principles and values resulting from
the application ofthe foreign law or the enforcement of the foreign judgment.
However, public policy operates in a more restricted way at the enforcement stage
due to the `fait accompli' of the foreign judicial act.`4Z

For examples in English court pracrice, see Morse (t99t), p. 165. The conclusion ofMorse
is worth reproducing here: `One may question the view that the fact that an underlying
contract is contrary topublic policy taints a foreign judgment on which it is based with the
same vice since it is the judgment which mustoffend public policy rather than the contract.'
Kerameus (i997), p. 36o-361. For the affirmation of this statement for Belgium, see van
Hecke (Iggl), p. 15; for the UK, Morse (Iggl), p.164; for France, Mayer (1994B), p. z56.
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Judgments - the Brussels Convention and thefollow up Regulation 44~ZOOt

From the above examination and comparison ofthe public policy exception at
the different stages ofthe judicial process, it can be concluded that public poliry
is further restricted in scope and operation at the recognition and enforcement
stage. The narrower scope ofpublic poliry is also apparent from the wording of
the relevant provisions of the national law and treaties.

In the EC, the Brussels Convention of r968'43 and Regulation 44IZOOr"~
harmonised national approaches to the public poliry exception. However, unlike
the Rome Convention, they are only applicable to judgments handed down by
courts ofthe EC Member States, leaving the relevant national provisions of the
latter intact as far as recognition and enforcement of non-EC judgments are
concerned.'45 Nevertheless, it may be assumed that the meaning and the function
of public poliry in both instances have been gradually converging due to a
spillover effect following the modern trend ofthe exceptional use ofpublic policy.

The importance of the Brussels Convention can hardly be overstated. The
Convention's rules on public poliry reflect contemporary deliberate reduction
in the scepe of the public poiury defence. F:.rstly, the ConVention stresses that the
recognition and the enforcement~46 ofa foreign judgment can be refused only if
such recognirion is contrary to the public poliry ofthe enforcing state.~47 Secondly,

Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters, signed in Brussels on September z7, i968 as amended by the Accession
Convention, OJ t978 L 304~77. From the entry into force ofthe Councff Regularion44~zoot,
the Convention remains in force only in relations between Denmark and the rest of the
EC Member States.
Council Regulation on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters 44~zoot, OJ zoot L tz~i.
The Lugano Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters of i988 (OJ i988 L 3i9~9), a Convention almost identical to the
Brussels Convention, is applied also to judgments rendered by the courts of the EEA
countries.
Recognition and enforcement are dealt with in the Convention under sepazate headings.
Technically, recognition means `the acceptance ofthe binding nature ofthe judgment given
in another jurisdiction' while enforcement involves `the use of ineasures to coerce the
defendant into compliance with the judgment', i.e., forcible exec.vtion. Therefore, the
procedures for recognition and enforcement also differ. See, Dashwood, Hacon 8z White
(i987), p. t45. However, the grounds for refusal of recognition and enforcement aze the
same, that is, supplied by Article z7. For the purposes of the present section, recognition
and enforcement are used as interchangeable notions.
Article z8(i), Article 34, paza. z.

~4,

i47
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as was stressed in Jenard's Report,iq8 it follows from the provision ofArticle 27(4)
that public poliry `is not to be used as a means ofjustifying refusal of recognition
on the grounds that the foreign court applied a law other than that laid down by
the rules of private international law of the court in which the recognition is
sought'. Therefore, public poliry cannot be resorted to in order to review the
choice oflaw made by the foreign court. Amcle 2g and Article 34(3) supplement
this principle ofno control over conflict rules with a provision precluding any
revision ofthe foreign judgment on the merits: `under no circumstances may a
foreign judgment be reviewed as to its substance.' These provisions signify that
the correctness of the foreign judge's findings of fact or law should not be
examined. As Jenard's Report emphasises, it is `an essential provision of
enforcement conventions that foreign judgments must not be reviewed'.'a9

The ECJ had a chance to rule on the public policy exception ofArticle z7(I) in
recent cases.`So Although the ruling in Krombach preceded Renault, an analysis of
the Court's ruling in Renault~5' seems more pertinent in the context ofthe present
book since it was related to matters of commercial law.

In Renault, the questions concerning the interpretation ofthe public poliry ground
for refusal ofenforcement of the foreign judgment of the Brussels Convention
were referred to the ECJ in the framework of the enforcement proceedings taking
place before the Court of Appeal, Turin. In these proceedings, the French
manufactttrer, Renault, sought to enforce the judgment rendered in France against
the Italian company, Maxicar, and Mr Formento. The judgment was given in
criminal proceedings in which Mr Formento, director of Maxicar, was found
guilty of forgery. The French judgment ordered the defendants to pay damages
for loss inctu.red as a result ofthe manufacturing and marketing ofbody parts for
Renault vehicles in violation of Renault's industrial property rights. The
defendants opposed enforcement of the judgment on the ground that it would
be contrary to public poliry in economic matters.

The Italian Court of Appeal therefore referred the following question to the ECJ:
`Is ... a judgment handed down by a court ofa Member State to be considered
contrary to public policy within the meaning of Article 27 of the Brussels
Convention if it recognises industrial or intellectual property rights over such

~49

,So
~s~

Report on the Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement ofjudgments in civil and
commercial matters by Mr P. Jenard, hereafter, Jenard's Repon, OJ 1979~ C59It~ P. 44.
Jenard's Report, p. 46.
Case C-38~98 RenauitECR [zooo] I-oz973; Case C-7~98 Krombach [zooo] ECR I- o1935.
On this case, see Pontier (zoot).
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component parts which together make up the bodywork of a car, and affords
protection to the holder of such purported exclusive rights by preventing third
parties trading in another Member State from manufacturing, selling, transporting
importing or exporting in that Member State such component parts... already
on the market, or in any event by sanctioning such conduct?"SZ

In other words, the referring court's inquiry was triggered in circumstances in
which doubt had arisen as to the compatibility ofthe enforcement of the French
judgment (recognising under French law the right of the holder of industrial
property rights to prevent third parties from manufacturing and marketing the
protected goods in other Member States of the EC and, as a result, his right to
damages for infringement ofthis right) with the principles of free movement of
goods and freedom ofcompetition.

The ECJ's point of departure was to emphasise that public poliry must be
interpreted strictly and could be relied on only in exceptional cases as it constitutes
an `obstacle to the attainment of one of the fundamental objectives of the
Convention','~ i.e., enforcement offoreign judgments.

The Cou-~-t also stressed that ~vh-ile the Contracting States rema~ free in p,-Lnciple,
... to determine according to their own conception what public poliry requires,
the limits of that concept are a matter of interpretation ofthe Convention."'4 It
is important to note that the Court did not allude to the idea of`Community public
poliry' at least as far as `substantive components' of the concept ofpublic poliry
are concerned in matters of recognition and enforcement. It restricted its task
regarding public poliry by stating in plain words that `while it is not for the Court
to define the content ofthe public policy ofa Contracting State, it is none the less
required to review the limits within which the courts of a Contracting State may
have recourse to that concept for the purpose of refusing recognition of a
judgment. . . "Ss

The Court proceeded by pointing out that the general prohibition ofthe review
of a foreign court's factual and legal findings should be observed even if
enforcement ofthe judgment is opposed on public poliry grounds. According to
the ECJ, neither the discrepanry between the legal rules actually applied and the
rules which would have been applied by the enforcement court, nor inaccuracy

'S~ Case C-38~98 Renault [zooo] ECR I-z973, para. is.
's' Ibid., para. z6.
'~ Ibid., para. z7, See also Krombach, paza. zz.
'S5 Case C-38~98 Renault, para. z8.
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or errors of law or fact can by themselves `activate' the defence of public policy.
As the Court affirmed, it made no difference for the successful application of the
public poliry clause whether the errors concerned domestic or Community law.'S6

The ECJ consequently held that

`Recourse to the clause on public poliry in Amcle z7, point I, of the Convention
can be envisaged only where recognition or enforcement of the judgment
...would be at variance to an unacceptable degree with the legal order ofthe
State in which enforcement is sought inasmuch as it infringes a fundamental
principle. In order for the prohibition ofany review ofthe judgment as to its
substance to be observed, the infringement would have to constitute a manifest
breach of a rule of law regarded as essential in the legal order ofthe State in
which enforcement is sought or ofa right recognised as being fundamental
within that legal order'.'S7

In this case, the Italian court was uncertain how to assess a foreígn judgment
whose immediate effect was to grant the party's claim for recovery of damages
due to violation of this party's rights, which might have been accorded in violation
of the Community principles of free movement of goods and freedom of
competition due to error of law. Clearly, the right to recover damages can be seen
as a corollary ofthe recognition ofindustrial property rights. Thus, the judgment
indirectly affirms the right ofthe holder ofindustrial rights to ban any activities
in violation ofthese rights. However, such a ban can also be seen in the light of
the relevant Community principles. Indeed, the exercise of Renault's industrial
property rights can be perceived as encroaching upon the principles of free
movement of goods and freedom of competition. Yet, since the actual judgment
was concerned only with the pecuniary aspect of the dispute, the enforcement
ofthe award of damages cou]d not by itselfviolate public poliry. This is precisely
the distinction which seemed to be acknowledged by the Court when it ruled that

`Since an error of law such as that alleged in the main proceedings does not
constitute a manifest breach oflaw regarded as essential in the legal order of
the state in which enforcement is sought, the reply to the third question must
be that article z7, point I... must be interpreted as meaning that a judgment of
a court or tribunal of a Contracting State recognising the existence of an
intellectual property right in body parts for cars, and conferring on the holder
of that right protection by enabling him to prevent third parties trading in
another Contracting State from manufacturing, selling, transporting, importing

~56 Case C-38~98 Renault [ZOOO] ECR I-z973~ paza. 3z.
`n Ibid., paza. 30.
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or exporting in that Contracting State such body parts, cannot be considered
to be contrary to public policy.i58

It can be submitted that the Renauli ruling exemplifies the intricacy and perplexity
of the enforcement court's task ofdrawing a fine line between situations in which
the recognition and enforcement of a judgment as such are contrary to public
policy, (that is, the sole justification for recourse to public policy exception), and
instances in which public poliry might be implicated in some other ways (such
as when the laws applied by the foreign court are incompatible with fundamental
principles, or the underlying legal relationship is seen as contrary to public policy).
For example, although the ECJ undoubtedly meant that only the effect of
recognition ofthe result reached by a foreign court should be seen against the
background of public policy, and not the foreign court's failure or mistake in
application of the law, in the end, it formulated its answer to the preliminary
question in a confusing way, connecting the violation of fundamental rules as a
result of an error of law with the public policy exception. It should be admitted
that the wisdom of the warning according to which `academic writers who analyse
what judges say, rather that what they do, are apt to lose sight ofwhat is actually
going on in the courts"S9 is once again confirmed by Renault.

Finally, it should be observed that the clear trend towards restrictive use of public
poliry is strengthened by EC Regulation 44~ZOOi. Its rules on public policy are
lazgely compazable to those of its predecessor. However, some differences in their
formulatíon reinforce the thesis of the shrinking ambit of the public poliry clause.
Firstly, the preamble states that recognition and enforcement of the judgment
should be almost automatic without the need for the court to raise the grounds
for refusal on its own motion.`bo Secondly, Article 34(i) of the Regulation,
equivalent to Article 27(r) of the Brussels Convention, uses more resolute
language in laying down the rule that the recognition ofa judgment can be refused
when such recognition is manifestly contrary to public poliry.

It is possible that a further step towards the liberalisation ofthe recognition and
enforcement of foreign judgments exemplified by the Regulation results from
the fact that the Regulation is only concerned with judgments rendered by the
courts of the EC Member States. Therefore, as the Regulation underlines, mutual
trust in each other's legal system is the basis for this liberalisarion, which advances
Community goals through the promotion offree movement ofjudgments within

'S8 Ibid., paza. 34.
'S9 Juenger (i9g5)~ P. 254-
'bo Council Regulation 44~iooi, preamble, para. i7.
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the EC. It will be interesting to see whether such a generous attitude will be
extended to non-EC judgments in the absence ofreciprocal confidence in and
convergence ofthe EC and various non-EC legal systems.

6.3.2.3 Publicpolicy in arbitration-related court proceedings

In this section, the role of public policy in the exercise ofthe courts' supervisory
powers over arbitral awards and over arbitration in general will be only roughly
outlined.i6'

Strictly speaking, there are three levels at which public poliry can appear in this
context. Firstly, there is the level of enforcement ofan arbitration agreement. As
was already mentioned, public poliry considerations may have an impact on the
performance by national courts of their initial supervisory function while
enforcing the arbitration agreement. National courts do not have a duty to refer
parties to arbitration if the matter in dispute is not arbitrable. It should be recalled
that arbitrability denoting the capability ofthe matter to be a subject ofarbitral
proceedings has sometimes been dealt with by the courts in tetTrls ofpublic poliry.
However, this trend is now giving way to substantive standards dissociated from
public policy.

Secondly, public poliry plays the role of an exception at the level ofrecognition
ofthe effects ofan arbitral award in the country where it has been rendered. The
court may annul the arbitral award on public policy grounds. The control over
the compatibility of the arbitral award with public poliry is hence shifted to the
end ofthe whole process. A direct analogy can be drawn between the function
ofpublic polícy in the proceedings for setting aside arbitral awards and in the
process of recognition offoreign judgments. In both cases, public poliry is used
as a yardstick for determining the admissibility of accomplished acts of
adjudication on the merits of the case.

There is no all-embracing international treaty on the standards for the setting
aside of arbitral awards on public poliry grounds. Most states maintain their own
national regimes established by their arbitration acts. However, the UNCITRAL

`6i The issue of public policy before state courts in arbitration-related matters will be dealt
with in Chapters 8 and Iz. The position of the European Court of ) ustice regarding the
question ofpublic policy in setring aside and enforcement proceedings has been already
discussed in Chapter 4.
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Model Law can serve as a source ofinspiration for the national construction of
public policy and its standards as a ground for the setting aside of awards.i62

Among regional instruments, the European Convention on International
Commercial Arbitration of 1961i63 is the one of the few treaties regulating this
issue.i6q It is remarkable that the European Convention does not recognise public
poliry as a ground for setting asidei65 which can justify the refusal ofenforcement
of an award under the New York Convention of 1958.i66 It is provided by the
second pazagraph of Article IX that in relations between Contracting States that
are also pazties to the New York Convention, setting aside on grounds other than
those stipulated by the European Convention will not constitute a ground for
refusal of recognition and enforcement under Article V(I)(e).'67 The European
Convention does not list public poliry as one of the justified grounds for
annulment, in this context. In practical terms, the purpose ofthis provision is to
preclude the possibility to challenge enforcement of the award annulled in its
country of origin on the grounds of public policy, solely on this ground. This
means that if, for instance, an arbitral award rendered in Belgium has been
annulled there as contrary to public policy, it can still be enforced in France. In
this latter country, the award may be refused enforcement on some other grounds,
ircludir.g Frer.ch i.nternador.al pubLc polirt~. I-Io~uever, the sole fact that t.he award
has been set aside as contrary to public poliry in Belgium does not automatically
lead to refusal ofenforcement of the award in France. The most likely reason for
the existence of a provision like the one found in Article X(I) of the European
Convention is a realisation that public poliry is a concept which varies
significantly from country to country. The logic ofthe Convention is plain: while
no country can be denied its sovereign rights to decide what should be regarded
as offensive to its own public poliry, other states do not necessarily share or
endorse the same view. Uniformity in this question would only bring
disadvantages. It would push the countries with liberal traditions ofpublic poliry
to accept the lowest common denominator, which would restrict the
enforceability of arbitral awards. The purpose ofthe provision ofthe European

~6:
~6;

See Chapter Iz, section Iz.3.LI for a description ofpublic policy by the UNCITRAL.
European Convention on Internarional Commercial Arbitration, Geneva, April zI,1961,
U.N.T.S. (1963-64), Vol. 484, p. 364, No. 7o41.
Among the countries selected for comparative study, only Belgium and France are parties
to the European Convention.
See Article IX(I) of the European Convention.
New York Convention on the recognirion and Enforcement of foreign Arbitral Awazds,
June Io,1958, UNTS (1959) Vol. 330, p. 38, No. 4739.
Article V(I)(e) sripulates that an arbitral award may be refused recognition and enforcement
if `...the awazd has been set aside...'.

~65

~66

r67
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Convention under consideration is apparently to limit the effect of the national
public poliry exception on arbitral awards. It is clear that the Convention does
not advocate international solidarity in questions of public policy. On the
contrary, it recognises and tolerates discrepancies in understanding of public
poliry. Instead of attempting to harmonise the perception of public policy, which
would be impossible, it simply limits the impact of the national public poliry in
order to improve international enforceability ofarbitral awards.

Along with the role that public poliry plays in proceedings for enforcement of
arbitration agreements and in the annulment of arbitral awards, a third role of
public poliry can be identified. The court ofthe country where the recognition
or enforcement of the arbitral award is sought may fall back on the public policy
exception to refuse such enforcement. If the award is enforced in the country
where it has been rendered, public poliry is regulated by national law. The same
is true in case of foreign arbitral awards, except that the national regulations on
public policy are supplemented by the relevant rules of one the most successful
international treaties. In contrast to enforcement of foreign judgments, the
international framework for the worldwide recognition of foreign arbitral awards
has been in place since 1958. The New York Convention on Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Judgments which set up this global framework of
recognition and enforcement, is the primary source ofregulation of the issue of
public poliry. It does not identify what constitutes public policy, leaving this to
the national courts. However, since the purpose of the Convention is to enhance,
not curtail, enforceability of arbitral awards, public poliry has always been
interpreted as a narrow ground.

The hypothesis of the present study was that public poliry at the level of
recognition and enforcement, as well as setting aside, of arbitral awards
corresponds closely to the notion of public poliry at the level of conflict of
jurisdiction and enforcement of foreign judgments.i68

The issues sketched above will be discussed in detail in the subsequent chapters.

'68 In similaz vein, see Hazris8tMeisel (199g)~ p. 575.
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6.4 Conclusions

The above comparative overview ofthe different forms ofpublic policy cannot
be considered comprehensive. However, it serves the purpose ofdemonstrating
that public policy is a multidimensional matter with many subtle nuances which
can easily be overlooked.

On the basis ofthe examination of the meaning and content ofpublic poliry in
various contexts, it appears justified to divide, for the purposes of the present
study, all matters ofpublic policy denomination into two categories. One category
is formed by public poliry that serves as a substantive standard, a rule, which is
imposed on the pames, judges, legal relationships, etc. Domestic mandatory rules,
rule of public poliry and lois de police can be allocated to this camp. To
summarise, domestic mandatory rules cannot be derogated from by the contract.
They are legal standards which are always applicable in internal situation. In an
international situation, domestic mandatory rules only apply if they belong to the
leac causae, i.e., the law governing legal the relationship which is determined on
the basis of conflict of laws rules. Thus, they can be avoided in international
situations through operation ofchoice of law rules. Lois de police are mandatory
ruies in international sense with the specific scope and mechanism ofaliplicaíion.
In international situations, they cannot be derogated by the contract simply
through the choice of foreign law. However, they can be avoided through the
choice of foreign jurisdiction or a non-judicial forum, such as arbitration.

The other category consists of public poliry whose primary function is not to
supply or impose substantive standards but to serve as a gauge of acceptability
of a particular legal situation for society. Public poliry in this sense appears as a
ground on which a civil judge is entitled to deviate from certain principles of civil
procedure; as a ground of invalidity of the agreements; as an exception to the
application of a foreign law; as a ground for annulment ofthe arbitral awards and
the exception to the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments and
arbitral awards.

The division ofpublic poliry along the lines ofa substantive rule, on the one hand,
and a yardstick, on the other, may seem arbitrary. However, it is suggested that
understanding public policy in this manner helps us to find the way out of the
maze of public policy concepts which seem to be tightly intertwined in the
interplay between European law and arbitration.
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Chapter ~

EC Competition law as a system ofrules
expressing public policy considerations

7.i Introduction

Competition law is a subject of great practical importance. It involves the
establishment and development of legal principles and policies which are claimed
to be beneficial for the publíc interest. It is enforced principally (but not
exclusively) through the work of public authorities. However, these principles
and policies are applied to a wide range of private agreements concluded by
commercial undertakings on the basis of existing rïghts under contract and
property law, i.e., in the area ofprivate law.

The historical prototype of competition law, the doctrine of restraint oftrade is
familiar to many countries in one form or another. Nevertheless, the approach
of most courts in enforcing rules against contracts in restraint oftrade has largely
been based on fmding such contracts unfair in unduly restricting parties' personal
freedom. The courts refused to enforce individual restrictive clauses in contractual
documents because they appeared unreasonable in respect of the parties involved,
rather than because they offended against the interests ofthird parties, let alone
those ofthe State or the public.' Today, however, the justification, both ofnational
and Community competition law, for interfering in such contractual and property
rights is derived less from concern for the interests ofthe parties and far more
from what are claimed to be the economic interests of the nation or the
Community as a whole. When the Treaty ofRome was first signed, no Member
State had a competition law of a comprehensive nature and proven effectiveness,
whereas, today, all Member States have some form ofcompetition law, though
in some cases, this is still limited in both scope and implementation.~

' For example, for the Common law approach, see Ariyah (1989)~ p. 337-33g~ 345-347.
~ Goyder (1995). P. 4.
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EC competition law is often claimed to have a special character because it pertains
to EC law and therefore, all problems that arise in this more general context are
equally applicable to it. It is also regarded as a sort of special law because it is
intended to be used primarily for the protection of the process of competition
as opposed to the protection of rights. Viewed from this perspective, competition
law is understood as forming part of the economic policy of the state. Although
affecting private interests, competition law is mainly enforced through public
enforcement mechanisms and it remains within the domain of `administrators
charged with applying a relatively vague standard such as "the public interest"'.3
In the following sections we will try to identify those public interests which
underlie the vigorous enforcement of European competition law.

We will start with an inquiry into the objectives that are, or should be, pursued
by competition policy as a whole irrespective of the national outline. A particular
point of interest is whether these goals are permanent, well defined, and valuable
as a kind ofuniversal good, or whether their content is changeable and their values
variable. This will allow us then to move further to regard the specific European
dimension of this issue.

A value analysis of competition law is indispensable bearing in mind the
framework ofthe present study. As was established on the basis of the review of
arbitration practice in Chapter 5, EC competition law is an area of European law
which is principally relied upon in arbitration or arbitration-related court
proceedings. One of the `heavy artillery' arguments surrounding invocation of
EC competition law in civil suits is founded on the public policy nature of these
rules. However vague and blurred that notion might be, as we have seen, our
hypothesis is that a public policy character cannot rationally be attributed to rules
which do not bear overwhelming and pressing values respected and protected
by society. The following step is then to consider the levels of society: national,
supranational (i.e., European Community) and international. A distinction must
be made between these different levels taking into account the focus ofthe book
which concentrates on international arbitration which is a phenomenon
transcending national borders and serving interests of a number of states.
Competition law is often regarded as a matter ofpublic poliry which undermines
the benefits of international arbitral adjudication. However, it appears logical that,
if the values represented in international arbitration must be sacrificed, this should
be done in favour ofvalues of the same or a higher order. Some values that are
sacrosanct in one state might not be considered equally important in another state.
This is especially true in an international setting involving the interaction and co-

3 Ibid., p.13.
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existence ofnot only different but opposing beliefs. Apparently, most countries
have found consensus with regard to arbitration. The degree ofadherence to the
New York Convention of 1958 speaks for itself. Thus, arbitration is seen as useful
and worthy of promotion, regardless of its `nationality'. One can speak of a
coordinated effort of countries to encourage arbitration. What about
competition? Is there a comparable agreement regarding the values ofnational
competition laws? Are the values of competition law understood similarly in
various countries? If they are not, the question arises as to what extent it should
be required that the principles valued in one community should receive equal
recognition or respect through the operation of the public policy exception as
applied to arbitral awards settling disputes arising in a multinational framework.

7.2 The overall values and goals of competition law

Important differences exist between the operation of competition in economic
theory and its practical working in real markets. It is recognized that there is no
single verified economic theory ofcompetition.4 Though it is accepted that the
theories underlying competition concepts are fallible, competition poliry is still
formulated by accepting the normative canclusians suggested by ihese eCOnomic
concepts.5 No wonder that the individual competition policies of different states
contrast considerably.

Most economic theories explaining competition are based on the static models
of perfect competition and the market in its equilibrium. However, since
competition and the market are dynamic phenomena, it is asserted that it is very
easy to fmd justifications for governmental interventions because the real market
will appear as an `imperfect structure chronically departing from the stringent
conditions set up by the model'.6 De Leon further argues that since every model
underlying antitrust policy due to its static foundation `bears little resemblance
to competition as it is in the real world',' it would be inaccurate to use it as a
normative yardstick.

In spite of the imperfections ofthe workings of competition on real markets, the
presence of competition is normally considered by economists to confer real

4

5

See Hildebrand (ZOOZ), p. 3.
On theproblem ofthe `translation' ofthe principles and conclusions ofeconomic theories
on competition into the language of law, see Nicolaides (zooo).
De Leon (1997), p. 170.
Ibid.
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advantages. Competition policy seeks to protect the process of competition, not
simply to retain competitors in existence. It is the function of competition policy
to seek to prevent the unfair acquisition of market power by individual
undertakings, without at the same time becoming too overprotective of rivals.
The extent to which such policy should intervene in the way in which business
conducts its affairs is a central issue ofcontroversy among economists.8 Assuming
that competition is valued in society, the question remains whether it should be
protected by governmental measures and whether the law should be used as an
instrument of competition poliry. Where competition is seen as intrinsically
vulnerable, the idea that the government should create and maintain legal rules
and institutions for the purpose ofprotecting competition will find its way into
legislation, and therefore, competition law will prosper.

However, the role ofcompetition law may become marginal if it is perceived as
interventionist measures interfering with market forces.9 For example, the new
approach developed at the Chicago School of Law and Economics was based on
the principle that competition is sufficiently capable of protecting itselfwithout
governmental intervention. It was emphasised that any economic operator
ultimately acts as a profit maximizer in accordance with the objective rules of the
market. The Chicago School believed that any anti-competitive behaviour is
inefficient in the long run and will be corrected by the forces ofthe market, which
is based on economic efficienry. Accordingly, they also maintained that the sole
objective of competition law is to preserve the efficiency of the self-regulatory
mechanism of the market. The implicarions ofthis new approach to antitrust law
were considered enormous. For example, almost all vertical agreements were
thought to fall outside prohibited behaviour. Even antitrust measures aimed at
combating horizontal agreements, always regarded as the most harmful for the
normal competition process, were viewed sceptically by the Chicago School since
it believed that the total cost of the legal measures incurred by fighting the cartel
would exceed the costs of simply waiting for the cartel to collapse by itself.'o

Competition law is a system of ruleswhich seeks to protect comperition. It is seen
as a process of interaction among the market operators that ensures that none
ofthem acquires unrestricted and illegitimate economic power. Economic rivalry
can be described (in simplified terms) as a process of natural selection in the
economic world offering a number ofmaterial benefits to society, such as efficient
allocation ofresources and distribution ofwealth, etc., and ultimately improving

e Gerber ( rgg8), p.13-14.
9 Willimsky (t997), P. 54.
`o Amato (1997), P. zz.
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overall economic performance and increasing consumer welfare. Viewed in the
light ofpromotion of economic efficiency, competition hardly needs normative
protection since it is sufficiently equipped with its own self-defence mechanisms
which are capable of responding to restrictive conduct and distorting practices.

The incentives for the development of competition law cannot be regarded as
static: in the contemporary liberal democracy model, the role ofcompetition has
changed substantially from its initial conception. The political nature of
competition regulation was emphasised by a number of authors who stressed,
for example, that competition law was `invented neither by the technicians of
commercial law... nor by economists themselves...It was instead desired by
politicians and (in Europe) by scholars attentive to the pillars ofthe democratic
systems, who saw it as an answer... to a crucial problem of democracy: the
emergence from the company or firm, as an expression of the fundamental
freedom ofindividuals, of the opposite phenomenon ofprivate power: a power
devoid oflegitimation and dangerously capable ofinfringing not just the economic
freedom of other private individuals, but also the balance of public decisions
exposed to its domineering strength'."

Competition is a prnd„ct and a feature of the market economy. Nowever, the
market economy itself `tends naturally to engender its monsters, and therefore
has a need to be conducted within the framework of a legal order that lays down
rules to prevent that'.'Z Moreover, the market existing at present, with its profound
oligopolistic features, differs dramatically from the market at the time of inception
of competition law. Competition law has made a long trip from serving as a
protection device for the economic freedom and individual rights of the small
producers to stay in the market to a sophisticated mechanism for improving
economic performance.

The aims ofcompetition poliry are summarised in a publication ofthe OECD:

`Competition policy has as its central economic goal the preservation and
promotion ofthe competitive process, a process which encourages efficiency
in the production and allocation ofgoods and services, and over time, through
its effects on innovation and adjustment to technological change, a dynamic
process of sustained economic growth'.`3

Amato ( t997)~ p. z~
Ibid., p. too.
OECD ( i984), para. z3z.r;
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According to the above, enhancement of economic efficienry is the primary
objective ofnational competition law. Regretfully, the thus defined fundamental
objective of competition law retains a large degree of ambiguity rooted in a
multitude of interpretations of economic efficiency. First of all, economic
efficienry depends on the way it is measured: there can be different sorts of
efficiencies, such as allocative and productive, static or dynamic. Furthermore,
there is no unanimity in the perception ofeconomic efficiency.

The economic discussions in this regard fall outside the confines of the present
study. Nevertheless, the conflicting concepts of efficiency are worth mentioning
to demonstrate the significant implications they have for the manner and
character ofcompetition regulation. At least two considerably differing concepts
are distinguished by the economists: one associating economic efficienry with
non-restriction of output, and the other based on maximum openness of the
markets.'4 The type of competition law going hand in hand with the former
concept is a lenient one that `delays intervention to the last, leaving the market
to provide as far as possible by itself for a definition of its own dynamics and its
own equilibria: only imminent risk, with no alternatives, of output restriction
justifies and permits intervention'.`' The latter concept is accompanied by more
interventionist competition law which prevents potential distortions by actively
interfering in the market in order to influence its structure.

Seen against this economic background, the poliry implications are clear: the first
approach signifies limited public interference through the medium of competition
law in emergency situations and the second expresses continuing competition
law policing of the market for the public good. On the surface, it appears that the
choice between those two is influenced by the adherence to a particular underlying
economic concept. However, this choice represents a difficult situation
concerning the relationship between private and public. Writing about the
evolution of competition law in the US and Europe, G. Amato points out that
competition law was burdened initially by the concern ofdemocratic efficienry.`6
What he calls `the dilemma of liberal democrary', the bottom line ofwhich is the
balance between private and public power, became the problem of competition
law. However, competition law, being born out of the necessity to curb the
expansion of private economic power and its projection on the political plane,
has been gradually surrendering its position as a watchdog of the equilibrium
between private and public power. This process has been propelled by the changes

rq
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Amato (1997), p. IIO-I13.
Ibid., p. uz.
Ibid., p. g8.
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ofthe market itselfwhich has acquired an oligopolistic character. For example,
as will be shown later in the following section, some of the peculiar features of
European competition law have emerged from the fact that competition law has
been developed in the presence of the mature and predominantly oligopolistic
markets. Moreover, other changes brought about by inevitable developments not
confined to national frontiers, such as the expansion and globalisation of the
world market, have further limited the role of competition law. In other words,
competition law has in a way been liberated by necessity from any other concerns
since it has become obvious that `to pursue democratic efficiency different
remedies had and have to be sought from the antitrust ones which, at a now
different level, can guarantee only economic efficienry...'."

Turning back to the defuution of competition policy through its core component
of securing efficiency, one further remark should be made. The `efficiency'
defmition is not very helpful for our value analysis of competition law because
economic efficiency does not bear any social values unless it is coupled with
certain social ideals and anchored in certain principles. History has shown the type
ofeconomic efficienry which guaranteed the prosperity of the minority (a social
group, a single country, or a union of states) at the expense ofthe broader society.
Such econol??ic efficienr-y mighr hP achieved thr~ugh means which cannot
reasonably claim universal respect. Therefore, competition law cannot be praised
simply because ofits contribution to efficiency.

A further complication is that, even if it is assumed that competition serves the
purpose of efficienry enhancement, it is improvement of the specific economic
efficienry of a society based on the market economy. In societies established on
principles other than those ofthe free market economy, competition might appear
as an undesirable phenomenon lacking any value whatsoever. After all, is there
a universal panacea for economic inefficiency?

7.z.i Underlying public policy objectives ofEC competition law

In the preceding section, it was contended that the most widely accepted modern
understanding of the value of competition policy is grounded on its ability to
promote market efficiency. I also briefly tackled the issue ofother considerations
which may influence the role that competition law plays in a given society.
Notwithstanding all that has been said above, competition law may be used for
achieving a variety of other goals to the exclusion of its genuine and primary

`~ Ibid., p. I25.
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objective of protecting competition process and efficienry.'8 The OECD study'9
leaves little doubt that the majority of countries share the view that the main
objective of competition policy is to protect and preserve competition.
Competition policy is considered the most appropriate means of ensuring an
efficient allocation of resources by acting against restrictive practices and by
intervening to prevent monopolisation and abuses ofeconomic power. However,
competition laws are not infrequently aimed at attaining additional or alternative
ends. Those ends may be directed towards socio-political goals such as
employment, pluralism, regional development, protection of small and medium-
sized enterprises, fairness within the economy, or mostly economic goals, like
in the European Community.

In this section, I will endeavour to scrutinise the role that has been accorded to
competition law in the European Community. As mentioned earlier, in Europe,
competition law has chiefly Community origins. In the majority ofthe countries,
the national competition law was either entirely non-existent in the pre-
Community era or in a rudimentary state. There were some notable exceptions,
such as Germany, where the idea of competition law was inspired by the work
ofthe Freiburg School ofordoliberals as a reaction to the totalitarian nazi regime
and took shape in legislation just before the establishment of the EEC. Thus,
contrary to what one might have expected, the vector of competition law
development was rather upstream adjusted in the sense that the individual
national competition law statutes of the majority of the present EC Member
States, as well as the future entrants from Central and Eastern Europe, were
closely modelled on (if not copied) on and drew their inspiration from
Community patterns and not vice versa.

This brings me to consider retrospectively the predominant reasons for the
introduction of this fairly unfamiliar concept to the European ground through
the international Treaty, whose primary purpose at that time was seen as creating
a framework for close economic cooperation among European States. I will
endeavour to ascertain whether the role of competition and, consequently, of
competition law has changed due to the fact that the Community has
accomplished one of its grand projects - the establishment of a single European
market.

As was mentioned above, competition law at its initial stage of development is
often inspired by concern for the protection of the economic freedom of

,a Willimsky (1997), p. 54.
`9 OECD ( 1994).
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individual market operators. However, it is claimed that protection ofindividual
economic rights was never seen as a primary goal of competition in Europe.zO The
reason for this, as is acknowledged by scholars, is that European competition law
was taking shape at a time when many markets already had an oligopolistic
structure'.Z' Thus, by defmition, the task of protecting small to medium economic
entities and ensuring their economic rights did not form part of the European
competition agenda.

It is argued that the development ofEC competition law was driven primarily by
the desire to achieve one ofthe alternative goals (mentioned in the OECD report),
namely, to foster economic integration of the Member States.22 It is also asserted,
that although the desire to attain the generic benefits of competition was present,
it was always ancillary to the goal of integrating national markets which `has
provided political impetus and legal justification for competition law decisions
as well as the central device for perceiving and interpreting substantive law
norms.'Z3

Within the European Community, the need for an active competition poliry to
encourage competitive markets and discourage practices restricting trade between
member States, however, as it was rightly h~ghl~ghted,~4 arose not from Pconomlc
theory but mainly from political necessity. Competition was regarded as a
constituent element of market economy strategies, but it was also considered a
tool for economic integration.~5 Its aim was to ensure that regulatory barriers
which were to be eliminated within the common market would not be replaced
by entry barriers created through private anti-competitive practices. The political
goal of integration of the national markets became a necessary element of
Community competition poliry, amounting at times to `a near obsession'.z6

My hypothesis (which I will illustrate by giving examples ofcase law below) is that
EC competition law was and still is used for achieving a variety ofobjectives apart
from market integration, such as social cohesion, protection ofsmall and medium
firms, regional policy, industrial policy, and enhancement of the international
competitiveness ofEuropean firms. Those goals are loosely labelled as pertaining
to `public poliry'. The whole system of European competition law is presently

x6

See for the contrary opinion, Monti (zooz) p. io59-
Amato (i997), p. ci3.
See Korah (i997), p io; Gerber (t99g)~ P~ 334.
Gerber (i99g)~ P. 356~
Goyder (i995)~ P.14.
Monti (zooz), p. ioóz.
To borrow an expression from Forrester (i99g)~ P. 359.
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infused with the need to undertake a balancing exercise between these public
goals.2J

However, voices severely criticising the `public poliry' premise of competition
policy have become audible. The inadequary of using public policy has been
articulated by a number of scholars.z8 The leitmotif of this criticism is that the
foundation of the public interest model of competition law is unstable. The model
is based on the groundless and perhaps idealised assumption that competition
policy is developed and enforced in line with the public objective of promoting
competition. The first most obvious and alarming sign of the insufficienry ofusing
public objectives for tailoring competition law is that no reconciliation has been
found so far between different public objectives.~9 Finally, the most serious
argument is based on empirical evidence proving that government and
administration exercising competition poliry tend to diverge from public interests
in favour ofachieving short-term political objectives3o or, worse, promoting their
own welfare?'

The fact remains that the ultimate aim of the European Community project -
stability, prosperity, and the peaceful co-existence of nations brought together
under the framework of the Treaty - has been replaced by the means of its

~,
z8
~9

sa
3~

See Monti (zooz).
De Leon (1997), p. 163, 164, 171, 174; Amato (1997), p. I17-I24; Korah (Ig97)~ p. 32z.
ln this conneaion, references may be made to Ehlermann 8z Laudati (IggB). A collection
of individual contributions ofleading competition experts, itprovides an excellent insight
into the diversity ofopinions as to what constitutes a legitimate objective ofcomperition
law. It is highly illustrative of the point that not only is there no single answer, but there
is not even a convergence in individual judgments.
Korah (1997)~ p- 3zz.
De Leon draws the following conclusions from the empirical studies in the area of
competition policy:

`First, that the emergence of the policy is closely related to the protection of local
interests in the agricultural sector and some other specific industries... which cannot
compete with new entrants. ..
Secondly, that the policy is enforced in a way that has little to do with promotion of
comperition, and is more related to the protection ofparricular interests, such as the
creation of more bureaucracy and the welfare of law firms and litigants.
Thirdly, that the policy is frequently used by less efficient competitors as a deterrent
to competirion in order to keep moreefficient firms in line or force their exit from the
market. In sum, anritrust policy generates costs of enforcement associated to the
promotion ofgrossly inefficient activities and rent-seeking behaviour that are probably
more expensive to society than the benefits allegedly brought about byantitrust in terms
ofenhanced social effic~ency'; De Leon (1997) p. 171-17z.
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achievement - market integration. In other words, the means has taken the place
of the goal:

`One might think that the common mazket is the mechanism by which the
expansion, stability and so forth are to be achieved, but mazket integrarion has
been elevated in competition cases to an aim in itself, and has been pursued in
a mechanical way, even when this leads to reduced competition and may delay
the integration of the market'.''

The practice of using competition law for a variety of reasons and, on the other

hand, abusing it by sacrificing its generic benefits for the sake ofall but its ultimate

goal, has been criticised in virtually every recent discussion on the reform of EC

competition law.33

A detailed analysis of the concepts and application of Articles 8i and 82 EC falls

outside the scope of this study, as they are currently being revised within the

framework of reform of EC competition policy. However, we can rely on
conclusions advanced by experts in this field and on the background information

provided by the Commission White Paper on Modernisation of the Rules
Implementing Articles 85 and 86 ofthe EC Treaty.34

It is recognised that the application ofcompetition law in the framework of Article
8i EC used to be highly formalistic and concentrated on determining whether
conduct was anti-competitive by employing legal and contractual críteria without
thorough economic analysis of its actual degree ofharmfulness for competition.
The block exemptions drawn for the particular types of agreements or sectors
reinforced this formalism because they served to identify the restrictiveness of
contracts by listing contractual clauses which were restrictive, non-restrictive,
or conditionally acceptable in their abstract interpretation. A frequent outcome
ofintroducing block exemptions was that the firms drafted their agreements with
the objective of complying with the block exemptions, thus creating `a relatively
inflexible and potentially distortive legal regime'?' In fact, parties trying to fit their
agreement into the `procrustean bed' ofthe group exemptions could distort it in
such a way as to deprive it ofmany features beneficial for competition as a whole
or for the market. Consequently, the cost of compliance with block exemptions
could have been a reduction in terms of economic efficienry.gó

~ Korah (t997) P- 5-
~ See, for example, Hawk (i997); Rodger 8c MacCulloch (i998).

~` GI ~999 C r3z~i.
~ Gerber (Tg98), P. 379.
;6 Korah (i997), P~ 71.
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Other weak points of group exemptions which also came under the fire of
criticism, were addressed in the new Vertical Block Exemption Regulation. These
points were summarised by V. Korah3' who stressed that, firstly, the class of
agreements covered by block exemptions was not based on commercial or
economic principles and was narrow. Furthermore, since the prohibited clauses
were broad and difficult to interpret, uncertainty persisted as to whether or not
the agreements benefited from the exemption. This could discourage a firm from
making an investment decision. Secondly, some block exemptions included
clauses explicitly aimed at protecting the interests of a particular party to a
contract, as can be seen from the regulation on automobile distribution; a where
dealers' interests were specifically protected. By doing so, block exemptions
pursued the goal of achieving fairness in the transaction, which was an alternative
gaol to generic competition objectives. The same can be said about the block
exemption regulation for specialisation agreements that reflected `clear industrial
poliry thinking on the basis ofwhich pcoduction rationalisation, instead ofbeing
entrusted to market selection, is organised through means aimed at favouring
(primarily) smaller firms'.3y

There is a clear difference between the approach based on block exemptions and
the one that regards a particular form of conduct as restrictive because it is
harmful to competition as a result of its individual factual context. As was
emphasised, `the existence of a sizeable number ofexemption regulations may
give renewed ground to an objectionable notion of competition presumed or not
presumed on the basis of regulation (and on the basis of a weighting by public
purposes extrinsic to protection ofcompetition itself), rather than ascertained
on the basis of the clash on the market between economic freedoms in their actual
exercise'.4o

A couple of examples from the past case law on application of Article 81 EC (ex
Article 85) illustrating some features of EC competition law enforcement are
reproduced below.

Firstly, as the Consten 81 Grundig case4' demonstrated at the dawn of the
application of EC competition law, the interests of the unified single market
prevailed over the interests of increasing competition by introducing a new

37
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Ibid.
Regulation 1475~95~ 4 CMLR 1996, 6g.
Amato (i997), p. 63-64.
Amato (1997), p. 54.
Cases 56 and 58~64 Consten and Grunding u Commission EEC [Ig66] ECR zgg.
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product to the foreign market. The restrictions imposed in the Consten 8t Grundig
case might have been considered necessary in the circumstances ofthe case, and
beneficial for competition and the common market, if they had been regarded
from an economic point ofview employing an ex ante analysis of the agreement.
However, the conflict between, on the one hand, improving inter-brand
competition and, on the other, separating the national markets was resolved by
way of renouncing the interests ofcompetition for the sake ofintegration.

Another example of a trade-off betw.een the interests of competition and other
Community considerations is the Matra case.4~ Without going into the substance
ofthe decision, it is sufficient to look at the rhetorics employed. In this case, an
individual exemption under Article 8i (3) EC (ex Article 85 (3)) was granted to
a horizontal agreement (in the form of a joint venture between VW and Ford for
the collective manufacture ofa new model ofvan) that was considered restrictive
from the point ofview of competition law. However, in upholding the decision
of the Commission on granting the exemption, the ECJ emphasised two
exceptional factors that made the agreement acceptable and capable ofbenefiting
from the exemption: the improvement in production and the contribution to
regional policy in the field of employment. Strictly speaking, these factors
cerrespond te industrial ar.d social policy, respPctively. The last facter fermally
does not constitute a ground for exemption under Article 8i (3) EC. Nevertheless,
the use ofthis sort of argument for justifying the exemption shows the degree to
which competition principles were `hybridised and weakened by the joint presence
ofindustrial poliry and social cohesion objectives'.a3

The case briefly described above is just one example of the lenient attitude with
which horizontal agreements have been treated in the EC. This attitude has
become a hallmark of European competition law enforcement. It is widely
recognised that the European enforcement of competition rules has been always
characterised by a preoccupation with vertical agreements which are far less
harmful than horizontal agreements concentrations from the point of view of
competition. This choice of priorities in enforcement is easily explained if one
considers the fact that it is vertical agreements that are most probably capable of
distorting market integration while some forms ofhorizontal agreements (e.g.,
specialisation agreements that were exempted through the block exemption
regulations) might be seen as contributing to production rationalisation, etc., in
other words, reflecting industrial poliry considerations. This enforcement practice

~ Case T-t7~93 Matra Hachette v. Comission [t994] ECR II -595.
" Amato (i997)~ P. 62.
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clearly indicates the distorting effect of using competition poliry for ends that
should primarily rely on other policies and instruments for their attainment.

The deficiency ofthe existing regime ofapplication ofEC competition law has
led the Commission to propose a reform of enforcement ofEC law. T'he adoption
ofthe Commission Regulation on the application of Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty
to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices44 (the New Block
Exemption Regulation), which replaced a number of individual block exemption
regulations, has already addressed some problems which were associated with
the use ofblock exemptions in the past. The New Regulation has made a number
of improvements. It has introduced a more economics-based approach to the
assessment ofrestrictive practices, broadened the scope of application, created
a presumption of compatibility for agreements whose parties do not possess
market powers, elim.inated the `white list' of clauses, consolidated `black listed'
clauses and provided for `severability' ofclauses which would not benefit from
the block exemption from the rest of the contract.45 Another feature ofthe regime
established by the new Regulation is that agreements that do not fall under its
scope are no longer presumed illegal but require individual exemption. However,
Regulation IZ16~99q6 eliminates the requirement of precautionary notification
to the Commission of agreements as a condition for granting individual
exemption. It signifies that, regardless ofwhether or not an agreement has been
notified, if the question of the validity of the agreement arises, it can be still
notified for the purposes of obtaining an exemption.47 If the conditions for the
exemption are met, the agreement can benefit from the exemption from the time
when it was concluded rather than from the time it has been notified. Under the
new regime ofnotification, it can be expected that the so-called Euro-defence will
be employed less often. The simple fact that an agreement which can be saved by
individual exemption under Article 81(3) EC was not notified no longer leads
automatically to the invalidity of the offensive clauses or the contract, since the
request for individual exemption can be made even during court proceedings.

It should be added that the idea ofthe abolition of compulsory prior notification
pioneered by Regulation IZ16~99 was further developed in the Commission's

Commission Regularion (EC) No z79o~1999 ofzz December 199g on the applicarion of
Arricle 81(3) oftheTreaty to categories ofvertical agreements and concerted practices, OJ
1999 L 336~zi.
See Whish (zooo), p. 887.
Articles 6(z) and 4(z) of Regulation 17~6z as amended by Council Regulation (EC) No.
Iz16~Iggg amending Regularion no.17: first Regulation implementing Arricles 81 and 8z
ofthe Treaty, OJ t999 L t48~5.
Pazas. 63-65 ofthe GuidelinesonVertical Restraints, Commission Notice, OJ zooo C zgI ~t.
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White Paper on modernisation ofthe EC competition rules 4g The new Council
Regulation t~zoo34v adopted pursuant to the White Paper as a part ofthe reform
of EC competition law eliminates the notification procedure altogether. It
provides for direct applicability of Article 8i(3) EC by national competition
authorities and courts.

Under the New Regulation the Commission no longer has a traditional position
ofmonopolist in taking policy decisions under Article 8i(3) EC. The Commission
directly endorsed the view~ that competition poliry should be free from political
interference and therefore, that Article 8i(3) EC should `provide a legal framework
for the economic assessment ofrestrictive practices and not to allow application
ofthe competition rules to be set aside because ofpolitical considerations'.So The
desire of the Commission to foster the decentralised application of EC
competition rules by national judges is understandable. However, such rules
should be susceptible to direct application. As was rightly remarked, the `the fmal
effea of the White Paper may be to reveal the true nature ofthe rules surrounding
competition poliry: do they deserve to be called laws, or are they a collection of
looser policies that are under constant readjustment because of changing
circumstances. ... If or to the extent the system remains heavily poliry-oriented
(even if the pelicy ter.ds to favotzr open and free competition) the natinnal judges
will have trouble precisely because they will have been asked to do something
judges cannot do.'S'

The radical adherence of the Commission to pure economic analysis (after
decades ofenjoying exclusive and almost unreviewable discretion to endorse those
political considerations) is admirable. However, in the present formulation of
competition rules under Article 8i EC a clear distinction is made between, on the
one hand, agreements which are either pro-competitive or anti-competitive and,
therefore, are subjected to prohibition ofArticle 8i(t) EC and, on the other hand,
those agreements which, although anti-competirive, aze capable ofbeing accepted
because they bring about other benefits not related, as a rule, to the protection
of competition itself This is exactly what the Commission is overlooking or
intentionally ignoring in its insistence on merging Article 8i(i) and Article 8t(3)
EC on the basis of economic assessment. In economic terms, there are on balance
either anti- or pro- competitive agreements. There is no compromise from the

~I 1999 C i3z~i.
EC Regulation t~ioo3 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in
Articles 8i and Sz of the Treaty, OJ Zoo3 Li~i. The Regulation will apply from May ~, ioo4.
White Paper, para. 57.
Woods (iooi), p. 638.
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point ofview ofcompetition. The new `economic' approach disguises the fact that
the same illogical procedure will be followed. Instead ofshowing open recognition
of the prevalence of other Community policies over competitíon under Article
81(3) EC (which will become a kind of extraordinary `policy' exemption appGed
only infrequentlys~), it continues to allow exemptions be justified on the ground
of `rule of reason', which is again a policy-balancing exercise having nothíng to
do with economic analysis, which the Commission promises to pursue. With the
adoption ofthe i`'ew Block Exemption Regulation 279oj99, the hope for a radical
change in interpretation and application of EC competition law is vanishing.
Notwithstanding its more generous attitude towards vertical agreements it still
operates the system which `exempts' agreements which are pro-competitive on
balance from the scope ofArticle 81(I) EC. If the agreements are pro-competitive,
should they not be deemed outside the scope of Article 81(I) EC in the first place?

As was asserted earlier, because competition policy is only one of a number of
legitimate policies, it is not excluded that there might occasionally be conflicts
between competition and other policies.53 Interpreted as a`policy' exception,
Article 81(3) EC would create a transparent way of resolving thís clash by letting
these alternative policies take precedence over competition. Such an approach
would require at least a straightforward recognition of the fact that competition
is not `the holiest of holies'. This is a`political' statement that the Commission
apparently has not been prepared to make.

In the preceding overview, I gave an account of the uneasy relationship between
EC competition poliry and other Community policies. The picture would not be
complete without mentioning the tension between EC competition and national
public interests. The situation is not inconceivable: what if an agreement
infringing Article 81(I) EC is, nevertheless, essential for safeguarding legitimate
national public interests? An example can be found in the decisional practice of
the ECJ.54 How should this tension be resolved? Does EC competition law always
prevail over national considerations?

In Wouters, the Court was to find the mechanism to reconcile the legitimate
national interests in maintaining the integrity of the legal profession through the
rules ensuring proper exercise oflegal practice and the requirements of Article
81 (I) EC. In this case, the regulation of the Netherlands Bar Association

s- For a further overview of the White Paper and the reform of EC competition law, see
Wesseling ( Ig99)~ P. 420; Schaub ( 1999)~ P~ g53.
See Monti (zooz).
Case C-3o9~99 W outers [zooz] ECR 1-1577.
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prohibiting lawyers practising in the Netherlands from entering into
multidisciplinary pracrice with accotmtants can clearly be qualified as a decision
ofan association ofundertakings restricting competition caught by Article 8i (i)
EC. The rationale behind the rule was to ensure that the confidentiality,
independence, and other requirements of the proper practice of the legal
profession would be observed in the provision of legal services. It is well known
that the protection of national interests, in contrast to Community interests,
cannot serve as a justification for granting an exemption under Article 8i (3) ss The
Court consequently resorted to a transposition of the principle developed in the
context of free movement of goods, the so-called `rule of reason',56 to the
assessment of a decision under Article 8t EC. It held that

...a national regulation such as the tgg3 Regulation adopted by a body such as
the Bar of the Netherlands does not infringe Article 85(t) of the Treaty, since
that body could reasonably have considered that that regulation, despite the
effects restrictive of competition that are inherent in it, is necessary for the
proper practice of the legal profession, as organised in the Member State
concerned. 57

In effect, the judgment signifies that, under `the rule of reason' approach, a
restrictive agreement can escape prohibition ofArticle 8i(t) EC if `it is necessary
to preserve a domestic mandatory requirement of public poliry'.5a This is an
interpretation suggested by an author who asserted that the introduction ofa`new
generation' of public policy arguments in Wouters allows exclusion of the
`application ofEC competition law when the agreement is necessary to protect
a legitimate national interest...'.59

7.2.2 Preliminary conclusions

EC Competition law possesses an important political or symbolic value ofmarket
integration in addítion to whatever other generic values it may have. Much ofthe

ss
sb

Monti (zooz), p. io83.
The principle was formulated in the Cassis de D~on case, in which the Court held that a
national indistinctly applicable rule consrituting an obstacle to free movement ofgoods
does not fall under the prohibition ofArticle z8 EC provided that the rule can be justified
by one of the mandatory requirements relating to, e.g., protection of public health or
fairness ofcommercial transaction. See Case izo~78 Cassisde D~on [i 979] ECR 649, paza.
8.
Wouters, para. iio.
Monri (zooz), p. to88.
Ibid., p. iogo.
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doctrine of the Commission and the ECJ can be attributed to this factor: the
results have sometimes been controversial and, arguably, harmful to
competition.bo

However, the integration value of EC competition law is losing its significance
due to the accomplishment of the market integration project. Therefore, what
remains constitutes an expression of the economic interests of the EC.b' It is
uncertain whether this should be accorded more moral authority and weight than,
for example, monetary poliry or other mercantile interests of the states.6-

Freedom ofcompetition is only one of the principles underlying common market
integration, and only one of the means of achieving the Community aims set out
in the Treaty. The purpose ofthe European Community is set forth in Art. z of
the Treaty ofAmsterdam:

`The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and
an economic and monetary union and by implementing common policies or
activities referred to in Articles 3 and 4, to promote throughout the Community
a harmonious, balanced and sustainable development of economic activities,
a high level ofemployment and of social protection, equality between men and
women, sustainable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree of
competitiveness and convergence of economic performance, a high level of
protection and improvement of the quality of the environment, the raising of
the standard of living and quality of life, and economic and social cohesion and
solidarity among Member States.'

The initial purpose of the European Community was and still remains that of
economic integration between the Member States. The Treaty places emphasis
on economic, as opposed to civil, considerations.ó3

European competition poliry should be considered in interaction and interrelation
with other policies which might or might not pertain to European public policy,
e. g., being narrower or broader than European. Removed from its Community
context, competition law presents one ofthe various economic policies pursued
by the state which should be weighed against other considerations, such as
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Whish 8L Sufrin (1993), p.186.
Wibmann (zooo), p. Izs.
Analogy is specially drawn with these other `egoistic' economic policies because although
they are respected (after all, it is sovereign states which adopt them), the'u violations do
not constitute aground ofpublic policy for recourse against international azbitral awazds.
Miller (Ig83), p. zzo.fi;
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fundamental principles of human rights, procedural effectiveness, and the
freedom of contract. The European Community dimension of public policy does
not automatically add more imperative authority to the rules that are claimed to
express it. As was shown above, in some cases, the ECJ held that prohibition of
Article 8r (i) EC may yield to national interests. As one commentator conduded,
`...the future role of public policy in Article 8i is if anything increasing'.64

7.3 Competition law on the international plane

Having considered competition law values in general and in the context ofone
state and the Union of States, we finally approach the question ofthe international
treatment of competition law. This issue will be tackled only briefly in view ofits
complex, unsettled, and debatable character.ó5 The examination of this issue will
be limited owing to our objective, set out at the beginning of this chapter, of
showing the prevailing perception of competition values in the different contexts.

It is interesting to recall that only approximately 6o countriesó6 around the world
have competition law in place.ó7 This figure suggests that the countries which are
not in the vanguard ofcompetïtion law development do not strongly feei the need
or urgenry for competition regulation. This does not come as a surprise to those
who believe that competition is an economic component of the democratic
organisation of society. However, it causes one to wonder about the role of
competition in those countries that are not democracies: `is competition policy
a means which could be used to encourage these countries to change their political
systems?'.6S If it is true that competition may have such political implications,
some countries may resist adoption of competition law for this reason. I share
the view of E. Fox, who asserted that `economics is a function ofpolitics within
the range of conflicts that arise under antitrust laws'.6g

6q
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Monti (zooi), p. iogr.
Further on this issue, see Pape (t999); Scherer (i997).
Besides EC Member States and other developed countries, this number also includes
countries of the CIS and Eastern European candidates for EC membership. The latter
group ofcountries has adopted competition law as partofthe legal reforms whichcondition
their accession to the European Union.
Jenny (i998), P. z9. The number will appeaz even less impressive given chat the acrual
enforcement ofcompetition law exists in a dormant state in many countries.

Je~Y (t998), p. z6.
Fox (t998), p. ci.
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We can thus distinguish at least two categories of countries which are not
predisposed to competition ideals: non-democratic countries and countries which
have an insufficiently developed market economy or none at all (e.g., being a
regulated economy). For this reason, while evaluating the assessment of the
importance of competition law in international terms, these categories of
countries will not be considered.

With the process of globalisation and liberalisation of international trade, the
danger of anti-competitive behaviour affecting more than one country and
overflowing national frontiers has become a reality. Despite the alleged
convergence of the national competition laws of different countries, the territorial
reach of these laws and the assessment of conduct only in terms of its
anticompetitive effects exclusively in respect of the territory of a given country
(thus disregarding any negative effects which may occur on the foreign markets)
do not allow anticompetitive practices with a global effect to be fought effectively.
Moreover, due to the preoccupation of national competition policy with
maintaining workable competition `at home', certain anticompetitive practices
affecting foreign countries are expressly encouraged by the government by being
exempted from the scope of anti-trust regulations.'o Likewise, many other
governmental measures may diminish competition or foreclose market access
for foreign rivals through non-tariff barriers such as anti-dumping duties, which
often serve as an instrument ofprotectionism. Thus, it is argued that `nationally
pursued competition policies are purposely employed to exploit foreign
countries'."

It seems that double standards are still being used in competition law at domestic
and at international level. Although it is repeatedly emphasised that the world
markets are becoming more global, there is no denial that they are not converging
to form a single market. Therefore, every state pursues its own strategic trade
poliry which clashes in many areas with competition policy. This is why the
internationalisation of competition regulation which is currently under discussion
is primarily a mechanism to protect domestic markets from the negative effects
of global restrictive practices or foreign anticompetitive conduct rather than a
tool to promote global competition. In this sense, attempts to apply national
competition law extraterritorially (giving rise to a number ofjurisdictional and
political objections)'Z and bilateral agreements on cooperation in competition

'a Export carteLs and `crisis cartels', to name a few. See Scherer ( t997)~ p. 13-
" Mavroidis, Bacchetta 8L Horn ( 1998), p. z84
" See Griffin ( Igq8), p. 64; Torremans ( 1996), p. z8o.
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matters (lacking teeth and substantive competition norms), are the only
achievements which have been made to date.

At the same time, little progress has been achieved so far in introducing a
genuinely international set ofantitrust rules within the framework of the WTO.~
The European Commission has been particularly interested in moving in this
direction. Although bringing certain competition rules under the umbrella ofthe
WTO is commonly advocated,74 opinions diverge as to how this should be done
in practical terms.'S Some favour the adoption of a multilateral competition code
(or at least basic cornerstone principles) with an autonomous enforcement body;
others argue that the present WTO mechanism is sufficiently suitable for the
accommodation of antitrust claims.7ó

Opponents ofthe internationalisation ofcompetition law emphasise that the need
for regulation ofcompetition will be reduced as markets gradually become more
open and transparent so that competition will take care of itself without normative
interference. Furthermore, some see danger `in introducing as part of the
institutional framework governing international trade relations, rules and
principles that could increase the opportunities for countries to develop
opportumstic behaviour ar.d disguised protectionism'." The majnr 3rademir
arguments against designing a set of substantive international antitrust rules are
based on, firstly, the nature of competition provisions, which leave a considerable
degree of discretion to the enforcing authorities to deviate from the general
competition rule for a variety ofreasons, overriding competition, and, secondly,
the discrepanry in perceptions ofcompetition policy objectives.'s Criticism from
the governments, exemplified by the position of the US,79 is based on the belief
that the WTO is too diverse and broad an organisation to accommodate such a
sensitive matter as international antitrust.

73 A few recommendations have been issued by international organisations, such as the
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (i5 ILM g67 (i 976)) and the UN's Set of
Equitable Princíples Multilaterally Agreed for the ControlofRestrictive Business Practices
(ig ILM 8i3 (i98o)).
The possibility ofusing the WTO mechanism was demonstrated by the fust competition
case decided by the WTO Panel. See WTO Panel Report: `Japan-Measures affecting
consumer photographic film and paper', WT~DS44~R, March 31,1998.
For further academic debates, one should refer to reports and discussions published in
Ehlermann 8t Laudati (t998). See also Scherer (i997), p. i4 and, especially, De Leon (t 997)
for comprehensive further references.
Mavroidis, Bacchetta 8z Horn (i998), P. z7z.
De Leon (t997)~ p.175.
Ibid.
For the summery of the US position, see Griffin (i998), p. 66-67.
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To conclude this brief overview of the treatment of competition in the global
context, it should be remarked that adoption of the international competition
code, or even a less detailed framework agreement, is not anticipated in the near
future.8o

It appears that the reason for this is the absence of empirical proof that
introduction of global competition rules will help to improve international
competition. The goal of international competition is to improve world welfare
as opposed to the welfare ofa particular country. However, as was explained, just
as national competition poliry `produces some gainers and some losers,
competition poliry in an international economy does the same, even if the poliry
maximises global welfare'.8' In other words, by pursuing one and the same
international competition poliry, some countries might find themselves at the
losers' end.

Strictly speaking, ifcountries were more sensitive to global considerations they
would refrain from encouraging national anticompetitive practices because,
according to the above rule, they all would be winner in one instance and losers
in the other. On balance, they would all gain as a result of the compensatory
mechanisms and undistorted competition. Ultimately, it would lead to an increase
in global welfare. However, the present degree of integration of the national
markets does not indicate that states will be as concerned with distortions of
competition taking place outside their markets as they are with respect to their
domestic market. Thus, the vicious circle: in conformity with the `prisoners'
dilemma', in pursuit of short-term individual interests, states will inevitably
discriminate in favour of their national economic operators. Paradoxically, this
statement invites two opposing conclusions: one acknowledging the benefits of
an international competition framework in such a situation,82 and the other
denying them.83

~
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Furse (Iggg); Scherer (1997). P- 15.
Mavroidis, Bacchetta 8L Horn (i998), p. z76.
Ibid., p. z79.
De Leon (t997), p. 176.
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7.4 Features and characteristics ofEC competition rules

~.4.t Competition rules as mandatory rules expressing domestic public
policy

Competition rules which seek to safeguard the economic poliry of a country or
a group of countries, like in the European Community, are mandatory in
character, and thus are binding upon national undertakings in domestic
transactions. However, the mere attribution of a mandatory character to
competition law does not reveal the genuine problem of the application of this
law in the framework ofinternational arbitral proceedings. It is recognised that
party autonomy in the international context extends not only to the freedom to
submit the contract to any law which the parties themselves have designed, but
also to avoiding the application of mandatory rules which would have been
otherwise applicable in the absence of the chosen law. The fact that a rule of
competition is mandatory does not necessarily mean that it must be applied
unconditionally and override the law which would otherwise govern contractual
relationships (e.g., by virtue of the choice of law provision).8q

~.4.2 Competition rules as lois de police (rules ofimmediate
application)

EC competition law is further qualified as lois de police or, in other words, laws
of immediate application.85 It should be recalled86 that laws of immediate
application are defined as certain substantive rules ofnational law which, in view
of their special nature and purpose, claim application irrespective of the law
applicable to the contract.a' The scope of application of competition rules is
determined by the specific spatial aiterion reflecting the objectives that these rules
seek to foster. Most commonly, the judge will apply national competition rules
as lois de police whenever the market of the forum's country is affected by anti-
competitive agreements or practices. The same is true with regard to EC
competition rules. The European Union pursues a unified economic poliry
through the establishment of the single economic area - the common market -
while not being a single state. Article 8i EC outlines its scope ofapplication by
pointing to the activities affecting trade between Member States which aze capable
ofrestricting competition within the common market. Normally, the courts are

8q Vischer (i992)~ p. 154.
85 Idot (i993A), p. 44; Vischer (i99z)~ p.157-
86 See Chapter 6, section 6.3.Z.i.
87 Vischer (r992)~ p~ 153~ 157.
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only concerned with safeguarding their own national competition laws. As was
stressed above, the realisation of various objectives ofnational competition law
is sought within one particular country. In this sense, EC competition law is no
different from national law, notwithstanding its supranational origins. Whenever
the spatial criterion ofthe EC competition rules is met, the latter are deemed to
perform their intended functions by being imposed on the underlying
relationships. Thus, a restrictive international cartel (with or without participating
companies from the EU) would be regulated by EC competition rules and most
likely will be prohibited if its restrictive effects were felt within the common
market. The same cartel whose effects were completely directed towards a foreign
country and harmed competition there would not trigger application of national
competition law for the obvious reason that the conditions of application of
competition rules as lois de police would not be fulfilled. It is also unlikely that
the adjudicating court would have an incentive to apply the competition law of
the country suffering from the restrictive practices.

7.4-3 Competition rules as public policy rules: The critique

So far, we have termed EC competition rules as domestic mandatory rules or their
equivalent in international situations, lois de police. However, as was already
stressed above at various points, EC competition rules are often referred to as
rules pertaining to public poliry. It should be emphasised that such `labelling' can
be contrasted with the reluctance to consider national competition rules under
the heading of public policy.gg

In the light ofthe conclusions of Chapter 6, in which different forms of public
poliry in various contexts were described, the question remains whether EC
competition law can be labelled as public poliry in the sense in which this concept
appears to be relevant in the context ofinternational commercial arbitration. The
view currently held by the European Court ofJustice on the public policy nature
of Article 81 EC has already been analysed above on the basis ofthe latest relevant
judgments, namely, Van Schijndel, Peterbroeck, and Eco Swiss.a9 Below, we shall only
reflect on certain implications of the qualification of Article 81 EC as a public
poliry matter for the whole area of competition law.

To reiterate, the Court's ruling in Eco Swiss9o has been unanimously interpreted
as indicating that the ECJ regards Article 81 EC as one of the components of

88 See Chapter 4.
8g See Chapter 4, section 4.z.
9o Case C-IZ6~97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o55.
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public policy, as this concept appears among the grounds for annulment or refusal
ofenforcement of arbitral awards. On the other hand, it follows from Van Sch~ndel
that the provisions ofArticle 8i EC should not necessarily be seen as matters of
public poliry in some other procedural contexts, such as, for example, when public
poliry serves as a ground allowing the judge to deviate from the general principles
of passivity in civil litigations and the parties' procedural freedom ofdisposition
as in Van Sch~ndel, or as a ground for refusal ofenforcement under the Brussels
Convention, as in Renault.9` Thus, according to the European Court, Article 8i
EC is part ofthe concept of public poliry in arbitration-related matters, while in
other areas, it need not be so qualified.

The qualification ofArticle 8i EC as a matter of public policy has left a number
of unanswered questions. For example, one author discussed the obvious yet
rarely raised issue ofwhether all rules ofEC competition law including various
block exemption regulations should be regarded as falling under the public poliry
domain on the basis ofEco Swiss.92 The author pointed out that the Court did not
rely on supremary, direct effect, and other specific features ofArticle 8i EC but
on its fundamentality as a yardstick in order to determine whether it was part of
public policy. The ECJ detected the expression of fundamentality of Article 8i
EC i.~ such features as the presence of3 reference to undistorted competition i-n
Article 3(g) EC and the sanction of nullity. Such criteria, however, shed little light
on the differentiation of rules within EC competition law. On the one hand, it
would seem unreasonable to consider all rules of EC competition law which are
based on Article 8i EC to be part ofpublic policy. As the above-mentioned author
stressed, the fact that, for example, block exemption regulations implementing
Article Si EC are deliberately adopted for a limited period oftime signifies that
they cannot contain fundamental principles.93 On the other hand, Article 8z EC
is not equipped with the sanction of voidness. Does this mean that it expresses
a less fundamental principle?

It is not necessary to discuss again the reasons put forward by the ECJ for the
qualification ofcompetition rules as public policy rules. While we disagree with
the Court's arguments, it cannot be denied that the ECJ at least attempted to offer
some methodological framework for the analysis of certain rules as rules with a
public poliry character. In academic writings prior to the Eco Swiss judgment, one
can fmd little evidence that the authors who discussed public policy in EC law

9` Case C-38~98 Renault [zooo] ECR I-i973.
92 Liebscher (i99g), p. 89-go.
93 Liebscher (i999)~ p. 90.
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seriously tried to come up with appropriate criteria for this category of rules.94
At best, they relied on general principles of EC law. This might, perhaps, explain
why the ECJ's approach was received so uncritically. It seems that the scholars
were waiting for the Court to rule on the public policy nature ofEC competition
law. The reasoning offered by the ECJ was not generally received as unconvincing
and insufficient and, accordingly, triggered virtually no criticism. The Court's
ruling confirmed the majority view. Why bother about justifications when
everybody knew all along that competition was public policy? However, in my
view, the whole point of the Eco Swus exercise was to contribute to the
development of the concept of public poliry at the crossroads of national and
European law rather than to attach a missing tag.

It is beyond the scope and the aim ofthis study to propose a workable criterion
for characterising certain EC law rules as rules of public policy in the context of
arbitration. Firstly, in my view, such an attempt would be based on inappropriate
grounds. As emphasised in Chapter 6, the hypothesis of the present study was
that public policy in the context of arbitration should be seen as a mechanism
rather than a sum ofrules. Thus, for example, no objection would be raised if the
European Court qualified certain EC rules as rules of public policy as long as it
was clear that the Court was not attempting to remove the dividing line between
public policy as a mechanism and an exception, on the one hand, and so-called
public poliry rules, on the other. After all, terminology can be imperfect. However,
in the Eco Swiss case, the ECJ demonstrated little awareness ofthe substantive
difference between these two different matters. The Court juggled with different
concepts, drew parallels where there were none and substituted concepts of
different orders.

Secondly, since it has been maintained that public policy as an exception consists
of the fundamental principles and core values ofthe legal system, the major task
of the present chapter was to establish whether some fundamental principles are
indeed expressed in EC competition law. As we have seen, the values protected
by competition rules are often renounced for the sake of other goals. On this basis,
at least, it can be claimed that, if fundamentality is understood as an unyielding
core ofprinciples unsusceptible ofcompromise, competition law is not infused
with such fundamentality a priori. Furthermore, the analysis of the European
Court of Justice in Eco Swiss attempting to draw on the fundamental character
of EC competition rules, fell short of sufficiently persuasive arguments and a solid

~ The outlookofsome European scholazs attempting to use the chazacterisation ofEC law
as public policy in seazch of the grounds of application ofEC law in arbitral proceedings
will be more fully explored in Chapter Io.
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foundation which could be used to justify the attribution of a fundamental
character to EC antitrust law.

7.5 Conclusions

The goal ofconsidering the subject of competition law values was to identify the
role played by this area oflaw in society. It was expected that the findings of the
enquiry into the values of competition law would offer an explanation of why
competition law, to the exclusion of other economic regulations of the State,
repeatedly emerges among hypothetical (in academic debates) and practical
examples of rules whose violation triggers the public policy exception to the
recognition and enforcement ofarbitral awards.

Having regarded competition law from different angles, i.e., from abstract,
national, Community, and international perspectives, some conclusions can be
formulated:

i. As we have seen, competition law does not have an absolute (universal) value.
The assessment ofcumpetition guals may vary frum margiiiál to fuiidánieiiiai.
This is bound to reflect the balance of interests in different societies. For some,
evaluation of competition is a corollary of its contribution to the protection of
economic pluralism and the limitation ofprivate economic power. For others,
economic efficienry provides a basis for appreciation ofcompetition process.

z. There is a chance ofcollision between various individual national competition
regimes. Even if every competition law encompasses more or less similar
principles, the concrete norms, their interpretation, and the manner of their
enforcement may vary significantly from country to country,95 and within one
country - depending on the policy objectives.

As more systems of competition law are adopted around the world, the potential
for conflict between States increases. Articles 8i EC and 82 EC apply to anti-
competitive agreements and to the abuse of a dominant position only to the extent
that trade between Member States within the common market is affected. This
means that an agreement to fix prices and to divide markets outside the EC would
not be caught by EC competition law, unless there was some possibility that the

9s Anexample is thediametrically opposite conclusions (assessing the conduct of IBM under
Article 8z EC) which were reached on the basis ofAmerican and European competition
regulations, referred to in Fox (i998), P. iz.
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agreement would restrict competition and produce an effect on trade within the
Community.96

Furthermore, in some instances, national governments may actively encourage
restrictions of competition which benefit the national economy, for example, by
requiring undertakings not to compete with one another in export markets or
adopting measures of voluntary export restraints.97

3. Competition law is an instrument of economic policy. Although the manner
of enforcement and the effect it produces on private relations varies depending
on the institutional and normative framework adopted in a particular country,
competition law can be viewed as economic regulation enforced with considerable
administrative discretion.

4. Competition law is rarely enforced strictly in accordance with its own criteria
since other policies sensitive to the outcome of the competition law enforcement
often cause otherwise applicable competition rules to be set aside. Here, again,
no general agreement has been reached at either academic or practical level on
the extent to which other policies can legitimately interfere with and distort the
functioning of competition.9g

5. The direction and emphasis of the enforcement of competition rules are
determined by the variety ofboth short-term and long-term non-economic or
`populist' policy considerations formulated by administrative bodies entrusted
with enforcement.

In sum, it is clear that competitíon law expresses a valid interest of the state.
However, its exact place in the hierarchy ofpublic policies is not unequivocal. As
was shown above, the very character ofthe law, whose application is to a large
degree dependent on economic assessment, presupposes an ambiguity in pursuing
public interests. The balancing exercise in which the enforcers are involved

g6
9~

98

Case C-3o6~96 Javico v. Yves Saint Laurent Parfums [tgg8] ECR I-Ig83.
Geiger (1993)~ P. 76~
Many express a certain reserve as to the degree of intrusion of conflicting policies and
objecrives in anritrust enforcement. However, apart from this,no common denominator
exists in opinion and legal practice. Most competirion laws remain silent or vague on the
subjea leaving the conflict to be resolved by the actual enforcing agencies. The raze
examples of a more transpazent approach are those of Japan and Canada, whose laws
expressly enumerate alternative objectives that should be respected while enforcing
antitrust provisions. See nationa] reports in Ehlermann 8t Laudari (1998).
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deprives competition policy (at least in the countries with a multiplicity of
competition law objectives) of its strong public policy imperative.

To give a more clear illustration of the relative imperative force of competition
considerations compared to some other matters ofpublic concern, let us consider
two hypothetical EC cases: one concerning an agreement between two
independent manufacturers to combine their efforts in the development of a new
product, and the other concerning the operation of a paper factory established
in an economically backward region which causes water pollution. The joint
venture between competitors, formed to the detriment of competition, may be
nevertheless, exempted provided it contributes to technical progress and allows
consumers a fair share ofthe resulting benefits. At least, this is what Article 8i
(3) EC seems to state. However, under no circumstances can a producer violating
environmental standards be exempted from the compliance with the rules on
environmental standards for the sake of enhancing production and passing on
benefits to consumers, or because its closing down will lead to deterioration in
the employment situation in the area.

Thus, competition poliry is only one poliry among various state policies pursued
for the benefit of the society zt lárge undPr the broad heading `nublic policy'. The
establishment of a hierarchy among the policies is obviously a question ofpolitical
choice. It is not excluded that competition policy and pro-arbitration poliry can
be put on the same footing.

Strictly speaking, there is no direct confrontation between these two policies.
International arbitration is not a body or an agent of the state. It does not
safeguard the vital interests of the particular country. It is not directly involved
in enforcement of law. It applies the law as a normative yardstick for resolving
private disputes. It is neither required to be legally correct nor is it assisted in
carrying out its adjudicating mission. Although it functions within the limits
drawn by the state, including public policy limits, this is the only way the state
accommodates its own specific interests which are at variance with the interest
ofhaving an effectively functioning arbitration. The fact that arbitration derives
its legitimacy not from one state but from `the sum ofall the legal orders which
on certain conditions are willing to recognise the arbitral award'99 makes it
independent from local policies and laws.

Ifa given state attaches an extraordinarily high importance to the enforcement
of laws expressing its economic policy, such as competition law, there are a

99 Gaillard (i999)~ P. 5z6.
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number ofways by which the state can attempt to ensure that enforcement of
these laws is not frustrated. For instance, by introducing some form ofjudicial
merits review of arbitral awards dealing with EC competition law, the state can
improve the policing of antitrust violations and, perhaps, even enhance
deterrence. By making competition matters inarbitrable, the state can ensure that
the disputes involving competition law will not be adjudicated in private
arbitration proceedings hidden from the public eye. However, this would come
at a cost. A notable decrease in the effectiveness and desirability ofarbitration
is just the minimum price to be paid for the expansion of enforcement imperatives
to the area ofpublic policy control over arbitral awards. The priority ofthe state
may be the improvement, even if marginal, of competition law compliance
through deterrence to the detriment ofthe efficienry of arbitration. Alternatively,
the state can concentrate its efforts on the improvement of public enforcement
in cases of grave antitrust violations capable ofcausing significant harm to society
at large, accepting the risk that other less offensive antitrust infringements may
pass unnoticed in private settings. Thus, the choice between the two alternatives
is a poliry choice which should be made with a full awareness of íts consequences.
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Chapter 8

Arbitrability

S.i Introduction

The hypothesis that arbitrators might have to apply EC law is based on the
presumption that they have the competence to adjudicate on claims giving rise
to EC law. However, the arbitrators' competence ratione materiae is not
unlimited.

The subject-matter competence of arbitrators is determined by the area
encompassing matters or disputes which are not excluded from arbitration in
favour ofthe jurisdiction ofnational courts or other state authorities. Both the
content ofthis area and the method ofdemazcation ofits scope vary from country
to country. The problem of designation of matters falling within this area is
commonly referred to as arbitrability. The term `azbitrability' is occasionally used
in some other contexts, but for the purposes of the current chapter, it covers
disputes or subject-matters capable of being resolved by arbitration.'

The relevance of arbitrability to the application of EC law may be demonstrated
in the following way: if, due to inarbitrability, an arbitral tribunal lacks
competence to try certain matters which might be governed by EC rules, the
question of application of certain areas of EC law will not arise because it is
exclusively reserved to the jurisdiction of national courts. National courts seised
in arbitration-related matters such as enforcement of an arbitration agreement,
application for setting aside, or enforcement of arbitral awards may raise the
inarbitrability issue ex officio thus preventing the matter from being tried by
arbitrators or refusing to recognise the result of exercised jurisdiction. Therefore,
as far as arbitrators and the parties are concerned, inarbitrability might present
a limit to the application of EC law in arbitral proceedings. In this chapter, a

' Fouchard, Gaillazd 8z Goldman (i999)~ p.31z.
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concise analysis will be undertaken to ascertain ifan application ofEC law may
be precluded or restriaed by the fact that certain disputes or claims touching upon
EC law are considered inarbitrable under the law of the countries selected for a
comparative review.

It should be borne in mind that the extent to which the problem ofarbitrability2
is discussed below is determined by the scope of the present book, which is
restricted to the application of EC law in arbitration proceedings between parties
to international commercial relationships. It is, therefore, presumed that all such
parties are professional merchants or business undertakings. Thus, the problem
ofarbitrability ofconsumer and labour disputes, specific areas of civil law heavily
influenced by EC law, will not be considered. As was discussed in Chapter 5, most
of the arbitration cases under consideration have arisen out ofvarious contractual
relationships involving, first and foremost, European competition law.
Consequently, the current chapter will be focused mainly on the arbitrability of
competition law matters.

8.z Arbitrability in general

It should be recalled that arbitration constitutes derogation from the principle
ofthe monopoly ofstate courts in the area of adjudication. In international cases,
it complements the procedural aspect of party autonomy: the right to select a
foreign court, i.e., a foreign judicial forum, is broadened to the entitlement to
choose a non-judicial method of dispute resolution. Thus, it constitutes a waiver
of one ofthe fundamental rights: the right to trial by civil court. Consequently,
each state retains the power to determine which matters are excluded from the
area susceptible ofprivate adjudication. This implies, on the one hand, that the
area of arbitrability differs from state to state depending on the national
perception of the permissible domain of arbitration. On the other hand, the
criteria used for determining the arbitrability of the disputes might diverge
considerably.

Most matters ofa commercial nature are considered to be arbitrable 3 However,
when these matters touch upon the interests of third parties or the community

The problem of azbitrability is not only concerned with the quesrion of what can be
azbitrated but also with other issues, including the questionoflaw applicable to arbitrability.
This aspect of the problem will not be considered in this section.
The L~CITRAL Model Law, Article c gives a tentative list ofthe matters which canbe seen
as commercial.
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at large, or prerogatives of the state courts or administrative bodies, the problem
of arbitrability might arise. For instance, among sensitive matters of this nature
whose arbitrability has not always been or is not yet recognised are competition
matters and unfair trade practices, the existence and validity of intellectual
property rights, bankruptcy, and securities.

As will be shown later in the overview ofthe different national approaches to the
criteria which determine the arbitrability of subject-matters, the arbitrability of
sensitive matters depends on two factors: the willingness of the state to promote
arbitration and the use ofliberal criteria for the determination of arbitrability.
Roughly, three typical methods ofdetermination of arbitrability can be identified.
The first and most traditional one refers to the nature ofthe rights at stake, namely
to transferability (or disposability) of the ríghts implicated by the dispute. The
second approach, which has been severely criticised as outdated and
inappropriate, relates arbitrability to public poliry, thus making all matters with
a public poliry character inarbitrable. The third one, which can be characterised
as the most liberal and advanced, uses the criterion ofthe economic character of
the arbitrable matters. According to this approach, claims involving property or
otherwise capable ofbeing expressed in monetary terms are arbitrable.

8.3 Methods ofdetermination ofarbitrability and their
application to the arbitrability of EC competition matters

Since arbitrability allows a demarcation line to be drawn between the jurisdiction
ofthe courts and arbitration, one might expea to fmd a clear rule for arbitrability
in national procedural or arbitration legislation. On the contrary, international
conventions and most of the national laws under consideration are surprisingly
laconic. In extreme cases, national law, whether statutory or judge-made, might
be completely silent on the point as is illustrated by English law. The i996
Arbitration Act was said `not to seek to define matters which are not capable of
settlement by arbitration'" proving once again the truth of the observation
according to which `English law has never arrived at a general theory for
distinguishing those disputes which may be settled by arbitration from those
which may not'.5 In the absence ofspecific case law on arbitrability to the contrary,
one can assume that under English law `...all those matters which affect the civil

' Veeder (i997), p. zi.
5 Mustill 8i Boyd (i9g9)~ P.149.
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interests of parties are arbitrable, including private disputes in connection with
patents, trademarks and "matters of anti-trust"'.~

However, even in jurisdictions in which the issue of arbitrability is not lacking
altogether from arbitration legislation, the relevant provisions are general in
nature and largely depend on the courts' interpretation. The latter is, in turn,
heavily influenced by various factors such as the interests ofthe promotion of
international trade and international arbitration,' respect ofparty autonomy and
the perception of the role of the state in the regulation of private commercial
relationships.

A closer look at the provisions of the Dutch, Belgium, French, and Swiss
legislation regarding arbitrability reveals that they employ quite a number of
different methods for the determination ofarbitrability.

The first method which is typical of many other civil law jurisdictions, is
exemplified by the Dutche and Belgian arbitration acts, which províde for freedom
ofdisposition of rights as a criterion for arbitrability of a dispute. The Dutch law
states that `The arbitration agreement shall not serve to determine legal
consequences of which the parties cannot freely dispose.'9 The Belgian act
stipulates that `Any dispute... in respect of which it is permissible to compromise
may be the subject ofan arbitration agreement."o Thus, according to the freedom
of disposition criteria, any disputes involving rights or issues which can be
alienated by the parties by way ofwaiver, settlement out ofcourt, compromise,
etc., are arbitrable.

One of the diffiatlties in the practical application ofthe above method, which by
itself seems to be clear enough, is that the concrete meaning of what should
constitute freely disposable rights is prone to ambiguity and has even been labelled
as illusive." For example, as suggested by T. De Boer, `when we are talking about
`rights' that the parties are not at liberty to dispose of, we mean either rights that
affea the position ofothers, notably third parties and the community as such."Z
Typically, the rights pertaining to, e.g., personal status and capacity (legal and

Veeder (t997), p. u.
Redfern 8c. Hunter (1999)~ p. 148.
The Dutch Arbitration Act 1986 is contained in the Dutch Code ofCivil Procedure, Book
IV,Arbitrarion, Articles iozo-IO76.
Arricle tozo(3) of the Dutch CCP.
Arricle i676(I), Belgian Judicial Code, Part VI, Arbitration.
Fouchard, Gaillard 8~ Goldman (t999)~ p- 341-
De Boer (1996)~ p. 347.
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natural persons) and marriage are considered to be inalienable and disputes
implicating them inarbitrable. The question ofwhether the arbitration should be
allowed with regard to pecuniary consequences arising out of rights which are
not freely disposable is more controversial. As was noted by K. Geens with regard
to Belgian law (a position which is probably shared by many other European
jurisdictions), since even the civil consequences of a criminal offence can be
subject to a valid settlement, so can the legal consequences related to an inalienable
right be subject to arbitration.~3 The problem here boils down to drawing a correct
distinction between a transgression of inalienable rights and the subsequent
compromise regarding the financial implications of such a transgression.

It can be safely assumed that application ofthe test based on the criterion of free
disposition of the rights to the area ofEC competition law results in affirming
the arbitrability of such matters. It has been maintained that the rights which a
party derives from competition provisions are undoubtedly disposable.`4 They
indude the following rights: the right to invoke nullity ofan agreement prohibited
by competitíon rules, the right to invoke unlawfulness of conduct not complying
with such rules, and the right to invoke the validity ofagreements benefiting from
individual or group exemptions.~5 One can add that the right to claim damages
caused hy the vi~lati~n cif c~mpetition provisions as well as the right to seek an
award of other available civil remedies (such as restitution, rescission ofcontract,
or declaration ofbreach) clearly belong to the category ofrights that can be freely
exercised and is subject to settlement. On the other hand, the rights which belong
to the realm of administrative law, such as a right to notify the Commission about
the competition law infringements, the right to a Commission decision, the right
to impose fines, penalties, injunctions, etc., are evidently not disposable. However,
because they are administrative in nature, that is, they belong to the realm of
relationships between a private individual (undertaking) and enforcement
authorities, these rights do not form the object of arbitration proceedings. It can
be expected that after the new system of decentralised enforcement of EC law
becomes operative,i6 the scope of freely disposable rights will be broadened.
Under the new Regulation No. r~2oo3 which will supersede Regulation No.
i7~i962, Article 8r EC is directly effective as a whole, with the result that the
ordinary courts will be able to grant individual exemptions under Article 8i (3)
EC. Thus, the parties' freely disposable rights will include the right to claim an

,3
~
~s
r6

Geens (i999)~ P. 149.
Idot (i993A)~ P. 49.
Maire 8L Hahn (t993)~ p- 95-96.
Council Regulation No.i~zoo3 on the implementation of the rules oncomperirion laid down
in Amcles 8i and 82 oftheTreaty, oJ 2003 L t~i.Itwillbecome applicable from May i, zoo4.
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award of individual exemption with the consequence that, in principle, this matter
which has been non-arbitrable so far, should become capable of arbitral
adjudication.

Returning to the different criteria underlying the test of arbitrability, it should
be noted that the criterion ofarbitrability based on the freedom of disposition
can be supplemented by other considerations. One example is presented by the
Belgian doctrine. Another is the French experience, which is rather peculiar
because it demonstrates the evolutionary way in which even a precise legal
provision on arbitrability may be interpreted by the courts in order to meet the
needs ofa developing arbitration practice.

To begin with Belgian doctrine, although the Belgian law refers solely to the
freedom of disposition as a criterion for determining arbitrability, the doctrine
has developed a general principle according to which arbitrators also lack
jurisdiction if the underlying commercial transaction is contrary to public poliry."
This principle has been held to be a corollary of the general provision ofBelgian
civil law prohibiting parties from entering into agreements contrary to public
policy. It should be noted that public policy in the domestic context is often
compared to mandatory rules which sometimes curb the freedom ofdisposition.
Thus, the inalienable character ofrights tends to be (erroneously) connected with
the public policy (ordre public, mandatory) character of rules governing such
rights. This is unfortunate because there are various kinds ofmandatory rules and
different degrees of transferability of rights. The freedom of disposition has
various shades, for example, substantive or procedural, to name the most obvious
forms. In the procedural context, the right to dispose ofone's rights (substantive
freedom ofdisposition) is transformed into the right to determine the extent of
the civil lawsuit and the method ofadjudication. The freedom ofdisposition is
curbed by public poliry, which should not however, be understood in terms of
mandatory rules.i8 As was emphasised, `if the status of`ordinary' mandatory rule
would defeat the parties' freedom ofdisposition, including their right to settle a

For an assertion ofthe continuous validityofthe principle in Belgium, at least in domesric
arbitration, see Demeulenaere (I g 99), p. I 15. See other authoriries cited by Hanotiau (t g g7),
P. 44 at footnote z8.
For example, recall the position of the Dutch Supreme Court in Van Sch~ndel. In the
preliminary reference to the ECJ, the Dutch Court pointed out that it could only allow
raising a new point based on EC competition law at the cassation level if it was regarded
as a matter of public policy. Under the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure, Arricle 48 (now
Amcle z5), public policy constitutes anexception to the principle ofpassivity ofcivil judge
and, furthermore, curbs parties' procedural freedom ofdisposition. Cases C-43o-43t~93
Van Sch~ndel [t995] ECR I- 4705, at p. 4715-47t6.
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dispute out of court, little would be left of that freedom. It can hardly be
maintained that a dispute over a contracts issue could not be submitted to
arbitration simply because some rules of contract law are mandatory'.'y Only
where the interests of the third parties predominate in civil litigation does the
freedom ofdisposition not operate in full by virtue ofpublic policy exceprion?o

It is interesting to note that, in contrast to Belgian doctrine, it appears that in
Dutch doctrine and court practice the nexus between arbitrability and public
poliry has never had a strong hold. This overturns the once powerful presumprion
that arbitrability `is in essence a matter ofpublic poliry.'Z' As one ofthe leading
authorities in Dutch arbitration concluded, citing coherent Dutch case lawZZ in
support of his view, `bepalingen van openbare orde stellen derhalve geen grens
aan de bevoegdheid van arbiters.1~3

Consequently, according to the Belgian principle, the arbitrators' competence
to decide a dispute, for example, on the validity ofthe agreement under Article
8i EC and to award civil remedies, would be excluded if they found that the
agreement in question had indeed violated competition law. On the other hand,
according to the same principle, ifarbitrators found no actual violation of EC
competitien rales, they would have the right to exercise jurisdicti~n with regard
to the dispute implicating competition law. The operation ofthe principle seems
unsatisfactory and absurd: in order to determine a preliminary jurisdictional
question of arbitrability, an arbitral tribunal has to consider the merits of the
case.Z4 One could expect that, being forced to give in to the principle, arbitrators
would be considerably more inclined to hold that a contract is compatible with
EC competition rules. The application of this traditional principle with regard
to arbitrability, especially in the context of international arbitration, has been
criticised as outdated and unwarranted,Zs though some Belgian authors appear
to maintain that it is still a valid principle as far as domestic arbitration is
concerned.Zb It can be added that it is doubtfitl that the principle can be sustained
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De Boer (t996), P. 344.
Ibid., p. 346-347.
Redfern 8L Hunter (t999)~ P~ 149.
HR i7.tz. t935~ N] t936, no. 4gz; HR i6.o6.t942, N] t94z No. 578; HR co.o6.t955~ N)1955
no. 570; HR o6.tz.t963, N] tgó4 No. 43.
Sanders (t996B), p. 25.
See ICC Award in Case No. 6to6 (t988), IC C Bulletin, vol. 5~2~ 1994~ P.44-47 for a practical
illustration of the approach exemplified by reference to French and Italian Law.
Hanotiau (t997), p. 44; Geens (t999)~ P~ t44.
Demeulenaere (t999)~ P. I14 -ItS.
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in the face of the currently favourable attitude of some of the Community
institutions, namely, the Commission, towards arbitration in competition matters.

1'he position of arbitrability under French law has been characterised as unique.
It has been remarked that the debate and case law are controversial, being
obscured by the `confusion between arbitrability and questions of public policy.'Z'
The source of this confusion is rooted in French legislation. While Article zo59
of the French Code of Civi] Procedure refers to the freedom ofdisposition of
rights as a criterion ofarbitrability, Article zo6o(I) expressly adds that `one may
not submit to arbitration questions ofpersonal status and capacity.... and more
generally in all areas which concern public policy.' In essence, strictly interpreted,
this latter tule would signify that, no matter what the subject-matter ofthe dispute
or rights referred for determination by arbitration, ifsuch determination required
interpretation or application of public policy rules, arbitrability would be
exduded.z8 This interpretation may take a milder hybrid form which, akin to the
principle developed in Belgian doctrine, would lead to inarbitrability any time a
transgression ofpublic policy rules actually occurred. Below is an example given
by French commentators illustrating the operation of the thus understood method
of determination ofarbitrability in competition matters:

'...taking the example of antitrust law, the exclusion [from resolution by
arbitration - N. S.] would apply to disputes in which the main contract
containing the arbitration agreement contravenes antitrust rules. Thus, for
example, disputes arising from a contract partitioning markets could not be
submitted to arbitration. The aim here is to avoid the risk that arbitrators -
whose seat may be located in a country which does not condemn such practices
or whose background may be in legal systems which are less sensitive to such
issues - attach insufficient importance to the enforcement of such rules and that
the parties subsequently agree to comply with the resulting awazd. This view
reveals a mistrust ofarbitration and, above all, is hardly practicable'. ~9

It has been recognised that, despite the unsteady beginning from which the
concept of arbitrability developed in France, the case law has gradually evolved
towards diminishing the role of the public policy criterion for the purposes of
determination of arbitrability.3oAt least as far as international arbitration is
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Hascher (1993). P- 174
Fouchard, Gaillard 8~ Goldman (1999)~ P. 333.
Ibid.
See Hascher (1993), P~ 167 and, more recently, Fouchard, Gaillard 8t Goldman (t999), p.
333 ff., for a detailed discussion of the gradual development of the French case law in this
respect.
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concerned, in a number of consecutive decisions, the French courts had, little by
little, moved away from strict interpretation ofArtide zo6o3' As was emphasised,
in arbitrabílity issues French courts `managed to free themselves from the shackles
of statutory provisions clearly unsuited to international arbitration and to
establish principles only loosely derived from those texts.'j2 The present state of
development ofFrench law with regard to the arbitrability of EC competition law
issues is determined by the decisions in the Aplix~ and Labinal~ cases. In the latter
case, the Court of Appeals held that:

`...if the character of the law of economic policy of the Community rule in
competition law prohibits azbitrators from pronouncing injunctions or levying
fines, they may nevertheless draw the civil conclusions ofbehaviour judged to
be illicit with respect to public order rules that can be directly applied to the
relations ofthe parties in the action...'.3s

Finally, we will consider the position of arbitrability under Swiss law. Switzerland
is one of the most frequently selected neutral venues for international arbitration
involving parties established in the EC. The criterion of arbitrability adopted
under the Swiss PILA is acclaimed as the most liberal and modern in Europe.
According to Article i77, `any dispute involving property may be the subject
matter of an arbitration.i3ó In the Ficantieri case, the Swiss Federal Tribunal
clarified the scope of the notion of `disputes involving property' giving it the
widest possible interpretation: `... all claims that have a financial value to the
parties whether as an asset or a liability, in other words those rights that have, at
least for one of the parties, an interest that can be valued in money.'" It also went
on to emphasise that `Article t77... of the Act does not make arbitrability
dependant on the alienability of the rights in dispute, so that it is wrong to
assimilate the "involvement ofproperty", within the meaning ofthis provision,
with the freedom to alienate... Those are two different criteria...'38

'` See CAParis, Feb. zt, t964, Meulemans et Cie. V. Robert, 9z JDI tt3 (t965); Cass. te civ., May
t8, t97t, lmpex v. P. A. Z. Produzione Lavorazione, 99 JDI 6z (tg7z).

3~ Fouchazd, Gaillazd 8t Goldman (t999)~ P-33t.
~ CA Paris, October t4~ t993~ Aplix v. Vekro, t994 Rev. Arb. t64.
~ CA Paris, May t9, t993~ Labinal v. Mors, t993 Rev. Arb. 645.
~ English translation cited from Fouchard, Gaillazd 8z Goldman (t999)~ P~ 337.
36 Swiss Private International Law Act, Article t77 (t).
" SwissFederalTribunal,z3Junet99z,Ficantieri-CantiníerilVavaliltalianiS.p.aV.M,XXYCA

t995, p. 766.
~ Ibid.
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It is generally understood that the criterion of financial (pecuniary) interests
allows for a greater domain of arbitration than the criterion based on alienability
ofrights. However, their respective scopes do not overlap completely so that even
rights involving property might be considered inalienable. To overcome individual
weaknesses of these two criteria some of the recent arbitration acts have made
an attempt to combine those two criteria to further broaden the area of
arbitrability. For example, the German Arbitration Act 1998, section io3o,
provides that `any claim involving an economic interest (`Verm~gensrechtlicher
Anspruch') can be the subject of an arbitration agreement. An arbitration
agreement concerning claims not involving an economic interest shall have legal
effect to the extent that the parties are entitled to conclude a settlement on the
issue in dispute.'39

Given the liberal attitude of Swiss law towards the determination ofarbitrability
in general, the remark that `arbitrability of competition matters has not produced
much case law in Switzerland, probably because there are few problems in this
connection' is not surprising. As early as 1975, in the Ampaglas case, a cantonal
court affirmed the arbitrability of EC competition law matters. In this case, the
court was seised ofa request to set aside an award rendered by the arbitral tribunal
acting as amiable compositeur in a dispute which had arisen under a patent
licensing agreement with the law of Luxembourg as the governing law. The
claimant in the setting aside proceedings took the position that only the ECJ could
interpret certain aspects ofthe application of Article SI EC (ex Article 85), which
was considered by the arbitrators and was found inapplicable to the contract. The
Swiss court dismissed the action, stating that `it cannot be said that a dispute
concerning the invalidity or termination of a contract or a contractual claim
cannot be submitted to arbitration even when one of the parties bases its claims
on a mandatory provision.'4o In a more recent decision, the Swiss Federal Tribunal
set aside an arbitral award in which the arbitrators found that they had no
jurisdiction to rule on an EC competition claim arising under a contract between
Italian and Belgian parties with Belgian law as the governing law. The Swiss court
held that: `neither Article 85 of the Treaty of Rome nor Regulation 17 on its
application forbid a national court or an arbitral tribunal to examine the validity
ofthat contract.'4'
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.o

Section Io3o(I ) ofthe German Arbitration Act of t 998, German CodeofCivil Procedure,
Tenth Book.
Vaud cantonal tribunal, Ampaglas, z8 October 1975 (1981) Iz9 Journal des Tribunaux III,
71, cited from Hascher (1993)~ P. 177.
Supreme Court, April z8,199z, V. S.p. A v. G. S. A, ATF t18II t93; XVIII YCA Ig93~ p. 143-
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8.4 Obstacles to arbitrability in EC competition law

It was argued above that matters involving competition rules generally satisfy the
criteria for holding such matters arbitrable. However, competition law, despite
its frequent intrusion into the area of civil law, belongs to the category of
economic laws often enforced by specialised state authorities. Issues of
administrative law which have a public law character are, as a rule, excluded from
arbitration. Consequently, although EC competition law is, in principle,
arbitrable, the areas of application of competition law reserved exclusively to
administrative authorities are, by defmition, removed from azbitral jurisdiction.

It should be recalled that until recently the enforcement ofEC competition law
at least as faz as Article 8i EC is concerned was based on the so-called centralised
authorisation system established by the Council Regulation No. t7~6z in i96z.
According to the centralised authorisation system, the Commission, as an
administrative enforcement authority, has exclusive competence to apply Article
8i(3) EC providing for the exemption from the prohibition laid down in Article
8i(r) EC. In contrast, national courts' competence in the application of
competition law is limited to the establishment of a restriction ofcompetition
under Article 8i(i) EC and a subsequent declaration of nullity of the restrictive
agreements or part thereof. The courts cannot ascertain whether an individual
agreement prohibited by Article 8i(i) EC nevertheless satisfies the conditions set
out in Article 8i(3) and therefore, merits exemption. However, the courts do have
some competence in matters falling under Article 8i(3) EC. By Regulation i9~65,a~
the Commission was given powers to adopt regulations which would set the
conditions for exemption under Article 8i(3) EC of a certain category of
agreements otherwise falling under Article 8i(i) EC. Those regulations, which
received the name of block or group exemptions,43 can be relied on by an
individual and applied by courts, that is, they are directly effective. Agreements
covered by these regulations do not require an individual Commission decision
in order to be valid. The division of labour between national courts and the
Commission in the application of competition law has always been based on the

43

Council Regulation No. ig~65 on the application ofArticle 85 (3) of theTreaty to certain
categories ofagreements and concerted practices, OJ i965 36~ p. 533.
Some ofthe recent regulations of this kind, bringing under a single umbrella a number of
agreements previously covered by sepazate regulations, aze the Commission Regulation
z79o~t999 on the application of Article 8t(3) of the Treaty to categories of vertical
agreements and concerted practices (OJ i999 L 336~zt), Regulation z658~zooo on
sperialisation agreements, and Regulation z659~zooo on research and development
agreements (OJ zooo L 304~3 and L 304~7).
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principle of separation oftasks. While the Commission is preoccupied with the
formulation and implementation of competition policy (many individual
exemptions granted under Article 81(3) EC are policy decisions), national courts
mostly deal with the civil consequences of violation of competition, such as a
declaration ofnullity, award of damages, restitution, and compensation.

In the light of the above, it is clear that the arbitrators' competence to decide a
matter involving application of Article 81 EC is restricted in the same way as that
of national courts. Claims relying on the possibility of individual exemption under
Article 81(3) EC have not been arbitrable.

However, this settled position is likely to change in the near future. The reform
of the enforcement of EC competition law envisages a dramatic change in the
competition enforcement mechanism. According to Council Regulation I~ZOO3,~
the new system will take the form of a`directly applicable exception system'. With
this new mode of enforcement Article 81 EC as a whole will become directly
effective. Thus, the Regulation establishes that the national courts will become
competent to grant exemptions, the power previously resting within the exclusive
competence ofthe Commission.4'

From the perspective of arbitration, the question remains whether arbitral
tribunals will enjoy corresponding powers which will broaden the scope of
arbitrable claims. It has been suggested that this is going to happen.46 However,
arbitration was not mentioned, even in passing, either in the Commission
Proposal on the basis of which Regulation I~zoo3 was adopted or in its
Explanatory Memorandum. Regulation I~ZOO3 also contains no references to
arbitration. ;~To doubt, this deliberate silence indicates that the issue has yet to be
decided in favour of arbitration. However, it appears very unlikely that the present
course towards the creation of a wider arbitrability area is going to be changed
with the reform of competition law enforcement. It can be speculated that one
of the key objections to extending the arbitrability ofEC competition to claims
based on Article 81(3) EC is that the application of the latter provision involves
evaluating various poliry considerations, a task with an undertone of public
interests for which private arbitrators are seen as ill-suited. In response to this it

44
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EC Regulation No. I~zoo3 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down
in Artides 81 and 8z of the Treaty, OJ ioo3 LI~I. See also the Commission Proposal for a
Council Regularion on the implementarion ofthe rules on competition laid down in Articles
81 and 8z of theTreary, ProposalofSeptember 7, zooo, OJ zooo C 365 E~z84, Explanatory
Memorandum, p. 4.
Article I(z), EC Regulation No. t~zoo3, ibid.
Komninos (zool), p. uI-z38.
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can be argued that, as the reform ofcompetition law purports to reduce policy
interference with the purely competition law objectives of protection of
competition, the enforcers ofEC competition law, whether the Commission, the
national authorities, or the courts, will concentrate more on the economic
assessment of agreements and pracrices, which will be decisive for the assessment
of behaviour as pro- or anti-competitive, rather than weighing different policies
extraneous to competition objectives. With this reservation in mind, it can be
maintained that there is little in arbitration which makes it less suitable for the
application ofcompetition rules based on economic assessment than the ordinary
courts.

8.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, it should be stressed that the current trend in the area of
arbitrability demonstrates the steady decline of the role of public poliry
considerations in the determination of arbitrability and, therefore, the
abandonment of public policy as a criterion for the determination ofarbitrability.
At the same time, a shift towards the most liberal treatment ofarbitrability based
on the financial nature of the claim is clearly discernible. As one author
maintained, although no uniform defmition of arbitrability has yet emerged
among the EC countries, de facto consensus (manifested by national laws, and
court and arbitral decísions) on the legitimacy of international commercial
arbitration as a means of determining the ever-broadening area ofsubject-matters
is in sight: `... there has been increased acceptance ofthe arbitrability ofcertain
types of dispute which formerly would have been resolved by the courts
exclusively.'47

As far as EC competition law is concerned, another argument in favour ofthe
view that arbitrability in general no longer presents an obstacle to application of
EC law in this area is the approving stance of the Commission. This major
enforcer of European antitrust law seems to have altered its cautious and
suspicious attitude towards arbitration. At present, it shows an inclination to
pursue the policy of active encouragement of arbitration as a dispute resolution
method. Not so long ago, signs ofthis poliry could be found in a clumsy reference
to arbitration as a dispute settlement mechanism for claims arising under some
block exemption regulations.q8 The controversial practice ofimposing on parties
the requirement to provide for arbitration as a precondition for clearing

" Murray (t996), p. io7.
~ For example, Regularion i475~95~ ~) 1995 L 145I25.
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concentrations is another more recent example of the favourable attitude ofthe
Commission towards arbitration.49

The declining relevance of arbitrability in the context of international arbitration
in Europe is tacitly confirmed by the fact that the courts do not often raise this
issue ex offic~io, a power which they enjoy under the New York Convention i958
and relevant national acts. Neither is there any evidence that arbitrability is often
raised by interested parties in setting aside or enforcement proceedings.
Arbitration practice seems to be well tuned to the overall trend of the weakening
importance of arbitrability: the majority of recent arbitral awards dealing with
EC law would swiftly and resolutely dismiss a defence ofinarbitrability without
showing any ofthe hesitation typical of early arbitration practice.so

The above comparative overview ofthe situation regarding the arbitrability of
EC competition matters allows us to make the tentative conclusion that
arbitrability poses no obstacle to the application of EC law in the areas of law
which are most often implicated in arbitral proceedings.

49 See Idot (zooo), p. S9t.
So See, for instance ICC award ín case no. 7673 ~t993)~ 6~t ICC ICA Bulletin tgg5~ P. 57-59.
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Chapter 9

Application ofEC law by arbitrators

9.i Introduction

The problem of application of EC law by arbitrators can be roughly described
as being based on a combination ofthe general issue ofthe law applicable to the
merits in arbitration and the specific issue of mandatory rules' in arbitration.

At the outset, it should be realised that the process of application of EC law in
arbitration is complicated by one preliminary step which is normally absent in
irs appliCarinrz in naripr~al Courts ofthe EC Member State.c.2 As was dise-ttssed in
Chapter 2, EC law is a distinct legal order within the national legal systems ofthe
EC Member States, with a superior status vis-à-vis any conflicting national
provisions. Consequently, ifa problem ofapplication of EC law arises before a
national judge, it is resolved on the basis ofhierarchical subordination between
two essentially domestic legal provisions with different legal force. The
applicability ofEC law is never at stake as a matter ofprinciple: it claims automaric
application by virtue ofbeing part ofdomestic law. Thus, there is no choice of laws
or conflict of laws problem, as this is understood in private international law, in
the application ofEC law in national courts.3

It should be borne in mind that unless a specific reservation is made, the reference to
mandatory rules in thepresent context shouldmean areference to two kinds ofmandatory
rules: domesric mandatory rules and lois de police, mandatory rules in international sense.
See Chapter 6 for terminological clarificarions.
The presence ofthispreliminary step is razely considered by European law specialists, who
evidently assume automatic applicability of EC law.
The emergence ofEC lawhas brought about some elements ofconflict oflawmethodology:
a national judge has to decide which rules, domestic or European, to apply, depending on
the nature of the relationships (for example, Article 8t EC or domestic competition
provisions, rules on free movement ofgoods, etc.). Nevertheless, true conflict is absent:
national and European norms aze notcompeting. Their interface is predetermined by the
principle ofsupremacy ofEC law. In private international law situations, there is a choice
between a number of rival legal orders all standing on equal footing.
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The preliminary step which should be taken in arbitration is the initial
determination of applicability ofEC law as one of a number ofcompeting legal
orders with which an international dispute has certain links ofvarying strength.
Arbitration does not have an inherent legal forum and, as a result, it does not have
domestic law to fall back on. By implication, no substantive or private
international law can by its own intrinsic command impose obligations on
arbitration. Therefore, before any actual application ofEC law can take place, EC
law must first be given the status of applicable law or, in other words, a status of
lex contractus. This can be realised in a number ofways. Firstly, the parties can
select EC law individually or by reference to a law of one of the EC Member
countries. Secondly, EC law can be selected as the applicable law by arbitrators.
Hence, generally speaking, EC law can acquire the status ofgoverning law on the
same grounds as any other foreign law claiming application to the merits of a
dispute in arbitration proceedings.

The hypothesis of the current chapter is that arbitration as a mechanism of dispute
resolution is characterised by a less legalistic way of adjudication leading to a result
which can be better described in terms offairness and equity as perceived in the
case at hand, than in terms of abstract justice. Arbitration is not expected to
guarantee a correct application of the law. Its duty is deemed to be limited in this
respect to an obligation of `the best effort'. Notwithstanding this drawback,
arbitration is promoted by states, particularly in the area of international
contracts.

There are objective reasons why states are not much concerned with application
of the law in internatíonal arbitration. These reasons do not apply solely to
arbitration but to all cases involving foreign courts. International arbitration deals
with transnational disputes typically involving complex problems ofconflict of
laws and jurisdictions. By definition, an international dispute is a dispute which
is connected with more than one country, and consequently, with more than one
competent jurisdiction or law. A dispute might have to be resolved on the basis
of the foreign or domestic law as seen from the perspective of a particular legal
system interested in the outcome ofthe dispute. Let us consider first the attitude
ofa domesric court (acting in the capacity ofthe enforcement court) in a situation
in which its own domestic law has been applied by a foreign court. It is suggested
that the status ofan international arbitral tribunal in this context is similar to that
of a foreign court. Both a foreign court and an arbitration remain outside the
domestic judicial system. In the case of the latter, this fact is slightly obscured
because arbitration is often (not always) conducted in the territory ofa particular
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country.4 It is submitted that a domesric legal system cannot obtain any guarantee
that a foreign adjudicator would apply its law properly. This does not seem to
cause much concern, which is evidenced by the exclusion of review of foreign
judgments on the merits, including their choice oflaw fmdings. Thus, a domestic
court will accept incorrect application of its own law by a foreign court as a matter
ofprinciple.5 It is widely admitted that, in applying foreign law, even a judge (a
trained legal specialist, which is not always the case with arbitrators) `switches
from the position ofa professional to that ofan amateur.'6 A correct application
ofthe foreign law becomes fortuitous. The illusion that foreign law can be applied
flawlessly by a judge trained in other legal traditions and influenced by domestic
social-economic circumstances can only be shared by formalists who look at law
as an instrument capable of being handled with equal skill in any hands. As
emphasised by one scholar, `it is an axiom of a choice of law that there are
circumstances in which a case should be decided under foreign law and that the
foreign law should be understood as it is in its country oforigin. This may lead
to application ofa system oflaw by a court which is alien to it and can hardly be
expected to avoid a distorted interpretation. Thus the demand implicit in this
axiom ofchoice of law and its feasibility is hardly reconcilable.''

In utte reverse siraauon, a law applied to ar. international transaction by a domestic
court is a foreign law. All the above reflections on the manner in which foreign
law is treated in a non-indigenous court are also valid in this context. Ifa national
system tolerates imperfect application of its own law in a foreign jurisdiction, its
concern for the correct application of a foreign law is further weakened. This is
evidenced by the fact that, in many countries, the decision of a domestic court
cannot be reviewed on the grounds ofincorrect application ofa foreign law: `even
where foreign law is considered as `law' rather than fact and therefore should be
applied ex officio, there may be no recourse to the highest court for errors in its
application'.8

' It can be expected that with the proliferation of electronic commerce and further
developments related to the Internet and virtual space, the physical localisation of
arbitration willbecome extremely difficult.Forpragmatic reasons, arbitration conducted
onthe Internet can easily be localised. However, any criterion for such localisation willmost
likely be formalistic, reflecting no real connection between the arbitration and a specific
country. See further Kaufmann-Kohler (t999)~ P. 35o ff.

5 See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.z.
6 Kotting (i99o), p. g6.
' Ibid., p. 97.
8 De Boer (t996), p. z66.
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In this context, the answer to the question ofwhy no concern has ever been raised
regarding the correct application ofthe law in international arbitration becomes
self-evident. Below, the features of legislative and other legal provisions
addressing issues of applicable law in arbitration will be considered. For this
purpose, it seems appropriate to look at the solutions found in national arbitration
acts and international treaties. A comparative overview will serve to verify the
thesis that the modern normative framework for international arbitration
expressly or tacitly allows arbitral adjudication be what it is: a resolution of a
specific dispute in an ad hoc manner on the basis ofrules of law whose correct
application is not assured.

9.2 Choice ofapplicable law by arbitrators:
A comparative survey ofarbitration acts, treaties,
arbitration rules and arbitration practice

g.2.i Respect ofparty autonomy by arbitrators - a cornerstone principle

A comparative analysis of the sources regulating the powers of the parties in
international arbitration to choose the applicable law reveals the following
unanimous rule: when the parties have selected the law applicable to the contract,
an arbitral tribunal is bound by this choice.9 This rule is not unique to arbitration.
A similar provision corresponding to it is found in most if not all modern private
international law acts of various countries and international treaties.

The freedom of the parties to make a designation of the applicable law is a
component ofthe autonomy of will exercised by the parties to an international
transaction. It is sometimes said to belong to the general principles of private
international law. Thus, even for a national judge adjudicating on an international
contractual dispute, the parties' will to have their contract governed by a particztlar
law is an imperative which can only be deviated from in exceptional
circumstances.

Party autonomy has not always been inviolable for the national judiciary.
However, the contemporary perception ofthe scope and extent of the freedom
ofthe parties to choose the law includes at least the following elements: the right

9 See the French Code of Civil Procedure, Ig81, Artide 14g6(t); the Dutch Code of Civil
Procedure, Arricle io54(z); the Swiss Private International Law Aa Ig87, Article 187(I);
English Arbitration Act Igg6, Arricle 46(I).
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to select any law, even one which has no connection whatsoever with the
transaction, and the right to select different laws to govern different parts of the
contract (contractual dépe~age). For instance, as far as EC Member States are
concerned, the Rome Convention on the law applicable to contractual obligations
has established a uniform rule in Articles 3 and 4 giving priority to the parties'
choice of law or several laws over an objectively selected le~x contractus.'o

Given the consensual nature ofarbitration, which ultimately derives its powers
from the agreement of the parties, it is not surprising that party autonomy in the
context ofarbitration has gained a broader scope." In arbitration, in addition to
the two principles mentioned above, the parties' choice might extend to rules
which do not belong to a concrete system oflaw. Furthermore, the parties may
choose to exclude certain parts of law or even to authorise arbitrators to follow
the principles offairness and equity12 rather than apply legal rules while resolving
the dispute.

The legal rules which can be selected by the parties can belong, for example, to
trade usages and customs, or international conventions not yet in force. Provisions
oflaw which are no longer (or not yet) in force in the enacting state can be seen
as ar.cther example ef the same category efrules.

There is another category ofrules which it is argued do not belong to law in the
traditional sense ofthis word as a system oflegal rules enacted by the state. Such
rules are often referred to as a-national or transnational rules of law. In the
arbitration literature, the expression `lex mercatoria' is used to identify these rules,
which `do not originate exclusively from a particular national legal system'.'3
Typical examples of the sources of such rules are informal codifications of
international organisations and business associations such as the UNIDROIT
Principles of Commercial Contracts or the Principles ofEuropean Contract Law,
INCOTERMS, or general principles of international commercial law.

,}

The Giuliano andLagazde Report explained that theprinciple ofparty autonomy affirmed
by the Rome Convenrion was not new to EC countries. It had been recognised in all EC
Member State long before the Convenrion, Giuliano 8t Lagarde (i98o), p. t5-i6.
Snijders (199g), p. t66.
So-called azbitration ex aequo et bonoor amiable composition. See Amcle i8(3) of the Model
Law, Article t497 of the French CCP, Article to54 (3) of the Dutch CCP, Article t87(Z) of
the Swiss PILA.
Fouchard, Gaillard Sz, Goldman (c999)~ p- 806.
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The separate existence of a-national rules has been subject to much debate and
there have been fierce discussion on the nature of such rules,'4 namely, if they form
an autonomous a-national legal system generated by the international commercial
community or simply present a synopsis oflegal rules generally accepted in the
framework ofinternational trade.'S In the present context, it is important to note
that the topic of transnational niles is mainly discussed in the context ofapplicable
law in arbitrarion. The concept first manifested itself in this area and was later put
to test before state courts. Whatever the theoretical status and substantive content
of transnational rules of law falling under the heading of lex mercatoria, it is
indisputable that they are not law in the strict sense of the word. Yet, by
recognising arbitral awards based on the lex mercatoria, the courts demonstrated
a hands-off attitude thus extending the scope of party autonomy in arbitration.

The arbitration laws ofat least four ofthe five European countries selected for
comparative study,ió the Netherlands, France, Switzerland, and the UK, are
regarded as explicitly providing for broad party autonomy in the designation of
applicable law. All the acts envisage that the parties can select rules of law to be
applied by arbitrators to the substance of the dispute.''As was explained above,
the use ofthe expression `rules oflawi8 instead of `law' refers to the possibility
ofchoosing transnational legal rules rather than a complete legal system. France
pioneered this approach as early as 1981. The solutions found in the acts ofthe
Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK have been largely inspired by the
UNCITRAL Model Law, which explicitly provides for the power ofthe parties
to choose rules of law rather than law to govern their relationships. In their
commentaries on the UNCITRAL Model Law based on the preparatory
documents and legislative history, Holtzmann and Neughaus clarified that the
expression of `rules oflaw' was meant to allow the parties the following choice
of law options: the choice of one or several national laws (dépe~age); the
possibility to exclude certain provisions of the selected law; the possibility to
stipulate `freezing the law', i.e., choice of law excluding application of any
subsequent amendments; the choice of provisions which are not law, such as
conventions and similar legal texts elaborated at international level even if not
in force; trade usages and the niles ofbusinessmen and business associations.'9

iq

~s
~6

See Gaillard (zool).
See Carbonneau (Igg8).
The Belgian Judicial Code omits any rule on the issue ofapplicable law.
See the French Code of Civil Procedure, 1981, Article 14g6; the Dutch Code ofCivil
Procedure, Article Io54 (z); the Swiss Private International Law Act Ig87, Article 187 (I);
English Arbination Act Igg6, Article 46 (t)(b) .
For terminology see Blessing (Igg6), p. 391.
Holtzmann 8z Neuhaus (198g), p. 768.
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However, they considered that this term did not extend to the `general principles
of law' or arbitration practice.ZO The commentators further argued that `the
rationale for placing any limits on the parties' choice is probably that the rules
chosen should be reasonable ascertainable by the arbitral tribunal. Beyond this,
however, it is submitted that there is little reason for limiting the parties. If they
are empowered to authorise decisions ex aequo et bono - that is, based on equity
and divorced from strict legal standards - and if they may incorporate as a
contractual term virtually any rule they wish, they should likewise be empowered
to choose virtually any set of rules to govern the dispute (subject to the limits
imposed by public poliry and substantive law).' Z'

9.Z.z The powers ofarbitrators to determine the applicable law in the
absence ofthe parties' choice

In the face of the relevant national legislation, it is not always immediately
apparent that in the absence of parties' stipulation, arbitrators enjoy virtually
unrestricted freedom regarding the choice of law. This fact remains obscure
because most of the acts and other legal instruments contain an express provision
addressing the question ofhow arbitrators should arrive at the lex contracttu and
what the subjecí-má'rlcï of iiteir i;hoice shoaid Le. Huwever, as w'~ii bé
demonstrated below, the methods ofchoosing the law and the subject-matter of
the arbitrators' choice of law are regulated in such a way as to allow complete
liberty.

It has long been recognised that arbitrators' freedom in the designation of
applicable law is more often implicit than expressed in plain terms: `La liberté de
1'arbitre en matière de détermination du droit applicable au fond du litige est le
plus souvent implicite. Elle résulte de ce que, lorsqu'une procédure d'exécution
forcée est nécessaire à 1'efficacité d'une sentence arbitrale, le contróle du juge ne
porte généralement pas sur 1'application au fond du litige d'une règle de droit
plutdt que d'une autre.'ZZ

Turning to specific provisions on applicable law, we can distinguish those which
expressly affirm the unfettered freedom of arbitrators both with regard to the
method and the subject-matter ofthe choice. Examples of such provisions can

~o Ibid.
" Ibid.
u Derains (cg86A), p. 9.
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be found in French and Dutch arbitration legislation.23 Usually, a stipulation
according to which `in the absence ofsuch a choice [of law by the parties - N.S.],
he [the arbitrator - N.S.] shall decide according to the rules he deems
appropriate'~4 is interpreted as allowing for the maximum conceivable freedom
in the determination of the applicable law. The Dutch and French provisions,
therefore, give arbitrators full discretion to follow any method they prefer in the
deternunation ofapplicable law, such as methods based on various conflict of law
techniques or direct selection ofgoverning law. By the same token, the arbitrators'
choice is not affected by any requirement that the chosen law should be a single
national law or even a(national) law at all. Thus, arbitral tribunals are free to select
rules which belong to lex mercatoria, general principles oflaw, etc. In sum, these
provisions consistently follow the poliry of placing no control over the parties'
`legal preferences' in international transactions. The scope ofazbitrators' latitude
corresponds to that enjoyed by the parties had they made a choice of law
stipulation.

Close to this category of liberal enactments are a number of acts which either
suggest a method to be used by an arbitral tribunal when determining applicable
law or which use the more restrictive notion of `law' rather than `rules of law' in
indicating the subject-matter ofthe arbitrators' choice oflaw determination. This
is the position adopted by the European Convention t96i,Z5 the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules 1976, and the UNCITRAL Model Law.~b It was followed by
many, though not all, countries whose legislation was influenced by the latter act.
An example of such a position is found in the English Arbitration Act i996 which
reads that `... the tribunal shall apply the law determined by the conflict of laws
rules which it considers applicable.'Z' Strictly speaking, under all the acts
mentioned above, arbitrators are required to resort to a conflict of laws technique
before arriving at applicable law. Nevertheless, it is not prescribed that they apply
any particular rule of conflict such as closest connection, place of performance
or contracting, domicile, etc., but they are simply called upon to apply a rule of
conflict which is deemed applicable or appropriate. It is even thought that
arbitrators are not prevented from inventing one.Za Clearly, the practical utility
ofsuch an ambiguous rule is doubtful. As has been rightly observed, `it is hazd to

:3

x6

French Code ofCivIl Procedure, t 981, Artic(e 1496; Dutch Code ofCivil Procedure, Article
Io54.
French Code of Civil Procedure, Ig81, Article 1496.
Article VII(I) European Convention on International Commercial Arbitrarion cq61, LJNTS
(ig63-64), vol. 484, p. 364, No. 7o41.
Amcle 28 (z).
English Arbitrarion Act 1996, Article 46 (3).
Fouchard, Gaillazd 8c Goldman (1999)~ P. 875-
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see how a choice oflaw rule, which is abstract by nature, could be `appropriate'
for a particular case.'~9 Neither are arbitrators expected to interpret a rule of
conflict that they select in conformity with its `official' interpretation given in a
certain specific legal system. For example, ifarbitrators are to choose open-ended
conflict of law rules necessitating further clarification, such as a rule according
to which a contract is governed by the law with which it is most closely
connected,3o they are not obliged to use any of the legislative presumptions as a
starting point but can instead proceed by establishing this connection on the basis
ofthe actual circumstances. As was remarked with regard to application of such
conflict of law rules in general, in doing so, `it is very tempting to give much weight
to circumstances that point to the jurisdiction whose law one prefers anyhow, and
to discount the circumstances that point elsewhere. Where such rules are used,
the choice of law process is wide open to manipulation.'3' In practical terms, this
means that arbitrators simply have to give a reason for their choice indicating a
connection between a selected law and a case which seems to them decisive. It is
argued that `when analysing the arguments ofparties and trying to determine the
applicable law, arbitrators act to support and follow conflict rules which lead to
the application ofthe law which, in all the circzunstances, they believe is otherwise
applicable.'3z

A third category of acts provides for an explicit rule on choice of law, specially
designed for use in international arbitration. Swiss PILA exemplifies this approach
by laying down a rule according to which, in the absence of the choice of law
provision, `the arbitral tribunal shall decide the case ... according to the rules of
law with which the case has the dosest connection.'~ This last approach has been
criticised because it seems to undermine the degree ofindependence ofarbitrators
from the law of the host country. In fact, since courts cannot review the
application of the conflict ntle by arbitrators under the Swiss PILA, many
commentators have asserted that an even more detailed Swiss rule on the choice

~9

ao
Fouchard, Gaillazd 8z Goldman (t999)~ P. 875.
RomeConvenrion, Article 4. It is submitted that, in the field ofinternarional contracts, this
rule isnow aprevailing rule in mostjurisdictions. However, its concrete meaning depends
on interpretation. For example, the Article 4`closest connection' rule is based on certain
legal presumptions which supposedly lead to the lawwith which thecontract has objectively
closest links. However, presumptions themselves are legal fictions and depend on
interpretation. A court ofcommon law jurisdiction confronted with a closest connection
rule would tend to make afactual assessment of the circumstances according to a method
ofproper law. See Westenberg (i99o), p. zo9-zto.
De Boer (t996), p. z78.
Lew (i996), P. 458.
Swiss PILA, Article c87(i).
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oflaw is `so flexible that in practice it barely restricts azbitrators' freedom to apply
the law they favour' 34 In the light of the previous remarks concerning the
specificity ofapplication of open-ended conflict of law rules, this conclusion is
hardly surprising. It is confirmed by numerous arbitral awards made in
Switzerland, illustrating that arbitrators did not hesitate to adopt interpretarions
of the `closest connection' fitting their choice 35 It is argued that the Swiss
provision in no way restricts arbitrators' autonomy of interpretation ofthe rule
of closest connection, i.e., arbitrators are not obliged to use concepts developed
in the context of the Swiss system ofprivate international law 36

The rather curious, ifnot troubling, example ofone ofthe most recent European
arbitration acts containing a specific conflict of law rule meant to be applied by
arbitrators is provided by the German Arbitrarion Act of1998. It appears that the
German legislators were misguided as far as the topic of the choice of applicable
law in arbitration is concerned. As one German commentator explained;'the
reason for inserting a provision imposing the conflict oflaw rule of the closest
connection on arbitrators was to maintain consistency with the provisions ofthe
Rome Convention i98o, which was seen as a public internatíonal law obligation
to be observed by Germany38 Moreover, as the same commentator pointed out,
the travaux préparatoires made it plain that arbitral tribunals were expected to
apply this conflict rule in the sameway as state courts 39 Since Germany has never
been a favourite international arbitration venue, and owing to the lack of judicial
review of the choice oflaw decisions ofinternational arbitrators, it can scarcely
be expected that the anachronistic rule on the choice of law will produce a
noticeable negative impact on arbitration conducted there. The German example
has revealed, however, that decades of discussions and reflections on the role of
the national law at the place of arbitration have passed apparently unnoticed by

}6
17
18

I-ouchard, Gaillard 8c Goldman (t999), p. 870.
See e.g., ICC Cases No. 67t9 of 1994, Izt IDI, p. to7t (1994)~ No. 7t54 of 1993~ tzt ]DI, p.
to59.
Blessing (t996), P. 43t.
Berger (Igg8).
It is difficult tounderstand how, following its ownline ofreasoning, Germany could forget
that as a party to the European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration of
1961 it was bound (at least, vis-à-vis other contracting states and within the scope of the
Convention) by another previouslyassumed internarional obligation laid down in Article
VII providing for a specific (and a more liberal in compazison to the Rome Convention)
rule ofdetermination ofapplicable law by azbitral tribunals.
In this, the German provision differs from a similaz Swiss rule which simply formulates
a rule ofconflict without tying its interpretation to its own private internarional law.
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the German law-makers. This proves that even established axioms can be
questioned when presented in a new disguise.4o

Finally, it is important to consider the solutions contained in the Arbitration Rules
ofvarious arbitration institutions. It should be recalled that, by submitting to the
Arbitration Rules of a particular institution, parties subject themselves to the
provisions of these Rules, including their choice of applicable law rule. Direct
determination of the rules of law is common here: all leading arbitration
institutions have brought their rules up to date by modifying their choice of law
provisions to enable arbitral tribunals to have a complete freedom in this respe~ 4~

From the above, it appears that the legislation ofat least some countries provides
for certain rules on the choice of applicable law to be followed by the arbitral
tribunals in the absence ofthe parties' choice. The question arises as to whether
such rules are binding on arbitrators. In principle, they could be if there were a
sanction for non-compliance. However, there is none. The general lack of judicial
control over the determination of applicable law by arbitrators and its actual
application will be the subject of more substantial elaboration in Chapter rz.

4" Recent English enactment on arbitration gives another example ofa rather unexpected
influence of EC law on certain settled arbitrarion concepts. A part of the English
Arbitration Act regulating domestic arbitration was suspended for feaz that it would be
interpreted as contravening the EC (aw principle ofnon-discrimination (See Veeder (1997)~
p. 5). The Act leaves greater room for manoeuvre with regazd to international arbitration,
e.g., providing for the possibility to exclude an appeal against the awazd on points of law
before the dispute has azisen, in contrast to domestic azbitration in which case an appeal
can only be excluded after commencement ofazbitral proceedings. It was perhaps a valid
azgument that, by distinguishing between pure English and international azbitral
proceedings, there would have been a risk of direct or ind'uect discrimination on the
grounds ofnationality, but it is difficult todeny that domestic and international azbitrations
do differ and mayrequire slightlydifferent treatment expressed in terms ofamore liberal
regime for international arbitration. The pazadox is that, according to EC law, discriminati-
on occurs every time a`European case' is denied a national treatment which is presumed
more favourable. However, the opposite is true with regard to arbitration. In a way, it is
a situation of reverse discriminarion: a regime established for domestic azbitration is less
favourable from the point of view of arbitrarion than the one for internarional (also
includingEuropean parties) arbitrarion. In this example, the suspensionofthe provisions
on domestic arbitration acrually had the positive effect ofextending the most favourable
treatment enjoyed by international azbitration to domestic arbitration.

" See Article 17(I) ofthe ICC Rules of Igg8, Article Zz (3) ofthe LCIA Rules oflgg8, Article
46 of the NAI Rules of1998, Article 59(a) ofWIPO Arbitration Rules of1994, andArticle
i8(I) of the AAA International Arbitration Rules ofzool.
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At this point, it is sufficient to stress that the provisions ofthe national arbitration
acts dealing with issues of applicable law are not mandatory.42 As M. Blessing
maintains,43 in my view correctly, there is hardly any country where it is believed
that a provision of an arbitration act dealing with applicable law should be seen
as mandatory. It can be altered by the pames expressly or tacitly through reference
to institutional or ad hoc Arbitration Rules which, in turn, provide their own
guidelines regarding the determination of the applicable law by arbitrators
deviating from the rules contained in national acts.44 For example, despite the
presence in the English Arbitration Act ofa rule according to which the applicable
law should be determined by the arbitral tribunal on the basis of appropriate
conflict of law rules,4S the Arbitration Rules ofthe London Court ofInternational
Arbitration provide for broader powers of the arbitrators to select rules oflaw
directly.qó One feature of the English Arbitration Act makes it unique among
national codifications on arbitration: a schedule of mandatory provisions is
attached to it. The rule on the choice of applicable law is not listed among the
mandatory provisions. Another (retrospective) example of the discrepanry
between national legislation and a provision ofArbitration Rules is the ICC Rules
of Conciliation and Arbitration ofi988. In contrast to the situation in England,
they provided for a stricter rule than was envisaged by the French law."

It should be recalled that the question ofthe binding force of the choice of law
provisions came to light during preparatory work on the LJNCITRAL Model Law.
The draft provisions of Article 28 devoted to the law applicable to the merits were
hotly debated and, as already noted, their final version can neither be regarded
as conservative nor as advanced. In other words, the compromise solution finally
agreed upon occupies a middle ground between a radical and traditional view of
party autonomy. As it stands, Article 281eaves complete freedom to the parties
in the determination of the legal standards by which their dispute should be
resolved, and at the same time, formulates the corresponding freedom of
arbitrators in a more restrictive way expressed through the requirement that the
law should be determined by application of the appropriate rule ofconflict. This
solution raised a number of objections which drew attention to the fact that
arbitration practice favouring direct selection of the applicable rules of law had

4~

43

44

45

ae

Like most other provisions concerning arbitration.
Blessing (1999A), p. zo7.
See Article 4(I)- 4(3) of the English Arbitration Act.
English Arbitration Act 1996, Article 46 (3), the second best solution in the range of liberal
solutions.
Arricle ii (3) of the LCIA Rules of1998, the most liberal approach.
The ICC Rules ofConciliarion and Arbitration tg88, Article t3 (3) requiring an arbitrator
toapply the law designed as theproper by the rule ofconflict which hedeems appropriate.
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been steadily growing and it would be highly undesirable if the Model Law
disregarded such development. On the other hand, the proponents ofthe stricter
rule insisted that Article 28(2) would have a`disciplining' effect on arbitral
tribunals. Seen against this background, the conclusions of the Commission
Report, in wínding up the lengthy discussions, are particularly instructive. The
Commissíon acknowledged that `in view ofthe division ofviews on paragraphs
(i) and (2), it was suggested that Article 28 might be deleted since it was not
necessary for a law on arbitral procedure to deal with the law relative to the
substance of the dispute. Moreover, since the model law did not provide for court
review ofan award on the ground ofwrong application ofArticle 28, it served as
little more than a guideline for the arbitral tribunal. However, there was wide
support in the Commission for retaining Article 28. It was pointed out that the
model law would be incomplete without a provision on rules applicable to the
substance ofdisputes...'q8

It is symptomatic that the choice of law problem is mostly discussed in the
arbitration literature with reference to the methods used by arbitrators to identify
the applicable law. The numerous studies focus on various techniques employed
by arbitrators in search of a governing law.49 Among the methods encountered
in arbitration practice, the most commonly used are the following: application
of the conflict of law rules of the country of the place ofarbitration; cumulative
or comparative application of the conflict rules of the countries connected with
the dispute; application ofthe law of the closest connection; free selection of any
conflict of law rules deemed appropriate; application of general principles of
private international law; direct selection ofsubstantive rules of law without resort
to the conflict of law method; and variations and combinations of these.
Arbitration practice demonstrates no consistency in the approaches followed.
For the purposes ofthe present book, it seems superfluous to give even a brief
account of the methods utilised by arbitrators in practice, or those open to them
theoretically. The discussions and various theories concerning the methods of
arbitral determination of the applicable law may be viewed as academically
challenging, but having little practical significance. One cannot predict how an
arbitral tribunal will proceed in the absence ofthe parties' choice. There are many
subjective factors, such as the arbitrators' legal backgrounds and personal
preferences and beliefs, which are more likely to influence the determination of
applicable law than the various theories.

48 Commission Report A~4o~i7 (zi.o8.i985), cited from Holtzmann 8c Neuhaus ( i98g), p. 806-
So7.

a9 Blessing(i997A);Blessing(tgg6);GrigeraNaón(i99z);Chukwumerije(i994)~Lew(ig78).
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Concluding our brief survey ofthe legal framework which determines the way
in which arbitrators approach the issue of applicable law, it is worth reiterating
that the central assumption of the present chapter was that the contemporary
legislative framework neither maintains nor seeks to create a guarantee ofproper
application of the law in arbitration. Therefore, the general rule emerging from
this assumption appears to be that the correct application of the law is not
regarded as one ofthe main objectives of arbitral adjudication. Does EC law share
the destiny ofother laws whose (effective) application is not, it seems, assured
in arbitral proceedings? Does it receive the same treatment? Are there any
exceptions to this general rule? In the following section, we will inquire into these
questions.

g.3 Grounds ofapplication of EC law:
The perspective ofprivate international law and
arbitration - a special case for EC mandatory rules?

There are at least two perspectives from which the grounds ofapplication ofEC
law in arbitral proceedings can be considered: Community law and its
requirements and private international law and arbitration. T'he former outlook
will be considered in Chapter Io. The latter standpoint is regarded as a workable
point of deparrure for the purposes ofthe present study, in which the question
ofhow EC law is applied in international arbitration proceedings is investigated.
Arbitration is a distinctive vehicle through which European law gains application
in international cases, removed from the jurisdiction of ordinary courts. Thus,
it is assumed that the specificity of the mechanism of international arbitral
adjudícation can, for the most part, account for the differences in the status ofEC
law in arbitration as compared to its position before national courts ofthe EC
Member States. From the perspective ofprivate international law and arbitration,
EC law is one of the laws which might become relevant for the purposes of
governing the legal relationship giving rise to a dispute.

It should be noted that as long as the application of default (non-mandatory) EC
rules is at stake,' it is difficult to envisage any genuine problem ofapplication of
EC law which is specific to this partia.Ilar body of law. It is clear that parties can
modify or alter default rules of EC law by consent. Where an agreement is silent

' IfEC law claims to be a distinct legal order, it should by thesame token recognise that the
character of its rules cannot change fundamentally for the sole reason of forming pazt of
the Community legal order. They can be mandatory or default like any other rules of law.
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and the resolution of the concrete dispute requires the gap-filling assistance of
default EC rules, arbitrators can be reasonably expected to consider them in
search of an appropriate solution. However, if in doing so, the arbitrators
misapply or misinterpret EC law, the parties will have no remedy. This is a risk
inherent in arbitration as a method ofdispute resolution assumed by the pames.
By opting for arbitration, the parties agree to comply with the arbitral award. As
some authors put it, `if the tribunal has jurisdiction, the correct procedures are
followed and the correct formalities are observed, the award - good, bad or
indifferent - is fmal and binding on the parties'.Z It is logical that, provided that
the parties can modify default rules, and that their rights are alienable or, in other
words, can be compromised or settled due to freedom of disposition, they should
be entitled to agree to comply with an arbitral decision in which the default rules
were modified. From the point ofview ofEC law, such a`distomon' ofEC default
rules cannot be seen as objectionable.

On the other hand, a true conflict ofinterests arises when mandatory rules ofEC
law are involved,3 especially when they are in conflict with the terms of the
contract or with the rules oflaw applicable to the contract. Various nuances in
the application ofmandatory European law rules departing from the contractual
stipulations or the l~ causaellex contractus will be explored in the following
sections. It should be noted that the specificity of arbitral adjudication of
international disputes dictates a distinctive manner in which azbitrators approach
legal rules, including mandatory rules of European law. Another question which
should be asked here is whether mandatory rules ofEC law deserve a special status
compared to other relevant mandatory rules. The present chapter is based on the
premises that the specificity of EC law does not make its mandatory rules
particttlar. Thus, whenever reference is made to mandatory ntles, it is deemed that
this term embraces EC mandatory rules.

It is unlikely that European law will remain apathetic whenever its mandatory
provisions are threatened to be circumvented by the agreement of the parties. As
mentioned earlier, most ofEC law having a bearing on civil law relations has been
characterised as having semi-public, or administrative character, owing to the
primary objectives initially pursued by the European legislators: regulation of
intra-Community economic activities. Moreover, as a result of the peculiarities

Redfern 8z Hunter (i999)~ P. 433-
It shouldbeborne in mind that unless aspecific reservation is made, reference to mandatory
rules in the present context means reference to both domestic mandatory rules and
mandatory rules in the private international sense, i.e., lois de police or international
mandatory rules. See Chapter 6, esp. secrions 6.z.5, 6.3.t and 6.3.z.t, for terminological
clazifications.
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ofEuropean integration, many European law rules are, perhaps unintentionally,
formulated as lois de police rules.4 Such kind of rules are frequently an expression
ofgovernmental regulatory intervenrionism undermining the freedom ofcontract
normally enjoyed by business operators. However, the imperative force of such
laws is weakened as soon as commercial relations are internationalised, as the
following quote from a study on the status of mandatory rules in private
international law applying economic theory illustrates: `in a world in which there
are multiple jurisdictions applying different law, the default ntle concept becomes
a more complex phenomenon, and the effectiveness of mandatory rules is
substantially limited'.5 It is argued in this study that national mandatory rules can
be avoided legitimately through what is called a choice oflaw defaultó or a forum
default.'

Only under certain conditions can the claim ofthe national mandatory rules for
their application be realised in transnational relations with approximately the
same intensity as in domestic ones: firstly, they have to be mandatory rules in the
international sense, i.e., lois de police, and secondly, that the court responsible
for their enforcement has jurisdiction over the dispute implicating them. In any
other situations, they become less mandatory. We will further scrutinise to what
degree mandatory rules of EC law can impact on the process of arbitral
adjudication ofinternational claims.

It is ofren assumed with regard to mandatory rules in azbitration that the position
ofthese rules should be distinguished depending on whether they are part of le~c
contractus, that is, the law governing the contract (section 9.3.I), or not (section
9.3.2).8 In the former case, a further distinction is made between the instances
when mandatory rules are part of the Iex contractus by virtue ofthe parties' choice

Fallon 8c Francq (zooo), p. 158, t65.
Whincop Sz Keyes (1998)~ P. 437-
According to achoice oflaw default, parties maynotbeallowed to derogate from domestic
mandatory provisions. Yet, if authorised to agree on foreign applicable law, they can opt
out of the objectively appGcable domestic law including its mandatory core.
Under a forum default, as the authors explain, `itmaybe that a courtwill not permit parties
to choose their own law, and will not enforce their contractual rights azising under the
pazties' chosen legal system. However, it may nonetheless defer to the parties agreement
to submit to the exclusive jurisdicrion ofanother forum. That enables the pazties to enforce
their contractual rights under their chosen law in that other forum'. Ibid., p. 437. See also
Nygh (tggg), p. 2. Note that choice of azbitration can be seen as one of the instances of
forum default where the forum is a non-judicial one.
The reason for this is a`forumless' feature ofarbitral adjudication. Instead of forum law,
the law chosen by the parties acts as the only law with a special claim for a favourable
treatment by the azbitrators.
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oflaw (section 9.3.i.r) or by virtue ofselection by the arbitrators (section 9.3.i.2).
When mandatory rules do not belong to the le~c contractus, they are frequently
referred to as mandatory ntles ofthird countries (section 9.3.Z.r). A briefaccount
ofviews ofthe treatment of mandatory rules in each ofthese situations will be
given below.

9.3-I Application ofEC law as part ofthe lex contractus ( lex causae)

It has been already shown in Chapter 5 that two situations can be distinguished
when an arbitral tribunal ís called upon to apply EC law. Firstly, the parties may
select EC law as such or implicitly as part of the national law of an EC country,
as the law applicable to their legal relationship.9 Secondly, in the absence of the
parties' choice, an arbitral tribunal itselfmay establish applicability ofEC law.
In the latter situation, there are two distinct ways in which arbitrators can
determine the relevance ofEC law for the resolution of a dispute before them.
Like the pames' choice oflaw ofthe EC Member State, arbitrators' designation
of an EC Member State law as lex contractus, e.g., Dutch law, entails application
of EC law as part of domestic Dutch law.'o However, the view has been expressed
that, in certain circumstances, an arbitral tribunal will give effect to EC law even
when ii fails untsidc the te~x coiitr-actus no r,atter whether seiected by the parti;,s
or determined by the arbitrators. For example, an agreement might contain an
express reference to the law of a non-EC country but, for some reason, the
arbitrators might be prepared to apply EC law to certain obligations."
Alternatively, having determined applicability of the non-EC law to the merits
of the case, the arbitrators might, nevertheless, consider that at least certain claims
should be resolved in the light of EC law.

9 E.g., like in the Eco Swiss case, where thecontract contained achoice oflaw clause indicating
Dutch law as the law applicable to the dispute.
This is notunique toE C law. Arbitrators often deal with issues ofapplicability ofdifferent
sets of domestic legal provisions to a dispute. This is due to the growing unification of
substantive law in the azea of international trade. For example, an international sales
contract referring to the law of a country which is a signatory to the Vienna Sales
Convention t98o will be governed by this international treaty and not by the domestic
provision on sales contracts unless theparties expressly exduded application of the former.
Ahypothetical example ofsuch situation canbe modelled on the recent EClaw case, ingmar
(Case C-38tI98 [iooo] ECR I-93o5), where the ECJ found that EC law should govern the
question of the agent's indemnification notwithstanding the fact that the agencycontract
between an American principal and a European agent was submitted by the parties to the
US law.
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We will first focus on the application of EC law in all the cases in which it belongs
to the le~c contractus. The application of EC law outside the lex contractus are
discussed in section 9.3.2.

93.I.I Selected by the parties

When it is directly or indirectly selected by the panies, there is good ground to
believe that European law will be applied by arbitrators in the same fashion as
any other law agreed upon by the parties. This is one ofthe relatively uncontro-
versial cases. The application of the chosen law in the process ofdispute resolution
is part ofthe arbitrators' mission or mandate.

Some points should be made with regard to the application ofEC law when this
is chosen by the parties. First, it is often overlooked that sometimes an arbitral
tribunal may not need to refer to applicable law in order to resolve a dispute
before it. It is well known that international agreements are drafted in a detailed
and comprehensive manner more often than are domestic ones. It would be naive
to believe that an agreement can be fully self-contained. However, in many
instances, the concrete claims can be dealt with on the sole basis ofthe terms of
the contract. This is often a natural point of departure ofan arbitral tribunal. Some
ofthe sources ofarbitration law expressly provide for the duty ofarbitrators to
decide in accordance with the terms ofthe contract. Hence, arbitrators will first
try to fmd a solution supplied by the contract itself. Only when the contract is
silent or a question is raised on the compatibility ofthe terms ofthe contract with
the applicable law does the arbitrator have to be backed up by the provisions of
the governing law. Thus, in many respects, the applicable law as a whole, whether
mandatory or default, is used by arbitrators to perform a gap-filling function.
Evidently, much depends on the position of the parties in raising and pleading
relevant points ofEC law. As was mentioned earlier, in contrast to national judges
who are presumed to be experts in their own law, arbitrators are not required to
have a knowledge of applicable law or even any law. In this, their position is
similar to national judges confronted with foreign law.'Z

Different legal systems impose varying duties onnational judges when they are called upon
to apply foreign law. Some legal systems require courts to apply conflict rules ex offuio
which in effect means that judges are under the duty to take norice ofapplication offoreign
law. In some countries (Germany, Italy) courts are also expected to establish content and
apply foreign law in exactly the same way as they would apply their own law. The other
extreme is exemplified by some legal systems, e.g., the UK and the USA according to which
courts will only consider foreign law applicability if the interested party alerts the court
in this respect, that is, if it pleads foreign law and furthermore furnishes the prove of the
content andmeaning of the pleaded foreign legal provision. See De Boer (i 996), P. 255 ff;
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A more difficult question arises when the terms of the contract are in conflict with
the mandatory provisions of the law selected by the parties. Is there a clear
hierarchy between those two sets of rules? It is tempting to answer by analogy
with domestic situations, in which the terms of a contract are overridden by
mandatory rules. The answer is less straightforward in international settings.

It is a truism that, by exercising their autonomy in international transaaions,
parties are able to select a law or several laws to govern their relations and to
exclude particular laws or parts thereof, for instance, by contractual dépe~age.''
In contrast to domestic contract law, where the principle offreedom of contract
allows the parties to make their `own law' by contract within the limits of
mandatory rules, parties possess greater latitude in international transactions. By
selecting foreign law, they can avoid application of their respective domestic laws
and `objectively applicable' law altogether, thus opting out of their mandatory
provisions." On the other hand, by opting for the certain law of a third country
parties are assumed to submit to both the default and the mandatory ntles of this
law. This is the traditional and still the prevailing view.`~ Consequently, in the
presence ofthe selected foreign law, arbitrators can safely presume that it is a
legitimate expectation of the parties to have both categories of rules applied.

However, this established view has recently been questioned from different
standpoints.'6 It does not seem to be a coincidence that the virtues ofa postulate
on the semi-automatic application of the mandatory rules ofthe law chosen by
the pames or the lex contractus in general started to be doubted at the same time
as the theory oflois de police was gaining ground. It should be recalled that lois
de police operate in a specific way. They contain spatial criteria which, ifsatisfied,
trigger their application to international cases. However, lois de police are also
characterised as rules whose very function is to achieve certain poliry objectives.
Apparently, if the law selected by the parties lacks any connection with their
relationship, e.g., when it is chosen precisely for the reason ofits neutrality, lois
de police ofsuch applicable law lack interest in their application to the contract.
It is then irrational to subject the parties to these lois de police if they have been
modified by the contract. On the other hand, the contract may implicate interests

r3

Hartley (i996), p. z7z ff.
Inchoice of law applicable to the contract, dépe~age means the parties' right tochoose more
than one law to govern their contractual relarionship. On dépe~age, see Nygh (i999)~ P~
izz ff.
A so-called primary choice of law, see De Boer (t99o), P. 4z.
For an example of an unqualified statement to this effect, see Fouchazd, Gaillard 8c
Goldman (t999)~ P. g4g.
See Blessing (i999A), p. zzo; Voser (t996)~ P. 339-
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ofseveral countries, all with the urge to impose their (possibly conflicting) lois
de police. It was, therefore, argued that `application-worthiness' ofthe conflicting
lois de police should be decided objectively and should not be dependent on the
will ofthe parties. In both cases, it has been suggested that the applicability of lois
de police ofthe lex contractus should be assessed according to the same criteria
that apply to lois de police extraneous to the lex contractus. Although, I do not
agree with the reasoning underlining this proposition, it can be said that it has
some benefits in terms of broadening the scope ofparty autonomy. The parties
can escape not only the mandatory rules of the otherwise applicable law, but also
the law to which they submit. However, the other side ofthe coin is that it seems
to promote interventionist motives oflois de police, which are unidentifiable in
advance, at the expense of party autonomy. Under the tradirional view, the parties
can expect unpleasant surprises from a more or less predictable source: a chosen
law.

A hypothetical case can help to illustrate the complexity ofthis situation. It shows
that even in this uncontroversial instance some nuances in the application of
mandatory rules persist. Suppose that the parties have agreed to have a law ofone
of the EC Member States applicable to their international agenry contract by
inserting the following choice of law clause: `all the questions not regulated by
the present contract shall be governed by French law.' It is possible that, when
a dispute arises it will become plain that the actual terms ofthe contract are in
conflict with the selected applicable law in so far as mandatory protectíon ofthe
agent is concerned.'' Should these mandatory rules be applied by the arbitral
tribunal despite the fact that the parties expressly contracted around these rules
and made an informed choice to waive the protection otherwise available under
the applicable law? The problem boils down to the establishing of the order of
priority between those rules.

The only indication ofthe positions on the hierarchy of the contractual terms and
the applicable law in general can be found in international sources ofarbitration
law, national laws being silent on this subject. According to UNCITRAL Model

Forexample, acontract might contain a clause stating that no compensation shouldbe due
to the agent if a termination of the agency agreement takes place pursuant to contractua]
terms. According to CouncilDirective 86~653 relating to self-employed commercial agents
(OJ t g86 L 38z~t7), EC Member States shouldensured that their laws providecenain level
ofprotection for an agent carrying out his activities within the Community.
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law,'s UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules,'9 and the European Convention2O when
resolving the dispute, arbitrators have to apply contractual terms in adjudicating
on the matters referred to them.Z'

Two preliminary remarks seem pertinent here. To begin with, it is indisputable
that the parties are allowed to exclude certain parts of the applicable law,~' e.g.,
by submitting the contract to several laws. Furthermore, it should be borne in
mind that parties can deliberately rearrange their contractual framework in order
to escape undesirable law.~3 For example, in the present case involving an agency
contract, the parties can manipulate the contractual terms to make the contract
look like a distribution agreement not covered by mandatory rules for the
protecting ofan agent. Alternatively, the parties may agree that the agent should
transfer his place of business outside the Community, becoming a`foreign'
undertaking whose protection is not ensured by the EC Directive. Ofcourse, from
an economic point of view, this decreases the efficiency of the contractual
relations. However, this example demonstrates that the restrictive laws can be
relatively easily circumvented. Given this possibility, there is little doubt that
arbitrators would refrain from questioning the legitimacy of deviation of
contractual terms from mandatory rules of the applicable law on their own
initiativP. The question that rPmains is whether an arhitral trihunal may give
priority to such rules at the request of the interested party. One author answers
this question resolutely by stating that `in the case ofan arbitral forum which is
a-national and consequently not bound by national rules and policies, it is difficult
to argue that the express will of the parties can be overridden. In the ultimate
analysis, the claim of any national law to affect a contractual operation is
dependant on the choice of law by the parties'.Z4 It has been argued that the
intention ofthe parties at the time ofcontracting is crucial here. As asserted by
Mayer, the unequivocal wish of the parties to exclude certain mandatory
provisions is binding on arbitrators.25 At the same time, the evaluation of such

r8 Article z8(4) of the UNCITRAL Model Law: `in all the cases, the arbitral tribunal shall
decide in accordance with the terms of the contract ...'.
Article 33(3)~ UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.
Arricle VII, European Convention on International Commercial Arbitrarion 196t.
In the preparatory documents forModel Law it was stressed that'the important policy of
recognising the applicability ofcontract terms and trade usages when deciding particular
dispute' had been approved unanimously already by adoptionofUNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules in 1976.
Mayer (Ig86), p. z81; Derains ( Ig86A), p. 26-z7.
See Whincop Bz.Keyes ( Ig98), P.438.
NYgh (1999)~ P. z3o.
Mayer (1986), p. z81.
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an intention lies with the arbitrators. Common sense suggests that the parties'
intention is rarely formulated in a direct way. Rather, it should be derived from
the terms ofthe contract and, in particular, through interpretation of the choice
of law clause. For instance, a clause, similar to the one reproduced above, would
most probably be understood as referring to the law, which would only serve to
supplement and fill the gaps left in the contract.z6 In contrast, a standard choice
of law clause, which is often drafted together with an arbitration clause, is most
often formulated in the following or similar terms: `the present contract is subject
to the law of country X'. This latter clause is normally interpreted as giving
precedence to the applicable law over contractual terms.

To put it simply, there are no obstacles which would make it impossible for
arbitrators to apply mandatory rules of lex contractus providing they were
convinced that the parties did not intend to exclude them. However, there is no
true incentive for arbitrators to accept the view of one ofthe parties who wants
to deviate from the contractual arrangements. At the end ofthe day, it is likely
that the arbitrators' decision to give effect to the mandatory rules conflicting with
the terms ofthe parties' agreement are strongly influenced by their assessment
ofwhat is just and what can reasonably be expected by the parties in the particular
circumstances ofthe case.

To conclude, it appears that EC mandatory rules are undoubtedly applied in
arbitration proceedings provided the following conditions are met: mandatory
rules are part of lex contradus selected by the parties; the parties did not expressly
exclude their application and at least one of the pames relied on them before the
arbitral tribunal. This conclusion, which can be deduced logically from the above
reflections on the status of mandatory rules as part ofthe applicable law selected
by the parties, comes closest to the proposition made by Mayer. This author
pointed out that many arbitration cases involving genuine application of EC
competition nlles represent the instances ofapplication ofmandatory rules under
the conditions outlined above.Z'

93.I.2 Selected by arbitrators

From the survey ofarbitration legislation in section 9.2, it is apparent that, in the
absence of the parties' designation of applicable law, the arbitral tribunal is free

z6 This is a fairly common practice nowadays. For examples ofsuch clauses intending to
subordinate applicable law to contractual stipulations, see text and cases cited at footnote
68 in Fouchazd, Gaillard 8t Goldman (1999)~ p. 798.
Mayer (Ig86), p. z81.
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to determine applicable law using various methods and techniques. Once the
arbitral tribunal determines the law which should apply to the contract, this law
acquires the status of lex contracttu. The treatment of mandatory rules belonging
to the lex contractus established by arbitrators in principle should be the same as
that ofmandatory rules of the applicable law chosen by the parties.

However, a number of considerations might account for the slightly different
treatment of mandatory rtiles ofthe law determined by arbitrators. On the one
hand, it has been maintained that, when the parties fail to choose the governing
law, greater room for manoeuvre is left to arbitrators than when the parties make
a choice oflaw stipulation. As was already mentioned, arbitrators derive their
authority from the agreement ofthe parties. The application of the chosen law
is part of the arbitrators' duties. The arbitrators may not supplement this choice
or deviate from it. In contrast, failure of the parties to select the applicable law
implies the direct entitlement of the arbitrators to do so by any appropriate means.
As was shown at the beginning of this chapter, the arbitrators' freedom in the
question ofchoice oflaw is virtually unfettered. Being unrestricted in their choice,
arbitrators can decide to give effect to mandatory rules, whether part ofthe lex
contradus or not, on the basis ofthe criteria formulated ad hoc or borrowed from
private ;a~tternational lav:. For example, there are var:ous ivays te give effect to EC
competition rules even if the arbitrators have determined that the contract as a
whole is governed by non-EC country law. It is equally easy to bring mandatory
rules of EC law within the scope ofthe lex contracttu. The contract need not be
governed by a single law. What makes it impossible for an arbitral tribunal to
conclude that a cooperation agreement is governed by US law, but that specific
issues concerning restraint of competition should be decided based on the law
ofthe country in which the anti-competitive impact might be felt? Consider, for
example, the effects doctrine or the theory of special connection popular among
Swiss and German lawyers (Sonderanknupfungstheorie).Zg An arbitral tribunal
can take on board any theory it favours to apply or disapply certain mandatory
rules. Of course, it is for the interested parties to substantiate their case.

On the other hand, it cannot be argued that the application ofmandatory rules
ofthe law determined by arbitrators lies within the legitimate expectations ofthe
parties. A corollary ofthe arbitrators' wide freedom in selection ofapplicable law
is a lack of foreseeability. Therefore, it is possible to argue that a conflict between
the terms of the contract and mandatory rules of the law determined by the
arbitrators is likely to be resolved in favour ofthe latter only if the claim ofthe
mandatory rules to be applied is particularly strong. In other words, there should

~e See Schwartz 8z Basedow (t99z), esp. at p. to ff and tt6 ff.
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be a compelling reason to disregard the parties' contractual arrangements for the
sake of mandatory rules of law selected at random. Unless it can be demonstrated
that the legitimate expectations of the parties would be frustrated, the argument
that mandatory rules deserve a priori application by vinue of their being part of
the lex contractus holds no water.

According to a proposition advanced by some authors, the differentíation in
treatment ofmandatory rules on the ground ofwhether they belong to the lex
contractus or not is not warranted. These scholars argue for a uniform approach
to all mandatory rules on the basis ofa single set of standards ofapplication.~9 The
basis and merits of their position will be analysed together with other theories
on the status of lois de police in arbitration.

In sum, it appears that arbitrators are not constrained in their choice of mandatory
rules when they have to determine the governing law rather than follow the
parties' choice. They are free to uphold or deny the applicability of any mandatory
rules 3o However, in practical terms, whether or not arbitrators apply mandatory
rules depends on their general attitude towards mandatory rules and the particular
circumstances ofthe case, which can create additional incentives or disincentives
to apply mandatory EC law.

g.3.2 Application ofEC mandatory law outside lex contractus

As was already discussed;' in the normal choice oflaw process, the question of
the applicability of mandatory rules in international situation, such as e.g., an
international commercial agreement, is resolved on the basis ofwhether or not
they are part of the law governing the legal relationship determined in accordance
with the conflict of law rules ofthe forum. Only one category ofmandatory rttles
deviates from this pattern. Lois de police apply to international situations
according to their own criteria. The method of lois de police allows certain
mandatory rules with a lois de police character to assert their application
notwithstanding the objectively applicable law, le~c contractus. It is a method which
bypasses the normal choice of law process. Below, the views according to which
the method oflois de police can be used to formulate the grounds ofapplication
of EC rules with a lois de police character are scrutinised.

~9 Blessing (IgggA), p. zzo; Voser (Igg6), p. 344.
'o See Derains (zoo3), p. 15.
'' See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.I.
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9.3.2.t Reasons andjtutifuations for application of lois de police of third states

Theories of lois de police of third states in arbitration

The problem ofapplication of European mandatory norms of a specific nature
of lois de police falling outside lex contractus presents itself before arbitrators in
circumstances similar to those ofnational non-EC judges.

The issue ofapplication ofEC mandatory provisions arises before judges ofEC
Member States in a different context. For Community courts, even in cases with
foreign elements involving application ofthe law ofa non-EC country, mandatory
EC law remains part of their forum or domestic law. As was mentioned in
Chapter 6,3Z it is not contested that a court has the general power to resort to its
own mandatory rules regardless of the applicable law. These mandatory rules
should belong to a specific category ofinternational mandatory rules, i.e., lois de
police. For the national judge acting in the capacity ofa Community judge, the
application ofEC law of such character to a legal relationship governed by a non-
EC law is based on the power expressed by national private international law
authorising or even requiring the court to apply its own mandatory rules
(dcmestic ar.d lois de police)~ l~.~loreover, the key principles ofEC law Such zs
supremacy, direct effect and effectiveness can be considered as the additional
source of the dutv of the courts to give effect to EC rules of a lois de police
character in international situations.

On the surface, a non-EC judge and an arbitrator face almost the same quandary:
whether or not to give effect to lois de police ofan extraneous legal order. This
can explain why the solutions proposed in the context of court practice have
sneaked into arbitration without much effort. However, this similarity, which,
by the way, vindicates the borrowing ofthe concept of lois de police from court
practice by arbitration, is only a first impression. A closer look at the respective
positions of an arbitral tribunal and a national court reveals that the differences
are profound. The strong functional likeness between the two does not bridge
the ocean of differences dividing them on matters of principle.34 Judges and
arbitrators would differ even in their manner ofperception ofthe above initial
dilemma. For the national court, everything apart from its own forum law is an

~ Ibid.
~ Article 3(i) and 7(2) of the Rome Convention t98o.
~` The `European' debates on the relevance ofEC law in arbitration, discussed in Chapter

to, apparently miss the point that the position of azbitral tribunals cannot be compared
to that of the courts and even less so with the courts of the Member States which carry out
Community law-specific duties.
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extraneous legal order and if it is to pay attenrion to it at all, this happens by virtue
ofa specific command of its private international law rules.

Traditionally, application by courts oflois de police ofthird states, that neither
belong to the lex contractus nor to le~cfori, has provoked enormous differences of
academic opinion which are still unsettled in theory or at a normative level3' It
should be recalled that, due to the inward-looking stance of the national courts
dealing with international matters, the chance oflois de police other than those
ofthe lexfori or the lex contractus being considered is slim. It has been argued that
provisions akin to Article 7(I) of the Rome Convention or A,mcle 19 of the Swiss
PILA, which enable the courts to give effect to the mandatory rules of third
countries, have served to break a`homistic' and forum-biased trend in application
of the law to multistate relationships. They are claimed to express a spirit of
international solidarity in the enforcement ofrelevant governmental policies.36
However, rhetoric aside, it seems that this cooperation is also capable of squaring
the states' interventionist efforts by means of international coordination. This
cooperation is highly selective.37 It appears to work only in cases of so-called false
conf'licts and not in situations requiring a true choice between the rules expressing
contradictory policies offoreign states, and not when the forum's own policies
are at stake. Nevertheless, the objectives ofthe rules requiring national courts to
consider foreign lois de police are clear: the courts have to contribute to the extent
feasible in the concrete case to cooperation among states in the enforcement of
their policies by applying mandatory rules. This obligation is part of their public
function: lois de police are not meant to be applied because the interests of the
pames so dictate, although the side effects oftheir application nught be beneficial
to one ofthe parties.

What about an arbitral tribunal? It has no forum law. All laws are foreign to it in
equal degree. No conflict oflaws is imposed on it. It has the freedom to choose

35
36

See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.
Lando (1989)~ p.159.
De Boer gives an example from Dutch practice, where the doctrine of lois de police was
fust formulated in the famous Alnati judgment of the Dutch Supreme Court (HR
r3.o5.1g66, NJ 1967, no. 3) long before the Rome Convention. He stresses that, although
the Alnari ruling accepted that priority couldbe given to forum or foreign mandatory rules
over otherwise applicable law ifthe relevant jurisdiction had a predominant interest in their
application, in pracrice, `ifa mandatory rule wasgiven priority at all, itwas always a Dutch
rule that was treated as such ; De Boer (1990)~ P. 39. For the confirmation that this
conclusion is stillvalid in the context ofthe current situation with application ofthe foreign
loís de police in the Netherlands and for similar observations with regard to the practice
in other Member States, see Verhagen (zooz), p. t36.
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to apply the law `it deems appropriate'.38 The objective pursued by an arbitral
tribunal while searching for applicable law is to establish a normative framework
enabling it to resolve a dispute before it. One might wonder how state cooperation
in the enforcement ofpolicies and the theory oflois de police fits into the process
of arbitral adjudication, considering the origin, nature, and mode ofoperation
of arbitration.

The best way to show the inadequary of replication of the method oflois de police
in arbitration is perhaps through analysis of the various theories which
incorporate elements ofthis technique and try to make it work in a form adapted
to the specifics ofarbitration. The contradictory and unsatisfactory character of
these theories becomes visible whenever it is attempted to apply them in practice.

Scholars who do not see any objections on principle to the application oflois de
police have generated a number of inethods or theories. Although the
justifications and reasons for these theories often overlap to the extent that they
are difficult to distinguish from each other, it is rather curious that they all have
the same starting-point but arrive at divergent solutions. Below, the predominant
views of the problem are presented.

The position ofthe representatives of the school ofthought with a conservative
undertone will be considered first 39 Their arguments can be summarised in the
following general terms. The starting-point is an acknowledgement ofthe fact
that lois de police express legitimate regulatory interests ofstates which are meant
to be safeguarded even in international relationships. These interests are semi-
automatically labelled as public policy interests and the ntles protecting them as
public policy rules, which are at the same time lois de police. The proponents of
this view4o assert that those legitimate interests should not be circumvented by
resort to arbitration and choice of law. Hence, an attempt seems to be made to
breathe new life into the issue of the appropriateness and the morality of the
evasion of law in international relationships, called `fraude à la loi' or `fraus legis' 4'

38

19

40
4~

See Derains (zoo3), p. 4 ff.
In fact, the majority ofscholars can be affiliated with this concept. However, their personal
views deviate slightly from each other. There is neither space nor need to dwell on their
individual positions. See Hochstrasser (t994) for the analysis of some nuances in the
individual views of this majority opinion.
Chukwumerije (i993)~ p. 568; Mayer (t986), p. z85; Hanoriau (t997)~ p- 48 ff.
For a brief overview of the concept of `fraude à la loi' and its incompatibility with the
principle ofparty autonomy, see Nygh (t 99g), p. 68. According to Lalive, the concept has
lost its purpose in the field ofcontracts. The writer, however, anticipated the attempts to
use theconcept in the context ofarbitration to condemn evasion of foreign mandatory rules
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The authors believe that because arbitrators exercise jurisdictional powers they
are, in fact, substitutes for judges.4' In such a capacity, they should not blindly
follow the parties' choice of law or the terms ofthe contract, or adopt a formalistic
approach while determining the governing law themselves. Therefore, they should
not authorise the evasion of lois de police which claim to be applicable. Faced with
reconciling the conflicting claims of the lois de police of several states, the
advocates of the current approach propose to give a green light to the lois de
police with the most urgent claim. The authors do not feel uneasy about the fact
that arbitrators are not in a position to have preferences because they are not
affiliated with any state in particular. On the contrary, the `forumless' features of
arbitration encourage some authors to argue that forum-neutral arbitral tribunals
are best suited to make a impartial assessment of competing interests of different
states and to lend assistance to those that most deserve it.43 However, the authors
diverge in the evaluation ofwhat should be a criterion for giving such preference.
Almost unanimously, they assume that there should be a close connection
between the country whose lois de police require application and a situation at
issue.44 When it comes to the concrete parameters of such proximity, their
positions vary considerably. Some argue that the lois de police ofthe country
where the contract must be performed deserve application provided there is a
close connection between the performance and the rules.45 Others accord more
weight to the mandatory rules of the country in which arbitration takes place or
in which possible enforcement actions may be introduced,q6 thus deviating from
the `objective' assessment of the pertinent state interests to pragmatic
considerations.

Overall, the major flaw of this approach, in my view, is that its supporting
arguments are incoherent, lack consistenry, and rely heavily on their moralising
rather than logical force. For instance, it is difficttlt not to agree with the assertion
that party autonomy is not boundless in arbitration. Quite a different question
is by what means, to what extent, and how effectively this autonomy is curtailed
in reality. This issue is not really central in the reflections of the commentators.
A logical link appears to be missing between the statement that parties' private
interests are not sacrosanct and the conclusion that party autonomy in arbitration
should be limited by lois de police which are objectively meant to govern their

through the combination ofa choice of lawand arbitration. Lalive (1986B), p. z66. On the
evasion of law, see Fawcett (Ig9o)~ p- 44-
Mayer (Ig86), p. z85, Hanotiau (1997)~ P. 49.
Ibid., p. z83.
Hochstrasser (i994)~ p- 74~ Chukwumerije, p. 57z-573
Hochstrasser (1994)~ p. 85.
Lazareff (1995)~ P. 140.
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relationships. If this is true, then the question arises as to why no single provision
to this effect can be found in any of the arbitration acts? Furthermore, that
`international mandatory rules of law are provisions emanating from a state that
are applicable in international disputes notwithstanding whether the contract is
governed by the law of another state' is a tautology. Surely, to become applicable,
lois de police first must be held applicable, which is done in international cases
through resort to national rules ofconflict. As was argued in Chapter 6, there are
no objectively applicable foreign lois de police. Lois de police are unconditionally
applicable only `at home'. In all other instances, the role accorded to lois de police
is limited by the national provisions of the foreign states. In some countries, such
as the UK, foreign lois de police have formally no say. In some other countries,
such as most ofthe EC Member States and Switzerland, judges can apply foreign
lois de police because they are specifically authorised to do so by the national
conflict rules. In the latter case, the judges have a discretion, not a duty.

Another point of criticism is that authors often indiscriminately employ notions
oflois de police, rules of public policy, public poliry, national state interests, and
the like without placing them in a concrete context. One gets the impression that
various arguments are bunched together in the hope that their critical mass will
give enough ~veight ta the cer.tral postulate that arbitrators she,Ld apply certair.
lois de police. Consequently, it is not surprising that, among the arguments put
forward, one can fmd pragmatic considerations on the validity or enforceability
of arbitral awards disregarding lois de police, side by side with moralistic
reflections on the necessity to maintain the confidence of states in international
arbitration through the enforcement of mandatory rules,47 and realistic
conclusions that, after all, in cases where no choice oflaw is made by the parties,
arbitrators are free to choose any rules, including lois de police, which they
consider appropriate for the resolution of a dispute.48

It should be noted that compared to the representatives ofthe conservative view
described above, authors with a pragmatic stance are more straightforward and
consistent in their arguments.49 Firstly, they seem to realise that, by defmition,
arbitrators do not have to pay particular respect to any rules.so However, it is
believed that certain rules, in particular, lois de police, are qualified as public policy
rules in their state of origin. Consequently, violation or non-application ofsuch
rules may lead to annulment or refusal ofenforcement of the arbitral award on

" Mayer (ig86), p.3zz.
48 Ibid., p. z84.
,9 NYgh (1999)~ P. z3z.
So De Boer (zoo3), p. 56.
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the ground of public poliry in the state maintaining the rules. At the same time,
some commentators assert that arbitrators have a duty to produce an effective,
meaning unchallengeable, award.'' This assertion is not supported by any
indication of the nature and basis of this duty. Hence, arbitrators should apply
certain lois de police to ensure that their award is effective. Moreover, the scholars
argue that an additional incentive to apply lois de police should be a concern for
arbitration's good reputation and its public image as a trustworthy mechanism
of adjudication. They argue that, if lois de police are systematically ignored, states
might retaliate by limiting the domain of arbitration, making claims involving lois
de police inarbitrable. The pragmatists bow to the fashionable notion of `truly
international public poliry', agreeing that lois de police which can be seen as an
expression of this should be applied in any case.

Close to the pragmatists come the authors with a`realistic' outlook. In addition
to believing that arbitrators are not generally bound by the rules oflaw of any
given state, they take the argument to its logical conclusion by asserting that
arbitral tribunals neither have a duty nor motivation to apply mandatory rules,
owing to the general absence of normative incentives in this connection.sZ The
proponents of the realistic approach seem to abandon ideas which have no
practical underpinning, are purely speculative, or are hypothetical. For example,
they contest the typical assumption on which the majority view in favour of
application of lois de police is based. They consider such arguments as concern
for the validity and enforceability of the awards, the interests of survival of
arbitration, and the preservation of a favourable arbitration climate, to be
unfounded. They further contend that the decision of arbitrators to apply
mandatory ntles is a matter dependent on the concrete circumstances rather than
on strict pre-set conditions in the majority of cases.4 For instance, they challenge
the soundness of the proposition that arbitrators can set aside law chosen by the
parties in favour ofcertain lois de police. They argue that this would constitute
a ground for a successful challenge of the award owing to violation of the
arbitrators' mandate.54 They assume that the risk of having an award set aside
because ofdirect violation ofthe parties' will is at least as high as when the award
is challenged for disregard oflois de police on public poliry grounds. There is little
an arbitral tribunal can do in such situations. However, these authors point out
that, in practice, some of these dangers are exaggerated. They argue that the
application of lois de police by an arbitral tribunal is impossible to fit into a strict

Derains (1986B), p. z55; Nygh (1999). P- z3z.
Kassis (1993)~ P- 494~ SOZ-SII, SIg; Guzman (zooo), p. Iz97-1315; Ware (1999)~ p. 710-71I.
Idot (~995)~ P. 336-
Ibid.
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scheme because arbitrators have a simple discretion with regard to lois de police.
They may or may not apply it, depending on the circumstances. The
commentators conclude that, at present, there are no objective incentives which
could make the application of lois de police in arbitration predictable. It is
interesting to observe that some authors are not satisfied with their own
conclusions. Many authors attempt to furnish alternative solutions which could
change the status quo, which they fmd regrettable. Limitations on arbitrability,ss
the introduction ofappeal procedures and review on the merits,sb and arbitrators'
liabilitys' are among the ways proposed to counteract the uncertainty in the
application of lois de police in arbitration.

Finally, the basis of a relatívely recent view articulated, for example, by Blessing,j8
called (for simplicity) the Moderators' approach, can be summarised as follows.
The approach seems to deviate from the established path of reciting the mantra
according to which lois de police should be applied because the award will be
subject to challenge otherwise. Refreshingly, it adopts the idea that arbitration
as a mechanism of international dispute resolution is designed not only to provide
service to the parties but also to ensure transnational public poliry, whatever that
might be. Hence, the first step which is made in the process of selection of
applicable lais de pclice is to ideatify these rsles. Lois de police especially
expressing the requirements oftransnational public poliry can be considered or
even applied by arbitrators. It should be noted that Blessing advocates the equal
treatment of all lois de police without discrimination, thus regardless ofwhether
they belong to the leac. contractus or not. Another point worth mentioning is that
Blessing remains vague as far as the base of his method, transnational public
policy, is concerned. He refers to it as a yardstick or keyword and cites a couple
of clichéd examples of corruption, smuggling, and similar deplorable behaviour
to illustrate what can be understood under this notion.

The second necessary element of the proposed mandatory rule selection process
is the establishment of a close connection between the countries which
promulgate the loís de police and the subject-matter of the relationship under
consideration. Here, again, no further indication is given ofthe criterion for the
determination of the decisive proximity.

ss
sb
57
58

Waze (i999)~ P~ 729-
[bid., p. 737.
Guzman (iooo), p. i3i6 ff.
Blessing (i99gA), p. zso-z5i. See also Voser (i9gó).
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The method proceeds on the assumption that not all closely connected lois de
police deserve application. Therefore, the accent is shifted to the criteria for
identifying the lois de police which may be relevant. It has been proposed that only
those lois de police which foster objectives deserving a kind ofuniversal respect
and support should become possible `candidates' for application. In Blessing's
view, all lois de police should undergo an`application-worthiness' test consisting
of a number of sub-components. First, the goals, objectives, and underlying
policies of the mandatory ntles should be scrutinised under the `shared-value test'.
The latter is meant to be a litmus test on the basis of which only the rules
protec.~ting values ofan essential character, fundamental principles, and universally
recognised legal rights or reflecting some notions pertaining to transnational
public policy, pass through the filter ofanalysis. After that, the impaa ofactual
application of lois de police on the concrete legal relationship and its legal effects
should be assessed.

Finally, when the decision is being made to give effect to such rules, its
appropriateness in the light of all circumstances should be assessed. The method
attempts to embrace the legitimate interests and expectations ofthe parties, and
overall considerations of justice in the test, which should be passed by the lois de
police in every ca.se. Blessing argues that the purpose ofthe whole exercise is to
evaluate a legal norm under a`rule ofreason test' and to determine the legitimary
of its claim for application.

Blessing does not stop at the level of a theoretical model but goes on to
demonstrate the working ofhis theory on the example ofEC competition law.
What he metaphorically calls `applying competition laws with a distant look' is
based on the following line of reasoning: rightly pointing out that competition
law is not generally considered to belong to transnational public poliry, the author
asserts that it nevertheless reflects `a deeply rooted notion in international
commerce and trade which does in fact deserve recognition and application' and
`there is quite a unanimity... that competition laws cannot be disregarded and
...would have to be even considered ex offic'w'.59 However, he hastens to add that
an international arbitral tribunal is not `a servant or ("slave") of the competition
enforcement authorities' and, therefore, it does not `necessarily have to adopt the
same approach as for instance the EU Commission...'.bo The author further
emphasises the duty of arbitrators to familiarise themselves with the intricacies
of the case law and doctrine. Following this, an arbitral tribunal has to furnish the
solution `which does jusrice to the very particular parties, and which is the most

s9 Blessing (tgggA), p. z4t.
bo Ibid., p. z42.
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appropriate under the prevailing circumstances'. The author stresses that while
making a decision on the application ofEC competition law to the case at hand,
arbitrators should be released from constraints which he consider extraneous to
them. For instance, he argues that `many ofthe leading decisions rendered by the
EU Commission or the ECJ have been influenced by their own political dynamics'
and that `decisions ofthe competition enforcement authorities are tied to certain
precedents, and thus may aLso be inspired by a concern to foster a certain case law.
All of these considerations are extraneous to an arbitral tribunal'. Finally, the
commentator concludes that the `arbitral tribunal should consider (or apply)
competition law (such as Articles 8r~82 EC etc.) with a"distant look", which
respects the objectively fair and the subjectively reasonable expectations of the
parties; no more no less.'6i Examples ofthis approach in action can be found in
a number of arbitral awards.62

It should be noted, that despite its appearance of originality and novelty, this
approach simply attempts to fmd a compromise, a middle ground, between the
quite categorical demand for application stemming from lois de police and the
inherent limitations of arbitration adjudication, which is unable to meet this
demand. It seems to be very much inspired by the Swiss understanding of the
problem oflois de peLce developed in the centext of court practtce on tl?e basis
ofArticle i9 ofSwiss PILA.63 In practical terms, his method allows too little from
the point of view of the lois de police and too much from the perspective of
arbitration. The purposes of lois de police are frustrated whenever these rules are
not applied correctly and, in any case, when the policy underlying them is
distorted. One might wonder how the requirements of EC competition law would
be better satisfied if it were applied with a`distant look' (with its imperatives and
underlying policies twisted through free interpretation à la carte) rather than not
applied at all. As to arbitration, the confession made by Blessing that it could take
`more than izo pages to discuss the major aspects'6p of applicability of lois de
police on the basis ofhis method makes the prospects for arbitration appear rather
bleak. It can only be hoped that, at least as far as disputes involving EC
competition law are concerned, after every such intellectually stimulating exercise,
the arbitral tribunal will have sufficient energy and time left to establish the facts,
analyse economic data, and adjudicate on the principal claims.

6i Ibid.
6x E.g., ICC Awazd 84oz ( i998), unpublished.
6y Blessing (i997B), p. z3.
6p Blessing (t999A), p. z68.
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9.4 Conclusions

9-4.I Party autonomy and arbitrators' discretion as grounds of
application ofEC law: Privatisation oflaw through azbitration -
converting mandatory rules into default rules

An overview ofthe normative framework for determination ofapplicable law in
arbitration given in this chapter allows me to draw a number of inferences. There
appear to be two grounds for application of EC law: party autonomy, i.e.,
applicarion ofEC law by virtue ofthe parties' free choice in favour ofEuropean
law, and what may be called arbitrators' `autonomy', that is, application of EC law
on the basis ofthe arbitrators' choice ofEC law as applicable legal standard.

It seems to be firmly established that where there is a choice of law provision
agreed by the parties indicating EC law directly or indirectly as the governing law,
an arbitral tribunal is required to adhere to it. When no choice of law stipulation
is made, the governing law is determined by the arbitral tribunal, which enjoys
in this question a wide discretion. These are the only points ofconsensus of the
national acts, international treaties and arbitration rules surveyed. In other
respects, i.e., how and what can be selected as applicable law, the acts diverge
widely. In addition to normative disharmony, arbitration practice adds more
variation to an already patchy picture. It certainly cannot be passed unremarked
that arbitrators generally show little hesitation when it comes to deviation from
the guidelines provided by various legal instruments. This tendency is tacitly
encouraged by the complete silence ofthe arbitration acts as far as remedies or
sanctions for deviation from the rule on designation of applicable law by
arbitrators are concerned.

T'he above conclusions can be explained or rationalised in the following ways.
Firstly, although various national arbitration acts and treaties provide for rules
which indicate either the complete freedom of arbitrators in questions of
applicable 1aw65 or formulate methods to be followed by arbitrators,66 these rules
do not amount to anything more than non-binding guidance to arbitrators, who
remain free to favour any approach.ó7 The abundant studies ofarbitration practice

65

66

67

French Code of Civil Procedure, Artide 1496; Dutch Code of Civil Procedure, Artide
I o54 (3).
Swiss PILA, Article 187; UNCITRAL Model Law, Article z8(z); English Arbitration Act
1996, Article 46(3); European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration 1961,
Article 7(I).
Kassis ( 1993)~ P~ zO9.
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serve to confirm this conclusion. The fact that there is no consistenry in
arbitrators' attitude in combination with the apparent lack ofcontrol ofthe state
courts over arbitrators' determination ofapplicable law reinforce the thesis that
there is virtually no limit placed on the power ofthe arbitrators to choose any rules
as standards for adjudication. Secondly, arbitrators' determination of applicable
law and the correctness of the actual application of the law are by themselves
unchallengeable and unreviewable. They do not constitute a ground for setting
aside or refusal of enforcement of an arbitral award rendered in internationa]
arbitration in any ofthe countries analysed above with the exception ofthe UK.
As was repeatedly emphasised by Sanders, `under the civi] law concept of
arbitration the courts do not supervise whether the decision of arbitrators was
in accordance with the law'.68 The next logical step in this direction leads to the
conclusion that arbitrators may decide whether they will apply the law or not
because in the absence ofan enforceable imperative to apply the law correctly (due
to absence of any remedy for incorrect application ofthe law) supported by the
only sanction available in arbitration - disapproval of the arbitral award by the
court through setting aside, review, or refusal to enforce - enforcement ofthe
award is likely to follow in any case. However, this line ofreasoning, starting from
admittance of the arbitrators' freedom to designate the law applicable to the
merits and foLlowed by thP recognitioP that neither the process of determinatinn
ofapplicable law, nor the result ofacn.tal application ofthe law can be challenged,
is rarely pursued to its logical end. Attention is seldom drawn to the evident
flexibility and informality of the way in which arbitral tribunals approach the law.

One particular aspect of arbitral adjudication, its potentially less legalistic and law-
bound character, is rarely discussed openly in arbitration circlesb9 perhaps for fear
that it would fly in the face oftraditional judges who are used to looking at civil
litigation as adjudication on the basis of rules oflaw. It is important to bear in
mind that it is in the hands of these judges to tighten or to relax judicial control
over arbitration through restrictive or extensive interpretation of the national
provisions regulating arbitration. Ordinary civil judges are not routinely seised
of disputes with an international character and, consequently, they cannot
reasonable be expected to soften their normative stance depending on the
character, domestic or international, of the case. Even when facing the dilemma
ofmaking the choice of governing law, similar to the choice which is typical of
international arbitration, national courts do not enjoy a similar freedom of choice.
National courts act within the strict confines of their own law, which is inevitably
seen as a`better' law. The applicability of a foreign law appears to be an anomaly,

68 Sanders (ig99), p- 34.
69 There are a number ofexceptions. For instance, see Mayer (2oot).
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a deviation from the basic rule permitted by the national conflict of law rules. In
case of difficulty in the application ofthe foreign law, lexfori provides a natural
point ofretreat.

This is not how the choice of law process unfolds in arbitration. A specific feature
ofarbitration is its forumlessness. Forumlessness is, perhaps, a misnomer since
there are multiple legal forums which might be relevant to a single arbitration
proceedings. However, they are not as a rule identifiable in advance.
Forumlessness implies that there is no single legal system which can claim
exclusive authority over arbitration. With regard to the choice of law process, it
essentially entails the absence of the competent state which can supply arbitral
tribunals with a set of conflict of law rules to be used for determination ofthe
applicable law or with a law which enjoys favourable treatment comparable to
that ofthe le~cfori.

National legislatures evidently realise and tacitly admit that any imposition on
arbitral tribunals ofa duty to apply law correctly would not produce any beneficial
effects but would cause irremediable harm to the nature of arbitration to the
extent that it would no longer perform its useful function as a preferred and
effective alternative to litigation in cross-border controversies. Any given state
is primarily concerned with the application of its own law, which it guarantees
through the system ofnational courts. Even if a foreign law is applied, it is only
applied because the national law provides for its application through its private
international law rules. The state is far less interested in how (and whether at all)
its law is applied by foreign courts. This is why review of a foreign court's decision
as to the conflict of law rule selection or on the merits is excluded, even if, in the
same situation, a national court would have followed a different conflict of law
rule or would have applied its own substantive law in a different way. It is hard
to see any reason to distinguish an arbitral tribunal from a foreign court in this
respect. T'he fact that arbitration is conducted on the territory of a particular state
does not mean that it belongs to the national judicial system. It remains outside
it. This explains why national arbitration acts tend to regulate arbitration in a
rather deregulatory way: by means ofmostly default provisions and only to the
extent necessary to ensure that, firstly, arbitration is effective, and, secondly, the
minimum basic procedural principles and substantive requirements maintained
in the host state are respected.

9.4.2 The exceptional `lois de police' ground ofapplication ofEC law

Considerable space has been devoted in this chapter to an overview of the
approaches developed by scholars who favour to a greater or lesser extent the use
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oflois de police theory for the purposes of constructing a ground ofapplication
ofEuropean law which is independent from party autonomy and arbitrators'
freedom. As was mentioned at the outset, these authors tend to adopt the method
oflois de police as it is developed in the context ofcourt litigation and try to adjust
it to arbitration. The `fitting' nature ofthese attempts accounts for the internal
incoherence of the approaches and their underlying reasoning.

It is difficult to make a general survey of theories whose purpose is to arm
arbitrators with a method of dealing with lois de police. Some authors have
suggested that all attitudes can be broken down into those either hostile or
favourable to application of mandatory rules.'o Yet, in my opinion, what is
important is not the position but how the problem is perceived. While attitudes
differ, their representatives basically share the same set of arguments. The

difference lies in the use of accents. This is why it is difficult to find a position
which is entirely consistent, though some are more consistent than others. At
some point, the views ofmost ofthe authors blur and lose their distinctiveness.

They are capable of acquiring virtually any shade of conservative, pragmatic,
realistic, or moderate colours. Each camp can accuse the other ofplacing too much
weight on some ofthe arguments. But if one and the same argument can support
vari~us posirions, is it not true that the argument is only relative and by no means
decisive?

Whatever the differences in opinion, as long as the central problem remains
formulated in terms ofthe application ofmandatory rules in arbitration on the
grounds supplied by lois de police theory, one can see no end to the academic
debates. In my view, the formulation ofthe problem is ill conceived. It was argued
above" that application of law in arbitration is attuned to the specificity ofthis
institute. The topic of lois de police can exist validly in the dimension of state
justice exercised by state courts, where the rules of law are applied by a body
entrusted with the public task ofupholding the law by stating its content and
enforcing it correctly in the case at hand. This task does not exist in arbitration.
As was emphasised earlier, the primary objective of an arbitral tribunal is to
resolve a dispute in the most efficient way within the confines set by the parties'
terms ofreference and the requirements of the relevant laws. The latter seem to
be indifferent to the manner in which the applicable law and its peculiar limb -
the lois de police - are applied in arbitration proceedings. Thus, although the
theory oflois de police may appear to be conveniently close at hand when one
needs to justify the application ofEC law of a lois de police nature, arbitrators

'o Mayer, p. z83.
'' Section g.z.
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can not lean on it in the same manner as judges. The ultimate test is not whether
arbitrators' can be put in judges' shoes but whether they can still walk.

9.4-3 Breaking away from the trodden path

Three grounds for application ofEC law have been identified. The two regular
grounds for application of EC law based on party autonomy and arbitrators'
freedom in matters of applicable law signify that application of EC law in
arbitration proceedings depends solely and entirely on the will of the parties or
the arbitrators. The third exceptional ground, based on the theory of lois de police,
provides for application ofEC law in cases in which it can be characterised as lois
de police and makes it dependant on the will ofthe Community legislator. Are
these grounds satisfactory? I have expressed my reservations regarding the lois
de police ground. Regarding the other grounds, it is logical to assume that the
freedom ofparties pursuing their private interests should not be absolute.

This brings me to consider the view of the group of scholars'Z who stand
somewhat aside from the mainstream debates on arbitration and lois de police,
precisely because they do not wish to tackle the problem from the angle of
application of lois de police rules in arbitration. They propose an autonomous
way of approaching the problem through the concept oftransnational, or truly
international, public poliry. They claim that arbitration, as a transnational entity,
is an expression ofthe world-wide consensus ofstates on cooperation in matters
of international dispute resolution. International arbitration thus serves the
interests of the world community of states rather than one particular state by
providing an effective forum for international disputes. It seems logical that
arbitration is, therefore, called to ensure that the universal, most fundamental
values, or values accepted by the majority ofstates, are respected. It guarantees
the observance of these values through the application of truly international
mandatory rules, such as rules prohibiting drug trafficking, racial and religious
discrimination, human trafficking and trade in cultural heritage in the context of
private adjudication. Beyond this, arbitrators should show little concern for the
individual pretensions of states expressed through various lois de police. The
supporters ofthis theory point out that arbitrators do not have to consider lois
de police only because that they might render an award vulnerable to challenge
by not doing so. They are convinced that the legal force ofan award is derived not
from one country but from all the countries in which it is potentially capable of
being enforced.

" Fouchazd, Gaillazd 8z Goldman (1999)~ p. 852-g56-
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The authors appear rather categorical and uncompromising in assessing the utility
ofthe theory of lois de police in arbitration in the following terms:~ firstly, as an
unsatisfactory restriction ofthe effectiveness ofthe parties' choice of governing
law, secondly, as an inappropriate basis for the arbitrators' obligation to give effect
to national policies which do not reflect universal values, and thirdly, as valueless
in any situation involving determination of the applicable law by arbitrators
themselves. According to proponents oftransnational public policy, the main
distinction between their method and the method oflois de police consists in their
different philosophical underpinning: `...where arbitrators are invited to apply
mandatory rules ... the underlying philosophy is essentially the spirit of
international cooperation in defending vital national policies. The emphasis is
thus not so much on the moral value of the rule as on the strength of the
legislator's intention and the closeness of the objeaive conneaions between the
rule and the situation in dispute... The transnational public poliry method is based
on a different philosophy. Where arbitrators have to address the argument that
a contract is illegal,...under the transnational public poliry theory they should
decide on the basis ofvalues widely accepted by international community...'74

The writers make a valid point when they argue that their method has the
advantage of being consistent with the nature of arbitration. Contrary to the
method of lois de police, whose application is dictated by their purpose of
furthering national policies ( which can have an aggressive, discriminatory, or
simply protectionist underpinning despite being legitimate), transnational public
policy is used to maintain generally accepted moral standards. As these standards
tend to evolve, transnational public poliry has the potential ofprotecting emerging
values. For example, the status quo of modern competition laws, including
European competition law, does not allow them to be accorded the character of
laws expressing universal values.75 Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that, ifone
day world economic relationships become subject to international competition,
this latter will acquire the status of a principle which is embraced by the notion
oftransnational public poliry. As long as the goal ofapplication of certain rules
in arbitration is to safeguard the most fundamental principles and values, the
method of transnational public policy can serve as an adequate tool to arbitrators.

The method based on transnational public policy certainly has its own weak
points. Consider the notion of `transnational (truly international) public poliry',
which is as ambiguous as any notion ofpublic policy. However, it seems to be built

73 Ibid., p. 84z, 847-859,88t-88z.
" Fouchazd, Gaillazd 8t Goldman (t999)~ P. 852-853.
75 For the contrary opinion, see Moitry (i989), P~ 33.
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on foundations which are more credible and appropriate in the context of
arbitration than the method of lois de police. In the context of the present
research, the method of transnational public poliry provides a more reliable
ground for application of EC law than mere reference to the inherent imperative
claim of lois de police. In my conclusions, I am not the first to hesitate `sur
1'opportunité de proposer pour la résolution des conflits devant 1'arbitre les
mêmes raisonnements que ceux qui ont été suggérés pour les conflits soumis au
juge étatique.'76

j6 Idot (1995)~ P. 34t.
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Chapter To

The European law perspective ofthe
possible grounds ofapplication of

Comrnunity law in arbitration

io.t Introduction

Another way ofviewing the problem central to the present research is based on
the assumption that the specificity ofthe application ofEC law in arbitration is
dictated primarily by its own idiosyncratic features' and its own specific
requirements concerning the mechanism ofits enforcement. Views based on this
outlook are usually found in the writings of European law experts who do not
have an additional private law or private international law background.

Before the position prevailing in circles of EC law specialists regarding the
grounds of application of EC law in international arbitration proceedings is
examined, it should be noted that, in contrast to the private international law or
arbitration outlook on the problem presented in the preceding chapter, many
proponents of the European viewpoint fail to come up with some kind of
systematic approach which addresses the issue in a broader context of the role
of European law in international legal relationships rather than in its European
isolation.

In the initial formulation of the problem, the question ofthe source of the duty
to apply EC law, or the grounds on which arbitrators should consider EC law
relevant at all, is completely sidestepped. The applicability of EC law is postulated
as an axiom not requiring any analytical verification.

' Such as the specificity of its sources and the different legal effeas ofthe'u rules, etc. See
Chapter z.
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It is striking that the debates are centred on two major topics, namely, the question
ofarbitrators' competence to deal with EC law claims (which raises the issue of
arbitrability - a subject of little contemporary concern, at least in so far as the azea
of private contractual relationships affected by the EC is concerned)Z and the
character of the duty ofarbitrators to apply EC law (at the request of the party
or oftheir own motion).

Moreover, attention tends to concentrate on the narrow area of EC competition
law. Methodologically speaking, competition rules do not form a unique category
oftheir own. From the private international law perspective, they belong to the
category of lois de police. In the domestic context, they can be categorised as
mandatory niles. It is coincidental, however, that competition provisions should
fall within both categories. It should be borne in mind that domestic mandatory
rules do not always combine at the same time chazacteristics oflois de police? The
reverse is almost always true, however. Unfortunately, in their search for the
answer to the problem ofapplication of EC law in arbitration (which is by and
large restricted to EC competition law), European authors, as a rule, do not clarify
whether their conclusions apply to EC competition law in its lois de police or its
mandatory rules incarnations. However, it is inappropriate to automatically
extend lois de police treatment to domestic mandatory rules. Thus, writers'
omissions to draw a distinction between the two categories bring with them the
danger of excessive generalisation ofapplication of the solutions worked out in
the context of competition law, to other areas of European law.

With some rare exceptions,' the arguments and justifications for the application
of EC law in arbitration maintained by Community scholars tend to share the
following common traits: an implicit assimilation (to a greater or lesser extent)
of the position of arbitral tribunals with national courts; a failure to see the
international dimension ofthe problem and the specificity ofarbitral adjudicarion;
a tendency to employ ambiguous terminology without either clarifying its
meaning or placing it in a concrete context.

The most typical and clearly articulated views of several European authors will
be analysed below. In this connection, it should be recalled that a burst of
`European interest' for arbitration was prompted by the Eco Swiss judgment,s a

See Chapter S.
See Chapter 6, esp. sections 6.3.I and 6.3.z, for the distinction and discussion of the
differences.
E.g., Idot.
Case C-tz6j97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR 1-3055.
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central theme of which concerned the relations between national procedural
autonomy and EC law, and the public policy nature ofEuropean competition law.

As was discussed in Chapter 4, the preliminary questions referred to the ECJ by

the Dutch Supreme Court extended far beyond this topic. However, some of the

direct questions about the relationship between arbitrators and EC law6 were not

dealt with by the ECJ.' Consequently, the scope of the European debate inspired

by the judgment is often limited to those issues that were actually considered by

the European Court.

io.2 A critical overview of the European approach and its
underlying methodology

io.2.i Intrinsic features ofEC law as grounds for its application in
arbitration proceedings (supremacy, direct effect, effectiveness, and
uniform application)

Can an obligation to apply EC law in arbitral proceedings be derived from the
nature of European law itself? Some authors attempt to show that this is feasible.

Bringing EC law intofocus

The first step is to bring EC law onto the arbitration horizon. This does not pose
many difficulties because it seems that the discussion ofthe problem is primarily
limited to arbitration held in the territory ofthe Community.g It appears that, by
implication, the scholars assume that EC law gains a privileged status by virtue
of being the law of the seat ofarbitration. Arbitration specialists would identify
the issue as one concerning the influence and effects ofthe law of the place (seat)
of arbitration; the subject is still being debated.

Such as the obligation of azbitrators to apply EC law, ifnecessary, of their own motion.
These questions were subordinate to other preliminary questions answered bythe E CJ and,
therefore, did not require answers in the light of the ECJ's ruling.
The same happens with the topic ofapplication ofEC law in the courts. I have not seen

publications which address the quesrion of application of EC law by non-Community

courts. A notable exception is the contribution ofBaudenbacher (zoo3). Theauthor tackled

the issue of application ofEC law in EEA countries. However, as the EEA agreement
virtually extends theEC competition regime and the obligation to enforce competition rules

similar to those found in theECTreaty, the example ofEEAcourts is notagood illustration

of the problem.
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Many of the scholars whose writings are analysed in the present chapter base their
views on the presumption that arbitrators are private judges whose task in the
application of EC law is essentially the same as that of national judges.9 This
assumption tacitly suggests among other things that the role of the law in
international arbitration is similar to the role ofthe law in courts, as the following
citation illustrates: `although it offers parties a non-judicia] alternative for settling
their disputes, arbitration cannot be outside the law, since it is necessarily
embodied in a legal system: it is subject to international public poliry and
mandatory public order legislation'.'o This type of statement is widely employed
in the discussion on the role of public poliry in arbitration, but is so extremely
general that it is almost impossible to criticise it without placing it in a concrete
context. It is certainly true that arbitration does not exist in a legal vacuum. This
does not mean, however, that it exists because it is authorised by a particular state
and its law, for instance, by that where arbitration has its seat. As was already
mentioned, arbitration derives its validity from the multiplicity oflegal systems
prepared to recognise its awards. As one author put it, `the anchoring of
arbitration into a legal system is subtle."' On the other hand, it is not easy to argue
that arbitrators, like any other persons, also in their purely private capacity, are
not bound by `mandatory public order legislarion'. The latter appears to be a rather
unfortunate tautological expression.12 Nevertheless, it is essential to know what
should be understood by `mandatory public order legislation' before one can turn
to such questions as mandatory legislation of which country and on which
grounds should be imposed on arbitrators. As was already explained,~3 the
relationship between the law and arbitrators in international arbitration is much
more complex than the relationship between the law and national judges. National
judges always have their own forum's mandatory provisions, which have
privileged status. It is less obvious for arbitrators which rules out ofall the possibly
applicable mandatory rules should be given priority: the mandatory rules of the
lex contractus, the rules of the country with which the dispute has a close (or
closest) connection, the rules ofthe law ofthe country ofthe seat ofarbitration,
or the law ofthe countries ofthe possible enforcement of the arbitral award?

Hetsch (Iggs), p. 5 1-52; Komninos (ZOOC), p. zlg.
Hetsch (Ig95)~ p. ~}7.
Erauw (1997)~ P. 1z7.
For the relations anddistinctions between mandatory rules,public policy rules, and public
policy exception, see Chapter 6.
See Chapter g.
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What is goodfor courts is goodfor arbitral tribunals?

As was demonstrated above, EC law is brought into focus as part of the law which
arbitrators have to observe due to their assumed general duty to apply the law.
The next step is to try to make principles underlining the operation ofEC law in
the domestic legal order apply to arbitration. The functional similarity between
arbitral tribunals and courts, and the near equivalence in terms ofthe legal force
and effect of their final outcomes - judgments and arbitral awards - lead some
authors to believe that the principles underpinning the application ofEC law in
court proceedings should be equally valid in arbitration. For instance, the writer
akeady cited above is convinced that `through its supremary and its direct effect,
Community law forms part ofthe law ofeach Member State and, as such, can and
must be applied by arbitrators."4 However, it is difficult to see how the specific
characteristics ofEC law may by themselves lay the foundations of its application.

Before EC law is held supreme and directly effective it should be found applicable.
As was already explained, there are two principle ways in which a law acquíres
the status of the law applicable to the substance ofa dispute: through the parties'
choice of law or through the arbitrators' determination. When the law selected
by the parties is the law ofan EC Member State, the arbitrators will undoubtedly
give effect to EC law, not because EC law is directly effective, but mainly because
it is presumed to be within the limits ofpames' intentions and legal expectations.
At this stage, the principles ofdirect effect and supremary help arbitrators to make
a choice between two conflicting provisions: national and Community law. It is
unlikely, though, that the arbitrators would treat such a situation as a unique one:
arbitral tribunals routinely cope with application ofinternational treaties, non-
binding legal instruments, and national law simultaneously without leaning on
principles of direct effect and supremary.'S When arbitrators themselves
determine the applicable law, the principles of direct effect and supremacy can
be helpful in a similar fashion but they do not provide a basis for EC law
application. After all, arbitrators are free to determine the applicability of any legal
provision on the basis oftheir own criteria.ió

~a
rs

Hetsch (i995), P~ 47-
It is doubtful that such standards would pass even a relaxed test applied to EC provisions
claiming to be directly effective.
Forexample, since Community lawisa means of fostering Community-biased objectives,
arbitrators might conclude that, because the legal situarion produces wider effects and
implications, Community-specific rules are not suitable. Consider the Ingmar case 'à
I'inverse': in the absence ofthe choice oflawprovision, the azbitral tribunal might find that
the law which should apply to the contract is the law ofan agent, i.e, in this case, the law
ofan EC Member State. However, it might actually condude that the contracrual clause
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Paradoxically, the principles of supremacy and direct effect are more important
in the context ofapplication of EC law by national judges than by arbitrators
because the former need certain weighty justifications for giving precedence to
EC law in the face of conflicting national provisions which national court would
normally be bound to follow. Arbitrators need not look for similar justifications.
As long as the parties have left the choice ofapplicable law to them, they may
decide which law to apply: they are the masters ofthe choice. They have complete
freedom. If they are at liberty to formulate even a new legal rule or apply what is
known as lex mercatoria, there is nothing to restrict their heedom to use the
provisions of, e.g., unimplemented EC directives as normative standards for the
resolution ofthe dispute instead of the law ofsome country.

The principles of supremary and direct effect are only unique in the context of
the intricate relationship between Community law and the domestic law of EC
Member States. At the level of domestic law, such principles are implied. Every
legal system has an internal hierarchy oflegal rules and accords them different
qualities, making some of them unsuitable for invocation before courts. The
flexibility and leniency in approaching questions of law can work either way in
arbitration. It may lead to under-enforcement of EC law by arbitrators
overlooking EC norms or refusing to accord them a place which they should
occupy because oftheir primacy and direct effect. Alternatively, EC law might
receive better treatment in arbitration because arbitrators' hands are less tied by
formalistic constraints limiting national courts.

Ironically, the reliance on the powerful and useful principles of supremacy and
direct effect that are capable, in the domestic context, of clearing the way for EC
law might put European provisions at a comparative disadvantage in relation to
other applicable rules in arbitral proceedings. The principle ofsupremary does
not operate in the context offoreign law. European law enjoys a superior status
in relation to the legal orders of the Member States, but it does not have any added
value in competition with a non-EC law. It appears to be wholly dependent on
these legal orders for its application in international cases. This is a consequence
ofits fragmentary structure as a legal system. Notwithstanding its autonomous
character, it is not suitable to serve as a complete regulatory framework for a legal
relationship. As to direct effect, it is simply a quality ofa norm which is implicit

allowing for no indemnification ofthe agent in case of termination of the contract should
be upheld notwithstanding the European law rule to the contrary. Its reasoning might be
that intra-Community and mixed international transactions wazrant differentiation in
treatment, e.g., more parry autonomy and less mandatory protection in case of the latter.
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in every domestic legal nile but not in a Community law provision.' Not only does
EC law have to overcome an initial hurdle to become applicable, but also it has
to be proved capable ofacting as governing law.

It should be remarked that the principles of supremary and direct effect governing
the operation of EC law are developed in the specific context ofduties imposed
by the Treaty on national courts acting as Member States' agents. For a national
court seised ofdomestic or inter-Community matters, the obligation to apply EC
law according to these principles follows from a combination ofits general judicial
duty to uphold and state the law in the course of daily administration of justice
and its Community-specific duty to give effect to EC law based on the duty of
cooperation under Article io of the Treaty. It is clear that arbitral tribunals are
not obliged to fulfil the latter duty. The opinion of both the European
commentators and judiciary is unanimous: arbitrators are not bound by the duty
of Community loyalty.i8 It has also been established'9 that the former duty, the
duty to apply the law, is transformed in arbitration into an obligation which refers
to the 'orientation' ofthe arbitrators, who are `less bound (sic) to Community
law',~o to the suitable legal rules,Z' and to application of the law as a standard or
non-mandatory model.ZZ

It is not surprising that P. Hetsch, like the majority of authors who explored the
topic, attempted to furnish another, less tenuous ground than specificity ofEC
law and its self-generated claim for application from which the arbitrators' duty
to apply European law could be construed. As the author clarifies, `the arbitrators
have a duty in the very interest of the parties - if they wish to have the award
enforced - to draft the award in compliance with international public poliry and
the mandatory public order provisions or sovereign law.'Z3 This opinion is echoed
by numerous writers participating in the debate, who all claim that this duty can
be implied in the presence of the sanction ofannulment or refusal ofenforcement
on the public policy ground, which, in their view, should cover the instances of

r,
s

See Prechal (zooo), p. io64.
Komninos (zoot), p. zz8; Slot (i gg6B), p. to5; Lugard (i998), P.3oo; OpinionofAG Saggio
in Eco Swiss, Case C-iz6~97 (1999] ECR I-3o55~ Paza. z5.
See Chapter 9.
Erauw (t997), p. tz6.
Ibid., p. tz7.
Mayer (zoot), p. z37 ff.
Hetsch (i995)~ P. 53-
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violation of the dut`- to apply European law by arbitrators.~ The latter proposition
will be examined further below.

In sum, the fact that, in international arbitration proceedings, any law has to be
initially found applicable in a technical sense owing to the multiplicity oflegal
orders which may claim simultaneous application ( a standard rather than an
exceptional situation in international arbitral proceedings), and that arbitrators
enjoy considerable discretion or, to be more precise, a complete freedom in this
regard, authorised by the national arbitration laws of virtually all EC countries,
escapes the attention ofthe European specialists. They are inclined to ignore that,
in an international situation, the initial approach should by necessity be based on
conflict of laws methodology. So far, there has been no other way ofresolving
a clash ofseveral laws in multistate situations. The law's individual amibutes and
self-generated requirement ofapplication are not by themselves a sufficient basis
for giving it priority in a selection process involving rival legal orders. The position
of the EC is no different from that of other legal systems. Some authors have
acknowledged this difficulty in passing.

A universal `reserve' argument

It is noteworthy that the few cases involving arbitration matters considered by
the ECJ were mostly either concerned with domestic arbitrationZ' or, in case of
international arbitration, contained reference to the law of an EC Member State
as the applicable law.Zb Thus, the existing case law has not been helpful for
provoking critical thought in this direction. In these cases, the question of the
grounds ofapplication ofEC law did not arise because there is no conflict of laws
in domestic situations, so EC law is a priori deemed relevant and applicable. In
the second category ofcases, EC law becomes relevant though the pames' exercise
of the choice oflaw prerogative. In this situation, the application of EC law has
always been uncontroversial.Z' The situation becomes far more complicated, as

See Slot (t996B), p. to4; Bos (i986), p. z38; Komninos (zoot), p. z34; Snijders (zooo), p.
zz69.
E.g, Case toz~8t Nordseev. ReedereiMond [198Z] ECR to95; Case C-393~9z GemeenteAlmelo
and others v. Energiebedrijf IJsselm~ [t994] ECR I-t477.
Case t74~84 Bulk Oil v. Sun International [tg86] ECR 559~ Case C-tz6~97 Eco Swiss [ 1999]
ECR I-3o55.
Apart from someinnovative and theorerical criticism of themerits ofand justifications for
giving precedence to themandatory rules ofapazticular state solely because the law of that
state `happened' to be selected by the parties, the practical attitude of azbitrators has
invariably been in favour ofstraightforward application of the chosen law thus rejeaing
any needless complications. This attitude is expressly supported by international
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is unanimously acknowledged by all the authors who have contemplated it,~ when
the law designated by the panies or the arbitrators is the law ofa non-EC Member
State. Without trying to rationalise the problem, many scholars seem to solve this
difficulty by simply taking refuge in an all-embracing `one-size fits all' public
poliry argument.29

It should be noted that this escape path was not invented by European specialists.
In Chapter g it was demonstrated that many arbitration specialists follow the same
line ofreasoning. The `public poliry' arguments have found a fertile ground in
European legal thinking, which is naturally more receptive to `public policy'
arguments. Many European writers instinctively try to employ reasoning which
is built upon the theory ofapplication oflois de police3o (tacitly comparing lois
de police to public policy), as is demonstrated by the following quote: `... le critère
de 1'application des règles normalement applicables au litige (ou théorie des effets)
a été avancé pour soutenir que, lorsque 1'acte ou le fait qui est à origine du litige
est susceptible de générer des effets anticoncurrentiels dans le marché commun,
les règles du droit communautaire de la concurrence sont applicables, quel que
soit le droit applicable retenu par les parties ou déterminé par 1'arbitre. Cette
solution, qui fait obstacle à toute tentative de contournement des règles du droit
comt?tt~na~ttase q,u metrenr en neuvre la réalisarion du marché intérieur ..., touche
en fait à la nature particulière des règles du droit communautaire, ou à tout le
moins de certaines d'entre elles.'3' It should be recalled that, even for a national
judge, the obligation to apply lois de police (its own or foreign) is not based on
the nature of such rules but on the express command ofthe forum's law which
stipulates when and in what circumstances the judge is to give effect to these ntles
in lieu of otherwise applicable law.'Z

:a
:g

so

conventions and bythe arbitration acts of all Member States whose legislation was analysed
in this book. See Chapter 5 for an overview ofazbitration praaice and Chapter 9 for an
analysis ofapproaches to the problem of the role ofmandatory rules in azbitration.
Idot (t996), p. 57t; Hanotiau (ig97)~ P. 49.
Public policy ground justifying the application ofEC lawwill be discussed in the followíng
section. See Komninos (zoot), p. z37-z38; Hetsch ( t995)~ P. 53-54.
See Chapter 9 for an analysis of the grounds and utility of the lois de police method in
azbitration.
Lenaerts 8c Pittie (r997), p. zoz-zo3.
See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.t.
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io.2.2 Public policy character ofEC law: Reception and adaptation of
private international law and civil law concepts in the seazch for the
grounds ofapplication ofEC law in arbitration

It has been shown above that in the search for justification for arbitrators' duty
of compliance with EC law, the angle from which the whole problem is tackled
started shifting towards the private international law system. Many scholars try
to fmd a less feeble justification for application of EC law in arbitration. They
argue that arbitrators have to apply at least a certain category of EC law rules, such
as rules which are part of public poliry.

A duty created by a suspended sword?

According to Slot, the arbitrators' obligation to apply EC competition law is
implied in the presence ofthe sanction ofnon-enforceability ofthe award on the
ground of public poliry. He contends that `the sanction for non-observance of
such an obligation is also clear: the award will not be recognised nor enforced
through the denial ofthe exequatur' ~

Other authors have proposed a slightly more nuanced basis for the arbitrators'
duty, connecting it with a degree of control of the courts over its fulfilment. As
Lenaerts and Pittie maintain, `la portée de 1'obligation imposée à 1'arbitre de
respecter les règles du droit communautaire est en fait à la mesure du contróle
de son application par le juge national appelé à intervenir dans le cadre ou au
terme de la procédure arbitrale.'34

The distinction between the two approaches may seem subtle, but it should be
noted that they have different implications in the context ofarbitrators' obligation
to observe EC law. The first approach is based on two premises: firstly, that
certain rules of EC law can be characterised as public policy niles in the sense used
in the rule on the public poliry ground for setting aside and enforcement of
arbitral awards and, secondly, that this public policy ground is triggered whenever
such public policy rules aze not complied with. The practical consequences ofthis
view for arbitrators are clear: when they encounter `public poliry rules' of EC law,
they have to observe them in their entirety, otherwise their omission to comply
with them (even if this is because the rules were passed unnoticed or not invoked
by the interested parties) will lead to the sanction ofrefusal to recognise the legal
effects of the arbitral award. The trouble with this approach is that it is destined

~ Slot (tgg6B), p. Io4.
~ Lenaerts Sz Pittie (1997), p. zo3-zo4.
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to collapse if its very premises are flawed. A perfect illustration of this actually
happening can be found in the much quoted article of P. Hetsch.35 One feels
perplexed, attempting to reconcile his contradictory statements, and logically
strained in trying to arrive at the proposed conclusions by following his line of
reasoning. On the one hand, the author maintains that international public policy
(the ground on which awards may be refused enforcement or set aside) is `...a more
restricted concept than public policy for domestic arbitrations - is limited to the
minimum in that patent infringements ofthe basic principles of law are penalised
(abuse ofrights, good faith, parties' equality of treatment...'). On the other hand,
he claims that states adopt certain `mandatory standards laid down in the public
interest whose application is independent of the will of the parties: trade
regulations, exchange control, ntles relating to prices, competition, customs and
taxation...' He admits that `all such laws of immediate application or public order
regulations do not necessarily form part of international public poliry'.
Nevertheless, on the basis of these statements, he proceeds by concluding `the
arbitrator has a duty to fulfil his task and hence to ensure that the parties will be
able to enforce the award', that is, the arbitrator has to apply mandatory rules to
ensure that the award is enforceable. It seems incomprehensible how, on the basis
ofthe correct premises, which can be summarised as follows, `only basic principles
of law form part of public poliry' and `not all mandatory rules adopted in the
public interest amount to public policy', the author faiLs to make a deduction based
on logic: `only those mandatory rules that amount to basic principles of law can
be seen as part ofpublic poliry.'

The second approach signifies that the degree to which arbitrators are obliged
to observe EC law is correlated with the intensity of the subsequent court control
over such application. Thus, it is based on the premise that state courts have the
competence to control application of the law in arbitral proceedings. This seems
to be a deep-rooted misunderstanding. In the present state of development of
arbitration legislation, there is no judicial control over the factual and legal
findings of arbitrators pertaining to the merits of the case. The paradoxical
conclusion is that since the majority ofcountries discussed in this book, except
for England, exclude any court control over the application of law in arbitration
proceedings, there will be no basis on which arbitrators' duty to apply EC law can
rest according to this approach. What remains of this position is a public policy
retreat. At this point, the above attitude merges with the one discussed first: by
arguing that certain EC rules have a public poliry charaaer, their non-observance
is brought into the scope ofpublic policy ground.

ss Hetsch (i995)~ P. 53-54-
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A word ofcaution seems appropriate at this stage of the analysis. The danger of
qualification of the competition law as public poliry rules (in the sense that their
violation triggers public poliry grounds for setting aside or refusal of
enforcement) coupled with complete chaos in the legal qualification ofdifferent
phenomena (such as domestíc mandatory rules, lois de police, and public policy
exception) is that the solution `discovered' in the context ofcompetition law can
be readily transposed to other areas. This danger does not seems to be
hypothetical. Some authors, even before the Eco Swiss judgment,3ó have daringly
suggested that many EC rules are part ofpublic policy or, in their terminology,
public policy rules. Opinion is somehow divided as to which EC rules are capable
of being public policy rules. Some modestly state that EC rules with horizontal
direct effect are already among the rules ofpublic poliry ofEC Member States.37
Others38 have gone so far as to propose the essence or basic ideas ofEC directives,
fundamental Community freedoms, etc., as possible matters of public poliry.
However, whatever matters might come under the heading of public poliry rules,
it is obvious that it is natural for the European scholars to treat them
indiscriminately: `... le développement de questions notamment tirées de
1'arbitrabilité des litiges et des notions d'ordre public national, communautaire
ou international ... permettra sans doute de poser des principes qui devront
...éclairer les arbitres lorsqu'ils seront confrontés à des litiges intéressant d'autres
aspects du droit européen, comme par exemple ...1'application de directives
relatives ...au contrat d'agence, puisque les solutions dégagées au niveau de
1'arbitrabilité du droit communautaires de la concurrence et des pouvoirs et
devoirs des arbitres dans cette matières nous semblent applicables aux autres
secteurs.'39

The view according to which the duty of arbitrators to observe EC law can be
derived from the presence ofcourt control at the setting aside or enforcement
stage appears to have been suggested first by the ECJ itself. In all of the cases
touching arbitration matters so far heard by the European Court, it has avoided
addressing direct quesrions on the arbitrators' duty to apply EC law and its source.

;6

37

38

39

Case C-t26f97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o55.
Lenaerts 8c Pittie (1997), p. zol, z2o.
E.g., see Schlosser (1997), p. 86-8g.
Lenaerts 8i Pittie (1997), p. zzo. They mention, for example, the rules on sex equality and
the protection ofconsumers and agents as rules that would qualify for the sametreatment
as EC comperirion law. What does this imply for arbitration? It seems to be a rhetorical
quesrion.
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Instead, the Court emphasised the duty of national courts to apply EC law when
they are seised ofarbitration matters every time40

If the ECJ is convinced that the application of EC law can still be corrected at the

stage of setting aside or enforcement proceedings, it is misguided." As has been

argued in Chapter 6,'Z public poliry as a ground for the setting aside or refusal

of enforcement has nothing to do with application ofthe law: an award contrary

to public policy may result from proceedings in which the law was applied

correctly, incorrectly, or not applied at all. It is not the application oflaw that

matters at this stage but the actual harmfiul effects that the award might produce.

The function ofthe public policy ground at this stage of the proceedings is not

to give a judge another chance to review the merits ofthe case, thus correcting

the award and achieving justice, but merely to prevent the fmal result of arbitral

adjudication from having an effect which is fundamentally harmful to the forum's

values. It is manifestly improper to impose an obligation to apply the law on

arbitrators and foreign courts and, moreover, it is unrealistic and disproportionate

to expect compliance. However, public poliry is a dense enough net to catch

harmful miscarriages ofjustice no matter how these occurred. This is why public

poliry is a ground which is present in almost every arbitration act and act on

re!'ObP.a:o!? and Pnforc?ment of fnreign judgments.

The distinction between application of the law leading to a breach of mandatory
rules (or, in `European' terminology, public poliry rules) and the actual result
contrary to public poliry seems to be especially warranted in respect of the
application of competition law. Except for blatant cases of horizontal market
sharing, price fixing, and similar practices and agreements, the assessment ofthe
anti- or pro- competitive effects of an agreement largely depends firstly, on the
economic approach followed and, secondly, on the correct establishment and
qualification offacts of the case (such as relevant product and geographic markets,
signs of market foreclosure, or excessive barriers to entry, etc.) 43 The
completeness ofthe latter depends on the ability to gather relevant information.
Even those authors who equate violation of public policy and violation of EC
competition rules have to admit that, because ofthe specificity ofthe application
of competition provisions, `een belangrijke reden voor het feit dat arbitrale

40

,~
a~
aa

Case toz~St Nordseev. ReeclereiMond [t98z] ECRto95, paza. t4and Case C-iz6~97 Eco Swiss

[1999] ECR I-3o55, para. 40.
Murray (i996), p. ti8.
See section 6.3.2.3.
It should be noted that the assessment of the factual circumstances is governed by acts
which aze not binding, neither on the undertakings not on competirion enforcers, such as
various notices, guidelines, communications and simffar aas published bytheCommission.
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vonnissen in de praktijk niet zomaar door ...een overheidsrechter opzij gezet
kunnen worden, heeft te maken met het feit, dat strijd met de communautaire
openbare orde niet altijd gemakkelijk aan te tonen zal zijn'.~ It is presumed that
competition authorities possess the necessary expertise to determine what kind
of data should be collected and where to look for it. Furthermore, they have the
powers and other means to retrieve this data, induding, if necessary, from sources
extraneous to the parties involved in suspicious activities. In arbitration, the
position of the arbitrators is even more passive than that of the ordinary civil
judge. Their powers are limited by their mission: to resolve a dispute on the basis
of the facts presented. Their task is not to reach the truth in abstract. Unlike
judges, they do not have to be concerned about good case law or the development
of precedents. A claim which is not sufficiently substantiated will be simply
rejected. Ofcourse, under modern arbitration laws, arbitrators may request (but
not compel) parties to present additional evidence. If the parties fail to comply,
the arbitrators will most probably proceed on the basis ofthe evidence supplied
and perhaps render an imperfect award.

In insisting on the obligation ofarbitrators to apply competition rules under the
pain ofhaving an award annulled or refused enforcement, the European specialists
often forget to specify what they expect from arbitrators 4' Many agree that if the
obligation to apply EC law exists, it should be construed as an obligation to apply
the law correctly.qó Otherwise, the obligation turns into mere discretion. This
deduction is consistent with the assumption that the public poliry ground of
annulment or refusal ofenforcement is triggered by the breach of the so-called

4s

46

Bos (Ig87), p. 3. English translation: 'an important reason why azbitral awazds cannot be
so easily set aside by a state judge in practice has to do with the fact that conflict with
Community public policy is not always easy to prove.'
Awell-known American case, Mitsubishi (Musubishi MotorsCorp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth,
473 U.S. 614 (1985)), is often cited as a source of inspiration. The ruling ofthe US Supreme
Court contained, apart from `blessing' to arbitrabiliry of American antitrust claims, an
implicit threat ofa `biting back' at theenforcementstage ifazbitrators actually did not apply
American antitrust law to aclaim azising under it.This is often referred to as a`second look'
doctrine. Although the assessments ofwhat the Supreme Court actually meant to say differ
(see Carbonneau (Ig86), Lowenfeld (t986), Smit (Ig87), von Mehren (1995))~ given the
actual circumstances of the case, the Courtwas hardly imposing a duty to apply antitrust
lawcorrectly onarbitrators. Ifit was, the SupremeCourt must have been inexcusably naive
in believing that the panel of three Japanese arbitrators would apply American anritrust
law in a manner even remotely resembling antitrust enforcement in American courts
(Carbonneau (1997), p. 46g). It is equally naive to believe that American arbitrators would
be very receptive to market integration underpinning of EC antitrust while applyingEC
competition law.
Bos (1987), p. z38.
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public poliry rule. Yet, there is no mechanism in the present arbitration legislation
which ensures or requires decent application oflaw. The public poliry exception
constitutes the minimum that is expected of arbitrators. It is the rock bottom
below which arbitration may not sink. On the other hand, some authors
differentiate between a situation in which arbitrators do not declare the contract
null if it is covered by Article 8r (i) EC and one in which an arbitral tribunal
erroneously finds the contract in breach ofcompetition law while it is not. In both
cases, erroneous application, or, breach of public poliry provision (as Article 8t(t)
EC is labelled by the proponents of this view) occurs. If one considers the
competition law framework in broader terms, its primary purpose is to ensure
undisturbed competition in the Community. One can hypothesise that an arbitral
award erroneously prohibiting pro-competitive behaviour frustrates the
underlying objectives ofArticle 8i (i) EC to the same degree as when it mistakenly
upholds an agreement in restraint ofcompetition. Thus, the second category of
authors is inconsistent in its arguments: if the purpose of public policy ground
is to safeguard application of public policy rules, it should be interpreted as
requiring the correct application ofthese rules. Introducing nuances at this point
seems unsustainable. Alternatively, if a fine distinction between the different ways
of transgression of public policy rules and their effect is to be maintained, this
shculd lead tc thP conclusien that it is not the Lnfringement oflaw irselfb„t the
actual effect ofthe infringement seen through the lens offundamental principles
that should be covered by the public poliry ground.

It is submitted that non-application or incorrect application ofEC competition
law can not by itselfbe contrary to public poliry because, if it were, there should
be a corresponding positive obligation on arbitrators to enforce certain laws,
which there is not.

Illustratíon

Consider a distribution contract which breaches competition law by its clauses
providing for territorial exclusivity and prohibiting passive sales. Suppose that
the issue which is arbitrated concerns the payment for goods supplied under the
distribution contract. Can it be validly proposed that an award in which an
arbitrator orders the distributor to pay the purchase price should be seen as
contrary to public poliry because the contract contained certain clauses in
violation of competition law? In most unlawful contracts, either the aim ofthe
contract is illegal or its performance is illegal or immoral. This is why, in such
contracts, it is rarely possible to separate an illegal part from the legal one. This
type of `unlawfulness' is not typical of contracts disregarding competition law.
Competition law often simply prevents the parties from including certain clauses
which might turn an otherwise legitimate transaction into hindrance to
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competition. However, the aim of the transaction remains lawful. Most disputes
submitted to arbitration concern vertical agreements47 On the other hand, many
horizontal agreements and practices, and much collusive behaviour expressing
conspirary between competitors, do not have a material value. They may lack even
an underlying agreement containing obligations that can be breached and which
breach can be remedied by resort to arbitration.

The Eco Swiss case48 gives a typical example ofa legitimate transacrion which may
be in some way defective from the point ofview ofEuropean competition law.
The Community was just one of a number of territories, scattered all over the
globe, allocated to each party under the terms of the licensing agreement.
Benetton unilaterally terminated the entire agreement in breach ofthe terms of
the contract. Eco Swiss consequently obtained damages for the termination. The
arbitrators did not consider the issue ofEC law because it was not raised. They
awarded the damages for termination of the entire agreement, which was not in
itselfcontrary to public poliry. Even ifa Euro-defence had been raised by the party
and considered, an arbitral tribunal would most probably have decided that
invalidity ofa single clause allocating the territory would not be a proper defence49
against the claim for unilateral termination ofthe whole contract in breach ofthe
contractual obligations. It is also doubtful that the Euro-defence would affect
estimation of damages because invalidity of a market allocation clause most
probably would not strike down the obligation to continue the contraa5o but it
would make the exclusive allocation ofterritories and markets unenforceable. So,

47

a8
49

Sa

See Chapter 5.
Case C-I26~97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o55.
For the defence to succeed there should beaproper nexus between itand the claim against
which it isused. For example, a patent grantor's claim for the payment ofroyalties for the
use of a patent under patent licensing agreement cannot be successfully rebutted or
confronted by the Euro-defence (even if well grounded) based on the invalidity of the
territorial restrictions imposed by the contract as a whole. It would only be successful if
it rendered the whole contract void. However, this is not thecase since it isnow established
that restrictive dauses can be severed unless the whole contract collapses without such
clauses. ln case ofvertical agreements, many ifnot the majority ofclauses prohibited by
Article 81 EC are auxiliary with regazd to the contract as such. The analysis of arbitral
awards demonstrated that the Euro-defence is raised with regard to such clauses asvarious
post-contract term bans and territorial restrictions. Ofcourse, instead of resorting to the
Euro-defence, a party can launch a counter-claim based on European law which, if
successful, can be set offagainst the principle claim. The reason why this is rarely done is
because such a counter-claim has, in the overwhelming majority ofcases, no financialvalue
to make it useful for a setoff.
Unless the market al]ocation clause is considered as one of the essential terms of the
contract without which it cannot remain in force.
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where is the violation of public policy? One more remark should be made:
invalidity under Article 8i (r) EC is said to be automatic, i.e., no prior declaration
or decision ofthe court is necessary to make a clause or an entire contract void.
It is a nullity which affects a clause or a contract ab initio. It operates retroactively.5'
This means that any contractual clause which is objectionable in the light of
competition law need not be complied with. It is not binding on either ofthe
parties. The party acting in good faith who establishes, e.g., that an exclusivity
clause imposed on him or voluntarily assumed is contrary to EC competition law
can simply disregard it, giving proper notice to his counterpart. After all, the
obligation not to infringe competition law is equally addressed to both of the
parties. This would lead the other party to either forsake clauses impinging upon
competition provisions or to sue his counterpart for breach of the contract. In
my view, this scenario of private enforcement of competition law serves
competition poliry better than the one implicitly encouraged by the Commission.

Do arbitral awards escape the law ofprobability?

Finally, we should consider some attempts to derive the roots of the duty of
arbitrators to apply EC law from their assumed duty to the parties to render an
unchallengeable ar.d erFOrceable award.s~ ln the first place, thP nature of this duty
is uncertain,~ especially since any challenge to an arbitral award is an initiative
of the interested party. Furthermore, as was correctly pointed out, arbitral
proceedings and proceedings for setting aside and enforcement are distinct
proceedings, in a legal sense, with different objectives.~ The mission of the
arbitrators is limited to resolving the dispute in conformity with the mandate
granted to them by the parties. Their duties should be correlated with the rights
and entitlements of the parties in arbitration proceedings, that is, to have a dispute
settled in conformity with their instructions. However, the right of the parties to
challenge or oppose the enforcement ofan arbitral award finds its corresponding
partner in the obligation ofthe courts to ensure that the minimum standards of
justice were observed in the arbitral proceedings, a duty which is fulfilled, at the
request of the interested party, through a limited control over arbitral awards at
the annulment or enforcement stage.

S' Van Gerven (zoo3)~ P. 4.
~ Komninos (zoot), p.37. It shouldbe recalled that this same azgument iswidely usedby many

advocates of the lois de police ground for application ofEC law discussed in Chapter 9.
~ Idot (i 995)~ P. 335-336. It can be added that an `unenforceable' award may be the only award

available to the party in circumstances in which enforcement (in the sense of forcible
execurion) makes no sense or impossible for objective reasons (bankruptcy of the debtor,
the state immunity from execution, etc.).

~ De Ly (i999)~ P. io7.
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One author has gone a step further by asserting that the duty under discussion
is a result of the direct instructions of the national legislature to the arbitral
tribunal to render an award which is not annullable.55 With all due respect, it is
putting the problem on its head. The public poliry ground is addressed, first of
all, to national courts, which have to protect the basic values ofthe forum against
an award which may actually harm them. The subjective interests of the party
invoking the public policy ground is of little importance. In contrast to most of
the other grounds for setting aside and refusal ofenforcement, courts can raise
public poliry grounds ex officio.

An additional counter-argument against the suggestion that the enforceability
and validity ofan award can serve as a solid basis for arbitrators' duty to apply
EC law is founded on the relativity of the arbitral awards' validity. One and the
same award can be seen as enforceable or unenforceable depending on the country
of enforcement.5ó It can be argued that as long as the award is capable of
enforcement in at least one country, the arbitrators' obligations are fulfilled. In
the majority of cases, even the most vigilant arbitrator cannot anticipate, let alone
exclude, all possible challenges and forecast the degree to which a challenge might
succeed. These are matters largely lying beyond arbitrators' control or influence.
They are affected by factors extraneous to arbitral proceedings, such as, e.g., the
willingness of the interested party to launch a challenge; the readiness ofa setting
aside court to raise a ground for annulment e~c officio; the need for a forcible
execution ofthe award; the place ofenforcement, and the attitude ofthe enforcing
court. Such factors as enforceability or susceptibility to challenge ofthe arbitral
award might create at best an incentive for arbitrators to apply EC law, no more,
no less. Idot makes a valid point by stressing that `en réalité, la seule raison qui
oblige 1'arbitre à tenir compte des règles communautaires de concurrence en
toutes circonstances est en 1'état actuel du droit positif, semble-t-il, purement
contingente'.s In one ofher early studies on the status of competition niles as lois

55

56
Snijders (zoooB), p. iz7o.
Given the reach of the Eco Swiss judgment, it is conceivable that a company in the position
ofEco Swiss would prefer to seek a forcible execution ofthe award against a multinational
company, such as Benetton, in any of the countries outside the EC where the later would
have assets. It is unlikely that an opposition to enforcement based on EC competition law
would succeed anywhere outside the EC. The ECJ's qualificarion ofEC competition rules
as a matter ofpublic policy in the sense of the New York Convention has no impact on
public policy standards applied by thecourts outside the Community. Every enforcement
court is exclusively preoccupied with concerns of its ownpublic poGcy. Appazently, if the
courts applied similaz strict public policy standazds, there would be no room for such a
`shopping for enforcement forum'.
Idot (t996), P~ 570.
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de police in arbitral proceedings, she also concluded along the same lines that `...
1'arbitre a la faculté d'appliquer les lois de police qui n'appartiennent pas à la lex
contradus, mais qu'il n'a pas obligation de le faire. C'est un jugement en
opportunité. La situation de 1'arbitre rejoint en définitive celle du juge confronté
à 1'application des lois de police étrangères.'S8

io.3 Conclusion

The above review and appraisal ofthe `European' approaches to the issue ofthe
grounds of application ofEC in arbitration proceedings has drawn attention to
a number of key premises on which the prevailing view is based.

It can be argued that the European view ofthe problem bears the signs ofa self-
centred, self-absorbed attitude which often takes a defensive stance. Its initial
point consists in the presumption that arbitration is a mechanism for evasion of
European law and is used for this specific purpose. European scholars seem to
be excessively preoccupied with the idea ofgiving EC law maximum applicability.
This explains why they employ the same imperative language of duties and
sanctions as was developed in the context ofthe relationship between EC law and
national legal orders. A manner for European law to gain recognition is through
assertion ofits supremary, direct applicability, and effectiveness.

However, as the traditional arguments normally substantiating the EC law
requirement of applicability by the national courts obviously lack appropriate
foundations in respect of arbitration, they are supplemented by arguments based
on public policy. The latter seems to present a particularly attractive way out for
European scholars. Public poliry appears to be a universal ground for imposition
of the obligation to apply EC law on various actors: parties, who cannot validly
escape application ofEC law because it is of a public poliry nature; arbitrators,
who have to observe EC law for the same reason and, in addition, because their
awards can be annulled or refused enforcement; and judges, who have to apply
EC law because they exercise control over arbitration on public poliry grounds.
The inherent ambiguity of the notion of public policy, especially when it is used
out ofcontext, ensures that, on the surface, the arguments based on public poliry
are sufficiently persuasive. However, as was maintained throughout this book,
public policy is not a black hole capable ofabsorbing anything that comes close.
Its meaning and function depend on the context.

58 Idot (i995)~ P. 336.
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The major drawback of the European view is t11at it construes a ground for
application of EC law from an obligation to apply EC law implied in the public
policy sanction. It is maintained that, before dealing with the question ofwhether
or not arbitrators have an obligation to consider EC law, the source of this
obligation should be established. To find the genuine ground of application of
EC law, one has to look for a rule prescribing certain ways ofapproaching EC
law. It can be claimed that the presence of the sanction is not sufficient.
Unfortunately, the approaches discussed in the current chapter did not clarify
where this rule can be found or how it should be formulated.
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Chapter i I

Practical issues ofapplication ofEC law

it.i Introduction

The starting position ofthe current chapter is to see whether application ofEC
law in arbitral proceedings is in some way objectively inhibited because of certain
idiosyncratic features of arbitral adjudication. The examination ofthe problem
will be restricted to those aspects ofapplication ofEC law which are specific to
arbitration. Application ofEC law and, especially, EC competition law poses a
number ofdifficulties already in the context of ordinary civil litigation in state
cntt-rts ofF.C Member States. To some extent, the specific regime and procedure
ofenforcement of EC competition law account for these difficttlties. The problem
of concurrent proceedings before the Commission and before a national court
seised of a dispute involving an allegation ofbreaches ofcompetition provisions;
the lack of ordinary courts' competence to apply Artide 8i(3) EC and, therefore,
grant individual exemptions;' the meaning of automatic nullity ofan agreement
concluded in breach of Article 8i EC; the legal effect of informal letters issued
by the Commission; the availability of remedies for breach ofcompetition rules;
and the lack of ineans of investigation, powers and economic expertise necessary
for a correct assessment ofthe facts giving rise to application ofcompetition law
- those are just a few typical problem areas attributed to private enforcement of
EC competition law. As arbitrators resolve civil disputes, it can be assumed that
the problems generated by the specificity of European competition law are
approximately the same, if slightly more articulated, in arbitral proceedings as
they are in the context of litigation. However, some features which characterise
arbitral tribunals as private adjudicators of civil law disputes, namely, the
consensual character oftheir jurisdiction, their detachment from the legal and

EC Regulation i~2oo3 on the implementation of the rules on comperition laid down in
Articles 8t and 8z of the Treaty (OJ zoo3 Li~t), which will apply from May t, zoo4, is going
to lifr theproblems resulting from the lack ofdirect effea ofArtide 8t (3) and the exclusive
competence of the Commission to grant individual exemptions.
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judicial organisation ofa pamcular state, their lack ofa public function, etc., most
probably add to the regular range ofproblems encountered in application ofEC
competition law. Since the topic ofprivate enforcement ofEC competition law
in national courts has received frequent and extensive attention in the European
literature,Z only those specific problems arising in arbitration will be identified
and scrutinised below.

Owing to the confidential and ad hoc character ofarbitral proceedings and the
scarcity of publicly available materials for investigation, any conclusions as to how
arbitrators apply EC law would be at best speculative and haphazard.
Nevertheless, to the extent possible under this reservation, the most typical
situations in which difficulties arise in the application of European law in
arbitration will be briefly analysed. The results of the examination can be seen
as useful to all those involved in arbitration and, in particular, to parties with a
bona fide interest in the proper identification and interpretation of EC law issues.
Knowing the most frequently encountered limitations and drawbacks may help
in enhancing the quality ofEC law application in arbitral proceedings.

II.2 Pleading and proof ofEC law: Specificity ofarbitral
adjudication

Il.z.i The consensual character ofarbitral jurisdiction and the scope of
arbitration agreement

One ofthe fundamental principles of arbitration is the consensual nature of the
jurisdiction of arbitrators? Arbitral tribunals derive their jurisdiction solely from
the agreement ofthe parties. The principle that arbitrators' competence to settle
disputes is limited by the scope of the agreement of the parties means that not only
do arbitrators derive their competence from the will of the parties but also that
this competence can be as limited as the parties wish.

Most broadly drafted general-purpose arbitration agreements are capable of
embracing claims arising out of competition law. However, party autonomy in
the context of arbitration means that the parties may restrict, by agreement, the
types ofdispute which they wish to refer to arbitration. For example, leaving the

See, e.g., )ones (t999)~ Lewis (t996), Ottervanger et al. (1998), van Gerven (zoo3), Idot
(zoo3B), Lever (zoo3), Besedow (zoo3), Schmidt (zoo3), Tesauro (zoo3), Laddie (zoo3),
Momège 8z Idot (zoo3), Jones (zoo3).
On the consensual nature ofazbitral adjudication, see Chapter t.
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prudence of such a decision aside, it is perfectly legitimate for the parties to
explicitly exclude certain categories of dispute from the scope of a general-
purpose arbitration clause, to draft a restricted clause specifically enumerating
the issues or claims to be arbitrated, or to limit the jurisdiction of the arbitrators
to the resolution ofparticular claims in the submission agreement.

In Chapter 8, the concept ofarbitrability, which serves to identify the area which
is not excluded from the domain of arbitration by way of according exclusive
jurisdiction to the courts or other state authorities, was outlined. However,
nobody can be forced to pursue protection ofrights or settlement of a dispute
through arbitration. Within the scope ofarbitrable subject-matters, it is up to the
parties to decide whether to submit all future or present disputes to arbitration
or to reserve some to court adjudication.4 If the parties limit the competence of
arbitral tribunal by agreement, their wish should be respected because it means
that the ordinary courts will retain jurisdiction in the area not covered by the
arbitration clause or the submission agreement.

With regard to competition issues, it is conceivable that antitrust claims can be
deliberately excluded from arbitration. Such exclusion should not necessarily be
interpreted as a sign ef the parties' conspiracy to avoid compliance with
competition rules. While, in principle, arbitration is no less suited to the resolution
of competition disputes arising in the context of international commercial
relationships than national courts, arbitrating these claims might have certain
disadvantages.' One might wonder why the contractual exclusion ofcompetition
law matters from arbitration should render the arbitration agreement void, an
opinion expressed by some authors,b or cause arbitrators to declare themselves
incompetent, as suggested by the others.' In fact, certain legal systems, such as,
e.g., that ofthe US, have established a precedent according to which an antitrust
defence to contract claims is made inadmissible in court proceedings.a This is

Fouchazd, Gaillazd 8L Goldman (t999)~ P. z97-z98.
Baker 8z Stabile ( t993)~ p.4o8:'because arbittation is largely a creation ofconttact, today's
drafters have an opporrunity toexclude antitrust disputes from the arbitration provisions
explicitly...'.
Opinion ofAdvocate General Saggio in Case C-tz6~97 Eco Swiss [t 999] ECR I-3o55, paza.
24.
Derains ( t993)~ P~ z67-
See Rivkin ( i993)~ p- t39~ Dalhuisen ( i995), p. iS9; Baker 8c Stabile (ig93)~ 42I. According
to the general rule, a party cannot raise an antitrust defence to a contractual claim. However,
the court will not enforce a contractual provision which itself constirutes a violation of
competition law. See Kelly v. Kosuga, 358 US 516(1959) and KaiserSteel Corp. v. Mullins, 455
US 7i ( i98i).
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notwithstanding the perceived disadvantage ofdealing with inter-conneaed legal
claims in separate legal proceedings with the hypothetical risk ofcontradictory
decisions being made. One of the reasons for maintaining such a rule is,
apparently, the fact that the antitrust defence is often raised frivolously as part
ofdilatory litigation tactics: `an easy toleration ofantitrust defences to contract
actions would threaten to involve parties daiming under the contract in litigation
so protracted and expensive that they might be coerced into unsatisfactory
settlements or be compelled to forego any prosecution oftheir claims.'9 With the
rising awareness of the impact of competition rules on private contractual
relationships, the Euro-defence has become `part ofthe conventional armoury
of commercial litigation in the UK courts', as one author put it when commenting
on the practice ofapplication of Article 81 and 8z ofthe Treaty in the UK.'o

It can be concluded from the above that, although it is unlikely that the pames to
an international contract would be willing to exclude competition law claims from
the scope ofan arbitration agreement, it is a legitimate choice. For example, it may
become an attractive option if the threat of the court review of arbitral awards
involving EC competition law on the grounds ofpublic poliry implicit in the Eco
Swiss judgment materialises.

II.ZS The principle ofjudicial passivity ofarbitrators and ex officio
application ofEC law

Judicialpassivity andfreedom of disposition as a hallmark ofarbitraladjudication

Whíle the principle ofthe consensual nature of arbitrators' jurisdiction is affirmed
unambiguously by all national arbitration acts, a number ofprinciples which are
contingent on it are implicit and rarely spelt out by national law. Among these
latter is the principle ofjudicial passivity of arbitrators.

The principle of judicial passivity of arbitrators correlates with the procedural
freedom ofdisposition enjoyed by the parties in arbitration. It requires that an
arbitral tribunal should respect the procedural freedom of disposition of the
parties. The meaning of freedom ofdisposition, denoting the parties' freedom
to determine the extent of civil litigation, has been summarised in the context of
court proceedings, but also applicable to arbitration, as follows: `the courts may
only take account offacts that the parties have pleaded and proved. Undisputed

9 V'iacom internationallnc. v. TandemProduttronslnc., 5z6 F. zd 593~ 599 (zd Cir.1975) cited from
Rivkin (t993)~ P. t39-140.

`o Shaw (Iggz), p. 83.
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facts should be taken as true. The court may not alter the claim or the defence. It
may not award more, or something different from vti-hat has been claimed'."

In court proceedings, the principle of freedom of disposition ensures that the
presentation of facts remains in the hands of the parties. However, the court
retains full competence with regard to questions of law. As a rule, it is not bound
to follow the legal qualification and interpretation given to the particular rule by
the interested party and remains free to apply relevant legal provisions to the facts
and circumstances which are alleged by the parties as long as it stays within the
ambit ofthe dispute determined by the parties. This is a generalised picture which
charaaerises the role ofthe court in civil proceedings. Depending on the legal
traditions and the legal system, there are many national differences in the concrete
interpretation of the precise contents and limits of procedural freedom of
disposition.

For example, a party might seek a declaration of invalidity of the contractual
provision (for example, tying clause) on the basis that it was included in the
contract under duress. The court might fmd the said clause invalid and grant the
claim but for a different reason: it might, e.g., find that the clause constitutes a
restrictinn prnhihited ttndPr Article R1(i) FC;, ahucive conduct prohibited by
Article 8z EC or an unfair trade practices. As long as the court stays within the
limits ofthe dispute drawn by the parties, it can do that without running the risk
ofbreaching the principle of judicial passivity.

In the context of international arbitration proceedings, the freedom ofdisposition
plays an even more prominent role for three reasons. The first reason, discussed
above, is the contractual nature of the arbitrators' mandate. The second is the fact,
extensively considered in previous chapters, that any law (including EC law)
which arbitrators apply to the facts presented by the parties is foreign to them.
Finally, it should be recalled that arbitrators have no judicial forum.

Arbitrators cannot decide on claims and pleas not submitted to them (ultra
petita),'Z neither are they allowed to avoid dealing with the claims brought by the
parties (infra petita). This rule is implicit in the consensual charaaer of arbitration.
However, as the applicable law does not have the value of forum law for
arbitrators, they appear to be more constrained to follow legal qualification

" De Boer (i996)~ p. 34g.
'~ For instance, on the nullity of a contract clause contrary to Article 8i (i) EC not pleaded

by the interested party. On the problem of illegal agreements in arbitration and theprinciple
ofpassivity ofazbitrators, see Mayer (t984), esp. at p. iis ff.
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furnished by the party in support of his daims than the courts, who are supposed
to know the law. In other words, it is up to the party pleading EC law not only to
establish the factual circumstances giving rise to application ofthe law but also
to prove the meaning and the content ofthe law.'31'he treatment ofthe law as a
fact makes it more difficult for arbitrators to apply a legal qualification different
from the one furnished by the parties to the set of facts without going beyond the
ambit ofthe dispute.

As far as court proceedings are concerned, the principle of judicial passivity and
the procedural freedom ofdisposition are not absolute. Apart from serving as a
dispute resolution body, civil courts perform the public function ofupholding
the law and protecting rights. Therefore, the principle ofjudicial passivity does
not apply if the proceedings concern matters of public policy. In this case, the
court is required to assess the facts and their legal consequences ofits own motion.
What the term `matters of public poliry' implies is not entirely clear. In Van
Sch~ndel,'4 for example, the Dutch Court indicated that had the civil relationship
implicating EC competition rules been treated as a`matter of public poliry', it
would have been entitled to depart from the principle ofjudicial passivity, whose
application in that case implied that the national judge could not raise the point
of EC law of its own motion. From the answer of the ECJ in Van Sch~ndel, it
follows that the fact that the dispute might have implicated EC competition law
did not bring the dispute within the scope of `public policy matters' and
consequently, did not lead to a derogation from the principle ofjudicial passivity
provided by Article 48 (now Article 25) of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.~5
Thus, Van Sch~ndel has established the principle according to which a national
court does not have an obligation to raise a point ofEC competition law ex officio
if this would require it to depart from the rule ofjudicial passivity.

Returning to arbitration, it has already been emphasised that, not having a
national forum and objective links with a particular law, an arbitral tribunal does
not have any other concept of public poliry than a truly international one.
Assuming that the scope ofthis can be defined at all, it most probably consists
of matters which are almost universally condemned, such as drug-trafficking,
trade in human beings, terrorism, etc. Even at the level of the most fundamental
values, doubts arise as to whether other, less abhorrent but nevertheless still

,

See partial arbitral award ofJune 30, 1994~ Bulletin ASA [995, p. 268 at p. z76, where the
azbitrators emphasised the duty ofthe parties to furnishproofnot only ofalleged facts but
also of the e~cistence and the content of the law they pleaded.
CasesC-43o-431I93~~Sch~lv.StichtingPensioenfondsvoorFysiotherapeuten[1995] ECR
I-47o5, atp. 4715-4716.
Snijders ( zoooB),p. Z z68, points b and c in particular.
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objectionable behaviour can be seen as a matter of international public poliry.
Take, for example, the trade in arms, or bribery and corruption issues. In such
`company', violation of competition law seems to a minor crime. When
confronted with matters tentatively falling under the heading oftruly internationa]
public poliry, arbitrators will not lend their assistance to the enforcement of the
underlying contracts. However, this has, perhaps, less to do with the derogation
from the principle of judicial passivity as with the legal and ethical foundations
ofthe arbitral jurisdiction. Arbitration is not an appropriate forum for criminal
law matters. Equally, nothing prevents arbitrators from declaring themselves
incompetent to pass a moral judgement or from refusing to act against their own
moral convictions.

`Ex offu.-io' without the `office'?

The recurrent topic of whether, despite the considerations mentioned above,
arbitrators nonetheless may or must consider the points ofEuropean comperition
law of their own motion has not left the pages of academic journals and arbitral
awazds even afrer Van Sclu~ndel. It seems to be tightly interwoven with the problem
of applicable law and mandatory rules in arbitration. It is remarkable that the
authors fall short nf cnnvinc;ng ara,ments io jusr~y the arhitrators' clt~ty to apply
EC law ex officio in a manner similar to that which is so characteristic of the
discussion on the relevance of]ois de police in arbitration. The use of a confident
tone, much verbal support, and the impression ofunanunity (which is created by
cross references to each other's contributions, typically noting that the majority
view is that arbitrators can raise the competition law points sue sponte even against
the expressed will of the parties)i6 cannot compensate for the lack of coherent
method in tackling the problem. As was already discussed in the context ofthe
problem ofthe treatment oflois de police in arbitration, no intellectual reasons
going beyond the assertion that competition rules are ofa public policy nature
are advanced to explain on which grounds arbitrators should be more pro-active
than the judges. In the light of Van Sch~ndel, it is difficttlt to see why in an
arbitration context the public poliry character of EC competition rules should
allow or even force arbitrators to consider points ofEuropean law not pleaded
by the parties if this same character does not compel the national judge ofthe EC
country to abandon his passive role and consider the issue on his own motion.
It is surprising that the silence ofthe European Court of Justice in Eco Swíss, which
elegantly avoided answering the question of the arbitrators' duty to consider
competition law oftheir own motion did not trigger much critical thought. On

i6 See for example, Idot (t 993A) p.56, paza. 6i who summazisedposition refleaed in vazious
national reports.
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the contrary, the Court's qualification of EC competition rules as public policy
appears to have reinforced the practice ofrelating ex o~f'tcio power ofthe arbitrator
with the public poliry character oflegal rules.

It is also puzzling that the opinion ofAG Saggio, which was reserved and balanced
on this point, has received only superficial attention. This is to be regretted
especially because AG Saggio convincingly and skilfully explained why the
question of eac officio application of competition law by arbitrators cannot be
decisively influenced by such extraneous considerations as the prospect of
annulment ofthe resulting award on the grounds ofpublic policy, because it raises
`an extremely delicate problem relating not so much to the arbitrators' duty of
"passivity" as to whether the Netherlands rules on the courts' powers to review
arbitration awards are compatible with the requirement concerning the strict and
uniform applicarion ofmandatory niles of Community law'." Certain logical links
existing between the issue of the power or duty ofarbitrators to apply some legal
provisions e~c officio and the issue of judicial review which may be triggered by
the public poliry character ofEC law, which the court would be bound to apply
ex officio should a case be brought before it, should not overshadow the fact that
arbitral proceedings and court review proceedings are different and distinct in
the legal sense and are governed by different principles and objectives.'S

The Advocate General also emphasised that not only should arbitrators not be
obliged to rule oftheir own motion on points of EC law in situations in which
the principles ofpassivity and freedom ofdisposition would restrain the national
judge from doing so, but also in situations in which the national procedural rules
would leave it to the discretion ofthe judge to decide whether to invoke the issue
ex officio. He reasoned in the following terms:

`... arbitrators, being appointed by the parties to an agreement in order to settle
a dispute, are under an even greater obligation to comply with the parties'
wishes than a court would be, so it does not seem reasonable to require them
as a matter of course to consider issues that are outside the ambit of the dispute
as defined by the parties. As a form of private judicial procedure, albeit
recognised by the law, azbitration is based on the principles ofautonomy ofthe
parties and the passive role of the tribunal..."9

k
Opinion ofAdvocate General Saggio, Eco Swiss, C-tz6~97, ECR 1999~ P- ~-3055~ Paza- g-
De Ly ( 1999), p. Io7.
Opinion ofAdvocate General Saggio, Case C-IZ6~97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3o5S, paza.
2I.
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`...I cannot however conceal my doubts about extending to arbitrators to raise
of their own motion questions relating to the observance ofbinding community
rules, when the national legal order merely gives them discretion to do so with
respect to similar quesrions relating to domestic law. The argument for
extending could not be based purely and simply on Article 5 of the Treaty, which
is ...addressed to the Member States and cannot therefore ofitselfoperate to
impose obligations on arbitrators'.~o

As far as arbitration practice is concerned, one cannot help but feel that some
arbitrators would be ofren prepared to declare their competence to decide on EC
law ex officio even in the most controversial cases, such as when neither ofthe
parties raise the point, or when the applicable law agreed on by the parties is the
law of a non-EC country, that is, when EC law does not belong to the lex
contractus. However, it is doubtful whether, in practical terms, this willingness
amounts to what it appears to be. As many authors point out, `an examination of
published awards reveals that arbitrators almost invariably find no violation of
the rule [ofEC competition law - N. S.], which naturally casts some doubt on the
issue'.21 Moreover, as was already mentioned in Chapter 5 , it is difficult to give
a genuine example ofarbitrators applying EC law of their own motion once the
veil of rhetoric is lifted. Tlte few exemplary awardsZZ drifting from one publication
to the other can hardly be seen as reassuring. On the contrary, their scarcity and
ambivalenceZ' contrasting sharply with the zealous theoretical support dominating
the literature, indicate anything but the trend supposedly prevailing in arbitration.

Finally, one further point should be briefly considered. The problem ofex offu,io
application is interpreted differently by arbitration specialists and European
scholars. It is likely that, while both camps appear to use the same term, they do
not ascribe the same meaning to it. 1'he opinion of one arbitration specialist
(frequently involved in arbitration proceedings dealing with competition) and
an arbitrator himself, M. Blessing, can be taken as an example. lt is difficult to
understand how, without running into a logical paradox, the said scholar,
supporting, in principle, the idea ofapplication of EC law by arbitrators oftheir
own motion, could immediately qualify his statement by arguing that arbitrators

:o
:~
:~

Ibid., para. z5.
Idot (i996), p- 576.
ICC Award 7i8i of iggz, 6~i ICC Bulletin t995~ p. 55~ 1CC Awazd 73t5 of i99z reported
in Verbist (i994)~ P- 33-
For exam ple, in I C C Case 7i8i (6 ~i I C C Bulletin i 995. P. 55)~ the azbitrators raised `ex officio'
the issue of the validity of a contractual clause under 1;C competition law not contested
by the party (who contested the validity of other provisions) only to conclude that no
violation had been established.
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should apply EC law `with a"distant look" which respects the objectively fair and
the subjectively reasonable expectation ofthe parties'~ putting aside the view of
the Commission and the case law of the ECJ as factors extraneous to the
application ofEuropean competition niles. From the perspective of European
law, one might wonder why EC law should be applied ez officio if it is understood
in this way. One can imagine that finding an agreement already in force for a
number ofyears null and void ab initio, as is required under Article 8i(2) EC, even
if the parties believed in good faith that the agreement was perfectly compatible
with EC law, would seem to be both unfair and contrary to the reasonable
expectations of the parties. The point is, however, that the enforcement of
competition law has little to do with interests of the parties. It protects
competition from distortions which may be caused by conscious or misguided
behaviour. The power to raise the issue ex offu~io ensures that the interests that
go beyond the private interests of the parties in a dispute receive protection
guaranteed by law. Bearing this in mind, it is rather puzzling why European
scholars insist that the points of EC competition law should be addressed by
arbitrators oftheir own motion. What is the point ofaddressing the issue ex offuio
if there is no guarantee that the law, whose relevance is so great that it requires
the intervention of a judge (or an arbitrator), will be applied according to its letter
and spirit and not as a matter ofequity?

One explanation for these views on ex officio application can be found in a
difference in methodological approaches. From the arbitration standpoint, it
seems logical to relate the issue of sua sponte application of EC law with the
general subject of the power of arbitrators with regard to applicable law and with
the manner in which it is exercised. ln my view, this influences conclusively the
ultimate answers to other questions related to the application ofEuropean law.
Moreover, it provides a logical base to any theories or ideas formulated with
regard to arbitrators' discretion or obligation vis-à-vis EC law. This assumption
is confirmed by the striking division of opinion on ex officio application of EC
law along roughly the same lines that divide authors on the issue of whether
arbitrators may or must apply lois de police or public policy ntles which do not
belong to le~c contrcutus, and ifso, on what grounds. My own view is that since,
as is maintained in this study, nothing limits the ability ofan arbitral tribunal to
find any rules of law applicable to the dispute if the applicable law was not chosen
by the pames, arbitrators have full discretion to apply EC law whenever they see
it as relevant for the resolution ofa dispute. However, their discretion is deemed
to be limited by the procedural principles ofpassivity and freedom ofdisposition
ofthe parties.

~ Blessing (199gB), p. z57.
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From the perspective ofEuropean scholars, whose position on the subject has
been outlined above,~5 ex officio treatment ofEC law results from the nature of
the legal provisions. Since the proponents ofthis view do not question the thesis
that law has the same authority in arbitration as in courts, apparently they see the
beneficial result of ex officio invocation of EC law in arbitration as being that it
should lead to proper application of competition law. However, the fact is that
even an ex officio invocation cannot guarantee that the arbitrators will deal with
the issue as the courts would. The only positive effect which can be reasonably
expected from imposition on the arbitral tribunal of a duty to raise the point of
EC law is that, in some instances, it helps to focus the attention ofthe interested
parties on issues ofEC law which they would otherwise overlook. However, an
arbitral tribunal has no effective means of its own to conduct investigation or
compel parties to produce relevant documents or other evidence.Zb

It is astonishing that the same doubts about the utility of ex offu.-io power as a
means of improvement ofEC competition law application have been expressed
in the context of court proceedings. As J. Burrichter stressed, the view that
adversarial proceedings with their specific principles cannot provide an
appropriate framework for competition cases `reveals an unjustified mistrust in
the ability ofthe parties (and their lawyers) to explore and submit the relevant
facts, and develop the right legal arguments."' According to the author, `it is
doubtfiil whether an ex offuio procedure can produce more or better facts taking
into account that, under most procedural rules of the Member States, the
claimants can refer to witnesses or experts that the court has to hear if the facts
for which they are named are relevant for the decision ofthe case.'~8

The hypothesis of ex officio application does not fit well into the overall picture
of the practical and factual circumstances of referring to applicable law in
arbitration. Ex officio application of law means that the legal point, such as the
applicability ofa pamcular legal provision to the facts as presented by the parties,
is raised by the adjudicating authority as a matter of its function. Arbitral tribunals
are deemed to lack the necessary authority associated with application oflaw e~c
offu:~io. As follows from the national procedural rules confirmed by Van Sch~ndel,
in civil proceedings, EC competition law does not require application ex officio
whenever this leads to derogation from the principle of judicial passivity. Thus,
on this ground, applied by analogy to arbitral proceedings, the issue of ex offu-io

~s
z6

zA

See Chapter io.
Schwaztz (i994)~ p. 4z.
Burrichter (zooi), p. 54i. In the same vein, Laddie (zoo3). p. 3.
Ibid.
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application of EC law entailing departure from the principle of passivity should
be regarded as a topic whose actuality is exhausted.

The ECJ's judgment in Eco Swiss which avoided the question of ~ officio
application ofEC law in arbitration altogether, nevertheless triggered a new waive
of speculation. The judgment addresses extensively the issue of the national
courts' duty with regard to the appraisal ofan arbitral award potentially touching
upon EC competition law under the heading of public poliry. The outcome of
Eco Swiss seems to be that, while arbitrators are under no obligation to respect
European competition law, national judges are. Thus, even ifarbitrators are not
required to rule on EC law oftheir own motion, national courts at the supervisory
stage should be able to assess on the public policy ground whether the violation
ofEC law has occurred.

The consequences of the Eco Swiss ruling for arbitration have been interpreted
by various authors as leading in an indirea way to the conclusion that arbitrators
are, after all, obliged to consider EC law ex officio to ensure the validity and
enforceability of the arbitral award.Zy Most commentators advocate a sound
pragmatism ofarbitrators in this question. However, pragmatism is a poor legal
argument which seems particularly weak in the present context. Pragmatically
speaking, the chances ofan arbitral award coming under the spotlight ofeffective
court review are negligible.3o There is no veritable empirical data in this respect.
The `recourse' rate against the arbitral awards or the degree of opposition to their
enforcement can only be conjectured'' However, as faz as the effectiveness of such
recourse is concerned, an indirect conclusion can be drawn from an analysis of
the reported court decisions refusing enforcement under the New York
Convention~ For example, according to van den Berg, the courts refused to grant

'v See Snijders (zoooB), p. zz6g, point k; Komninos (zool), p. z37; de Ly (tggg), p. Io6-to7.
'o The courts' review of the arbitral awazds is not comprehensive. It is based on the facrual

findings estabfished in arbitral proceedings. It is difficult to believe that the courts would
easily detect infringement ofEC competition rules, at least to an extent enabling them to
declare the award voidor unenforceable, because even in court proceedings competition
issues are more often than not overlooked.

'' Some authors indicate that the shaze ofinternational arbitral awards carried out as a result
of voluntary compliance or successful enforcement is approximately g8 percent of all
awards. This estimation is attributed to Sir Michael Kerr (Igg7) (The Keating Lecture, i9
October Igg6 `Concord and conflict in International Arbitration'), cited from Reed (1999)~
P.558.

~ See van den Berg (Igg6A), p. 46.
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enforcement (on whatever grounds) in less than S percent ofthe reported cases.~
It might be wondered how many awards involving competition issues should have
the potential to come before the judge of an EC Member State to create any
tangible incentive for an arbitral tribunal to apply EC competition law ex offuio.

On the other hand, as contended above, the judge can apply to the defined set of
facts a legal rule different from the one used by the party as the basis ofhis claim
without going beyond the ambit ofthe dispute as determined by the parties. After
all, application of law is the primary function of the court. The `office' ofthe judge
implies application ofhis forum law- as a part of his official function. However,
in the majority ofcases, ex offuio application does not mean the simple authority
ofthe judge to be a Master of law. It means the authority, which is also part ofthe
judge's office, to deviate from the principles on which the freedom of disposition
and the judicial passivity associated with it are based. At this point, it is relevant
to reiterate that the differences between judges and arbitrators are profound.
Recognition ofthese differences is the key to understanding why the ex officio
label is simply nonadhesive to arbitral adjudication. The arbitrators' office
comprises the resolution of disputes. In this light, the application oflaw appears
to be a complimentary function: it facilitates an arbitral tribunal in the
pPrfnrmance nf its nrimary functi~n of settling a dispute by applying certain
measuring standards. The absence of natural legal authority of arbitrators is
reinforced by the fact that they do not have anything akin to forum law at their
disposal. Thus, even if it is assumed that an arbitral tribunal has to be a Master
of law, it is quite an uninvolved master with no apparent interests of its own,
except for the preservation of its own moral integrity.

II.2.3 Proving the content of EC law

The parties are responsible for the presentation offacts and furnishing the proof
of their allegations. Concerning the latter, the general rule is that each party
should bear the burden of proving the circumstances on which he bases his claims.
This rule differs little from the one applied in court proceedings. However, in

~ Van den Berg (i999)~ P. z5. As far as the `success rate' of setting aside applications is
concerned, the figure mentioned by van den Berg (two decisions granting annulment out
ofthe 5S6 reported court decisions in setting aside cases over a period of3 years (reported
in volumes XVII (t992)-XIX (i994) YCA) gives a fairly good idea about the chances of
having an award annulled in its country oforigin. See van den Berg (t 994), p. 590. Some
tentarive conclusions can be also derived from French statistics reproduced in Crépin
Í1995)~ P. 293- Only 4~0 (400) of all the awards rendered over the period of tz yeazs in
arbination proceedings conducted under the auspices of ICC and the Paris Chamber of
Arbitration were subjected to court control.
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addition to this, each party should usually prove the content ofthe pleaded law
or the legal provision on which he bases his claims. This can be explained by the
fact that `as an arbitral tribunal has no forum, it should consider all laws to be
foreign laws, the content ofwhich should be established as though it were an
element of fact.'~ In this respect, the position ofan arbitral tribunal is similar to
the position of national judges in countries where they are not required to take
notice of foreign law ex offscio. However, a comparison between the treatment
of EC law by a national judge of any EC Member State and the treatment it
receives in arbitration might not show the latter in a favourable light. While the
`Community' courts always approach EC law as law, arbitrators might, in many
circumstances, treat it as a question offacts. The attitude ofthe concrete arbitral
tribunal largely depends on the background ofthe arbitrators. Some arbitrators
adopt and advocate a pro-active stance towards the applicable law, arguing, for
example, as some do with regard to EC competition law, that the `arbitral tribunal
must take care to inform itself very carefully about the reported cases and the
extensive commentaries',35 enabling it to resolve the case before it.

The above observation on the frequent treatment oflaw as a matter offact is even
more true when a party wants to plead points of European law. EC law, which
presents a piecemeal legal order notwithstanding its steadily expanding scope,
often comes into play as part of the national law of a Member State either chosen
by the parties or established as applicable by the arbitrators.l'hus, the relevance
of European law is by no means immediately apparent. It is, ofcourse, conceivable
that certain rules of EC law can be found applicable by arbitrators in their own
right. For example, nothing prevents arbitrators from finding EC competition
law applicable to competition law claims brought by the interested party as lois
de police rules, in spite ofthe fact that another law may serve as the lex contractus.
In the light of their great freedom in questions of determination ofapplicable
law; 6 it seems that little can restrain arbitrators from fmding EC law applicable
in cases in which such a finding does not conflict with the parties' choice oflaw
stipulation. As was already mentioned, if the interested party asserts his right on
the basis of Community law and no law is specifically selected by the parties to
govern the merits, there are a number of ways, based on conflicts of laws or
contract law methodology, in which arbitrators can admit or reject such a plea.
In short, in such situations, there are no legal constraints which stop arbitrators
from finding EC law applicable. By the same token, nothing compels them to
make such a finding. The choice is completely at the arbitrators' discretion, which

;6

Fouchard, Gaillazd 8z Goldman (1999) p. 6gz, para. Iz63.
Blessing (1999B), p. z56.
See Chapter 9.
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is exercised based on the arbitrators' feeling ofwhat is just and appropriate in the
concrete case.

With regard to the fact-finding process, arbitration legislation normally leaves
it to the arbitrators to conduct proceedings in a way which is, first ofall, consistent
with the parties' agreement. In the absence of the latter, arbitrators adopt the
procedure which they fmd most appropriate in the concrete case. The proceedings
may combine features of an adversarial trial inspired by the common law tradition
with some elements of the inquisitorial technique typical of the continental
litigation style. Much depends on the legal and cultural backgrounds ofboth of
the parties (or rather, their counsels) and the arbitrators.

The principle ofadversarial procedure generally dominates arbitral proceedings.
A number ofobjective factors influencing the way in which arbitrators conduct
examination ofthe merits of the dispute before them should be mentioned. Firstly,
the arbitrators do not possess a separate authority overriding the parties' interests
in the resolution of a dispute. Hence, while arbitration legislation does not
preclude arbitral tribunals from taking a more active role in the fact-finding
process,37 by providing assistance in obtaining evidence from third parties or in
the it:te?'prPtatlon Qf lgw, the arbitrators w~~ rarely se?k to i-nvestigare rhe matter
beyond the parties' submissions. For example, while arbitral tribunaLs are entitled
under most arbitration acts to request the parties to submit additional evidence
or explanations, they generally lack the coercive powers to compel compliance
or sanction non-compliance in an effective manner. In practice, arbitrators are
more inclined to draw negative inferences from the party's refusal to cooperate38

Secondly, the lack of specialist knowledge of arbitrators may be an obstacle to
effective adjudication on antitrust claims. Although legal qualification is not a
precondition for eligibility to serve as an arbitrator, it should be admitted that,
in international arbitration, arbitrators are most often members of the legal
profession. This does not, of course, mean that they share the same legal
background. Therefore, while the general breadth of legal insight and expemse
ofan arbitral tribunal composed ofthree azbitrators of different nationalities (the
typical composition of an arbitral tribunal in cases of significant dimensions)
seems enhanced in comparison with the expertise ofnational judges in a similar

;' Forexample, as provided in the English Arbitration Act r996, section 34 (t), `It shall be for
the tribunal to decide all procedural and evidenrial matters, subject to the right ofthe parties
to agree any matter. Procedural and evidential matters include ... (g) whether and to what
extent the tribunal should itself take the initiative in ascertaining the facts and the law...'

~ Fouchazd, Gaillard 8z Goldman (i999)~ p. 69g.
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situation, their familiarity with European law and competition law in particular
should not be overestimated 39 An arbitral tribunal can appoint experts for the
clarification of questions ofEuropean law provided that the parties do not restria
it in this regard. However, the facts of the case should be assessed by the
arbitrators themselves. It is the correct qualification of the factual circumstances
which raises the primary difficulties in application of EC law in arbitral
proceedings. It is often argued that arbitrators should not be less capable of
dealing with competition law for the simple reason that the parties can appoint
arbitrators who are experienced in anritrust matters.4o Nevertheless, the specificity
of the deployment of legal arguments concerning competition should not be
overlooked. It is common knowledge that the antitrust claims are often raised in
defence or as counter-claims, sometimes, as a means oflast resort when all other
arguments have failed. At this point, the abstract possibility of choosing an
arbitrator who is an expert in competition law (which can only be done at the
initial stage ofarbitration proceedings, which, most likely, as yet show no signs
of antitrust law entanglement) is irrelevant. It should be added that, since
competition law pleas seldom constitute the central theme of international
arbitration proceedings, the preferences ofthe parties would not necessarily be
for competition law specialists unless the latter also had extensive experience as
internarional arbitrators and specialists in the area oflaw more directly relevant
to the main dispute than the incidental antitrust claim.4'

Thirdly, the procedural flexibility enjoyed by arbitral tribunals signifies that they
have the fiall authority to decide on admissibility, relevance, materiality, probative
value and weight of evidence.4~ This feature of arbitral proceedings is often
stressed as facilitating the resolution ofcompetition claims. The other side ofthe
coin is that arbitrators can give greater weight to evidence which, from the point
ofview ofa competition law assessment, is not conclusive. For example, in some
cases, arbitrators have emphasised that in addition to other evidence, such facts
as that the parties had carried out the agreement without objection for a number
ofyears;43 the contracts were drafted by experienced competition lawyers; the
parties notified the Commission in order to obtain negative clearance or an
individual exemption; and the lack ofthe Commission's activity with regard to
the complaint or notification would tip the scale in favour offinding no violation

39

ao

4~
4~

a3

Derains (1997)~ p. 78.
Komninos (zool), p. zz3.
Von Mehren (1994)~ p. 4z4-
See Article 19 ofthe UNCITRAI., Model Law I g85. National arbitrarion laws contain similaz
provisions.
Unpublished ICC CaseNo. 8404 of Igg8; Partial arbitral awazdofJune 30,19g4, Bulletin
ASA,1995~ p. z68.
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ofEC law. One might wonder what would be the position of the arbitrators if they
had to consider the effect of a`comfort' letter of a type which surfaced in the
CourageM case, by which the Commission notified the parties ofits intention to
grant an individual exemption but in fact never did and, what is more, after a while,
withdrew the letter. This is the worst kind of administrative letter issued by the
Commission (a `Trojan horse' as one authors puts it),4S because it actually admits
the violation ofArticle 8i(i) EC but leaves an agreement in suspense since only
the Commission has exclusive competence to grant an individual exemption.
From the legal point of view, `comfort' letters do not bind judicial authorities,
although judges ofEC Member States should take them into account.qó National
courts have a duty based on Article io EC (which is not addressed to arbitrators,
by the way) to avoid decisions inconsistent with the decisions of the Commission.
Moreover, they cannot render a judgment which would run counter to a prior
Commission decision.47

II.3 Available remedies

Application of EC competition law by arbitrators means that if arbitrators
establish violation of relevant rules, they have to draw civil consequences ofthe
violation. Depending on the context in which the allegations of the breach ofEC
law are raised (as a defence, a counter-claim, or an alternative claim), a party may
seek dismissal ofan action for a specific performance under the contract such as,
for example, various outstanding monetary obligations or placing orders. The
party may raise the antitrust claims as a shield against the claim for breach of
contractual obligations and payment ofdamages for the breach by requesting a
declaration of nullity of the entire contract or some of its parts or clauses, and
therefore, a dismissal ofthe claimant's demands based on the void agreement or
clause. A declaratory award fmding certain conduct in breach of EC law may be
an adequate remedy in circumstances in which the declaration of nullity is not
practicable.48 The emergence of a new type of claim, so far virtually unheard of
in arbitration proceedings, such as claims for damages due to a party by its
counter-party under the anticompetitive agreement, inspired by the recent

~` Case C-453~99 Courage Ltd. v. Crehan [zoot] ECR I-6z97.
as Korah (i997)~ p.148.
'6 See Notice on Cooperation between national Courts and the Commission in applying

Article 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty, [i993] ~I C 39I6.
" Case C-344~98 Masterfoods [zooo] ECR I-ri369.
~ For example, in case ofviolarion ofArticle 8z EC.
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judgment of the European Court in the Courage case49 can not be excluded
beforehand.

As has already been stressed, antitrust claims are often raised in the hope that
establishing a breach of competition law will lead to nullity of the underlying
agreement and, therefore, firstly, automatically frustrate the pleas grounded on
the presumption ofthe contract's validity and, secondly, exempt the party from
any further or outstanding performance of contractual obligations. Often, the
claims of invalidity brought as defence are not sufficiently substantiated or
connected with the principle claim to be successful. The pattern of EC law
invocation which is observed in the context of court proceedings, i.e., the
allegations of the breach ofEC law rarely proceed beyond mere speculation,so
sometimes supported by reference to prohibitions contained in Treaty provisions,
can also be perceived in arbitration. Frequently, the nexus between the defence
and the claim is absent, e.g., when the defendant raises a breach ofArticle 81 EC
due to an exclusivity clause in the licensing agreement while the principle claim
seeks to obtain licence fee under the contract. A successful Euro-defence
sufficiently connected with the claim can be found in one of the cases in which
the claimant's claim for lost profit owing to the respondent's breach of the non-
compete obligation under the manufacturing licensing agreement was rejected,
as the non-compete obligation was found to be contrary to Article 8z(I) EC (ex
Article 85 (I)).5` In application of the sanction of nullity, the arbitrators appear to
have firmly followed the principle of severance, as the following quote illustrates:

`La demanderesse soutient toutefois que la clause contractuelle de non-
concurrence qui se rapporte à la période post-contractuelle peut être séparable
du reste du contrat. La défenderesse allègue que la clause de non-concurrence
est si fondamentale que 1'entíer contrat doit disparaYtre. Bien que nous soyons
sensible à son dernier argument, nous devons répondre aux prétentions de la
demanderesse en indemnisation pour perte de redevances et de bénéfices liés
à la fabrication et à la vente par la défenderesse de X unités, c'est-à-dire, pendant
la période contractuelle. Nous supposerons, en faveur de la demanderesse, que
cette demande peut être séparée des dispositions nulles du contrat...'.52

It is difficult to fmd an arbitral award in which the whole contract was found void
as a result of its anti-competitive character. The known awards dealing with claims

49

sa
s
s~

Case C-453~99 Courage Ltd. v. Crehan [zool] ECR I-6z97. See more on this case section
3.4.z.
See Shaw ( t99z), P. 83-84,17z.
ICC case No. 86z6 of Iqg6, JDI, 4 i999, p.1074 at p. to76.
Ibid.
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ofinvalidity under Article 8t(z) EC are typically limited to finding concrete clauses
contrary to the requirements of competition law. It should be added that the
severe nullity sanction of Article 8r (z) EC, which is nullity ab initio, is often
perceived as unfair or disproportionate by arbitral tribunals. For the sake of
objectivity, it should be noted that this attitude is not unique to arbitrators. A
similar approach characterises the national court practice of many Member States.
As noted by Dutch commentators, for instance, `the EC law cases are dealt with
in a civil law perspective where traditional concepts such as "reasonableness" form
the overriding principles'.~ The prevailing feeling is that the total voidness
provided by the Treaty for violation ofArticle 8r EC which leaves no space for
provisional validity even with regard to the performed obligations under the
agreement seems to be one of the factors that explain arbitrators' reluctance to
find a breach of Article 8r EC.

With regard to the admissibility of claims for damages ofthe type envisaged by
the Courage judgment,'4 it can be hypothesised that arbitrators would be rather
reluctant to follow the ECJ's lead. It should be recalled that, in Courage, one of
the reasons for the requirement that it should be possible to claim damages for
breach ofEC law even if these are claimed by a party who itselfparticipated in
an ar.ticempetitive agreement, was that this would increase the effectiveness of
Community (competition) law.55 Apparently, the ECJ formulated the duty
addressed to the national courts to ensure the full effect of Community law and
the protection ofrights that individuaLs derive. In contrast, arbitrators do not have
a Treaty-based duty to ensure the effectiveness ofEC law and, therefore, they aze
not compelled to grant damages for breach of Community law as a matter of
principle. It is probable that arbitral tribunals would be more receptive to the
combined force ofnational law principles, such as pactasunt servartda, nemo auditur
propriam turpitudinem allegans, in pari delicto,56 prohibition of the unjust
enrichment, and good faith, than to the principles offull effectiveness ofEC law.
The arbitrators' decision ofwhether to admit a damages claim in circumstances
similar to the Courage case or to deny the party to an illegal agreement the right
of recovery of damages by pleading its own wrong would most likely be the result
ofweighing all these principles rather than following the imperative of European
Community law. For example, in determining the legal consequences of a void

sti
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VerLoren van Themaat et al. (i998), p. zt3. On the same page, the authors gave a practical
example of the operation of the principle of reasonableness taken from the Dutch court
judgment inwhich national principlewasused bythe judge to `postpone' automatic nulliry
of the contractual clause found in breach of Arricle 8i(r) EC (ex Amcle 85).
Case C-453~99 CourageLtd. v. Crehan [zoor] ECR I-6z97.
Ibid., para. 34.
Further this principle in a comparative perspective, see van Kooten (zoo2).
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agreement, the arbitrators might choose to rely on the flexible provisions of the
Principles ofEuropean Contract Law,~~ in which case they would most probably
arrive at a result departing from the solution suggested by the ECJ in Courage.

It should be added that the litigation tactics of parties relying on the nullity
sanction ofArticle SI(z) EC are likely to change in the light of the current reform
of EC competition law, which has already resulted in the adoption of a block
exemption on vertical agreements58 in the `new style' -`less formalistic, less
prescriptive, more economics-based'S9 and Regulation }z16~99,6o bringing about
significant procedural changes regarding notifications for individual exemptions.
According to this Regulation, an individual exemption can be still granted even
in the event of late notification or no notification at all. Moreover, an exemption
will be valid retroactively, that is, an exemprion will be effective from the time the
agreement was concluded rather than from the time it was notified or exemption
granted. In practical terms, this means that the nullity argument will soon lose its
appeal as a magic wand. As a prominent competition specialist pointed out, `the
effect of the Regulation Iz16~99 will be that a party to an agreement seeking to
avoid a contractual obligation will not be able to argue that it is unenforceable
solely on the ground that it was not notified.'6` It should be added that according
to Regulation t~zoo3,6z national courts will soon receive the powers to grant
individual exemptions under Article 81 (3) EC which will further curtail the
practice ofinvocation ofthe sanction ofnullity ofArticle 8} (z) EC as one ofthe
elements of dilatory tactics in proceedings concerned with competition law
matters.

Given the circumstances in which EC claims are most often raised, in the majority
of cases, the arbitral tribunals, will not have to decide on the consequences of
declaring the agreement or particular clauses null and void, which might
hypothetically entail an order allowing restitution ofmoney, mutual restitution
under the offending agreement, compensation, damages for non-performance

5~ Principles ofEuropean Contract Law, Part III, Chapter ts `Illegality', Arricles t5ao1, tsaoz,
t5ao3, 15ao4, 15ao5, available at http:~~www.storme.be~PECL3en.html

58 CommissionRegulationz79o~99onVerticalAgreementsandConcertedPractices,OJlggg
L 336~u.

59 Wish (zooo), p. 887.
ba Council Regulation (EC) No. tz16~1999 amending Regulation No. 17: first Regulation

implementing Articles 81 and 8i of the Treaty, OJ t99g L 148I5.
6i Wish (zooo), p. 894.
6a EC Regulation t~zoo3 on the implementation of the rules on competirion laid down in

Articles 81 and 8z of the Treaty, O] zoo3 Ll~t.
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of a contract, or damages in tort.63 These remedies by themselves should be
determined under the applicable substantive law since it is here where European
law stops.óq The issue of remedies is regulated by national law. It should be borne
in mind that the availability ofsuch remedies depends on the qualification of the
agreement under national substantive law and is a controversial matter.bs

IL4 Interpretation ofEC law

Assistancefrom the Commission and the ECJ

The procedural and substantive safeguards and guarantees ofcorrect and effective
application of EC law provided by Community or national legislation for the
arbitrators will be explored in detail in Chapter i3.

For the purposes of the present chapter, it should be briefly noted that arbitral
tribunals cannot make use of many procedures available to the courts for the
purposes ofclarification ofthe content and meaning ofEC law. These procedures
indude the submission ofquestions on interpretation ofEC law for preliminary
ruiing to the ECJ and the requesí for assistance from the Commissior,.

The unavailability of the preliminary reference procedure envisaged by Article
234 EC has been firmly established by the ECJ `s consistent case law. In the
Nordsee case,ó6 the Court established that arbitral tribunals as private adjudicating
bodies do not qualify as courts ofthe EC Member States and, therefore, they are
excluded from the scope of Article z34 EC (ex Article i77). The problems
associated with the lack of the reference powers of arbitrators should not be
dramatised. As studies ofthe court practice of enforcement ofEC competition
law demonstrate,b' national judges rarely avail of the preliminary reference
procedure in competition cases for a variety of reasons, one ofwhich being that
most ofthe competition law claims are considered in summary proceedingswhere
the courts have a discretion rather than an obligation to refer.

6;

6p

65
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67

On issue ofavailable remedies related to the nullity of the agreement under Article 8t (z)
EC, see van Gerven (zoo3).
Case 56~65 Socíété Technique Minière v. Maschinenbau Ulm [tg66] ECR 337.
Hijma (r998).
Case roz~8t Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [t98z] ECR togS.
See Shaw (tggz), p. 83; VerLoren van Themaat et al. (t998), p. zo7; Basedow (zoo3), p. io.
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As to assistance from the Commission,68 it is sometimes asserted that although
no formal procedure for cooperation between arbitral tribunals and the
Commission is feasible, mainly for the same reasons that the preliminary
reference procedure is inaccessible to the arbitral tribunals,69 informal assistance
is readily available from the Commission.'o Informality ilnplies that the arbitrators
and the Commission are not bound to request the assistance or grant it,
respectively. Apart from the concerns related to the preservation of the confiden-
tiality of arbitration, implying that an arbitral tribunal should not be allowed to
make requests for information to the Commission without the parties' consent,
and the danger ofdelays inherent in the Commission's work, there is no reason
to exclude the possibility of such an informal procedure. However, its
effectiveness is rather doubtful'' given the degree ofpriority which is going to be
given to such requests by the Commission, which in the future will be perhaps
more actively seised of the requests for assistance flowing from national courts.J2

ii.5 Conclusion

The above overview of the characteristic issues arising in arbitration practice
allows us to conclude that application ofEuropean law in arbitration proceedings
is undoubtedly influenced at least to a certain extent by the specific features of
arbitral adjudication predetermined by the nature of arbitration as a distinct
procedural mechanism. In particular, the following problem areas can be
identified in arbitral adjudication: parties' ability to control arbitration procee-
dings; lack of ex officio powers of arbitrators in the application ofEC law; and the
informality and flexibility ofarbitration process as a whole and awarded remedies
in particular.

Such principles, as the consensual nature of arbitral tribunals' jurisdiaion, the
judicial passivity of arbitrators, and respect for the parties' freedom of disposition
appear to limit the ability ofarbitrators to take a pro-active position with respect

68

6g
On the assistance of the Commission, see Chapter t3, section 13-4.
Arbitral tribunals are not judicial bodiesof the EC Member States and therefore, they are
not bound tocooperate with Community institurions byvirrue ofArticle Io of the Treaty.
The Commission Notice on Cooperation between National Courts and the Commission
in Applying Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treary, (OJ 1993 C 39I5) is not addressed to
arbitrators.
Komninos (zool), p. zz8.
Brulard 8t Quintin (zool), p. 54t.
As a consequence ofthe direct applicability ofArticle 81(3) EC provided by Regulation No.
t~zoo3.
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to the application ofEC law. However, it has also become clear that while the
hands of arbitrators might be tied, the real source ofconstraints lies within the
direct control ofthe pames. Consequently, the healthy litigation behaviour which
is normally chazacterised by the pursuance ofself-interest in a contentious manner
by each ofthe parties seems to act as a sufficient guarantee that, where questions
of EC law are identified as relevant and raised by the interested party, they will
be considered by the arbitral tribunals in an appropriate way.

On the other hand, genuine ex offu,io application of EC law seems to be
problematic in the context ofarbitration proceedings. Arbitral tribunals, as a rule,
lack effective powers and the competence associated with the authority to raise
and adjudicate on issues ex proprio rnotu.

Another concern regarding the suitability of arbitration proceedings as a
mechanism of adjudication on the basis of EC law is related to the procedural
informality and lack ofrigidity ofthe arbitration process. Procedural flexibility
finds its expression in loose rules on evidence, proof, and the conduct of
arbitration proceedings generally. This feature ofarbitration may work either way.
In some instances, the application of EC law can be enhanced precisely owing to
the ab'Lity af the flexible arbitration proceedir.gs to be adapted in an ad hoc
manner to the specific needs ofthe case, an option which is not often open to
parties litigating EC law matters in state courts. On the other hand, the absence
ofrigid procedural ntles on evidence, burden ofproof, etc., may lead to a situation
in which the relevance ofEC law is simply overlooked. No decisive conclusion
can be drawn on the actual effects that the procedural flexibility ofarbitration can
have on the application of EC law.

There aze signs that arbitration practice may also differ from the courts in respect
ofremedies. In principle, the remedies which can be awarded to the claimant in
arbitration correspond to those available in the courts of law. However, such
considerations as fairness and reasonableness might, hypothetically, dissuade
azbitrators from granting a specific remedy, which in certain circumstances would
have been available in the state courts. In the context ofthe relationship between
EC law and national procedural autonomy, the obligation to award a specific
remedy may follow, for the national courts, from their duty to comply with the
Community law requirement to grant an effective remedy for breach ofEC law.
As this duty is not addressed to arbitral tribunals, it can be expected that the
remedies awarded by azbitrators might differ from what would have been granted
by national courts.

To conclude, arbitral proceedings have certain limitations as well as advantages
for the resolution ofdisputes with a Community law dimension. Overall, however,
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it seems that provided these limitations are recognised and, therefore, where
possible, mitigated, and advantages are fully explored, arbitration can be perceived
as an adequate mechanism for the resolution of private law disputes complicated
by the presence ofEC law.
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Part IV

Safeguards ofapplication of
EC law in arbitration



Chapter i2

Ex post control by the courts

i2.i Introduction

The main purpose ofthe current chapter is to verify the major hypothesis ofthe
study that the application of EC law in arbitration proceedings has a sporadic and
accidental character diaated not only by the nature of the adjudicating authority,
i.e., private arbitral tribunals, but also by the absence of court control over awards
as far as application oflaw is concerned.

In the preceding chapters, the requirements offull and effective application of
Community law implied in EC law, as well as the particular nature ofEuropean
competition rules as mandatory ntles and lois de police, on the one hand, and the
specificity of application oflaw in arbitral proceedings, on the other hand, were
examined. The questions addressed here are as follows. Firstly, an inquiry will be
made whether a mechanism ensuring that the requirements stemming from EC
law are satisfied exists, in principle, in the context of arbitration (section iz..2).
Secondly, the different ways in which the controlling mechanism operates and
its features will be analysed (sections iz.3, iz.4, iz.5). Thirdly, the desirability and
feasibility ofimproving ofsuch a safeguard mechanism will be assessed (section
r2.6).

i2.2 Control over arbitral awards by state courts: An overview

i2.2.i Means, meaning, and specific goals ofjudicial control

In every state based on the rule oflaw, the task ofensuring that the law is applied
and enforced is ultimately entrusted to the national judiciary. The right of access
to couns adjudicating on the basis of the rule of law and the availability of judicial
review are basic human rights enshrined in the European Convention on Human
Rights. By analogy, also in the context of arbitration, if there is any guarantee of
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application oflaw (and EC law in particular) it may be assumed that it would be
provided by the courts.

At the outset, it should be noted that contemporary arbitration legislation and
the policy of the majority of countries retain a modest role for the courts in
arbitration matters. As arbitration constitutes voluntary waiver of the judicial
protection guaranteed by the state through the maintenance ofthe judicial system,
the limitation of the courts' involvement in arbitration is determined by this
waiver. By relinquishing judicial protection in favour ofarbitration, the parties
assume the consequences of this choice. As was previously demonstrated,'
although it appears that arbitrators perform tasks functionally similar to the tasks
of civil judges, the whole underlying philosophy of arbitral adjudication is
different. To reiterate, the determination ofparties' rights and obligations and
the enforcement of these rights on the basis of law within the formal and rather
rigid procedural framework, in other words, the adminístration of justice, is a
primary task of state courts. It could be argued that by determining the rights and
obligations of the parties, judges settle the dispute. Nevertheless, this is a result
rather than an objective of colut proceedings. The reverse is true for arbitration.
For arbitral tribunals, forming no part ofthe judicial system ofany particular state,
resolution ofa concrete dispute in a manner stipulated by the parties is the most
immediate concern. The determination ofrights, on the other hand, might result
from the application of various legal standards considered appropriate by
arbitrators in the context oftheir dispute resolution tasks.

Since it is ultimately the state that recognises arbitration as a waiver of judicial
protection, it retains the means ofensuring that arbitration is both effective and
legitimate: hence the supporting and controlling functions ofthe municipal courts.
The former consists in assisting the parties and the arbitrators in arbitration
matters in order to ensure the efficienry ofarbitration as a mechanism ofdispute
resolution. This function is exercised throughout the arbitration process: before
the arbitral tribunal is constituted (e.g., when a court assists in the constitution
of the arbitral tribunal on behalf of the reluctant party) or during arbitral
proceedings (for instance, by supporting the arbitral tribunal in obtaining
evidence, taking conservatory and other provisional measures, and, sometirnes,
assisting in interpreting and establishing the content of the law). In many respects,
the assisting function ofthe national courts depends on the will of the parties and
the corresponding powers of the arbitral tribunal. In other words, while it is
mandatory that the courts provide assistance to the arbitral tribunals and parties

' See especially Chapter 9 for acompazison between azbitrators andnational judges in the"u
approaches to questions of law.
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when requested in accordance with the provisions ofthe arbitration acts, seeking
assistance is merely an option for the latter. Thus, the courts offer their support
only at the request of the interested parties and~or the arbitral tribunals provided
that the pames did not opt out of such assistance by selecting another less formal
mechanism.Z

In the context of the theme ofthe present chapter, i.e., the mechanism of ensuring
the application ofEC law in arbitration proceedings, the assistance of the courts
in matters related to the interpretation and application of law is of principal
importance. Owing to its facultative character, courts' assistance and its forms,
as one of the safeguards of application of EC law, will be considered later in
Chapter r3.

The other major function ofnational courts vis-à-vis arbitration is the function
of supervision, or control, over arbitration. This is most frequently, though not
exclusively,3 performed by the courts in the course of setting aside or enforcement
proceedings. In these proceedings, the court's appraisal of arbitral awards is a
retroactive, post factum review.

The mear.s Cf tl:e control tan t.he sem.ng as?de proceedings is a reb~sal to recognse
the validity and legal effects of the arbitral award by setting it aside or, in other
words, by annulling it. Setting aside is often the exclusive means of recourse
against an arbitral award. Contemporary legislation does not normally provide

For example, the assisting role of the courts is minimal in cases inwhich the pazties resort
to institutional azbitration which provides most of the support necessary in the course of
the constitution of the azbitral tribunal and setting arbitration in morion. The courts'
assistance is crucial in matters which aze combined with the exercise of the powez of
coercion orpower over third parties not involved inarbitrarion, such asobtaining evidence
from reluctant witnesses, over which arbitrators, as private `judges', have no power, or
taking provisional measures, such as freezing funds on bank accounts or preserving
evidence. Despite the fact that azbitrators can order provisional measures themselves
provided the pazties or azbitral legislation does not limit such power, they lack means of
forcible execution ofsuch orders.
The courts can exercise a supervisory function at avery early stage ofarbitral proceedings
or even before the dispute is referred to azbitration. This initial control may take place
within the framework of the proceeding in which the azbitration agreement is enforced.
Under the New York Convention, the court is only obliged to refer pazties to arbitration
ifcertain requirements are satisfied. For our purposes, the requirement that the disputes
should be arbitrable is ofparticulaz interest. However, as already pointed out, with the
process ofexpansion ofthe scope ofarbitrable subject-matters, thiscontrolbecomes largely
irrelevant as matters involving questions of EC law in the context of international
commercial azbitration are, as a rule, azbitrable.

3
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for any other remedy which could strike down an arbitral award making it, in legal
terms, non-existent.

The specificity ofsetting aside proceedings as a control mechanism consists in
the fact that according to the laws of most countries and according to the laws
ofall the countries, whose legislation was considered in the current study, state
courts' control over arbitral awards through annulment is only available, firstly,
in the courts of the country of the seat of arbitration and, secondly, within
extremely short time-limits. In practical terms, this means that only the courts of
one country, the country of the legal seat of arbitration, are able to exercise such
control.

In the second type of proceedings, recognition and enforcement, the control of
the court is realised through a refusal to lend the assistance of the state for
enforcement of the arbitral award and to recognise its resjudicata force. The award
is thus deprived ofthe authority of an instrument capable of forcible execution
in the country where the enforcement is sought while its validity elsewhere
remains unaffected. Consequently, an award which was refused enforcement in
one country can be capable of enforcement in any other country where the
debtor's assets are located.

The objea ofthe control can be seen as twofold.4 In the first place, the state has
to ensure that the arbitration proceedings are conducted in accordance with the
parties' will and the minimum procedural standards (deemed to be not capable
of waiver, such as the right to be heard or the right to equal treatment). This
objeaive of the control is closely related to the principle of respect of party
autonomy in arbitration. It is directed towards protection ofthe interests of the
parties. This aim is reflected in the grounds on which the award can be examined.
Since the target of the control is the protection of the parties' subjective interests,
when reviewing the awards, the judge will only consider the grounds pleaded and
proved by the interested party. Moreover, again as a result of the fact that, in this
type of control, it is the subjective interests of the parties that are at stake, in
certain circumstances, such as when the objections related to the arbitral
proceedings or the invocation of a ground for setting aside or refusal of
enforcement are not timely,5 the party might be deemed to have waived certain
rights to seise a court with the request to review the award on these grounds.

4 Smit (1997)~ p.147.
5 English Arbitrarion Act i996, section 73; LTNCtTRAL Model Law, Article 4; Dutch CCP,

Article to65(4); Belgian Judicial Code 197z, Sixth Part, Article t7o5(4).
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In the context of the present study, a nttmber ofgrounds for review which pursue
the objective ofprotection of the parties' subjective interests may be relevant as
far as application ofEC law is concerned. For example, firstly, arbitrators may
clearly fail to apply EC law to the merits ofthe dispute (instead using some other
legal system or non-legal standards) despite the former having been
unambiguously stipulated by the parties as governing law.b This case can be
qualified as falling under the ground which provides for the annulment or refusal
ofthe enforcement ofthe award if the arbitral proceedings were not conducted
in accordance with the parties' agreement,' or if the arbitrators did not comply
with their mandate.a Secondly, a situation in which arbitrators wrongly find
themselves to have or not to have jurisdiction to rule on certain questions of EC
law, might be seen as falling under the ground of incorrect determination of
competence provided by some laws.9 Finally, it is not excluded that the arbitrators'
failure to rule on the claims based on EC law submitted to it may be regarded as
falling under the ground of `infra petita' ruling of the arbitral tribunal leading to
annulment or refusal of enforcement of the award.'o However, as was already
mentioned, while exercising control over arbitral awards on the above-mentioned
grounds, a court does not pursue the objective ofensuring application of EC law.
That is an incidental question corollary to the issue of guaranteeing that the basic
p.:r.cple ofarbitratien, pam~~ autonomy, is r.ot breached. Th~,:s, the revie~3~ of the
arbitral award on the grounds just discussed cannot be seen as genuine control
over the observance of EC law in arbitration proceedings, the latter being a side-
effect of the generic safeguard offered by the state to the parties that their
autonomy in the arbitration process will be respected. The same type ofprotection
will be available regardless of the kind oflaw (not necessarily EC law) involved.
It would also be available if the parties purported to exclude application of a
certain law." The necessary conclusion is that even if, in certain situations, the
application of EC law can occasionally be safeguarded through the control
exercised by the courts on the above-mentioned grounds, such an outcome is
wholly contingent on the underlying principle ofparty autonomy. Having neither

De Ly ( i99z), p. io7- i3i, esp. at p. u5-iió, i26.
E.g., New York Convention, Article V(d); English Arbitration Act i996, section 68(z)(c).
E.g., Dutch CCP, Article io65(t)(c) and Article io76 (i)(c).
For example, Swiss PILA, Article i9o(z)(b). See also the decision of the Swiss Federal
Supreme Court discussed in Chapter 8, in G. SA v. V. SpA, z8 April t99i, A1"F ii8II r93,
also published in XVIII YCA i993~ P~ 143-
See Swiss PILA, Article tgo(c); Dutch CCP,Amcle io65(i)(c); Belgian Judi~al Code, Article
t7o4(2)(e); English Arbitration Aa igg6, section 68(i)(d).
For example, ifthe partiesby agreement limited the competence ofthe azbitrators to issues
of contract to the exclusion of tort, or directed them to apply trade usages and lex
mercatoria rather than a pazticular system of law.

,o
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the direa purpose nor the principle consequence ofsafeguarding the application
of EC law, the court control over arbitral awards on the grounds which may
eventually result in facilitating enforcement of EC law will not be further
addressed in this study.

Another goal ofthe courts' control over arbitral awards which is no less significant
than safeguarding the subjective interests ofthe parties is to guarantee that the
basic legal and moral values and principles ofthe state, be it the country of the
seat ofarbitration or a country of prospective enforcement, are not encroached
upon by the fmal outcome ofthe private adjudication process. This control can
be performed ex officio and falls under the heading of public poliry and
azbitrability as grounds of recourse against the arbitral awards or their enforce-
ment. As far as arbitrability of matters involving EC law is concerned, as was
discussed in Chapter S, this does not present a serious problem in the context of
commercial arbitration.'Z Thus, what remains is the public policy ground, which
is commonly asserted to be the only specific ground which allows the courts to
assess arbitral awards on their compliance with at least certain EC law rules.

Given that international arbitration is not part ofthe judicial system of the host
state and, consequently, that the ties between the former and the latter are weak,
the tasks ofthe controlling court can be expected to be minimal. At this stage, it
simply has to ensure that the acceptance of the arbitral award in its own legal order
is not offensive to the latter.'' The considerations of finality and efficienry of
arbitration dictate `limiting the scope of judicial review to the bare essentials
needed to afford due process and to protect the state's own interests'.'4 It should
be clearly realised that, unlike regular judicial review proceedings, review ofthe
arbitral awards in the context of setting aside or enforcement is not conducted
with the objective of rehearing, retrying or reconsidering the merits of the case.
In most cases, the controlling court effectively lacks international jurisdiction over
the underlying dispute.'S Thus, the review exercised by the controlling courts is

The issues arising in a non-commercial context (e.g., labour azbitration) or in the context
involving parries that require special protection (e.g., consumer arbitration) were
deliberately left aside in this study. More and more often, Community legislation appeazs
to be relevant in these contexts. Even ifazbitration is not excluded with regazd to these
matters, it certainly reflects specific character of labour and consumer disputes. lt differs
inmany respects frompurely commercial azbitration between professional business parties.
Fadlallah (t994)~ P.39t.
5mit (t997)~ p- t47.
Aswas mentioned, azbitration is ofren deliberately conducted in aneutral country lacking
any connection with the pazties or the dispute. Therefore, the courts of the seat of
arbitration would not have jurisdiction over the case according to their ownnational rules
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protective, not corrective. It cannot, as a rule, reaify the decision reached by the
arbitrators.

The possible drastic consequences and the disruptive effect ofcourt review on
the arbitration process, especially in cases of annulment of arbitral awards, cause
the courts to use higher thresholds when evaluating whether or not an arbitral
award should be set aside or refused enforcement on the public poliry ground.

Later in this chapter, it will be scrutinised whether the courts' control over the
arbitral awards in setting aside and enforcement proceedings on public poliry
ground is a sufficient and appropriate mechanism for guazanteeing the application
ofEC law.

In sum, the control ofthe courts over arbitral awards rendered in international
arbitration is directed to achieve two ends: firstly, to ensure that the parties' rights
are not disregarded in basically private adjudicatory proceedings and, secondly,
to ensure that the most fundamental principles and values maintained by a state
which is indirectly concerned with arbitration proceedings by way ofproviding
a seat or enforcement forum, are not violated.

The control over arbitral awards constitutes an exceptional measure. This is
evidenced by the fact that it can only be exercised on certain grounds which are
exhaustive and construed restrictively. The last is true with regard to any control,
whether it is carried out in setting aside or enforcement. The application of the
substantive law does not form a separate subject-matter of the courts' supervisory
functioni6 as such a ground ofcontrol is simply non-existent. That it is not merely
an omission becomes apparent if one compares the grounds for setting aside of
the arbitral awards rendered in domestic arbitration with the grounds on which
arbitral awards handed down in international arbitration can be annulled. The
arbitration acts ofthose countries that formally distinguish between domestic
and international arbitration, e.g., Switzerland,'' sometimes contain the

on conflicts of jurisdiction. On the other hand, it can be presumed that there is a certain
link, though tenuous, between the case and the country ofenforcement. However, the mere
fact that the assets, which can be seised by enforcement order, are located in a particular
country is not by itself asufficient ground for thiscountry's courts to assume international
jurisdiction.
The exceptional case ofEngland will be treated later in this chapter.
Article 36 ofthe Swiss Concordat of tg69 (Intercantonal Arbitration Convention) which
is nowadays applicable to Swiss domestic arbitratíon, reads: `An action for annulment of
the azbitral award may be brought... where it is alleged that: f) that the awazd is arbitrary
in that itwas based on fmdings which where manifestly contrary to the facts appeazing on
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arbitrariness ofan arbitral award resulting from manifest factual errors and a clear
violation of law as a ground for annulment of `domestic' awards. French law also
provides for the possibility ofsetting aside ofdomestic awards on the grounds
that `the arbitrator has violated a rule of public poliry'.i8

iz.3 Means and extent ofstate courts' control

The means and the character of the state courts' control over arbitral awards
should be considered in order to establish whether the control under certain
grounds involves an assessment, however marginal, of the application of
substantive law by arbitrators.

As was already explained, with the notable exception of England, whose case will
be discussed separately, there are essentially two ways by which the courts usually
exercise control over the outcome of arbitration proceedings. The first is an
assessment of the arbitral award while ruling on a setting aside request which, if
successful, will affect the validity ofthe award in the country where it is set aside
and, often, its enforceability in any other country where an enforcement action
might be initiated. The second is a review ofthe arbitral award performed in the
context of a request for enforcement. In both cases, it is widely assumed that tlle
public policy ground for annulment or refusal of enforcement of an award
constitutes the only suitable ground which does not exclude court examination
of the award from the standpoint ofits compliance with certain EC law. Below,
the procedural features and the character ofboth means of the control will be
scrutinised. The purpose of the examination is to see whether those features
facilitate the exercise ofreview ofthe application ofEC law or, on the contrary,
have the effect of curbing the courts' supervisory powers over arbitration.

s

the file,or in that it constirutes aclearviolation of law or equity... `(the decision ofthe Swiss
Supreme Court of17.u.Ig8g quoted from XIX YCA t994, p. zzo). Corresponding Article
190 of Swiss PILA enumerating the grounds for setting aside of international azbitral
awazds contains nosimilar provision. See Arfazadeh, who states that: `le griefde I'arbitraire
set une notion de droit interne, qui se rapporte a une application correae du droit paz
I'arbitre. Le grief de I'ordre public a I'azticle 19o al z lit. e LDIP, paz contre, estune notion
propre audomainedu conflit de lois et d'autorités, adaptée au contexte international, dont
1'objet est la sauvegarde de certains principes juges fondamentaux. En d'autres termes, si
1'arbitraire veille au respect du droit, I'ordre public de fait que protéger, d'une manière
ciblée, certains intérêts etvaleurs supérieurs deI'ordre juridique', Arfazadeh (t995)~ P. 227~
French CCP, Anicle 1484 (6).
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i2.3.i Setting aside proceedings

The fust control mechanism, the annulment ofawards, is considered to be the
only genuine means of recourse against the arbitral award because it affects the
validity of the challenged arbitral award dírectly. In modern arbitration acts, it
is often also the exclusive means of recourse.'9 In comparison with the
involvement of the courts in the examination of arbitration awards at the
enforcement level, the court assessment of awards in setting aside proceedings
has not so far been harmonised by means ofinternational treaties. Nevertheless,
the provision on setting aside of the UNCITRAL Model Law of t985 adopted by
many countries and the European Convention of i96i,2O can be seen as an
indication of the lowest denominator of the international consensus in this
respect. It is interesting to note that the grounds provided by the Model Law for
annulment are largely identical with the grounds for refusal ofenforcement of
awards.21 However, apart from the Model Law countries,ZZ each state maintains
its own grounds, and procedure and time-limits for annulment of arbitral awards,
thus making any generalisation as to the extent of control impossible.
Accordingly, even a briefcomparative investigation ofthese matters is beyond
the limits of the present research. It is feasible, however, to identify prevailing
comrr,on principl~s aad traits and the general attitt;des of the cotza-ts ofvarieus
countries to their supervisory function as setting aside courts.

Firstly, setting aside proceedings should not be confused with various types of
appeal proceedings. Those are normally available against the decisions ofordinary
courts of first instance. They involve re-examination of the merits ofthe case23
and de novo hearing.2q Appeal against international arbitral awards is generally
excluded, as is any review of the merits of the arbitral award. Similar to the
development in the area of court control over application ofthe law in arbitration
proceedings, the tendency to exclude an appeal against an award rendered in

See Model Law, Article 34; Swiss PILA, Article t9o.
The Convenrion does not lay down uniform grounds for setring aside. It simply limits the
possibility ofrefusal ofenforcement on the ground ofannulment of the awazd in another
country (an independent groundofthe New York Convention) to those cases in whichthe
annulment was based on the grounds `legitimised' by the Convention. Those aze basically
the same grounds as set forth by the New York Convenrion minus public policy and lack
ofarbitrability.
Compaze Arricles 34 and 36 of the UNCITRAL Model Law tg85.
I.e., counnies that drafted their national azbitration acts on the basis of the Model Law.
Fouchard, Gaillard 8z Goldman ( t999), p. gt7, paza. t597.
Sanders ( t999)~ p. 3zo ff.
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international arbitrarion as contrasted with purely domestic casesZj is indisputable.
It should be remarked that when the issue ofthe state courts' control over arbitral
awards in setting aside proceedings is discussed, the term `review' is frequently
used. In a way, this is misleading because it appears that, unconsciously, a certain
parallel is drawn between judicial review (e.g., by way of appeal) as understood
in the context ofcourt litigation and recourse against arbitral awards. It is useful
here to cite an author who clarifies in succinct terms what is meant by review on
the merits or substantive review which is unanimously considered to be excluded
in case ofcontrol over international arbitral awards, whether in setting aside or
enforcement proceedings:

`Judicial review regarding the merits of the dispute may have many facets. In
this respect, one may distinguish between i) review regarding the facts of the
case; ii) review regarding the conflict rules which were applied by the arbitral
tribunal; and iii) review regarding the substantive niles applied to the dispute'?6

Secondly, in terms of legal consequences, successful application for setting aside
can result only in annulment ofthe arbitral award in part or as a whole. The legal
consequences of the annulment ofan arbitral award in setting aside proceedings
are substantially different from the legal consequences of annulment of the
judgment by the appeal court. The setting aside court is not entitled to rectify,
amend, or modify the fmal ruling of arbitrators on the merits. This is one ofthe
few points on which there is agreement among various laws. As the question of
the legal consequences ofsetting aside of arbitral awards (i.e., in terms ofwhat
happens with the arbitration clause after the annulment, for instance) cannot be
considered as settled given the various interpretations found in national and
comparative studies,Z' we can restrict ourselves to pointing out that setting aside
does not automatically lead to the revival of the jurisdiction of the state court of
the country of setting aside, which is the consequence of a successful appeal
against a court judgment. The latter may be followed by, e.g., remission of the case
to the court of the first instance for reconsideration or modification of the
judgment by the appeal court. The annulment ofan arbitral award can be followed,
for example, by remission of the case to the same arbitral tribunal or by revival
of the jurisdiction of the ordinary court.Za In addition, in the absence of any

x6

E.g., compaze Arricle t48z ( appeal against domestic awards) with Articles 1504 (setting
aside) and 1507 of the French CCP. For other examples, see Sanders ( t999)~ P- 3zo-322.
De Ly (1g94)~ P. 342.
Sanders ( t999)~ P. 35o-35t.
For example, Article 1067 ofthe Dutch CCP stipulates that'unlessthe parties have agreed
otherwise, as soon as a decision setting aside the award has become final, the jurisdiction
of the court shall revíve.' However as is cleazly illustrated by van den Berg, it is not
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specific provision in this respect, which is usually the case since most laws are
silent on the precise legal consequences ofsetting aside, it can be presumed that,
after annulment of the award, the parties have the right to commence fresh
arbitration proceedings.

Thirdly, although the grounds on which an award may be set aside differ
considerably from country to country and the general language of national rules
leaves enough room for even more divergent judicial interpretation ofsimilarly
formulated grounds, all countries recognise that the list of the grounds is
exhaustive and should be interpreted strictly. The public poliry ground is typically
present in the majority of arbitration acts. Both judiciary and doctrine are
unanimous on the point that public policy should be interpreted narrowly. It is
often emphasised that the public policy referred to in the grounds for setting aside
and refusal of enforcement is a notion which is more restrictive than domestic
public poliry.~9

Fourthly, the time-limits for constituting annulment proceedings are extremely
short in all countries. The usual period within which the party's challenge ofthe
award is admissible is between one and three months?o

Finally, the legal consequences ofsetting aside, although they appear radical, may
prove to be less dramatic in circumstances in which other states are prepared to
grant enforcement ofan award annulled in its country oforigin.'' The courts of
a number of countries, such as France, the United States and Austria have granted

:g
so

necessarily a Dutch court whose jurisdiction will be revived. If the case has no connection
with the Netherlands, or ifit follows from the Dutch niles on international jurisdiction that
the Dutch court has no jurisdicrion over the case, the paradoxical result achieved by the
above-mentioned rule will be that, onthe one hand, according to the Dutch law, a foreign
court will have jurisdiction and arbitration will be no longer possible while, on the other
hand, the foreign courts will notbe competent to take up the case either because this is not
provided for by its own jurisdictional rules or because the law of the foreign jurisdiction
accords different legal consequences to annulment of the awazd in the country of origin.
For the critique of the Dutch rule, see van den Berg ( t996B), p. t8o-t8t.
Van den Berg (t98t), p. 360.
E.g., z8 days in England, section 70 (3), English Arbitration Act t996; three months in
Belgium, Article t7o7(t ), Belgian Judicial Code, and in the Netherlands, Article toó4(3) of
the Dutch CCP; onemonth in France, Article t5os, French CCP; three months is the term
provided by Article 34 (3), UNCITRAL Model Law.
See Paulsson ( t999). Í t998); Gaillazd ( t99g); Rivkin ( t999)~ Mayer ( zoot); Lastenouse
(t999).
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enforcement to awards annulled in the countries where they were rendered 3Z The
basis for enforcement of annulled arbitral awards in third countries has been laid
down by the European Convention of 196t~ and the New York Convention
19Sg~ So far, none of the cases concerned with the enforcement ofthe awards
annulled on the grounds of public poliry have implicated competition law.

To make the overview complete, it should be mentioned that, although most
countries provide for settings aside as a means of recourse against an arbitral
award which is incapable of waiver, some countries have taken a step further
towards loosening the state courts' control over arbitration. The arbitration laws
ofthe European jurisdictions of Switzerland,35 Belgium3ó and Sweden37 envisage
the possibility ofthe parties opting out ofthe setting aside control mechanism,
thus making the issue of judicial control subject to the parties' discretion. The
reason for the introduction of this exclusion facility is twofold. Firstly, it
represents a further attempt to restrict the courts' intervention in arbitration,
especially when there is no objective link between the seat of arbitration and the
arbitration proceedings 3S This is generally regarded as a manifestation ofthe trend
towards de-nationalisation or de-localisation of international arbitration.
Secondly, as has been suggested, it illustrates the efforts ofthe countries to win
the race to attract foreign parties to arbitrate in their territory.39

According to the laws ofthe above-mentioned jurisdictions, provided that neither
of the parties to the arbitration proceedings have the nationality ofthe country
of the setting aside, the availability of annulment proceedings can be validly
excluded by means ofparties' agreement.'o While Swiss and Swedish legislation
stipulates that the parties may either totally exclude setting aside or simply limit
it to certain grounds, Belgian law foresees only the option that the parties
completely forego judicial control over their arbitral awards at this stage. From
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See for France ( Hilmarton I Case, Cour de Cassation ( Supreme Coun) z3 Mazch 1994~
XVIII YCA, t993~ p. 663); the United States ( Chromalloy Case, 939 F. Sup. go7 ( tggó));
Austria (Radenska 1 and II Cases, the Austrian Supreme Court decisions ofzoOctober t993~
Redenska v. Kajo (XX YCA 1995, p. IoSI) and z3 February Ig98, z Revue de Pazbitrage t999~
p. 385 (Kajo-Erzeugnisse Essenzen GmbH v. DO Zdravlicsce Radenska).
Article IX (z) See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.3.
Article VII ( I). See next section.
Article tgz ( I), Swiss PILA Ig87.
Belgian Judicial Code as amended by the Law ofMay 19~ ~998, Article 17t7(4).
Section 51 of the Arbitration Act of t999~ 1 7 (4) Arbitratioa Internarional zoot, p. 4z5.
Redfern 8z Hunter ( 1999)~ P- 435.
Sanders ( 1999)~ P~ 348.
Swiss PILA, I g87, Article Igz ( I); Belgian Judicial Code as amended by the Law ofMay Ig,
1998, Article t717(4); Swedish Arbitration Act of iggg, section 51.
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the perspective ofEC, the existence of rules for the exclusion ofsetting aside may
lead to conjecture about whether these provisions, at least those maintained by
Belgium and Sweden, both EC Member States, can one day be perceived as
contrary to EC law because they discriminate on the grounds of nationality or
are incompatible with the requirements which EC law imposes on national
procedural rules.

i2.3.2 Refusal ofrecognition and enforcement

Recognition and enforcement proceedings" form another distinct framework
within which the courts can examine the award in respect of its compliance with
public poliry. The enforcement proceedings are normally initiated in the country
where the debtor's assets are located. Besides this tenuous connection, there is
often no other link between the arbitration proceedings and the dispute
underlying it, and the country ofenforcement. Turning to the procedural aspects
of the enforcement ofthe awards, it should be noted that, unlike the situation with
setting aside, the enforcement ofthe awards in countries other than the country
where the award has been rendered is regulated by the New York Convention,
which supplies exhaustive grounds for refusal of enforcement. Those grounds
are eau.~nerated in Article ~~ ofthe Convention and, apparently, do not embrace
incorrect application of law as a ground. As in the case of the setting aside
proceedings, the public policy ground of refusal can be raised by the enforcement
court ex officio.

Among the most important features ofthe Convention are the exclusion of any
review ofthe merits of awards, narrow interpretation of the grounds for refusal,
and the discretionary powers ofthe enforcement judge to grant enforcement to
the arbitral award even in situations in which one of the grounds for refusal is

The Convention deals with recognition and enforcement of azbitra] awazds without
drawing any formal distinction between the two. For the purposes of the present srudy,
both proceedings were considered the same. Conceptually, however, the difference between
recognition and enforcement lies in the different objects ofthese proceedings and has been
explained in the following way. In the proceedings for recognition, the claimant seeks to
invoke the binding effect of the award (its res judicata force) to contest, for example, the
jurisdiction ofthe court toentertain an identical claim (concerning the same subject-matter
in a dispute between the same parties) akeady decided in arbitration or to rely on the
arbitral award for thepurposes ofset-off. Inmost cases, the claimant seeks the enforcement
rather than recognition of the award sinceonly where enforcement is granted can the award
be forcibly executed (which is often the primary aim of the claimant in enforcement
proceedings). See for further clarificarion van den Berg (tg8t), p. z..}3-z~}5; Fouchard,
Gaillard 8z Goldman (t999)~ p. 889-89t, 966.
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established.'Z Moreover, as a number of commentators on the convention
emphasised,43 the purpose of the Convention is to facilitate enforcement of
arbitral awards, not to set uniform standards. The Convention also allows any
interested party to opt for the more favourable, compared with the Convention,
national regime ofenforcement ofaward.~ On the other hand, the party resisting
enforcement cannot appeal to the `more favourable' (read stricter in this context)
national provisions which would help his aaion to succeed, his choice being
restricted by the exhaustive grounds of the Convention.45 With regard to the
procedure of enforcement, the Convention leaves it to the signatory States to
regulate the concrete procedural mechanism, time-limits, etc 46

As mentioned above, the New York Convention governs enforcement offoreign
arbitral awards. It is generally interpreted as not extending to the enforcement
ofawards rendered in international arbitration in the territory ofthe State where
they have been handed down. Thus, the enforcement ofsuch awazds is regulated
by national provisions and not by the Convention. As a rule, enforcement in the
latter case is semi-automatic: if the award is not challenged in setting aside
proceedings, its enforcement is only subjected to the general reservation ofpublic
poliry. Some laws qualify the public policy ground by specifying that the award
can be refused enforcement only if its enforcement would be `manifestly' contrary
to public poliry.47 A request for enforcement is typically heard in summary ex parte
proceedings without an oral hearing and in the absence ofthe party against whom
the enforcement is sought.'a

Iz.3.z.I Setting aside and refusal of enforcement compared

From the point ofview of the present study, a remark regarding the utility ofthe
two methods ofthe court control over arbitral awards should be made. Although
both setting aside and enforcement provide for the ground of public policy,
control ofthe award in the context ofsetting aside is often considered to be more
important, at least from the perspective of the state where arbitration was
conducted. At the enforcement level, as a French author puts it, `le contróle est
réduit à sa plus simple expression lors de la demande d'exequatur. En fait, le

4i

43
40

as
46

47

4a

Van den Berg (t98t), p. z65.
Ibid., p. 83 ; de Boisséson (1999)~ p. 593.
See Article VII (I) of the New York Convention.
Van den Berg (Ig8t), p. z65.
Amcle III of the Convention; see van den Berg (tg8c), p. z36.
See Article 1498 French CCP; Article Io63 of the Dutch CCP.
Raczne (1999)~ p. 416; Veeder (1997)~ p. 63.
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véritable contróle de la conformité de la sentence à 1'ordre public est confié à la
Cour d'appel saisie sur voie de recours.'49

On the other hand, comparing the probability of the two principal means of
courts' control over arbitral awards being exercised, including, theoretically,
control over the compliance ofthe awards with EC law, it appears that the control
at the level ofenforcement proceedings can be less easily avoided than the control
at the level of annulment because the place of enforcement is more difficult to
manipulate in certain circumstances. As was pointed out, setting aside control
is normally conducted at the seat of arbitration. By choosing a non-EC country
as the place of arbitration, parties established in the Community can easily
circumvent the control of the courts of the EC at the setting aside level. However,
if the parties conduct business in the territory of the EC, the enforcement of the
award will most probably be sought in one ofthe EC Member States and, thus,
in the event ofa request for enforcement, the courts will have the possibility to
examine the award in respect ofits compatibility with EC law. On the other hand,
in case of an award rendered in a non-EC country in a dispute involving mixed
parties (established within and outside the Community) and even in case of purely
`European' parties provided they conduct business worldwide, the courts of the
Member States mighr never bP given a chane-e tn cnntrol cuch awards because
neither the place of arbitration nor the place of enforcement, determining the
territorial jurisdiction of the controlling courts, is located within the EC. The
above is important as a reminder that international arbitration like any
international legal relationship, is more flexible and capable of escaping court
control than domestic arbitration. It is not entirely inconceivable that, if the courts
within the EC attempted to tighten the control above the level which is generally
viewed as acceptable by business operators, making their transactions more costly,
many arbitration proceedings would simply be removed from the EC by way of
designating the seat of arbitration in a neutral non-EC country.

iz.3.3 Public policy as the most relevant ground for the exercise ofthe
control over compliance with EC law at the setting aside or
enforcement stage: A hypothesis

As has been repeatedly emphasised, improper applicarion oflaw entailing review
ofthe merits ofarbitral awards does not constitute an independent ground either
for annulment ofawards or refusal of enforcement.

a9 Racine (i999)~ P. 53g.
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Nevertheless, it has been suggested that the public poliry ground can be relied
upon for the purposes ofverifying whether a certain specific category oflegal
rules, so-called public poliry rules,5o including, for example, certain Community
rules, have been duly taken into consideration in the process of arbitral
adjudication. It should be noted that public policy normally constitutes a ground
for both setting aside and refusal of enforcement ofarbitral awards, making the
above hypothesis plausible if not entirely credible.

The tentative suggestion I advocate is that the public poliry ground cannot serve
as a device for assuring that certain, however important, legal rules are complied
with by arbitral awards. The reason for this is that it is not these rules which public
poliry intends to protect, but principles and values which are the most
fundamental rules ofsociety. It is assumed that public poliry is a negative reaction
to a factual situation resulting from an award which offends against the most
fundamental legal and moral pillars of a given forum. At this stage, application
of the law cannot be rectified or safeguarded. Ideally, public poliry should work
as shield which is reliable enough to protect the most fundamental values against
serious threat, yetunobtrusive. Public poliry consisting offundamental principles
and values does not protea the fundamental values and principles in abstract, but
only when they suffer from the effects of arbitral awards.

At the outset, it should be emphasised that the terminological and definitional
confusion surrounding the multi-faceted concept of public poliry described in
the preceding chapters persists in the context ofthe setting aside and enforcement
of awards. Unfortunately, if the open-ended phenomenon ofpublic policy is not
regarded against a clear and defined background, any discussions touching upon
it may become pointless. Therefore, while trying to avoid unnecessary repetition
of the various theories on public policy and its meaning in a variety of legal
situations discussed at length previously, it is necessary to determine the concrete
meaning attributed to public poliry as a ground of setting aside and refusal of
enforcement. The incoherence and incongruity ofthe expressed rival views on
the subject, both academic and stemming from national court practice, will be
demonstrated below. Hopefully, this investigation will shed some light on the
matter and provide some tangible material for reflection on the principal issue

See Chapter 6 on inconsistency in the use ofsuch terms as `rules ofpublic policy', `lois de
police', etc. In thecontext ofarbitration, according to the systematisation proposed there,
at the level of the court control over awards, the term `public policy' is used in the sense
ofan exception to enforcement and endorsement of azbitral awazds. The term `lois de
police' is utilised to indicate international mandatory ruleswhich some authors as will be
shown later suggest is a constituent part ofpublic policy as an exception to enforcement
and judicialupholding of the awards.
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under consideration, i.e., whether public policy as it is understood in review
proceedings over awards may serve as a reliable instrument for safeguarding the
application ofEC law in arbitration.

The insurmountable difficulties in giving a tangible and illustrative defmition or
even a description ofpublic poliry and its components exposed earlier in Chapter
6 remain as far as the notion ofpublic poliry in the framework of court control
over arbitral awards is concerned. Arbitral awards are relatively rarely challenged
and enforcement is rarely resisted. Therefore, the courts, in the absence ofclear
doctrinal guidance, only occasionally face the need to apply the concept ofpublic
policy in practice,s' making the task ofdetermining the meaning and constituent
parts of public poliry as a ground for annulment or refusal more difficult.
However, it is feasible to narrow down the inquiry into the meaning of public
poliry putting it in the perspective ofthe present book. Thus, the question which
will be addressed below is whether there is a connection between the particular
interpretation ofpublic poliry in the context of courts' control and the problem
ofthe application of EC law in arbitration.

Instead ofproviding a comparative overview ofthe national approaches to public
policy at the 1Pvel nfco~?rts' cnnrrol nver arhitral awards, which will follow later,
we can refer to the description given by the UNCITRAL in its Report when
elaborating the draft of the Model Law:

`It was understood that the term "public poliry", which was used in i958 New
York Convention and many other treaties, covered fundamental principles of
law and justice in substantive as well as procedural respects. Thus, instances
such as corruption, bribery and fraud and similar serious cases would constitute
a ground for setting aside'.5'

This example is interesting because it allows a number ofconclusions to be drawn.
First of all, it implies that the description of public policy is the same in the
contexts of setting aside and of enforcement.~ Further, the Report apparently

5' Forexample, in the UK, the fust court decision refusing enforcement ofanarbitral award
onthepublic policy groundwas only rendered in i998. See Soleimany v. Soleimany, [t 998]
3 W.L.R. Sit. For an unsuccessful challenge on the public policy ground, see Westacre
Investment Inc. v. Jugoimport-SDPR Holding Co. Ltd., [t 998] 2 Lloyd'sRep. rtt and [i999]
i Lloyd's Rep. 65.

~ Holtzmann 8t Neuhaus (t989)~ P. 914.
~ The Report indiscriminately refers to public policy under Article 34 (setting aside) and 36

(enforcement) ofthe Model Law. A recent study ofpublic poliry as abar to enforcement
of international awards prepared by the ILA acknowledged that `it is difficult to ascertain
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does not make a distinction between public poliry as a ground for refusal of
enforcement ofan award rendered in the territory ofthe enforcement state and
so-called foreign arbitral awards. Finally, from the tentative and by no means
exhaustive list of examples of cases given to illustrate what would constitute a
violation ofpublic poliry under the Model Law and the New York Convention,
it can be concluded that public policy was understood in the traditional negative
private international sense as an exception to the general rule of recognition of
awards when their recognition would threaten the most important principles of
the recognising forum. Such an interpretation leaves little room for speculation
as to whether or not violation of lois de police is included in the notion.s4

Finally, the analysis of the discussions which took place while the rule on public
poliry was being drafred reveals that it was considered whether, on the assumption
that it would be acceptable to restrict the grounds for setting aside to those
mentioned in the New York Convention as grounds for refusal of recognition
and enforcement, the public policy ground should be further restricted and
qualified as 'international public policy'. It was argued in favour ofan affirmative
answer that the case law and doctrine of many countries showed a clearly
discernible trend to apply a different standard of public poliry in cases of
international commercial arbitration from that applied in cases of domestic
commercial arbitration. However, while some support was expressed for the use
of the word `international', the prevailing view was that it should not be used
`because its underlying idea was not generally accepted and, above all, the term
"international public policy" lacked precision.'ss

Iz.3.3.I Publicpolicy ground at the setting aside or enforcement stage: Its meaning

Exception of public policy as a bar to the recognition of the legal effects of arbitral
awards

In Chapter 6, it was argued that public poliry has various meanings. In the context
of the control of the courts over arbitral awards, be it in annulment or
enforcement proceedings, it is submitted that the meaning and the content of
public policy should resemble closely the corresponding understanding of public

whether the practice ofcourts is less rigorous when asked to recognise~enforce aforeign
award than it is when asked to set aside an award made in their own jurisdiction', see ILA
Interim Report (zooo), p. t6.

~ The proposition ofsome authors to this effect. i.e., tobroaden the scope ofpublic policy
by including lois de pofice or even the method oflois de police all together willbe analysed
below.

5~ Holtzmann 8z Neuhaus (t9g9)~ P~ 9t9.
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poliry in the recognition and enforcement offoreign judgments.sb In this sense,
public policy is understood as a reservation and an exception to recognition of
the arbitral award where such recognition (not the award in abstract) would be
contrary to the fundamental legal and mora] principles of the forum state. In

support of this assumption, it can be observed that the objea ofthe control as well
as the function ofpublic policy as a ground of the control are almost identical in

both cases. [n both instances, the controlling court is faced with the task of
assessing whether or not to allow the results ofthe fmal decision on the merits
to produce legal effects in its territory and, thus, to incorporate this decision in

its own legal order. It is clear that whatever standards aze used by the controlling
judge in exercising the control over an arbitral award or foreign judgment, these

standards only function in the negative way.r In Chapter 6, it was demonstrated
that the standards used to reject a repugnant foreign law or judicial decision
constitute the phenomenon of public policy as an exception to the application

of the foreign law or to the recognition of judicial decisions. It is not difficult to
draw a parallel at the level of the recognition of arbitral awards. Here, we find
public policy in its negative sense, i.e., as a bar to the recognition of awards. This
particular perceprion ofpublic poliry is endorsed by the majority ofauthors5a and
national courts.

As to the concrete components ofpublic policy as a ground ofthe control over
arbitral awards, they are hardly identifiable beyond what is commonly referred
to as the most fundamental principles ofjustice and morality. Few court decisions
explicitly enumerate those principles. Most courts prefer to use a vague formula
for identifying the violation of public poliry, such as the violation of `the forum
State's most basic notions of morality and justice',59 `des principles juridiques
fondamentaux au point de ne plus être conciliable avec 1'ordre juridique et le
système de valeurs déterminants',bo `mandatory rules of law of such fundamental
nature that restrictions of a procedural nature may not hinder compliance with

56

ao

On the position ofpublic policy in English law and doctrine, see Harris 8c Meisel (t gg8),

p. 575~ in French law, Fouchazd, Gaillard 8z Goldman (t999)~ P. 955- 956; in Swiss law,
Patocchi (i996), p. t88.
Fadlallah (i994)~ P. 395.
See, for instance, Fouchard, Gaillazd 8L Goldman (t999)~ P. 955- 956; Arfazadeh (t995)~
p. zz8-z3z; Fadlallah (i994)~ P~ 395-
ParsonsOverseas Inc. v. RAKTA, the United States Court of Appeals, z3 December, i 974~
508 F.zd 96g (znd Cir., r974) reported in I YCA tg76, p. zo5.
Swiss SupremeCourt, tg April i994, WestlandHeticopters, ATF tzo II iSS, (t) Bulletin ASA,

t994, P- 404~ at p. 4i8.
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these rules'6i or as a German court put it `a violation of essential principles of
German law (ordre public) exists only if the arbitral award contravenes a rule
which is basic to public or commercial life, or ifit contradicts the German idea
ofjustice in a fundamental way.'~~

A Swiss court decision in a setting aside case appears to be more illustrative than
usual in this respect. The Swiss Supreme Court, ruling on a plea for annulment
of an arbitral award on the public policy ground, held that `The substantive
appraisal of a claim in dispute only violates public poliry when it contravenes
fundamental principles of law and is therefore incompatible per se with the system
of laws and values. These principles include the principle ofpacta sunt servanda,
the prohibition of abuse of law, the principle of good faith, the prohibition of
expropriation without compensation, the prohibition of discrimination and the
protection of the incompetent and incapacitated.'63

Lois depolice aspart of the mechanism of public policy e~cception?

The view outlined and advocated above is not universally shared. Some authors
have attempted to argue that the method oflois de police is part of the mechanism
ofcourt control over arbitral awards on the public políry ground.b4 This view is
incomprehensible bearing in mind that the function ofthe lois de police is chiefly
positive, consisting in their imposition on the relationships and rejection ab initio
ofany interference of foreign law without inquiry into its contents at the level of
choice of law. At the same time, most authors fail to give a plausible explanation
of why and how the phenomenon oflois de police, normally manifesting itself
at the level of choice of law, should be regarded as relevant in the context of
control over arbitral awards taking place at the level of recognition of the final
result of the process ofadjudication.bs The discussions here closely resemble those
dealing with the question of the arbitrators' obligation to apply lois de police
reviewed in Chapter 9. The opinion in favour of inclusion oflois de police in the

b,

bz

6}

6q

bj

The Dutch Supreme Court, zI Mazch 1997, paza. z5~ ~~ 1998, no. zo7, p.1059 - Io84, in
English - YCA XXIII, t998, p. 180, at p. t89.
BGEi, Iz ]u]y Igqo - III ZR t74~89, NJW t99o at p. 3zto, cited from ILA Interim Report
(zooo), p. 5.
judgment of the Supreme Court of 14 November Iggl, XVII Yeazbook Commercial
Arbitrarion (199z), p. z7g at p. z84; in the same vain, see earlier ludgment of the Swiss
Supreme Court of z3 October Ig8g, Bulletin ASA, t ggo, p. 5t.
SeeMayer (t994A), p.615; Seraglini (zool), p.lz8- ztl, especially, p. tsó-tS9; Racine (1999)~
p- 5o5-5t7, especíally p. 506.
See Chapter 6, secrion 6.3.2 in which the different functions ofpublic policy at different
levels of the judicial process are clazified.
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scope of public policy as a ground ofreview is expressed as ifthe reasons were
self-evident. The terminological inconsistency ( e.g., where public policy as an
exception to recognition and what the authors term `public poliry rules' are
thrown into one and the same category) makes it all the easier to do so without
providing clarification. In contrast, in few studies in the area of private
international law consulted and referred to in this bookbb was it suggested that
the domain of lois de police should be expanded to the area of recognition and
enforcement of foreign judgments. One notices a clear delineation between the
two subjects: lois de police and public poliry as different mechanisms adjusting
the `blindness' of the conflict oflaw process are discussed under the heading of
choice of applicable law, while only public policy reoccurs at the level of
enforcement.

P. Mayer, who seems to have furthered the above-mentioned hypothesis on the
incorporation of lois de police in the public poliry ground offers some clarification
ofhis theory, even ifthis is not entirely plausible:

`La méthode des lois de police a, jusqu'à présent, été présentée comme une
méthode de résolution du conflit de lois, rivale de la méthode savignienne. Il
n'y est guère fait appel dans le cadre de la reconnaissance de jugements
étrangers; elle n'en est pas absente, cependant, mais elle s'intègre dans le
contróle de la compétence de la loi appliquée par le juge étranger.

Ce dernier contróle n'existant pas à I'égard des sentences arbitrales, la violation
d'une loi de police ne constitue un motif d'annulation, ou de refus de
reconnaissance, que dans la mesure ou elle conduit à une solution contraire à
1'ordre public. Le r61e joué par la notion de loi de police est alors tout à fait
distinct de celui qu'elle joue lorsqu'il s'agit de déterminer la loi applicable. Dans
le cadre du conflit de lois, la méthode de lois de police n'est pas - et c'est ce qui
la distingue de I'exception d'ordre public - un procédé d'éviction de la loi
désignée paz la règle de conflit bilatérale classique; elle est un procédé de
désignation de la loi compétente, qui a préséance sur le procédé classique. En
revanche, en matière de reconnaissance des sentences arbitrales, la violation
d'une loi de police intervient comme une cause d'éviction de la sentence en
fonction de son contenu; c'est ce qui permet d'intégrer ce mécanisme dans le
contrSle de la conformité à 1'ordre public de la sentence.

Il n'en demeure pas moins certains liens entre la méthode de lois de police,
procédé de désignation de la loi applicable, et le recours à la notion de loi de
police comme cause d'évirtion d'une sentence. Parce que 1'arbitre aura recouru

66 See Chapter 6.
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à la méthode de lois de police, il aura appliqué la loi de police compétente et sa
sentence échappera à I'annulation; inversement, pour s'en être tenu à la lex
contractus choisie par les parties, il aura mécotmu la loi de police et sa sentence
sera annulée. De plus, dans le contróle qu'il exerce, le juge est amené, avant de
pouvoir se prononcer sur la conformité de la sentence à 1'ordre public, à
apprécier si la situation entrait dans le domaine d'application nécessaire de la
loi de police'.6'

The line ofreasoning pursed by this author leads him to conclude that, at the level
of the control ofarbitral awards public policy should be deemed to embrace both
the traditional exception of public poliry and lois de police:`... bien que dans le
domaine du conflit de lois I'exception d'ordre public international et la méthode
de lois de police constituent deux mécanismes distincts, dans le domaine de la
reconnaissance des sentences arbitrales on peut et on doit admettre que la non-
application d'une loi de police compétente par une sentence rend cette dernière
contraire à 1'ordre public.ióS

Mayer's claim that the method of lois de police should be incorporated in the
public poliry ground ofjudicial control over awards does not appear to be well
founded and, therefore, is not convincing for a number ofreasons. First ofall, as
the author admits himself, lois de police have no place at the level ofrecognition
offoreign judgments. However, after having stated this, the scholar apparently
proceeds to distinguish the exception ofpublic policy at the level of recognition
of foreign judgments from public poliry at the level of recognition of arbitral
awards. On the basis ofthis distinction, he reaches the conclusion that, while the
concept of lois de police has no utility at the level of recognition ofjudgments,
it can and should be operative at the level of recognition ofarbitral awards. In the
recognition of foreign judgments, he argues, lois de police are not incorporated
in public poliry because the mechanism of lois de police has already been referred
to by a foreign judge adjudicating on the merits of the case. According to Mayer,
this factor makes it unnecessary for the enforcement judge to verify the
compliance of the foreign judgment with the lois de police. This argument seems
to be seriously flawed. A possible immediate counter-arguments is that the
concept oflois de police is not unanimously accepted. The fact that the latter was
new to many EC Member States when it was first introduced in the EC by the
Rome Convention69 is evidence of this. Thus, not every foreign court can be
expected to resort to the method of lois de police. Further, as has already been
emphasised, the lois de police nature of rules is determined by the national

6' Mayer (1994A)~ p. 643.
6R Ibid., text at foomote S9, p. 644.
by See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.I.
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dimension within which they operate. To reiterate, for lois de police to be what
they contend to be, at least two conditions should be satisfied: the relationship
should fall within the spatial scope of their application and the national court of
the country oforigin ofthe lois de police should be seised of the matter in order
to enforce the rules. If either ofthese conditions is not satisfied, lois de police
pamally or completely lose their imperative force with the result that they become
little different from other legal rules. Another point is that compliance with lois
de police cannot be made universal because each state, as a rule, maintains its own
lois de police and has little interest in enforcing foreign international mandatory
rules (unless they are the same as in the forum's state), because lois de police aze
instruments of pursuing certain poliry objectives which are not identical even in
countries with a similar socio-economic organisation. Only by working on the
assumption that the relevant states maintain more or less identical lois de police
(this would be an accurate assumption only in a limited number ofcases, like, e.g.,
EC Member States, provided the lois de police are derived from the Community
legal sources, especially EC Regulations) could the differentiation suggested by
Mayer between the recognition ofjudgments and that of awards, necessitating
inclusion oflois de police in the latter but excluding it in the former, be sustained.

F.uut:er:nere, the arguments of Mayer, Ln particular these which 1?e uses in .-rrying
to bridge the unbridgeable, to link the lois de police at the choice of law level with
that at the level ofthe enforcement, appear to complete the vicious circle which
was already depicted in Chapter 9. The analysis conducted there has demonstrated
that no credible evidence has so faz been found to prove the existence of a legally
binding obligation of arbitrators to resort to lois de police as a conflict of law
method and as specific rules. In his previous studies, Mayer admitted that there
is no such obligation (owing to the lack of a legal basis for it) but merely a
discretion. However, in the work cited above, his justification for inclusion oflois
de police in the scope ofpublic policy and, hence, the control over arbitral awards
is based on the supposed obligation of arbitrators to resort to the method oflois
de police. If all lois de police (and neither Mayer nor other authors mention which
lois de police should be incorporated in the notion ofpublic poliry in the present
context) were included in the public poliry ground, then, by implication, it could
be azgued that the entitlement of a judge to review arbitral awards systematically
based on their compliance with the lois de police should be linked with the positive
obligation of the arbitrators to apply lois de police. However, this counterpart
is missing: there is no rule, written or judge-made, prescribing the application of
lois de police.
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The academic debate on the components ofpublic poliry has recently been fuelled
by the Eco Swiss case,'o in which the ECJ held that the provisions ofArticle 81 EC
should be regarded as fundamental niles ofEC law and, therefore, part ofpublic
poliry in the sense in which it is used at the level of the court control over
arbitration. The ruling of the Court has reinvigorated the view discussed above
ofpublic policy with a`wider scope', a view which has already been traced in the
national doctrine and court practice of a number ofcountries, France being a
prominent example. It does not appear from the Court's judgment that it was
thoroughly acquainted with the competing views and their merits, which might
have influenced its decision. As it is, the Court's qualification ofArticle 8i EC and
its reasoning justifying this qualification appear rather simplistic." At the same
time, given the authority of the ECJ's ruling and the fact that the ruling supports
one of the existing outlooks on the problem, it is to be regretted that the Court
did not show more sensitivity in dealing with the problem. For example, in the
wake of Eco Swiss, the Austrian Supreme court held that Article 81 EC forms part
of Austrian public policy in the sense in which it is used as a ground of control
over arbitral awards,J2 although no similar declaration had been made in the past
regarding domestic competition law.

It should be noted that it is not solely the Eco Swiss case which has to be blamed
for opening tlte gate to the uncritical reception ofthe ECJ's qualification ofEC
competition ntles as public policy rules in arbitration-specific contexts by national
judges and academics. The attractiveness ofthe public policy refrain, even in the
face of the lack of the national conceptual framework or decisional practice, was
noticeable long before Eco Swiss. For example, a prominent English arbitration
law commentator was apparently convinced~ that `the Court [English court - I`'.
S.], like all other state courts of the European Union Member States, is required
to apply the public policy of the European Union, consisting principally of its
competition ntles in Arts. 85 and 86 ofthe Treaty of Rome. In legal proceedings
for the enforcement of an award, faced with violations ofsuch rules, the Court
may be required to decline enforcement ofthe award...'74 Such an expression of
loyalty to the Community is, no doubt, commendable but it can be questioned
whether it serves well the interests of the Community law. One can wonder about
the future of the European Community if its public poliry is going to be formed

~o
~~
~~

Case C-IZ6~97 Eco Swiss (199g] ECR I-3o55-
For a criticism of the Court's ruling, see Liebscher (zooo).
OGH z3.oz.1998 Wirtschaftsrechtliche Blátter 19g8, z2I; Austrian Supreme Court, z3
February 1998, Radenska, z Rev.Arb. 1999~ 385~
On the basis ofAlmelo, Case C 393~9z [1994] I ECR 1477.
Veeder (1997), p. 66.
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principally by competition rules. Surely, there must be something in the
Community more fundamental than its economic principles?

I23.3.2 Principles of the exercise of the ex post control on thepublic policy ground

The controversy surrounding the issue ofcomponents ofpublic poliry extends
to a related problem area concerned with the extent of the courts' review of
arbitral awards on the public poliry ground.

Some preliminary remarks seem indispensable. First of all, it is important not to
lose sight of the concrete goal and, corollary to it, the object of court review on
the public poliry ground. It is asserted that, in a way, the objective ofcourt review
is modest. As the court is called upon to ensure that an arbitral award can be
incorporated in the legal order ofthe country by way ofupholding its validity or
granting recognition and enforcement, the court's attention is focused on the
award itself, its content, meaning, and effects.'S Therefore, the reviewing court's
task is limited to checking the acceptability of the award, rather than ensuring that
no breach oflaw or incorrect application oflaw took place in reaching the awazd.
As some French authors emphasise, `where an azbitral award is reviewed in order
to assess its complia.nce s~~ith the fundamental requirements ofFrench law, public
poliry must be gauged from a practical standpoint, in the same way as for the
review ofa foreign court judgment for the same purpose. Thus, in arbitration as
in ordinary private international law thinking, it is not so much the abstract rule
of law applied by the arbitrators which must be measured against the requirements
ofinternational public poliry, as the actual result reached by the arbitrator or the
court.'76

Two rival views: The divíding line

Generally, two opposing views ofthe function ofthe judge exercising control over
arbitral awards on the public poliry ground can be distilled from the legal writings.
The views are differentiated on the basis ofthe way in which two main questions
are answered. The first preliminary question partially overlaps with the issue of
the components ofpublic policy discussed in the previous section. It intends to
ascertain whether or not lois de police (public policy rules) are included in the
material scope of the public policy ground and, consequently, whether or not the
court should focvs on the applicarion ofsuch rules by azbitrators while conducting
a public poliry review. It should be recalled that the nature of lois de police

75 ILA Interim Report (iooo), p. 3t.
76 Fouchard, Gaillard 8c Goldman (i999). P. 955 - 956, paza. t649.
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necessitates their application every time the relationship falls within the material
and territorial scope of these rules. The raison d'être of lois de police consists in
the fact that they are meant to be applied instead of any other rules claiming
applicarion. Thus, ifone should insist on the inclusion of lois de police in the scope
of public policy as a ground for the setting aside or refusal of enforcement, it
should be foreseen that this would entail the review oftheir correct application
by a controlling judge. However, for this control to have any meaning, the judge
would have to conduct a full-scale review of the facts and the law pertaining to
the dispute, in other words, he would have to reopen the case. This is exactly the
conclusion reached by the authors who favour the incorporation oflois de police
in the public poliry ground.'' This inevitable conclusion can be explained in the
following terms. In contrast to the open-ended and flexible notion of public poliry
as a system ofbasic principles and values, lois de police are formulated as more
or less concrete and precise rules with clear objectives and a relatively easily
ascertainable scope. To paraphrase the adage, `the aims justify the means', the
value of lois de police can always be justified by the objectives that they try to
foster. If the establishment ofviolation by a given arbitral award ofpublic policy
in the sense of general principles is a matter ofad hoc factual assessment of the
impact of the award in the light ofa combination ofall pertinent factors (objective,
subjective, temporal, etc.), determining a breach of lois de police is more similar
to the process ofestablishing a breach ofa legal rule. This is because a violation
oflois de police occurs any time when the lois de police which, from the point of
view of the controlling judge, should have been applied, were not applied by
arbitrators at all, applied incompletely, or incorrectly. Hence, the control process
incorporating lois de police can be attributed positivist and formalistic features.

The second question touches upon the extent of the court control, namely, the
object ofthe control. Is this solely the award itselfand the effects it is capable of
producing in a given legal order or rather the award and other relevant elements
such as the reasons on which azbitrators based their decision, the underlying cause
of action, and the agreement which gave rise to the dispute? This question
addresses the issue ofwhether or not the controlling court should look above and
beyond the award to verify that the facts on which the application oflois de police
depends were established and legally qualified by the arbitrators correctly, and
whether or not lois de police were applied fully and properly as if applied by the
state judge.

n See Racine (1999)~ paza. g81, p. 548; Seraglini (zool), paza. 431, p. zoz.
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`Positivist' view

To begin with, a view which contrasts with what can be termed as the traditional
private international law understanding of the functions ofthe judge exercising
public poliry control, will be analysed. This view is maintained by the authors who
answer in the affirmative both questions formulated above. It appears that this
outlook on the problem under consideration has its origin in French legal doctrine.
The most structured synopsis of this alternative view can be found in the recent
studies of Racine and Seraglini. The authors draw a distinction between
minimalist and maximalist approaches to the extent of the courts' review of
arbitral awards broadly along similar lines to those employed above in the
formulation of the two principles questions. They admit, on the basis of
comparative study, that both approaches are represented in doctrine and court
practice.'g However, the above-mentioned scholars advocate a broader scope of
the public poliry exception that would include lois de police and a more thorough
court examination of arbitral awards in respect of their compliance with public
poliry, involving a review ofthe facts and the law pertaining to the case.

Seraglini, for example, after having critically analysed the minimalist and
máximaiist cancepts af the :,Ourt car.trcl, proposes 1:iS C~vP. .i.~.lut.On ~.1'1::Ch he
claims to be more balanced. It is based on the principles of maximalist control
counterbalanced by a moderated reaction to and mitigated sanction of the
imperfections of the arbitrators' solution vis-à-vis loís de police.79 According to
Seraglini, the control of the judge consists of two stages. The first step is to
establish the applicability oflois de police. For this purposes he argues that, in
order to ensure that the applicability ofthe lois de police is established objectively,
the control of the state judge should not be confined to the award itself, i.e., its
dispositive part, and to the facts and qualifications established and made in the
arbitration proceedings, but should be based on the separate assessment by the
judge of all the facts and circumstances pertaining to the case which may lead to
application of lois de police. The judge must proceed to an independent
assessment ofthe applicability ofthe lois de police notwithstanding the fact that
arbitrators might have ruled out their applicability as non-legitimate, or for other
reasons, such as a failure of the relationship in question to meet the spatial criteria
of application of lois de police or a lack of imperative force. He insists that
`1'examen des faits par le juge est indispensable à un contrSle effectif. En effet, la
règle de droit à un caractère hypothétique. Son application suppose donc la
réunion et la caractérisation de certains faits. Aussi, à défaut d'un contróle, il

78 Seraglini ( iooi), p. c96-io2; Racine (c999)~ p. 5o5-So9~ 53g-555.
" Seraglini (zoi), p. zoz ff.
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suffirait à 1'arbitre, pour échapper à toute censure, de déclarer que les faits qui
déclenchent 1'application de la règle de droit impératif ne sont pas réunis.'go

The second necessary step in the two-stage control discussed by Seraglini is
control over the application of lois de police. If, considering all relevant factors,
the court establishes that the lois de police are applicable and, therefore, should
have been applied to the dispute at the bar, it proceeds to the second step to verify
whether these rules were fully and correctly applied.

The third step in exercise of the control is triggered by the court's findings of
deficiencies in the application oflois de police. It consists in a measured response
to inadequate application of lois de police in arbitration. At this stage, the judge
examines whether the solution reached by arbitrators on the basis of
unsatisfactory application oflois de police upsets the objectives pursued by the
lois de police. To establish this, the judge has to compare the actual solution
reached by the arbitrators on the basis oftheir possibly incomplete and incorrect
application oflois de police with what we propose to call the `standard' solution,
that is, the solution which should have been reached had the case been tried in
court. If there is a difference between the two, the judge moves on to determine
whether this signifies that the solution reached by arbitrators distorts the
objectives of the lois de police:

`Aux deux stades du contróle et lorsque 1'arbitre s'est trompé, le juge doit
examiner le résultat consacré et la siruation créée par la sentence, et les
compazer à ceux qu'aurait consacrés I'application de la loi de police écartée par
1'arbitre, ou 1'application correcte de la loi de police mal appliquée par 1'azbitre;
si une distorsion appazaYt entre les deux situations, le juge doit voir si elle est
significative au regard des objectifs poursuivis par la disposition impérative.
Seule une atteinte concrète et sérieuse, non seulement à la loi de police, mais
surtout aux buts qu'elle poursuit, doit être sanctionnée'.8i

In sum, the method proposed by Seraglini consists in a complete review of the
case by the court (control ofapplicability and application of lois de police) in order
to reach a decision based on the proper application oflois de police (first stage)
and a subsequent comparison of the effects which this produces with those
resulting from the actual arbitration award (second stage). According to Seraglini,
a measured response to a breach of lois de police in the arbitration process
consists in a situation whereby the award is not annulled merely because of this
breach. Annulment only follows if, as a result ofimproper application of lois de

ao Ibid., p. io3.
8i Seraglini, p. io6.
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police, an arbitral award was rendered whose effects upset the achievement of
the objectives ofthe lois de police. He claims that the proposed solution strikes
a balance between the efficiency ofarbitral awards and the interests of furthering
the objectives pursued by the lois de police:

`La solution proposée est donc celle d'un contróle total, mais complété paz une
sanction d'utilisation mesurée. Tant 1'applicabilité de la loi de police que son
application correcte doivent être contr6lées précisément, mais toutes les deux
à 1'aune du principe de violation concrète et sérieuse des intérêts défendus par
la loi de police. Ainsi énoncée, la solution conduit à ne pas sanctionner
effectivement même une déclaration d'hostilité de 1'arbitre à 1'égard des lois de
police, lorsque la loi de police en cause ne s'appliquait pas, ou lorsque la sentence
aboutit à un résultat équivalent à celui auquel son application aurait conduit.
À titre d'exemple, lorsque la loi de police annulait le contrat et que, tout en
rejetant son application, l'arbitre a prononcé la même sanction pour autre motif,
la sanction n'a pas lieu d'être.'S~

A number ofcritical remarks can be made regarding the construction proposed
by Seraglini. First ofall, he assumes that the review of the merits ofthe award is
not excluded if the control is exercised on the public poliry ground. However,
review of the merits ofarbitral awards is excluded irrespective ofthe grounds on
which the court conducts the control.

This general exclusion ofreview does not mean that the controlling judge is always
bound by the findings made by azbitrators. As van den Berg explains in the context
ofenforcement, `the principle ofthe New York Convention that the court may
not review the merits of the arbitral award does not mean that it will not look into
the award when it is necessary to ascertain whether a ground for refusal of
enforcement mentioned in Article V is present. ...The court may have to go into
the award in order to fmd out whether it violates public poliry as provided in
Article V(z). ... However, the court's scrutiny of the award is strictly limited to
ascertaining whether the award contains things which may give rise to a refusal
ofenforcement on one ofthe grounds mentioned in Article V; it does not involve
an evaluation by the court of the arbitrator's findings'.83 It is unclear in how far
the judge can inquire into the award and question arbitrators' findings. The
violation ofpublic poliry presupposes that if it is serious it is transparent. It can
be safely assumed that a fully-fledged review of facts and law is not needed to catch
such a serious transgression of the forum's values as protected by the public policy
device.

ez Seraglini, p. 208.
8; Van den Berg (i98i), p. z7o-z7i.
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Furthermore, Seraglini cites two French judgments in support of his arguments
on the possibility and desirability ofthe court's re-assessment offactual and legal
points independently from the findings ofarbitrators whenever the lois de police
are involved. In Plateau des Pyramides the court held that while, in the proceedings
for annulment, the court is restricted to the grounds enumerated in the law,
nothing restricts its powers to consider all relevant factual and legal points: `si la
mission de la cour d'appel, saisie en vertu des articles 1502 et 1504 du Nouveau
Code de procédure civile, est limitée à 1'examen de vices énumérés par ces textes,
aucune limitation n'est apportée au pouvoir de cette juridiaion de rechercher en
droít et en fait tous les éléments concernant les vices en question.i84 In European
Gas Turbines the French court was even more explicit stating that the `...contróle
de la sentence, par le juge de 1'annulation, (porte) en droit et en fait sur tous les
éléments permettant notamment de justifier ou non 1'application de la règle
d'ordre public international et, dans 1'affirmative, d'apprécíer, au regard de celle-ci,
la licité du contrat.' However, these rulings ofthe French courts should not be read
out of context. In the first case, the issue at stake was the question ofthe existence
ofthe arbitration agreement and, therefore, the arbitrators' competence to hear
the case. In the second case, it was a question of a contract for trafficking of
influence and corruption which had been given effect by the arbitral award and
which, in addition, was rendered in circumstances indicating procedural fraud.
In line with the point made by van den Berg cited above, other commentators
emphasised that, depending on the ground on which the control is exercised, the
judge may have to look at the facts pertaining to the ground. For instance,
Fadlallah argues that the statement in Pluteau des Pyramides, notwithstanding its
general language, does not apply to control on the public poliry ground. He
stresses that some other grounds, such as lack of an arbitration agreement,
irregularity in composition, etc., might require `une appréciarion de fait et de droit
totale par le juge étatique. C'est qu'il s'agit ici d'éléments extrinsèques à la
sentence... II en va autrement du contróle de 1'ordre public: il porte
intrinsèquement sur la sentence, qui peut donc être prise telle qu'elle est.'85 In the
same sense, commenting on the Fabre case in which the French court used its well-
known formula, employed in numerous judgments, rejecting any review of the

~ Cass. Ie civ., 6 janvier 1987, Plateau des Pyramuies, Rev. Arb.1987, p. 46g.
8j Fadlallah (1994). p. 392.
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merits,86 Pellerins' draws a sharp distinction between a situation of procedural
fraud which may open the doors to the control of the elements offact and law
pertaining to allegations of such fraud as in European Gas Turbines, and a situation
in which `en revanche, quand il s'agit... d'une règle d'ordre public du droit des
sociétés (arrêt Ardi), communautaire (arrêt Fabre) ou procédural (arrêt
Bouyssou), la question est de savoir si le juge a bien appliqué la règle de droit, et
sur ce terrain, la réponse se heurte aux limites du pouvoir de contróle de la Cour
dans le cadre d'un recours en annulation. Dépourvue du pouvoir d'apprécier le
bien ou le mal jugé, elle ne peut examiner les éléments de fait ou de droit auxquels
la règle de droit, fut-elle d'ordre public, est subordonnée. C'est donc très
clairement que la Cour de Paris refuse de se reconnaftre du pouvoir de révision
afm de surveiller le respect de 1'ordre public.'ss

Finally, the most serious concern is raised by an elegant substitution, made by
Seraglini and other authors sharing a similar point ofview, ofthe aim ofthe court
control on the public policy ground. This is not a defensive reaction to the most
serious threats to the forum's fttndamental beliefs but the safeguarding of the
objectives of the lois de police legislation. The reference to the objectives calls to
mind a so-called doctrine of governmental interests analysis89 once popular in
the r Tnited etatPs. According tc tlzs theory, the ohjectivPs nf the lnis ele police can
be identified through the interpretation ofthe relevant legislation and the poliry
behind the adoption of lois de police. However, this theory has been criticised for
assuming that the objectives of the legislation are easily ascertainable. In any case,
the basic principles and values ofa given society should not be treated as similar
to the objectives of the various legislative acts. By definition, each piece of
legislation pursues a useful and important public objective, otherwise a particular
area of social relationships would have been left to self-regulation. Thus, even if
it is possible to put forward a convincing case for the application oflois de police
whose objectives amount to the protection offundamental values and principles,
equating the objectives oflois de police legislation and the fundamental principles
protected by the public poliry exception seems to be completely unjustified.

RG

a,

89

`...Le contrdle de la Cour, exclusif de tout pouvoir de révision au fond de la décision
arbitrale, doit porter, non sur 1'appréciation que les azbitres ont faite de droit des parties
au regard des dispositions d'ordre public invoquée, mais sur la solution donnée au lirige,
1'annulation n'étant encourue que dans la mesure ou cette solution heune I'ordre public,'
Cour d'appel de Pazis, Fabre et autre c~ Espitalier, 3o mazs i ggs, Rev. Arb., t996, No. i, p.
i3z.
Pellerine (i996), p. i3o.
Ibid.
See Juenger (zooo), p. 300; de Boer (t997)~ P. 2gt-z82.
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The main difficulty associated with the view analysed above is its inconsistenry
with the basic principles of arbitration, especially that ofthe finality of arbitral
awards. On the one hand, it is submitted that abstract review ofthe correctness
and soundness ofarbitrators' factual findings, their assessment of evidence, their
qualification of the legal situation at hand, etc., as well as the accurary and
consistenry of their legal reasoning are excluded.9o As the Report of the ILA
concluded, `the role ofthe enforcement court is not to review the reasoning of
the tribunal, but rather it is to examine whether recognition~enforcement would
violate public poliry... In order to determine whether recognition~enforcement
of an award will offend substantive public policy, most often the court will not
need to look further than the award itself.'9'

On the other hand, the manner in which authors approach the questions ofthe
inclusion oflois de police in the scope ofpublic poliry control and the powers of
the judge exercising such control implies that it is a function of the controlling
judge to establish, independently from the legal and factual findings made in
arbitration proceedings, whether the case had called for application of lois de
police (the temtorial scope, conditions, etc.) and ifso, whether the arbitrators had
applied intervening lois de police in full, according to their spatial reach. This
seems to be the only logical way in which it can be ensured that, if the control over
arbitral awards on the public poliry ground should include lois de police with their
characteristic way of application, this control is indeed performed and performed
effectively. This conclusion is admitted by the scholars whose ideas are being
reviewed.9~ Thus, by defuution, inclusion oflois de police in the substantive scope
of public policy brings about a review of the merits of the award. Without
establishing de novo facts and making legal qualifications independently from the
arbitrators' finding and qualifications, the controlling court is unable to ascertain
whether the lois de police, whose application is subordinate to the factual and legal
qualifications, had a claim for application in the first place.93

go See van den Berg (1981), p. z7z who, however, considers that the powers of the judge in
setting aside proceedings with regazd to the review the arbitrators' fmdings are greater.
ILA Interim Report (zooo), p. 31.
See Racine (Iggg), paza. 975~ p. 544 and esp. pazas. ggI-99z~ p. 553~ who states that `le
contróle de la solution du litige doit porter nécessairement sur la bonne ou mouvais
application dedroit fait par 1'azbitre. Le même contróle doit également porter sur les faits
litigieux. Un contrdle effectif de la sentence implique que le juge étatique s'approprie en
son entier le litige tel qu'il a été soumis a I'azbitre'.
For example, Arricle 8i EC does not cover agreements having no appreciable affect on
competition. According to the ECJ case law, such agreements, even those containing the
most severe restraints ofcompetition, would fall outside of the Amcle SI EC prohibition.
However, the question of `appreciability' is a matter of assessment - there is the
Commission non-binding DeMinimis Notice (Commission Notice onagreements ofminor
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This conclusion can not be reconciled with the general rule of exclusion ofthe
review on the merits. It implies that as soon as the lois de police become implicated
by the dispute the general rule should be abandoned. It is incomprehensible how
the claim can be sustained that a re-examination and re-qualification of the points
of fact and law by the controlling judge should not be seen as revision of the
award, pure and simple.94 Nor is it clear how this arguably exceptional enlarge-
ment ofthe control in respect of lois de police could be kept exceptional9~ given
the modern tendency to employ lois de police more and more ofren for the
purposes of regulation ofcontractual relationships. The relevance oflois de police
to a specific case of EC competition law can hardly be ruled out a priori in the
majority of contractual situations involving parties established in different
Member States.gó If the existence of an exception from the basic rule of`no-review
on the merits' is alleged, weighty arguments are required to justify it because it
opens the door to the review ofthe substance of the award which once existed
and was abandoned to increase the efficienry ofarbitration. A reintroduction of
the review on the merits would thus constitute a retrograde step. Unfortunately,

94

95

96

importance whichdo not appreciably restrict comperition under Article 8t(t) of the Treaty
establishing theEuropean Community (OJ zoo i C 368~i3)), which incidentally sets certain
indicative criteria which do not completely overlap with the position of the ECJ in this
respect. Thus, if, for instance, azbitrators conclude that the agreement does not have an
appreciable effect on competition, this will be enough to rule outapplication ofArticle 8i
EC. For the supervising court there is no waytocontrol whether non-applicationofArticle
8i EC was jusrified except by undertaking an independent assessment of the underlying
factual situation andgiving it itsown legal qualification. This means areview ofthe fmdings
of arbitrators which is normally excluded.
Seraglini (zoot), paza. 436, p. 204.
As Seraglini (zooi) claims it should remain, paza. 436, p. zo4.
Typically, distribution, licensing, franchising, andsimilar agreements include certain clauses
which are looked at suspiciously from thestandpoint ofEC antitrust. Does this signify that
inevery case in which anazbitral award dealt with adispute arising under such agreements,
thecontrolling judge has to adjudicate thematter to see that the underlying dispute did not
in any way ttigger applicarion of lois de police? This would mean opening the floodgate
of systematic review ofsuch awards. The problem here is the degree to which the awazd
canbe tolerated. For example, if, according to EC competition law, theexclusivity clause
should only bevalid for 5 yearsbut the arbitrators upheld the claim relying on obligation
ofexclusivity for a longer period, from the point ofview ofpublic policy in a restrictive
sense, this does notmake theentire contract and the awazd objectionable. From theposition
of lois de police, however, there would be a cleaz violation of the rules. The latter do not
have gradation of intensity - they are either observed according to their own terms of
application and, therefore, their underlying objective is fulfilled, ornot.Thisuncompromi-
sing way of operation of lois de police makes it highly unsuitable as a yardstick for
measuring public policy violation.
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no such persuasive arguments, in my opinion, are advanced by the writers whose
position was discussed above.

As was explained in Chapter 6, public poliry is an abstract notion with a vast
degree of adaptability capable of serving as a barrier to any serious threat to the
most fundamental legal and moral convictions of a given society. In contrast, lois
de police are often narrowly and precisely defined instrumental rules. It is true
that many lois de police function to protect particular values, however, in their
construction, they reflect a concrete policy and a legislative choice ofthe method
ofpursuing it. This is why two dissimilar rttles of a lois de police character, when
considered in respect oftheir underlying objectives, might be found to protect
the same values. Thus, the sharing of some core fundamental values by states is
not sufficient to guarantee harmony in the instruments, i.e., the lois de police, they
have chosen to protect these values.

Illustration

An example can be found in the area of competition law. It can not be doubted
that the US and the European Communíty are the most vigilant advocates of
undistorted competition. However, the legal ntles adopted by these countries to
achieve this end and the methods oftheir application are broadly dissimilar. While
the US maintains a direct applicability system, in which conduct is considered
either pro-competitive and lawful, or harmful to competition and prohibited by
the Sherman Act, the European Community has for years practised the so-called
exemption system. The difference in treatment of the same transaction by
American antitrust law and its European counterpart is that an agreement which
would be plainly congruous with competition rules according to the American
style ofapplication of antitrust law would require an individual exemption under
Article 81(3) EC. However, the granting ofan exemption does not mean that the
agreement is judged as pro-competitive. It is simply tolerated (under certain
conditions and for a limited period oftime) because it is capable of benefiting the
achievement of some other poliry goals not necessarily related to competition.
Furthermore, even in the question ofthe extraterritorial reach of their respective
competition rules, the two jurisdictions have chosen quite different paths, the US
having developed a radical effects doctrine while the EC adheres to a more
traditional principle ofterritoriality.

A recent real life example from the area ofcompetirion law is the merger between
General Electric and Honeywell,97 which was cleared by American competition

97 See Burnside (zooi), p. io8.
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authorities but prohibited by the Europeans.98 This case demonstrates that a
simplistic approach to the operation of such lois de police as national competition
rules does not work when the transaction has a truly global effect making it
impossible to localise its effects in one particular country.

`Traditional' view

The majority of authors99 and national courts reject the idea that lois de police
should be included in the scope of public policy and that review on the public

poliry ground should allow an extended substantive review of the merits of

arbitral awards. In the Interim Report of the ILA, the authors, concluding an
overview ofthe question ofthe inclusion of lois de police in the substantive scope

of public policy simply stated that `we would submit that it is only in those
situations where the dispositive aspects of the award requires the doing of some

act which is unequivocally prohibited in the forum State that recognition~

enforcement should be refused."oo In similar words, a Swiss author maintains that
`...it is neither the reasons stated in the award, nor the legal principles applied in

the award which are relevant, but solely the practical consequences brought about
by enforcement of the arbitral award which must be taken into account in order

to decide whether enforc-Pment is t~ he denied."o'

The courts of many countries approach the subject cautiously. For example, the
Swiss Supreme Court, in the decision already cited, ruled out any speculation as
to the positive aspects ofthe public poliry exception and the possibility to review
the azbitrators' reasoning, stating that `il faut souligner, à cet égard, que 1'ordre
public au sens de 1'art.rgo al. 21et. e LDIP, ne constitue qu'une simple clause de
réserve ou d'incompatibilité, ce qui signifie qu'il ne sort aucun effet normatif
(ordre public positif ou formateur) sur le rapport juridique litigieux. Au
demeurant, la sentence attaquée ne sera annulée que si le résultat auquel elle

98
99
,oo

General Electric ~ Honeywell, (COMP~M.zzzo) OJ zooi C46~6 (CEC).
Idot (igg6), p. 576; van den Berg (ig8r), p. i73.
ILA Interim Report (zooo), p. i9. It should be noted, however, that the ILA Final Report
(zooz) on public policy adopted a slightly different view which is close to the positivist
outlook discussed above.TheFinalReport, first ofall, insisted on inclusion oflois de police
(referred to interchangeably as public policy rules) within the scope ofpublic policy as a
ground for refusal ofenforcement. Secondly, it formulated arecommendation addressed
to the enforcement courts according towhich `when the violation of a public policy rule
of the forum alleged by a party cannot be established from amere review of the awazd and
could only become appazent upon a scrutiny of the facts of the case, the court may
undertake such reassessment of the facts.', ILA Final Repon (zooz), p. 9.
Patocchi (i996), p. t87.
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aboutit est incompatible avec 1'ordre public. Il ne suffit donc pas que ses motifs
le soient; encore faut-il rirer la même conclusion relativement à son dispositif."o~

From the point ofview ofthe present study, court decisions in which the ground
ofpublic policy was invoked against an alleged violation of competition rules by
arbitral awards are especially interesting.'o3 For instance, in Eco Swiss, the
provisional view of the Dutch Supreme Court, which it had taken prior to
obtaining the preliminary ruling from the ECJ, was that the violation ofDutch
competition rules was not caught by public poliry in the sense of Article io65 of
Dutch CCP (public poliry ground).'o4

Even more illustrative is the French judgment in Aplix v. Velcro. To understand
the impact of the French judgment, certain background information concerning
the case is necessary. In 1958, Velcro granted a licence to Aplix to manufacture
and sell certain products under Velcro's trademark covered by the patents held
by Velcro. In 1977, Velcro notified Aplix of the termination ofthe contract due
to the expiration ofthe patents and started arbitration proceedings. Both parties
requested certain monetary compensation. In addition, Velcro sought a
declaration that the contract had expired due to the expiration ofthe validity of
the patents in 1977 and, therefore, it requested an order enjoining Aplix from the
use ofVelcro's trademark. The arbitration proceedings were suspended for the
reason that the agreement was notified to the Commission and was the subject
of a complaint filed by Velcro with the Commission alleging violation of Article
8i (I) EC (ex Article 85 (I)). In 1985, the Commission made a decision in which
it found a number ofviolations of Article 85(I) of the Treaty and, in view of its
refusal to grant an individual exemption under Article 85(t), ordered the pazties
to cease immediately infringement of EC competition law. The arbitral
proceedings were resumed in i991 and resulted in the award, rendered by two
arbitrators acting as amiable compositeurs, by which some of the parties' claims
for monetary compensation were admitted in aggregate form and set offagainst
each other, on balance benefiting Velcro. The rest of the claims submitted by the
parties were rejected as ill-founded. Following the arbitral awazd, Aplix filed an
application for setting aside in which, among other things, it alleged violation of
public poliry (Article 15oz(5) of the French CCP) by the azbitrators ensuing from
the breach of Article 81 (I) and failure to take the Commission' decision into

~o,

Swiss Supreme Court, t g April t 994~ W~tland Helicopters,AT'F t2o II i55, (t) Bulletin ASA,
1994~ p. 404, at p. 4t8.
Most `public policy judgments' involve awazds tainted by corruption, bribery, and illegality
of the transactions resulting from criminal acts.
See Chapter 4.
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consideration while rejecting Aplíx's claim for damages suffered as a result of
Velcro's prohibition from using Velcro trademarks. Ruling on the Aplix' claim,
the Appeal Court ofParis held: `...le contrble de la Cour, exclusif de tout pouvoir
de révision au fond de la décision azbitrale, doit porter, non sur 1'appréciation que
les arbitres ont fait du droit des parties au regard des dispositions d'ordre public
invoquées, mais sur la solution donnée au litige, l'annulation n'étant encourue que
dans la mesure ou cette solution heurte 1'ordre public; Considérant que les
arbitres, après avoir analysé la portée de la décision de la Commission ..., ont
décidé que le contrat du i4 octobre i958 établissait une liaison causale et nécessaire
entre validité du brevet et usage de la marque,l'expiration de validité des brevets
principaux - constatée paz la Commission - constituant elle-même un fait matériel
non contesté; considérent qu'en procédant de la sorte, les arbitres ont fait une
interprétation des clauses du contrat, échappant au contr6le de la Cour, qui n'est
pas contraire à la conception fran~aise de 1'ordre public international. Que le
second moyen de nullité doit donc être rejeté."os

Views diverge slightly regarding the degree ofthe court's review. As the above
examples from court practice demonstrate, the judges will neither inquire into
the correctness ofthe factual findings ofazbitrators nor will they attempt to verify
the accurary ofarbitraters' legal assessment. Thus, th? attention nf the rnurts is
solely directed to the effects of the award, that is, the situation which will be
created if the award is allowed to stand. Noting this, some authors criticise the
total exclusion from the court's assessment of elements other than those
pertaining to the dispositive part of the awards. They point out that arbitral
awards aze rarely capable ofproducing any effect which entails friction with public
poliry because the majority typically contain, in the dispositive part, simply an
order awarding damages or other monetary compensation.'o6 The remedy of
monetary compensation is, in itself, neutral. Consequently, while some authors
think that the courts should be able to make their own legal appraisal ofthe facts
established by arbitrators,`o' others plead for complete freedom of assessment
of both factual and legal points.'o8 They warn that the compliance with public
poliry will be only a matter ofappearance, not substance if the courts do not enjoy
a freedom of assessment.'o9 As Idot suggests, `without advocating that a review
of the merits be introduced again, which would imply a review of the correct

w6

io,

,oa

Court ofAppeal ofPazis, Aplixv. Velcro, i4 October i993~ I Rev. Arb. t 994,p. t 64 at p. t68-
i69.
Racine (i999)~ P~a. 973~ P. 544~ Seraglini (zooi), p. i99; Fadlallah (t994)~ p. 389.
Fadlallah (i994)~ P- 391; Idot (i996), p. 576.
Fouchard, Gaillard 8L Goldman (i999) Paza- 925~ P. 9z4-925; Racine (i99g), p. 548 ff;

Seraglini (zooi), p. zoz-zo3.
Seraglini (iooi), p. c99.
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characterisation, it would at least be desirable that the national judge be able to
review the characterisation from the factual elements sovereignty found by the
arbitrator."'o

Far less reservation is expressed by those scholars who assert that `the narure of
the review performed by the courts implies that they should be entirely free to
examine the circumstances ofthe case, both legal and factual. That is the necessary
corollary ofthe liberalism ofthe courts as regards arbitrability of the dispute in
particular. It therefore would seem appropriate for the trust placed by the courts
in the arbitrators as a matter of principle to be accompanied by a subsequent
review ofthe award which prevents the arbitrators from avoiding censure by the
courts through careful reasoning based on the facts alone."" Here, the authors
attempt to link the question ofarbitrability and the extent of the courts' review
over arbitration."~ In my view, the modern tendenry to broaden the area of
arbitrability has nothing to do with the trust which states or their courts might
have in arbitration as an adjudicatory method. There are neither negative nor
positive signs that are conclusive as to the question ofwhether or not arbitration
has lived up to the possible expectations of the states in any sense except that
arbitration has defmitely proved to offer a neutral, amactive, and, so far, efficient
forum for international business disputes.

The dynamics of the development of arbitration in the few last decades
demonstrates the trend in favour of broader arbitral jurisdiction accompanied
by ever shrinking control by the courts at all stages ofthe arbitration process. This
by itselfdefeats the arguments advanced by the authors cited above, which attempt
to correlate the expansion of arbitrability with the reinforcement of the courts'
control over awards. Such a reaction of the courts is theoretically conceivable.
For example, some authors, who regret the unfettered `privatisation' ofcertain
sensitive legal areas ( competition, security law, etc.) by opening them up for
arbitration, analysed the option ofstrengthening the courts' control over arbitral
awards as a counterbalance. However, their conclusion was that this was not the
way followed by the courts and, moreover, it was not a way to be recommended
because it would upset the delicate balance between the efficienry of arbitration
expressed in the finality of its awards and the interests ofthe state in maintaining
imperative legislation."3 Likewise, if it has been argued in the past that arbitrability
and public poliry are of the same order, nowadays, arbitrability tends to be

"a Idot ( tggó), para. 47, p. 576.
"' Fouchard, Gaillard 8~ Goldman ( t999)~ p. 9z5.
"' See, e.g., Bockstiegel ( tg86), p. t83.
"' See, e.g., Guzman ( iooo), p. tz79.
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dissociated from its public policy origins."4 Therefore, it would be inaccurate to
argue that the national courts should be deemed authorised to strengthen their
control and shift it to the last stage ofthe arbitration process as a kind of set-off
against alleged concessions made by the states in the area of arbitrability. As was
rightly observed by one scholar, `simply because the jurisdiction of arbitrators
has been expanded to antitrust does not create a new class ofarbitration cases to
which courts should apply a higher standard for recognition and enforcement
under the New York Convention than is applied in cases in which no antitrust
issue is decided."~5

The tentative suggestion of Idot seems excessively optimistic in assuming that
a distinction can be easily drawn between points oflaw and mixed points oflaw
and fact.ió On the other hand, once the legal re-examination finds it in its path,
nothing can prevent the judge from re-examining the underlying situation and
re-opening the facts of the case.

Above, two rival doctrinal views on the utility of the public policy ground as a
safeguard for the application of rules of a lois de police character have been
analysed. One view (perhaps inspired by neo-positivist trends) is that public policy
shnt,ld incl„dP lois de police whose violation would most likely be qualified as a
violation ofpublic policy, triggering annulment of arbitral awards or refusal of
enforcement. A corollary to the incorporation of lois de police as rules and
method in the public poliry ground of control over arbitral awards is the
automatic enlargement of the extent ofthe judicial review of arbitral awards by
reintroducing some sort of review of the merits. The alternative view consists in
the perception ofthe public poliry ground in the traditional terms offundamental
values and principles of a given legal system whose violation should bar the
recognition of validity or enforcement of arbitral awards. The fact that the
proponents ofthis latter view include only essential principles as a touchstone
for the public poliry ground explains why they deem it unnecessary to broaden
the extent of the court review of arbitral awards. Clearly, when only the core
principles aze at stake, violations aze manifest and, therefore, easily ascertainable
without the need for extensive review powers by the courts with regard to arbitral
awards.

See Chapter S.
Von Mehren (t995)~ p- 413.
Forexample, the determining ofthe mazket shaze ofthe parties for thepurposes ofthe new

block exemprion Regulation z79o~99 is a matter of fact involving legal assessment in
accordance with the rules laid down by the Commission in non-binding soft-law
instruments, such as, various Notices.
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A few final remarks should be made with regard to court practice. One has to
admit that it is not very helpful for resolving the dispute between the two above-
mentioned views in any conclusive manner. This is because court practice is often
contradictory and inconsistent even at the level ofa single state, not to mention
European or world-wide practice. For example, as was demonstrated above,
French courts have on different occasions expressed reluctance to review the
reasoning ofarbitrators or their factual findings, thus reflecting the minimalist
attitude which concentrates on the award, its content, its terms and the effect of
enforcement as the only relevant object for review on the public poliry ground.
On the other hand, there have been a number ofFrench judgments which perfectly
lend their support to the proponents ofthe maximalist attitude towards judicial
review on the public poliry ground. Even more confusingly, some French
judgments demonstrate an attitude in which the judicial rhetoric along the lines
ofthe maximalist view does not quite correspond to the actual rather timid and
minimalist review which then followed."' Thus, such court practice, especially
ifnot regarded in the context ofthe concrete issues at stake, can be used in equal
degree by advocates ofeither view. It appears that the concrete reaction ofthe
courts depends on the sum of circumstance and ad hoc factors (political,
economical, temporal, etc.) which tip the scale in favour of a more or less
restrictive stance. It is remarkable that, so far, courts have demonstrated a more
vigorous stance in cases in which such activities as bribery, corruption, fraud, or
other criminal acts were implicated. However, the courts equally demonstrated
their receptiveness to political momentum. For example, only one commentator"8
on the Swiss judgment which caused quite a stir in arbitration circles (owing to
its possible interpretation as implying the imposition on arbitrators sitting in
Switzerland ofan obligation to apply EC competition law), mentioned that this
judgment was rendered in anticipation ofSwitzerland's accession to the EEA."9
One cannot discard the possibility that the judges' approach to EC competition
law would have been less enthusiastic had they anticipated the outcome ofthe
Swiss referendum.

Implications

In the context of the issue central to this chapter, the outcome of the battle
between these opposite views has more than theoretical or academic interest. It
is quite obvious that, if the maximalist view on the scope of the public poliry

"' As remarked by Fadlallah ( 1994)~ p. 388 with regard to the European Gas Turbines Case.
i8 Idot (1993B), p. cz8.
"9 The EEA Treaty contains comperirion law provisions which are similaz to those ofArticles

81 and 8Z EC.
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ground combined with the maximalist attitude to the extent of the controlling
court's powers over arbitral awards prevails in Europe, it will open the door to
a reintroduction ofthe review of the merits of arbitral awards, the abolishment
ofwhich has been regarded as one ofthe most progressive achievements in the
field of international arbitration of the last decades. Given that it will be
camouflaged by loose clothes ofpublic poliry, it might not immediately trigger
any reciprocal reaction from the courts outside the EC. From the point ofview
of the requirements of EC law, namely, its full and correct application, the
availability ofthe judicial review, etc., this will be a beneficial step. Provided that
Europe heads towards the tighter federalist model, the maximalist solution may
be confined to strictly internal, Community situations in the future. In this case,
it can be hoped that the impact of the expansion ofthe review ofthe application
of EC law in `European' arbitration will be insignificant in the context of
international arbitration. However, it seems too early to contemplate a federal
Europe. In the meantime, from the arbitration perspective as well as from the
broader prospective ofthe interests of the Community legal order as a whole, the
strengthening of the judicial review ofarbitral awards touching upon EC law will
surely have rather unfortunate effects. Firstly, there is a fair chance that substantial
damage will be done to the image of arbitration within the Community. It is likely
that it will be p?rcPive~1 as an t,ndPsirablP elPVelopmPnt beca~~se, at present,
arbitration effectively relieves the courts ofthe great burden of commercial cases
with an international dimension, improving the efficienry ofthe judicial systems
ofthe Member States. It should be recognised that, despite the efforts aimed at
simplification and approximation of rules of judicial process among the EC
Member States and notwithstanding the progress achieved in the mutual
recognition and enforcement ofjudgments rendered by the courts within the EC
(the so-called free movement ofjudgments), the ordinary hazards associated with
litigation in a foreign jurisdiction have not been alleviated so far. The prospect
of litigation in a foreign though `EC' court, is still perceived as a factor
discouraging businesses from expanding their activities beyond their home states.

Secondly, the trend towards a stricter review on the public policy ground
encompassing `European' lois de police will indicate the immaturity of the EC
legal system. It is submitted that public policy, in its tradítional, rather minimalist
understanding, has so far served its ultimate purpose - the protection of the
forum's core values and principles from detrimental external influence. The use
of a more intrusive and aggressive mechanism oflois de police will signal to the
outside world that the system of Community values is too fragile to rely on the
traditional subtle mechanisms of balancing between self-interest and
internationalism.
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i2.3.4 Appeal against the award on the points oflaw:
The traditional English solution

One ofthe specific features ofEnglish arbitration legislatíon is that, unlike other
contemporary arbitration acts, it provides for the possibility of appeal against
international arbitral awards rendered in England. The possibility ofappeal has
been abolished in the majority of countries with respect to international
arbitration.'ZO Traditionally, English judges viewed arbitration suspiciously,
treating it as an inferior form ofjustice. Not surprisingly, this distrustful attitude
was accompanied by extensive powers ofthe courts over arbitration proceedings,
including the possibility of a full-scale appeal based on errors oflaw and fact.`Z'
However, the historical hostility to arbitration has given way to a more reasonable
attitude in response to the development of arbitration itself and the related
expectations of its users. While the English Arbitration Act 1996 retains the
possibility of appeal, the right ofappeal is limited in a number ofways. First of
all, the parties can deliberately opt out of the possibility of appeal by way of
exclusion agreements. Usually, prospective parties to arbitration in England are
well informed about this peculiar feature ofEnglish arbitration law and moreover,
their attention is specifically drawn to it. Consequently, they typically incorporate
an exclusion agreement into their arbitration clauses. Alternatively, in case of
institutional arbitration taking place in England, a reference to the major
institutional Arbitration Rules, such as ICC, AAA, and LCIA,`ZZ which all
containing provisions on exclusion ofjudicial review, is interpreted as a waiver
of the right of appeal.~~3 An agreement of the parties according to which the
arbitral award need not contain reasons also constitutes waiver of appeal.124

The second restriction on the right ofappeal under English law is that appeal is
only possible on points of law and, more specifically, English law.~~5 As one
commentator pointed out, `there can never be an appeal on a question of fact or
a question of foreign law'.iz6 It has been argued that this provision of the Act
should be interpreted as incorporating European Community law, as it is an
integral part of the English legal order. However, while this is undoubtedly correct

~zo For a critical analysis of appeal on a point of law under the Arbitration Act tgg6 in a
comparative context, see Needham (t999)~ p. zOS.
See Diamond 8c Veeder (tg97)~ p. 47-
See, e.g. Article z8, ICC Rules ofArbitration; Arricle z7, AAA International Arbitration
Rules; Arricle z6.g, LCIA Arbitration Rules.
See Arab African Energy Corp. v. Olie Produkten Nederland [tg83] z Lloyd's Rep. 4tg.
English Arbitration Aa tgg6, section 6g (t).
Ibid., sections 69 and 8z.
Veeder (1997), p. 60.
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from the European law perspective, the logic ofrestricting the right of appeal to
questions ofEnglish law must have been that, in questions ofEnglish law, English
courts are the most authoritative and the final instance while questions ofEC law
cannot be conclusively interpreted by national courts because the prerogative of
interpretation of EC law lies with the ECJ. One can not suspect the English
Arbitration Act of attempting to discriminate between EC and English law, as
its specific provisions on domestic arbitration, as opposed to international
arbitration, have never come into force for fear of conflicting with the EC
principle of non-discrimination on the grounds of nationality.'Z'

Thirdly, the right of appeal is not automatic. An appeal is only admissible with
the agreement ofall other parties to arbitration proceedings or with the leave of
the Court. The leave ofthe court is only granted under four conditions:

`(a) that the determination ofthe question will substantially affea the rights
ofone or more ofthe parties,

(b) that the question is one which the tribunal was asked to determine,
(c) that, on the basis of the findings offact in the award-

(i) the decision ofthe tribunal on the question is obviously wrong, or
(ii) the question is one ofgeneral public importance and the derision of

the tribunal is at least open to serious doubt, and
(d) that, despite the agreement of the parties to resolve the matter by

arbitration, it is just and proper in all the circumstances for the court to
determine the question."ZB

The last requirement has been widely considered `a new hurdle' for the party
wishing to appeal against an award. As was emphasised, `in practice, for
international arbitration, this faaor will require the Court in each case to consider
whether justice requires an appeal to the Court where those foreign parties had
agreed to arbitrate in London rather than litigate in the English Court'.'~9

Finally, the time limits for appeal are extremely short. An appeal can only be
brought within 28 days of the day of the award.`3o

Taking into account the limitations on the right of appeal set out in the Act and
the generally negative attitude towards appeal in international arbitration as an

'~' Veeder (i997)~ p. zz.
`~ English Arbitration Aa iqq6, section 69.
1~9 Veeder (i997), p. 6c.
'3o English Arbittation Aa i996, section 70 (3).
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archaic control mechanism undermining the fmality of the arbitral award,'3' it
appears that, in practice, few awards in international arbitration can be appealed
within the framework ofthe English Arbitration Act i996. Thus, the effectiveness
ofthe control ofthe appeal courts over arbitral awards touching upon points of
Community law is doubtful owing to its improbability at least in respect of
international arbitration.

iz.4 The role ofthe ECJ and the procedure ofArticle 234 EC in
the state courts' control over arbitral awards '32

The role ofthe ECJ and preliminary reference proceedings in the context of the
courts' control over arbitral awards has been outlined by the ECJ in the Nordsee
case, in which it held that national courts conducting a review of arbitral awards
in accordance with national provisions should be able to refer questions of
interpretation ofEC law to the ECJ: `It is for those national courts and tribunals
to ascertain whether it is necessary for them to make a reference to the Court
under Article 177."~

The question is, thus, which provisions ofEC law do the controlling courts need
to apply? In what sense can we speak ofapplication of Community law by the
courts at this stage? Should it include application of Community law provisions
which would have been relevant to the resolution ofthe dispute underlying the
award had the claim been brought before the court and not before the arbitral
tribunal? For example, according to Bebr, it is doubtful that the controlling court
`requested by a party to grant leave for the enforcement ofan arbitral award, really
determines the outcome oflitigation as required by Article 177."~ As was argued
in the preceding overview ofthe courts' functions at the stage ofthe control over
the arbitral awards, the reviewing judge does not apply EC law to the facts ofthe

,,, For a strong criricism on the appeal procedure retained in English Arbitration Act Ig96,
see Needham (1999)~ p. 205.
This section briefly deals with the question of the assistance of the ECJ to narional courts
in applicarion ofEC law in the framework of requests for interpretation ofEC law,which
can be made to the ECJ by national courts in the context ofsetring aside or enforcement
proceedings. See the following chapter for the issue of the possible assistance ofthe Court
in the application ofEC law to arbitral tribunals and for ageneral overview of the principles
ofpreliminary reference procedure under Article z34 EC.
Case Ioz~81 Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [Ig8z] ECR Io95, IIII.
Bebr (1985), p. 500.
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case because he does not have the power to adjudicate on the underlying
contractual relationships.

In my view, there can be no doubt that the only issue related to application ofEC
law which may be dealt with by a national court is connected with its controlling
function, which in substantive terms is limited to verification ofwhether or not
an arbitral award or its enforcement violates public poliry. The view according
to which, in these circumstances, `a reference to the Court would make sense only
in those instances where a court of law has doubts on whether an arbitral award
was compatible with the national public order of which Community law is a
part"35 can be fully shared. Direct support for the proposed interpretation of the
extent of the courts' application of EC law at the level of recognition and
enforcement of arbitral awards can be found in the Opinion of AG Alber in
Renault.i36 Although the case was concerned with the recognition and enforcement
of a court judgment in the framework of the Brussels Convention, which was
opposed on the public policy ground, since the functions of the controlling court
in the context ofrecognition of either judgments or awards are basically identical,
the conclusion ofthe Advocate General can be extended to the area of arbitration
by analogy. In dealing with the preliminary objections'37 to the admissibility of
the reference ~tinder Article zJ4 EC, based on the fact that the enfo.TCemeP.t cOUr:
did not adjudicate on the questions ofEC law and, therefore, did not apply it in
any way, the Advocate General stated that `if the concept of public poliry also
comprises principles of Community law, then the national court may, under
certain circumstances, be required to examine whether recognition of a foreign
judgment would constitute a violation of these principles. In order to do this,
however, it sometimes requires interpretation ofthe respective provisions of the
EC Treaty by the Court.i38

Thus, it appears that the only genuine question of interpretation ofEC law which
may arise at the stage ofsetting aside or enforcement is whether or not certain
values can be regarded as fundamental from the point ofview ofthe European
legal order. In this sense, the interpretation of certain principles and values as
fundamental by the ECJ is binding on the referring courts. Nevertheless, the
factual assessment ofwhether the concrete effects ofthe recognition ofthe award
is contrary to the thus determined public poliry, including its `European'
component, lies with the national court. The ECJ lacks the authority to decide the

'~ Ibid., p. 499.
i;6 Case C-38~98 Renault [zooo] ECR I-z973-
`37 Ibid., paza. 74.
';8 Case C-38~98 Renault [zooo] ECR I-z973, para. 87.
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actual case underlying the request for preliminary ruling. Therefore, it is the task
of the national court to apply its own national law criteria for establishing
`violation' ofpublic poliry in the case before it.

Unfortunately, as will be discussed below, the distinction between the Court's
interpretation of Community law and its application, as well as between the
interpretation of EC law and the interpretation of national law where both
questions are tightly intertwined, is extremely fragile. For instance, in my view,
in Eco Swiss the Court went one step too far when, after having found that EC
competition rules should be included in the scope of public poliry as a ground for
the setting aside and refusal of enforcement, it also held that the violation ofsuch
rules should be regarded as a violation ofpublic poliry in the sense used in Dutch
arbitration ]aw.

On the other hand, affirmarion ofthe faa that the national courts can nevertheless
be able to see clearly the line separating their adjudicating powers from the
interpretative powers ofthe ECJ has been evidenced by one of the cases from the
Eco Swiss saga.'39 In this case,~4o the Dutch court held that, although Article 8i
might be held by the ECJ'4' to be a fundamental rule of EC law whose violation
would be covered by the public poliry ground in the sense in which it is used in
Dutch arbitration legislation, in the case at issue the mere fact that one of the
clauses of the contract, which gave rise to the arbitration proceedings and the
ensuing award, might be contrary to Article SI EC, did not release the parties from
their obligations under the contract and, therefore, did not make the entire
contract contrary to public poliry in a way which would require refusal of the
recognition ofthe award on the public policy ground. The court held that

The Hague Appeal Court, Judgment of17.IZ.1998, (unpublished), on theappeal against the
decision ofthe court of first instance to suspend enforcement of the PFA rendered in NAI
arbitration No. t616.
For the facts and comments, see Meijer (I gggB), p. Iog, In thiscase, resulting from the same
contractual relationships as Eco Swiss I, Eco Swiss obtained apartial final award no.16t6
inNAI arbitration in which Benetton wasfound tobe inbreach of the obligations provided
by Arricle 16 ofthe licensing agreement (to maintain the contract for the duration of8 years
and the obligation ofthe parties to start negotiations ingood faith for the extension of the
contract not later than one year before the expiration of the initial term of the contract).
The judgment was rendered by the GerechtshofdenHaag on t7.i z.1998 in anticiparion of
the ECJ's ruling in the Eco Swiss case, in which the Court held that Article 81 EC constiruted
afundamental provision ofE C law whose violation shouldbequalified as abreach ofpublic
policy in the sense in which the latter notion was employed in the ground for setting aside
or refusal ofenforcement. See Chapter 4 for an analysis of the ECJ ruling in this case.
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`Het hof is ... van oordeel dat die bepaling'4~ op zichzelf niet in strijd is met
artikel 85 EG-Verdrag en dat ook de nietigheid van andere bepalingen van de
licentieovereenkomst, die de mededinging kunnen beperken, niet meebrengt
dat de verplichting tot onderhandelen over voortzetting van de overeenkomst
vervalt. De eisen van goede trouw brengen immers mee dat bij die onderhande-
lingen wordt rekening gehouden met de eventuele nietigheid van sommige
clausules in het lopende contract en dat in verband daarmee naar het oplossing-
en wordt gezocht, zodat bij voortzetting de overeenkomst niet meer met het
Europese mededingingsrecht in strijd zal zijn. Mogelijk zou de verplichting van
Benetton om over voortzetting te onderhandelen kunnen vervallen indien de
nieágheid van (andere) bepalingen van de licentieovereenkomst wegens strijd
art 85 EG-Verdrag de inhoud van díe overeenkomst zo zou uithollen dat in
redelijkheid geen uitzicht op voortzetting van de relaáes meer bestond end
onderhandelingen daarover zinloos zouden zijn. Uit de ter beschikking van de
hofgestelde stukken is echter niet aannemelijk geworden, dat die omstandig-
heid zich voordoet.

Het ligt daarom niet in de verwachting dat de vernietigingsrechter de PFA'"'
zal vernietigen wegens strijd met artike185 EG-Verdrag'.'~

This attitude ofthe Dutch court deserves credit, though it would be excessively
optimistic to assume that other national courts would easily take such a prudent
and balanced position when faced with an authoritative and sometimes too-
detailed ruling of the ECJ.

„~
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Arricle t 6 of the licensing agreements.
The Parrial Final Award.
Pazas. n.4 -tt.s, the Hague Appeal Court, Judgment of i7.ii.t998, unpublished. English
translation: `The court is ...of the opinion that this provision in itself isnot in conflict with
Arácle 85 ofthe ECTreaty and that also thenullity oftheother provisions of the licensing
agreement that can restrict competition does not make the obligation to negoáate over
extension of the agreement exp'ue. The requirement of good faith afrer all implies that
during the negoáaáons the eventual nullity of some of the clauses of the contract will be
taken into account and in this connecáon a solurion will be sought so that the extended
contract will no longer be contrary to compeááon law. It is possible that the obligaáon of
Benetton to negoáate over extension could have lapsed if the nullity of (other) provisions
ofthe licensing agreement due to their violation ofArácle 85ofthe EC Treaty had empáed
the content of the agreement to such a degree that there would have been no reasonable
prospect any more for the extension ofthe relaáonship and therefore thenegotiaáon would
have become pointless. However, fromthe evidence made available to the court itdoes not
convincingly follow that this was the situaáon in the present case. Therefore, it isnot likely
that the setting aside judge will annul the PFA as contrary to Article 85 of the EC Treaty.'
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As far as appeal proceedings against arbitral awards, in the fashion envisaged by
the English Arbitration Act 1996, are concerned, a preliminary reference from
a UK court may play an important role in supplying an interpretation ofEC law
which the national judge can apply to the merits ofthe case reviewed on the points
of law in appeal proceedings. The ECJ had an occasion to consider points of EC
law referred to it for interpretation by a UK court acting as an appeal instance
against an arbitral award in the Bulk Oil case.'45 Another example is the Dutch
request for a preliminary ruling in the Almelo case.i46 In this instance, the Court
was requested to give an interpretation ofArticles 37, 85, 86 and 90 ofthe EEC
Treaty to enable the Dutch court to rule on an appeal against an arbitral award
(though purely domestic) which was at that time an available remedy under the
old Dutch arbitration legislation.'47

It is likely that three factors minimise the chance of a more frequent use of
preliminary reference proceedings in the context of appeal. The first factor
pertains to the disappearance ofthe possibility of appeal from the list of available
remedies against international arbitral awards and as means of recourse from the
legislation of the majority of countries.iq8 Two other factors are specific to the
English situation. Firstly, English courts are known for their reluctance to submit
questions concerning the interpretation of EC law to the European Court of
Justice.~49 Secondly, as already emphasised, only in rare cases do the parties to
international agreements who consider the UK as a place of arbitration not
exclude the possibility ofappeal on the points oflaw by means of an exclusion
agreement. That the possibility of appeal is still envisaged by English law is a well-
known fact. In the context of international arbitration, an appeal is widely
considered as an anachronism which is likely `to turn international and domestic
parties away from England and away from arbitration in England'.'So Thus, only
extremely negligent or imprudent parties would fail to insert an exclusion
agreement if they anticipated an ad hoc arbitration in England. As to arbitration
proceedings conducted under the auspices of the major arbitral institutions which
might take place in England, such as arbitration under the LCIA or ICC Rules,
the said Rules contain special provisions on the waiver ofall review proceedings
capable ofvalid waiver. Those provisions are interpreted by controlling English

45

~q6

~,~

~a9

~49

~;o

Case 174~84, Bulk Oil ~ Sun International, [t986] ECR, p. 00559.
Case C-393~9z Gemeente Almelo and others v. Energiebedrijf IJsselm~ [t994] I-ECR t477.
Article 647 of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure. For the general commentary of this
judgment see case note by Van Haersolte-van Hof (t995).
This issue has been already discussed above.
At least, this is the conclusion reached by scholars reviewing English court practice of
application ofEC comperirion law. See, e.g., Shaw (Iggz), p. tz4.
Needham (c999)~ P. zog.
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courts as equivalent to exclusion agreements opting out ofappeal on the points
oflaw.'''

The correctness ofthe above assumption on the limited benefits of the assistance
ofthe ECJ rendered in preliminary reference procedures to the application of EC
law by a controlling judge depends on the acceptance of the restrictive view of
the functions ofthe controlling judge. The restrictive national review ofarbitral
awards may be found in the future by the ECJ to be a national procedural obstacle
incompatible with the requirements of EC law. In this case, and the hints of a
possible reasoning can be detected in the opinion ofAG Saggio,'SZ if the courts
are required as a result oftheir obligations under Community law to allow re-
opening of the facts of the case or substitution of their own independent
assessment of legal points for the arbitrators' legal assessment of the facts while
reviewing arbitral awards on public poliry grounds, there is no reason to believe
that the utility ofthe preliminary reference procedure for the application ofEC
law in these circumstances would be less beneficial than in the context ofregular
court proceedings. However, one might wonder whether it would be worthwhile
wasting the resources of the parties and the ECJ, not to mention the time lost in
obtaining an interpretation of EC law which would be used by the national court
r.at for thc purpcses ofrend..r:ng a judg:r:ent on uhe mcr:ts but to rcjcct ar uphcld
an arbitration award.

One more aspect of the problem should be mentioned here. If the leitmotif
suggested by Saggio and supported by some commentators'~ that EC law requires
not just a broadening of the existing national remedies against arbitral awards
(such as extensive interpretation ofthe public poliry ground or ofthe functions
ofthe courts in setting aside and enforcement proceedings, which is the result of
Eco Swiss'~ and some earlier judgments, such as Almelo)'S5 but also a new remedy
that ensures that EC law will be fully and effective enforced, is further developed,
it should be concluded that an appeal against arbitral awards is the only remedy
that is capable of achieving this end. It can be only guessed what plausible
justifications can be furnished in support of a claim that EC law requires the
introduction ofthe appeal in the face ofthe obvious fact that any such step would

t5i

~s~
~53
~~

Veeder (t997), p. 62.
Opinion ofAG Saggio, Case iz6~97 Eco Swiss [t999] ECR I-3oS5, paza. 33.
See Komninos, (iooo), at p. 474.
See the conclusions of the vazious commentators of the Eco Swiss case, such as, e g., van
Hoek, (zooz) at p. 88-89; Meijer (t999A), at p. 63.
For example, Veeder (t996), p. tZ6 concluded that `applied to a national court within the
EEC deciding whether toenforce or recognise a NewYork Convention award, the Almelo
decision appeazs to incTease the scope of the `public policy' defence under Article V.'
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clearly be a retrograde move. Appeal as a normal remedy in the context of
arbitration has disappeared from progressive arbitration acts as a result of
objective historical developments combined with the legislative policy of
promoting the finality of arbitral awards.

i2.5 Control ofarbitral awards by the courts ofthe EC
Member States and outside the Community:
A case of double standards?

In principle, the method, extent and mode of control over arbitral awards
exercised by the courts do not differ on the basis ofwhether or not the control
is exercised within the EC or outside it. As it was stressed, this is a matter of legal
tradition and arbitration poliry pursued by the states. There might be more
similarities between England and Australia than between England and
Switzerland in this respect. However, as we are interested in the state control over
arbitral awards not in abstract but from the viewpoint of its function as a
safeguard mechanism for the application ofEuropean law, the positions ofthe
`insider' and `outsider' courts are different. First of all, European law acts as a
domestic law when the control is conducted by courts within the EC. Any
principles ofEuropean law which can be elevated to the level ofpublic poliry are
automatically a matter of the domestic public poliry of the controlling courts,
which they have to defend on their own motion. Moreover, the specific
requirements offull and effective application inherent in EC law have to be duly
taken into account by virtue ofthe principle of cooperation laid down by Article
io EC. Thus, the judicial control available at present is significantly more effective
in ensuring compliance with EC law provided that such a control is in the hands
ofjudges of the EC Member States assisted by the ECJ. Outside the EC, European
law does not enjoy any privileged status. It is one of a number of foreign legal
orders which may be considered by the controlling judge. It does not benefit from
the ECJ's backing nor can it appeal to its idiosyncratic features. The requirements
ofEC law grounded on the duty ofcooperation under Article Io EC equally have
no influence on non-EC courts. Public policy has a national dimension for the
controlling courts. Despite the claims of some national courts that they apply
transnational or truly international public policy as opposed to national public
policy, it does not appear to be a coincidence that the courts' willingness to fmd
and sanction violations oftruly international public polícy is restricted to cases
in which what they call transnational principles concur with national principles
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of public poliry.'S6 In other words, the controlling judge will only take the
opportunity to condemn an arbitral award for violation of foreign public policy
when it also offends against national public policy.'S7

The topic ofsafeguarding the application ofEC law through the available means
of control is irrelevant in the context ofnon-EC courts' control. Placed on equal
footing with other laws and in the same category of `foreign law', deprived ofits
Community-specific requirements and imperatives, duties and enforcement
mechanisms, EC law shares the fate ofall other laws that can at best plead for non-
discriminatory treatment as compared with the treatment ofthe forum law, i.e.,
the national law ofthe controlling court. It is perhaps a paradox that while, within
the Community, there is still room to enhance judicial control over the application
of EC law in arbitration by tightening the supervision of the courts over
arbitration, this development can have no positive effect on the improvement of
the control outside the EC. Moreover, one can hypothesise that the toughening
control within the Community will make non-EC arbitration venues more
attractive, at least in cases in which non-Community elements are sufficiently
pronounced. While moving arbitration proceedings outside the Community does
not necessarily entail automatic submission of the substance ofthe disputes to
a law other t?:ar. EC law, apparently the influence of EC la:~~ on arbitration and
its symbolic expansive force subsequently weakens. This is the opposite ofwhat
EC law is trying to achieve.

i2.6 Appraisal of the ways in which the application ofEC law
in arbitration proceedings is safeguarded

In the present chapter various procedural devices ensuring application ofEC law
in arbitration proceedings have been identified. It has been established that while
some devices can be used to exercise control over arbitration, others can only
serve as facultative means of improving the overall efficienry of arbitration in
matters of EC law.

The national state courts' control over arbitral awards in the course ofsetting aside
and enforcement proceedings belong to the first kind of procedural safeguards
of application ofEC law. The assistance from national courts, the Court ofJustice
and the European Commission belongs to the second type of safeguard measures.

'S6 Arfazadeh (i995). P- z4o-24i.
'n See Racine (i999)~ P. 454-460.
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The latter means ofenhancing applicarion ofEC law through assistance to arbitral
tribunals is considered in the next chapter.

Comparative analysis of the mechanisms of state courts' control over arbitral
awards allows me to draw a number of conclusions. Firstly, the courts' control
over arbitral awards in respect oftheir compliance with EC law may only take
avery restricted form which is expressed through the few instances in which the
control is allowed, namely, at the level of setting aside or enforcement
proceedings. The restrictions also apply to the manner in which this control is
exercised: the list ofgrounds for review of arbitral awazds is short, exhaustive and
narrowly construed. Moreover, one ofthe fundamental principles ofthe appraisal
of arbitral awards is the exclusion of any review of the merits of the award,
including application oflaw by arbitrators. It has been established, that the only
relevant ground which does not exclude a degree of court inquiry into the
substance ofthe award is the ground ofpublic poliry. On this ground, an arbitral
award, whose recognition and enforcement is contrary to the most fundamental
principles of a legal order, can be annulled (in setting aside proceedings) or refused
enforcement (in enforcement proceedings). Consequently, as far as the
fundamental principles and values ofEuropean law are concerned, they can be
said to enjoy protection available under the public poliry ground.

It has also been established that the public poliry ground does not cover violations
of law, including Community law, which do not amount to violations ofthe most
fundamental principles and values. However, as the present study illustrated,
owing to its open-ended nature, the public poliry ground can be given a broad
interpretation which allows the introduction ofa kind of review ofthe awards
on their compliance not only with the most fundamental principles and values
but also with lois de police lacking such a fundamental character. The acceptance
of such an interpretation as a workable test for the purposes of construing the
scope ofthe public poliry ground would permit the controlling courts not only
to censure breach ofinternational mandatory rules but would also induce them
to conduct factual and legal review ofthe merits ofthe arbitral awards. It has been
maintained that the proposed broad interpretation of the public policy ground
contradicts accepted principles underlying internationa] arbitration. Moreover,
it would have various destructive effects on the principles of arbitral adjudication
eroding the fragile balance achieved in reconciling the various policies and
objectives associated with the acceptance ofarbitration as a legitimate means of
private justice. lt has also been asserted that broadening the scope of the public
poliry ground would, on balance, have no apparent benefits for the application
of EC law while harming the foundations ofarbitration within the Community
and possibly triggering a chain reaction from the courts outside the Community.
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My conclusion therefore is, that the control ofthe courts over arbitration on the
public policy ground cannot supply the required guarantee ofcorrect and uniform
application of EC law in arbitration proceedings. Even assuming that the public
policy ground can cover misapplication ofcertain EC rules with a lois de police
character, these rules will remain few unless it is recognised that European law
needs more rigorous safeguards for its application than national laws. However,
such recognition would only portray EC law as something apart and foreign to
the national legal orders of EC Member States which requires differential
treatment. In my view, by accepting the fate of any other legal system in
arbitration of being ignored, applied differently, or perhaps, imperfectly from the
judicial point ofview, European law would demonstrate its maturity and capability
to retain its integrity even without a public enforcement regime.

The role of the preliminary reference procedure under Article z34 EC in the
context of the national courts' exercise of controlling functions over arbitration
was also considered. The purpose and the meaning of the reference to the
European Court of Justice is regulated by Article 234 EC. The utility of the
preliminary reference procedure for the courts in setting aside or enforcement
proceedings is predetermined by the functions ofthe courts in thís particular
cGr~text. ~1-~z courts exerc~se cor~trGl over thc arbitratlGn pracess and, with regard
to the application ofEC law, this control is chiefly confined to the verification
of whether or not an award offends against public poliry and for this reason
should be annulled or refused enforcement. However, the purpose of the
preliminary reference to the ECJ by the national judge is to obtain interpretation
and clarification ofcertain EC law provisions. The judge is thus enabled to apply
such provisions to the facts of the case at hand and render a judgment on the
merits. As argued before, the application oflaw by the controlling judge does not
include adjudication on the merits of the dispute underlying the arbitral award.
This is a task reserved to arbitrators, who are sole judges of the facts and law as
far as the substance ofthe dispute is concerned. The arbitral tribunal is, moreover,
a single adjudication instance. In contrast, the role ofthe controlling judge in the
application of the law in setting aside or enforcement proceedings consists in
establishing whether the grounds for annulment or refusal of enforcement are
present. However, among these grounds, only the public poliry ground can be
potentially affected by EC law. When the court examines whether the award
violates public poliry, the question ofthe `European' components ofthe public
poliry ground might need to be clarified in the preliminary ruling ofthe ECJ.

According to the well-established division oftasks between the Community and
national judiciary, while it is for the ECJ to hold certain EC law rules as ntles of
public poliry, it remains the task of the controlling judge to ascertain in a concrete
case whether there is a violation ofpublic poliry in the sense in which it is used
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as a ground for annulment or refusal of enforcement of the award. Thus, an
interpretation ruling given by the ECJ that certain rules belong to the substantive
scope of public poliry does not abrogate the need to apply a public policy test as
a whole by the national court in accordance with the national law. As was argued
in the pertinent part of the present study, the public policy exception is not based
on the premises, firstly, that certain rules have a public poliry character and,
secondly, that violation ofpublic poliry constitutes a ground for annulment or
refusal ofenforcement, thus leading to the conclusion that violation ofrules of
public poliry triggers a public poliry exception. Violation of public poliry rules
by the arbitral award does not necessarily amount to a public poliry violation as
understood in the context ofarbitration unless the notion of`public poliry rules'
is confined to the most fundamental principles and values as opposed to legal rules
which might be inspired by those latter but nevertheless might not express them.
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Chapter i3

Assistance from various national and
Community institutions as a safeguard

mechanism in the application of
European law in arbitration

i3.i Introduction

It should be noted at the outset that, until quite recently, the issue of possible
assistance to the arbitral tribunals in the appiication of the iaw, European law
particttlarly, was given scant attention by arbitration specialists.

The reason for such indifference is simple. It boils down to the question as a
matter of principle about the role of law in arbitration adjudication. As
international arbitration has grown in popularity and desirability as a method of
dispute resolution, a clear parallel tendency of so-called juridicalisation has
become equally discernible. It is often perceived 'm negative terms. Among other
things, juridicalisation means that many formalistic litigation techniques have
crept into arbitration proceedings, making them more sophisticated and litigious
in nature.' The other side of juridicalisation as a trend in the evolution of
international arbitration is that more and more often parties to large international
arbitrations are prepared to employ the best legal advice money can buy. Their
tactics in arbitration proceedings (probably under the influence of American
litigation lawyers) have steadily become more confrontational. This tendenry
should be seen in conjunction with the other peculiar feature of arbitration.
Despite the fact that arbitrators are not always legally trained professionals, they
are often better prepared to deal with questions involving various foreígn laws
than a regular civil judge due to their practical experience and specialisation in
pamcular areas, the absence oflanguage barriers, their unbiased attitude towards

' Sanders (t999)~ P. zz-24.
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any given legal system and their willingness to seek a creative and unorthodox
solution to legal problems. Generally speaking, one of the advantages ascribed
to international arbitration is that the arbitrators selected to deal with a particular
dispute are more competent than judges-generalists in international matters.
Furthermore, due to the principle of freedom of disposition amplified in arbitral
proceedings, coupled with the specificity of arbitration justice oriented towards
the settlement of a concrete dispute rather than to the achievement of public
objectives of enforcing, upholding, and stating the law as it is, the parties to
arbitration are more in control of the presentation of facts and law. Since
arbitrators are not in a position to know the law to the same degree as judges know
their lex fori, they will rarely feel compelled to research the law beyond the
presentation of the parties. As was already shown in Chapter iI, as soon as
arbitrators are satisfied that one ofthe contrasting views on the legal issues at
stake is more plausible than the other and that it can serve as a legal yardstick for
resolving a dispute, they will have no incentive to look for the most authentic
interpretation ofthe law which might be available from the courts of law. To sum
up, the role oflaw in arbitration has a tailored character which depends on the
position of the parties and the personal convictions of the arbitrators. An
arbitration mechanism is not based on the principle ofstrict compliance with the
law.2 The parties can agree on so-called equity arbitration where arbitrators would
not be even formally required to base their decision on any legal rules whatsoever.
On the other hand, nothing precludes the parties from turning arbitral
proceedings into a full-blown judicial trial in which the focus will be on legal
arguments. However, in the latter case, the `legalisation' of the arbitral process
is not supported by any controlling mechanism since the question of how
arbitrators apply the law lies beyond the jurisdiction of the controlling court.

It should be added that, considering its history, arbitration as an institution has
always striven to liberate itself from the patronising care of national systems,
national laws, and national judges. By the end ofthe last century, it had in large
measure achieved this end. The UNCITRAL Model Law proclaims in one of its
introductory provisions that the state courts shall not interfere beyond the
instances expressly provided by the law? This principle, often unwritten as many
other principles of arbitration, is implicit in the majority of arbitration laws of
an earlier generation. In matters ofapplicable law, arbitrators are now allowed,
in the absence oflaw chosen by the parties themselves, total liberty to adjudicate
on the basis of whatever legal standards they might see appropriate for the

See Chapter 9 on the issues of azbitrators' freedom to determine governing law and the
implicarions this freedom has on the nature of arbitral adjudication.
Arricle 5, UNCITRAL Model Law Ig85.
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resolution of the dispute.4 As was explained elsewhere in this study, the effect of
this freedom, combined with the abolition of a true appeal and merits review, is
that arbitrators have become sovereign judges of law and fact. In the light ofthis
freedom and the spirit of emancipation, it is not at all surprising that the idea of
approaching national courts with a plea for assistance in matters of applicable law
would be the last one to cross an arbitrator's mind. How could it be otherwise,
if in matters of law the courts had always been keen to exercise control rather than
offer assistance? In contemporary arbitration, speaking of court assistance to
arbitrators more readily evokes the idea ofrendering aid in the performance of
specific judicial acts which are beyond arbitrators' powers due to lack of imperium
(gathering evidence in possession of third parties, enforcing interim measures
ofprotection, summoning reluctant witnesses, etc.).

Despite the above observation, at the level oftheoretical discussions, the question
ofcourts' aid to arbitrators in the application of EC law has been given new life
by the reforms of the enforcement of EC competition law.' According to the
reform, the courts and possibly, by analogy, arbitrators, will have to apply all EC
competition provisions without reservation, which will lead to decentralised
application of European competition law. In this connection, the issue of the
extent to Ex~hich national judges and árbitrators are up to the job h?s bPPn hrnttght
up again and has generated a great deal ofdiscussion. Some authors persistently
linger over the decades-old idea of making preliminary reference proceedings
accessible to the arbitral tribunals even though the ECJ has given no sign of
moving away from its original standpoint expressed in Nordsee.b Apparently, the
resolutely negative position ofthe ECJ towards the question lastly confirmed in
Eco Swiss' does not discourage them from hypothesising about the perceived
benefits ofthe granting arbitral tribunals access to the ECJ. Others propose more
innovative solutions which were inspired by certain national laws that tentatively
suggest that there might be a legal basis for indirect reference by the arbitral
tribunals to the ECJ through the courts. Yet, there are some proposals to broaden
the scope of possible assistance to the arbitrators following the model developed
in cooperation between the national courts and the European Commission in
matters of enforcement of EC competition law. The merits of these different
proposals will be discussed below.

See Chapter g.
See EC Regulation t ~ZOO3 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down
in Articles 8i and 8z of the Treaty, O] zoo3 Lt~t.
Case ~oz~8i Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [t98z] ECR [095-
Case C-iz6~97 Eco Swiss [i999] ECR I-3o55.
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t3.2 National courts' assistance in the application ofEC law
via traditional mechanisms

As a starting point, it should be stated that arbitration laws seldom provide the
opportunity for arbitrators or parties to turn to the courts for assistance in
questions of substantive law. Only a few arbitration laws contain provisions
related to the interpretation oflaw which might be given by a judge at the request
of the parties or an arbitral tribunal. Notably, it is the Dutch Arbitration Act 1986
and the English Arbitrarion Act 1996 which are most explicit on this matter.a This
facility is usually considered in the context ofthe courts' supporting functions with
regard to arbitrarion. However, judging by publications, the arbitration literature
has shown no apparent interest in the subject. Even in those countries where this
facility is available, little is known about its actual use.9 One might suppose that
it is hardly in the parties' interests to disclose otherwise confidential arbitration
proceedings while seising the courts with the request to give an interpretation of
law. The parties and the arbitration tribunals have much less disruptive
instruments at their disposal, such as expert opinion, to establish the content of
the applicable law. The latter might also prove to be a speedier and cheaper option
than reference to the courts at the seat ofarbitration, which by definition can only
have unchallenged expertise in their own domestic law, while in arbitration
proceedings the difficulties might arise out of application of foreign legal rules.

Below, we will consider the provisions of Dutch and English arbitration acts
which provide grounds for court assistance to arbitral tribunals. It should be noted
beforehand that these two acts approach the subject from very different
perspectives, both in terms of underlying philosophy and purpose as well as in
technical terms.

Article Io44 of the Dutch CCP entitled `Request for information on foreign law'
allows the arbitral tribunal to submit such an inquiry through the President of the
District Court of The Hague. The latter will simply channel such a request to the
appropriate foreign authority, according to the rules of the European Convention
on Information on Foreign Law of 1968 (unless the judge finds the request without
merits) and notify the arbitral tribunal about the outcome of the procedure.
Hence, the supporting national court does not render any judicial decision. It
neither deals with the contentious matter nor does it give an interpretation of law.
Its function seems to be serving as a reference point, a link between arbitral

8 See secrion 45 of the English Arbitrarion Act 1996; Amcle Io44 of the Dutch CCP.
9 Sanders 8z van den Berg (19g7). p. 25.
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tribunals and the foreign source oflegal information. Compared to the English
provision on interpretatíon of law discussed further below, the Dutch rule
concentrates on assistance to arbitrators not in matters ofdomestic law but, on
the contrary, in matters of foreign law. It thus pursues the neutral objective of
simply alleviating the daunting task faced by arbitrators of ascertaining the
contents of foreign law. Overall, court assistance serves the interests of the parties
in the efficient resolution of the dispute rather than ensuring the integrity and
correct interpretation of its own legal order. The latter objective seems still to
underlie the relevant English provision. The purely support function of Article
io44 is further underscored by the fact that it is addressed to arbitrators and not
to the parties. It appeazs that while the initiative ofmaking a request might liewith
one of the parties, the arbitral tribunal has full discretion to decide whether to
make an enquiry. This discretion, however, will most likely turn into obligation
if all parties support the request, which is highly improbable.

In principle, the rules of Article io44 can be used by analogy with regard to
interpretation of EC law, although this proposition would sound downright
offensive to many European law specialists who would most likely be appalled
by the idea of treating EC law as foreign law. In this connection, Article io44
should be seen ~n tl:e perspecrivP of Dutch a-rbltratlnn legislation which belongs
to a so-called monistic arbitration system, a system which, in the text of the law,
makes no formal distinction between domestic and international arbitration.
Nevertheless, the monistic approach does not mean that domestic and
international arbitration will be treated identically. Rather, it means that the
nuances and differentiation in treatment are left to judicial interpretation. It
appears that Article io44 was drafted with domestic arbitrarion in mind'o because
in any other instances the formal distinction between domestic and foreign law
makes no sense. International arbitral tribunals do not have their own domestic
law and, therefore, any law is foreign to them. Thus, EC law may as well be
considered as foreign law for such `homeless' arbitrations.

Thus, factually implying the distinction between Dutch (domestic) law and other laws
(foreign law). There are a number of criteria on which azbitration may be regarded as
internarional ( forexample, identifiedby the UNCITRAL ModelLaw, Article t(3)). On the
other hand, the quintessence ofdomestic arbitration in its purest form is expressed by the
absence offoreign elements pertaining either to the pamesor to the dispute. In the majority
ofcases, where all the pazties are nationals of the same state, it is likely that the dispute will
arise out ofdomestic contract and therefore where willbe noneed to refer to a foreign law
because the situation remains internal. However, if the transacrion contains foreign
elements, the azbitrators in otherwise domestic azbitration proceedings may be confronted
with the choice among several legal orders and ultimately fmd a foreign law applicable.
Article to44 is called on to assist them in such situations.
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On the other hand, a proposal has been made to amend the Dutch Arbitration
Act with a new article, Article Io44a, which would impose an obligation on the
arbitrators to refer questions of interpretation ofEC law to the President of the
District Court ofThe Hague for further submission to the European Court of
Justice in accordance with the preliminary reference procedure under Article z34
EC." It appears that this proposal has not attracted any critical comments or
support from the Dutch arbitration circles, perhaps, because they have a rather
sceptical attitude towards Article Io44. As some prominent commentators on the
Dutch Arbitration Act have pointed out, the facility envisaged by Article Io44 `is
virtually never used in practice. Arbitrators generally consider themselves, with
the assistance of the parties, capable of determining the contents of a foreign
law.12 Other Dutch commentators also regard the said provision as pointless.'3

Another example of a national provision stipulating court assistance in
interpretation of law is found in English law. Section 4.5 of the Arbitration Act
1996 envisages the possibility to approach the courts with the question of
interpretation of English law in circumstances where the court is satisfied that
the rights ofone of more parties are substantially affected. This provision is not
mandatory, meaning that parties might waive this option expressly or implicitly
by, for example, stipulating that the award need not include reasons. Furthermore,
the Aa attaches certain conditions to the admissibility of such a request. The court
will have jurisdiction to deal with the request if it is made with the agreement of
all the parties to the arbitration proceedings. If there is no consent on the question
ofthe referral, the court will admit the request on the condition that the arbitral
tribunal allows such a request and, moreover, if the court itself is satisfied `(i) that
the determination ofthe question is likely to produce substantial savings in costs,
and (ii) that the application was made without delay'.`4 According to the Act,'S a
request for interpretation of the law should identify the question of law to be
determined and state the grounds necessitating the court's interpretation of law
(this latter requirement is dropped when the request is made with the agreement
ofall the parties), The court's decision on the interpretation ofthe law is formally
treated as a judgment which, with the leave of the court, can be appealed if the
point at issue is of general importance or if for some other exceptional reason it
should be capable of appeal. To complete the picture, it should be pointed out that
the reference to law under section 4S of the English Arbitration Act read in

Sanders (1991), p. 137.
Sanders Sz van den Berg (c9g7)~ p. z5-
Van den Berg, van Delden 8c Snijders (Igg2), p. 80.
Section 45, English Arbitration Act 1996.
Ibid., section 45 (3).
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conjunction with section 82 signifies that only questions of English law can be
referred to the court for interpretation. In practical terms, it means that English
law should be stipulated by the parties to be the governing law or, in the absence
ofthe choice, that arbitrators have to select English law as lex contractus.

One further remark should be made concerning the interpretation ofthe scope
of the notion `English law'. According to the European way of thinking, such
reference should automatically include EC law, which is an integral part ofthe
domestic law of all Member States. However, taking a closer look at the purpose
of the provision of section 45, which is, it seems, to increase the efficienry of
arbitration proceedings involving application ofEnglish law, and at the same time
maintaining the integrity ofEnglish law, at little cost and effort, one may question
the prudence ofreciting one ofthe basic principles ofthe European legal order
in this particular context. After all, it is hardly contestable that in questions of
European law, the national judiciary is not the last instance. The ECJ acts as the
sole authority ofinterpretation of EC law. It can be reasonably assumed that those
questions ofEC law which are channelled through the section 45 procedure might
need to be brought to the ECJ. Nonetheless, it is hard to imagine how an
approximately two-year period ofwaiting for the preliminary ruling from the ECJ
and the expenses associated with nhtaining it can ultimately bring about
substantial savings in cost to the parties, which is one of the conditions of section
45-

It should be noted that section 4S of the English Arbitration Act is not as well-
known as section 69 dealing with appeal on points ofEnglish law, although they
are said to operate in tandem and complement each other.ió It means that in the
absence of a waiver, section 45 can become operative, provided the other
conditions ofits application are met. Moreover, since most ofthe institutional
arbitration rules do not contain a specific provision about exclusion ofthe courts'
powers with regard to applicable law, they are not suitable to indicate a waiver
of the section 45 facility. One of the commentators nevertheless suggested that
the implicit waiver could be derived from the spirit ofsuch rules rather than any
concrete provision." However, as the situation is not very clear, some foreign
parties arbitrating in England might be caught by surprise by this unusual and
generally unwelcome help from local courts.

It is precisely those national provisions analysed above that have inspired
enthusiastic suggestions that they could furnish an appropriate legal basis for

i6 Needham (i999)~ P. ~05.
'~ Pazk (i998), p. 58.
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helping arbitral tribunals to gain the benefits of the ECJ's assistance rendered in
the framework ofthe preliminary reference procedure in an indirect way. The
scope and the conditions of Article 234 EC will be considered in subsequent
sections in order to ascertain whether, theoretically speaking arbitral tribunals
can make use ofArticle z34 EC procedure directly (section 13.3.I), or alternatively,
whether indirect reference to the ECJ through the national courts falls within the
scope of Article 234 EC (section 13.3.2). The position ofthe ECJ expressed in the
Nordsee judgment and followed in later cases will be critically analysed.

t3.3 Role ofthe ECJ and Article 234 EC procedure

Article 234 EC is commonly regarded as one of the key provisions ofthe Treaty,
enabling EC law to be developed and shaped through the continuous dialogue
between national courts and the European Court ofJustice. The main objective
of Article 234 EC is to ensure uniform interpretation and application of
Community law throughout the Communityi8 by giving jurisdiction to the ECJ
in matters ofinterpretation ofthe Treaty,'9 the validity and interpretation ofacts
of Community institutions,ZO and interpretation of the statutes of bodies
established by an act of the Council.~' Only the first two areas of jurisdiction of
the ECJ seem particularly relevant in the context of arbitration.

It should be recalled that the Treaty does not create its own `European' or `federal'
judiciary, standing apart from, or above, national judicial systems.ZZ The
enforcement of EC law takes place within the various national systems for
administration of justice maintained by the Member States. It is therefore
decentralised. Such decentralisation carries with it a risk of divergent national
interpretations and, hence, differing effects produced by EC law depending on
the place of its enforcement.Z' This would be damaging to the principle ofuniform
application of EC law throughout the Community as well as to the principle of
effective protection of rights based on EC law, two fundamental principles
underlying the working ofEuropean law. Article 234 EC is designed to address

Bebr (i9g5). P. 4g9.
Article z34(I)(a) EC.
Article z34(I)(b) EC.
Arricle z34(I)(c) EC.
Barents (zooz), p. z5z.
Case c 66~73 Rheinmiihlen Diisseldorfv. Einfuhr- undVorratssteUefiir Getreide und Futternuttel
[1974] ECR 33, para. 4-5.
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these concerns.Z4 The preliminary rulings giving coherent interpretation ofEC
law obtained from the ECJ should enable the courts adjudicating on the merits
of the case to apply Community provisions to the facts at bar. Naturally, the
preliminary ruling would be binding on the referring court. Described in these
terms, the relationship between national courts and the ECJ under Amcle 234 EC
could be characterised as horizontal and bilateral, as some authors put it.25

Evidently, the Court has always been anxious to attract preliminary references
from national courts to be able to shape the Community legal order.zó Although
at the dawn of Community history it encouraged almost any reference from
national courts on European law points, as the Community matured, the ECJ
became more and more inclined to control the reference mechanism, inspiring
those references with a true potential for Community law development.

Through its case law, the ECJ has developed a number of criteria which a body
should meet in order to qualify as a court or tribunal capable of making
preliminary references.Z' In Almelo the Court summarised those criteria
established in the earlier cases.~g In order to qualify as a court or tribunal under
Article 234 EC, a body `must be established by law, have permanent existence,
exerc~'se binding jt~risdiction; be bousld by nlles ofarlversary procedure and anply
the rules of law' and be independent.~9 It follows from Almelo itself that not all
the above-mentioned criteria have equal weight?o Notwithstanding the fact that
in Almelo the Dutch court had to decide ex aequo et bono, it passed the test. Clearly,
the Court attaches greater weight to elements that strongly emphasise State
participation in establishment and regulation ofthe adjudicatory body as well as
the compulsory character of its jurisdiction.3' The Court regards the notion of

u Case C-348~89 Mecanarte-Metalurgicada Lagoa v. A fandega do Porto [iggl] ECR I-3z77,
para. 33.
Craig 8~ De Bílrca (zooz), p. 433-
Bebr (IgBz), p. 4zI; Barents (zooz), p. z55-
For the most recent cases on thenorion of the `court or tribunal', see Case C-54~96 Dorsch
Consult [1997] ECR I-496i, paragraph z3; Joined Cases C-IIO~g8 to C-147~g8 Gabafrisa
and Others [zooo] ECR I-I~77, paragraph 33; Case C-S16~99 Schmid [zooz] ECR I-4573-
Case 6i~65 Vaassen-Goebbels v. Beambtenfonds voor het M~nbedrijf [Ig66] ECR 377.
Case C-393~9z Gemeente Almelo andothers v. EnergiebedrijfIJsselmij [ 1994] ECR I-1477, para.

2I.
Bebr notes that, in Nordsee, the Court followed this distinction between essential
requirements for application ofArticle z34 EC which should be always present and other
non-conclusive elements. Bebr (Ig85), P. 496.
Compulsory in asense that providednovalidwaiver ofthe right to pursue legal action has
been made, a legal claim can be brought exclusively to a particular adjudicatory authority
which occupies a certain place within the State system of judicial hierarchy.

z5

z6

2,

zA

;o
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`courts or tribunals' used in Article z34 EC as a Community concept.'' For the
purposes of Article z34 EC, the national charaaerisation of the body is not
conclusive. The corollary to this is that the Members States are not entitled to vary
the scope of Article z34 EC. This means that if, under Community law, certain
bodies qualify for Amde z34 EC procedure and, therefore, can or even must make
preliminary references to the ECJ under the conditions established by EC law,
Member States cannot either deprive them from this entitlement nor extend this
right to other bodies. In the present context, it means that the Member States
cannot simply adopt a provision empowering individuals, certain specific bodies,
or arbitral tribunals, as the case may be, to make use of preliminary reference
procedure unless the Court is prepared to categorise them as `courts and tribunals'
under Article z34 EC.

An important point to bear in mind is that the courts or tribunals addressed by
Article 234 EC should be of `a Member State'. Thus, as Advocate General Reischl
maintained in his Opinion in Nordsee, `the authors of the Treaty intended the
formulae used principally to preclude applications to the Court ofJustice from,
on the one hand, courts of non-member countries or international courts and,
on the other hand, the parties to the dispute, as well as from the Member States
and non-judicial authorities within them.'~ We shall return to this qualification
when analysing the question ofwhether or not arbitration satisfies this and other
criteria ofArticle 234 EC. In addition, under the scheme ofArticle z34 EC, some
courts have discretion to refer to the ECJ, while others are under obligation to
do so. The latter category is defined by the Treaty as courts or tribunals `against
whose decision there is no judicial remedy under national law.'34 While it is not
always easy to determine which bodies fall under this last category, it was
suggested on the basis of the ECJ's case 1aw35 that `the real test is whether the
court's or tribunal's decision is subject to appeal in the type ofcase in quesrion' 36

It is equally true that Member States have no authority to change the ntles of the
game, i.e., to interfere with the pre-conditions for making preliminary references
which are `governed exclusively by the provisions ofCommunity law' 37 Among
the conditions, the following should be mentioned: a court should be able to
obtain a preliminary ruling from the ECJ if it considers that the ruling is needed

3~
~
sa
ss

36

Case C-z4~gz Corbiau v. Administration des contributions [1993] ECR I-IZ77, para. 15.
Case Ioz~BI, Nordsee, [198z] ECR Io95, at p. II18.
Article z34 (3) EC.
Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [Ig64] ECR 585; Case io7~76 Hoffman-La Roche v. Centrafarm
[1977] ECR 957.
Craig 8z De Bílrca (zooz), p. 438.
Case z44~8o Foglia v. Novello [1981] ECR 3045, paza. 16.
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in order to adjudicate on the merits of a case before it, that is, to render a
judgment 38 Thus, the purpose ofthe preliminary ruling which is binding on the
referring court is to enable a national judge to determine the outcome oflitigation
on its substance. However, the power of assessment of the necessity and relevance
ofthe preliminary request for pending litigation belongs to the national judiciary.
This was the ECJ's initial position in this respect. It had always reassured national
courts that, based on the duty ofcooperation between the national and European
judiciary, also in the context ofArticle z.34 EC, it would respect the power ofthe
referring court to make an appraisal of the need for obtaining the preliminary
ruling. Following this strategy, the Court repeatedly turned down the objections
occasionally raised to admissibility of the preliminary questions based on the lack
oftheir relevance for the resolution of the case at hand or on insufficient grounds
or lack of reasons for reference 39 However, in the course oftime, the Court has
moved towards a more active position in the question of appraisal of its own
jurisdiction under Article z34 EC. In Foglio v. Novello II, it signalled that references
which are hypothetical and not relevant for the outcome ofthe litigation at hand
will not be admissible:

`...Article t77 is based on cooperation which entails a division ofduties between
the national courts and the Court of Tustice in the interest of the nrooer
application and uniform interpretation ofCommunity law throughout all the
Member States.

With this in view, it is for the national court - by reason of the fact that it is
seised ofthe substance of the dispute and that it must bear the responsibility
for the Decision to be taken - to assess, having regard to the facts of the case,
the need to obtain a preliminary ruling to enable it to give judgment.

In order that the Court ofJustice may perform its task in accordance with the
Treaty it is essential for national courts to explain, when the reasons do not
emerge beyond any doubt from the file, why they consider that a reply to their
questions is necessary to enable them to give judgment.

It must in fact be emphasized that the duty assigned to the court by Article t77
is not that ofdelivering advisory opinions on general or hypothetical questions
but of assisting in the administration of justice in the Member States. It
accordingly does not have jurisdiction to reply to questions of interpretation

1R

i9
Article z34 (z) EC.
Case 6~64 Costa v. ENEL [1964] ECR 58S Case 35~76 Simmenthal SpA v. Ministero delle
Finance [1976], ECR 1871; Case n7~77 Bestuur van het algemeen Ziekenfonds Drenthe-
Platteland v. Pierik [1978] ECR 8z5.
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which are submitted to it within the framework ofprocedural devices arranged
by the parties in order to induce the court to give its views on certain problems
of Community law which do not correspond to an objective requirement
inherent in the resolution ofa dispute. A declaration by the court that is has no
jurisdiction in such circumstances does not in any way trespass upon the
prerogatives of the national court but makes it possible to prevent the
application of the procedure under Article 177 for purposes other than those
appropriate for it.'4o

The Court's ruling has provoked ambivalent reactions. However, any differences
in views notwithstanding, it is irnpossible to deny that the important conclusion
to be derived from the Court's changing attitude towards the question of
admissibility ofpreliminary references is that it has signified an evolution in the
initial shape of the judicial architecture ofthe Community. The character ofthe
relationship between national and Community judiciary has been gradually
evolving towards the vertical and multilateral as contrasted with horizontal and
bilateral:

`It has become more vertical in that developments have emphasized the fact that
the ECJ sits in a superior position to that of the national courts. The verticality
of the relationship also manifests itself in a less obvious, but equally important,
manner. The ECJ has, in effect, enrolled the national courts as enforcers and
appliers of Community law. They are perceived as a central part of a
Community-wide judicial hierarchy, with the ECJ sitting at the apex ofthis
hierarchy. The relationship has become more multilateral, in that judgments
given in response to the request for a preliminary ruling from one Member
State are increasingly held to have either a defacto or dejure impact on all other
national courts'.4'

At the same time, as was demonstrated above, the ECJ has steadily tightened its
control over the use of the Article z34 EC procedure, not only through the
independent assessment of the suitability ofthe references but also by means of
the development of a defacto system of precedent via the principle of `acte

'o Case z44J8o Foglia v. NoveUo [I g81] ECR 3045, paras. 14-18.
4` Craig 8c De Burca (zooz), p. 433.
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éclairé'.~ To some extent, the acceptance ofthe `acte clair' doctrine43 by the Court
under certain conditions has also reduced the scope of the obligation of the
national judge to refer. According to one opinion, it means not less but more
responsibility for the national judiciary in enforcement of EC law, while the
Court's work under Article i34 EC is exercised more efficiently by concentrating
on cases significant for Community law development.44

As we have seen, the preliminary reference procedure was initially conceived of
as a basis for a dialogue ofequals. Whíle the task of the national courts consisted
primarily of applying EC law in cases in which it would become relevant in the
course ofadjudication, the interpretation of EC law was reserved to the ECJ. The
Court persistently invoked the fundamental principle on delimitation of powers
between the national and European judiciary in the framework of Article 234 EC
and more generally in matters ofapplication ofEC law according to which `when
it gives an interpretation of the Treaty in a specific action pending before a
national court, the Court limits itself to deducing the meaning ofthe Community
rules from the wording and spirit of the Treaty, it being left to the national court
to apply in the particular case the rules which are thus interpreted. Such an attitude
conforms with the function assigned to the Court of ensuring unity of
intPrpretarion of Cnmm~miry law within...Member States.'45 Despite such firm
assurance from the Court, many commentators have remarked that the line
between the interpretation and application ofCommunity law is `slippery', as Bebr
puts it,q6 and can be `perilously thin.'47 It has been observed, that `...the willingness
of the ECJ to provide very specific answers to questions serves to blur the line
between interpretation and application. It also serves to render the idea ofthe ECJ
and the national courts being separate but equal, each having their own assigned
roles, more illusory. The more detailed the ruling given by the ECJ, the less there

43

aa

46

47

`Aae éclairé' principle means that national courts are not obliged to refer the question to
the ECJ if same quesrion ofEC law has already been answered by the ECJ in another
comparable case orwhen the question could be resolved on thebasis ofearlier judgments
ofthe Court notnecessazIly given inmaterially similar cases. Case z83~81 CILFTI'v. Ministero
della Sanità [IgSz] ECR 3415, paza. 13; Cases z8-3o~6z Da Costa en Schaake NV and others
v. Administratie der Belastingen [I g63] ECR 6t, at p. 61. See also Barents (zooz), p. z93-z94.
`Aae clair' doctrine connotes the situation in which, in the absence of the prior decisions
of the Court, `the correct application ofCommunity law maybe so obvious as to leave no
scope for any reasonable doubt as to the manner in which the question raised is to be
resolved,' Case z83~81 CILFIT v. Ministero della Sanità [Ig8z] ECR 3415Paza 16.
Craig 8z De Bítrca (zooz), p. 45t; Mancini 8t Keeling (Iggl), p. 4.
Cases z8-3o~6z Da Costa en Schaake NV andothersv. Administratie derBelastingen [Ig63] ECR
61.
Bebr (Ig8z), p. 4z4.
Craig 8t De Burca (zooz), p. 47z.
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is for the national court to do, other than literally apply that ruling to the case at
hand, in the sense of executing an issue-specific judgment of the Court'.48 This
trend can be perceived in terms of the gradual evolution of the relationship
between national and Community courts towards a more fully developed federal
appellate system and is, therefore, justified. It is pertinent to poínt out here that
finding íts justification in an arbitration context (ifone is willing to further the
idea of opening the Court to direa or indirect references from arbitral tribunals)
would be more problematic. It would require arguments more convincing than
the reliance on the principle ofCommunity cooperation (which does not operate
in an arbitration context) or uniformity in application of Community law (which
is not even a secondary goal of arbitration proceedings) to reconcile the trend of
an increasingly more substantive guidance, provided by the ECJ in its preliminary
rulings, with the principles governing arbitration according to which arbitral
tribunals are by definition, the sole and `sovereign' judges of law and fact, any form
ofa genuine appeal being excluded.

To conclude the above overview, it should be stressed that the viability ofArticle
234 EC procedure is based on the spirit of cooperation between national and
community courts always underlined by the Court. Within its framework, the
courts retain wide discretion regarding referral ofan issue to the ECJ. Thus, if the
balance in the relationship is disturbed, the courts can simply demonstrate
reluctance to submit any preliminary enquiry to the European court and, by doing
so, largely deprive the Court of its important function ofguardian of uniform
interpretation and application of EC law.

The above short description of the essence ofArticle 234 EC procedure and its
evolution will facilitate the analysis of its possible utility in the context of
arbitration proceedings.

i3.3.i Direct reference to the ECJ for preliminary ruling:
The dicta ofNordsee

The Nordsee case was the sole instance when the Court was seised by an arbitral
tribunal with the request to give a preliminary ruling and is, therefore, of
considerable interest for the present study. Perhaps it was not entirely accidental
that the first such initiative to address the ECJ with a request for a preliminary
ruling came from a private arbitrator who, notwithstanding his sporadic activities
as an arbitrator, normally served as President of the Court of Appeals ofBremen.49

'8 Ibid., p. 473.
49 Erauw (1997), p. n4.
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The underlying arbitration proceedings were concerned with a dispute which
arose out of an agreement among a number ofGerman shipping groups under
which the latter agreed to pool and redistribute, according to certain apportion
criteria, the fmancial aid received by each of them individually from the
Community funds for the construction of factory ships for fishing. The pooling
agreement contained an arbitration clause stipulating that any controversies
arising out ofthe agreement would have to be referred to a sole arbitrator for a
fmal and binding determination. When a dispute indeed arose, a sole arbitrator,
who was appointed by the Bremen Chamber of Commerce and Industry pursuant
to the parties' stipulation in an arbitration clause, established that, in order to rule
on the claims submitted to him and render an arbitral award, he had to deal with
the question ofthe legality of the parties' pooling arrangement in the light of
European law. In this circumstance, he decided to refer two questions to the ECJ.
First, the arbitrator sought to establish whether arbitral tribuna] of the kind as
in his case was authorised to make a preliminary reference to the ECJ. In other
words, the question was whether or not a genuine arbitral tribunal would qualify
as a`court or tribunal' for the purposes of Article 234 EC (ex Article r77). In his
reference, the arbitrator emphasised those aspects of his office and functions
which supported his view that the arbitral tribunal should qualify as a court or
tr;hun~j „ndPr Artirle T.77, as follows: first, :.ndeper.der.ce frem tl:e panies, evea
though he was appointed pursuant to their agreement; second, his obligation to
decide according to law and not on equity; third, his duty to conduct proceedings
in a manner comparable to ordinary court proceedings; and, fmally, the authority
of his award, which was similar to the court judgment and, furthermore, final and
not susceptible to any recourse to the ordinary state courts.

Opinion of AG Reischl: longevity of the well-reasoned arguments

In this case the ECJ was assisted by Advocate General Reischl who delivered a
very thoughtful and balanced opinion. Furthermore, a number of observations
were submitted by the Member State and the Commission. It is interesting to
observe that among the best argued submissions, the UK government cogently
argued against embracing arbitral tribunals within the scope of Article 234 EC
(ex Article i77), while the Commission advocated the opposite view.

In his Opinion, AG Reischl critically analysed and rebutted as inconclusive most
of the arguments advanced by both sides.'o In particular, he remained unitnpressed
by the arguments supplied mainly by the British government, such as the very low
probability that vital issues of Communiry law would arise in private arbitration

So OpinionofAGReischl,Caselo2~81Nordseev.ReedereiMond[Iq8z]ECRIO95,p.II19-II2I.
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proceedings; that the arbitral awards would have no influence on the development
of law due to the principle ofconfidentiality; that the reference procedure would
be counterproductive given that the arbitral tribunal might simply disregard the
ECJ's ruling; and fmally, that the admissibility of references to the ECJ would be
seen as a violation ofthe principle ofnon-interference of the national courts with
arbitral tribunal jurisdiction to adjudicate on the merits of the case laid down in
the New York Convention of 1958, and that the parties would be discouraged
from arbitrating in the Community whicll, as a result, would lead to an overall
diminishing of the influence of the Community legal order on international
transactions. He was able to provide counter-arguments to all these arguments.
He did not deny that there was some strength in them. However, he did not find
them powerful enough to outweigh the intensity ofthe initial sentiment in favour
of application of Article 234 EC (ex Article 177) based on the fact that, by denying
arbitrators the right to refer, a vital part of the legal relationships would have
escaped from the spotlights ofCommunity law and, what is worse, would trigger
parallel legal developments deviating from European law.

tJltimately, the Advocate General recognised that the wording ofArticle 234 EC
(ex Amcle 177) would allow an ambivalent answer. Therefore, he chose to proceed
to answer the first question submitted by the arbitrator in the light of the twofold
query which he formulated in the following way: `...whether it is really correct to
infer an assumption on the part of the authors of the Treaty that arbitration
tribunals must be included in the scope ofArticle 177, an intention to ensure the
uniform and correct application ofCommunity law in the sphere ofarbitration
too.'S' His arguments regarding the scope and functions of Article 234 EC (ex
Article 177) procedure can be summarised as follows. Firstly, he stressed that
Article 234 EC (ex Article 177) laid down a mechanism by which the uniform and
correct application is safeguarded. Quite refreshingly (even for contemporary
discussions touching upon the issues of application of EC law in arbitral
proceedings), the Advocate General, after examination ofthe national regime for
arbitration, leaving no scope for substantive review ofarbitral awards, concluded
that `if a failure to apply substantive national law is thus tolerated in arbitration
awards - in other words, if the absence of precautions to ensure the uniform
correct application of the law was not considered to jeopardize the proper
evolution of the law, then in my view there is scarcely any justification for
considering that more stringent requirements were necessary with regard to
Community law.'S~ He also added that public policy and public morality (which
he treated as a category smaller in scope and higher in value than what he called

5' Opinion of AG Reischl, Case Ioz~81 Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [IgBi] ECR Io95, p. II21.
5~ Ibid.
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`the normal mandatory principles of the relevant law' whose application in
arbitration is not reviewed) could lend themselves to use in the context of
safeguarding essential principles of EC law in arbitration-related court
proceedings regarding enforcement or setting aside ofarbitral award, as readily
as in the context oflitigation. It is instructive that he envisaged that `...only a part,
perhaps relatively small, of the Community law relevant to a particular arbitration
may be subject to discussion even in related court proceedings.'~ In this context,
he was apparently convinced that for recognition and protection of essential
principles of Community lav~~, the public poliry mechanism combined with the
possibility of the preliminary reference by the courts to the ECJ to clarify such
principles would be sufficient. To recapitulate, the conclusion arrived at by the
Advocate General was that, by definition, the mechanism ofArticle 234 EC has
no utility in cases where the correct and uníform application of Community law
is neither required nor controlled or ensured in any form. Such was the case for
arbitration proceedings, for example.

Secondly, the Advocate General proceeded by pointing out that the structure of
Article i77 does not easily lend itself to application of preliminary reference
procedure in arbitration. He drew attention to the apparent paradox that
árbitrators would be subject to a stricter duty to ref?r than ordinary co~~rts of 1aw
since normally, arbitral tribunals decide as the first and final instance.
Consequently, any recognition ofthe right ofarbitrators to make a preliminary
reference would be automatically converted into duty. He also rejected as
unjustified the proposition that Article i77 should receive a different
interpretation in the context ofarbitration, namely, that it should only imply a
right to refer, not an obligation: `if Article i77 is to apply to arbitration tribunals
at all, then it must apply in full; in other words, as far as the duty of reference is
concerned, the meaning and purpose ofthe provision ..., namely to ensure the
uniform and correct application of the law, must not be overlooked.'S4 From this
conclusion, it might be inferred that Reischl did not see how, in the absence of
effective substantive judicial review over arbitral awards rendered in private
proceedings, the correct and uniform application ofEC law could be ensured by
means ofsimply making arbitrators' preliminary references admissible. He further
highlighted that in the interpretation of z34 EC (ex Article r77), the nature ofthe
adjudicatory authority, i.e., its affiliation with the exercise of coercive powers and
authority ofthe State should be seen as decisive. The Advocate General's rationale
for placing a strong accent on the involvement of the state in the activíties of
adjudicatory authority having a right to refer was his feeling that it was only in

~ Ibid., p. n2o.
~ Ibid., p. II22.
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this framework that the purpose ofArticle z34 EC (ex Article 177) of uniform and
correct application would be guaranteed. He refused to give weight to the
argument based on the fact that arbitral tribunals had to decide according to law.
He responded that, on the basis of this criterion, any purely administrative body
(and it can be added - many other entities, such as private organisations,
individuals themselves or foreign courts) could claim access to Article 177.

Finally, the last argument based on the scope of z34 EC (ex Article i77) dealt with
by the Advocate General concerned the requirement that the court or tribunal
be `of a Member State'. Reischl acceded to the argument ofthe UK government
that, in situations involving international elements, there was no workable
criterion for connecting arbitration tribunals to a particular Member State and
therefore to qualify as a tribunal `of a Member State'S5 because the place of
arbitration is one ofthe elements which depends on the will ofthe parties or on
other subjective factors. It can be added that, if the preliminary reference
procedure had become accessible to arbitrators, the impossibility ofdetermining
which arbitration tribunals were genuinely `ofa Member State', except on the
basis ofthe formal seat, which is purely accidental, would have led to an absurd
situation. On the one hand, the arbitral tribunals sitting within the Community
and applying EC law simply as a matter of `neutral law' and otherwise having no
connection with the Community and its legal order would be able to refer the
question to the ECJ. On the other hand, an arbitral tribunal sitting outside the
Community would have no right to refer even if from the European Community
point ofview, the entire arbitration proceedings were purely internal. It is relevant
to mention that even the most fervent proponents ofthe applicability of Article
z34 EC have not yet managed to overcome this practical and methodological
difficulty rooted in the very nature of arbitration. The satisfactory resolution of
this difficulty can be seen as a mi.nimum essential precondition to application of
Article z34 EC by arbitrators.

Apart from the arguments analysed above, the Advocate General did not overlook
the practical difficulties which would immediately manifest themselves if
arbitrators were allowed to make preliminary references. He mentioned, among
other things, an unjustified increase of the ECJ's work-load. He feared that the
Court would have to deal with requests ofquestionable (from the point ofview
of development of Community law) value that would, more often than the
requests from national courts, suffer from various deficiencies such as inadequate
formulation and lack ofrelevance to the case or having an artificial, or fabricated,
character. Thus, the question of abusive use ofz34 EC (ex Article t77) apparently

Sj Ibid., p. ffz3.
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was not missed by Reischl. Furthermore, in the Advocate General's eyes, the
overall benefits of Amcle 234 EC (ex Artide r77) would be largely overshadowed
by `the scarcely tolerable intrusion into the field ofarbitration';56 the advantages
of finality, speed, reduced costs, absence of courts' interference and lack of
publicity would hardly survive the compulsory preliminary reference.

This quite extensive summary ofthe Advocate General's opinion was presented
for two reasons. First of all, the Advocate General addressed many arguments
pro and con, regarding the accessibility ofthe preliminary reference procedure
for arbitral tribunals which are still afloat, despite the fact that their fruitlessness,
or rather ineffectiveness, for the purposes of the current debate had been proved
decades ago. Thus, any further analysis of such arguments can be safely omitted.
To AG Reischl's credit, it should be admitted that there is hardly anything new
that can be added to what he already said in his Opinion.

Thejudgrnent: clear rejection, ambiguous threat?

The other reason for this extensive review of the Advocate's General Opinion
is that, in contrast, the ECJ's judgment appears to be brief. The Court followed
the Opinion and rttled that rhe arhitral tribt~n21 diel inelePCl nnt ntzalify as a`court
or tribunal ofa Member State' for the reason that `the link between the arbitration
procedure in this instance and the organisation of legal remedies through the
courts in the Member States in question is not sufficiently close.' The Court found
evidence of this insufficient connection in that, first of all, the character of an
arbitral tribunal's jurisdiction was contractual and voluntary (based on the free
choice and agreement of the parties) as opposed to the jurisdiction of state judicial
organs which is based on law and, moreover, is compulsory. Secondly, the ECJ
stressed a clear detachment of public authorities ofthe Member State from the
matters related to arbitration:

`...The German public authorities are not involved in the decision to opt for
arbitration nor are they called upon to intervene automatically in the
proceedings before the arbitrator. The Federal Republic of Germany as a
Member State of the Community responsible for the performance of
obligations arising from Community law within its territory pursuant to Article
5 and Articles t69 to r7r of the Treaty, has not entrusted or lefr to private
individuals the duty ofensuring that such obligations are complied with in the
sphere in question in this case'.57

56 Ibid., p. iizz.
n Case ioz~8i Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [c98z] ECR ro95, para. i2, at p. nro.
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However, the Court's judgment did not stop at this point. The ECJ proceeded to
offer something which was seen as an attempt to counterbalance the strictness
of its ruling concerning arbitral tribunals. It shifted the question from the
arbitration terrain to the familiar plane ofnational courts:

`...Community law must be observed in its entirety throughout the territory of
all the Member States; pames to a contract are not, therefore, free to create
exceptions to it. In that context attention must be drawn to the fact that if
questions of Community law are raised in an arbitration resorted to by
agreement the ordinary courts may be called upon to examine them either in
the context of their collaboration with arbitration tribunals, in particular in
order to assist them in certain procedural matters or to interpret the law
applicable, or in the course of a review ofan arbitration award - which may be
more or less extensive depending on the circumstances - and which they may
be required to effect in case ofan appeal or objection, in proceedings for leave
to issue execution or by any other method of recourse available under the
relevant national legislation'.58

This detour of the Court has received a variety of interpretations. Some authors
have derived from the Court's ruling a requirement that the remedy ofjudicial
review against arbitral awards should be available (e.g., review on the ground of
their compliance with EC law) which would ensure that, when the courts were
seised in arbitration rnatters, they would be able to perform their duty of
safeguarding uniform and correct application of EC law.59 In fact, the high
rhetoric (referring to a duty to observe EC law in its entirety) employed by the
Court would invite such an interpretation. Yet, as one of the commentators
wondered, if the Court had implied that the arbitral tribunals would have to be
the addressees of such a duty too, it would have been paradoacical to deny them
access to the only veritable source of the interpretation of EC law.6o

Nevertheless, it is submitted that the true meaning of the Court's ruling was to
accept the divergence of the available remedies and require the national courts
to fiilfil their Community law-related duties, albeit within the limits imposed by
divergent national procedures. While some regard the strategy ofthe ECJ with
approval,ói others fmd it paradoxical as does, for instance, Bebr, who fears that,
according to the ECJ's position, `the presumably diverse national rules of
procedure are expected to indirectly ensure the application of Article i77, an

58 Ibid., para. t4 at p. ttu.
59 Alexander 8~ Grabant (tg8z), p. 4zo.
bo Bebr (t985), P. 498; van Nuffel (tg84)~ P. 542.
6' Van Nuffel (Ig84)~ P. 54~.
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approach which may result in a different application of this Treaty provision,
thereby endangering the uniform interpretation and application ofCommunity
law'.62 The same concern is expressed in some recent publications which appeared
in the wake of the Eco Swiss judgment.63 This is the right moment to recall the
hypothesis advanced and substantiated by A.G Reischl that it is precisely because
Article 234 EC is not intended to ensure uniform interpretation and correct
application of EC law in arbitration proceedings that such fears should be
dispelled. Provided there is a minimum guarantee based on public poliry as a
watchdog ofthe essential values and principles ofCommunity law (and certainly,
such a guarantee exists in each Member State, demonstrating a striking harmony
in this aspect of national procedure), one can share AG Reischl's reluctance to
become too anxious about uniformity and completeness of application of
European law in arbitration proceedings. It might be wondered whether the
supporters ofthe necessity ofthe application of the reference procedure to arbitral
tribunals who justify their claim by asserting that without preliminary reference
EC law would be largely disregarded or avoided in arbitration actually do a good
service to European law. Surely, a mature system oflaw cannot infinitely rely on
availability ofpublic support for its enforcement. At a certain moment, it should
be expected to outgrow the need to be safeguarded and protected by means of
~nterfermg pubhc autherlt:eS. It Can a1SO be mamt~..:r:ed that, :fEC law .s ever to
become a part of the narional legal heritage, it should be able to withstand the
impact of its under-, over -, or even non - application in the context of arbitration
proceedings without losing its integrity as is the case with any other national legal
order.

The core of the problem

To conclude, it should be noted that in Nordsee AG Reischl shrewdly grasped the
very essence ofthe problem ofthe relationship between arbitration tribunals and
Article 234 EC procedure. As he emphasised, the correct angle to approach the
problem would not be the usefiilness ofpreliminary reference for arbitration or
the benefits it might bring to enforcement ofEC law. Unfortunately, these two
considerations are still commonly brought up even in contemporary debate on
the problem. By definition, preliminary rulings ofthe ECJ would be useful, not
only in the context of court proceedings within Member States but also in the
framework of the activities of administrative bodies and foreign courts or in

6z
6;

Bebr (t985), p. 5ot.
See, for example, Komninos who insists that Eco Swiss should be read as establishing a
`communitazised' standard of review over arbitral awazds whenever EC law is involved.
Komninos (2000), p. 468.
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relationships between individuals. However, Article 234 EC is not about
usefulness and benefit. It is about a safeguard mechanism which, by means of
continuous interaction between national and European judiciaries and based on
the duty of cooperation set forth in Article io of the Treaty, should ensure
integrity and development of Community legal order. The Court's unwillingness
to reconsider its position regarding arbitral tribunals and Article 234 EC
confirmed after Nordsee by, e.g., Almelo, was demonstrated in Eco Swiss where
the Court once again placed considerable emphasis on Community expectations
which a national judge seised in arbitration matters should meet. Therefore, for
the time being, the chapter on the debates on the admissibility of d'uect
preliminary reference by arbitral tribunal to the ECJ may be considered closed.

i3.3.2 Indirect reference through the national courts

In Nordsee, the Court, besides denying arbitrators direct access to Article 234 EC
procedure, suggested an indirect alternative. The effect of the Court's view
expressed in paragraph 14 of the Nordsee judgment6p is that it envisaged the
possibility ofindirect references in instances where such an option was provided
by national procedural law.6'

The first immediate conclusion is that in those Community Member States where
national rules are silent on this matter, there will be no reference to the ECJ in
the course of pending arbitration. As was already argued, the Court's ruling in
Nordsee should not be read as imposing the requirement that there should be a
national remedy related to court assistance to arbitrator.

In section i3.2, addressing the issue of the courts' assistance to arbitral tribunals
in matters of application of EC law, a number ofnational provisions, namely,
those ofthe Dutch and the English, were considered from the point of view of
their potential to serve as a legal basis for such assistance. No doubt, with a little
more effort and ingeniousness, it would be possible to fmd some loopholes in
national arbitration acts of other EC countries which could be, theoretically
speaking, stretched to embrace the concept of the assistance of the courts to
arbitral tribunals in interpretation of EC law by granting them indirect access to
the preliminary reference procedure. The German Arbitration Act t998 offers

6p

65
Case toz~81 Nordsee v. Reederei Mond [Ig8z] ECR Iogs, para. 14, at p. Int.
As the impact of the ECJ's statement on the role of the judge exerc.ising control over arbitral
awards has been considered in Chapter Iz, section Iz.4, here we will only concentrate on
its effea in the context ofassisting functions of the courts.
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one such example. It has been suggested that section ro5o66 can be interpreted
as lending itself as a basis for indirect preliminary reference. A similar submission
has been made regarding Austrian law.ó7 However, this `instrumentalist' and
pragmatic interpretation seems objectionable. The relevant arbitration provisions
should be seen against the background of their purpose and role in the regulatory
framework of arbitration legislation. It should be recalled that in the wake ofthe
new vision of the interaction between arbitration as an institute and national
judiciary, reflected in Article 5 of the UNCITRAL Model Law rg85, the courts
have been steadily abandoning their chaperone positions in favour of auxiliary
and back-up functions. This explains the origin of the relevant national rules
offering assistance to arbitrators in matters which are associated with coercive
powers, especially over third parties (witnesses, holders of the assets, etc.) which
arbitrators are generally lacking. It is in this spirit that the relevant provisions of
the national arbitration acts should be interpreted. Hypothetically speaking, it
is not excluded that the above-mentioned provisions can be used as a lega] basis
for indirect preliminary reference to the ECJ. However, besides the limits to
interpretation stemming from the overall objectives ofarbitration legislation and
the fundamental principles underlying the functioning of arbitration as a
autonomous method ofdispute resolution, one should not forget about the other
conditier.s imposed by EC lau~, i.e., by Art:cle 2;4 EC, governLng referer.ces fer
preliminary rulings submitted by the national courts. In the end, the framework
for the preliminary reference procedure is set by Community law.

The second important conclusion which can be derived from the Court's
statement in paragraph r4 of Nordsee is that the formal requirements and
conditions for admitting requests from the azbitral tribunals intended for the ECJ
will be governed, on the one hand, by national law providing for assistance which,
ofcourse, will widely vary in different States.68 On the other hand, Community
law requirements and the conditions ofArticle z34 EC continue to operate with
regard to the preliminary requests which the courts might consider necessary to
refer to the ECJ. That the references from the assisting court comply with the
requirements of Article z34 EC can be doubted for two reasons related to the

66 Section ioso `Court assistance in taking evidence and other judicial acts' reads as follows:
`the arbitral tribunal or a party with the approva] of the azbitral tribunal mayrequest from
acoun assistance in taking evidence orperformance ofother judicial acts whichthe arbitral
tribunal is not empowered to cazry out. Unless it regazds the application as inadmissible,
the coun shall execute the request according to its rules ontaking evidence or other judicial
acts. The azbitrators aze entitled to participate in any judicial taking ofevidence and toask
questions.'
Section 58g, Austrian Code ofCivil Procedure.
Compaze, for example, the Dutch and English approaches discussed above.

6,
6R
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interpretation of Article 234 EC. It is uncertain, firstly, whether the national
court's request to interpret the law addressed to the ECJ can be treated as a request
in the context ofa case pending before the national judge. Secondly, it is doubtful
that the preliminary ruling in this case is designed to enable the national judge to
render a decision. Those two are essential requirements of Article z34 EC. For
example, if a Dutch provision of Article Io44 of the Dutch Arbitration Act is
applied by analogy for the purposes of serving as the legal basis for preliminary
reference, neither of these conditions will be met. Most other narional arbitration
acts will very likely lead to the same result. In contrast, under section 45 of the
English Arbitration Act, the referring judge will have no problem qualifying as
a trial judge rendering a judicial decision as provided by the Act itself. However,
as was already stressed several times, the English position in this respect is too
uncharacteristic to be taken up by other countries. It reflects to a large extent the
peculiarity of the common law tradition ofinteraction between arbitration and
state courts and is commonly recognised as lagging behind prevailing standards
in this area.

There are further objections based on the aims of Article 234 EC. The paradox
is that the true purpose ofcourt assistance to arbitrators and the functions of the
national courts influenced by Cornmunity law in the framework ofsuch assistance
seem irreconcilable. It has been demonstrated that the assistance ofthe courts to
arbitrators is totally voluntary, in the sense that it is for arbitrators to decide at
what point and what issues to refer to the national courts. However, as the Court
made plain in Nordsee, it would see the cooperation of national courts with
arbitrators in the light of the Community law requirements. It specifically
underlined that it is for the national court alone to decide whether the preliminary
ruling from the ECJ was necessary for them to enable them to apply Community
law in the course of the exercise of their assisting function. Yet, as was argued,
assisting courts cannot expropriate the functíon ofapplication ofEC law. In a way,
when asked, they provide advice to the arbitral tribunal on the meaning of the law.
What happens next is hidden from the courts and, furthermore, concerns them
little. The courts are not accountable for the activities of arbitral tribunals,
including their actual application of EC law because arbitration has no place
within the system of state justice. The courts' only responsibility in this area is to
censure arbitral awards deemed harmful to the foundations of the legal and social
order ofthe host state.

The exercise ofthe assisting function does not put national courts above arbitral
tribunals. Whether or not an arbitral tribunal chooses to request court assistance
does not change the division oftasks between them. While arbitral tribunals apply
the law, the courts can at most interpret it or, even less, simply provide
information about it. It is similar to the division ofpowers between national courts
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and the ECJ except for one notable difference: there is no question of
subordination, compliance and loyalty between the arbitral tribunals and national
courts. It can be argued that the goal ofuniform applicarion ofEC law can be fully
achieved if the interpretation by the ECJ is binding, which presupposes that a
certain mechanism of compliance is in place. In the case of national courts, this
mechanism is based on their duty to cooperate under Article ro ofthe Treaty and
the system ofjudicial review. It should be realised that in the context ofarbitration,
such a mechanism is simply absent.

To sum up, from the perspectives of arbitration legislation, except perhaps for
the case ofEngland with its quite peculiar arbitration traditions, the effect of a
preliminary reference procedure in the context ofcourt assistance to arbitration
will be to obtain the interpretation of an EC law provision from the ECJ for the
purposes of informing arbitrators on points of EC law posing difficulty in
application. One can wonder whether this is not exactly the situation that the
Court wanted to avoid when it emphasised in Foglia lI that its function was not
to give advisory opinions but to assist in the administration ofjustice.b9 Is it not
one ofthe essential prerequisites for the admissibility of preliminary reference
that it should be made in the context of a pending case, which probably means
a contentious matter before court?

13.3.3 Assessment ofthe feasibility and desirability ofgranting arbitral
tribunals direct or indirect access to the mechanism ofpreliminary
procedure ofArticle z34 EC

In the preceding examination ofthe possible ways in which the ECJ may assist
arbitrators, almost no mention was made ofother factors which may lead to the
conclusion that the system of assistance to arbitral tribunals, whether already
available or theoretically possible, does not and cannot play a prominent role in
ensuring application of EC law.

One of the factors is so apparent that it is often overlooked. It seems that the
whole issue belongs entirely to the realm oftheory rather than to practice. While
the pros and cons ofthe various means ofcourt assistance are hotly debated, the
actual addressees show no interest for the simple reason that they seem not to be
in need ofsuch assistance at all. To begin with, the assistance system, however
well designed, has to be used to produce beneficial results. In this respect, it is hard
to turn a blind eye to the fact that, even where it is available, court assistance in
matters of substantive law is largely ignored by international arbitral tribunals.

69 Case z44~8o Foglia v. Novello [i98c] ECR 3045, para. i8.
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There are no grounds to believe that this is going to change. On the contrary, the
more developed Community law becomes, the denser the system of secondary
legislation grows (one should not forget that the majority ofarbitration cases deal
not just w~ith any EC law, but with competition law, which is by far the most
developed area of substantive EC law) and the less often there will be lac.unae in
EC law, abrogating or hugely diminishing the objective need to seek its
interpretation from the ECJ. If even the national courts' power to refer EC
competition issues to the Court has been little used, how could it be expected to
be otherwise in arbitration?

i3.4 The European Commission

The attitude of the Commission to arbitration has not been always favourable.
In the past it regarded arbitration as an instrument for evasion ofcompetition law
and Commission enforcement policy. Hence, its reaction towards arbitration was
quite hostile, expressed in, for example, some block exemptions through the
requirement to notify the Commission on the arbitral awards rendered with
respect to exempted agreements. Yet, there was nothing else that the Commission
could do about arbitration.

The Commission's position, however, has changed from rejection to acceptance.
Gradually, the notification requirement has disappeared from some block
exemption regulations. But not from all: the notification requirement continues
to figure in some recent sectoral block exemption regulations.'o Moreover, the
Commission has gone so far as to systematically impose arbitration as one ofthe
requirements for clearing mergers and other forms of concentration. It seems that,
finally, arbitration has gained the Commission's favour. Yet, it is hardly a positive
sign. This change in attitude has, unfortunately, not been accompanied by a
deepening ofthe Commission's understanding of arbitration and its principles,
at least as far as it may be judged from its recent merger control practice.''

However, the above observations have no bearing on the principal question
whether assistance from the Commission is possible and whether it will enhance
the application of EC law in arbitration proceedings. Below, we will consider the
ground ofsuch assistance and its efficienry.

'o See Regulation 8z3~zooo (Liner shipping), OJ zooo L loo~z4, Article 9(4); Regulation
z843Ii998 (Transport sector), OJ 1998 L 354IZZ, Article 5.

" See Idot (zooo), p. 591.
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r3.4.i Informal requests for information

It appears that there are no formal legal grounds on which the Commission would
have to provide aid to arbitral tribunals in application of EC competition law.
Arbitral tribunals do not qualify for assistance under the Notice on Cooperation
between the Commission and national courts'2 or under Regulation t~zoo3 on
the implementation of the rules on competition.73 Arbitral tribunals are not
judicial organs ofEC Member States. Therefore, they are not bound by the duty
to cooperate with the Commission on the basis of Article to EC, which has a
double effect that neither the Commission is under any formal obligation to help
arbitrators, nor the arbitrators are bound to seek the assistance from the
Commission or comply with its opinion. This status quo is recognised by all
commentators.74

Therefore, what remains is the possibility ofinformal cooperation. By analogy
with the relationships between the Commission and the courts, arbitrators will
be able to seek an informal consultation or advice from the Commission not only
on the question ofinterpretation ofEC competition law but, for example, in order
to assess some economic or factual data involved in competition law application.
L~ni1e som2 authors appeal far the extension of the present ~~otice to arbitrai
tribunals, others contemplate adoption by the Commission of a soft law
instrument, a kind of Notice on cooperation between the Commission and the
arbitral tribunals which would outline the principles mechanism of such
cooperation. However, the value that such an instrument is likely to have is no
more than educational as one ofthe authors put it.75

Will this informal assistance be beneficial for improving application ofEC law
in arbitration proceedings? This question cannot be answered conclusively.
Probably, yes, provided the arbitrators follow the advice of the Commission.
However, since they are not de jure or de facto bound by the Commission's
opinion, there is simply no guarantee that they will fully comply with the
Commission's view strictly.

n

73

74

7s

Commission Norice on Cooperation between National Courts and the Commission in
Applying Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty, OJ tgg3 C 39I5.
EC Regulation t~zoo3 on the implementaàon of the rules on competition laid down in
Aràcles 8c and 8z of the Treaty, OJ zoo3 Li~i. See also the Commission Proposal for a
Council Regulaàon on the implementaàon of the rules on compeààon laid down in Artides
8t and 8z of the Treaty, September 7, zooo, OJ zooo C 365 E~z84, Aràcle i,5.
See contributions ofIdot (zoo3A), Komninos (zoo3), and others in Ehlermann BzAtanasiu
(zoo3); further see Lenaerts 8t Pittie (t997), p. zi8; Komninos (zoot), p. zz8.
Idot (zoo3A), p. i4.
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Yet, the central question is whether it is probable that arbitrators wíll in fact make
use ofthe assistance. It should be noted that, unlike national judges, arbitrators
have to consider many other factors besides the need to render a sound, in terms
of EC law, award. Such considerations, as a need to preserve the confidentiality
of arbitration proceedings, avoid unnecessary delays and costs, will seriously effect
the decision ofarbitrators to apply to the Commission for aid. On the other hand,
it is doubtful whether the Commission will be preoccupied by the objective of
ensuring the interests of arbitration while rendering assistance. It also seems
unwilling to assume responsibility for its activities in this context.jó One should
also not overlook the fact that the Commission is not a disinterested and unbiased
advisory body but a primary administrative enforcer of EC competition regime.
One could derive two implications from this fact. Firstly, an arbitral tribunal's
innocent request for information may prove to be transparent enough to enable
the Commission to start its own enquiry for a purpose which is quite remote from
the dispute resolution. Understandably, very few arbitrators would be prepared
to assume the risk oftriggering the Commission's administrative prosecution.
Secondly, it would not be surprising if the Commission's recommendations or
clarifications delivered at the request ofan arbitral tribunal would have a natural
leaning towards enforcement of European competition rules dictated by the
nature of the Commission's tasks. On the other hand, notwithstanding the
Commission's undeniable expertise in competition matters, its opinion is not
judicial, therefore, it is no more binding on arbitral tribunals that it is on ordinary
courts.n In the latter cases, though, the courts have a duty under Community law
to avoid conflicting decisions, a duty which does not burden arbitrators.

In any case, judging by the apparent reluctance ofthe ordinary courts to make use
ofthe Commission's assistance to which they are entitled under Community law,78
one can hardly imagine a burst of enthusiasm from the arbitral tribunals. In my
view, the expressed scepticism and reservations of some authors about the
genuine efficiency and utility ofcooperation between arbitral tribunals and the
Commission are perfectly justified.79

76
n

7s

79

Van Houtte (zooo), p. 26.
On the problems ofcooperation between the Commission and the courts under the Norice,
see Whish (1994)~ p. g.
See Idot (zoo3A), p. n and Komninos (zoo3), p.19.
See Brulard 8c Quintin (zoot), p. 54t; Idot (zoo3A), p. n.
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i3.5 Conclusion

The type ofsafeguard mechanisms regarded in this part ofthe study are facultative
in nature. They can serve to enhance rather than guarantee application ofEC law
in arbitral proceedings.

One ofthe sources ofassistance to arbitral tribunals in the application of EC law
is a national judge. The inquiry into various national arbitration regimes has
demonstrated that only a few countries provide for the optional assistance ofthe
national courts to arbitrators in matters of application oflaw. Even in those rare
cases, the efficienry ofsuch assistance is highly questionable primarily due to the
fact that the arbitral tribunals generally view such a facility as unnecessary.

The ECJ presents a second source of assistance. The aid ofthe ECJ in safeguazding
the application of EC law in arbitration may consist, hypothetically speaking,
firstly, in assisting the arbitral tribunals directly by answering their preliminary
questions or assisting the courts in their supporting function vis-à-vis arbitration.
The possibility ofdirect assistance from the ECJ has been rejected by the series
of judgments in which the Court found that arbitral tribunals do not qualify as
courts or tribunals of a Member State entitled to make preliminary references
under the conditions ofArticle z34 EC.

The second mode ofECJ assistance which it pointed out on its own initiative is
indirect assistance through a supporting judge acting as an intermediary. The
usefulness of the preliminary reference procedure which can be started by the
supporting judge in the course of pending arbitration is uncertain. Strictly
speaking, the national court in its suppomng capacity does not adjudicate on the
merits of a case. It neither administers justice in a substantive sense nor does it
render a judgment. It lacks the tools and authority to ensure that the interpretation
it provides will be applied by an azbitral tribunal and, therefore, that the ultimate
aim of Article 234 EC, uniform and correct interpretation of European law, will
be achieved.

In sum, it appears that while the e~cisting means of assistance to azbitral tribunals
in matters of application of EC law may prove to be occasionally useful, they are
largely inefficient due to objective reasons such as the lack ofdemand and actual
use or considerable costs arising because ofthe disadvantages it may inflict on
arbitration proceedings.

It is submitted that the idea that assistance from national courts or from the ECJ
to arbitral tribunals (whether direct or indirect) can noticeably enhance
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application ofEC law in arbitration has a number of logical flaws which cannot
be rectified by simple improvement ofthe eacisting mechanism. It is conceivable
that it would be possible to overcome some formal obstacles blocking an arbitral
tribunal's access to the ECJ or that there would be a way to mitigate the damage
to arbitration efficiency associated with ind'uect preliminary reference. Even if
this happens, the fact that the main objection to the idea that the ECJ should be
open to arbitrators' requests can be overcome, does not solve the problem ofthe
lack of utility and efficienry. On the one hand, there is very little utility in
assistance which is not claimed by those for whom it is designed. On the other
hand, so long as there is no guarantee that the arbitrators will follow the
interpretation ofEC law obtained in such an arduous and protracted way and at
high costs, as is the case under present regime ofassistance, it is impossible to talk
about efficienry.
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Chapter 14

Broader implications of
the European approach

In the foregoing chapters I aimed at creating a more or less complete picture of
the interplay between EC law and international arbitration. Various sources of
tensions and clashes were considered. Different methodological approaches to
the problem of the relationship between EC law and arbitration inspired by
European law or arbitration practice were analysed. Both the grounds of
application ofEC law and various mechanisms at the national and Community
level safeguarding its application were extensively considered.

in this ciiaptei-, I r-efieci oii (raiher tlián resiate) tiie c,oticlusions préseníed
throughout this book,' which seem to suggest that the logic underlying arbitration
on the one hand and EC law on the other, contrast to such a degree that, at first
glance, there is little sigh of reconciliation. As long as EC law remains a`legal
order apart' whose very rationale for existence is infused with grand public
objectives, it will continue to try to adjust arbitration, the instrument of`private
justice', to its own needs.

The inward-looking, self-centred trend oftackling the problem ofapplication of
European law in international arbitration and in the international context in
general, which is noticeable in the current attitude ofEuropean law scholars and
Community institutions, can be explained. It seems rational considering that, from
the European perspective, applicability of EC law is never at issue as long as
international legal relationships remain intra-Community by nature. Nevertheless,
the marked tendenry towards `communitarisation' or federalisation of intra-

See in pazticulaz Chapter 4(on the impact of Community requirements on national
procedural rules ín thecontext ofazbitration-related procedural rules); the conclusions of
Chapters S and i t(on the type ofarbitrated disputes involving matters ofEC law and the
specificity oftheir adjudicarion in arbitration); the conclusions ofChapters 8, 9, and io (on
the grounds of application of EC law in arbitration) and Chapters iz and i3 (on the
mechanisms safeguazding the application ofEC law in arbitration proceedings).
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Community international transactionsZ has implications for the character ofthe
legal regime applicable to the latter. One cannot disregard these changes.

The problem here can be perceived in the light of the dual function of Community
law. On the one hand, by origin, it is a Treaty law common to all Member States.
Its purpose is to harmonise divergent national legal regulations in certain areas
and even to bring about complete uniformity. However, this feature of EC law
is not sufficient to render Community law (at least in the part which does not
belong to the public law domain) automatically applicable to all intra-Community
international situations.3

On the other hand, Community law can be perceived in terms offederal law. It
is well known that interstate conflicts (i.e., conflicts between the laws of the
member states of a federal state) are resolved on the basis of slightly different
principles than truly international ones.4 It suffices to stress that the interstate
choice of law is limited to a choice between the laws of the federation's member
states. In interstate conflicts, federal law, which is mandatory, cannot be bypassed
through the choice of law device. This follows from the fact that interstate
transactions are seen as domestic ones governed in part by a federal substantive
law. Federal law acts as a uniform law for all Member States, thus eliminating any
conflict of laws all together. In contrast, the choice oflaw in truly international
conflicts extends to mandatory rules.

It has been argued that, in the Community context, special applicability rules
pointing to the Community territory as a spatial criterion for the application of
substantive EC law rules pave the way to an `intra-Community choice of law
system'S akin to interstate choice of law. To remain intra-Community, this system
should, furthermore, only provide for the choice of law ofa Member State to the
exclusion of the laws of non-EC countries. This implies that as long as legal
relationships do not pass a special applicability test, they should be regulated by
another set of choice oflaw rules (different from the intra-Community conflict
rules) which would include laws of the third countries outside the EC.

3

4

s

On this issue, see Remien (zoot), esp. p. 7S ff; Basedow (zoooB); Knáfel (t99g).
For example, the tgSo Vienna Convention (to which most ofthe EC Member States aze
parties) establishing uniform rulesapplicable tocontracts for the international sale ofgoods
can be circumvented by companies through the choice oflaw. Thiswould be so even if the
Convenrion contained mandatory rules, which does not, except for Article tz, which
concerns a form ofagreements that has received various interpretations as to itsmandatory
nature.
Remien (zooi), p. 75.
Fallon 8z Francq (ZOOO), p. t66.
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It appears that in their crusade for the advancement of EC law as a legal order
having at least the same utility as the domestic law of the Member States, many
European specialists have lost sight ofthe cause ofsuch advancement. European
law first emerged as a system of commitments on the part of EC Member States
towards the attainment of certain objectives. l~Taturally, those commitments
remain mandatory, i.e., binding on the Member States vis-à-vis each other and
the Community. However, they need not be mandatory in the context of private
law relationships between individuals.6

By definition, the aims and goals ofthe Community in the economic area as laid
down by the Treaty are directed towards maintaining and enhancing the internal
market with its fundamental freedoms. One ofthe purposes of the internal market
is to further transborder transactions by creating a level playing field for all its
participants. Harmonisation or unification of substantive law is used to achieve
this aim. The impact ofEC law in the process ofpositive integration, accompanied
by, as one author put it, re-regulation on the basis ofharmonisation, contrasts with
the mostly deregulatory and liberalising effects that EC law had when it was used
to dismantle national restrictions.' The undoubtedly admirable objective ofgiving
potentially more freedom to community business operators can be, paradoxically,
achieved through I.Tnpostng mere Ii.mits en their subjective contracttlal freedems.
In fact, more freedom may turn, on balance, into less freedom. For example, a
recent EC Directive on combating late payment in commercial transactions,
adopted with worthy intentions to encourage intra-Community commercial
activities by guaranteeing that `entrepreneurs should be able to trade throughout
the internal market under conditions which ensure that transborder operations
do not entail greater risks than domestic sales',8 imposes a number of
(semi)mandatory provisions regarding the commencement ofoperation and a
minimum statutory rate of interest payable, in the event of late payments, in

A typical example is a rule on the free movement of goods. EC Member States can
effectively hinder this freedom only because they have regulatory powers: they can take
measures equivalent to quantitative restrictions on import (such as vazious quality standards
which make import economically unamactive). Such measures haveanoverwhelming effect
because their observance is ensured by the coercive state machinery. On the other hand,
private undertakings, unless they enjoy monopolistic powers, cannot hinder the free
cicc~lation of goods on the Community level through individual private restrictions.
Moreover, their contractual freedom generally allows them toset provisions which aze less
favourable than the ones adopted by the States in conformity with the free movement of
goods principle. For another similar example, see Liebscher ( zooo), p. 87-88.
Grundmann (zooz), p. z7z.
Directive zooo~3S~EC of zg ]une zooo on combating late payment in commercial
transactions, OJ zooo L zoo~35, preamble, para. Io.
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commercial transactions.9 The Directive stipulates that a deviation from these
mandatory rules should be sanctioned either by making the conflicting contractual
provisions unenforceable or by making damages available if such contractual
provisions can be qualified as grossly unfair to the creditor.'o It is questionable
whether these measures can really improve efficienry, predictability, and legal
certainty in conducting cross-border transactions. It appears somewhat naive to
believe that even complete uniformity of the substantive legal regulation of an
international transaction will eliminate factors which make the latter differ from
domestic agreements.

The fear expressed above that the binding (on the Member States) character of
the harmonised Community law can be easily confused with its binding nature
vis-à-vis private parties is not hypothetical. As one author observed, `the principle
ofparty autonomy is in urgent need of support, the reason being that the bulk of
European lawmaking in the field of contract law already in operation is in the form
of ius cogens."' He also stressed with regard to European contract law that
harmonisation is `an effort at restricting or abolishing the autonomy of State
legislature' in this field and not an attempt to curtail autonomy ofthe contracting
party, including their freedom to derogate from the uniform European law.`Z

It seems likely that these federalist-inspired ideas have already tacitly gained
ground as a basis for the operation ofEC law in international relations. Assuming
a federalist spirit, one could think of a plausible case which could be put forward
by proponents of unqualified application ofEC law in at least intra-Community
international cases. It is possible to use the concept of reasonable basis of choice,
which usually restricts, in purely domestic transactions, the legitimacy ofparties'
choice oflaw to default rules of law.`3 This principle is implied in Article 3(3) of
the Rome Convention rg8o. The Convention envisages that the parties may
validly select any applicable foreign law, even if their agreement is connected with
only one country. Thus, internationality ofthe transaction is not required to justify
the right ofthe parties to submit their transaction to a foreign law in preference
to domestic law common to them. However, governing foreign law will be applied
subject to otherwise applicable mandatory rules (both domestic and lois de police)
of the single country with which the transaction is solely connected, i.e., the
parties' home country.

Ibid., paras. I-4.
Ibid., para. 3.
Wagner (zooi), p. Ioc9.
Idid., p. Ioio.
Nygh (1999)~ p. 5g and further authorities cited at note 54.
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The European Community is not a yet a federal state. However, as EC law
represents an autonomous legal system, common to all Member States, it could
be argued by analogy that if the transaction is exclusively connected with the
European legal order, the chosen non-EC law governs the transaction only within
the limits permitted under mandatory EC law. Alternatively, the Community
could be treated as a single country. To make this hypothesis operable as a bar
to evasion of EC law by the choice of a third, non-EC country law, the clear
criteria delineating pure intra-Community transactions from the ones
transcending Community should be worked out. In fact, some authors appear to
have intuitively taken this path by asserting that the parties (presumably,
`European') are not free by virtue ofautonomy ofwill to `...elude the obligation
to comply with Community law."4 This statement is perfectly correct if it concerns
the parties coming from two different member states of the federation.

It seems justified to argue that this hypothetical approach would require more
elaboration than simply qualification ofany EC law provision as a public poliry
rule or a rule of lois de police, the path currently favoured by the ECJ. First ofall,
the European Community is not yet a federation of states and, consequently, EC
law is not as yet federal law. Secondly, international relationships can be classified,
on the basis oftheir proxsmity to the E C, as purely intra-Cemr!-!unity (ir.volving
only `Community' parties and territory), mixed (both Community and non-EC
elements are present), and extra-Community cases (neither the European pames
nor the Comrnunity territory is involved). It is undeniable that it is exceedingly
difficult and, in some instances, problematic to distinguish such situations. Yet,
these cases certainly warrant differentiated treatment, a fact, which has not until
now been given careful consideration. Community legislation does not formally
draw a distinction between these various types oftransborder transactions.

Automatically, or rather because ofinertia, Community law tends to obscure this
diversification ofinternational relationships. It is natural for Community law to
fix a rigid territorial criterion for its application. It is the result of the division of
tasks and competences between the Community and its Member States, governed
by principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. Thus, each piece ofCommunity
legislation, often contains a spatial criterion or so-called applicability rule. At the
risk of oversimplifying, it can be said that Community legislation often applies
whenever the Community territory is affected.'' It has been observed in the

Hetsch (i995)~ P- 50-
As follows from M. Fallon and S. Francq's analysis, the applicability rule canbe formulated
in a variety of ways. It may refer to the territory of the Community or to the territory of
Member State(s), or it may trigger application ofthe substantive rules ifa close connection
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context ofEC directives that the reference to Community territory, as a criterion
of application, actually makes sense because `...a directive is a norm of an
autonomous legal system and, like every legal system, Community law has to fix
its own spatial scope. Thus, it seems normal for a directive to determine its scope
by means ofa reference to the frontiers of its own legal system. The method is
not different from the one used by a national internationally mandatory rule or
loi de police.i6

Hence, the very way Community rules are formulated make them susceptible to
interpretation as lois de police with the inevitable result that they automatically
require a priority treatment not only vis-à-vis Member States domestic rules
intended to govern internal cases as opposed to Community ones (the true
purpose ofthe spatial criterion attached to them), but to foreign rules in conflict
of law situations as well. For example, returning to the Late Payment Directive,
it should be noted that the Direaive does not contain any specific applicability
rule that would make it clear whether its mandatory provisions mentioned above
should be regarded as lois de police. It simply states that it is applicable to all
payments made as remuneration for commercial transactions. However, the
Directive indicates that it intends to protect the interests ofcreditors'' who are
established in the Community.'8 It is simply a matter ofinterpretation to construe
a domestic mandatory rule relating to statutory interest rates for late payment
as an international mandatory rule whose application will be triggered whenever
the creditor is established in the EC,~9 notwithstanding that the other party to a
transaction may reside outside the Community.

The proposed hypothetical solution to the problem ofapplication ofEC law in
arbitration by means of a federal law model has, however, its own drawbacks. If
Community law is to become a federal law, its claim for application to truly
international transactions might weaken further: federal law is, by defmition,
domestic law with its typical objectives ofcatering for domestic situations. One

is established between a legal relationship and the territory of the Member State(s) or the
Community. A single normative act can contain a combination ofdifferent applicability
rules. See Fallon 8z Francq (zooo), p. t58 ff.
Fallon BcFrancq (zooo), p.165.
Pazas.16-zo ofthe preamble and in parricular paza. Ig: `this Directive should prohibit abuse
offreedom ofcontract to the disadvantage ofthe creditor.' Directive zooo~35~EC, OJ zooo
L ioo~35.
Ibid., para. 3.
This kind of loi de police rule would fall under the most debatable and objectionable
category of lois de police, since it is intended to protect the interests ofone of the parties.
See Chapter 6, section 6.3.z.t.

„
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can expect that the appeal of Community law as a law designed to regulate
international relationships, including occasionally private ones, will decline.

One further observation can be made regarding the values expressed by EC law
as a criterion to qualify some ofits provisions as rules expressing public policy.
Contrary to what is often asserted without any careful consideration, the fact that
certain rules belong to EC law, having an international origin and more than
admirable objectives, does not by itself signify that these rules are superior or
fundamental as far as their underlying abstract values are concerned. This is
obscured by the fact that, in contrast to ordinary legislation, the Treaty contains
both the list of the objectives ofthe Community and the concrete actions and
activities to be carried out in pursuit of these objectives.2O It should not be
forgotten that these provisions are not as much normative as declaratory and
symbolic. As was rightly remarked by one author, who questioned the
persuasiveness ofthe ECJ's reasoning, relying on Article 3(i)(g) EC to justify its
conclusion that Article 8i(i) EC is a rule of public policy, `any act ofsecondary
legislation can be traced back to Article 3 EC and with respect to any such rule
it can correctly be pointed out that it is founded on Article 3. If one took this
provision as a measuring stick to qualify rules as European public policy,
practicaLy any and all rulPs efEC law would pertain to Eurepean public polic~~.'Z'

European scholarship on the application ofEC law in arbitration focuses on the
question where Community law standswithin (or above) the national legal orders
of Member States, the latter being supposedly always applicable as a matter of
principle. In other words, EC law is applicable first and foremost because it forms
part of a single national legal order. Such principles as direct effect, supremary,
effectiveness, and full and uniform application are all designed to maintain the
distinct position of EC law within national legal orders. For example, owing to
the principle of supremary, European law supersedes national conflicting
provisions. By virtue of direct effect, EC law supplements national legal regimes
with its own distinctive rules capable ofgoverning the variety of legal relationships
in cases where no similar national rules existed prior to Community norms. To
ensure the `useful' effect ofEC law within the Community, national courts have
to entertain claims based on EC law without discrimination. As judicial organs,
they are entrusted with the two-fold task ofadjudicating on the basis oflaw (in
European jargon - protecting the rights derived from EC law) and
interpreting~stating the law. The courts are consequently required to make the
claims based on EC law admissible and apply European law to the facts underlying

'o Arricles z EC and 3 EC respecrively.
" Liebscher (zooo), p. 8i.
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the claim. Thus, if an individual chooses to invoke a Community provision, the
courts should allow such invocation, whatever the purposes ofthe reliance on the
Community rule might be. EC rules can be relied upon in national courts for a
variety of purposes, one of which being the assertion of rights arising out of
directly effective Community norms. In this situation, the principle of effective
application of EC law signifies that an EC rule is applied and applied uniformly
whenever an individual wants to rely on it. The requirement offull, uniform, and
effective application of EC law in these circumstances may impose various duties
on the courts, depending on the concrete situation. Sometimes, it will be enough
simply to give effect to the EC rule being pleaded when there is no similaz national
provision. In other cases, the courts might be required to give precedent to the
EC rule over a national provision that is inconsistent with it or to interpret
national legal rules in conformity with Community provisions even if the latter
lack direa effea. Referring prelinunary questions on interpretation of European
law to the ECJ is another example of national courts' duty stemming from the
requirement ofuniform application ofEC law. Less frequently, the courts will
have to set aside national procedural rules hindering application of the invoked
EC rules. Finally, the courts might be entitled to raise the issues of EC law e~c
offuio.

On the other hand, the above principles do not require application of EC law in
situations in which individuals choose not to resort to it (waiving the rights which
could be derived from it) or prefer to modify it. For example, a directory EC law
provision only applies in default cases: when parties have modified it, their
relationships will be governed by this altered provision and not by the initial
Community rule. In such a case, there is no point to according full force and
uniform effect to an EC law provision if, by its own terms, it is designed to act
only as a default rule. Funhermore, one should not lose sight of the international
dimension ofthe problem. As already discussed, the application of a majority of
domestic mandatory rules and lois de police can, by various means, be
circumvented in a relationship with international elements: by the choice of a
foreign jurisdiction or a non-judicial forum; by a simple choice oflaw; or owing
to application of a conflict of law rule which leads to the application of foreign
law which might not contain similar mandatory rules.

It appears that the European attitude towards the problem ofinterplay between
EC law and arbitration presents a transposition to arbitration of a model for
determining the interaction between EC law and national courts ofEU Member
States without paying due regard to the specificity of the disputes referred to
azbitration, the character of the proceedings, and the very nature ofinternational
azbitration. The `creeping' federalisation ofintra-Community legal relationships
further contributes to assimilation of grounds on which EC law is expected to
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apply in national courts and in arbitration proceedings. It is my conviction that
unless there is a clear realisation that the role oflaw in international arbitration
adjudicating international disputes is different, European law-oriented views are
not likely to change. A method ofadjudication in which the law is merely a model
or one of the sources ofnormative standards used for resolution of a dispute
seems to fit poorly into a system in which the law requires full and effective
application. The relationship between arbitration and state law, including EC law,
is unorthodox. It is easy or, perhaps, even convenient to deny this fact.
Nevertheless, this does not correspond to the reality that unequivocally exposes
the tension between arbitration and European law. In my view, the true source
of the tension can be found in the different value attributed to law in arbitration.
This is rather a fundamental assumption. A study based on a broad methodology,
not exclusively confined to legal methods, is deemed better placed to verify it.
However, the conclusion suggested by the present research is that arbitration
poses no threat to the integrity of EC law, provided that the latter outgrows its
fears of being neglected. In private relationships, the rule is that the higher the
legitimary oflaws, the fuller degree ofthe voluntary compliance. As national legal
systems have matured to gradually accept arbitration with its inherent risk of
under-enforcement of state laws, so EC law can one day become confident that
its fn,indationc w11 not 1?e shaken if it is occásinnallY m'sapplie~l in the rnntext
of private law.
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r.
De interactie tussen het gemeenschapsrecht en internationale handelsarbitrage
is een actueel thema. Vanouds genieten de problemen rond de toepassing van het
communautair mededingingsrecht in azbitrageprocedures veel aandacht. Echter,
nu het gemeenschapsrecht volwassen is geworden en zijn bereik zich uitstrekt
tot nieuwe beleidsterreinen die voorheen overwegend door het burgerlijk-,
handels- ofzelfs het internationaal privaatrecht van de lidstaten van de Europese
Unie werden beheerst, is de tijd rijp om na te denken over de verdere gevolgen
van het supra-nationale gemeenschapsrecht voor de internationale handeLsarbitra-
ge, een geschillenbeslechtingsprocedure die vaak als alternatief dient voor de gang
naar de rechter.

In dit boek wordt beoogd om de wortels en oorzaken van de spanning, die in de
relatie tussen het gemeenschapsrecht en arbitrage bestaat, te achterhalen en te
analyseren. Verder probeert schrijfster de vraag te beantwoorden hoe er
gereageerd moet worden op, enerzijds, de door het gemeenschapsrecht voorge-
schreven voorwaarde van `effectieve en uniforme toepassing van het recht' en,
anderzijds, het in het nationale recht neergelegde beginsel dat rechterlijke
tussenkomst in arbitragegeschillen in principe verboden is en het beginsel dat stelt
dat arbitrale vonnissen niet voor beroep openstaan, hetgeen inhoudt dat
herziening van een arbitraal vonnis op juridische offeitelijke gronden door de
rechter is uitgesloten.

De twee disciplines, het gemeenschapsrecht en internationale handelsarbitrage,
die zelden met elkaar in aanraking komen, zijn gelijkwaardig in het onderzoek.
De beantwoording van de probleemstelling is op de volgende manier aangepakt.
Naast uitgebreid literatuuronderzoek, is het empirisch deel van het onderzoek
gebaseerd op een analyse van nationale rechtspraak, de arbitragepraktijk en
uitspraken van het Hofvan Justitie EG. In alle fasen van het onderzoek is gekozen,
voor zover relevant, voor een rechtsvergelijkende benadering. Het recht en de
praktijk van met name het Verenigd Koninkrijk, Nederland, België, Frankrijk,
Zwitserland alsmede enige andere landen komen aan bod.

z.
Het eerste deel van het onderzoek is gewijd aan de bestudering van de bijzondere

kenmerken en voorwaarden van het gemeenschapsrecht die mogelijk tot

problemen kunnen leiden bij de toepassing van dit recht in arbitragezaken.
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In hoofdstuk z worden de kenmerken en de herkomst van het gemeenschapsrecht
bestudeerd. Verder worden de specifieke rechtsgevolgen van de verschillende
rechtsbronnen bekeken in het licht van de ontwikkeling van het Europese recht
als een autonome rechtsorde die is opgenomen in de nationale rechtsorde van de
lidstaten.

Het gemeenschapsrecht is een integraal onderdeel van de nationale rechtsorde
van de lidstaten. Maar als men volstaat met de vaststelling dat het Europese recht
dezelfde status heeft als het nationale recht dan geeft dat een onjuiste weergave
van de werkelijke relatie van de twee rechtsstelsels. Om de integratie van het
gemeenschapsrecht, een autonoom rechtssysteem, in de nationale rechtsorde te
bewerkstelligen en een dynamische interactie tussen de twee stelsels te verzekeren,
heeft het HvJ EG een aantal beginselen ontwikkeld. Deze beginselen zijn:
voorrang, directe werking en effectiviteit.

Het beginsel van voorrang zorgt ervoor dat in situaties waarin het gemeenschaps-
recht en het nationale recht niet in overeenstemming zijn, het Europese recht
toegepast moet worden. Rechtstreekse werking, de tweede pijler van de nieuwe
Europese rechtsorde, is eveneens ontwikkeld in de rechtspraak van het HvJ EG.
De erkenning van rechtstreekse werking is echter niet zonder slag of stoot gegaan.
Rechtstreekse werking houdt in dat een direct werkende bepaling door een
individu in een procedure voor de nationale rechter kan worden ingeroepen.
Rechtstreekse werking bewerkstelligt dat een regel van gemeenschapsrecht op
exact dezelfde manier wordt toegepast als iedere andere regel van nationaal recht.
De regel van EG-recht kan toegepast, gehandhaafd of ingeroepen worden in een
breed scala van omstandigheden. Aldus is het gemeenschapsrecht onderdeel
geworden van het nationale recht en losgeweekt van zijn internationale afkomst.
Alle bepalingen van gemeenschapsrecht, ongeacht het rechtsinstrument waarin
zij zijn vastgelegd, kunnen rechtstreekse werking hebben, mits zij voldoende
duidelijk en onvoorwaardelijk zijn. Echter, met betrekking tot richtlijnen heeft
het HvJ EG beslist dat deze geen horizontale rechtstreekse werking kunnen
hebben, dat wil zeggen dat zij in principe niet ingeroepen kunnen worden in
geschillen tussen twee particulieren.

Naast rechtstreekse werking zijn er nog andere manieren om rechtsgevolg te
geven aan het gemeenschapsrecht, dus ook aan richtlijnen. Volgens het leerstuk
van conforme uitleg, zoals door het HvJ EG ontwikkeld, zijn nationale rechters
verplicht om hun nationale recht, voor zover mogelijk, uit te leggen in het licht
van het gemeenschapsrecht en in het bijzonder in het licht van de relevante
richtlijn. Het beginsel van conforme uitleg, dat voortvloeit uit artikel Io EG,
verplicht de nationale rechter dus om een bepaling in een richtlijn een zo ruim
mogelijke toepassing te geven los van de vraag of zij al dan niet rechtstreekse
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werking sorteert of in welke relatie - tegen een andere individu (horizontaal) of
tegen de staat (verticaal) - om toepassing van een richtlijnbepaling is verzocht.
De meest recente ontwikkelingen in de rechtspraak van het HvJ EG waar directe
werking van richtlijnbepalingen in horizontale relaties incidenteel is erkend,
worden in dit hoofdstuk eveneens nader bestudeerd. De besproken jurisprudenrie
laat zien dat daar waar echte horizontale rechtstreekse werking van richtlijnen
niet wordt geaccepteerd, aan de richtlijnen desalniettemin toch enig rechtsgevolg
is gegeven waardoor de positie van twee individuen wordt beïnvloed.

Aan het einde van hoofdstuk 2 wordt stilgestaan bij de relevantie van de beginselen
van voorrang en rechtstreekse werking voor arbitragezaken. De specifieke
kenmerken en herkomst van het gemeenschapsrecht en de manier waarop het
een plek krijgt in de nationale rechtsorde kan zeker in het nadeel werken van de
toepassing van het EG-recht in arbitragezaken. Desalniettemin is de schrijfster
van mening dat voorrang en rechtstreekse werking van het gemeenschapsrecht
beginselen zijn die naar aller waarschijnlijkheid geen grote gevolgen zullen hebben
voor de manier waarop arbiters het EG-recht zullen benaderen. Zowel voorrang
als rechtstreekse werking beogen een ongehinderd bestaan van het gemeenschaps-
recht. Samen vormen zij een evenwichtige en noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor de
doorwerking van het gemeenschapsrecht in de rechtsorde van de lidstaten van
de Europese Unie. Wat er vervolgens gebeurt als het op de naleving van een aan
het gemeenschapsrecht ontleende regel aan komt, wordt bepaald door het echte,
dynamische leven van rechtsregels in het nationale rechtssysteem.

In hoofdstuk3 staan de eisen die het EG-recht aan het nationale procesrecht stelt
centraal. Het gemeenschapsrecht heeft geen eigen procesrecht. Derhalve is het
EG-recht voor de naleving aangewezen op de aanwezigheid van regels van
nationaal procesrecht en nationale handhavingregels. Aangezien het nationale
procesrecht van de lidstaten veel verschillen vertoont, worden deze regels vaak
beschouwd als een belemmering voor de uniforme en effectieve toepassing van
het gemeenschapsrecht. Sommige procedureregels die in arbitragezaken worden
toegepast, bijvoorbeeld de middelen en de omvang van rechterlijke herziening
van arbitrale vonnissen, zijn in dit perspectief onderzocht.

Het gemeenschapsrecht leunt voor zijn handhaving niet zonder meer op het
nationale procesrecht. Om ervoor te zorgen dat het gemeenschapsrecht juist
wordt toegepast, zijn er twee minimum voorwaarden waaraan het nationale
procesrecht dient te voldoen om in overeenstemming te zijn met het EG-recht.
Deze beginselen zijn: het assimilatiebeginsel en het effectiviteitsbeginsel. Het
eerste beginsel houdt in dat een uit het gemeenschapsrecht voortvloeiend geschil
op dezelfde manier behandeld moet worden als een vergelijkbaar nationaal
geschil. Op grond van het effectiviteitsbeginsel mag een regel van nationaal
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procesrecht niet tot gevolg hebben dat het zeer moeilijk of onmogelijkwordt om
de facto een recht ontleend aan het gemeenschapsrecht in te roepen en geldend
te maken. Het EG-recht gebiedt, in principe, het terzijde stellen c.q. het aanpassen
van een regel van nationale procesrecht als niet aan deze twee voorwaarden is
voldaan.

Aan het einde van hoofdstuk 3 wordt gesteld dat het assimilatiebeginsel en het
effectiviteitsbeginsel, als zijnde voorwaarden voor een onbelemmerde toepassing
van het EG-recht, echter niet per se een verplichting inhouden om het nationale
procesrecht dat hun toepassing beperkt, ter zijde te stellen. De beginselen zijn
ontwikkeld in een samenspel tussen het nationale procesrecht en het Europese
recht en kunnen niet uit hun context worden gehaald. De uiteindelijke doelstelling
van deze beginselen is te zorgen voor de juiste doorwerking van het EG-recht in
de nationale rechtsorde, op vergelijkbare wijze als de toepassing van het nationale
recht door middel van het procesrecht gereguleerd wordt. Zodra de wat meer
specifieke belemmeringen voor de doorwerking van het gemeenschapsrecht in
de nationale rechtsorde uit de weg zijn geruimd, is het paradoxaal om op grond
van deze beginselen een bijzondere ofgeprivilegieerde status voor het gemeen-
schapsrecht op te eisen.

De vraag naar de voorwaarden die het gemeenschapsrecht aan het nationale
procesrecht stelt kan aan de orde komen in aan arbitrage verwante rechterlijke
procedures die een beperkt aantal c.q. specifieke procedurele waarborgen beogen
te verschaffen.

Hoofdstuk4 is gewijd aan een kritische bespreking van een van de belangrijkste
beslissingen van het HvJ EG, de Eco Swiss-zaak.' Dit arrest is een voorbeeld van
de toepassing in een arbitragezaak van de beginselen die de relatie EG-recht -
nationaal procesrecht beheersen. De analyse van het arrest benadrukt een aantal
onderdelen, in het bijzonder de kwalificatie die het HvJ EG geeft aan artikelBl
EG als een regel van openbare orde en de procedurele gevolgen van deze
kwalificatie. Tevens passeren de revue de overwegingen waarin het HvJ EG zich
uitspreekt over de verenigbaarheid met het assimilatiebeginsel en het effectiviteits-
beginsel van de verplichting om bij een arbitraal tussenvonnis het beginsel van
resjudicata te eerbiedigen alsmede de verenigbaarheid van de nationale beroepster-
mijnen voor vernietiging van een vonnis van een arbitraal college met deze
beginselen.

' HvJ EG zaak C-IZ6~97, Jur. (1999) blz. I-3o55.
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Het HvJ EG heeft beslist dat artikel 8i EG een fundamentele bepaling van
openbare orde is, die binnen de werkingssfeer valt van de openbare orde als grond
voor vernietiging van een arbitraal vonnis in het nationale recht. De volgende
redenen zijn ter rechrvaardiging van dit standpunt door het HvJ EG aangevoerd:
artikel 8i is een bepaling die onontbeerlijk is voor de vervulling van de taken van
de Gemeenschap, waaronder het veiligstellen van de vrije mededinging, zoals
blijkt uit artikel 3 EG. Voorts wordt in artikel8t, lid z, uitdrukkelijk bepaald, dat
de door dit artikel verboden overeenkomsten ofbesluiten van rechtswege nietig
zijn.

Gezien het complexe karakter van het begrip `openbare orde' wordt in dit
hoofdstuk betoogd dat de redenering van het Hofvan Justitie niet kan overnugen.
Ten eerste is de nietigheidssanctie geen conditio sine qua non om een bepaling als
fundamenteel aan te merken. In dezelfde lijn geredeneerd, het benoemen van
onvervaLste mededinging als een van de taken van de Gemeenschap verklaart niet
waarom een regel die wordt vastgesteld ter uirvoering van een dergelijke taak, als
regel van openbare orde aangemerkt moet worden.

De kwestie van toetsing van arbitrale vonnissen is, in de Eco Swiss-zaak, nog eens
aan de orde geweest in een obiter dictum, waarin zij beoordeeld werd in het licht
van de prejudiciële verwijzingsplicht die, op grond van het gemeenschapsrecht,
op de nationale rechter rust. Volgens één lezing bevestigt het HvJ EG in deze
`overweging ten overvloede' dat het beginsel van uniforme uitleg van het EG-recht
vereist dat nationale rechters de mogelijkheid moeten hebben om prejudiciële
vragen te stellen in procedures waarin nationale arbitrale vonnissen worden
herzien. Het obiter dictum kan echter ook gelezen worden als een weergave van
een aan het gemeenschapsrecht ontleend beginsel dat arbitrale vonnissen waarin
het gemeenschapsrecht een rol speelt, open moeten staan voor rechterlijke
toetsing. De schrijfster pleit voor de eerste lezing.

Het tweede gedeelte van het arrest van het HvJ EG, waarin de verenigbaarheid
van wettelijke termijnen en de beginselen die van toepassing zijn op het terzijde
stellen van Europese beginselen, kan als weloverwogen en bescheiden worden
bestempeld. Het HvJ EG heeft regels van nationaal procesrecht díe in overeen-
stemming zijn met de beginselen van assimilatie en effectiviteit, ongemoeid
gelaten.

3.
In het tweede deel van dit boek worden de meest voorkomende raakvlakken tussen
het EG-recht en arbitrage in hun context behandeld.
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Ten eerste worden in hoofdstuk 5, dat gebaseerd is op een analyse van arbitrale
vonnissen, de terreinen behandeld, die in het bijzonder de oorzaak kunnen zijn
van fricties en botsingen. De beschrijving van de arbitragepraktijk brengt enkele
bijzondere kenmerken van geschillen met een EG-dimensie in arbitragezaken aan
het licht. Het merendeel van de zaken die aan arbiters worden voorgelegd, ontstaat
uit overeenkomsten. Een enkele keer zal een claim die zijn oorsprong vindt in het
EG-recht voortkomen uit onrechtmarige daad. De meest voorkomende soorten
contractuele overeenkomsten die aan geschillen met een EG dimensie ten
grondslag liggen zijn: distributieovereenkomsten, verschillende vormen van
licentie overeenkomsten waarbij overdracht van intellectuele eigendomsrechten
is gemoeid, bemiddeling, exclusieve afnameovereenkomsten, de overdracht en
verkrijging van eigendom, onderzoek en ontwikkeling, samenwerkingsovereenk-
omsten enjoint ventures. Het overzicht laat zien dat niettegenstaande de uiteenlo-
pende contractuele verhoudingen die door het EG-recht beïnvloed kunnen
worden, het over het algemeen de regels van het mededingingsrecht zijn die voor
aanzienlijke problemen zorgen. Een verweer gestoeld op het EG-(mededing-
ings)recht wordt vaak als rechtsmiddel gebruikt om de openbare orde exceptie
in een arbitrageprocedure te kunnen inroepen.

Het onderzoek biedt een aantal verklaringen waarom in arbitragezaken waarin
de Europese mededingingsregels in het geding zijn de openbare orde wordt
ingeroepen. Ten eerste is het mededingingsrecht een van de rechtsgebieden
waarin de nationale rechters in het bijzonder terughoudend waren om hun
jurisdictie in te leveren ten gunste van arbitragerechtspraak. Ten tweede zijn het
karakter van het mededingingsrecht en de manier van handhaving van deze regels
er debet aan dat zij door belanghebbende partijen in arbitragezaken als een
zwaarwegend argument worden ingeroepen.

Een overzicht van arbitragegeschillen waarin het EG-recht een rol speelt, laat zien
dat arbiters vaak in termen van openbare orde redeneren als zij de relevantie van
het EG-recht, in het bijzonder het mededingingsrecht, voor de oplossing van aan
hen voorgelegde geschillen, vaststellen. Daarom gaat hoofdstuk 6 in op de
verschillende verschijningsvormen van de openbare orde. Het beoogt aan te geven
dat openbare orde een veelzijdig begrip is dat vele nuances kent die gemakkelijk
over het hoofd worden gezien. Allereerst wordt het begrip openbare orde
bestudeerd. Vervolgens worden de openbare orde en enige aanverwante
begrippen in een rechtsvergelijkende studie onderzocht. Deze analyse toont aan
dat openbare orde in verschillende rechtsgebieden wordt gebruikt, zowel
procedureel als materieel, in verschillende stadiavan procedures en in verschillen-
de contexten, zowel nationaal als internationaal. De invulling van het begrip
openbare orde verschilt al naar gelang de context waarin het wordt toegepast. De
openbare orde heeft al veel verschillende gezichten binnen een nationale
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rechtsstelsel. De analyse van de openbare orde laat zien dat er ook nog eens
aanzienlijke verschillen tussen de verschillende landen bestaan. Het gevaar dat
het debat over openbare orde onbegrijpelijk en zonder doel wordt, ligt op de loer
zolang er geen eenduidig onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen de talrijke verschij-
ningsvormen van openbare orde en de andere verschijnselen die onder dezelfde
noemer worden gebracht.

Hoofstuk 6 wordt afgesloten met het voorstel voor een tweedeling van de
verschillende vormen die de openbare orde kan aannemen. De ene groep zou
bestaan uit de openbare orde als materiële norm waar, onder meer, partijen,
rechters en rechtsbetrekkingen zich aan moeten conformeren. Nationale regels
van (`super') dwingend recht en lois depolice behoren tot deze groep. De andere
groep heeft betrekking op de openbare orde als ijkpunt voor de aanvaardbaarheid
van een wel bepaalde situatie in de samenleving. De openbare orde in deze zin
kan zijn werk doen bij de toepassing van vreemd recht, de weigering om een
beslissing van een vreemde rechter of een arbitraal college te erkennen en ten
uitvoer te leggen of kan als grondslag fungeren voor de vernietiging van een
arbitraal vonnis. Ook kan dit concept door de burgerlijke rechter worden gebnukt
om van bepaalde beginselen van civiel recht af te wijken. Deze opdeling van
openbare orde kan willekeurig overkomen, maar is, mijns inziens, een hulpmiddel
bij het vinden van een weg uit het doolhofvan de verschillende openbare orde-
begrippen die nauw verbonden lijken te zijn met het samenspel tussen het
Europese recht en arbitrage.

In hoofdstuk7 worden de betekenis, de aard en de bijzondere kenmerken van het
Europese mededingingsrecht, het rechtsgebied waarin de openbare orde heel
frequent wordt ingeroepen, bestudeerd. Onderzocht worden de doelstellingen
en het einddoel die staten met het vaststellen van hun mededingingsrecht en -
beleid op nationaal, op supranationaal ( i.e. de Europese Gemeenschap) en,
uiteindelijk, internationaal niveau nastreven. De bevindingen van dit onderzoek
kunnen als volgt worden samengevat. Het mededingingsrecht vertegenwoordigt
een van de essentiële belangen van de staat of een gemeenschap van staten. Het
maakt eveneens deel uit van het instrumentarium om een ruimer economisch
beleid te voeren. De exacte plaats van het mededingingsrecht en - beleid in de
hiërarchie van de nationale openbare orde-begrippen is niet duidelijk. Het
mededingingsbeleid is slechts één van de beleidsterreinen die onder de noemer
`openbare orde' worden gebracht en in het belang van de gehele gemeenschap
ten uitvoer worden gelegd. Het vaststellen van een hiërarchíe tussen de verschil-
lende beleidsterreinen is duidelijk een politieke keuze.

In hoofdstuk 7 komen vervolgens de kenmerken en eigenschappen van het
Europese mededingingsrecht als rechtsregime aan de orde. Het Europese
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mededingingsrecht is dwingend recht en moet derhalve door ondernemingen
nageleefd worden. Regels van het Europese mededingingsrecht zijn tevens lois
de police. De werkingssfeer van het mededingingsrecht wordt bepaald door de
specifieke ruimtelijke voorwaarden die de doelstellingen die door deze regels
worden beoogd, weerspiegelen. Over het algemeen zal de rechter nationaal
mededingingsrecht als lois de police toepassen in het geval de markt van het forum
land geraakt wordt door handelsbelemmerende overeenkomsten of praktijken.
Hetzelfde geldt voor het Europese mededingingsrecht. Door een economische
unie, de gemeenschappelijke markt, te realiseren, streeft de Europese Gemeen-
schap naar een gemeenschappelijk handelsbeleid. Artikel 81 EG geeft de
contouren aan door de activiteiten die de intra-communautaire handel kunnen
beïnvloeden, aan te wijzen.

De vraag ofhet correct is om het Europese mededingingsrecht te beschouwen
als een regel van openbare orde die een vernietiging of weigering om tot ten
uitvoerlegging van een arbitraal vonnis over te gaan rechtvaardigt, komt aan het
einde van hoofdstuk 7 aan bod. Volgens het Hofvan Justitie EG is artikel81 EG
een van de materieelrechtelijke elementen van openbare orde als het een
vernietiging van of een weigering om tot tenuitvoerlegging van arbitrale vonnissen
over te gaan, betreft. De schrijfster bepleit echter een andere conclusie. In het boek
wordt betoogd dat de openbare orde, zoals toegepast in arbitragegeschillen, als
een uitzonderingsmechanisme gezien moet worden. Er van uitgaande dat de
openbare orde, in de hoedanigheid van een uitzonderingsgrond, enkel betrekking
heeft op de fundamentele normen en waarden van een rechtssysteem, kan sterk
betwijfeld worden of het Europese mededingingsrecht tot deze normen en
waarden behoort. De bevindingen van dit onderzoek tonen namelijk aan dat de
waarden die door het Europese mededingingsrecht beschermd worden vaak
opgeofferd worden om andere doelstellingen te bereiken. Op grond hiervan kan
dus reeds geconcludeerd worden dat, indien `fundamenteel' opgevat wordt als
staande voor een aantal kernbeginselen waarvan nimmer mag worden afgeweken,
het mededingingsrecht aprioriniet aan deze voorwaarde voldoet en derhalve niet
zijn plaats kan opeisen als `zijnde van openbare orde' in de zin van de bovenbe-
doelde uitzonderingsgrond.

4.
In het derde deel wordt de toepassing van het EG-recht in arbitrageprocedures
onderzocht.

In hoofdstuk 8 wordt gekeken naar de geschiktheid van het Europese recht om in
arbitragezaken te worden toegepast. Hierbij is er speciale aandacht voor de
toepasbaarheid van het Europese mededingingsrecht door arbiters. De bevoegd-
heid van arbiters ratione materiae wordt bepaald door zaken en geschillen die, ten
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gunste van de nationale rechters ofandere overheidsinstanties, van de bevoegd-
heid van arbiters zijn uitgesloten. Tussen staten bestaan aanzienlijke verschillen,
zowel wat betreft de inhoudelijke afbakening als de manier waarop deze
afbakening wordt gemaakt. De vaststelling welke zaken binnen de respectieve
bevoegdheden vallen, wordt aangeduid als `arbitrability'. De meeste zaken met
een handelsachtergrond worden beschouwd als zijnde geschikt voor arbitrage.
Echter, als het belang van een derde belanghebbende, de gemeenschap in zijn
geheel ofde prerogatieven van de nationale gerechten of administratieve organen
in het geding zijn, kan de vraag naar geschiktheid voor arbitrage zich voordoen.
De geschiktheid voor arbitrage van gevoelige zaken hangt van twee factoren af:
de bereidheid van de staat om geschillenbeslechting door middel van arbitrage
te bevorderen en een ruimhartige toepassing van het criterium aan de hand
waarvan beslist moet worden ofeen zaak zich voor arbitrage leent. Er zijn drie
manieren om de geschiktheid voor arbitrage vast te stellen. De eerste, meest
gebruikelijke methode kijkt naar de aard van de rechten die in het geding zijn, te
weten ofdeze al dan niet ter vrije beschikking van de partijen staan. De tweede,
meest ruimhartige benadering gebruikt als criterium de al dan niet economische
aard van de aan arbitrage te onderwerpen zaak. Volgens deze benadering kunnen
geschillen, waarin eigendomsrechten of andere op geld waardeerbare belangen
spelen, aan arbitrage onderworpen worden. De derde benadering, die beschouwd
moet worden als ouderwets en niet meer geschikt, brengt de geschiktheid voor
arbitrage in verband met de openbare orde. In deze visie zijn alle zaken met een
openbare orde karakter ongeschikt voor geschillenbeslechting door middel van
arbitrage. In het verleden was de toepassing van het Europese mededingingsrecht
in arbitragegeschillen in staten waarin voor laatstgenoemde benadering was
gekozen, problematisch. Tegenwoordig wordt deze benadering voor de
vaststelling ofarbitrage al dan niet mogelijk is niet meer gebruikt.

Geschillen waarin het Europese mededingingsrecht in het geding is, vallen over
het algemeen binnen de eerste twee methoden. Desalniettemin mogen die delen
van het Europese mededingingsrecht die exclusief zijn voorbehouden aan de
administratieve autoriteiten, niet aan arbiters worden voorgelegd. De Commissie,
als administratief orgaan, geniet vooralsnog exclusieve bevoegdheid in de
toepassing van het derde lid van artikel 8i EG, waarin de vrijstelling van het
verbod uit het eerste lid van die bepaling is vastgelegd. Zaken waarin om de
toepassing van artikel8i, lid 3, EG in een individueel geval is verzocht, kunnen
geen onderwerp van arbitrage zijn. De inwerkingtreding van de nieuwe verorde-
ning, Verordening (EG) nr. i~zoo3,2 die een einde maakt aan de exclusieve

z Verordening (EG) nr. i~zoo3 van de Raad van i6december zooz betreffende de uirvoering
van de mededingingsregels van de artikelen 8i en Sz van het Verdrag, PB zoo3 L t~t.
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bevoegdheid van de Commissie, kan hierin verandering brengen. Nationale
rechters zijn dan ook bevoegd om in individuele gevallen vrijstelling te verlenen
daar waar deze bevoegdheid voorheen, bij uitsluiting van alle andere organen, in
de handen van de Commissie lag. De vraag die echter onbeantwoord blijft, is of
arbitrale colleges een vergelijkbare bevoegdheid zullen hebben en of, zodoende,
de mogelijkheden voor arbitrage in geschillen waarin het Europese mededingings-
recht een rol speelt, zullen toenemen. Het stilzwijgen van de verordening op dit
punt heeft niet kunnen voorkomen dat er stemmen op gaan dat arbiters dergelijke
bevoegdheden zullen ofzouden moeten genieten.

De grondslagen waarop het gemeenschapsrecht door arbiters toegepast moet
worden uit hoofde van beginselen van het internationaal privaatrecht komen in
hoofdstuk g aan bod. Het specifieke karakter van het mechanisme van geschillenbe-
slechting door middel van arbitrage bepaalt de grondslag waarop EG-recht
toegepast wordt. De bevoegdheid van arbiters om EG-recht toe te passen wordt
in eerste instantie bepaald door het beginsel van partij-autonomie. Arbiters
moeten het gemeenschapsrecht dat d'uect ofindirect door partijen geselecteerd
is als zijnde het recht dat hun overeenkomst beheerst, toepassen. Als partijen geen
keuze hebben gemaakt, dan moeten de arbiters zelf het toepasselijk recht
selecteren. Hierin hebben zij een ruime beoordelingsvrijheid. Gesteld kan worden
dat er twee gronden zijn om EG-recht in arbitragezaken toe te passen: partij-
autonomie en wat wel als autonomie van de arbiters aangeduid kan worden, i.e.
de discretionaire bevoegdheid van arbiters om EG-recht als het toepasselijk recht
te kiezen. Arbiters worden aldus in de gelegenheid gesteld om het EG-recht niet
alleen toe te passen als het deel uitmaakt van de lex contractus, maar ook als het
daarbuiten valt.

Vervolgens wordt de meerwaarde onderzocht van de veronderstelling dat een
als lois de police aan te merken regel van EG-recht een grondslag voor de
toepassing van het gemeenschapsrecht kan zijn. In het boek wordt bepleit dat de
lois de police-kenmerken van bepaalde regels niet als grondslag kunnen dienen
voor de toepassing van EG-recht in arbitragegeschillen. Ten eerste is de lois de
police-benadering, die in de context van rechterlijke geschillenbeslechting is
ontwikkeld, als zodanig ongeschikt voor toepassing in arbitrale procedures.
Daarenboven, richt het leerstuk van de lois depolice zich niet tot arbiters, maar
tot rechters; de eersten maken geen deel uit van de nationale rechterlijk hiërarchie
en zijn daarom niet gehouden om nationaal beleid te beschermen dat door lois
de police wordt veiliggesteld.

Verder wordt er in hoofdstuk g een alternatieve theorie onderzocht, namelijk die
van `transnationale openbare orde', welke als een onafhankelijke bron voor de
toepassing van EG-recht kan dienen. Deze theorie gaat er van uit dat internationa-
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le arbitrage het belang van de wereldgemeenschap dient. Dientengevolge moeten
arbiters er voor zorgen dat de fundamentele waarden, die door de meerderheid
van staten worden nageleefd, wereldwijd worden gerespecteerd. In tegenstelling
tot de lois depolice-benadering, waarvan de toepassing bepaald wordt door het
doel om nationaal beleid uit te dragen, wordt de transnationale openbare orde
gebruikt om de meest algemeen geaccepteerde morele normen en fundamentele
waarden te handhaven. De eisen, die het concept van de transnationale openbare
orde stelt, teneinde te fungeren als een grondslag om bepaalde fundamentele
beginselen in arbitrale procedures toe te passen, kunnen op dezelfde manier
aangewend worden om de toepassing van communautaire bepalingen met een
fundamenteel karakter te rechtvaazdigen. Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten met
een pleidooi voor een aanvullende grondslag voor de toepassing van het EG-recht
in arbitrale procedures, die nauw aanknoopt bij de eisen van de transnationale
openbare orde.

Een overzicht en waardering van de grondslagen voor toepassing van EG-recht
in arbitrage procedures vanuit het perspectief van het gemeenschapsrecht is het
onderwerp van hoofdstuk ro. In de Europeesrechtelijke literatuur worden ter
ondersteuning twee argumenten aangevoerd. Het eerste argument zijn de
intrinsieke kenmerken en beginselen die ten grondslag liggen aan de Europese
rechtsorde, zoals voorrang, directe werking, effectiviteit en uniformiteit. Deze
klassieke grondslagen voor de toepassing van het EG-recht door nationale
rechters ontbeert een juiste basis in azbitragezaken. Daarom worden azgumenten
ontleend aan de openbare orde gebruikt om dit uitgangspunt verder te onderbou-
wen. De openbare orde is in deze visie een universele grondslag om verschillende
actoren - partijen en arbiters - te verplichten om het EG-recht toe te passen. De
innerlijke tegenstrijdigheid van het begrip openbare orde, in het bijzondere als
het gebruikt wordt in een andere context, zorgt ervoor dat, op het eerste gezicht,
de op openbare orde geschoeide argumentatie voldoende kan overtuigen. Veel
auteurs gebruiken de verplichting, die impliciet volgt uit de sanctie van de
openbare orde of de vernietiging en weigering om een vonnis ten uitvoer te
leggen, om een grondslag voor de toepassing van gemeenschapsrecht te creëren.

Hoofdstuk io somt een aantal zwaktes op van het Europese kader, waarin de
grondslagen voor de toepassing van EG-recht zijn ontwikkeld. De schrijfster
betoogt in het bijzonder, dat eerst de bron van de verplichting om EG-recht toe
te passen moet worden vastgesteld alvorens overgegaan wordt tot de vraag of
arbiters al dan niet Europees recht moeten toepassen. Om de ware rechtsgrond-
slag voor de toepassing van het Europese recht vast te stellen, moet naar de
rechtsregel die ditvoorschrijfr worden gezocht. De mogelijkheid van het opleggen
van een sanctie is onvoldoende.
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In hoofdstuk n wordt bekeken of er objectieve redenen, gelegen in bepaalde
kenmerken van geschillenbeslechting door middel van arbitrage, zijn die op
enigerlei wijze aan de toepassing van EG-recht in arbitrageprocedures in de weg
staan. Hierbij wordt alleen gekeken naar die problemen met de toepassing van
EG-recht die kenmerkend zijn voor arbitrageprocedures. Het overzicht laat zien
dat de mogelijkheden voor toepassing van Europees recht in arbitrageprocedures
beïnvloed worden door de bijzondere kenmerken van arbitragerechtspraak als
een zichzelf onderscheidend procedureel mechanisme. Deze eigenaardigheden,
zoals beslissingen die op consensus berusten, de lijdelijkheid van arbiters en
respect voor de partijautonomie, lijken de mogelijkheden van arbiters om een
activistische houding ten aanzien van de toepassing van het EG-recht in te nemen,
in de weg te staan. Een gezond procesgedrag van partijen, die hun eigen belang
nastreven, biedt voldoende garanties dat als het EG-recht relevant wordt geacht
voor de oplossing van het geschil, dit recht op de juiste wijze door een arbitraal
college zal worden meegenomen. Ex officio toepassing van het EG-recht in
arbitrageprocedures, daarentegen, lijkt problematisch te zijn. Arbiters ontberen
over het algemeen de bevoegdheid om ambtshalve vragen op te werpen en
hierover te beslissen. Ook het informele karakter van een arbitrageprocedure is
een reden om aan de geschiktheid van dergelijke procedures, als een manier van
geschillenbeslechting waarin het EG-recht wordt toegepast, te twijfelen.
Procedurele flexibiliteit vindt haar uitdrukking in ruimhartig geformuleerde regels
inzake de bewijsvoering en de manier waarop arbitrageprocedures worden
gevoerd. Er zijn geen doorslaggevende conclusies te trekken ten aanzien van de
daadwerkelijke gevolgen van procedurele flexibiliteit voor de toepassing van het
gemeenschapsrecht.

In hoofdstuk II wordt eveneens vastgesteld dat de remedies, die toegewezen
kunnen worden aan een eiser in arbitragegeschillen, in grote mate overeenkomen
met de remedies die ook door de rechterlijke instanties toegewezen kunnen
worden. De redelijkheid en billijkheid kunnen arbiters er echter van weerhouden
om een bepaalde remedie toe te wijzen waar nationale rechters dat wel zouden
doen. De communautaire voorwaarde van het hebben van een effectief rechtsmid-
del als sprake is van een schending van het EG-recht, wordt door arbitrale colleges
niet in overweging genomen. Het is daarom heel goed mogelijk dat de remedies
die door arbiters toegewezen worden, afwijken van de remedies die door nationale
rechters zouden zijn toegewezen.

Hoofdstuk II sluit af inet de conclusie dat arbitrageprocedures zowel voordelen
als beperkingen hebben als het gaat om de beslechting van geschillen waarin het
gemeenschapsrecht in het geding is. Mits deze beperkingen onderkend worden
en, waaz mogelijk, ondervangen worden en de voordelen ten volle benut worden,
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kan arbitrage een geschikt mechanisme zijn voor het beslechten van civielrechtelij-
ke geschillen met een Europese dimensie.

5.
In het vierde deel wordt bekeken hoe het nationale institutionele kader van de
lidstaten van de Europese Unie vormgeeft aan de interactie tussen het EG-recht
en arbitrageprocedures.

In hoofdstuk rz komen verschillende procedurele waarborgen aan de orde, die ertoe
moeten bijdragen dat het gemeenschapsrecht in arbitrale procedures wordt
toegepast. Deze waarborgen worden met name gegeven door de nationale
rechters die toezicht houden op de erkenning en tenuitvoerlegging van arbitrale
vonnissen of die moeten oordelen over een vordering tot vernietiging van een
arbitraal vonnis.

Uit een rechtsvergelijkend onderzoek naar de werking van toezicht door nationale
rechters op arbitrale vonnissen kunnen de volgende conclusies worden getrokken.
Ten eerste is het toezicht door nationale rechters op de naleving van het EG-recht
in arbitrageprocedures miniem. Het beperkte toezicht vindt zijn uitdrukking in
het geringe aantal mogelijkheden waarin toezicht mogelijk is, namelijk bij de
erkenning en tenuitvoerlegging van arbitrale vonnissen. Verder zijn er beperking-
en ten aanzien van de wijze waarop toezicht wordt uitgeoefend. De lijst van
herzieningsgronden is kort, limitatief en restrictief. Daarenboven is een van de
fundamentele regels voor herziening van arbitrale vonnissen dat er geen
inhoudelijke toetsing, waaronder controle op het toepasselijk recht, mogelijk is.
Verder volgt uit het onderzoek dat de openbare orde de enige grond is dat niet
uitgesloten is van een inhoudelijke beoordeling door nationale rechters. De
openbare orde maakt het mogelijk om een arbitraal vonnis, dat bij erkenning of
ten uitvoerlegging in strijd zou zijn met fundamentele beginselen van de
rechtsorde, te vernietigen ( bij vorderingen tot vernietiging) ofniet ten uitvoer te
leggen ( in handhavingprocedures). Zo kunnen de fundamentele beginselen van
het gemeenschapsrecht afdoende beschermd worden door de werking van de
openbare orde.

Het rechtsvergelijkend onderzoek toont verder aan dat de openbare orde geen
uitkomst biedt bij schendingen van het recht, met in begrip van het gemeenschaps-
recht, die niet leiden tot een inbreuk op de fundamentele rechtsbeginselen. Het
open karakter van de openbare orde maakt het mogelijk om dit begrip ruim uit
te leggen waardoor het mogelijk wordt om arbitrale vonnissen te beoordelen op
hun verenigbaarheid met de fundamentele rechtsbeginselen en andere regels van
dwingend recht die dit kenmerk ontberen. Het zou rechters ook kunnen bewegen
tot een feitelijke en juridische herziening van het arbitraal vonnis. De voorgestelde
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ruime invulling van de openbare orde staat volgens sommigen haaks op de
algemeen aanvaarde uitgangspunten van internationale arbitrage. Daarenboven
zou het ook kunnen resulteren in een verstoring van het broze evenwicht dat
bereikt is tussen de verschillende uitgangspunten en doelstellingen die aan de
erkenning van arbitrage als legitiem middel voor civiele geschillenbeslechting ten
grondslag liggen. Er zijn ook stemmen die stellen dat een verruiming van de
reikwijdte van de openbare orde uiteindelijk geen duidelijke voordelen voor de
toepassing van het EG-recht met zich mee zal brengen terwijl het wel schade zal
toebrengen aan de fundamenten van arbitrage binnen de Gemeenschap en,
mogelijk, een kettingreactie in rechtscolleges buiten de Gemeenschap teweeg zal
brengen.

De conclusie is derhalve dat de openbare orde als controlemechanisme voor
rechters geen garantie kan bieden voor een juiste en uniforme toepassing van het
EG-recht in arbitrageprocedures. Zelfs als er van uit wordt gegaan dat de
openbare orde de onjuiste toepassing van bepaalde regels van gemeenschapsrecht
kan ondervangen, dan zal dit slechts een beperkt aantal regels zijn.

In hoofdstuk 13 wordt een specifieke vorm van procedurele waarborgen voor de
toepassing van het gemeenschapsrecht besproken. Deze waarborgen beogen een
versterking van en geen garantie voor de toepassing van het gemeenschapsrecht
in arbitragegeschillen. Arbiters die het Europese recht toepassen kunnen ten
eerste assistentie vragen van een nationale rechter. Slechts een paar landen
voorzien in de mogelijkheid voor arbiters om vrijwillig gebruik te maken van de
hulp van nationale rechters. Het nuttige effect van deze mogelijkheid is twijfelach-
tig aangezien arbitrale colleges over het algemeen deze mogelijkheid als overbodig
afdoen.

Ook het HvJ EG zou arbiters ter zijde kunnen staan. Zo zou het Hof een arbitraal
college rechtstreeks kunnen ondersteunen door een door het tribunaal voorgeleg-
de prejudiciële vraag te beantwoorden. De uitlegging van het Hofvan `rechterlijke
instantie' in artikel z34 EG staat er echter aan in de weg dat arbitrale colleges van
deze mogelijkheid gebruik maken. De tweede mogelijkheid zou zijn dat het Hof
van Justitie een arbitraal college indirect bijstaat en wel door de tussenkomst van
een ondersteunende rechter in een arbitrageprocedure die wel bevoegd is om een
prejudiciële uitleggingsvraag aan het Hofte stellen. Het is niet duidelijk of een
dergelijke prejudiciële verwijzing aan de voorwaarden van artikel 234 EG zal
voldoen. Verder is het de vraag of een dergelijke vorm van assistentie het beginsel
van procedurele competentie van arbitrage zal ondermijnen.

Aan het eind van hoofdstuk t3 wordt bekeken ofhet mogelijk is dat de Europese
Commissie arbitrale colleges ter zijde staat. Er bestaat formeel geen juridische
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grondslag op basis waarvan de Commissie verplicht is om arbitrale colleges
behulpzaam te zijn bij de toepassing van het EG-recht in mededingingsgeschillen.
Arbiters kunnen op grond van de Bekendmaking betreffende de samenwerking
tussen de Commissie en de nationale rechterlijke instanties3 geen beroep doen
op hulp van de Commissie. Er zijn echter een aantal redenen waarom het
onwaarschijnlijk is dat zij uberhaupt gebruik zullen gaan maken van informele hulp
van de Commissie.

Het overzicht van de bestaande, facultatieve mogelijkheden die arbitrale colleges
tot hun beschikking hebben, laat zien dat, alhoewel deze mogelijkheden in een
individueel geval zijn vruchten kunnen afwerpen, er goede gronden zijn om te
twijfelen aan hun meerwaarde, bijvoorbeeld omdat arbiters er voor kiezen om
er geen gebruik van te maken.

In hoofdstuk r4 laat de schrijfster haar gedachten gaan over de deelconclusies die
in de voorafgaande hoofdstukken zijn getrokken. Het onderzoek toont aan dat
de logica die aan internationale arbitrage en het EG-recht ten grondslag ligt
wezenlijk verschilt zodat er op het eerste gezicht weinig hoop op verzoening is.
Zolang het EG-recht een `eigen rechtsorde' blijft waarvan de bestaansvoorwaarde
ingegeven is door grote publieke belangen en zolang als het probeert arbitrage
aan het gemeenschapsrecht aan te passen, zal dit recht blijven botsen met deze
methode voor private geschillenbeslechting. De Europese visie op het vraagstuk
lijkt doorslaggevend voor de manier waarop de collisie tussen het EG-recht en
arbitrage wordt opgelost.

Tot slot wordt in het onderhavig werk gespeculeerd over de hypothese dat de
Europese houding jegens de problemen die er bestaan bij de interactie tussen het
EG-recht en arbitrage, terug te voeren is op een benadering die opgaat voor het
samenspel tussen het Europese recht en de nationale rechters van de lidstaten.
Daarbij wordt echter onvoldoende aandacht besteed aan de bijzondere kenmerken
van geschillen die aan arbiters worden voorgelegd, de kenmerken van arbitrage-
procedures en de aard van internationale arbitrage. De sluipende `federalisatie'
van intra-communautaire juridische verhoudingen draagt voorts ook bij aan de
assimilatie van de gronden waarop het EG-recht moet worden toegepast door
nationale rechtscolleges én in arbitrale procedures.

3 Bekendmaking betreffende de samenwerking tussen de Commissie en de nationale
rechterlij ke instanties voordetoepassing van de artikelen 85 en 86 van het EEG- Verdrag,
PB t993 C 39~5.
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Zolang men zich niet realiseert dat in internationale arbitrage de rol van het recht
anders is, is het volgens sommigen onwaarschijnlijk dat de Europese visie zal
veranderen. Arbitrage, waarbij het recht niet meer is dan een model of een bron
voor juridische normstelling dat dienst doet bij geschillenbeslechting, past slecht
in de systematiek van het gemeenschapsrecht. Daar is immers het uitgangspunt
dat het recht volledig moet worden toegepast. De relatie tussen arbitrage en het
recht, waaronder het gemeenschapsrecht, is onorthodox. De werkelijke bron
waaruit de spanning voortvloeit, is, volgens de uitkomsten van het onderhavige
onderzoek, het verschil in waarde dat in arbitrage aan het recht wordt toegekend.
Nader onderzoek, dat van een bredere onderzoeksmethode uitgaat en niet louter
beperkt is tot juridische onderzoeksmethoden, lijkt geschikter om deze veronder-
stelling te verifiëren. De conclusie die getrokken kan worden uit het onderhavige
onderzoek is, dat arbitrage geen bedreiging is voor de integriteit van het EG-recht
mits de laatste zijn angst om verwaarloosd te worden overwint. In private
verhoudingen is het de regel dat hoe hoger de legitimiteit van het recht is, des te
groter is de bereidheid om zich er vrijwillig aan te conformeren. Net zoals
nationale rechtssystemen gaandeweg arbitrage en hiermee het risico dat
handhaving van het nationale recht een ondergeschoven kindje wordt, hebben
omarmd, zo zal het EG-recht op een dag ervan overtuigd raken dat het niet op
zijn grondvesten zal schudden door een bij tijd en wijle onjuiste toepassing in het
kader van het privaatrecht.
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